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System Identification for Integrated Aircraft
Development and Flight Testing

(RTO MP-11)

Executive Summary
Over the last decades flight vehicles such as aircraft and helicopters entering service and requiring increased
operational effectiveness have with few exceptions experienced prolonged flight test development to achieve
full certification. In many cases the original requirements had later to be reduced to enable release to service.
The impact on the customer, and manufacturer has been considerable leading to increased costs and or
reduced operational capabilities. These costly experiences are largely a result of the flight vehicle not
behaving as modelled and designed.

The evaluation of flight test data can be used as a tool for validating windtunnel results and mathematical
models describing the flight dynamical behaviour. In this sense the uncertainty of important aerodynamic
stability and control parameters can be reduced and the confidence of aircraft mathematical models
improved. An additional important factor comes from the implementation of active control systems offering
the promise of significantly increased flight vehicle performance and operational capability. This approach
extends the traditional trade-offs between aerodynamics, structures and propulsion systems to include full-
time, full-authority fly-by-wire/light systems. It is imperative that the aerodynamic stability and control
parameters of such integrated flight and propulsion control systems have to turn out inflight as predicted,
since inherent stability margins will be lower and the flight control system must correct these deficiencies to
provide flight critical redundancy and safety.

With the methodology of system identification from flight tests it is possible to sense the control inputs and
the flight vehicle reactions such as accelerations, rates and attitudes. The mathematical model, e.g. the model
structure and parameters, has to be determined from the relationship of the measured control inputs and the
system's responses.

The aim of this symposium was to review the present state of the art of flight vehicle system and parameter
identification techniques, and to provide a critical appraisal of current methods developed and applied to
flight test data in a number of NATO nations. Particular emphasis was placed on practical aspects and
lessons learned in order to generate information useful to the flight test community in industry and
government agencies.

The technical papers share invaluable experience and emphasize the advances of flight vehicle system
identification over the last years to the point where confidence and robustness level is now reasonably high.
The symposium covered overviews of identification methodologies, flight test techniques, recent aircraft and
helicopter application programs, and a session of short papers covering up-to-the-minute flight test results.
A final discussion included prepared comments from experts and concluded with key issues learned in the
application of system identification and future research needs.

The essential benefits to NATO nations can be condensed as follows:
"* More accurate mathematical models for high bandwidth flight control systems,
"* Improved assessment and evaluation of flying qualities,
"* High fidelity mathematical models for flight vehicle development and mission training simulators,

and generally,
"* Reduced flight test time and costs.



L 'identification des systemes pour le de~veloppement
int egr e- des ae~ronefs et les essais en, vol

(RTO MP-11)

Synthe'se
Pour les a~ronefs A voilure fixe et tournante, pour lesquels on demande toujours plus d'efficacit6
op6rationnelle, il a Wt not6, au cours des derni~res d~cennies un rallongement quasi-g6n6ral des essais en
vol avant de pouvoir obtenir la certification compl~te pour mise en service. Dans beaucoup de cas, cette
certification est pass6e par une r6duction des sp6cifications initiales. Pour les clients et pour les
constructeurs, les cons6quences sont consid~rables car elles entrainent une augmentation des corkts etlou une
diminution des capacit6s op6rationnelles. Ces exp~riences cofiteuses s'expliquent largement par le fait que
l'a~onef ne se comporte pas en vol comme pr6vu lors de la conception et mod~lisation.

Les r~sultats des essais en vol peuvent valider les essais en soufflerie, ainsi que les mod~les math6matiques
de la dynamique du vol. Ainsi, l'incertitude associ~e A certains param~tres de stabilit6 et de contr6le
a6rodynamiques peut 8tre att~nu6e et la. fiabilit6 des mod~les math6matiques d' a~onefs, am~lior6e. De plus,
l'installation de syst~mes de contr6le actif offre la possibilit6 d'une am6lioration consid6rable des
performances et des capacit6s op~rationnelles des v6hicules a6riens. Cette approche 6largit le domaine des
compromis traditionnels entre l'a6rodynamique, les structures et les syst~mes de propulsion pour inclure des
syst~mes de commandes de vol 6lectriques/A fibres optiques ý autorisation permanente et sans restriction. 11
est indispensable que les param~tres de stabilit6 et de contr6le a~rodynamiques de tels syst~mes int6gr6s de
commande de propulsion et de vol, se comportent en vol comme pr6vu, puisque les marges de stabilit6
propre seront plus faibles et le syst~me de commandes de vol doit compenser ces carences, afin d'assurer la
redondance et la s6curit6 indispensables.

Avec la m~thodologie d'identification des syst~mes, utilis6e lors des essais en vol, on peut enregistrer les
donn~es relatives aux commandes de pilotage et les r6actions du v6hicule a6rien, telles que positions,
acc6l6rations et vitesses. Le mod~le math6matique, c'est A dire la structure et les param~tes du mod~le, doit
Wte d~termin6 A partir du rapport entre les commandes de pilotage et les r6ponses du syst~me.

Ce symposium a eu pour objectif de faire le point des connaissances actuelles en techniques de syst~mes de
commandes de vol et d'identification de param~tres, et de fournir une 6valuation critique des m6thodes qui
ont 6t d~velopp~es et appliqu~es aux donn6es des essais en vol par bon nombre de pays de l'OTAN. Un
accent particulier a 6t6 mis sur les aspects pratiques et les enseignements tir6s, afin de donner des
informations utiles aux responsables des essais en vol de l'industrie et des agences gouvernementales.

Les communications techniques pr6sent6es sont le fruit d'une expernience inestimable et soulignent les
avanc6es r~alis~es au cours des demni~res ann6es en mati~re d'identification des syst~mes de pilotage, qui
profitent maintenant d'un niveau de confiance relativement 61ev6. Le symposium a donn6 un aperqu g~n~ral
des m6thodologies d'identification, des techniques d'essais en vol, des programmes d'application r6cents
pour a6ronefs 4 voilure fixe et A voilure toumnante. Une session a 6t6 consacr6e h de courtes pr6sentations sur
les derniers r6sultats des essais en vol. Lors de la derni~re session, les sp~cialistes ont pr6sent6 des
commentaires et la s6ance a W conclue par une discussion des questions cl6s soulev6es par l'application des
techniques d'identification des syst~mes, ainsi que par l'identification des futurs besoins en mati~re de
recherche.

Les principaux avantages pour les pays membres de 1' OTAN peuvent 8tre r6sum6s ainsi:
"* Des mod~les math~matiques plus pr6cis pour les syst~mes de pilotage A bande sup~rieure,
"* Estimation et 6valuation des qualit6s de vol am~lior6es,
"* Des mod~les math~matiques de haute fid6lit6 pour le d6veloppement des v6hicules a6riens et pour les

simulateurs de mission, et, en g6n6ral,
"* La diminution des cofits et des d~lais des essais en vol.
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Preface

System identification is becoming a tool of continually increasing importance within the processes of
design and clearance of engineering systems. Many systems, and especially aircraft, are becoming
increasingly complex, such that it can be difficult and expensive to verify the total system performance
by demonstration alone. This applies whether the aircraft being considered is for military or civilian
purposes.

Verification of the performance of a total system is increasingly reliant upon calculation, particularly
for these highly integrated systems. Demonstration on its own is no longer an adequate tool to verify
performance. To achieve verification of performance by calculation, it is essential to utilise models
derived from prediction and verified by test. The methods used for identification of the system that
enable these comparisons are referred to as the System Identification processes.

For use in this purpose, it is necessary that the processes and techniques have been proven to be correct
by use of data derived from experiment. This data is then analysed and correlated with the expected
performance, before being used in simulation of the total system. The use of system identification tools
is the cornerstone upon which this philosophy is based. Successful application of these tools represents
a major step in the integration of the overall system.

The objectives of the current symposium, sponsored by the Systems Concepts and Integration Panel of
the Research and Technology Organization, can be described in the following way:

"* A brief overview of the methods that are available for use, without delving too deeply into the
mathematical background, such that an engineer might be able to consider the method most
applicable to his purpose.

"* The sharing of experience from the development of the system and practical application of system
identification techniques.

"* The understanding of lessons learned when the applications of the techniques have been
unsuccessful, and what lay behind these events.
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Words of Don Pedro Morenes, Secretary of State for Defense

Good morning Ladies and Gentlemen,

As Secretary of State for Defense, it is my pleasure to welcome to Spain all
those attending this Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft
Development and Flight Testing" organized by the "Systems Concepts and
Integration Panel" of the NATO Research and Tecnology Organization, known by
its initials RTO.

As many of you will know, the RTO is the result of the fusion of two other
organizations, both with a long tradition in NATO. One is the AGARD, whose
mission was dedicated to the aerospace world, and whose work has been a reference
point for any other organization belonging to tthe aerospace world. The other, the
DRG covers the land and naval aspects in particular. With this union, NATO
intends to promote the activities of both, by taking the best from each. Likewise this
is a sample of the importance that technology holds in NATO's'plans vis a vis the
changing world which has arisen since the end of the cold war.

Everyone is well aware of the profound changes that not only NATO, but all
activities related to defense are undergoing.. Budget needs and restrictions have
modified not only the Armed Forces, which find themselves more reduced in all
countries, but also their missions, which are more multi-purpose, mobile and
flexible. These changes promote and enhance the role of technology, as the only
means of reconciling the needs and the restrictions.

On the other hand, nowadays we also bear witness to the use of the Armed
Forces as means of pacification and humanitarian aid. This is in consonance with
the Declaration of Rome in 1991 on Peace and Co-operation, in which the NATO
countries base their principles of action on three elements: dialogue, co-operation
and the maintenance of a collective defense capability.

Spain has participated in the activities of the AGARD and the DRG since it
joined NATO in 1982. Almost every year we have hosted synposiums of the
various panels, and our technical experts have particpated in the panels and work
groups, with a degree of activity in consonance with our capabilities. It is our
intention to continue the same degree of particpation in the RTO at all levels.
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Regarding the symposium we are about to inaugurate, "System Identification
for Integrated Aircraft Development and Flight Testing", I shall not insist further,
as all of you present are experts in the matter. I only wish to point out that it is an
example of how technology collaborates in improving the quality and price of
modem aircraft.

Lastly, to round off my words, I would like to express my desire that
the work sessions prove fruitful and that you will have an enjoyable stay in Madrid.
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System Identification

for Integrated Aircraft Development and Flight Testing.

Technical Evaluation Report
K. McKay

British Aerospace, Military Aircraft and Aerostructures
Warton Aerodrome,

Warton, Preston, PR4 lAX, UK

Abstract
System identification is becoming a tool of * The understanding of lessons learned when the
continually increasing importance within the applications of the techniques have been
processes of design and clearance of engineering unsuccessful, and what lay behind these events.
systems. Many systems, and especially aircraft, are
becoming increasingly complex, such that it can be My personal interest in this symposium, as the
difficult and expensive to verify the total system writer of this Technical Evaluation Report, reaches
performance by demonstration alone. This applies back many years. One of my earliest duties, as a
whether the aircraft being considered is for military member of the preceding Flight Mechanics Panel of
or civilian purposes. AGARD, was to rewrite the pilot paper upon which

the current activity is based. Personally, one of my
Verification of the performance of a weapon system key objectives was the sharing of the practical
is increasingly reliant upon calculation methods experience of application of these tools, as bitter
that have been proven to be correct and by use of experience had shown me that there were a number
data derived from experiment. This data is then of pitfalls awaiting the inexperienced user. Whilst
analysed and correlated with the expected sharing of experience cannot prevent such
performance, before being used in simulation of the problems, it is clear that not sharing knowledge and
total system. The use of system identification tools experience deprives everybody the opportunity to
is the cornerstone upon which this philosophy is benefit from the experience of others.
based. Successful application of these tools
represents a major step in the integration of the
overall system. 1 Overview of the Symposium

The symposium featured a generally high standardThe objectives of the current symposium, of paper, both in content and presentation, with a

sponsored by the Vehicle Systems & Concepts number of the presenters showing the work

Integration Panel of the Research and Technology performed to verify their modelling and ensure that

Organisation, and as described in the pilot paper their derived system models had an understandable,
upon which the symposium is based, can be terdrvdsse oeshda nesadbe
uponribd wic the sol posium isy: bphysical interpretation. Some of the techniques
described in the following way: show the potential to derive models that match the

"* A brief overview of the methods that are experiment, but, should they be required for use in

available for use, without delving too deeply diagnosis of engineering fixes, then they will give
rise to problems as they have a less physical

into the mathematical background, such that an meaning. The papers presented strongly indicate
engineer might be able to consider the method which techniques are currently being employed in a
most applicable to his purpose. "production" environment by industry, as a

"* The sharing of experience from the preference for just this reason.

development of the system and practical Many of the presenters confirmed the role of the
application of system identification techniques. engineer in interpretation of any results obtained.

This is a crucial aspect. It is becoming increasingly
clear that, if a physically realistic model is to be
obtained, then the trained engineering interpretation
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is needed. It is possible to automate the system with the tools are also indicated, and this will be a
identification processes, to ease the workload, but it major benefit to new users and developers, alike.
will remain an essential that the overall engineering
understanding is still in place. 2 The Keynote Addresses

Failure to achieve this would have the potential to The first address, by Charlie Crawford of Georgia
Technical Research Institute, stressed the use of

ave aot mels tha have no physical meaning and system identification in the development and
cannot be used for other than predicting the qualification of rotary wing aircraft. Historically,
responses ftom which they are derived. Clearly, teis the need arose from the problems that had been
relates back to the issue of which system encountered in past products, resulting in the need

identification techniques are employed and will enhanthe to availablecand reduce the risk

place a responsibility on the developers on new a nce the aircra nd rects.

methods to deliver capabilities that allow this goal associated with new aircraft projects.

to be attained. The major issue identified was the relative

immaturity of the processes for predicting theThe symposium highlighted the rapid development behaviour and analysing the behaviour of rotorcraft,

of the analysis techniques that are now available for compar d apalitie shown if wing
usein otocrat dsig ad aalyis.Tenyeas ao, compared to the capabilities shown in fixed wing

use in rotorcraft design and analysis. Ten years ago, development programmes. The consequence of this
such tools were only just being derived, immaturity was the need for extensive design
predominantly featuring frequency domain changes in the aircraft after their first flights, even

techniques, in order to reduce the sensitivity to the on the aircraft that won their respective design

high noise levels found with rotorcraft. ompetitions.
competitions.

At the same time, there has been continued The results showed a need to go back to basics,
development of the fixed wing methods. These are refining the modelling, including the use of wind
now capable of analysis in very non-linear flight tunnels, and the development of appropriate flight
regimes, such as high angles of attack. However, analysis techniques for use with rotorcraft. The
there are uses for the frequency domain processes result was the development of a frequency response
even with fixed wing, and it is clear that both fixed test method, capable of providing information
and rotary wing engineering teams can learn from relating to most of the dynamic aspects of the
each other. airframe in flight.

There are a wealth of very demanding drivers for The methods are capable of being used
the use of these tools. The tools are now capable of interactively, to allow analysis during flight, such
delivering their full potential, not just in that the test results are available at debrief of a test
engineering terms, but also in terms of allowing flight. Extensive use is being made of these
flight test programmes to be reduced, with all the techniques in the progression of the YRAH-66
associated cost and timescale benefits that can flight test programme.
result. The benefits obtainable need to be firmly
demonstrated, whilst not allowing a reduction in the A key need, that was identified, relates to the
product quality. This is a major lesson that needs to ability to be rapidly assess the data quality for
be understood by all involved in projects where the utilisation within the frequency response analysis,
tools are to be employed, and then to be able to assimilate the results of the

analysis and be able to provide simple explanationsIt will be interesting to compare the tools derived of the findings.

for aircraft purposes with those used in other fields.

System identification tools are used increasingly The second keynote address, by Prof. E. Varela
within other applications outside of aerospace, and Arroyo, Director General of INTA, stressed the use
there is a potential for cross-fertilisation that has of the modelling as a means of reducing costs,
yet to be really followed up. whilst being better able to examine the real

boundary conditions than is possible purely by
The papers present a wealth of information on the flight test. The experience within INTA has
various techniques and the innovative applications developed from a means of correlation of wind
bxperiengf d fosthem identicatnd w ul s po dnew b tunnel measurements with flight, to a mathematical
experienced system identification users and new technique for system identification developed to

users a good foundation of knowledge upon which support the qualification and certification of aircraft

to work. Some of the potential pitfalls associated built and certified wh Spain.
built and certified within Spain.
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the problems that can be encountered due to non-
The activities included checking the results linearity of the aerodynamics.
obtained from the processes developed against the
flight data of known aircraft, in order to prove the Paper 2, presented by Peter Hamel, addressed the
system was performing correctly. These developed key roles for system identification in relation to the
tools are now in use for the production of data model validation and the integration of the overall
relating to flight mechanics, performance and aircraft systems. It includes a review of a number of
flutter on both the CASA CN235 and Eurofighter project applications within the experience of DLR,
programmes. The key message was to recognise the who have been major developers of system
significance of the tools, but also that they would identification techniques for both fixed and rotary
never be able to replace the testing of the aircraft in wing applications. The fidelity of the 'answer that is
flight, obtained is a crucial aspect, especially when

defining the information for use in flight
3 System Identification - simulators. The paper describes the process as

Applications in Recent Aircraft "Given the answer, what are the questions?" This
Programmes. gives the simplest view of the utility of system

identification, which can be readily understood. A
The objective of this session was to highlight the co-ordinated approach is necessary, based around
uses that have been found for system identification the principles of the "Quad M" approach, i.e.
in current aircraft projects, including both Motion, Measurements, Methods and Models.
experimental and prototype aircraft programme
applications. Four papers described the breadth of The paper stressed the need for automated
applications in military, civil, fixed and rotary wing generation of inputs that allow the correlated
vehicle applications. effects to be resolved. Correlations occur when the

pilot input results in the motions of more than one
Paper 1, presented by John Hodgkinson, set out to control surface simultaneously, or response in two
present the airframe manufacturer's view of system or more parameters at the same time. Experience
identification. The tools used are either frequency with aircraft, such as the X-3 1, shows the need for
or time domain and the use is chosen according to individual excitation of the control surfaces to
the application. The time domain methods used are allow the resolution of the individual terms with the
derived from the US Navy Athena tool, a regression required accuracy.
based technique. The frequency domain methods
have their origins in the methods developed by the The system identification techniques have been
US Army for analysis of rotary wing aircraft. developed to cope with the effects of unsteady

aerodynamics, and the paper showed the
Whatever tool is being used, it is essential that the application of the resulting combined models to the
engineer is always aware of state of the analysis. stall of the Dornier 328.
The tools are designed to assist an engineer with
knowledge of aircraft increase his knowledge, and Whilst DLR are considering developing
can never be regarded as "push-button". It is the technologies based upon neural nets, the presenter
engineering skill that underlies the successful use of stressed the need to be able to relate the results
the tools, supported by the process of always back to a physical understanding. Without this, then
checking the measured data and designing the flight it would be difficult to apply the results obtained,
experiments properly to enable the data to be especially if the results are to be applied for
extracted properly. The paper contains a wealth of certification. The general use of neural nets was
detail information relating to the practical considered to be one which will offer some
experience from application of the tools on a range significant problems for the certification process.
of projects, including transport aircraft, fighters and
helicopters. Paper 3 of the session reviews the use of system

identification throughout the aircraft design cycle,
The paper forecasts that affordability would using the experiences with fly-by-wire flight
increase in significance as a driver for the systems control systems for rotorcraft development and
identification process improvement and utilisation. integration. In these applications, the main thrust
For use within the civil transport market, there is has been the application of frequency domain
already a well-defined and established utility that representations, which can then be related directly

'feeds into the verified models for simulators, etc. back to the aircraft handling qualities and the
The military applications are working into higher design requirements. The specific tool that has been
angles of attack, with proven capability to deal with developed at the US Army Ames Research Centre
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is CIFER - Comprehensive Identification from understandable and capable of re-predicting the
Frequency Responses. The paper includes a number aircraft motion satisfactorily.
of examples of the application of the system
identification process to a number of different It was noted, in response to a question, that the
aircraft project applications, including both fixed aircraft control laws in the approach mode had been
and rotary wing. These applications have been modified to take account of the results obtained.
made at various points in the design, certification
and verification processes for the projects. The second paper, Paper 5, dealt with the need to

update aerial refuelling training aids to be more
The key message related to the ability to extract an representative of the flight environment and
appropriate linear model that can be used for behaviour actually encountered in this close control
control system design purposes, rather than the task. The paper described the extensive programme
difficulty of dealing with a fully non-linear model. of tests necessary to derive the data updates to
The frequency sweep technique, adopted with the cover the possible tanker - receiver pairs. The result
CIFER process, is preferred to a numerical was an upgraded understanding of the tanker flow
perturbation technique, and was demonstrated to fields and their effects on the receiver aircraft. The
give better fits to the flight test data. process adopted made extensive use of GPS

information to provide accurate positional data of
The tool has also been applied to the analysis of the receiver relative to the tanker, essential for the
wind tunnel data relating to full-scale rotor tests determination of the tanker flow field and the effect
performed in the NASA Ames tunnels. This was that the receiver has on this as it approaches the
performed with a view to understanding the key refuelling boom.
physical parameters of the rotor, prior to building
these parameters back into the prediction models of The basic model structure chosen for the analysis
the full vehicle, was derived from a Dryden turbulence model.

Using this approach, it was possible to generate a
Frequency domain techniques, such as those model that then reflected the aircraft behaviour.
described are, in the opinion of the author, The validation of the derived model related to the
particularly suited to the design process for flight analysis of the power spectral density information
control system developments, and no further validation was found to be

necessary.
4 System IdentificationMethodologies. Simple model representations were adequate toprovide a satisfactory model of the situation, based
The first paper of this second session, Paper 4, upon multi-dimensional look-up tables, which
addressed the application of output error eased the implementation of the models.
identification techniques to the flight mechanics of
Airbus aircraft. The requirement was to be able to The third paper, Paper 6, addressed the use of
update the pre-flight prediction for the aircraft system identification applied to ground vibration
within four months of first flight, using A-319 as an testing and the supporting finite element structural
example. This stresses the importance of a good models and the aerodynamic models, with a view to
database to start from combined with the need to ensuring the aircraft is free from flutter within its
utilise the skills of the engineer to interpret the flight envelope. The paper concentrates upon (a)
data. The results of the analysis were to be used in the ground vibration test analysis and the
the formal certification of the aircraft. subsequent updating of the Finite Element

structural Model (FEM), together with an overview
Due to the non-linear aerodynamics involved, of the different aircraft support systems that are
especially with the spoilers, the flight tests had to commonly used in ground test and (b) the
be specially designed to obtain a range of different resolution of the damping data from flight test. The
data from different manoeuvres at close to the same presentation described the various techniques that
angles of attack. These manoeuvres included are used, but mainly associated with transport
dynamic inputs, steady sideslips and engine out of aircraft, with the damping levels appropriate to this
trim cases. All of these tests then contribute to the class of aircraft being considered. The conclusions
analysis of the lateral aerodynamics of the aircraft. are that further work is required to understand the
Again, the presentation showed the need for the effects of non-linearity, due to structural effects,
engineer to understand the process in order to be flight control systems, etc.
able to generate answers which would be physically
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The final paper of the session, Paper 7, outlined the Design of this type of input has also been utilised in
applications of system identification techniques to the assessments of other aircraft, including X-31
the V-22 aircraft, with particular reference to the drop models, Active F-15 and will be applied to the
structural modes and their treatment by self- Hyper-X.
adaptive notching. The standard approach, as
outlined by the previous speakers, was taken, with There was a concern that too much effort could be
the chosen process being used to identify the model placed in the design of the optimal inputs,
structure necessary. especially when the effects of the amplitudes of the

inputs have to be accounted for. There is a need to
The paper includes a description of the DSRA ensure that the exercise does not become one of
process. It concludes with describing the academic purity, but retains its sense of purpose
application to the V-22 structural mode analysis. and application to an engineering task.
Up to 21 modes were identified simultaneously. As
with the previous paper, the main difficulty The second paper, Paper 9, described the validation
appeared to be identification of the damping with of structural coupling stability, in flight, with a full
confidence. Using the techniques, adaptive authority, high gain flight control system. The
notching, capable of dealing with abrupt frequency example used within the paper is the Eurofighter
changes, was developed. This appears to be 2000 aircraft project. The problem was that for this
necessary as the mode frequencies vary with the aircraft project, the traditional conservative
applied load levels on this vehicle, approach of gain stabilisation is not viable for the

range of configurations to be covered with the
The paper concluded with an initial examination of design. Hence, a phase stabilisation approach has
the use of Kalman filtering to replace the notches. been adopted, which required in-flight
This technique was stated to be robust to changes in measurements to verify the process and ensure the
the modal frequencies and the associated damping. safety of the aircraft.
However, further work remains to be done with this
technique in simulation, before moving to flight In the process described, the structural aspects of
trials. the model validation have been proven via ground

tests performed before the aircraft flew. This leaves
the aerodynamic terms as the outstanding data to be

5 Flight Testing, determined in flight to validate the predictive

Instrumentation and Data Gathering. model. To this end, specific inputs were designed
for inclusion within the aircraft Frequency and Bias

This session concentrated on the design of the Injection system, using frequency sweeps between
experiments, and the associated instrumentation, to 2 and 15 Hz. A key requirement, to be able to
support the system identification requirements. One utilise the facility and design the inputs correctly,
of the lessons to be drawn from these presentations was the determination of the detail effects of the
is the need to be sure of what has been measured Right control system and the data acquisition
and to what accuracy, and to ensure that the flight system.
experiments are designed to allow the necessary
data to be extracted. With the understanding generated, it was possible to

demonstrate the necessary validation of the design
The first paper of the session, Paper 8, described philosophy. The use of phase stabilisation is now an
the design of appropriate experiments to deal with accepted part of the Eurofighter design philosophy.

both the bare airframe, i.e. considering just the

response to the control surface inputs, and the The paper concluded with a view of where the
aircraft with the FCS included in the loop. An further work was necessary and future research
optimal input has been designed, based upon a should be concentrated.
square wave of varying frequency, which gives a
minimal output error. The resulting control inputs The third paper, Paper 10, of this session dealt with
have been applied to the experimental F-18 HARV, the identification of the dynamics of a helicopter
implemented by an on-board excitation system. The with an underslung load. This is of significance as
presented results indicate that the optimal input the load can cause degradation of the stability and
always produced a final answer with better overall performance of the system and there have been a
accuracy and lower variance. Also, the resulting number of accidents and incidents relating to this
models were more robust to errors in the apriori task. The task is complex, as the modes associated
modelling of the system. with the underslung load are added to the complex

modes associated with the carrying helicopter.
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all based upon well established techniques, but
A frequency domain analysis was employed, tailored to their individual needs and adapted to be
utilising the US Army CIFER process. The able to cope with the highly unstable nature of the
instrumentation packages were fitted to both the aircraft. The paper provides brief descriptions of
carrier and to the load, with the data being the different processes and adaptations in use, with
telemetered from both to a ground station for sample data showing the effectiveness of the
analysis. techniques.

The results presented clearly showed the changes in The paper showed a high degree of consistency
behaviour that can be experienced with the between the different techniques, but indicated
underslung loads. Depending on the margins that initially different data from the flight analysis
exist for the basic airframe, then this may become compared to expectation in some areas. More
very critical for the aircraft and load combination. detailed analysis indicated this was due to non-
The remaining development issues relate to the linearity in the sideslip data, for which no
understanding of the motions of the load under allowance had been made at the beginning of the
hover conditions, associated with the rotor process. Allowance for this could be made in some
downwash effects and limited information on the of the techniques and some examples of the results
load aerodynamics. are included. Examples of use of the analysed

results to confirm that the modelling gave
The final paper of the session, Paper 11, discussed believable and consistent results were shown.
the use of integrated software tools as a means to
expedite the production of analysed solutions. A A key message from the presentation was the close
wide variety of tools are available, but in the past, agreement of the results to the basic description of
it has not been easy to transfer information between the aircraft and that the process has become one of
the tools, with consequent loss of time and confirming that the aircraft lies within the expected
additional cost. As a consequence, the US Navy tolerance bands.
had set out to integrate a number of these tools,
updating as necessary, making the software The second paper, Paper 13, dealt with the use of
portable and user friendly. A key initial step in the identification on large flexible transport aircraft,
processes is the consistency checking which is e.g. Boeing 777, with the intent of controlling the
undertaken before starting to determine the aircraft structural modes of this class of aircraft.
structure of the model, utilising an equation error For these aircraft, the problem is the low frequency
based algorithm. Work on developing this system is of the structural modes with which the pilot can
now addressing the use of on line analysis and the interact. Use of notch filters is not favoured due to
generation of an expert system capable of making the effects on phase loss that would result. The
real time identification decisions. chosen solution is to develop modal suppression

control laws to eliminate or reduce the effects of

6 Applications to Fixed and these modes on the aircraft control and motions.

Rotary Wing Aircraft The starting point for the process is a structural
model derived for flutter and dynamic load

This session of the symposium was by far the purposes, which is then matched for use within the
largest in terms of the number of papers describing controller design process. The identification
applications of the techniques for system process is complicate by the interaction of a
identification to fixed wing aircraft. Eight papers number of modes within the structure, which can
describe the applications to a wide range of fixed adversely affect the coherence data. A time domain
wing aircraft projects and with different model is developed for use in the controller design,
applications for the resulting analysis. A further based upon the identified behaviours. The presenter
five papers describe the application of system described how the process was refined, showing
identification techniques to rotary wing aircraft. how it was necessary to modify the model to better
Two papers, Paper 20 and 24, were withdrawn fit specific modes and improve the ride response at
before the start of the symposium, different fuselage stations. The outcome has been a

validated model used in the certification process of
6.1 Fixed Wing Applications the Boeing large aircraft.
The first paper, Paper 12, reviewed the system
identification techniques and results generated In response to a question on the effects of fuel state
within the Eurofighter consortium from tests on the structural modes, the presenter stated that
performed at each of the flight test centres. The there were no problems of the controller robustness,
four partners use different identification processes, but that checks had been performed, using sweeps,
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at the extremes of the possible loading to confirm give an adequate representation when the design
the robustness. ensured that high frequency modes were well

separated and did not interact with the low
The third paper, Paper. 14, describes the frequencies.
development of a database for use within a Level D
flight simulator. This type of simulator, by The identification was found to give significantly
definition, has to have the highest levels of fidelity different results from prediction at some conditions,
to the aircraft being simulated. In this activity, DLR which highlighted the very non-linear
were acting as contractors to the aircraft aerodynamics to be found at some conditions. The
manufacturer to supply their models to the choice of amplitude for linearisation was a major
simulator manufacturers. For these purposes, DLR factor. Also, the handling qualities assessments
chose to identify the aircraft from flight data, rather gave surprising variation, indicating that one pilot
than derive corrections to existing wind tunnel data. used significantly different amplitudes and
The paper demonstrates that two different aircraft bandwidth to his colleagues. A key finding is the
types required very different approaches to the need for running the tests at a range of amplitudes
modelling of the single engine effects. and frequencies to allow for the different dynamics

that can result from the non-linear behaviour of the
Differences in propeller slipstream required aircraft or control system. Some of the issues
considerably different approaches and experimental encountered are attributed to a combination of the
data to enable the resolution of the effects control system gains and the characteristics of the
adequately for use in the simulation. A major aircraft actuators.
conclusion of the work was the near impossibility
of deriving a friction model for the control system The sixth paper, Paper 17, examines the generation
that could cope with static control checks, dynamic of a model for application in the aircraft stall,
control checks and modelling of the aircraft including unsteady effects.
phugoid motion. A good set of learned lessons is
included. The model form was derived from consideration of

data from theory, and then this was applied to data
The fourth paper, Paper 15, dealt with a similar from wind tunnel test measurements. The approach
subject, deriving a model for a simulator from relates the aerodynamics to the -flow separation
flight test identification. The work was performed point on the wing. The derived model structure was
as a co-operative research between NLR and then used as the basis for flight test analysis, and
University of Delft, with involvement of DLR results were shown comparing the results of both
Braunschweig. The particular aspect of interest was steady and unsteady stall models. The models
the objective relating to the development of an on- clearly show the large hysteresis effects that occur
line data analysis capability, for use on the test due to the time delays inherent in the flow
aircraft. This required the development of breakdown and redevelopment as the stall is
techniques capable of determining the local winds, recovered. As a final check, responses were
calibrating the air-data system and then deriving the estimated for flight tests which had not been used
aerodynamic model. It was noted, but not within the identification process, with good quality
presented, that the model is now being extended to of the overall match. This gives added confidence
cover the effects of fuel slosh, with significant in the quality of the identified model.
improvement being noted in the identification of
some terms. The paper concluded that on-line The paper caused some debate, as the simplicity of
analysis was possible, with consequent speed up of the modelling surprised a number of delegates with
the flight test programme, but required good its ability to predict a complex situation, especially
preparation and careful off-line processing to arrive as it handles the wing drop behaviour at the stall.
at the final model. The test lies in the quality of the results produced.

The fifth paper, Paper 16, highlights some of the The seventh paper, Paper 18, of the session dealt
work performed at NASA with the HARV F/A-18 with developments of the techniques for application
research vehicle applying system identification to high performance aircraft. These aircraft pose
techniques for control law design and handling some unique problems, due to their ability to
qualities evaluation. The vehicle features operate at extreme conditions for prolonged
conventional controls, but has additional thrust periods, their manoeuvrability and often, high
vectoring and actuated nose strakes. The design of levels of instability. This latter aspect makes the
the flight control laws utilised a low order separation of control effects particularly difficult
equivalent systems approach, and was shown to and is reflected in the co-linearity that leads to poor
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conditioning of the analysis. The best way to deal under investigation, for use in the preliminary
with this is the use of single surface excitation design of a flight control system. The process had
inputs, rather than pilot inputs, implemented to be capable of dealing with the effects of system
directly into the aircraft control system. noise, under circumstances where it may not always

have been possible to even be sure of the feedback
The results presented indicated the differences that signals. The objective was to establish the
are obtained from analysis of the same aircraft capability to derive a model for a simulator build.
using pilot inputs, a least squares technique and a
computer generated input with a regression The process was applied to a model of the Lynx to
technique. The paper provides good insight into the demonstrate the capability and to an unstable radio
problems to be overcome and some of the ways for controlled model helicopter. At present, the
dealing with the problems encountered. Clear maturity of the approach remains to be better
benefits are shown from having the single surface established, as this work is still in its early stages.
excitation fed in to the flight control system, even
when all the control loops are still fully functional. The second paper, Paper 22, presented the work on

identification of a helicopter model in low speed
The final paper, Paper 19, of the fixed wing session flight. The test vehicle was the CEV Dauphin test
described the system identification processes that vehicle, specifically dedicated to establishing the
have been developed and applied to analysis of the performance, acoustics and wake interactions. The
X-3 1, throughout the flight envelope of the aircraft, FTI fit was highly redundant, working in fixed
and including the effects of thrust vectoring. The frame sensors, and a rotating frame to examine the
presenter expressed the view that a deviation from a blade flapping. These two systems were
linear model based on a Taylor series is to be synchronised by using the azimuth of blade 1 as a
expected and that this was a driver to develop a reference. Again, the inputs were made via an
more capable tool. The observed errors clearly automated system, whilst the pilot concentrated on
confirmed this statement. trim and flight envelope control. Data processing

included consistency checks and state
The addition of the thrust vector system produces reconstruction, using output error identification and
some additional effects, due to the vectoring extended Kalman filtering.
relying upon paddles around the nozzle. Flow
visualisation, from the F-18 HARV confirmed these Whilst it was possible to produce adequate fits to
effects, which led to additional terms being the measured data, there were issues that need
included in the modelling. The thrust vector improvement. The response is insensitive to some
effectiveness is different depending on the direction parameters, the speed range was too great, the test
of the vector, either up or down. amplitude too small. An improved model structure

is needed with dedicated test manoeuvres defined
The apparent differences between this and the to excite the aircraft.
previous presentation for the thrust vector
effectiveness were put down to differences in the The third paper, Paper 23, addressed the modelling
initial prediction model. DLR had used the data techniques being developed at DLR with the
from within the X-31 FCS look-up tables as a basis, objectives of identifying the vehicle with an
knowing that these had been updated by flight test. accuracy that meets the requirements of the FAA
Modelling of the thrust vector system required for simulation fidelity. Both linear and non-linear
knowledge of the structure of the exhaust jet modelling techniques are examined, together with a
structure that helped contribute to the knowledge of technique that combines both linear and non-linear
the source of non-linearity, methods.

It was suggested that the system identification The inclusion of the rotor dynamics increases the
process was suitable for calibrating the thrust vector complexity of the model, even when considering
efficiency. the linearised model. In non-linear modelling, it is

usual to build a modular model, each module
6.2 Rotary Wing Applications representing a major component, giving rise to the
The first of the rotary wing application papers, overall forces and moments.
Paper 21, related to the application of system
identification in the time domain to helicopters. When combining the approaches, the model
This application utilises a Kalman includes the main rotor and its motions, the tail
filter/eigensystem approach to derive an rotor, downwash models for the main and tail
appropriate mathematical model of the system rotors, fuselage and empennage parametric
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formulations and a representation of the engine, was adequately predicted. The paper concluded
The final model generation relies entirely on having with a view of the future work required to refine the
a complete flight test database for the generation of understanding of the wake distortion effects and to
the component terms, together with knowledge of add some of the higher order dynamics.
all components of the helicopter. High fidelity
representation is believed to be achievable. 7 Special Applications and

Future Trends
The next paper, Paper 25, describes the work
performed at NRC to include the higher order rotor The seven papers within this section deal with
dynamics in the modelling of a helicopter in the unusual applications of system identification, or
hover, based upon data from their Bell 41211P. This with novel techniques being developed. The section
vehicle is to be used as an in-flight simulator, deals with a number of innovative applications, and
requiring a high fidelity model of the vehicle. The contains two presentations of particular note for

techniques were developed from work on the their novelty, these being Papers 27 and 31.
previous Bell 205, using sweep techniques.prevousBel 205 usng weeptecniqes. The first paper, Paper 27, describes the work
However, the process had to be modified to account Terfirstp e Paper 27, d esnb esewrk
for the behaviour of the Bell 412 at the lower sweep performe'd on the Pathfinder solar powered research
frequencies. A maximum likelihood estimation aircraft. The aircraft is the first of a series of
method was used, with a simplified rotor dynamics research aircraft aimed at extreme duration flight atmodel. This demonstrated the need to modify the very high altitude. Flight duration of several
test input to achieve satisfactory flight months is being considered for the final vehicle.
characteristics. The very light vehicle, weighing around 500 lbs, isextremely flexible and flies at very low speeds, as

Analysis was performed using CIFER, with low as 15 m.p.h. equivalent air speed, with

generally good results, although there were operating altitudes up to 71500ft. Modelling of this

discrepancies at some frequencies. This was system posed interesting challenges, associated

identified as being associated with mast torque with its apparent mass, similar to a blimp, its

effects, which influences the dynamics, and gave a flexibility and the power effects due to the high

coherence problem. Also, the yaw and heave thrust line and the slipstream effects from the

motions were difficult to reproduce, indicating the propellers. Engine power effects are complicated

existence of higher order modes and an under by the power dependency on sunlight strength and

damped modelling of the engine governor direction.

behaviour. Experiments were performed to confirm n
the validity of the identified models, confirning the Analysis of the aircraft was based uponvalidity between 0.1 and 30 Hz. programmed sweeps that were analysed to

determine the aircraft stability margins with the

The final paper of the session, Paper 26, describes control system included. CIFER was used as the

work performed to model the rotor flap inflow tool to determine the margins, allowing a rapid

effects and the effects of the distortion of the wake. flight envelope expansion and the adaptation of the

Again, the objective was to generate a model for control system gains.

use in simulation of the vehicle. Problems had been
identified in predicting the off-axis dynamics of the The second paper, Paper 28, describes the
vehicles, with the effects in flight even being of the application of system identification to updating a

opposite sign to prediction. A range of possible database of aerodynamic coefficients derived from

explanations exists; some of which improve the wind tunnel tests. The work uses the data from the

modelling, but may have limited physical meaning. X-31 project.
The consequence is the need for extensive systemidentification tests to anrive at a description. The objective was to determine where there were

deficiencies in the database, updating only where it

A generalised wake model was chosen as there was was necessary, and including the thrust effects

a wish to understand better the structure of the within the model at the same time as the

wake, rather than just arrive at a simplified aerodynamics. The technique used was a regression

representation that would not have a more general algorithm, avoiding the need for any integration.

application. Comparisons of the model based The basic database is used only once, and the

predictions with wind tunnel measurements were updates are provided as increments to this. The

presented. Inclusion of the wake distortion presentation stressed the need to ensure the data is

modelling greatly improved the off-axis responses, compatible and that accurate information for the

without influencing the on-axis response, which effects of fuel state are obtained. Considerable
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effort was spent in deriving the true fuel quantity, The trialIs undertaken posed special problems,
and this was subject to its own estimation process. arising from the size of the aircraft and the very

light weight, combined with operating under the

Demonstrations of the model match are provided, necessary regulations within the UK. The analysis
as are verifications of the model using comparisons employed frequency domain techniques with an
with manoeuvres not included from within the equation error approach. Frequency sweeps were
identification manoeuvre set. The possibility of used, but the key to successful identification lay in
extending the identification to cover the dynamic the use of engineering judgement if the results
flow separation effects at high angle of attack are obtained.
being considered, as are improved thrust

interference effects. Rotor speed couples significantly with the rigid
body modes in this type of vehicle, which gave rise

The third paper, Paper 29, presented an adaptive to significant variations in rotor speed as the pitch
hybrid genetic algorithm for identification of the stick is cycled during its frequency sweep. A
aerodynamics of a UAV. The driver for the work significant relation between vertical c.g. position
related to the design of the control system for the and the propeller thrust line were identified as a
UAV, which required the application of major contributor to the low speed pitch stability.
identification techniques to generate a model for
design. The presenter suggested that maximum Again, the presenter showed the verification of his
likelihood process suffer from a number of well derived model against the flight test data.
known problems, which can be overcome by the
use of "genetic algorithms". This terminology From the data gathered in these trials and the
correctly reflects the origins of the technique in the subsequent analysis performed, the statutory
modelling of biological evolution. Advantages and requirements have been updated.
disadvantages associated with the algorithms are
assessed. The key advantage claimed is that the The sixth paper, Paper 32, examines the release of
system is better capable of finding the global weapons from aircraft. Here, the objective is to
minimum for non-linear systems. Unfortunately, ensure as large a release envelope as possible whilst
due to the loss of the test vehicle, it has not been ensuring the safety of the aircraft, especially when
possible to show the results with real flight data. considering modem weapons which tend to be
Also, it was unclear whether a physical model stealthy and aerodynamically unstable. The
would result. prediction process was outlined, looking at the store

and the aircraft motions, using information derived
The next paper, Paper 30, describes the from CFD methods, captive store trajectories and
aerodynamic identification using linear flight trials analysis. Structural interfaces are
aeroballistic theory, an analysis technique derived considered within the modelling. Allowances are
in the 1920's. This theory was developed to made for uncertainty in the aerodynamics and the
describe the motions of rolling and non-rolling ejection devices in preparation for the flight release
missiles in flight. The paper describes the basis of trials.
theory and concludes with comparisons of the
simulated responses with the results from the Two examples are discussed, the release of a
estimation method. The technique is shown to be missile (Apache) from the Mirage 2000 and a tank
sensitive to noise, but can still provide adequately from the underwing station of Rafale. The
accurate initial estimates of the aerodynamics of presentation showed the use that had been made of
the key parameters. the CFD tool in understanding some of the roll

aerodynamic interactions between the aircraft and
The fifth paper, Paper 31, examined the application the tank, even after separation from the aircraft.
of system identification to gyroplane stability and
control. The key driver was the understanding of The final paper of both the session and the
the airworthiness issues surrounding gyroplane or symposium, Paper 33, addressed the use of neural
autogyro vehicles and their control characteristics networks to adaptive controls and control system
at low airspeed, in support of the Bristish civil failure identification. The vehicles of interest have
airworthiness authorities. Currently, there are no included the high altitude unmanned research
commercial applications and most use is in the aircraft, spacecraft and UAVs. The attraction of the
homebuilt aircraft category. The work resulted neural net approach lies in the ability of a neural
from the accident rate experienced with the vehicle net to recognise patterns and classify these. They
type. are of particular use for systems involving

uncertainty. They inherently are suitable for
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parallel processing, which are then highly fault This was shown to be able to predict the
tolerant, and have an ability to learn from characteristics at varying amplitude satisfactorily.
previously recorded information. Examples of
application to simulated data, including injected The fourth presentation related to the update of the
failures of sensors and actuators were presented. powered approach database utilised in the training
The process identified the failure correctly, up to simulation for the F-18. The brief covered the
which point the system was still learning. The origin of the database and the work undertaken by
presenter recognised that the certification issues the Navy to derive the update for the model. The
had not be addressed, but that had not been on of investigation concluded that control effectiveness
the declared objectives, had been over predicted and that there were

significant errors in the damping terms. The

8 Latest Results consequence was that the simulation model gave

This final session of the symposium was aimed at very pessimistic behaviour compared to the aircraft

sharing some of the latest results obtained from the in flight. Some of the effects read across to the F/A-

application of the various techniques available, for 18E/F roll damping problem.

which no formal presentations had been prepared. The final presentation covered work performed at
The presenters gave short briefs on their latest TA onan pre sintat eresiaort provieinfomaton nd ky mssaes or te smpoium INTA on an RPV using a state estimator to provide
information and key messages for the symposium estimates of the vehicle attitudes, rates, air-data
attendees, information and navigation data inputs. These

The first presentation related to an experimental inputs are then used in the control of the vehicle,
of wing rock. The experiment involved a which is somewhat demanding, as it requires

analysis of wi th an 80' eading ed a sustained flight close to the vehicle stall speed. This
free to roll model with an 80° leading edge sweep, pae ih eurmn nteseddt n

tested in a low speed wind tunnel. The objective places a tight requirement on the speed data and
was to produce a database for further analysis. angle of attack signals. With the chosen approach,

the result is a fault tolerant system with the

The second presentation dealt with the correlation possibility of continued operation following a

of flight and wind tunnel data from the Eurofighter sensor failure.

high angle of attack programme. The presentation
highlighted the power of the output-error regression 9 Concluding Remarks - The
analysis technique in dealing with non-linear Future Needs
aerodynamic behaviour. It also illustrates the Overall, the symposium achieved the objectives
quality that can be achieved in the wind tunnel. The that were declared in the original pilot paper. A
wind tunnel indicated very non-linear rolling wide range of possible system identification
moments at certain combinations of foreplane angle techniques were presented and discussed, with a lot
and angle of attack, and this related closely to the of examples of the practical application of the
data extracted from flight. The question was posed techniques being provided.
as to how many of the non-linear problems
described by other presenters were associated with It is clear that there has been very significant
this type of aerodynamic phenomenon, and had this development taking place since the last AGARD
been identified? activity on this subject, with a wide range of tools,

albeit of comparatively standard types, being
The third presentation examined the identification employed throughout the engineering community.
of unsteady aerodynamics from wind tunnel data,
using the F-16XL. The formulation introduced a This is especially true of the rotary wing
frequency dependency into the modelling for high applications, where an extreme need had been
angle of attack. The driver was the difference identified, some time ago, to be able to extract data
observed between static test data and oscillatory for use in design of helicopters. Until this
test data. Significant unsteady effects were happened, the designers had almost no database,
identified, which were dependent on both the other than past experience upon which to work. The
frequency and the amplitude, raising a question as result has been the development and use of
to how this should be modelled. The result was a frequency domain techniques, which allow the
model using the static term combined with a inherent signal noise problems to be circumvented.
damping term from small perturbation oscillatory Now, time domain methods are being looked at to
data and the additional indicial functions that cope with models needing increasing complexity
represent the effects of frequency and amplitude. and non-linearity.
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For fixed wing vehicles, the major developments
have been in extending the capabilities to be able to Having said that, there are techniques being worked
analyse the vehicles at high angles of attack, in the upon that would appear to have potential as
presence of extreme aerodynamic non-linearity, analysis techniques, but which certainly require
Also, some application is now being made of the significant validation using real flight data, together
frequency domain techniques the identification of with all of the problems that this will bring.
the structural elastic modes of the aircraft in flight. Currently, these techniques, such as the application
Examples of this were shown for civil and military of neural networks, have a low level of maturity
applications, and an associated difficulty of interpretation.

From the information presented, the following It is clear that industry will seek for improved,
conclusions have been drawn: - faster processes which support their activities, but

only if the cost of development will produce the
I System identification tools have achieved reward of reduced project costs, whilst maintaining

a level of power and maturity where their or enhancing the current levels of product quality.
application should now provide significant
gains in terms of reduced flight test
programmes and, hence, project timescales
and costs.

2 Tools appropriate to both the time and
frequency domain are available and are
robust and validated.

3 The flight test experiments have to be
properly designed, if maximum use is to
be made of the data gathered. It is essential
that time is taken to prepare the data
adequately prior to its use with the chosen
technique.

4 The role of the engineer in using the
various system identification tools will
remain a key factor in the successful use of
the tools.

5 Whilst it is possible to automate the
processes involved in data preparation,
data handling and display of the results, it
is difficult to see how the interpretation
will be automated.

6 Associated with this, there are some
concerns over techniques that will provide
models that cannot be related to the
physical characteristics of the vehicle or
system being modelled.

7 These concerns are alleviated if the
engineer has a clear view of what the
model is intended for. A non-physical
model can be appropriate for some
applications.

The future needs relate more to the development of
the appropriate models to work with the existing
techniques, rather than the search for new
techniques for system identification.
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Presented by: SYS IDENTIFICATION for INTEGRATION
Charles C. Crawford, GTRI * AIRCRAFT DEVEL & FLT TESTING
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V BACKGROUND

>i 1989 Alexander Nikolsky Lecture

>Back to Basics

V ROTORCRAFT FLYING QUALITIES OPTIMIZATION
PRIOR to SYS IDENTIFICATION METHODS

V ENHANCING DEVELOPMENT! QUAL PROCESS

>a New Basic, Frequency Response Testing

V BENEFITS of SYSTEMS IDENTIFICATION METHODS
for MODIFICATION and! or UPGRADE PROGRAMS

V SUMMARY

Sys Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain

* Aerospace & Transportation Lab.

Georgia Technic. Research Institute
7220 Richardson Rd., Bldg 2-160
Smyrna, GA 30080, USA

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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"ROTORCRAFT ANAL YTICAL, IMPROVEMENT NEEDED
to REDUCE DEVELOPMENT RISK"

"v ANALYSIS of 4 MAJOR HELO DEVELOPMENTS

UTTAS AAH

UH-60 SIKORSKY YAH-63 BELL

YUH-61 BOEING AH-64 HUGHES

"V INTERDISCIPLINARY COMPLEXITIES of ROTORCRAFT

"V ANAL YTICAL PREDICTION SHORTFALLS
) Vibration Levels - Aerodynamic Performance

; Vibratory Loads - Weight Estimating Realism

"V LACK of SIGNIFICANT ROTORCRAFT WINDTUNNEL TESTING

"V MAJOR AIRVEHICLE DESIGN CHANGES in FLT TEST

v INABILITY of TOOLS to FACILITATE DESIGNS which FLY
ADEQUATELY "OFF the DRA WING BOARD"

Sys Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain

NATO Research & Tech Org Geria .

WAKE MPINGMENT OYFLOW OTIONSWAKE W
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TOPIC FLT TEST PROBLEM DESIGN CHANGE
*BASIC AIRFOIL *MAX LOAD FACTOR LOW * ADDED DROOP SNOOT
'MAIN ROTOR BLADE *HOVER CAPABILITY LOW 0 TIP CAP EXTENDED 4 INS/BLADE
*ROTOR HEIGHT 'HIGH VIBRATION 0 ROTOR MAST INCREASED 15 INS

HIGH ROTOR BLADE LOADS
SSTABILATOR CONFIG *AIRCRAFT ATTITUDES IN *LOW FIXED STABILIZER RAISED

LOW SPEED FLT REGIMES 0 MADE MOVABLE OVER A 43 DEG
0 HIGH SHAFT BENDING RANGE THRU AUTO CONTROLS

* VERTICAL FIN AREA 0 LARGE TRIM CHANGE *REDUCED FIN AREA WITH CUT-OUT
UNSTABLE SIDEWARD FLT

*TAIL ROTOR MOUNT * HIGH FLT LOADS 0 ROTOR SHAFT, SUPPORT STRUCT,
& CONTROL & CONTROLS REDESIGNED FOR

INCREASED STRENGTH
*LANDING GEAR 0 HIGH DRAG ' CHANGED INCIDENCE ANGLE TO

SPONSON ALIGN WITH FUS FLOW
*TAIL ROTOR GEARBOX 'UNDETECTED OVERTEMP *REPLACED GREASE LUB WITH OIL
*CONTROL SYSTEM 0 POOR CONTROL HARMONY a LAT SENSITIVITY INCREASED

AUTHORITY YAW/ROLL MECHANISM INCORPOR
'MAIN ROTOR SERVOS 'HIGH FLT LOADS 'REDESIGNED FOR INC STRENGTH
*MAIN ROTOR DAMPERS *HIT DAMPER STOPS IN HIGH 0 MOVED INBOARD DAMPER

SPEED AUTOROTATION OUTBOARD BY 3.5 INS
* MAIN TIRES 'MECHANICAL GROUND ' INCREASED SIZE & PRESSURE TO

INSTABILITY INCREASE STABILITY MARGINS
' AIRSPEED SYSTEM 0 EXCESSIVE ERROR 0 FLEW OVER 100 FLTS TO OPTIMIZE
'AFT NACELLE CONFIG *HIGH TAIL VIBRATION 0 REDESIGNED TO IMPROVE AIRFLOW

& BUFFET PATH
0 STABILITY AUG SYS * VARIABLE FLT CONTROL SYS ' CHANGED FROM FLUIDIC TO

CHARS WI EXTREME TEMPS ELECTRICAL/MECHANICAL

SYS Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain
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TOPIC FLT TEST PROBLEM DESIGN CHANGE

* BASIC AIRFOIL * MAX LOAD FACTOR LOW S ADDED DROOP SNOOT

OMAIN ROTOR BLADE *HOVER CAPABILITY LOW STIP CAP EXTENDED 4 INS/BLADE

*ROTOR HEIGHT *HIGH VIBRATION 0 ROTOR MAST INCREASED 15 INS

HIGH ROTOR BLADE LOADS

*STABILATOR CONFIG *AIRCRAFT ATTITUDES IN oLOW FIXED STABILIZER RAISED

LOW SPEED FLT REGIMES 0 MADE MOVABLE OVER A 43 DEG

* HIGH SHAFT BENDING RANGE THRU AUTO CONTROLS

* VERTICAL FIN AREA * LARGE TRIM CHANGE * REDUCED FIN AREA WITH CUT-OUT
UNSTABLE SIDEWARD FLT

*TAIL ROTOR MOUNT * HIGH FLT LOADS * ROTOR SHAFT, SUPPORT STRUCT,

& CONTROL & CONTROLS REDESIGNED FOR
INCREASED STRENGTH

*LANDING GEAR * HIGH DRAG S CHANGED INCIDENCE ANGLE TO

SPONSON ALIGN WITH PUS FLOW

*TAIL ROTOR GEARBOX • UNDETECTED OVERTEMP * REPLACED GREASE LUE WITH OIL

*CONTROL SYSTEM e POOR CONTROL HARMONY *LAT SENSITIVITY INCREASED

AUTHORITY YAW/ROLL MECHANISM INCORPOR

*MAIN ROTOR SERVOS HIGHFLT LOADS S REDESIGNED FOR INC STRENGTH

*MAIN ROTOR DAMPERS *HIT DAMPER STOPS IN HIGH • MOVED INBOARD DAMPER

SPEED AUTOROTATION OUTBOARD BY 3.5 INS

*lMAIN TIRES 9MECHANICAL GROUND @ INCREASED SIZE & PRESSURE TO
INSTABILITY INCREASE STABILITY MARGINS

*AIRSPEED SYSTEM *EXCESSIVE ERROR * FLEW OVER 100 FLTS TO OPTIMIZE

*AFT NACELLE CONFIG *HIGH TAIL VIBRATION • REDESIGNED TO IMPROVE AIRFLOW
A BUFFET PATH

oSTABILITY AUG SYS * VARIABLE FLT CONTROL SYS *CHANGED FROM FLUIDIC TO
CHARS W1 EXTREME TEMPS ELECTRICALUMECHANICAL

Sys Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain

NATO Research & Tech Org T
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Vt BUILDING STRONGER THEORETICAL METHODS to
ENSURE that ROTORCRAFT PERFORM as PREDICTED

V RESULTING ANALYTICAL CODES, (Partial List)
>-Second Gen Comprehensive Helicopter Analysis Sys - - (2GCHAS)

> Comprehensive Analytical Model of Rotorcraft Aerodynamics &
Dynamics - - (CAMRAD / JA & CAMRAD /Il)

>- University of Maryland Advanced Rotorcraft Code (UMARC)

V APPROACH WIND TUNNEL TESTING as UTILIZED
by FIXED-WING DEVELOPERS

Vt NASA IARMY UH-60A ROTORCRAFTAIRCREW SYS
CONCEPTS AIRBORNE LAB (RASCAL) FLT TEST PROG

Sys Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain

NATO Research & Tech Org Gez"PT I F, • • I
- Tech aFLT [-?

V MUST COVER for ALL ROTORCRAFT CONFIGS
>• Aerodynamic, Structural, and Kinematic Nonlinearities

;- Arbitrary Large Motion of Components

>• Multiple Load Paths

V MUST be CAPABLE at ALL STAGES of DEVEL CYCLE
;- Research >- Detailed Design

;- Conceptual Design > Development

V MUST PROVIDE MUL TI-DISCIPLINARY ANAL YSIS
- Performance )v Vibration

>- Loads ý- Stability

> Dynamic Response (Handling Qualities)

Sys Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain
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"V SIGNIFICANT STABILITY & CONTROL FLT TEST HRS

)Method of Operation - - Test, Fix, Retest

.Some Simulation Used; Little Before Late 1980's for Rotorcraft

;ýAFCS Knobs only Easy Tuner

"V EXAMPLES: Total Devel / Qual HQ /AFCS I VIB

YUH / UH-60A 1275 fit hrs 470 fit hrs

YUH - 61 893 fit hrs 523 fit hrs

V FREQUENCY RESPONSE TESTING SIMPLY NOT DONE

:-Single Frequency Pilot Induced Stick Stirs Potentially Risky

)-Jigs Used to Control Input Sizes

:Data Analysis Techniques not yet Matured

Sys Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain

NATO Research & Tech Org IeVA. Hrl••' •• g

V A NEW "BASIC", FREQ RESPONSE TESTING
z-A Means of Correlating Theory and Experimentation

>Applies to HO Analysis, Model Validation, & Control Law Design

V ULTIMATE GOALS:
3-Decrease Devel Cost by Reducing Fit Test & Redesign Efforts

) Capitalize on Multiplex Tech for Increased Sensors Reqts

ý- Capitalize on High-Bandwidth Digital Flight Control Sys

wIncreased Safety During Developmental Fit Testing

;-A void Structural Modes - Control Sys Coupling

V FIRST APPLICATIONS in MID 1980's:
Boeing ADOCS & Bell XV-15

Sys Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain
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VIBRATION SPECTRAL SAFETY &
ANALYSIS RELIABILITY

AHANDLING 
SIMULATION

QUALITIES VALIDATION

AIRCRAFT FREQUENCY FREQUENCY RESPONSE STRUCTURAL
DYNAMICS SWEEPS DATABASE DYNAMICS

AEROELASTIC TRANSFER FUNCTION
ANALYSIS MODELS

CONTROL SYSTEM STATE SPACE
DESIGN MODELS

Sys Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain
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YRA~~~ H-6 TE T N RUE AT

Approx No Parameters
Fit State Parameters 20
Rotary Airspeed System 85
Structural Measurements 190
Vibration Accelerometers 45
Thermocouples 310
Pressure Measurements 150
Fit Control Computer Parameters 750
Multiplex Bus Parameters 300
Mission Equipment Package 1050

2900

INSTRUMENTATION PACKAGE WEIGHT = 1986 lbs

NOTES: 1) 79 Fits for 87.4 hrs thru 27April 1998
2) Avg Test Fit= 1.1 hrs
3) Total Planned Prog = 3400 fit hrs

Sys Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain

NATO Research & Tech Org Geo-gia •Tecnh 0

V INTERFACE to RAH-66 FCS & RELA TED COMPONENTS

V HYDRAULIC & ELECTRIC POWER to FCS HARDWARE
UTILIZING AIRCRAFT PUMPS, HPMGS & PROVISIONS
for GENERATORS

"V SYSTEM SPECIFIC TEST EQUIPMENT

" FCSIL is USED to VERIFY & VALIDATE ALL FCS
COMPONENTS & SOFTWARE PRIOR to FLT

"v FREQ RESPONSE TESTING has BEEN USED TO:
> Validate that Actuators Perform to Spec

> Sensors Perform to Spec

>- FCS End-to-End Response Performs to Spec

Sys Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain
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1-4 Hz Lat Sweep, HOGE @ 13,300 Ibs, 95% NR
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V DIRECTIONAL AXIS STAB MARGIN INVESTIGATIONS

V AIRSPEED SCHED STA TIC MIXING MATRIX IDENTIFIED

"V FLIGHT CONTROL SYS / STRUCTURAL COUPLING EVAL

"V FLIGHT SIMULATION MODEL VALIDATION

"V REGRESSING LAG MODE IDENTIFICATION

> Modified Pitch-Lag Coupling Model

> Updated Snubber Damper Properties

6/ ELASTIC AIRFRAME MODE IDENTIFICATION

> Validate or Adjust NASTRAN Predicted Modes

Sys Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain

NATO Research & Tech Org Georgia
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A Worked Exml *

v DEFINED by STABILITY MARGINS (GAIN and PHASE)

of FLT CONTROL SYSTEM SERVO-LOOP

b/MARGINS REQUIRED to ALLOW for REDUCED
STABILITY due to:

>Hysteresis, Control System Slop, Servo Wear, A/C Variability

>Increased Pilot Gain (ex. Precision Tracking)

>)Configuration Changes (ex. Sling Loads)

V. OPEN LOOP from CONTROL INPUT to AFCS OUTPUT

V MARGINS MEASURED from BODE PLOTS
>Phase Margin - Dist to 1800 at 0 dB Gain

-Gain Margin - Dist to 0 dB at 1800 Phase

Sys Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain

NATO Research & Tech Org GTh

AIRFRAME FIRST VERTICAL BENDING MODE

S~ANTI-NODE

LOCATIONS

BENDING MODE

FUS. STA. FWD MID AFT

V/FCS SENSOR PICKS UP FUSELAGE ELASTIC RESPONSE

ViRESUL TS in REDUCED STABILITY MARGINS

ViBIODYNAMIC FEEDBACK ALSO IMPACTS STABILITY

Sys Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain
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V TESTING INVOLVES an OVERLAP of DISCIPLINES:
(HANDLING QUALITIES - FLT CONTROLS - STRUCT)

V. HISTORY of ACCIDENTS INVOLVING STRUCTURAL
FAILURES DURING TESTS

V STRUCTURAL DAMPING CAN BE VERY LOW (1-2%)

V CRITICAL STRUCTURAL RESPONSES MUST BE
MONITORED REAL-TIME

v PRE-TEST ANALYSIS and TEST BUILD-UP REQ'D

Sys Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain
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S2- INPUT CMAD

I- ' SIGNAL
.• -2 -q IN PU TS E O R

<[ ' OPEN/CLOSED

S-6 1 st Vertfical 1st Lateral LOOP SWITCH
Bending Bending

1 (3.7 Hz) (4.8 Hz) A_
S-10 TIME

, OUTPUT

SIGNAL

Sys Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain
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"V SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION METHODOLOGY BENEFITS
i- Results in Massive Quantity of Data for Rapid Prob / Mishap Analysis &

Facilitates Definition of Design Fixes

>-Accurate Definition of Aircraft Response for Validating/Updating Models
Including an Understanding of Vehicle Dynamics not Previously Possible

> Basic Technology for Handling Qualities & Fit Control Dev &Validation
Which is Equally Useful for Modernization of Older Aircraft

"V NEEDED TECHNOLOGY! MGT ENHANCEMENTS
>> Tools for Rapid Assessment of Data Quality/Identification Results Inflight

>- Wider Dissemination of Sys Identification Tools, Techniques & Training

"V BEST USED with FL T CONT INTEGRATION LAB in DEVEL

V CHALLENGE --- STANDARDIZE PROCEDURES and
SIMPLIFY EXPLANATIONS for PROJ MGT PERSONNEL

Sys Concepts & Integration Panel Madrid Spain
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Keynote Address

System Identification: Its Application in Aerospace Development, The Spanish
Experience

Prof. Emilio VARELA ARROYO
General Director, INTA
Catra. de Ajalvir, Km4

28850 Torrejon de Ardoz (Madrid), Spain

Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen: It is a great honour for me to address this select
audience in the Keynote Addresses of this symposium on "System Identification for
Integrated Aircraft Development and Flight Testing".

The symposium's subject is in itself a topic with a great future since it helps us to
obtain a better knowledge of aerospace systems and enables us to improve their
operational capability before initial operation of the units of the series.

INTA, the Spanish Institute in charge of the development of aerospace technologies
cannot isolate itself from these techniques that study the behaviour of aerospace
systems and which are a good complement to the flight test programs. The use of
these techniques results in a reduction of the number of flight tests required before
certification of an aerospace system, with the corresponding saving in time and
money. This is done using mathematical models which allow a more exact control of
boundary conditions than in the real flight tests.

Since the forties, the Spanish aerospace industry has used several precedents of these
techniques. Wind tunnels and mathematical simulation were applied for several
projects carried out by Spanish firms as CASA, SENER, GMV, INDRA as you may
see in the keynote address.

During the 90's, parameter identification has been promoted in Spain by CASA and
INTA.

CASA uses these techniques in three main domains:

:. Flight Mechanics
* Runway Performances
o*° Flutter Analysis

In flight mechanics, CASA has developed its own software packages with different
methodologies including equations error and statistical methods. The runway
performances are fundamental to develop the proper take off and landing techniques,
specially for STOL aircraft. The interest of flutter analysis lies in the identification of
the modal, structural parameters. All these techniques have been used in the CN-235,
CN-295 and in FE 2000 aircrafts using CASA flight centre telemetry facilities.

A group of INTA engineers are currently working in the development of software
applicable to parameter identification in the following aspects:

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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Stationary Conditions
- Modal analysis
- Identification of equivalent models
- Adaptive Estimator for navigation, guidance and flight control system.

The software developed by INTA in these areas has been applied to parameter
identification of SIVA, an Unmanned Aircraft Vehicle developed by the Spanish
aerospace industry.

As you can see, the interest of the Spanish aerospace in this subject is very great,
since we wish to continue to be present in future aerospace developments, cooperating
with all the other countries which are present here today.

In the future, parameter identification techniques will be a common application in the
development process of aerospace systems, with the corresponding reduction of flight
tests. But, may I say that my opinion is that in aerospace technoloyg, flight tests will
continue to be present for many years. Among other reasons, because flight tests are
the basis of these new parameter identification technologies, and finally because the
model, however exact it may be will never replace the real aircraft testing.

I thank you for your attention and I wish you a fruitful work during this symposium
and a pleasant stay in Spain during these days.
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An Aircraft Manufacturer's View of Parameter Identification

John Hodgkinson
Joseph R. Boland
Meredith Q. Brandt
Eugene Lavretsky

Kenneth F. Rossitto
A. Thomas Stephens

Scott W. Stevenson
Thomas L. Thompson

The Boeing Company
Mail Stop C078-0420

2401 East Wardlow Rd.
Long Beach, CA 90807-5309, USA

ABSTRACT impractical. Examples of additional activities
Boeing adopts an eclectic approach to appear in Reference 1. The methods
parameter identification methods. Time- described in this present paper consist of
domain methods for stability and control time-domain methods for stability and
parameter estimation are used alongside control parameter estimation, and frequency
frequency-domain methods which are chiefly domain methods for determining lumped
used for determining lumped flying qualities flying qualities parameters. The time
parameters. Example applications domain methods have their origins in
described include use of identification to software developed for fighters, and the
develop training simulators for transport frequency domain methods were originally
aircraft, determining parameters and sensor developed by the US Army for helicopters.
corrections for fighter/attack aircraft,
reconstructing an event for which partial data APPLICATIONS AND APPROACHES FOR
were available, determining the flying PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
qualities changes due to helicopter
modifications, and validating the dynamics of Applications
an in-flight simulator. In this paper, we will specialize the term

'parameter identification' (PID) as any
INTRODUCTION method that infers the parameters of a

dynamic mathematical model from the
Parameter identification is a technology with responses of an aircraft. Our company has
especially wide relevance to an aircraft a wide range of aircraft products, examples
manufacturer. This paper describes only of which appear in Figure 1. The following
some of the parameter identification Table indicates some applications of PID as
approaches being used in some of Boeing's practiced in various components of the
activities because an exhaustive coverage of Boeing company.
all related company activities would be

Product or Example Motivation for PID PID Features/Challenges
Application

Fighters F-1 8 C/D/E, F- Update of control laws. High order control dynamics
15/E, AV-8B, Implementation of with heavily damped modes
X-36 training simulation. Operation at high angles of

Documentation of attack (where the model is
configurations. nonlinear)
Effects of stores.

Large B747, B757, Update of control laws. High order control dynamics
transports B767, B777, Implementation of with heavily damped modes.

MD-1 1, C-1 7, training simulation. Flexibility. Relaxed static

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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MD-1 0, Verify effects of mods stability.
(stretches, new surfaces Power effects including
etc) powered-lift effects.

Medium B737, B717 Implementation of Instrumentation
transports training simulation. commensurate with simple

Verify effects of mods flight controls.
(stretches, new surfaces
etc)

Attack AH-64 Update of control laws. Rotor/power effects.
helicopters Implementation of High order control dynamics

training simulation with heavily damped modes

In-flight Total In-Flight Validation of flying High order control dynamics.
simulators Simulator (TIFS) qualities model- Excellent instrumentation.

C-17 T-1 test- following.
bed

Research Drop models, Determine parameters Scaling effects
aircraft X-36 at edge of the envelope
Generic All Incident/accident Reconstructing events from

investigation sparse data

Methods The integrated signals are filtered back to
In this paper, we report on various methods the flight test measured signals. One
which draw on the most appropriate PID significant advantage of the filter error
technology for the task at hand. We will approach includes not having to perform
describe time domain techniques applied to extensive airdata or signal reconstruction of
fighter aircraft, and frequency domain maneuvers prior to PID. Many airdata and
methods applied to helicopters and to flying instrumentation errors can be identified and
qualities research aircraft. corrected at the same time as the desired

aerodynamic parameters. A disadvantage
Time domain methods of the filter error method is its inability to
Most of our fighter/attack PID experience is handle neutrally stable or unstable aircraft.
with time domain methods. Methods used When applied to unstable aircraft, high filter
generally include an equation error gains must be used to prevent the integrated
(regression) approach combined with flight time histories from diverging. These high
trajectory/signal reconstruction, and a filter gains often have an adverse effect on
error estimation approach. The PID parameter estimates.
program PRISM has been developed over The most widely used PID method applied to
the last eight years. It contains the fighter aircraft is the equation error method
capabilities for either of these two methods. combined with flight test signal
The specific method used depends on many reconstruction/validation. The equation error
factors like the angle of attack range, the method is fundamentally very simple. It
types of maneuvers available for PID, and consists of performing a regression to fit a
the type of data measurements available. PID data model to time histories of the six
The filter error method is generally more aerodynamic coefficients computed from
successful in the low AOA region where the flight test. Advantages of this method
aerodynamic behavior of the aircraft is linear include its ability to handle relatively large
and the PID model is relatively small (less PID data models (200-250 parameters), and
than 30-50 parameters). In this method an its ability to combine large numbers of
optimization scheme is used to estimate maneuvers. These two factors make the
parameters to achieve matches between equation error method well suited for use in
flight test and simulated time history signals.
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the medium-high AOA regions of the flight
envelope. Initial accelerations and reference
Here, the PID model is non-linear. Though shifts
PID is often thought of as a fundamentally These items must be handled by time
linear technique, with engineering domain methods, but in frequency domain
judgement it can be extended to nonlinear methods they are unnecessary.
data. Starting with "consistently reduced"
flight test data, we perform a non-linear Database buildup
least-mean square regression of the The database can be built up from different
differences between the flight test test data. This is more involved in time-
aerodynamic coefficients and the aero domain methods which require time
model predicted coefficients. The synchronization with a common number of
regression is iterative, where the engineer is inputs and outputs.
trying different regression models,
piecewise-linear break points, spline Lumped parameter approach
functions, etc. to minimize the overall In addition to the above factors mentioned
mismatch. Different maneuvers are by Harding, the lumped parameter form of
combined into one large data set to achieve equivalent systems can be obtained directly
the needed information content. We often in the frequency response matching
create nonlinear data models using segment of the method.
piecewise linear or spline basis functions.

Disadvantages:

Frequency domain methods Computational effort
Most of our frequency domain experience Frequency response estimation, compared
has been with the Comprehensive with time response methods, has the
Identification from FrEquency Responses additional step of estimating frequency
(CIFER) computer code. Very briefly, the responses before the parameter estimation
code is essentially a fast Fourier transform matching process itself is performed.
of time history data followed by a fit of the
resulting frequency responses with a rational Insight
transfer function. The method was originally The physical understanding of how the state-
developed for helicopter applications but has space model parameters affect the
also been widely applied to fixed-wing frequency responses is somewhat lost
aircraft. Some advantages and compared to matching time histories.
disadvantages of the CIFER frequency However the validity of this statement
domain method (which is described in detail depends somewhat on the background of
by Tischler (References 2, 3) have been the analyst and the objective of the
discussed by Harding (Reference 4). identification exercise. In particular, if the

purpose of the exercise is to examine the
Advantages: flying qualities of the vehicle, many analysts

prefer the Bode presentation.
Bode plot presentation

This presentation allows bandlimiting to Treatment of high frequency modes
accommodate the desired model structure. If the high frequency modes are of particular
For example, Harding used this feature to interest, the frequency response method is
exclude effects of the relatively high- generally superior because the Bode
frequency first rotor flapping mode and presentation unfolds the high frequency
modes beyond so that he could focus on response rather than collapsing it into the
rigid-body modes. initial response of a time history. Again,

flying qualities analysts are looking for
Weighting with frequency lag/delay effects at high frequencies, and as

Low and high frequency dynamics are we shall illustrate, helicopter analysts are
weighted more equally. Time domain particularly interested in higher frequency
methods tend to place more weight on low modes generated by rotor dynamics.
frequency dynamics.
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SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS Understand airplane instrumentation and
resulting measurements

Heritage Boeing Commercial Aircraft A detailed understanding of how the data qet
Applications from the sensor to the analysis proqram is

From the foregoing, it is evident that essential to a successful flight test update
considerable computational power and process (Reference 6). Complete
sophistication is available to the analyst at information on measurement filtering, time
Boeing. Nevertheless, we place a large skew, calibrations and post-flight processing
premium on engineering insight and this is is often difficult to obtain. It is essential,
reflected in our choice of methods. Bearing however, for adequate data conditioning.
this in mind, our first example describes the Information obtained for each flight test
approach adopted by the heritage Boeing measurement used is coded into the
Commercial Airplane Group, the former software tools (see Flight Data Processor
Boeing commercial aircraft unit prior to the below) to ensure consistent, universal
merger with McDonnell Douglas. interpretation of the measurements.

Aerodynamic simulation model development Determine flight test maneuver set
at the heritage Boeing Commercial Airplane Heritage Boeing Commercial obtains
Group is focused on producing high-quality, simulator-specific flight test data for:
full flight envelope simulation databases 1) validation of the simulation to high
which support both crew training and standards of fidelity
engineering design/analysis. Desired 2) information to aid in aerodynamic
simulation fidelity is currently not achievable coefficient error extraction and
without performing a flight-test update to the allocation.
predicted aerodynamic models. The It is important to determine a flight test
processes and tools used to perform a flight maneuver set that optimizes the information
update to a simulation model have evolved content for the aerodynamic coefficient
over several years to a level which produces extraction process and covers the
excellent aerodynamic databases required/desired maneuvers for simulation
(Reference 5). An overview of the current validation while minimizing the flight test time
process is presented below, required.

While the specific implementation and level Maneuvers which support crew training
of automation may vary, the basic steps simulator qualification are selected to
required to produce a satisfactory flight test include appropriate tests from the Flight
update to a simulation database are Simulator Validation Tests of the ICAO
similar, These steps are outlined below. Simulator Qualification Manual (Reference

7) and the IATA Simulator Data
"* Understand airplane instrumentation and Requirements (Reference 8). Selected data

resulting measurements from these tests will ultimately appear in the
"* Determine flight test maneuver set Approval Test Guide which is provided by
"* Obtain acceptable flight test data each training simulator operator to the

"* Prepare flight test data for analysis appropriate regulatory authority.

"* Calculate aerodynamic coefficient errors Coefficient extraction maneuvers are
"* Distribute coefficient errors to obtained primarily from expansion of the

appropriate model buildup terms flight envelope around ICAO simulator
"* Validate updated model via proof-of- qualification tests. Since the simulation is

match used for both engineering and crew training
"* Document the simulation model, data, purposes throughout most of the flight

verification and validation envelope, it is important to update and
validate as much of the flight envelope as

A brief description of the heritage Boeing possible. To this end, maneuvers are
Commercial implementation of each of these performed at a variety of altitudes, Mach
steps follows. numbers, center-of-gravity positions and

configurations (e.g. flaps, gear, spoilers,
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etc.) above and beyond those called out for It is not possible, with current
simulator qualification. technology, to account accurately for the

effects of a turbulent wind field on the
The ideal design of flight maneuvers for aircraft response. Therefore, an
aerodynamic coefficient extraction would important requirement for each test is
have independent parameter variation in that the atmosphere be as free of
only one parameter at a time. This is never turbulence as possible.
completely accomplished in flight, but
attempts are made to isolate effects on Prepare flight test data for analysis
coefficients as much as possible. Some Simulation validation and aerodynamic
maneuver procedures may be modified to coefficient extraction analysis require highly
improve coefficient extraction analysis. One accurate, kinematically consistent flight test
example is leaving the landing gear measurements throughout the flight test
extended throughout a normal operating envelope. This requires a
takeoff/climbout maneuver to remove gear thorough knowledge of each flight test
transition effects. measurement so that all known errors may

be removed prior to use in engineering
A few maneuvers are designed and flown analysis. The Flight Data Processor (FDP)
specifically for coefficient extraction. is the primary software tool used to prepare
Examples of these include shallow approach flight test data for engineering analysis. The
to landing, decelerations with various primary functions are:
airplane configurations and 1) formatting parameters (e.g. flap, slat,
stabilizer/elevator trades. gear positions) to be compatible with

engineering analysis tools,
Obtain acceptable flight test data 2) filtering Euler angles and rates, linear
Flight testing for simulation requires careful accelerations and ground speeds,
planning. Test conditions, maneuver types, 3) calculating an altitude and static
and pilot techniques must be well defined, pressure time history based on
Onboard instrumentation must be specified kinematically corrected inertial
along with the requirements for accelerations (i.e. flight path
measurement accuracy. All of this planning reconstruction),
requires close coordination between 4) using these static pressures to calculate
aerodynamics engineering, flight-test airspeeds,
support groups and flight test pilots. Boeing 5) calculating angle of attack from either
test pilots are highly skilled and often provide inertial data or by using a detailed alpha
valuable insight and suggestions for how a vane calibration, and
test should be performed. 6) calculating the winds and gusts acting

on the airplane.
While pre-certification and certification
testing is used wherever possible, Calculate aerodynamic coefficient errors
approximately 30-80 hours of simulator- Our update process uses measured flight
specific flight testing is required for each data to determine the incremental coefficient
new airplane program. Simulator-specific values which must be applied to the existing
flight testing is required for several reasons: simulation aerodynamic model to satisfy the

equations of motion (Reference 6). We
"* Simulator-specific flight testing needs to calculate these incremental coefficient

occur late in the flight test program to values in a software tool known as the
ensure that the configuration represents Coefficient Extraction Program (CEP). The
the production airplane. This is not CEP takes the output from the flight data
possible for pre-certification testing. processor and

"* The requirement for modified 1) computes total flight test aerodynamic
procedures to support coefficient coefficients based on flight test
extraction for some maneuvers would accelerations and airplane state,
preclude the use of non-simulation 2) computes current simulation model
maneuvers. aerodynamic coefficients given the flight
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test airplane state and control system stabilizer/elevator trades. Once the updated
inputs and tail effectiveness has been established, the

3) computes incremental aerodynamic basic wing-body terms may be determined
coefficients required to match the using deceleration and stall maneuvers.
simulation and flight test outputs (i.e. the This process continues through each of the
difference between 1) and 2) above), coefficient components. Several iterations

The program will also compute the resulting of this update sequence may be required to
table values for each of the selected tables converge on a flight test update coefficient
assuming all of the coefficient error is put set.
into the selected table.

Advantages of this method include:
Distribute coefficient errors to appropriate 1) produces excellent simulator databases,
model buildup terms 2) can be visualized in physical terms
This step of the process can be one of the making it easy to explain,
most challenging. If the simulation model 3) engineers gain an understanding of the
were only used to replicate flight test results fundamental characteristics of the
over a fairly restricted flight envelope for airplane which may be useful in future
which data were available, the task of analyses,
updating the model would be greatly 4) "physically correct" data constraints may
simplified. However, the simulation is used be applied throughout the update
as an engineering design tool to make new process.
design decisions, is used outside the flight Disadvantages include:
test validated flight envelope, and must be 1) very labor intensive,
capable of supporting a wide range of 2) requires a long flow time to create a
training applications. This requires the total simulation update,
aerodynamic coefficient errors identified in 3) not guaranteed to be a repeatable
the previous step be correctly distributed to process.
the appropriate individual components of the
aerodynamic buildup equations. There are significant pressures to decrease

engineering and flight test related costs
Our method for aerodynamic coefficient including those related to the flight test
error allocation relies on considerable update of the simulation database. At the
interpretation and engineering judgment in same time, there is a continual need to
conjunction with carefully flown maneuvers improve simulation fidelity to satisfy both
which aid in the isolation of individual external customers (e.g. training simulator
components. The flight test update is operators and regulatory agencies) and
undertaken by a team of engineers who internal customers (e.g. engineering design
have extensive knowledge of the groups) in expanding roles. This
aerodynamic effects on aircraft stability and combination of conflicting requirements is
control. The team is divided into a leading us to search for improved alternative
Longitudinal and Lateral/Directional group coefficient update methods and increased
who work each axis in parallel. Each axis automation wherever possible throughout
group may further focus on specific areas the update process.
(e.g. high speed, low speed, ground effects,
etc.). The team must carefully coordinate its Validate updated model via proof-of-match
efforts to produce a consistent model which Quantitative validation of the aerodynamics
satisfies the requirements of all types of model is achieved by showing a match
maneuvers throughout the flight envelope, between the simulation and flight test data

for a variety of maneuvers and flight
The sequence in which each aerodynamic conditions. To perform such a match, the
coefficient is updated is important. For engineering simulator is driven by actual
example, in the longitudinal axis the best measured values of control surface position
results are obtained by first updating and engine thrust, as well as wind speed
stabilizer effectiveness using longitudinal and direction throughout the time history.
trims. The next term to be modified is the The use of mathematical pilot models is
elevator effectiveness based on acceptable for certain applications. The
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simulator response is overlaid with the and spin and spin recovery characteristics in
measured airplane time history. the high AOA region.

Document the simulation model, data, F/A- 18E/F example
verification and validation The Super Hornet is 25 percent larger than
Documentation of the process outputs is its predecessor. The fuselage features a 34-
very important and is a requirement of the inch extension, and the wing has an
simulator manufacturers to aid in the additional 100 square feet, again being 25
qualification of the flight simulator under percent larger. The F414-GE-400 engine,
development. The simulation aerodynamic with larger air inlets, produces 35 percent
model and data are provided in the Data more thrust.
Document, the verification data in the
Checkout Document and proof-of-match An example of the improvement to the
data in the Validation Document. Each of simulation model achieved with PID is
these documents are an important internal demonstrated in the F/A-18E/F coefficient
reference and are provided to the simulation match of a rolling maneuver at moderate
manufacturers in both hard copy and AOA shown in Fig 2. In the figure, flight test
electronic media format. total rolling moment is calculated directly

from the roll acceleration measured in flight.
Summary of Heritage Boeing Commercial The baseline database is calculated from the
Experience wind tunnel basis using the value of the
The simulation flight update process has pertinent independent variables along the
evolved to a point where high-quality, full- flight test trajectory. When PID estimates
flight envelope mathematical models may be are included in the database, significant
consistently produced. Basic steps similar to improvement in matching the flight test data
all update methods are used in the heritage is seen. In this case, estimates made of roll
Boeing Commercial update process. While damping were the primary factor in
each step of the process is important, the improving the model in the roll axis, Fig 3.
most challenging step is the allocation of Improving the coefficient match of a
total coefficient errors among the particular time history is not the only goal of
appropriate individual components of the the PID analysis, however. Integrated time
aerodynamic buildup equations. This history matches can also be generated by
requires considerable interpretation and use of a six degree-of-freedom program.
engineering judgment. The conflicting Fig 4 shows a comparison of a flight test
requirements of reduced costs while trajectory to the simulated trajectory of an
improving simulation fidelity are encouraging F/A-18E/F upright spin. In the figure, the
the search for improved alternative simulated trajectory is generated by
coefficient update methods and increased initializing the six degree-of-freedom
automation wherever possible throughout program at the flight test conditions, then
the update process. driving the program with the pilot inputs from

the flight test maneuver. The oscillatory-
divergent characteristics of the spin are

Fighter/Attack PID Experience improved with the addition of PID estimates
Time domain PID methods have been used to the aerodynamic database. In this case,
on all of Boeing's fighter aircraft programs the modeling of the non-linearity of
over the last ten years to update flight directional stability with sideslip was
simulation aerodynamic data models. Areas improved in the PID model, Fig 5.
of application have included the low,
medium, and high Angle of Attack (AOA) A V-8 example
regions across the entire Mach envelope. The main disadvantage to the equation error
An objective in all these regions is to (regression) method is its sensitivity to data
improve the simulation data model fidelity inaccuracies. The method requires a high
and thus flying qualities predictions. Other degree of data accuracy and repeatability
objectives include loads predictions in the from a combined set of maneuvers. Small
low AOA/ high-speed regions, departure biases in AOA, slideslip, control surface
characteristics in the medium AOA region, positions, or other measurements can have
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a significant impact on results. Data Heritage Douglas Commercial Experience
accuracy requirements of the equation error
method require that the data be validated Background
and/or reconstructed prior to its inclusion. Compared with its predecessor, the DC-1 0,
This validation/reconstruction step often the MD-1 1's aerodynamic improvements
becomes 80% of the effort when performing include winglets and a redesigned wing
PID analyses. trailing edge, a smaller horizontal tail with
Some recent high-speed loads analysis on integral fuel tanks and an extended tail cone.
the AV-8B aircraft revealed a significant These features reduce drag, save fuel and
source error correction to the production add range.
AOA sensor. To estimate the source error The MD-1 1 certification program included an
correction, a filter error method was used to increase in the automation of the traditional
reconstruct flight test AOA and compare this PID development process. The motive was
reconstructed signal with the production to be able to meet the requirements for the
AOA measurement. In this method, inertial Level-D (the highest level) FAA simulator
velocities and reconstructed winds are qualification. This qualification involved
transformed through a series of kinematic matching flight test data for more than eighty
equations to compute an estimated maneuvers throughout the flight envelope
(reconstructed) AOA. An optimization loop using the in-house developed six-degree-of-
wrapped around these kinematic equations freedom simulation program. The PRISM
determines the AOA bias and scale factor software was adopted to supplement the
necessary to make the flight test production MMLE maximum likelihood method. PRISM
AOA measurement best match the was designed to perform a non-linear
estimated AOA. Figure 6 is an example of a regression and was able to estimate the
typical AOA reconstruction from a wind-up incremental tables while the MMLE was
turn maneuver. This figure provides a geared towards the linear derivatives.
comparison of the production AOA
measurement, the estimated (reconstructed) The PRISM software is designed to perform
AOA, and the production AOA corrected with two major tasks:
the estimated bias and scale factor. In this
example, applying the AOA bias and scale 1. Flight test data reduction. This capability
factor estimates causes the measured AOA has been employed extensively as an
to match closely the estimated AOA. aircraft incident/accident investigation
Then, a least squares regression of all of the and analysis tool. Its components are:
AOA biases and scale factors from a large * kinematics consistency check
set of maneuvers is performed to arrive at This task is based on the
the final AOA upwash correction as a function minimization (optimizer)
function of Mach number and production routine. Currently the
AOA. Figure 7 shows the final upwash Levenburg-Marquardt method is
correction identified during the recent AV-8B employed
high-speed loads analysis. This plot * data calibration
indicates that the production angle of attack data filtering
measurement was in error by as much as
10% at the higher Mach numbers. 2 wind reconstruction.
Performing PID anlyses without identifying 2. Identitiion of aerodynamic parameters
and compensating for data measurement * estimation of the incremental
errors of this nature would cause these aerodynamic data tables based
measurement errors to translate directly into on the existing aircraft-specific
aerodynamic coefficient errors, thereby aerodynamic database and aero
significantly lessening the value and model structures.
effectiveness of the PID effort.

We applied the above processes during the
MD-i1 and MD-90 certification programs.
Both motion base simulators were qualified
on time to Level D.
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Example ValuJet Flight 592 Flight Path and in climbing flight at 1500 ft/minute at 80
Reconstruction knots at 5000 feet altitude. The input was a
The PID package was used to estimate pilot-generated frequency sweep in one axis
missing data from the flight data recorder, as from below 0.2 Hz to about 3.5 Hz,
well as to perform kinematic consistency beginning and ending with the aircraft in trim.
check on the available data. Though the A frequency sweep typically took between 90
acceleration data were available at 8Hz, the to 120 seconds to complete. The pilot was
remaining data were available at only 1 Hz. able to achieve a fairly constant rate of
Nevertheless, the flight path of the aircraft change of frequency by listening to a small
was reconstructed consistent with other tape player which sounded different notes at
known aspects of the flight (see Figure 8). each half cycle point. This signal was
The results were used by the US National recorded several times over and enabled the
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) and the pilot to perform a succession of repeatable
FAA during the case hearing. This data frequency sweeps. The stability
reconstruction/smoothing method has since augmentation system was turned off. The
been standardized for our investigations of pilot was instructed to make any inputs
aircraft accident/incidents for the NTSB. necessary in the remaining three control
The method also offers an ability to estimate axes to maintain the aircraft near the trim
the wind profile if it is suspected that the condition. The control sweeps were
incident is wind/turbulence-related, conducted three times in each axis. An

example sweep for the directional axis is
Rotary-Wing Experience illustrated in Figure 9, along with the primary

Much recent rotary wing identification has and secondary responses (yaw and roll rate
utilized the CIFER program developed by respectively).
Tischler. This program bases its
identifications on CHIRP (Continuous Data Acquisition
Harmonic Intermediate Range Progression) All the frequency responses were derived
frequency responses. from time histories acquired at 58.2 Hz

(0.017 seconds resolution). Data were then
In the study we will describe, frequency reduced off-line using the CIFER
response data were obtained for a prototype (Comprehensive Identification from
AH-64D Longbow Apache aircraft as part of FrEquency Responses) program
a handling qualities survey test. The (References 2 and 3). CIFER operated on
responses and the identified parameters responses concatenated from ones like
were obtained for comparison with existing Figure 9, giving 4 or 5 minutes of vehicle
AH-64A data. The AH-64D is the next- excitation to reduce variance in the
generation version of the combat-proven responses. Five windows with intervals of
AH-64A Apache. The Apache Longbow's 60, 40, 20, 10, and 5 seconds were used.
fire control radar and advanced avionics The effects of secondary control inputs were
suite give combat pilots the ability to rapidly removed by conditioning the frequency
detect, classify, prioritize and engage responses determined in each of the
stationary or moving enemy targets at windows. The conditioned responses
standoff ranges in near all weather resulting from this process are the same as
environments. The AH-64D configuration would have been obtained had no secondary
has greater pitch and roll inertia and greater control inputs been present. A CIFER
mass compared with the AH-64A, and it will composite window algorithm was then used
be seen that the identification quantified the to combine responses from each of the five
dynamic differences that would be expected windows, which increased the accuracy of
from these changes. the final set of extracted responses over a

wide range of frequencies. Plots of log-
One value of this comparison was to magnitude, phase and coherence were then
estimate the effects of the changed generated as a function of log-frequency
configuration on the dynamic response of using a CIFER plotting utility.
the vehicle. Data were acquired in hover
and level forward flight at 75 and 120 knots
true air speed at 2300 feet density altitude,
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Identification frequency responses were 'reasonable', as
Once the amplitude and phase defined by Tischler (Reference 2), stability
characteristics had been gathered, the and control derivatives which the model
responses were fitted with simple low order determined to be insensitive were eliminated
transfer functions. The fitting process uses (fixed to a value of zero) on a one-by-one
routines originally developed at Boeing for basis and another 200-400 iterations were
order reduction of fixed-wing flying qualities executed. This process was continued until
responses (for example, see References 10 the insensitivity and standard deviation of the
and 11). The matching routine utilizes a identified derivative was acceptably small.
search algorithm. The algorithm minimizes This was a relatively time-consuming
the sum of the squared amplitude and phase process on a VAX 4000-300 which required
differences between the frequency response about an hour for 100 iterations. Figure 10
data and the data for a low order transfer is an example of the responses obtained in
function. Thus, the algorithm seeks the low hover.
order transfer function parameters that
produce the best match. For example, the We have found correct identification of high
heave degree of freedom was matched with frequency dynamics by CIFER to be very

____o_ helpful in control system design. For
az (s) / Scol(s) sZw example, in determining the roll rate

(S - Z,,) feedback gain, the delay due to
where Z is the vertical force, Zw is the computational frame time and actuator lag

vertical damping derivative, and Zco0 is the must be modeled. If these terms are
ignored, an apparently reasonable roll rate

vertical control derivative gain in fact drives the lag mode unstable.
The aircraft pitch dynamics in hover were The instability would be missed using lower
modeled in a similar fashion. For this case, order models that contain neither terms for
it was useful to include an equivalent time blade lag dynamics nor for system time
delay, -, in the equation to approximate the delays. (Figure 11, from Harding, Reference
effects of the actuator and the rotor 4). It is evident that we must include low
response at high frequency: frequency rigid body modes plus higher

Mjn-S frequency rotor dynamics. Modeling and
q(s) / (S) = control studies on today's increasingly

(s - Mq) flexible, highly augmented fixed wing aircraft
where M is the pitching moment (positive are also seeing similar effects in their
where uaerodynamic/structural/control interaction.
nose up), M1 on is the pitching moment

control derivative, M is the pitch damping Our identification of M is approximately

derivative, and z is the time delay. twice the analytical prediction, and Lp and

The CIFER method also allows for Nr are around 14% greater than the
identification of a state-space model given analytical values. Since the Cramer-Rao
by the usual form bounds indicate accurate identification, the

prediction methods would appear to require
x = Ax + Bu modification. (This was found also by

where xT = (u, v, w, p, q, r, 0, Molusis in Reference 12). Pitch and roll
coupling derivatives (Mp and Lq ) which

and u (8lon, 8lat, 5col, 8dir) represent main rotor coupling are opposite in
The procedure followed was to determine sign to their analytical predictions. Since
the error between the measured flight test again our identification matches were
frequency responses and the model excellent, re-examination of the analytical
responses. Following 200-400 iterations of methods appears necessary.
the solution procedure, the frequency
response pair with the highest cost was
eliminated, and the iterations resumed.
When all cost functions for all remaining
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Experience with Flying Qualities
Research Simulators Notice too in Figure 16 that we accept an

apparently poor match in the low frequency
As part of our efforts to explore and (phugoid) region. Actually, we had reliable
document flying qualities criteria for active time history data for the phugoid oscillation,
control transports, we have performed so the phugoid parameters were fixed in the
several simulations using the USAF/Calspan frequency response matching process.
Total In-Flight Simulator (TIFS, Figure 12). Because our frequency response test
This aircraft uses a model-following control method had resulted in somewhat low
system and six mechanical degrees of coherence at low frequencies, we preferred
control freedom so that motions at the substituting the time history data in the low
evaluation pilot's station in the nose replicate frequency region. We then used the
the motions of some developmental or mismatch frequency response envelopes
notional aircraft. By varying the dynamic from the Flying Qualities Military Standard to
parameters in the model, the dynamics of check the overall quality of the match (Figure
TIFS change and the corresponding pilot 16), realizing that these envelopes are not
ratings and comments can be used to build yet validated for aircraft classes other than
data bases to support flying qualities criteria fighters. The mismatch appears acceptable
and requirements. except in the phugoid region, as expected.

An important aspect of this type of research Because our application is to an in-flight
is; how accurate is the model following? We simulation, we actually do not care about the
tackled this question using a CHIRP-like aerodynamic parameters of the NC-1 31H
frequency sweep of the longitudinal control aircraft upon which TIFS is based.
column, shown in Figure 13. Figure 14 Nevertheless the PID tools are of great utility
compares frequency responses (from the for our application. Our example shows also
CIFER program) of an example model with that we can combine time- and frequency
the actual TIFS response. The pitch response-derived data for different
response match from 0.1 to 4.0 frequency ranges.
radians/second is excellent. This is not
strictly an application of PID of course until We have also used the CIFER data to
we extract parameters from the responses, diagnose and measure high frequency
but it shows how we use a PID tool, CIFER effects in TIFS. Though space limitations
in this case, as an experimental validation prevent us from showing examples of this,
tool. Because the frequency responses are we have used CIFER and PID via equivalent
now available from CIFER, it is a systems, to gain better understanding of how
straightforward step to use PID to extract data are measured and presented in TIFS
equivalent systems parameters from the experiments, and how better to specify the
responses. Figure 15 is an example of a powerful flying qualities effects of high
match, comparing the pitch response to frequency terms like equivalent time delays.
pilot's longitudinal column input with the
transfer function form shown below. This
form uses the shorthand (root) and SUMMARY AND LESSONS LEARNED
[damping:frequency] for the first and second
order roots; General

The PID process is not push-button
O(s) KO(I / To )(1 / T )e-rs and does not take the engineer out of the

1  02  design loop. It merely provides a software
8(s) [;sp:COns ][p:Cnp ] tool to assist engineers while requiring a

Psp l Pgreat deal of aircraft-related knowledge as
Notice that this low order form, as for the well as some mathematical background in

helicopter example, contains a term e-rs to statistics and optimization. The process
approximate high frequency phase effects. requires patience, and for any aircraft class,
Otherwise it is the classical form for an time must be spent sorting the flight test
unaugmented aircraft pitch response (see data before the identification process even
discussion in Reference 12). begins. Practitioners feel that sorting the
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data in preparation for the identification Our examples showed that PIP can be used
requires experience that can best be gained to identify and compensate for data
by moving from one aircraft project to the measurement errors and inconsistencies. It
next. However, generally each project can significantly improve the fidelity of six-
produces unique problems. The individuals degree-of-freedom simulation models, even
performing this work must draw on at high angles of attack where aircraft
considerable creativity to surmount the new aerodynamic characteristics are highly
problems. nonlinear.

Fixed-Wing Transports Rotary-Wing
A well-ordered identification process is The frequency response approach, which
needed to support regulated requirements separates phenomena at different
for simulations and for incident/accident frequencies, appears well-suited to
investigation. The insight of the organization helicopters. Higher frequency modes,
is a vital component of the identification. If particularly those associated with rotor
necessary, human intervention will take dynamics, must be included in the model or
precedence over intensive computation. the subsequent flight control loop closures
This need for human intervention is may be erroneous. Predictions of key
increased for derivative aircraft, for which a derivatives like Mq L and N, have
backlog of experience has been built. At the
same time, as the PIP technology matures, been significantly different from the identified

and as completely new configurations are values, and since the identification has been

developed, the need for affordability will accurate, the prediction methods would

encourage constant reevaluation of the appear to require re-examination.

computational approaches. Research simulation

Fixed-Wing Fighter/Attack Aircraft We chose to show in-flight simulation data,
PIP has been successfully applied to the but of course PID is very valuable for
large flight envelopes and agile maneuvers ground-based simulator validation also.
associated with this class of aircraft. The Many of the points noted in the rotary-wing

computational methods have gained wider frequency response work have their

acceptance for this class of aircraft than for parallels in the fixed-wing arena also, notably
transports. the significance of high frequency effects.

FUTURE WORK

Acceptance
PI, both time-and frequency-domain, has
gained wide acceptance and we have much
validating data. However, the cautious
acceptance of highly computational PIP for
some aircraft is the most interesting lesson
learned. For the heritage Boeing
commercial applications, this reluctance
stems from familiarity of the engineering
team with a stable of aircraft that are
basically similar. However, our C-17
models, with their nonlinearities and strong
thrust coupling, are also based on
identification that involved much human
intervention. Clearly the insight of the
engineering team is of overriding
importance, and when budget allows, there
has been a preference for intensive human
intervention. The developers of PID
therefore have the challenge of producing
tools that contribute to fast, affordable
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design and test cycle times, and yet retain 5. Neville, K.W., Stephens, A.T., "Flight
the needed insight. These developers will Update of Aerodynamic Math Model", AIAA
perhaps need to emphasize graphical user Technical Paper 93-3596, Proceedings of
interfaces (for example, see Reference 13), AIAA Flight Simulation Technologies
analyst's associates, and very fast Conference, Monterey, CA, 1993.
interactive computation rather than
increased mathematical sophistication. 6. Maine, R.E., Iliff, K.W., "Application of

Parameter Estimation to Aircraft Stability and
Other trends Control - The Output-Error Approach", NASA
Though PID approaches like neural nets RP-1168, June 1986.
exhibit promise, the need for engineering
insight into the PID process presents a 7. International Civil Aviation Organization,
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Figure 1 Some Boeing Company Products
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Figure 2 PID allows improved matching of total rolling moment coefficient
in F/A-18 E/F rolling maneuver.
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Figure 11 Root-locus of 10-degree-of-freedom- plus- lag model for roll rate
gain variation, with and without added time delay of 0.04 seconds
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Note: Noisier signal is TIFS
Normal load factor is measured at the pilot's station
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The Role of System Identification for Flight Vehicle Applications - Revisited

P. G. Hamel and R. V. Jategaonkar

Institut fdr Flugmechanik
DLR - Deutsches Zentrum ftir Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V.

Lilienthalplatz 7, D-38108 Braunschweig,
Germany

1. SUMMARY flight controllers based on modern control concepts. In
During the last few decades system identification meth- this case, it is mandatory that the aerodynamic character-
odology has been extensively used for flight vehicle istics used for control law design are representative of
modeling. This paper provides an overview of the basic the actual aircraft.
methodology, highlighting the classical approaches and
indicating a few current trends. Successful application of To minimize the overall developmental costs, it is neces-
advanced aircraft parameter estimation methods has been sary to minimize the amount of costly and time consum-
demonstrated on a few challenging examples such as ing flight testing necessary for aircraft specification and
determination of aerodynamic effects of secondary im- certification requirements. Furthermore, the new aerody-
portance, identification of highly augmented unstable or namic design concepts such as, for example, thrust
flexible aircraft, and high bandwidth rotorcraft modeling, vectoring [6] or quasi-tailless aircraft [7], require careful
The selected examples demonstrate that the system iden- expansion of the flight envelope through i) data correla-
tification methods have reached a maturity level that tion between the prediction and flight identified aero-
makes them a powerful and indispensable tool to support dynamic characteristics and ii) isolation and identification
not only research but also the industry activities in vari- of non-anticipated aerodynamic effects. This is also true
ous key areas such as model validation, handling quali- in the case of large flexible aircraft, where the structural
ties evaluation, control law design, and flight vehicle modes can influence the aircraft response and the accura-
design. Thus, it contributes significantly to risk and cost cy of flight mechanical models [8,9].
reduction in the optimal deployment of existing aircraft
and in the development of new generation flight vehicles. The philosophy of model-following control based on feed

forward regulation provides safer and more accurate
mode control; the performance, however, depends strong-

2. INTRODUCTION ly on the validated mathematical model of the host flight
During the last few decades there has been a constant vehicle [1,10]. For such an application, the rotorcraft
effort in determining static as well as dynamic character- flight control has to meet the high bandwidth require-
istics from flight test measurements. The coordinated ments, demanding augmentation of the rigid-body model
approach encompassing flight test instrumentation, flight through higher-order rotor dynamics.
test techniques, and flight data analysis leads to a Quad-
M (Motion, Measurements, Methods, and Models) con- Thus, the present challenge to flight vehicle system iden-
cept of system identification [I]. It has resulted in gener- tification may be formulated as to determine a high-fidel-
ating sufficient practical experience to apply these tech- ity aerodynamic model of a high performance, highly
niques to diversified flight vehicle applications on a rou- augmented vehicle from rapid, large amplitude maneu-
tine basis [1-3]. Today, the scope of applications ranges vers. Such a global model is, in general, of unknown
from the classical purpose of data correlation for increas- structure, highly nonlinear, and affected by elastic
ing the confidence in flight mechanical prediction tech- modes, unsteady aerodynamics, and erroneous air data
niques to generating high fidelity aerodynamic databases, measurements. Although a general single shot solution to
flight envelope expansion, high performance unstable this problem may be difficult, significant advances have
aircraft, and high bandwidth rotorcraft modeling [I]. been made both in terms of aerodynamic modeling and

aircraft parameter estimation methods. A brief account of
The full-fledged flight crew training simulators for corn- the Quad-M approach is presented in this paper, indicat-
mercial transport as well as high performance aircraft, in ing a few current trends and bringing out the salient
general, should demonstrate high fidelity, often meeting features through typical examples for each of the four M.
the Level D fidelity standards specified by the Federal Model validation issues are briefly addressed. The paper
Aviation Administration (FAA) [4,5]. Fidelity of flight then demonstrates that for each of the aforementioned
simulation depends to a large extent on the accuracy of flight vehicle applications the current system identifi-
the aerodynamic database representing the aircraft. Fur- cation tools provide an adequate solution, enabling either
thermore, the demands of high-performance character- an update of the predicted database or even generation of
istics have led to aerodynamically unstable aiicraft con- a comprehensive database/model valid over the opera-
figurations, which can be flown only with the aid of tional flight envelope meeting the high accuracy de-

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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mands. These examples bring out clearly the role of
system identification for flight vehicle applications. It is Reality & Technology
evident from Fig. I that today these tools are anl integral Acceptance Prototyp

part of any aircraft development and assessment pro- S1 Prtotype

gram.

3. PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION Simulation in

The general approach used in aircraft system identifica- 55i•Co u Simuatuonn
tion is shown in Fig. 2. During the flight tests, specifical-
ly designed control inputs are applied to excite the char- New Methods and Model

acteristic aircraft motions. The applied control inputs and Technologies

aircraft responses are measured and recorded. A suitable Complexity & Effort
model is postulated for the phenomenon being investigat- Application Spectrum:
ed and the model parameters are so determined as to 0 Data Base Generation for 0 Flight Control System Optimization
match the model predicted response with the flight mea- -Flight Vehicle Design

sured aircraft response. -Flight Simulator Development 0 Structural Modeling, Flutter Testing
Flying Qualities Evaluation * Aeroservoelastic Model Validation

* Flight Envelope Expansion

A coordinated approach to flight vehicle system identi-

fication can be divided into three major parts [I]: Fig. 1: The key role of system identification

a Instrumentation and Filters which cover the
entire flight data acquisition process including ade- identification. A systematic treatment of these key-issues
quate instrumentation and airborne or ground-based has been provided by Hamel [11], and Mulder et al [12]
digital recording equipment. Effects of all kinds of Maine and Iliff [2,13], and Klein [3]. A survey of contri-
data quality have to be accounted for. butions to flight vehicle system identification up to 1980

has been provided by Iliff [14] and more recently by
* Flight Test Techniques which are related to the Hamel and Jategaonkar [1].-
selected flight vehicle maneuvering procedures. The
input signals have to be optimized in their spectral
composition in order to excite all response modes 4. OPTIMAL INPUTS FOR DYNAMIC MOTION
from which parameters are to be estimated. The accuracy and reliability of parameter estimates de-

pend heavily on the amount of information available in
* Analysis of Flight Data which includes the the vehicle response. Hence, a proper experiment design
mathematical rodel of the flight vehicle and an is important. In general, an optimal input is that which
estimation criterion which devises some suitable best excites the frequency range of interest. Purely from
computational algorithm to adjust some kind of this view point, the direct choice may appear to be a
starting values or a priori estimates of the unknown frequency sweep input. However, it leads to relatively
parameters until a set of best parameter estimates is long maneuver times, is mostly restricted to single axis
obtained which minimizes the response error, excitation and has a tendency to depart from the nominal

trim. Based on these practical considerations, several
Corresponding to these strongly interdependent topics, signals have been designed in the past, for example 1)
four important aspects of the art and science of system doublet, 2) multistep 3211, 3) Mehra, 4) Schulz, 5) DUT,
identification have to be carefully treated, Fig. 2. and 6) Langley input [15-20]. Although the 321 ],.Mehra,

DUT, and Langley inputs are more efficient, the doublet
* Design of the control input shape in order to ex- input is often used due to its simplicity. Amongst the
cite all modes of the vehicle dynamic motion.

Maneuver Actual M easurements

* Selection of instrumentation and filters for high Optimized In Flight ep neDataColleon

nu Vehicle & Compatibility
accuracy measurements. Data Analysis

M ethodsEro

* Type of flight vehicle under investigation in order Identification rIdentifictionSAlgorithm ] rtra l •

to define the structure of a possible mathematical t

m odel. .. A.Priori,.".. M odels Adjustments
: A Prori :Model Response

Values . .Mathematical M
1CFD-Data?l Mod__ el
iWT -Data? _

Quality of data analysis by selecting the most ...........
suitable time or frequency domain identification
method. Complementary Model

Flight Data Validation

These "Quad-M" requirements must be carefully inves-
tigated for each flight vehicle from a physical standpoint, Fig. 2: The Quad-M basics of flight vehicle
and are the key to the successful flight vehicle system system identification
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above indicated inputs signals, the multistep 3211 signal 0.6 -1
is easily realizable and relatively easy to fly manually by Cm~c * Single manering

pilots [18]. It is for this reason that the 3211 signal re- f .. at Predicted i
mains as the one most accepted by the flight test corn- 0.4 --

munity. Fig. 3 shows the 321 1 input and its spectruni int
comparison to step and doublet input signals.

More recently the emphasis has been on improving the 0.2
hitherto designed input signals and on expanding the

design techniques based on additional practical consider-
ations. For example, Fig. 3 shows an improved 3211 sig- 0 ........

nal, which has different amplitude levels for each step,
resulting in a better spread of the frequency spectrum
compared to the conventional 3211 signal, and also hav- -0.2
ing zero energy content in the low frequency range 20 40 60 deg 80
which alleviates the tendency to depart from the nominal Angle of Attack
trim [21]. A derivative of the Mehra's signal has also a) Pilot input maneuvers
been designed by minimizing the number of elementary
sine functions used to optimize the signal [22]. In yet 0.6
another application, dynamic programming technique has N Estimated

been used to generate an input signal by optimally com- Predicted

bining square waves only [23]. This approach is applica- OA ................. . .. .... ....... ......
ble to nonlinear models and also enables to account for
feedback control and actuator dynamics in the optimiza-
tion. These recent designs have improved properties and
have been applied in a few practical cases; however, they 0.2
are difficult to fly manually and can be best realized
through onboard computer implementation. Thus, al-
though it may appear that the current trend is towards 0
more complex computerized control inputs, the simpler 20 40 60 deg 80
input signals like doublet or 3211 will continue to be as Angle of Attack
accepted in the future as in the past. b) Separate surface excitation maneuvers

Although the dynamic programming technique allows an Fig. 4: Estimates of canard control effectiveness
input design accounting for the feedback control, it does from X-31A flight data
not overcome the control-surface correlation which may
be dominant in highly augmented aircraft. In such cases definitely attributed to the difficulties of insufficient
the separate surface excitation (SSE) yields the best pa- information content and of correlated variables. On the
rameter estimates [1,24,25]. In this approach the standard other hand, the separate surface excitation maneuvers
doublet or 3211 inputs are fed after the controller to yield well identifiable estimates, Fig. 4b.
directly deflect the control surfaces. As a typical exam-
ple, Fig 4 shows the estimates of the canard control For rotorcraft system identification, frequency sweep test
effectiveness obtained from the X-31A flight test data for techniques and multistep signals like doublet or 3211 are
two cases, namely the pilot input maneuvers and the popular. Both these test techniques are found to provide
separate surface excitation. As evident from Fig. 4a, the comparable results. Frequency sweep testing is better
pilot input maneuvers yield estimates with large standard suited for identification of transfer function models and
deviations and moreover the scatter is also large. This is is necessary when the estimation algorithm is based on

frequency domain techniques [26,27]. In several of the
cases it has been observed that the pilot flown sweeps,

--------------. _which tend to contain sharp superimposed inputs, yield

Power Dooob. 1. better estimates compared to those from the pure sweep
Spectral . . - inputs applied from an onboard computer. Care needs toS pectal 321 tegatin_Density •,'-..,o. . be exercised during the sweep testing to avoid critical

,..,11' .S. .•al flight incidence resulting from aero-servoelastic interac-
tions or due to exceeding the permissible loads.

---------- The accuracy of the parameter estimates is directly de-
1 Normalized Frequeny o*At 5 pendent on the quality of flight measurements, and,

hence, high accuracy measurements of the control inputs
Fig. 3: Frequency domain comparison of input signals and aircraft responses is of paramount importance. Typi-
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cally, measurements of i) linear accelerations ax, ay, a, ii) compatible measurements [3,13]. The output error meth-
angular rates p, q, r, iii) attitude angles ý, 0, W, iv) con- od, which has several desirable statistical properties, is
trol surface deflections, v) air flow angles cx, P3, vi) applicable to general nonlinear systems and accounts for
airspeed, vii) engine parameters, viii) static and dynamic measurement noise [1-3]. However, it yields biased esti-
pressures, and ix) control column and wheel forces are mates when random process noise excites the system, for
necessary for parameter estimation, example flight data gathered in the presence of atmo-

spheric turbulence. In such cases the filter error methods
Significant number of parameters, for example linear are necessary [1,31].
accelerations, angular rates, attitude angles, and control
surface deflections, are generally available from the Fig. 5 shows that even in the case of flight maneuvers in
existing flight data recorder. In such cases it is necessary smooth air, the filter error methods could lead to better
to check for the source from where the signals are estimation results, because some of the unavoidable
tapped, for signal processing which mostly includes fil- modeling errors are then treated as process noise charac-
ters, and for calibration. This is usually done in a data terized by low-frequency contents rather than as mea-
pre-processing step through flight path reconstruction. surement noise [31,32]. The C-160 data analyzed here
The measurements of control column and wheel forces was gathered from eight flights carried out during a span
may require additional installation and flight certification. of less than two weeks, seven of them being in a seem-
These measurements are, however, of importance only in ingly steady atmosphere whereas one encountered mod-
the case of reversible flight controls; they are required erate amount of turbulence. It is clearly visible that the
for modeling of flight controls and for simulator certifi- estimates provided by the output error method, particu-
cation, but not for rigid-body aerodynamic model identi- larly those for flight 223 during which moderate turbu-
fication. lence was encountered, differ much from those of other

flights at the same nominal flight conditions [1,32].
Measurement of air flow angles, namely the angle of Moreover, a fair amount of scatter is observed in the
attack and angle of sideslip, is more tedious. The fuse- estimates from other flights in a seemingly steady atmos-
lage mounted vanes are used for pilot monitoring pur- phere making a final conclusion regarding the nature of
poses, but they are not accurate enough for parameter the nonlinearity or fairing of data difficult. On the other
estimation. Flight logs or five hole probes provide rea- hand, the filter error method yields clearly grouped esti-
sonably good measurements of these flow angles. The mates with much less scatter and the estimates from
common practice is to mount these sensors on a long flight 223 match well with the other estimates. The non-
enough noseboom. In certain cases of database genera- linear dependency of the weathercock stability on the
tion, particularly those for commercial aircraft, the time angle of attack is now to be observed much better.
constraint may be a severe limitation on design and
flight certification of a noseboom. In such cases, mount-
ing the five-hole probe on the aircraft radome may offer 0.22 c-16o
an alternative option [28,29]. The standard flight path Cnl3 0209

reconstruction techniques enable proper calibration of El2 121724

these measurements. 0.20- X21'9te 221
0216
1K 222 0 'b

The current developments in the Global Positioning Sys- 22_3 o

tern (GPS) and Differential GPS (DGPS) are also likely 0.18
to be useful in flight vehicle system identification oV

[29,30]. More reliable information regarding the inertial 0.16 -"-° ,
position, climb or sink rate, wind, and gust levels may be -3 3 9 deg 15
derived from the GPS/DGPS measurements. Angle of Attack

a) Output error method

6. ESTIMATION METHODS 0.22
The classical methods, starting from those used by Gauss
in the 18th century up to the first half of this century, nP3  ".
were deterministic, graphical based on the use of paper 0.20 0
and pencil, mostly in frequency domain or based on
analog computations. In contrast, the modern methods of F
parameter estimation are based on statistical analysis and 0.18 o
require automatic data processing capabilities provided
by digital computers. An overview of the systematic de-
velopment of these methods is found in Ref. 1. 0.16-

-3 3 9 deg 15

For conventionally stable flight vehicles, the most coin- Angle of Attack
mnonly and widely applied parameter estimation methods b) Filter error method
are: i) regression analysis and ii) output error method.
Regression analysis is based on linear models for the Fig. 5: Flight estimates of weathercock stability
aerodynamic phenomena and requires error free and
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For high performance aircraft of unstable aerodynamic where P3 is the angle of sideslip, p is the roll rate, r is
configuration, the commonly applied methods are regres- the yaw rate, 6,, is the aileron deflection, and 8, is the
sion analysis, filter error method, and extended Kalman rudder deflection. Based on such linear model postulates,
filter technique based on state augmentation [33]. The point identification yields a model related to a specific
artificially stabilized output error method has also been trim condition. Repeating the point identification at all of
used in a few applications; however, it does not have a the points flight tested, the entire operational flight enve-
strong theoretical basis, involves engineering judgement, lope is covered. As a typical example, Fig. 6 shows the
and the estimates are affected by the stabilization intro- results obtained from the X-31A flight data analysis
duced to overcome the numerical divergence resulting covering the angle of attack range up to 700. Based on
from integration of an unstable system [34]. such results database update is generally possible.

A characteristically different approach to aerodynamic In many cases the linear models are inadequate to rep-
modeling is provided by artificial neural networks, resent the aerodynamic effects. For example, unsteady
Through a flexible set of basic functions having certain aerodynamics including the stall hysteresis, lift generated
properties, neural networks provide a means of nonlinear by direct-lift control surfaces, and the control effective-
mapping the given input/output subspace resulting in an ness for large control surface deflections [39-42]. Eq. (2)
overall characterization of a system. The classical or shows a typical nonlinear model for the elevator control
global neural networks have found limited applications in effectiveness identified from C-160 flight data [40].
flight vehicle system identification for database genera-
tion, model validation, and for cases where the aerody- CGT = CLaT LT + [ C 18 + C Uca OCT (2)
namics is primarily linear. Neural networks have been 2 +[

used for a few applications like sensor failure detection + CLc2 (X + CLSc 3 6o] 6o
and for modeling of highly nonlinear phenomena such as
stall hysteresis and unsteady separated flow fields [35- where CL, is the lift due to the tail, ocT is the angle of
38]. However, to extend the validity of a trained model attack at the tail, and 8. is the elevator deflection.
to regions not covered during the training, an incremental
update or fine tuning of part models may be difficult. Many of the derivatives vary with angle of attack. This
Also, the recent advances in aerodynamic modeling have dependency on the angle of attack can also be nonlinear,
yielded analytical models for stall hysteresis accounting for example, the weathercock stability of C-160 shown in
for the unsteady aerodynamics. Such models are more Fig. 5 or the aileron effectiveness of X-31A shown in
versatile, readily adaptable in simulation and conven- Fig. 6. If such dependencies are to be estimated through
tional approach based on the equations of aircraft mo- multi-point identification by concatenating several trim
tion, and provide physical insight into the phenomenon conditions, the nonlinear effects need to be properly
being investigated, modeled.

Recent advances in aerodynamic modeling have led to
7. MATHEMATICAL MODELS analytical models for complex processes such as ground
The equations of flight vehicle motion are derived from effects and separated flow including stall hysteresis,
the Newtonian mechanics which is fairly well under- making identification from flight data more amenable.
stood. The typical assumptions made are of rigid-body, For example, from quasi steady stall maneuvers an un-
a flat and non-rotating earth, and the time rate of change steady aerodynamic model for high lift including flow
of mass and inertia are neglected. In the case of fixed- separation and stall was identified. Based on the
wing aircraft, usually the symmetry allows to decouple Kirchhoff's theory of flow separation, the wing lift can
the longitudinal and lateral-directional motion. For the be modeled as a function of angle of attack x and flow
time domain methods, the equations of motion result in separation point X [41,42]:
a state space representation. These equations, defining
the characteristic motion, involve the fundamental as-
sumption that the forces and moments acting on the 0 -.- - -

flight vehicle can be synthesized. Validity and utility of 1/od

the m athem atical m odels depend to a large degree on the .05 ..............05 .............. ................. ..............

adequacy and accuracy with which these external forces
and moments acting on the flight vehicle can be mod- -0.1 ..........................................
eled. Adequate model postulates are necessary to derive 16,
the benefits from the powerful tools of system identifica- -0.15
tion methodology. i e

-0.2 .. .-... ............ . 0 single maneuver

The classical approach to aerodynamic modeling is based
on the Taylor series expansion, resulting in a linear aero- -0.25

dynamic model. For example, the rolling moment coeffi- Angle of Attack

cient C, may be modeled as:

Fig. 6: Estimates of aileron effectiveness from
C, = CIlD I + C1p p + C 1, r + C1 ., 8a + C1, 6

r (1) point identification
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CL~, X) C,' (I + V1X)a0 (3) 3.0-

2U

S2.0where CL. is the lift curve slope and X (0 < X < 1) is a . -U
dynamic variable describing the instantaneous location of
the flow separation point along the chord on the upper C, 1.0.
surface of the wing, X = I and X = 0 correspond to
attached and fully separated flow respectively. 0.0

0.-8 0 8 16 deg 24

The flow separation point X may be determined from

wind-tunnel tests or can also be identified from flight test Angle of attack Q

data using the approximation: a) Crossplot of CL versus ox

X=1{l -tanh [a, (Xa-r2 6C- a*)]} (4) 25

2 deg

where 6c is the rate of change of angle of attack, r2 is U

the time constant accounting for the unsteady aerody-
namic effects, 0* is the breakpoint corresponding to X = -10

0.5, and a, is the static stall characteristics of the airfoil. 0.0
The time constant "2 depends on airfoil section and wing g
configuration. The three parameters a1, "C2, and a* are a z
completely adequate to model the stall hysteresis.

-1.2
Fig. 7a shows a comparison of the lift coefficient CL as 20
a function of angle of attack obtained from measured
stall flight data (shown by solid lines) with those identi- 0
fied in the database (shown by dashed lines). Fig. 7b
shows a comparison between the flight measured and
model predicted time responses for ax the angle of attack, 140

az the vertical acceleration, 0 the pitch attitude, and V 140
the true airspeed; 5. is the elevator deflection. Adequacy kt
of the identified model is apparent from the time history V
plots and the efficacy of the analytical model postulate is
evident from the hysteresis in the lift coefficient [42,43]. 80

20
Different approaches to account for the downwash lag e deg
effect have also been investigated for parameter estima- e
tion [44,45]. The conventional approach approximates the -30.1
downwash lag through derivatives due to 6, the rate of 0 20 40 sec 60
change of angle of attack. It is also possible to account Time
explicitly for the downwash lag effect by considering
wing-body and tail separately and postulating a two-point
aerodynamic model. Such models, although more orient- Fig. 7: Modeling and identification of stall hysteresis -
ed towards physics of the phenomenon, require estima- Dornier 328 ( -Flight measured; ---- Estimated)
tion programs capable of handling models which are
nonlinear in the parameters being estimated, whereas
estimation of the derivatives with respect to the rate of task is formidable, the process iterative, requiring model
change of angle of attack requires special flight tests. In structure determination, and can be equally complex. In
general, both the approaches yield comparable results as general, the primary aerodynamic derivatives can be
far as model fidelity is concerned, extracted well; determination of aerodynamic effects of

secondary order requires some considerations. Particular-
To generate high-fidelity databases for flight simulators, ly in such cases care needs to be taken to avoid over-
there are two viable approaches. The first approach is to parameterization, which yields better response match but
update the wind-tunnel predictions through incremental not necessarily physically justifiable estimates. It needs
coefficients obtained from flight data analysis [46-48]. to be ensured that the identified model is parsimonious.
The second approach is to generate a new database from
flight data through a systematic procedure starting from
a basic model for symmetric flight and extending it to 8. MODEL VALIDATION
include special effects like landing gear, high angle of As depicted in Fig. 2, the parameter estimation and the
attack regime, unsteady aerodynamics, ground effects, model validation are integral parts of system identifica-
engine-out effects [40,43]. In both the approaches the
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tion. Several criteria, to be used in conjunction with each 130
other, help to validate the model: i) standard deviations kt "
of the estimates (i.e. estimation uncertainties in terms of V
Cramer-Rao bounds), ii) goodness of fit (i.e. value of the
cost function being minimized, for example, the determi- 250 -

nant of the covariance matrix of the residuals), iii) corre-
lation coefficients among the estimates, iv) plausibility of h
the estimates from physical understanding of the system h
under investigation or by comparison with other predic-
tions such as wind-tunnel or analytical methods, and v) 0 -- o

model predictive capability. 10 1 1.5 deg
deg " ""

The predictive capability of the identified model is deter- 0

mined by comparing the flight measured aircraft respons- -5 -
es with those predicted by the model for the same con- 5

trol inputs keeping the aerodynamic model fixed. This deg -- - - -'
proof-of-match process is an important part of flight
simulator certification and acceptance. To eliminate sub- -10 I2deg
jective evaluation, the FAA has specified guidelines in 20

terms of tolerances for each variable depending upon the deg
nature of the validation test [4,5]. Although the majority 8e
of the validation tests are verified in time domain -10-
through a comparison of time histories, it is also possible 10
to extend the verification to the frequency domain, which deg

may bring out more clearly the range of applicability of 8r -..........--------- ---------------------------------
the identified model [1,49]. This is particularly important -5 I I I I

for high authority flight control systems or in cases 0 10 sec 20
where aeroservoelastic effects may be dominant. For Time

aircraft with reversible flight controls, importance is
given to an end-to-end match using an integrated model, Fig. 8: End-to-end match for high activity task of
i.e. model incorporating six degree-of-freedom equations normal landing, Dornier 328
of aircraft motion coupled with dynamic models of flight ( Flight measured; - - - - Estimated)
controls using the identified rigid-body and hinge mo-
ments databases.

9.1 Aerodynamic Effects of Secondary Order
As a typical example of proof-of-match, Fig. 8 shows the As already pointed out in the foregoing section, determi-
end-to-end match obtained from a force driven integrated nation of primary derivatives does not pose any serious
model for a normal landing with a Dornier 328 propeller difficulties. For high-fidelity databases for flight simula-
aircraft having reversible flight controls, where V is the tors, however, it is necessary to properly model the aero-
airspeed, h is the altitude above ground level, 0 is the dynamic effects of secondary order as well. This is par-

pitch attitude, ý is the bank angle, 8, is the elevator de- ticularly true when the model fidelity has to meet the
flection, and 8, is the rudder deflection. The applicable Level D standards specified by the FAA. The ramp door
FAA tolerances for each parameter are shown as vertical and landing gear effects, or the downwash due to speed
bars. The match between the model predicted and the brakes are some typical examples of this class [51].
flight measured responses for this high activity task,
which is a critical area for pilot training, is iWell within Fig. 9 shows two flight maneuvers flown with extended
the tolerances and demonstrates adequacy of the flight landing gear; the first maneuver is a short period motion
identified database for a flight simulator. It may also be excited by a 3211 input and the second is an aileron and
pointed out that proof-of match based on a force driven rudder input maneuver resulting in rolling and yawing
integrated model incorporating the identified rigid-body motion. The basic aerodynamic model identified from the
and hinge moments databases is significantly more corn- clean configuration, i.e. neglecting the landing gear ef-
plex than models driven through control surface position fects, yields the response match shown in Fig. 9a, where
inputs [43,50]. a. is the longitudinal acceleration, r is the yaw rate, 0 is

the pitch attitude, ox is the angle of attack, and P3 is the
angle of sideslip. The discrepancies in the longitudinal

9. SELECTED EXAMPLES acceleration are demonstrative of additional drag being
To bring out the salient features of the four legs of the introduced. The lateral-directional variables, angle of

Quad-M approach, several examples have already been sideslip P3 and yawing rate r, also show some discernible
presented in the foregoing sections. The identified rmod- differences.
els ranged from linear models to highly nonlinear ones
including unsteady aerodynamic effects. In this section Through a systematic approach, and keeping in mind the
additional examples are presented to bring out the wide principle of parsimony, additional parameters were iden-
applicability of these tools. tified to model the incremental effects due to landing
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a) Neglecting landing gear effects b) Accounting for landing gear effects

Fig. 9: Estimation of aerodynamic effects of secondary order - C-160 Landing gear effects
Flight measured; - ---- Estimated)

gear [51]. The identified value of ACL,, the incremental tion, and as already pointed out in Fig. 4, an efficient
change in the drag coefficient CD due to landing gear solution to this problem was provided by separate surface
(subscript LG), suggests increased drag and the deriva- excitation.
tive CPLC, increased weathercock stability. The resulting
model yields the response match shown in Fig. 9b, The results of X-31A system identification have been
which is significantly better compared to that in Fig. 9a. used to validate and in several cases update the wind-
The landing gear effects are typically in the range of 5% tunnel predicted database. As a typical example, Fig. 10
to 10% of the total, but still important for simulator shows the dihedral effect. It can be clearly observed that
fidelity. Proper test techniques and a systematic modeling the flight estimates did not confirm the predicted large
approach enabled accurate identification of such aerody- value of dihedral effect between 300 and 45' of angle of
namic effects of secondary order, attack [1,24]. System identification provided improved

results for flight test planning, flight envelope expansion,
9.2 X-31A System Identification and a database for simulation and control law modifica-
The U.S./German experimental aircraft X-3 IA is a high- tions and validation, and thus catered to actual needs of

ly control augmented fighter with enhanced maneuver- the aircraft industry.
ability. Post-stall maneuvering is enabled by applying ad-
vanced technologies such as high angle-of-attack aerody-
namics and flight control system integrated thrust 0

vectoring. System identification methods were employed,
to predict aerodynamic behavior at new flight conditions CIP
and to validate and update the predicted aerodynamic

database.
-0.2

The X-31A posed several challenges in aircraft system -0.2 •

identification mainly because the aircraft is inherently \ I 3 SSE
unstable, and because the integrated flight control laws -' - Original dataset

lead to correlated deflections of the control surfaces and -tDataset update

of the thrust vector vanes. However, diligent modeling -0.4-
and a wide variety of estimation techniques provided 20 40 60 deg 80
flight validated aerodynamic characteristics, including Angle of Attack

post-stall regime and thrust vector control. Furthermore,
the crux of the problem pertaining to highly augmented

aircraft was the data correlation and insufficient excita-
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9.3 Identification of Flexible Aircraft a few cases significant differences were observed. For
Elasticity effects, particularly for large aircraft, are example, Fig. 1 lb shows the predicted and the flight
known to affect the aerodynamic derivatives such as lift identified roll damping derivatives C,,. It is observed that
curve slope, dihedral effects, control surface effective- the estimated roll damping of the rigid aircraft is slightly
ness, and pitch as well as roll damping. In general, qua- lower than the prediction. More interestingly, the flexibil-
si-steady influences of the most important structural ity results in an increased roll damping whereas the pre-
degrees of freedom on the aerodynamic derivatives are diction had indicated reduction.
accounted for through flex factors, provided the rigid-
body and structural frequencies are sufficiently separated. 9.4 Rotorcraft High Bandwidth Modeling
Predicted flex factors are usually based on analytical The application spectrum of rotorcraft modeling spans
computations and structural in-vacuo frequencies over several models of different complexities. In terms of
[8,9,52]. Recent results demonstrate that through linear the increasing effort they are: i) MIL-spec compliance,
model postulates and by combining several flight maneu- ii) vibration spectral analysis, iii) transfer function mod-
vers at judiciously chosen flight conditions, the dynamic els, iv) state space models for handling qualities evalua-
pressure dependent quasi-steady effects due to structural tion, v) high-fidelity simulation models in state space,
deformation and rigid-body aerodynamic derivatives can and vi) aeroservoelastic models, see Fig. 12; the abbrevi-
be separated and identified using system identification ations SID and SIM are used for system identification
methods [53]. and simulation respectively. In the context of rotorcraft

modeling, the two key problem areas are model parame-
For a large transport aircraft, the data correlation be- ter uncertainty and model structure uncertainty. These
tween the prediction and flight estimated values of sever- two uncertainties are typically associated with low-order
al derivatives, for example lift curve slope CLO in Fig and higher-order dynamics; they can result in the first
1 la and elevator effectiveness Cm8,, was good for both case due to inaccurate configuration parameters such as
the rigid-body and the flexible aircraft [53]. However, in interactional aerodynamics and in the second case due to

unmodeled rotor or control dynamics respectively [1,54].

As already pointed out, high fidelity rotorcraft simulation
A 0 prdiction, demands high bandwidth models. Such high bandwidthestimate -c"

requirements can be met only through augmentation of
the rigid-body model with higher-order rotor dynamics.
The conventional approach to rotorcraft identification

I igidAC incorporates nonlinear equations o(7 motion and linear
� 3 aerodynamic models based on derivatives [55-57]. Such

t -- models are primarily used for stability and control analy-
FL 200 sis, as well as for control system design. Extensive flight

data is necessary in this case to identify derivatives.
es-FLIOG iyfxbe AIC -

The conventional approach to rotorcraft simulation is,
, however, based on generic models incorporating element-

0.4 0.5 0. 0.7 0.8 09 by-element characteristics. Such models, used for simula-
Mach tion, performance analysis, and vehicle design, are most-

a) Lift curve slope CL, ly characterized by nonlinear aerodynamics. Flight data
in such a case is needed only for validation purposes.

FL 100 FL 200 FL 300 Vibration Spectral
Analysis

"flexible AIC -,'prediction Compliance-unction T n s

rigid Ale - estimate'
CI p Icreasing

-I Vehic Level

iVehile of Effort

rigid Al/C -. Rc "ponse
prediction

flexible A/C - estimate
Aeroservoelastic Handling Oualities
State Space Models State Space Models

High-Fidelity Simulation SaeSaeM dl

I I I I State Space Models
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Mach Integrated Modeling Approach

High Accurcy SID ILM L-4 SIMI Generic Simulation
b) Roll damping derivative CP .......... Ml &l°

Fig. 11: Flight estimated and predicted aerodynamic Fig. 12: Application spectrum of high bandwidth

derivatives of a large flexible aircraft rotorcraft modeling
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Incorporation of flight identified derivative-models in 70o

rotorcraft simulation was hitherto a bottleneck, mainly lateral
because of the differences in the modeling art, namely stick.
derivative models versus generic models. The recent %
thrust has been towards expanding the scope by combin- 40

ing the classical identification and simulation approaches, 20.
see Fig. 13. In such an integrated modeling approach, ge- -___

neric models are considered as the base-line models and roll -

discrepancies in the model fidelity are reduced through rate, 0 - - - -

an identification procedure incorporating parametric or deg/se2
derivative models. This approach allows to retain the ad- -20 ,
vantages of the generic models, but at the same time / .•

refine them through the expertise available from the pitch o-
classical approach of rotorcraft identification and thereby rate, - - - - -
minimize the inherent uncertainties and tolerances pres- deg/sec

ent in the generic model. Viability of such an approach -10,
is demonstrated in Fig. 14a which shows the results of lo-
an identification run for a doublet input. Fig. 14b shows
the validation for a sweep input using complementary yawy " / ,

data not used in identification [58]. From Fig. 14, it is rate, 07- "- -
evident that the BO- 105 model meets the requirements deg/sec J10

specified for helicopter simulators [59]. -100 10 20 30 40

time, sec

10. CONCLUDING REMARKS a) Doublet input

In the recent years there has been an explosion of system 65
identification applications to flight vehicles. Besides the long I
classical applications, the current focus seems to be on input.
modeling complex phenomena which generally result in %
highly nonlinear aerodynamics, on high fidelity models, _ _ _,_,_,

on minimization of inherent uncertainties and tolerances,
and on unstable aircraft identification. In light of this 15
scenario, the present paper attempts to take stock of the roll
capabilities provided by system identification methodolo- rate, 4.

gy. The Quad-M key issues are recapitulated, highlight- deg/sec

ing the classical approaches and bringing out the current -10
trends. An overview of a few recently concluded flight 15
vehicle applications is provided. From the several exam-
pies provided in this paper, it appears that over the last pitch .- -.. ...

rate, 0
few years the basic tools of parameter estimation have deg/sec

remained more or less the same, but the application spec- -10-
trum has widened significantly. The confidence gained in
the use of these powerful techniques have made them an 10

indispensable tool for the various key activities of the yaw

aeronautical research establishments, military flight test rate, 0 ' "
deg/sec

High-Fidelity Simulation -10
State Space Models 0 10 20 30 40/ _ /• time, sec

Integrated Approach to Rotorcraft Modeling and Simulation b) Proof-of-match for sweep input - complementary data

Derivative .. dels approach Generic models based Fig. 14: Nonlinear modeling and identification of BO-105
Generic models on.modular elemets (- - - - flight measured ± FAA tolerances; -estimated)

Linear aerodynamics augmented wvith

* a ra m e t ric sub , , d els N o n lin e ar
Extensive flight data • aerodynamics

for Point-model ID Nonlinear

and validation aer.. dynamics Flight data only centers, and aircraft industry. In the future, system identi

Stability & Control Flight data for sub- for model validation fication will play an ever-increasing role in the sophisti-
analysis and control model ID and global Simulation, cated complex of modeling and Simulation (M&S) dur-
system dlesign mode validation performance,.t and vehicle design ing the flight vehicle design and evaluation phase. The

System Identification System Simulation & System Simulation integrated utilization of system identification tools and
Identification -

expertise will provide ultimate answers to unmasking
Fig. 13: Integrated approach to rotorcraft modeling deficiencies, reducing development risks, and

modeling and simulation improving flight safety issues.
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1. SUMMARY definition of system requirements, specification and analysis of
System-identification methods compose a mathematical model, handling qualities, evaluation of proposed control-law concepts,
or series of models, from measurements of inputs and outputs of validation and improvement of complex simulation models,
dynamic systems. The extracted models allow the validation of subsystem components and development facilities,
characterization of the response of the overall aircraft or and flight-test optimization of control laws.
component subsystem behavior, such as actuators and on-board
signal processing algorithms. This paper discusses the use of
frequency-domain system-identification methods for the Specifications
development and integration of aircraft flight-control systems.
The extraction and analysis of models of varying complexity F .
from nonparametric frequency-responses to transfer-functions
and high-order state-space representations is illustrated using the
Comprehensive Identification from Frbquency Responses &DTEA

(CIFER®) system-identification facility. Results are presented . .....

for test data of numerous flight and simulation programs at the
Ames Research Center including rotorcraft, fixed-wing aircraft, Development Smlto
advanced short takeoff and vertical landing (ASTOVL),
vertical/short takeoff and landing (V/STOL), tiltrotor aircraft,
and rotor experiments in the wind tunnel. Excellent system Figure 1. Road map for fly-by-wire flight-control system

characterization and dynamic response prediction is achieved for development and integration.
this wide class of systems. Examples illustrate the role of
system-identification technology in providing an integrated flow
of dynamic response data around the entire life-cycle of aircraft Frequency-domain identification approaches are especially well

development from initial specifications, through simulation and suited to the development and validation of flight-control

bench testing, and into flight-test optimization. systems. Feedback stability and noise amplification properties
are determined from the broken-loop frequency response, and
characterized by metrics such as crossover frequency, and

2. INTRODUCTION associated gain and phase margins. Command tracking

System identification is a procedure for accurately charac- performance is determined from the closed-loop frequency-

terizing the dynamic response behavior of a complete aircraft, response, and characterized metrics such as bandwidth and time-

subsystem, or individual component from measured data. This delay, and equivalent system eigenvalues. Frequency-domain

key technology for modem fly-by-wire flight-control system identification approaches allow the direct and rapid (including

development and integration provides a unified flow of realtime) identification of these frequency responses and

information regarding system performance around the entire life metrics, without the need to first identify a parametric (state-

cycle from specification and design through development and space) model structure such as is required in applying time-

flight test (fig. 1). A similar "roadmap" for application of domain methods. Careful tracking of the broken-loop and end-

system-identification methods to rotorcraft development was to-end closed-loop frequency-response behavior from the

previously proposed by Schrage in a comprehensive report preliminary design studies through detailed design and

dedicated to this topic (Anon. 1991). An excellent historical simulation and into flight test provides an important "paper

summary and overview of system identification is given by trail" for documenting system performance and solving

Hamel (1995). System identification has been widely utilized in problems that may appear in the later phases of development.

recent aircraft programs including many of those described in a
recent volume on aircraft flight control (Anon. 1994). Common The availability of comprehensive and reliable computational

applications for flight-control system development include: tools has substantially enhanced the acceptability of frequency-

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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domain techniques in the flight-control and flight-test 3. OVERVIEW OF AFDD/NASA SYSTEM-
community. Benefits from applying these techniques include the IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES
reduction of flight-test time required for control system The AFDD/NASA frequency-domain system identification
optimization and handling-qualities evaluation, especially for procedure is shown in figure 2, and in reviewed in this section.
complex control-law architectures, and improvements in the Details of the procedure are found in Tischler and Cauffman
final system performance. Frequency-domain methods offer a (1992). System-identification methods and requirements for
transparent understanding of component and end-to-end specific application to high-bandwidth rotorcraft flight-control
response characteristics that can be critical in solving system system design are given by Tischler (1990).
integration problems.

Aircraft or subsystem component dynamics are excited by a
This paper reviews frequency-domain system-identification pilot-generated or computer-generated frequency-sweep input.
methods for development and integration of aircraft flight- The dynamic responses are generally measured by dedicated
control systems. These methods were developed under a long- sensors, and the data are either recorded on-board or telemetered
term research activity at the Ames Research Center by the Army to the ground for processing. Kalman filtering techniques (or
Aeroflightdynamics Directorate (AFDD), the NASA and simple numerical integration) are used to check data
Sterling Software. Many. of the flight applications have been to compatibility and eliminate spurious instrumentation system
rotorcraft, which pose an especially difficult challenge to system biases, scale factors, and drop-outs. Here, unmeasured signals
identification (Tischler 1990). The dynamics of these aircraft are may be estimated from the available measured states.
highly coupled, and unstable. Additionally, the rotorcraft
dynamics include lightly-damped fuselage and rotor modes. The foundation of the AFDD/NASA approach is the high-
Vibration and low excitation signal content, especially near quality extraction of a complete multi-input/multi-output
hover, results in typically low signal-to-noise ratios. Experience (MIMO) frequency-response database. These responses fully
in developing and applying system-identification methods to the characterize the linearized coupled characteristics of the system
rotorcraft problem has produced a set of tools that has proven without a priori assumptions. Advanced multivariable spectral
highly reliable for the broad scope of applications reviewed in analysis using the Chirp-Z transform and composite optimal
this paper. The first section presents a summary of the window techniques have been developed and exercised over
frequency-domain approach and the CIFER® comprehensive many flight applications. These methods provide significant
analysis facility. The remainder of the paper is organized into improvement in identification quality relative to standard fast
five sections following the flight-control development flowchart Fourier transform (FFT) methods. The frequency-response
of figure 1 from specifications and design through flight-test database directly supports important flight-control system
optimization. Each section illustrates important techniques with
examples based on fixed and rotary-wing projects at the Ames
Research Center.

Data Compatibility Multi~variableFrequency Aircraft & Spectral
Sweep Inputs State Estimation Analysis

Tr i IConditioned
Transfer-Function .Frequency-Responses

Modeling &
Partial Coherences

Identification [ I Freq ''RespOnse Is

Algorithm s IdentificationedCriterion

Initial Values -- Stability and Control Derivatives
and Time Delays _

,JSensitivity Analysis

Dissimilar flight _•IModel Structure

data not used in Verification Determination
identification

-F[APPLICATIONS: FCS design, Handling-Qualities, Simulation validation [•

Figure 2. Frequency-domain system identification procedure.
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applications including: handling-qualities analysis and rotorcraft, transport aircraft, and high-performance aircraft
specification compliance testing, simulation validation, and (Kaletka and von Grunhagen 1989, Kaletka and Fu 1993).
servo-loop stability analysis.

4. DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS AND SPECIFICATION
Transfer-function fitting is a rapid procedure for extracting ACCEPTANCE TESTING
simple single-input/single-output parametric models of specific Formulating design specifications is the starting point for flight-
frequency-responses pairs. These transfer-function models control system development, while validating the achievement
define the lower-order equivalent systems (LOES) of the fixed of these design goals is the concluding step in the process (fig.
wing handling-qualities specifications (MIL-STD-1797) and 1). Dynamic models of expected system behavior are
directly support root-locus techniques for flight-control system determined in the design process using system identification and
design. are tracked and updated throughout the aircraft development and

flight testing. This documentation provides an important "paper
Accurate MIMO state-space models are often needed to support trail" that minimizes flight-control development time and
multivariable control-law design, simulation model validation reduces the need for costly flight-test tuning. This section
and improvement, and validation of aerodynamic theory or wind presents system-identification methods for defining and
tunnel results. Here, sophisticated nonlinear search algorithms verifying design specifications. Flight test examples illustrate
are used to extract a general state-space model that matches the the analysis of handling qualities and servo-loop stability
complete MIMO input/output frequency-response database. A characteristics.
significant advantage of identifying parametric models from
frequency responses is the capability to individually define the Early handling-qualities specifications for fixed-wing aircraft
appropriate frequency range for each response pair based on the (MIL-F-8785A, Anon. 1954), and for rotary-wing aircraft (MIL-
associated coherence function-a valuable accuracy and H-8501A, Anon. 1961) were based on simple dynamic modeling
linearity metric. The coherence function is also useful for concepts and time-domain metrics. These specifications were
automatically selecting error weighting in the cost function suitable to aircraft in which stability augmentation systems
independent of the model structure. A methodical and integrated (SAS) did not significantly alter the character of the (classical)
model structure determination procedure simplifies the model to bare-airframe flight-mechanics responses. Compliance testing
a minimum set of reliable parameters that accurately character- techniques depended on standard step and doublet inputs long
izes the MIMO frequency-response database. Finally, the used in the flight-test community, with little requirement for
identified state-space model is validated by comparing predicted sophisticated post-flight-data processing.
time responses with the actual flight responses for test inputs not
used in the identification procedure. Modem fly-by-wire aircraft employ high-bandwidth digital

flight-control systems to achieve greatly increased agility and
The frequency-domain system-identification procedure is disturbance rejection across a significantly widened operational
incorporated in a sophisticated interactive computational facility flight envelope as compared with the older generation of
known as CIFER®-Comprehensive Identification from aircraft. The flight control includes complex feedback and
Erhquency Responses. Integrated data-basing and extensive feedforward shaping and advanced control moment devices that
user-oriented utilities are distinctive features of CIFER® for profoundly alter the bare-airframe characteristics and invalidate
organizing and analyzing the large amounts of data which are the classical stability and control modeling concepts and testing
generated for flight-test identification projects. A screen-driven methods. For example, modem combat aircraft achieve
interface is tied to the database for rapid user interaction, independent pitch pointing and flightpath control with direct lift
Previous program set-ups and analysis results are retrieved by devices and vectored thrust, rather than the coupled attitude-path
simply referencing case names. Then, changes can be easily response to elevator for conventional aircraft. This capability
made by moving the cursor around on the user screens and greatly enhances weapon pointing and air-to-air combat
modifying the default or previously saved program parameter maneuvering. Another common feature of advanced aircraft is
values. The changes are then updated in the database with a side-stick controllers which reduce weight, space, and cockpit
single key stroke. Utilities are available for quick inspection, complexity compared to standard center-sticks. Classical static
searching, plotting, or tabulated output of the contents of the stick-stability testing is an invalid method for determining speed
database. Extensive analysis modules within CIFER® support: stability since the side-sticks possess automatic trimming at
1) rapid identification of transfer-function models; 2) signal neutral stick position and feedback loops provide the required
spectral analysis; 3) handling qualities and classical servo-loop stability independent of the trim gradient.
analysis; and 4) time and frequency-domain comparisons of
identification and simulation model predictions with flight data. A new concern that arises for modem fly-by-wire aircraft is the
Aircraft applications of CIFER® have included the full life- potential for the accumulation of effective time delays due to
cycle of flight-control system development depicted in figure 1. digital flight-control computations, flight-control system filters,
The Deutsche Forschungsanstalt ftir Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) and fly-by-wire actuators. Actuator rate-limiting can also
Institute for Flight Mechanics (Braunschweig, Germany) has contribute large equivalent time delays in modem aircraft
also developed and widely applied excellent methods for (Buchholz et al. 1995). Excessive delays have been repeatedly
frequency-domain system identification. Applications to flight- cited as a key cause for handling-quality problems and stability-
mechanics and flight-control studies at the DLR include loop margin degradation in modem aircraft, yet equivalent time

delay can not be reliably measured using the standard testing
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techniques. Clearly the dynamics modeling concepts, so

specifications, and testing techniques must be appropriate to the
unique characteristics of modem highly-augmented aircraft. 25

Z 0-
System identification provides an accurate, rapid, and reliable 0
approach for defining design specifications and for validating & -25
aircraft flight performance for highly-augmented flight-control
systems. The modem U.S. fixed-wing specification (MIL-STD- -50.
1797; Anon. 1987) and rotorcraft specification (ADS-33C;
Anon. 1989) are based on extensive frequency-domain system- 20-
identification analyses of flight-test and simulation responses.
Numerous examples from these and comparable European
handling-qualities specifications are presented in the aircraft
control volume (Anon. 1994) and in the references of this paper. . 0,
Two common handling-quality specifications are the o"

bandwidth/phase-delay criteria and the LOES criteria. The
former is checked directly from frequency-response
identification, and the latter is checked from a transfer function -20

fit of the frequency-response result. An illustration of flight-test Time (sec)

and handling-qualities analyses based on these specifications is
now presented. Figure 4. Longitudinal side-stick frequency-sweep in

hover; (a) pitch input, (b) pitch rate.
The Advanced Digital Optical Control System (ADOCS)
demonstrator (fig. 3), developed by Boeing's Helicopters
Division under contract to the U.S. Army, was a UH-60A heli- The ADOCS frequency response for pitch response due to

copter highly modified with redundant processors, longitudinal input is shown in figure 5, along with the

instrumentation, and side-stick controllers (Glusman et al. determination of bandwidth and phase delay as required by the

1987). The overall program objective of the ADOCS was to ADS-33 specification. The value of the coherence function (fig.
provide the technology base for the engineering development of 5) is consistently above 0.8 for the frequency range of 0.2-8
an advanced battlefield-compatible flight-control system that: 1) rad/sec indicating excellent identification. At higher frequencies,

enhanced aircraft mission capability; 2) improved handling the coherence drops, which reflects the intentionally reduced
qualities; and 3) decreased pilot workload. System identification piloted inputs. The pitch bandwidth and phase delay values
flight tests and analyses using CIFER® were conducted to obtained from the hover identification results are shown on the
document the response characteristics and to compare handling- ADS-33 specification boundary in figure 6. Level I (satis-
qualities characteristics with the (proposed at that time) ADS-33 factory) handling qualities for moderate pilot-gain tasks such as

design specifications (Hoh et al. 1988). Aircraft excitation was the helicopter "bob-up" are predicted, which is consistent with

achieved via piloted frequency sweeps using the side-stick the Cooper-Harper pilot rating displayed next to the data
controller as shown in figure 4. Real-time telemetry of pilot symbol. A good correlation of pilot rating and the predicted

inputs and aircraft responses ensured that pre-established aircraft handling qualities result was also indicated in pitch for the 80 kt
flight limits were not exceeded. flight condition.

Figure 3. Advanced digital optical control system (ADOCS)
demonstrator.
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The response is dominated by a well-damped second-order -----
mode with a frequency of 1.8 rad/sec. The LOES handling- F-8 data

qualities specification boundaries of figure 7 have been
established based on system-identification analyses of an
extensive flight-test and simulation data base (Hoh and
Ashkenas 1979). The ADOCS characteristics are seen to lie well E a.05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30

within the Level I region. A second important characteristic of Equivalent time delay, 'e (sec)

Figure 7. Correlation of ADOCS LOES pitch response with
handling-qualities data.
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the LOES pitch response is the relatively large equivalent time Stability-loop: AVCS-output/servo-command input20
delay, "t = 238 msec. Handling-qualities experience indicates GM1  GM2 GM3 GM4

that the equivalent time delay should not greatly exceed t = 120 . 0 ----- ------ ----- M--
GM,

msec, thereby suggesting ADOCS handling-qualities degrada- -20
tion for "high-gain" tasks. Comparable levels of equivalent time • -240
delay in the roll axis were considered to be a key contributor to

pilot-induced oscillations (PIO) for "high-gain" piloting tasks -100l/ • A
such as slope landing (Tischler et al. 1991). Additional examples 0 t
of handling-qualities analyses using lower-order equivalent- to -300 PM =28 deg

system modeling are presented in the 1994 volume (Anon. -Co0| \A
1994). -500

10
The stability characteristics of aircraft rigid-body and structural C

dynamics may be greatly affected by the feedback loops of the .
flight-control system. Feedback may degrade the flutter margin o
stability at the same time it improves the rigid-body stability and 2 1 10 40

handling qualities. Military specification 9490D (Anon. 1975) Frequency (rad/sec)
defines minimum levels of control system gain and phase Figure 8. Rotorcraft servo-elastic stability margin testing.
margin as determined from a broken servo-loop frequency-
response analysis. The specifications are given as a function of
frequency range, with larger gain margins required for the
structural elastic modes (table 1). Figure 8 shows the broken 5. DESIGN

servo-loop frequency response of a large single-rotor helicopter The design process establishes control system loop architecture

as obtained by computer-generated frequency-sweep flight-test and associated control-law parameters that achieve desired

procedures. The rigid-body response crossover frequency is 2.0 handling-qualities and servo-loop stability specifications. During

rad/sec with an associated phase margin of 28 deg. This margin the conceptual design phase, system-identification procedures

is slightly below the recommended specification value. The gain are applied to simple linear-design models to establish a baseline

margin is checked at each crossing of the 180 deg (±n360) phase description of the proposed control system approaches and an

line as shown in the figure. The critical margin is the minimum initial check of specification compliance. At the detailed design
value (GM5 ), which is 15 dB at a frequency of 23.5 rad/sec. stage, system-identification methods can extract highly-accurate
This frequency corresponds to the first vertical bending mode linear-control system design models from complex simulation

for the tail boom of this aircraft. Reference to table 1 indicates models or wind-tunnel data. These applications of system
this gain margin to be well within accepted design identification in the design process are illustrated in this section.
specifications. The coherence function of figure 8 shows
excellent identification accuracy for this flight test across the Conceptual control-system design studies are commonly based
broad frequency range of interest (1-30 rad/sec). Sharp drops on simple stability and control derivative descriptions and

("holes") or peaks in the coherence function reflect structural transfer function of the airframe dynamics as obtained from
anti-nodes and nodes respectively. Examples of fixed-wing first-principles aerodynamic theory. Control-law architectures
programs using frequency-domain system identification for are conceived and the initial system is modeled in a computer-
elastic mode stability-margin evaluation include the X-29 aided design (CAD) environment such as MATLAB® (1992).
(Clarke et al. 1994) and EAP (Caldwell 1994) aircraft. System identification provides LOES models which are very

useful in characterizing the end-to-end system dynamics and
delays, and for an initial check against the design specifications.
Flight-control system design parameters are then adjusted until

Table 1. MIL-F-9490D gain and phase margin requirements (dB, deg) the identified LOES characteristics satisfy the design
from Caldwell (1994) requirements. In the F-15 S/MTD demonstrator project, a

Airspeed Below Vo min At At numerical optimization design tool was developed to
Vo min to Limit Speed 1.15 * VL automatically adjust control-law parameters to meet LOES

Mode Freq. Hz Vo max VL specifications (Moorhouse and Citurs 1994).

fm< 0.06 GM=6dB GM=±4.5 GM=:±:3.0 GM=0.0
No Phase PM = ± 30 PM = ± 20 PM = 0.0 Detailed flight-control design efforts are based on very complex
Reqt. Stable high-order and nonlinear-simulation models. Force and moment

0.06 5 IM < 1stASE below GM = ± 6.0 GM = ± 4.5 at descriptions are developed for each of the aircraft elements such
Vo min PM = ± 45 PM = ± 30 Nominal

Phase as the wings, propulsion system, and flight-control systems
lstASE < fM GM = ± 8.0 GM = ± 6.0 and based on wind tunnel look-up tables, component bench-test data,

PM = ± 60 PM = ± 45 Gain and analytical theory. The simulation of multiple rigid-body
systems, or flexible bodies involves sets of dynamic equations of
motion linked by constraint conditions. In many simulations
these sets of equations are numerically integrated in serial form
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to reduce the complexity of deriving a fully-coupled multibody Table 2. Comparison of ASTOVL perturbation derivatives and
simulation. The distributed or serial nature of these complex CIFER® results

simulations thus may preclude the extraction of an integrated Derivative Perturb. Value CIFER Value C.R. (%) Insens. (%)
high-order linear model of the fully-coupled system as is needed Xu -0.03471 -0.03602 -5.662 2.289
for accurate control-design studies. XW 0.03958 0.02852 6.910 2.840

x,ý 6.764E-04 6.764E-04t - -
Even when the simulation architecture allows for the direct Xq 0.2451 0.2451 t - -
extraction of higher-order linear models using classical XPCD -7.690E-03 -8.303E-03 -7.504 3.584
numerical perturbation methods, the assumption of independent XPLA 0.02270 0.02229 3.731 1.835
perturbations results in incorrect phasing of the state variables XON -0.5150 -0.5586 -2.353 1.005
within the multidimensional look-up tables. For example, the -0.04596 -0.03312 -13.62 4.579

look-up table for aerodynamic pitching moment may depend Zw -0.3704 -0.2817 -4.386 1.377
both on angle of attack and pitch rate, so Cmq = f(x). Thus, the Z,ý -0.01023 -0.01023t -
correct determination of phugoid dynamics depends on Zq -3.754 -3.754t -
maintaining representative phasing of q and a within the ZPCD 0.1389 0.1551 5.571 2.698
linearization process. Selection of perturbation size can also ZPLA -0.3800 -0.3305 -2.254 1.016
strongly influence the linearization results. These effects can -0.01724 -0.03055 -4.646 2.242
significantly degrade the predictive accuracy of the extracted Mu 1.661E-04 -1.059E-03 -6.016 1.745

linear model. Much more accurate linear models are obtained by Mw 1.222E-03 3.715E-03 5.263 1.283
simulating piloted frequency-sweep inputs and extracting state- Mv, -1.286E-03 -1.286E-03t - -
space models using system identification just as if from flight- Mq -0.4971 -0.6852 -5.561 1.873
test data. MPCD 0.02494 0.02818 2.517 0.9822

MpLA 4.993E-04 4.993E-04t - -
Engelland extracted accurate stability and control derivative MEN 2.502E-04 4.953E-04 10.16 4.257
models of a conceptual A/STOVL aircraft from a complex
nonlinear off-line simulation (Engelland et al. 1990) to support " Perturbation value used.
control-system design studies. The excitation input consisted of
computer-generated frequency sweeps and white noise. In a -- Nonlinear simulation

procedure described by Ballin and Dalang-Secretan (1991), ------ Perturbation linear model
.......... CIFER linear model

artificial feedback control loops were included to keep the q a•

aircraft flight condition near the reference trim point during the t -40c •o 40 .B
inputs. Starting from the perturbation derivative results CIFER® 0..o - "
was used to identify a more accurate 6 DOF bare-airframe 40 a
model. The perturbation and CIFER® derivatives are compared .
in table 2. Longitudinal-frequency responses of the two linear -o00 --0
models are compared with the complete simulation responses in 0 -100
figure 9 for a flight condition of 120 knots. The linear model ... ".
obtained using system identification is seen to be much more -100 -200

accurate than the numerical perturbation model for the high- .0 -o
frequency (3.0-20 rad/sec) pitch-rate response q/80, and for the _200 _300

low-frequency (0.1-1.0 rad/sec) longitudinal-acceleration 1.0 _ 1.0
response ax/80. The models are essentially identical in the mid-
frequency range. A time domain comparison of the two-linear 6

models with the nonlinear-simulation response is shown in 0
figure 10 for a small (1 deg) pitch-doublet input. The system- 8
identification model is seen to track the non-linear behavior 0.2 1.0 10 20 1.0 10 20

0.1 10 1 20 0.11.10 2

much more closely than the numerical perturbation model. The Frequency (rad/sec) Frequency (rad/sec)

improvements are most noticeable for the long-term response
(low-frequency) behavior, which is consistent with the Figure 9. Frequency-response comparison of perturbation
frequency-response comparison of figure 9. and identification models with nonlinear ASTOVLsimulation.

These results show that system identification provides an
AISTOVL linear model that will be much more accurate than
models extracted using numerical perturbation methods. The
improvement obtained by "flying" the frequency-sweep input is
especially apparent at low frequencies where the dynamic
responses are larger, and correct phasing of the representative
motion variables for entry into the multidimensional look-up
tables is important. A cursory time-domain comparison of the
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numerical perturbation results with the nonlinear-simulation section illustrates system-identification techniques for validating
response would suggest the presence of strong nonlinearities in simulation math models and simulator validation using XV-15
the A/STOVL aircraft dynamics, However, the very close tilt-rotor (airplane mode) and UH-60A helicopter results. A
agreement of the system-identification model with the nonlinear companion frequency-domain format is proposed for specifying
simulation shows that the method of linear model extraction is simulation model fidelity for the on-axis responses. Finally, an
much more important in this case than the nonlinear analysis based on an A/STOVL piloted simulation study
characteristics of the simulation. illustrates the use of system identification for determining

actuator authority requirements.
Nonlinear simulation

------ Perturbation linear model Direct frequency-response comparison of the end-to-end
............ CIFER linear model

performance of the complex simulation model with the
2.0 119 -- conceptual design models and specifications constitutes an

"Co 1. .important "dynamic check" which often exposes unexpected• 1.0 i - 118

processing delays such as in the numerical integration
i 0 17 -procedures, or errors in the digital (Z-plane) implementation of

control laws. This technique is also useful in exposing

"2 -1.0" 116 degradation in control system performance due to high-order
"-a structural or other hardware dynamics modeled in the advanced

-2.0 115 design simulation model that may not have been taken into
.02 q 11.0 w account in the conceptual studies.

.01 10.0 Simulator visual and motion systems should track the math-
4 model response as accurately as possible to ensure that the

. 9.0S0 pilot's cueing environment is correct and that the handling-

... qualities evaluation obtained in the simulator reflect what may•o-.01 80
>- > be expected in flight. Nonlinear compensation algorithms have

7. -. 02'_______ 7.0 been developed by McFarland (1988) that offset visual system

1.0 ax -32.0 az delays, thereby minimizing the mismatch between the simulator
C4- visual system response and the math model. In work reported by

S.08 _ -32.2 Atencio (1993) and illustrated in figure 11, there is nearly
......... perfect agreement of the DIG-1 visual system image (with

• .06 - 0-32.4 McFarland compensation) and the UH-60A helicopter
simulation math model. Math-model commands to the simulator

S.04 - -32.6 - motion drive are attenuated using wash-out logic. The wash-out
o parameters are selected to preserve the dynamic behavior in the

.02 -32.8 frequency range of most concern to the pilot (e.g., 1-10 rad/sec
0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10 0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10

Time (sec) Time (sec) for pitch and roll tasks), while accommodating the restricted
motion environment of the simulator. Figure 12 from Atencio

Figure 10. Time-domain comparison of perturbation and (1993) compares the (washed-out) cab roll-motion to stick input
identification models with nonlinear simulation of ASTOVL with the math-model response for the UH-60A simulation in the
aircraft. Ames Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS). In the 1-10 rad/sec

frequency range, the simulator motion drive response follows
the math model, although the motion is less than one-to-one as

Success in achieving maximum control-system performance and seen by the vertical shift in the magnitude curves. The motion
robustness in flight depends heavily on the predictive accuracy drive wash-out logic is designed to minimize phase distortions
of the linear-design models. The system identification approach in this frequency range as can be seen in the figure. At low
provides highly-accurate design models for design at specific frequencies the large motion is washed-out, and considerable
flight conditions, but it is clearly more time intensive than the errors are encountered in the magnitude and phase response as
simple numerical perturbation method. This is not a practical expected. At high frequency, the motion drive is unable to
approach for checking control system behavior at the tens or follow rapid commands to the aircraft model, resulting in larger
hundreds of off-nominal conditions, phase lags of the motion follow-up as seen in the figure.

6. SIMULATION
The detailed implementation of the control-system design is
evaluated in comprehensive real-time piloted simulation trials.
System-identification techniques are exercised to validate the
real-time math model implementation of nonlinear digital
control laws. Also, these techniques are used to document
simulator motion and visual systems. Once flight-test data are
available, system identification provides an important tool for
validating and updating the simulation math models. This
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-10- time-response comparison methods for validation. Further, the
procedure of overlaying time histories is often not very accurate

-20 since the flight responses rarely begin in a trim quiescent
condition.

V -30 Tischler (1987) conducted an extensive flight-test program and
E -simulation math-model validation study on the XV-15 tilt-rotor

aircraft shown in figure 13. This tilt-rotor math model is based
2 40- 0a math model on comprehensive look-up tables of full-scale wind-tunnel test

-cI/a DGI response data, and detailed theoretical models of the rotor-system
-50 behavior and rotor-on-airframe aerodynamic interference

I I I I , I effects. Figure 14 compares the flight and simulation roll
responses for a flight condition of 170 kts. Excellent dynamic

180 -response fidelity is seen in the close match of the simulation
prediction and the measured flight response. Figure 15 replots

90 -these results in terms of magnitude and phase errors as a
function of frequency. Here 0 dB magnitude and 0 deg phase

a o •indicate perfect tracking of the flight and simulation results.
Also shown in the figure are math model mismatch boundariesS-90
proposed herein for the highest fidelity training simulations

"" -180 (FAA Level D). These boindaries correspond to the LOES
mismatch criteria from the fixed-wing handling-qualities criteria

-270 (Hoh et al. 1982). The XV-15 simulation math model complies
with the proposed Level D (high-fidelity) criteria. This result is

.1 1 10 20 consistent with the very favorable pilot comparison of simulator
Frequency (rad/sec) and flight behavior (Churchill and Dugan 1982). The same

approach of mismatch boundaries in the frequency-domain has

Figure 11. Validation of DIG-1 visual-system response. also been independently proposed and applied by DLR
researchers to detect the effects of unnoticeable dynamics in the
case of helicopters (Hamel and Jategaonkar 1995), and for

Math model " evaluating the fidelity of in-flight simulation (Buchholz et al.
SMotion follow upf 1995).

-- -- --- ----------------.•-30- ....

--70

"-200 ---
02

S-400. 1
-600

0.1 1 10 30
Frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 12. Documentation of VMS motion follow-up for (a)
UH-60A roll response in hover.

Once flight-test data are available, system-identification tools
are exercised to validate and update the simulation math models.
The direct comparison of frequency-response behavior provides
a clear picture of model fidelity as a function of frequency. This
is critical for validating piloted simulations since the
requirements on pilot cueing accuracy are also frequency
dependent. The separate display of the magnitude and phase
responses allows the sources of simulation discrepancies to be
more easily determined. For example, an excessive time delay
(r) in the simulation math model or hardware causes a linear
phase shift with frequency (0 = -io)). Scaling errors in the
simulation model appear as a clear vertical shift (in dB) in the (b)
magnitude curve. These effects are all combined in the time- Figure 13. XV-1 5 tilt-rotor aircraft; (a) hover configuration,
domain and therefore are not easily discernible in the traditional (b) cruise configuration.
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0- CIFER® to determine actuator bandwidth requirements for a
conceptual A/STOVL aircraft. The spectral characteristics of the

-20 stabilization and command augmentation system (SCAS)

-40- commands to the aircraft control surfaces were obtained for
Plight data ensemble analyses of simulated flight tasks, and are shown in

-60 ------ Simulation model figure 16. The results indicate a SCAS command signal

--80 bandwidth (frequency at -3dB amplitude) of about 4 rad/sec in
pitch and roll, with a significantly lower command bandwidth

-100 for the thrust (vertical) axis. Actuator hardware response band-
widths should be 5-10 times the respective SCAS command

"•-200- bandwidths to avoid introducing significant phase lag in the
control loops (Franklin et al. 1991). Similar analysis techniques

*-30o , were used by Blanken to determine the effect of control-system
design on changes in pilot control bandwidth (workload) and

•_-400 _................ handling qualities. This study included an interesting

0.2 1.0 10 comparison of pilot workload for the simulation and flight-test
Frequency (rad/sec) environments (Blanken and Pausder 1994).

Figure 14. XV-15 tilt-rotor simulation model validation for
170 kts.

Commands
30PitchM ------ Roll

Flight data Ri-- Figh dat •" ............ Total thrust

---------- Proposal Level D fidelity criteria
20

10- E 0

o -_

-U_1 - 0.

-20 -30 1.. , N

200 1 0.1 1.0 10 20
Frequency (rad/sec)

S10o ...... Figure 16. Power spectra of ASTOVL propulsion system
1" commands.

tu -1001

-2001. 7. DEVELOPMENT

Frequency (rad/sec) At the development stage, flight-control system hardware and
software components and subsystems undergo bench testing to

Figure 15. Tilt-rotor math model error functions and pro- verify that the performance characteristics meet the design
posed fidelity criteria for Level D simulators. specifications. Sophisticated flight-control development

facilities (DF) or "hot-benches" allow the test of prototype flight
software and hardware integrated with the simulated aircraft

Direct comparisons of stability and control derivatives identified dynamics. In helicopter development, model or full-scale rotors
from flight tests with values identified from simulation math are dynamically tested in the wind tunnel and the responses are
models can be used to derive correction factors for significantly validated against design requirements and comprehensive
improving the model fidelity. For example, analysis models. This section presents system-identification

techniques to support development stage validation. Examples
Lcorrected = f(nonlin. sim. eqns) are drawn from the NASA VSRA project, helicopter actuator

tests, and the Sikorsky Bearingless Main Rotor (SBMR) full-
+ [(Lv)flighit - (LP)sim] P scale rotor wind-tunnel tests.

+ [(LSiat )flight - (L8iat )sim] lat + ...

(2)

Identification tools provide a systematic and accurate approach
to determine these correction factors which are routinely used by
the simulator industry to improve dynamic fidelity.

Comprehensive simulation studies are often used to define
flight-control system hardware requirements such as actuator Figure 17. NASA V/STOL system research aircraft
and sensor filter bandwidths. Franklin et al. (1991) used (VSRA).
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An extensive development facility has been used in the NASA 20 - Actuator test response
vertical/short takeoff and landing (V/STOL) systems research -- Identified model [1 = 0.74, on = 42.2 rad/sec]
aircraft (VSRA) project, which equipped a YAV-8B Harrier 0-
aircraft with a fly-by-wire research flight-control system (Foster V

et al. 1987) (fig. 17). The overall flight-control goals of the " -20
VSRA program are to assess critical technology elements for
advanced short takeoff/vertical landing (STOVL) aircraft, _40__

including: integrated flight/propulsion control, advanced control -

and display laws, and reaction-controlled bleed-flow require- 200 -
ments. The role of the DF has been for verification of control-
law flight software, system software, and safety monitoring.
Actual flight computers and flight hardware were included in the 0
DF to validate flight systems during the final development stage. ,
The aircraft dynamics are simulated by the VSRA math model, a.
with inputs from a test console or a rudimentary pilot-cockpit _200

station. CIFER® was exercised extensively to validate broken- 200
loop and end-to-end closed-loop frequency responses of the DF 1.0
flight systems against the design models and theoretical
analyses. Signal processing and conditioning algorithms and
digital timing were also verified during DF testing. • 0.6 -

0
Actuator system dynamics comprise an important component of 0

the overall high-frequency phase lag in modem flight-control 0.2
systems. Therefore, flight-control system stability margins and 0.1 1.0 10 40
overall closed-loop performance and handling qualities can be Frequency (rad/sec)
significantly degraded if the actuator dynamics do not meet the
design specifications. System-identification bench testing of Figure 18. Helicopter actuator response identification and
aircraft actuators ensures that expected performance is achieved modeling.
and that costly modifications can be avoided at the flight-test
stage. Frequency-response identification and transfer-function
modeling from a typical helicopter actuator test are shown in Structural analysis programs such as NASA structural analysis
figure 18. Excellent coherence is achieved over a broad (NASTRAN) are rarely able to accurately predict the flexible
frequency range (0.2-40 rad/sec) using a computer-generated response beyond the first elastic modes of a new aircraft.
frequency-sweep excitation. The actuator dynamics are well Therefore, structurally-scaled models or full-scale structural test
characterized by the damped second-order response obtained by vehicles are evaluated in special rigs to verify the elastic
CIFER® (fig. 18). These component system results are used to characteristics and make final adjustments to the structural
update simulation math models and to optimize flight-control compensation (e.g., notch filters) in the control system prior to
system gains prior to first flight, first flight. Automated test/analysis facilities excite the

individual structural modes of the aircraft with shakers and then
use system-identification methods to determine model
characteristics. For modem rotorcraft development, system
identification has also been effective in extracting dynamic
response model of subscaled or full-scale rotor systems from
dynamic wind-tunnel test data. The control response dynamics
of the SBMR were determined in a joint NASA/Sikorsky test in
the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel (fig. 19)
(Tischler et al. 1994). Computer-generated frequency-sweep
excitation signals to the SBMR swashplate actuator were
carefully designed to ensure adequate identification within the
limitations of the rotor and wind-tunnel stand. Rotor blade and
hub moment frequency responses were then extracted using
CIFER® and were compared to comprehensive simulation
models of the SBMR. CIFER® was also used to extract the
rotor's physical parameters based on a linearized 14 DOF
analytical formulation of the SBMR dynamics (Tischler et al.
1994).

Figure 20 shows the identified on-axis roll moment response to a
lateral stick input. The simulation math model and 14 DOF
identified model agree closely with measured responses. The
off-axis pitching moment to lateral stick input is shown in figure
21. Here, the simulation model phase response deviates
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significantly from both the measured response and identified 130- wind tunnel extracted130 - 1 a - - -- -- - WE in m unn letaction
parametric model, indicating a poor prediction of rotor cross- ................. Identified parametric model
coupling.

50 '.

0 100

_10-

--300 |•I • • • , J i '

1.0- 
- -- ---

8 t I

0.6 'I

Figure 19. Sikorsky Bearingless Main Rotor (SBMR) test
in NASA Ames 40- by 80-Foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel. 0.2 1 ' . I

0.6 1.0 10 30
Frequency (radlsec)

130 1 Mxl8iat Figure 21. SBMR pitching-moment response to lateral-

cyclic-stick input (40 kts).

o0- 9 Wind tunnel extracted
- - GENHEL simulation The key identified physical parameters of the rotor system are

. Identified parametric model compared with the GenHel simulation values in table 3 (both areso I I updated from the earlier results of Tischler et al. 1994). Many of

100 the important rotor parameters such as Lock number, blade
inertia, and effective hinge off-set compare very favorably, and---- reflect the good on-axis response prediction of the simulationI -- model. The important difference between the identified model-100l and the GenHel simulation is the control-phase angle. This

"2 parameter has a known geometric value of-14 deg in the wind-
tunnel tests, but the identified value needed to capture the

-300 1 i measured off-axis response of figure 21 is -23.4 deg. This
1.0. discrepancy in control phasing indicates a fundamental problemin the aerodynamic modeling of the rotor. Follow-on analysis of

* Ithese results have yielded a new approach for correcting the
simulation math model and improvements in the identification"0.6- methods for free-flight results (Takahashi et al. 1995). Accurate

0o cross-coupling prediction is especially important for the design
of decoupling compensators in modem rotorcraft flight-control0.2 1 , I systems. Corrections to the flight-control laws prior to final

0.6 1.0 10 30 flight software installation and vehicle testing reduces
Frequency (rad/sec) development flight-test costs and improves the final

Figure 20. SBMR roll-moment response to lateral-stick performance of the system.
input (40-kts flight condition).
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Table 3. Comparison of SBMR Identified parameters with GENHEL values Theoretical analyses of the XV- 15 tilt-rotor aircraft (fig. 13)
Rotor Parameter Symbol Units GENHEL Identified predicted that the reduction of whirl mode flutter stability

value value margins with increasing flight speed would limit the aircraft's

Lock number1  ND 7.46- 7.82 usable flight envelope. An extensive flight-test program was
Lift-curve slope a 1/rad 5.73 5.33 conducted to verify the expected margins. Early testing using the
Blade inertia1  lb slug-ft2  552.81 489.8 traditional dwell-delay method proved time-consuming and
Blade 1st mass moment1  Sb slug-ft 38.76 48.78 resulted in considerable data scatter. Acree and Tischler (1993)
Blade weight mbg lbs 115 142.68 conuted automa tedfe nc- ee t ng winghleron
Flapping frequency UP per rev 1.081 1.080 conducted automated frequency-sweep tests using wing flaperon

Effective hinge-offset e ND 0.097 0.095 excitation and subsequently analyzed the data using the
Lag frequency per rev 0.699 0.697 CIFER® identification tools. The frequency-domain test
Lag damper Ci ft-lb-sec/rad 372 473.29 technique proved to be much more time-efficient, and the results
Collective-lag/shaft freq. Uwo per rev - 0.474 showed both a reduction in the scatter at specific conditions and
Collective-lag/shaft damping C * ft-lb-sec/rad - 1631.49 an improvement in consistency across flight conditions.
Trim coning angle frT rad 0.0768 0.0654
Pitch-flap coupling Kpl rad/rad 0 0Pitch-flap coupling p rad/rad -05 0 Automated frequency-sweep flight testing was also conductedPitch-lag coupling Kpý rad/rad -0.0225 -0.184
Control phase angle ASp deg -14.0 -23.4 on the VSRA YAV-8B aircraft (Foster et al. 1987) (fig. 17) to

determine the locations of the (open-loop) first and second
IMPORTANT NOTE: structural wing-bending modes, and to verify actuator and
1Mass moment parameters and Lock number are referenced to the hub sensor processing dynamics. The parametric model shown in
center and not to the hinge-axis. figure 22 was obtained from CIFER®, and includes the rigid-

body response and second-order representations of the two
structural modes. Notch filters, included to avoid coupling of the

8. FLIGHT TESTING flight-control and aeroelastic dynamics, and control-law gains
were subsequently updated based on these identification results.The flight-test program for flight-control and handling-qualities Piloted frequency-sweep flight testing was also conducted in the

validation and optimization has a significant impact on the VSRA prormtdc ument tesfinal alt marg in and
overll eveopmet shedle nd cst or odemflyby-ire VSRA program to document the final stability margins and

overall development schedule and cost for modem fly-by-wire closed-loop response for a number of flight conditions. The
aircraft. System identification provides a critical technolog for broken-loop pitch response for 120 knots as obtained from
tracking aircraft dynamic response performance into flight, CIFER® is shown in figure 23. The figure shows that the
solving problems that arise in flight tests, and rapidly optimizing dynamics are conditionally stable, with a minimum crossover
control system parameters. This section presents system- frequency of 1 rad/sec required for closed-loop vehicle stability.

identification methods for control system flight testing. Flight The nominal crossover frequency of 4 rad/sec yields a phase

data results are presented for the VSRA and UH-60A Rotorcraft minaofr40odegr(acceptable). Ainmgo a 8dis
AircaftSysemsConeptAirbrneLabratry RASAL)margin of 40 deg (acceptable). A gain margin of about 8 dB is

Aircraft Systems Concept Airborne Laboratory (RASCAL) indicated over the broad frequency range 15-30 rad/sec were the
projects. phase curve has a nearly constant value of about-180 deg.

Flight test verification of aero-servo-elastic stability margins is The identified closed-loop response dynamics are shown in
an important concern for modem fly-by-wire aircraft, wheredynimportami coupling of th demhigh-i fligt arcntroyte wihee figure 24. In the frequency range of 0.3-5 rad/sec the response isdynamic coupling of the high-gain flight control system with accurately modeled by a well-damped second-order system:

light-weight structural dynamics can degrade flutter stability.
Flutter margin verification using system identification has been
adopted by British Aerospace in the development of a series of
fly-by-wire high-performance aircraft, as described by Caldwell 0 6.35 e-0"048s
(1994). Near real-time system identification was employed (3)
during the X-29 aircraft flight testing (Clarke et al. 1994) for on- 0 com [0.953,2.47]
line verification of stability margins in a highly-efficient flight
envelope expansion program. Piloted frequency sweeps were
used to excite the vehicle structural modes at each test condition,
and the telemetered data were then analyzed using high-speed
array processing computers. Once the stability margins were
verified, the pilot was cleared to proceed to the next flight
condition, avoiding the normally time-consuming test technique
of clearing one flutter test point per flight. In a similar
application of near real-time identification techniques, CIFER®
was used to support flight tests of the "Pathfinder," a large high-
altitude solar Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) (Dornheim 1995).
Servoloop stability margins were extracted based on telemetered
data from computer-generated frequency-sweep tests, and then
compared with simulation predictions. When the CIFER®
results indicated a loss of stability margins at a high altitude
flight condition, the ground station pilot executed real-time
switching commands to adjust the Pathfinder control law gains.
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"YAV-8B Aeroelastic Identification (120 Kts) 20
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0Figure 22. YAV-8B aero-elastic wing-bending identification o(120 kts). -20
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These dynamics closely match the design response of:

100

0 4.0=(4) .• 0
0 com [1.0,2.0] 1

E -100 -
0The small equivalent time delay of 't = 48 msec reflects the

VSRA high-bandwidth fly-by-wire actuators and rapid digital a -200
calculations, and suggests no time-delay related handling-
qualities problems. -300J

0.1 1.0 6.0
Frequency (rad/sec)

In some applications, simulation math models are not suf-
ficiently accurate for control-law design prior to first flight. For Figure 24. VSRA closed-loop pitch response (120 kts).
example, the current state-of-the-art of rotorcraft flight dynamics
simulation yields a fair prediction of the on-axis characteristics,
but usually an inadequate prediction of the cross-coupling Rotorcraft math models are still useful for initial simulation and
response as in the baseline simulation result of figure 21, often development efforts, but are less satisfactory for the final
not even correct in sign (Curtiss 1992). determination of stability margins and decoupling controller

gains.

Initial flight tests with the SCAS-OFF or with reduced control
system gains can be conducted to identify new aircraft dynamics
or to update the simulation for final control-law parameter
selection. The DLR developed a high-bandwidth flight-control
system for the Bo-105 variable-stability aircraft (ATrHeS)
based directly on bare-airframe state-space models extracted
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from flight data using frequency-domain system identification 0 _
(von Grunhagen et al. 1994). This direct use of flight-identified ..........
state-space models for control-law design represents the most
sophisticated and demanding application of system- . "
identification tools. ".1*

*-20 -

An approach similar to that of the DLR has been adopted by the
AFDD/NASA in the development of an advanced fly-by-wire
flight-control system for the RASCAL UH-60A helicopter
(Takahashi et al. 1995), which uses the same airframe as the
ADOCS demonstrator (fig. 3). Extensive theoretical studies of -40,

combat rotorcraft control-law concepts for application to 90 - Flight
RASCAL have been conducted by Takahaski (1994) and Cheng results .

et al. (1995) based on UH-60A simulation math models. At the
same time, Fletcher (1995) has conducted UH-60A flight tests ..-""-• Sim model A
and comprehensive frequency-domain identification studies to
extract high-order state-space models of the aircraft for hover model :ed
and cruise flight conditions. These efforts were brought together ,-

in the RASCAL control-law study described in Takahashi et al. 0.

(1995). Figures 25 and 26 compare two flight-mechanics- Sim model B
simulation math models ("A" and "B") used for the control-law
designs with the bare-airframe flight-test data. The on-axis roll -270
response agreement between the math models and the flight-test 0.1 1.0 10 20
data is reasonable at mid-frequency (0.8-10 rad/sec), but is Frequency (rad/sec)

inadequate beyond 10 rad/sec due to errors in the prediction of
the in-plane rotor response. Large errors are also seen at low Figure 25. UH-60A on-axis roll-rate response to lateral
frequency. The simulation models show poor predictive stick (hover); comparison of simulation and identified
capability for the cross-coupling response of roll rate to state-space model with flight data.
longitudinal stick input, with large phase errors in the critical
frequency range of 1-10 rad/sec (fig. 26). While the simulation
models were sufficient for the preliminary flight-control and 0
simulation studies, they are clearly inadequate for selecting final e .. ".

flight gains-especially for the response decoupling parameters. Be
S-20 -•The identified higher-order linear model is compared with the - "

flight data and the simulation models in Figures 25 and 26. I / • .- •
Significant improvement in the on-axis prediction is seen for
both the high-frequency (rotor response) and lower-frequency -40
dynamics. The identified model also tracks the off-axis
magnitude and phase very closely, showing clear improvement
compared to the two simulation models. The excellent predictive -60 I I I I I I I I

capability of the identified model is also seen in the time 100 '-,-~. Sim model A
response comparison of figure 27... /

.. ............... ...
.S-100 .-.

0 " Flight data
SIm model B

. -300
Identified model

-500I i I i il i i iiiil I
0.1 1.0 10 20

Frequency (radlsec)

Figure 26. UH-60A off-axis roll-rate response to longitu-
dinal stick (hover); comparison of simulation and identified
state-space model with flight data.
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16.5 flight characteristics. Figure 28 shows The identified state-space

model was then substituted into the model-following control
system block diagram in place of the original simulation model
("A") response to check the expected flight characteristics.
Figure 28 shows that the design phase margin is significantly

14.5 I I I I I degraded when the identified model is incorporated. Further, the
level of closed-loop cross-coupling (fig. 29) increases by 20 dB

Flight data (a factor of 10) in the critical handling-qualities frequency range
of 1-10 rad/sec. The control-system design parameters were

0 then retuned for the identified model response. Figure 28 shows
0 -- identification model that the original design crossover frequency, phase margin, and
o- gain margin are recovered. Also, the cross-coupling level for the

-10 retuned system closely tracks the coupling levels for the original
10 -control-system design (fig. 29).

0
0 ID model

SC 40 - + design gains

-10o0- -
•• t= L- .... •Design model

------------------------ - -20
-20 'ID model + adjusted gains

0 040 n
(B 1.0 10 100

Frequency (rad/sec)

-10
10 -Figure 29. RASCAL UH-60A coupling response of roll-rate

due to longitudinal input for hover.

.~ 0

0 The full exploitation of system-identification tools early in the
flight-test development and control system optimization effort

-102. . . . . 7 has been illustrated for the Bo-105 (ATTHeS) and UH-60A2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5
Time (sec) (RASCAL) programs. This approach will significantly reduce

flight-test development time for new aircraft, and will expedite
Figure 27. Time response comparison of UH-60A identi- the optimization of flight-control system performance and
fication model and flight data. handling qualities.

9. CONCLUDING REMARKS
20 .ID model 1. System identification is a full life-cycle technology that•" • _+ design gains

"supports aircraft flight-control system development from design
0 _/ --- 6 dB Design specification through flight-test optimization. Significant

" -20 ID model reductions in development time and costs are realized by
S i + adjusted gains " •. tracking open and closed-loop dynamic response characteristics

-40 through the development process.

-100
"------------ 2. Frequency-domain system-identification methods are well

suited to aircraft flight-control development since many current

S-200 - design specifications, design and analysis techniques, and
cc acceptance flight-test techniques are based in the frequency

"domain.
-3000 . . . . ... i , ' ",' . I

1.0 10 100
Frequency (radlsec) 3. Reliable computational tools for system identification are

available and have been successfully employed in many recent
Figure 28. RASCAL UH-60A broken-loop roll response in aircraft programs.
hover.

4. System identification is especially effective in providing a
transparent and integrated understanding of handling-qualities

The identified state-space model was then substituted into the characteristics and system stability. Considerable improvements
model-following control system block diagram in place of the in system performance are facilitated by the rapid availability of
original simulation model ("A") response to check the expected accurate end-to-end and subsystem dynamic models.
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Outils d'identification de la m6canique du vol
lat6rale des Airbus

D.Liot A.Bucharles
AEROSPATIJALE ONERA-DCSD

AIBTE/EGIM4DVS D6partement Commande des Syst~mes et Dynamique du vol
316 Route die Bayonne 2 avenue Edouard Belin (BP 4025)

31093 - Toulouse 31055 Toulouse Cedex 4
France France

1. R1tSUMEt E inertie crois~e de l'avion
'IY projection de la force de propulsion sur laxe lateral

Pour chaque avion d6velopp6, AEROSPATIALE se dote d'un avion
mod~le de m~canique du vol pour: LT, NT : moments de roulis et de lacet dus A la force de

- assurer l'analyse des qualit~s de vol de l'avion, propulsion
- aider ý la definition, la mise au. point et la validation des

lois de commande de vol (automatiques et manuelles), 2. CONTEXTE
- permettre l'entrainement des 6quipages des compagnies Dn ecded I ibsIdsre EOPTAEal

a~riennes. Dn ecded I ibsIdsre EOPTAEal

Ce md~l dot cuvri 1'nsebledu dmaie d vo de responsabilit6 du syst~me de pilotage des avions. Cette
Ce md~l dot cuvrr lnsemle u dmaie d vo de activit6 fait un large appel ý la mod6lisation de la

l'avion (normal, p~riph6rique, cas de pannes,....) avec la m~canique du vol de l'avion :
meilleure repr~sentativit6 possible. -conception, mise au point des lois de pilotage,
En pratique, il se construit progressivement. Les calculs -analyse des qualit~s de vol
th~oriques allies ii l'exp~rience acquise, puis les essais en -validation des syst~mes,
soufflerie permettent d'61aborer un mod~le pr~visionnel -6tude sur simulateur pilot6 des cas de pannes trop risqu~s
d~jý tr~s satisfaisant. Toutefois, la pr6cision demand~e ne r~aliser en vol.
peut 6tre atteinte qu'en le recalant ý partir de l'analyse du
comportement en vol des avions d'essai. Or la connaissance previsionnelle des efforts

a~rodynamiques (soufflerie essentiellement) nest pas
AEROSPATIALE, en collaboration avec L'ONERA a suffisante pour assurer ces tkches avec efficacit6 au cours de
d~velopp6 deux outils d'identification, IDLATNL et la campagne d'essais, de r~glage et de certification de
CORNL, permettant de recaler les mod~les l'avion. De plus, AEROSPATIALE doit fournir ce mod~le
a6rodynamiques lat6raux pr~visionnels dans les zones aux fabricants de simulateurs pour permettre l'entrainement
lin~aires et non-lin~aires. Ceux-ci ont Wt mis en oeuvre des 6quipages.
avec succ~s sur les derniers programmes Airbus.

Le mod~le de m~canique du vol doit donc &tre reca16 sur
Nomenclature l'avion avec precision dans tout le domaine de vol et dans

in msse e l'vionles plus brefs d~lais apr~s le premier vol. 500 ý 600 essais
m : assede lviondoivent ainsi 8tre identifies en 4 A 5 mois couvrant los

V :vitesse a~rodynamique ph~nom~nes longitudinaux, lat~raux, les effets de sol, le
1, S :corde et surface de r6f~rence roulage,....
a : angle d'incidence Depuis 7 ans, AEROSPATIALE et l'ONERA ont r~uni leurs
3 angle de d6rapage comp~tences pour d~velopper des outils d'identi fi cation

0 assiette longitudinale robustes et efficaces dans un contexte industriel

4) assiette lat~rale contraignant.

V angle de cap La m~canique du vol lat6ral a demand6 la mise en place de
p,q,r :vitesses de roulis, de tangage et de lacet moyens sp~cifiques qui font l'objet de cette
CY :coefficient a~rodynamique de force lat~rale communication.
CL :coefficient a~rodynamique de moment de roulis
CN :coefficient de moment de lacet 3. PROCESSUS GENERAL DE L'IDENTI-

Pd :pression dynamique FICATION LATERALE
11 correction a6rodlastique 3.1. Le modile de m~cafique du vol lat~ral

iH braquage de plan porofondear AEROSPATIALE s'est dot6 pour le d6veloppement des lois
braqage u pan hrizotalde pilotage, les analyses de qualit~s de vol, la validation

5r braquage de la gouverne de direction des syst~mes et la simulation d'entrainement, d'un outil de
5p braquage des ailerons simulation de la mhcanique du vol appel6 OSMA (Outil de

8sp :braquage des spoflers Simulation des Mouvements Avion). Il exploite les

A,B,C : inerties de lavion en roulis, tangage, lacet 6quations classiques de la m~canique rationnelle exprim~es
dans un r~f~rentiel galil6en en faisant Vhypoth~se d'une

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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terre plate et immobile. Pour les mouvemnents lat6raux, les - tous les coefficients et autres tables a~rodynamiques
6quations s'expriment dans les axes lies b lavion d6pendent de [incidence,

- en configuration hypersustent~e, les corrections

1~s - i +rco c S2C a~ro~lastiques statiques sont faibles, mais non
si =pS2 C n~gligeables

- les efforts d'amortissement sont d6coupl~s des autres
+ mgcose sin(D+TY termes et s'expriment lin6airement (approximation

A p pq I PIV2suffisante sur avion de transport),
-Er - (B-C) qr-Ep 2 1 ~VCL + LT - les efforts induits par les gouvernes de gauchissement

2 (ailerons et spoilers) d6pendent du braquage de fagon

(D= p+ tg e (q sin (D+r cos(D) non- 1in~aire,
- les efforts induits par le d~rapage comportent une plage

- Efý + Cr' - (A-B) pq + Bqr = _L pSlV 2 CN + NT de fonctionnement lin~aire, corrig6e ý fort d6rapage de
2 non-lin~arit6s,

1f= (q sin (D- r cos (D1) /' cos 0 - les effets induits par la gouverne de direction comportent
sin ,eux aussi une plage de fonctionnemnent lincaire corrigeeA

3.2. Mod~e a~rodynamique lat~ral des Airbus fort braquage par une non-lin~arit6 tr~s complexe faisant
intervenir le d6rapage et Vincidence mais aussi les

La d~marche adopt~e pour conduire une identification b son braquages du plan horizontal et de la gouverne de
terme Uepend avant toute chose de la nature des profondeur.
ph~nom~nes A observer. Concernant le modMe Le mod~e a6rodynamique de r~f6rence inclus dans OSMA
a~rodynamique lateral, les essais conduits en soufflerie ont est donc d'une grande complexitd. Les remarques
permis de determiner les param~tres influant sur les efforts pr~c~dentes permettent toutefois de retirer des
et leurs 6ventuels couplages. Uls ont finalement permis de esinmnsp~iu un asrtgeýmnrpu
structurer le mod~le en d~gageant les diff~rents effets et en renseiganement ls coeffcieuqants~ da strtdge mnrpu
distinguant les comportements lin~aires et non-lin~aires. rclra iu e ofiinsd o~
Rappelons que ce mod~le est destin6 ý r~pondre aux - les essais doivent 6tre faits par "lot dfincidence",
besoins des simulateurs d'entrainement (respect de la - les corrections a6ro6lastiques ne seront pas recal~es,
norme IATA), des 6tudes de qualit~s de vol et de
ddveloppement des lois de pilotage. - des essais stabilis~s ý difffirentes d~rapages (vitesses de

lacet et de roulis nulles) permettront de r~duire le
A titre d'illustration, nous donnons ci-dessous la structure nombre dinconnues,
fondamentale du mod~le relatif au coefficient de force - des sollicitations de type cr6neau pour chaque gouverne
adrodynamique lat~rale dans une configuration de vol seront faites ý diff~rents braquages. La large zone
hypersustent6e lin~aire existant sur les effets de d~rapage,

= Y1.1+CY3N ~ + .+CP13 d'amortissement et de la gouverne de direction permet
Cy =CPPAYN Cyp.- +Cyr r L, y d'envisager une optimisation param~trique des

V V V coefficients Ci13, Cip, Cir, Ci&r (i=y, 1, n) ý partir des

+ Cy~r.5r+ACy~rNL+ACYspnffIers+ACYailcrons essais dynamiques de direction. Or, Ci13, Cip, Cir
interviennent aussi dans la r~ponse de 1 avion lors des

CY13 = CY13sF-(00)+ Tl0(Pd) CY1DD(0) essais dynamniques de gauchissement. 11 convient donc
de traiter ensemble les essais dynamniques de direction

ACY13NL = ACy13NLGX 13) d'aileron et de spoiler en prenant en compte le fait que
les efforts induits par le braquage des gouvernes de

Cyp = CYPSEH-(aX) + 11p (Pd) CYPD(cL) gauchiissement sont non-lin~aires.

Cyr CySEH~) +il,(Pd)Cyr~a)La bonne connaissance du mod~e moteur autorise d'autre
Cyr CysaH~) +fir Pd)Cyrncz)part h exploiter des essais r6alis~s avec des pouss~es

dissym~triques. Les 6quilibres un moteur en panne r6alis~s

Cy13 = C13() faible d~rapage compl~t6s des d~rap~s stabilis~s Ii fort
d~rapage, permettront de recaler les effets de la direction h
grand braquage (non-lin~arit~s). Les pannes moteur

Cy~r = i18(Pd) Cy8r~a) contr~es qui soot des essais dynamiques faisant de faibles
excursions dans les zones non-lin~aires seront analys~es

ACy~rNL = ACy&rNL(a, 138r, 8q, iH) avec les autres essais dynamn.iques (cr~neaux gouverne).

( ~ Au delM de l'identification, les essais d6crits ici servent h la
ACyspoYicrs = Tlsp (ACyj~a, 6

5Pgauche) -ACy 5s\ct, 8SPdroitj certification des simulateurs dentrainement selon la norme
IQTG (International Qualification Test Guide). C'est

ACyajilrons = f'lail (ACyaii(a, pgauche) -ACY 5ail(c, 5pdroit)} pourquoi nous nous sommes limit~s pour les essais
dynamiques h des entrees de type cr~neau.

SEH d6signe la participation de lavion sans empennage et
D celle de lempennage. Pour une incidence donn~e, le protocole d'identification est

done le suivant:
3.3. Protocole d'identification - exploiter les d~rap~s stabilis~s de fagon h connaitre les

L'expression pr~cddente issue des 6tudes conduites en grandes tendances dans les zones lin~aires :Cn13/Cn~r
soufflerie, appelle les remarques suivantes et Clgauchissement/C113.
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- exploiter simultan6ment les essais dynamiques de Dans ce cadre, nous avons d~velopp6 un outil graphique
direction, de gauchissement et de panne moteur contr~e, TCOR -NL" capable de repr~senter directement le d6ficit
ceci permettra de determiner les recalages des zones non-lin6aire.
lin~aires en d~rapage, direction, vitesses de lacet et de
roulis et ceux des non-lin~arit6s d'aileron et de spoiler. 4.2 - Objectifs et contraintes des outils
Cette identification sera conduite en respectant les d'identification
rapports issus du traitement des d~rap~s stabilis6s Les outils d'identification IDLAT_-NL et CORNL doivent

- exploiter in fine les 6quilibres un moteur en panne et les s'inscrire dans lenvironnement industriel d~jA pr6sent. Ils
d~rap~s stabilis6s A grand d6rapage de fagon A corriger ont donc b communiquer. efficacement avec la base de
les non-lin~arit6s de direction et de d~rapage. donn~es d'essais qui assure la gestion, la tragabilit6 et la

p~rennit6 des mesures. Les recalages produits doivent 6tre
4. BESOINS POUR L'IDENTIFICATION compatibles avec l'outil de simulation de r~f~rence OSMA
LATERALE de fagon A assurer leur diffusion rapide et coh~rente vers

4.1. Les outils d'identification n~cessaires tous les autres outils construits ý partir d'OSMA
- ExloittiondesV~aps stbiligs"(simulateurs d'int6gration, d'entrainement ....).
* Exloiatio de "d~ap~ staili~"D'autre part, les recalages doivent avoir un caract~re

Pour chaque palier de d~rapage, les 6quilibres en lacet et physique ;ceci permet d'avoir une plus grande confiance
roulis s'6crivent en premi~re approximation dans le mod~le, au del'a de sa repr~sentativit6, et permet de

0 Cn3. 3+ Cn~r. 8r +ACnf3NL l'exploiter sans craintes hors du domaine couvert par les
essais en vol. Enfin, cette connaissance physique permet

0 = C13. I+ ACispojiers +AClajierons une transposition du mod~le pour obtenir une
repr6sentation pr~visionnelle valable des avions d~rivds

En se limitant h des d~rapages inf6rieurs A 100 et en prenant suivants (allongement fuselage, changement de

en compte lordre global de gauchissement 81 qui induit les mtu ..)

braquages des spoilers et des ailerons, on obtient les deux Un autre objectif de ces outils est bien str d'accroftre la
relations suivantes :productivitg et de r~duire les cycles. 11 est demand6 ý

Cup 81 S lp quipe de m~canique du vol de fournir un mod~le recal6
5r =-- n3. j et 81 l3dans les configurations atterrissage, seulement 3 b 4 mois

Cn~r c181 apr~s le premier vol. Un mod~lc repr~sentatif sur tout le
domaine de vol est requis 3 mois avant la date de

Le trac6 du braquage de direction et de l'ordre de certification pour soutenir lanalyse de certains cas de
gauchissement obtenus. pour chaque palier de ddrapage pannes sur les simulateurs -dint6gration. Dans cette p~riode
permet donc d'avoir une bonne estimation des rapports environ 350 essais "lat~raux" sont trait~s pour recaler le

_ýpet CTde 1 avion. ole

Cn~r C181 En r6sum6, les outils d'identifi cation doivent avoir les
qualit~s suivantes:

Le second rapport reste toutefois d6licat b exploiter car le -compatibilit6 avec lenvironnement industriel,
gauchissement conjugue simultan~ment les effets spoilers -efficacit6 / robustesse,
et ailerons. Il fournit n~anmoins une information pr6cieuse -assurance de la vraisemblance des recalages.
quant A la tendance du recalage.

Pour atteindre ces objectifs, nous avons fait le choix
Un outil a donc 6t6 d6velopp6 qui permet de relever les d'algorithmes simples et robustes mais pilotables
param~tres stabilis~s. La visualisation graphique 8r =f(Ip) ais~ment par Fing6nieur au travers d'une interface homme-

et 81 = f(j3) de ces mesures permet d'atteindre les rapports machine la plus ergonomnique possible. Les transferts
pr~c6dents. d'information entre l'environnement d'identification, la

base de donn~es d'essais et OSMA ont 6t6 automatisds. Nos
Exploitation des essais dynamiques outils d'identification ont 6t6 d~velopp~s avec le souci de

Les essais dynamiques sollicitent simultan~ment les neuf d~charger Fing~nieur de toutes les manipulations
coeficent :CiI3, Cip, Cir ; s'y ajoutent d'une part les informatiques fastidieuses et sources d'erreur , de lui

coeffiientspresenter les informations n~cessaires de fagon pertinente
trois coefficients Ci8r pour les essais de direction, d'autre pour soutenir efficacement son jugement et lui permettre de
part les six tables Cisp(8sp) et Ci8p(8p) pour les essais retoucher ais~ment les parame'tres de lidentification. Ces
spoilers et ailerons. Trois braquages spoiler et six outils permettent A nos ing~nieurs d'exprimer et de
braquages aileron sont en g~n~ral observes, ce qui conduit d~velopper leur expertise pour produire rapidement des
au total b 39 valeurs num~riques ý ajuster au travers de 15 mod~les repr~sentatifs et vraisemblables.
essais environ. Un outil d'optimisation param6trique
IDLATNL a donc 6t6 naturellement d~velopp6 pour aider 5. IDLATNL
Fing~nieur A r~soudre ce probl~me. 5.1. Principe

-Exploitation des iquilibres non-linjaires Le caract~re fortement structur6 du mod~le lateral conduit Ai

Les d6rap~s stabilis~s aux grands d6rapages et les choisir la technique dite de minimisation des erreurs de
6quilibres un moteur en panne font intervenir des non- sortie pour recaler sur un point de vol et h partir d'essais
lin~arit~s complexes couplant les effets li6s au d6rapage et dynamniques les effets lin~aires induits par le d~rapage, les
ý la gouverne de direction, mais aussi ý l'incidence, au plan vitesses de roulis et de lacet et le braquage de direction
horizontal et ý la gouverne de profondeur. Nous ne conjointement avec les efficacit~s non-lin6aires de
disposons pas de suffisamment d'essais pour identifier gauchissement Cette approche itdrative n6cessite b chaque
compl~tement ces non-lin~arit~s. Il s'agit donc de d~caler pas un grand nombre de simulations pour 6valuer le
ou d6former les r~seaux issus des essais en soufflerie de gradient du crit~re d'erreur, n~cessaire au calcul de
fagon A recouper les quelques essais en vol disponibles. loptimum. L'exploitation directe du mod~le de r~ffrence
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OSMA conduirait h des coOts de calcul prohibitifs. Cest
pourquoi un mod~e simplifi6, d~duit du pr~c~dent, a W 5.3. Algorithme d'identification
d~velopp6 pour IDLATNL en recherchant le meilleur Lestimation des corrections des coefficients
compromis repr6sentativit6 / coOt calcul. a~rodynamiques est r~alis~e par la technique classique de

5.2 -Mod~ simfifWminimisation des erreurs de sortie dont le principe g~n6ral
5.2 Modle implfi ~est rappel6 ci-dessous:

Le mod~le est restreint ý 3 degr~s de libert6. Les dvolutionsBri
longitudinales (q, 0, a, V) sont celles mesurdes sur l'avion+I
au cours des essais. Sollicitations AVION + Sorties z

Les effets d'incidence, presents dans le mod~le OSMA sont
lin~aris~s au voisinage de lincidence du point de vol MOEE Sorties Y

consid~r6. Le gradient pr6visionnel d'incidence nest pas AVO estir~es
recal6 au cours de loptimisation, mais il permet de prendre CoVI~ o de
en compte les disparit~s d'incidence entre essais d'un meme '2 estimds sri
lot et les variations dincidence au cours des manoeuvres. Soufflenie Mnmsti JO
Les effets moteur (traInee de captation, dissymetries de
poussde) sont renseign~s en fonction du temps apr~s ufln eciee~mnmsrrprsnel om od~ e
simulation pr6alable avec le mod~le moteur de r~ference erIe de rer esri srioio elsa
dans les conditions de vol mesur6es sur l'avion. enrisds Nrusd ori u oio eFsa

Les non-lindarit6s de d~rapage et de direction sont j(0) - " [4~ti)_y(t,)1T MI I [Z(t,)_y(ti)]
renseign~es en fonction du temps selon le m~me processus 2 =
que pour les moteurs. Ceci permet de prendre en compte des Une technique efficace pour minimiser le crit~re est la
essais faisant de br~ves excusions dans les zones non- mdthode de Gauss-Newton. Partant d'une estimation
lin~aires sans biaiser lidentification de la zone lin~aire.

Les coefficients ý identifier sont relatifs ý lavion complet initiale 00, elle consiste ý calculer it~rativement les

et int~grent les corrections a~ro6lastiques *suppos~es peu param~tres selon l'expression:
varier au cours des essais. La repartition avion sans [a2J 1-1 [aj]
empennage / empennage est faite a posteriori lors de O+J±1 6 

-i ____

l'affectation des recalages du mod~le simplifi6 aux donn6es [ýije~ [aeJ0=-9
du mod~le de r~f6rence. avec

Les non-lindarit6s d'aileron et de spoiler sont consid~r~es aj N ray(t.) T 4 Yt)
comme des tableaux de coefficients dont chacun est - I ~ [zt)y-j
susceptible d'8tre recal6. Les valeurs interm~diaires sont ao i=1 I ae I

obtenues par interpolation lin6aire. La discr~tisation des et ajN at,]M_[D
tableaux est rigoureusement celle du mod~le de r~f~rence. T___ -1 t1 ___

Cet ensemble de simplifications conduit pour le aeae i= ao Li [aYOsI

coefficient a~rodynamique de force lat6rale h l'expression Ces calculs font intervenir le gradient des sorties du mod~le
suivate :par rapport aux param~tres qui est 6valu6 par differences

CY = (Cyfpou+ Gyp3.(aEV -_))i finies.

+ (Cyp 0x~u+ Gyp. (OEv --a)) p 5.4. Mise en oeuvre
V

+ ~Du fait de l'utilisation de procddures d'optimisation non-
a)) lin~aire, la technique pr6c~dente, pour bien fonctionner,

"+ (Cy& 0o=ý + Gy&r. (auEv - -a) rEV n~cessite de disposer d'une bonne initialisation des
(\ ~ coefficients du mod~le. Pour tous les avions de la gamme

"+ ACy 8Spcs=aspEV)+ 'JyOsp\SpEvJ. (aXEv --a) Airbus, linitialisation fournie par les donn~es

+ a6rodynamiques pr~visionnelles s'est toujours av~r~e de
qualit6 suffisante pour qu'il ne soit pas n~cessaire de

+ e~)recourir h une proc6dure sp~cifique d'initialisation, de type

ob lindice EV d~signe la valeur mesur6e lors de l'essai , monrscr(Xpreepe

l'incidence moyenne du lot d'essais et e(t) rassemble les Les essais ý exploiter se composent de sollicitations des

effets non-lin6aires et moteur prdvisionnels directement gouvernes ý diffrrents braquages (cr~neaux mono et bi-

calcul~s A partir des mesures d'essai en vol. ailerons, crdneaux spoilers, cr~neau et doublet direction) et

Plut~t que de travailler directement sur les coefficients du desi etp an oercnre

mod~le simplifi6, il a pamu plus judicieux d'identifier des L'6tat du mod~e lateral (p3, p, (D, r, ill) est enti~rement
corrections additives ou multiplicatives de ces memes mesur6 ainsi que le facteur de charge latdral (ny) et les
coefficients. Cette formulation offre lavantage de acc~l~rations de roulis et de lacet (~et i). Pour un point de
conserver en permanence les coefficients prdvisionnels vol, les donn~es correspondant F ensemble des essais
comme r6f6rence. Par ailleurs, une repr6sentation par sont simultan~ment trait~es par minimisation du crit~re
splines a W adopt~e pour les corrections affectant les global:
efficacit~s non-lin6aires de gauchissement. Elle permet de essais
choisir librement les abscisses de correction des efficacit~s j(9 I 1 ([~ti)_y(ti)]TM I[4t.)_y(ti)1) Wtk)
en fonction de linformation prdsente dans les essais et 2 k N(k)
d'assurer a posteriori une bonne continuit6 des recalages
apr~s projection sur la grille de discr~tisation du mod~le de
r~frrence.
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ofi N(k) d6signe le nombre d'6chantillons temporels du - bloquer un point. II lui donne la valeur voulue en le tirant
ki~me essai. La normalisation par N(k) donne A chaque l a souris (concept 'click & drag").
essai un poids identique dans le crit~re ind~pendamment de
sa longueur. W est un terme de pond6ration - rendre un point ddpendant de ses voisins. 11 nest pas en
compl6mentaire qui permet de privil~gier soit globalement recherche ni bloqu6 mais d~fini par interpolation spline
un essai vis ý vis des autres, soit une zone de temps en fonction de ses colat~raux.
particulire d'un essai par rapport au reste de l'essai pour La courbe adrodynamique est remise ý jour instantan~ment
garantir un 6quilibre initial par exemple. en fonction de l'6volution de la courbe de recalage. Ceci
Les param~tres ý identifier se composent d'une part des permet le lissage 'manuel" de la courbe recal6e et donne des
corrections des coefficients a~rodynamiques informations sur la vraisemblance du recalage.
pr~visionnels, d'autre part des biais d'6tat et de sortie
propres A chaque essai. L'6tat initial du mod~le est fix6 A la L'ing~nieur a en outre la possibilit6 d'imposer aux
valeur du premier point de mesure de l'essai. coefficients Cy~r ou Cl8r de prendre le m~me recalage que

De faqon g~n6rale, pour un point de vol standard Cn~r. Ceci lui permet de garder une coh~rence physique
rassmblat 1 essis, 9 trmesde crretiondes entre ces coefficients (points d'application des. efforts sur
rassmblnt 5 esais 39teres e coreciondes la derive) pour pallier ý une faible discrimination des effets

coefficients a~rodynamiques sont mis en recherche de force latdrale et de roulis induits par la gouverne de
auxquels ii faut ajouter 6 biais par essai, soit au total 129 direction.
param~tres A identifier. Cinq A six iterations sont en
moyenne n~cessaires pour atteindre loptimum. Apr~s avoir configur6 son optimisation et choisi les essais

A traiter, 1'ing~nieur d~clenche une optimisation (bouton
5.5. Ergonomie "resolution"). Celle-ci demande, sur les calculateurs actuels

L'evirnneentd'ientfictin s prsene AFin~niur d'AEROSPATIALE, en moyenne trois minutes de calcul

au travers de trois fenetres:por1 sa tit.

I/ -extacton ds esai de a bse e don~e et Les r~sultats sont affich~s en regard des valeurs
1/ -extacton ds esai de a bse e don~e et pr~visionnelles. Ils sont sauvegardables, ce qui permet

classement par lots (m~me incidence en configuration d'6tudier diffdrentes combinaisons pour chercher la
hypersustent~e, m~me Mach en configuration solution la plus vraisemblable.
croi si~re),

Le crit~re optimis6 est affich6 et lutilisateur a acc~s ý sa
2/ - manipulation des donn6es a6rodynamiques, pilotage de decomposition par essais et par axe. Ceci lui permet de

1'algorithme et gestion. des recalages, d6tecter des essais atypiques (erreurs de mesure, excursions
3/ - visualisation graphique des simulations. non-lin~aires,....) ou de statuer sur certaines solutions sous-

La deuxi~me fen~tre est donn6e planche 1. Lensemble des optimales.
coefficients a~rodynamiques recalables sont pr~sent~s A A tout moment, lutilisateur peut acc~der ý la simulation
l'ingenieur, organises par axes (roulis, lacet, lat~ral) et par* pour comparer, essai par essai, la reponse de l'avion h celle
effet a~rodynamnique (vitesses de roulis, de lacet, d~rapage, du mod~le recal6 (cf planche 3).
braquages des gouvernes). Les valeurs pr6visionnelles sont IDLATNL offre donc: une grande souplesse d'utilisation
pr~sent~es en permanence, soit sous forme d'une valeur sn otanr 'n~iu npoessfg
num~rique quand leffet consid6r6 est lin~aire (exemple d'identification. 11 peut ainsi "d~grossir" un recalage sur la
Cnf3) soit sous forme d'une courbe pour les effets non- base de nombreux essais ou au contraire se focaliser sur un

lin~aires (exemple ACl8p(8p)). ph6nom~ne local ne mettant en jeu que peu d'essais ou de
coefficients a6rodynamiques.

Dans le cas de coefficients scalaires (effets lin~aires),
l'ing~nieur peut en cliquant sur la case faire apparalitre un En r~gle g~n~rale, tous les essais disponibles sont dans un
dialogue de selection lui permettant au choix : premier temps identifies simultan~ment et presque tous les

- de mettre en recherche le coefficient et de choisir sa coefficients mis en recherche. L'ing~nieur observe ainsi
valeur initiale (pr~visionnelle ou. autre), les tendances ; il verrouille alors aux valeurs recal~es

plausibles, sinon pr~visionnelles, les coefficients de
- d'imposer le coefficient A la valeur de son choix moindre poids sur le crit~re. Les coefficients fondamentaux

(pr~visionnelle, recalage pr6c6dent ou autre), (Cn8r, CnI3, C113, AC1(8p))... sont laiss6s en recherche et
- d'exprimer ses choix en termes de valeur ou de recalage progressivement bloqu~s A des valeurs raisonnables de

additif ou multiplicatif A sa convenance. Favis de l'ing~nieur. Une fois ces coefficients d~finis, les

Un code de couleur lui permet de connalitre A tout moment coefficients de moindre poids sont optimis~s localement et
1'6tat d'un coefficient : vert en recherche, rouge bloqu6. liss6s.

Dans le cas d'effets non-lin6aires des braquages de 5.6. Integration industrielle
gouverne, l'ing~nieur clique sur la zone pour accdder ý une Au delý de Linterface homme-machine, IDLAT_-NL est un
fen~tre "plein 6cran" (voir planche 2) ofi lui sont outil autonome qui ne s'interface avec la base de donn~es
pr6sent~s: d'essai et loutil de simulation de r~f~rence OSMA qu'en

- la courbe pr~visionnelle, debut et en fin de traitement (cf planche 4).
- le recalage fonction du braquage
- un diagramme donmant les braquages presents dans le Initialement, IDLATNL extrait les essais de la base de

lot d'essais considdr6. -donn6es et pour chacun stimule OSMA avec les braquages
de gouverne et les 6tats longitudinaux et lat6raux du vol.

L'ing~nieur pilote la courbe de recalage en cliquant sur OSMA fonctionne alors dans un mode particulier oti les
chacun des points. II peut ainsi : intdgrateurs sont inhib~s. IDLATNL obtient ainsi

- mettre un point en recherche. Cette decision est prise en d'OSMA:
fonction du diagramme inf6rieur qui lui pr6cise la -les effets secondaires en fonction du temps (non-
r6partition de l'information. lindarit~s, effets moteurs, souplesses,...),
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- la valeur moyenne des coefficients a6rodynamiques 6.2. Mise en oeuvre industrielle
globaux ;par exemple La mesure directe sur avion des accdl6rations, de tous les

CyI3= CI~sH (a + ~(P). C~ 0 ~) tats et des braquages permet une mise en oeuvre tr~s
CYP CYPEH +TIOFd) CYP (@simple.

- le graient en ncidnce.Le processus d'int~gration d'OSMA est inhib6 de fagon A
L'interface homme-machine permet de donmer un statut (~ positionner en entr6e des mod~les a~rodynamique et moteur
recaler ou bloqu6) aux coefficients a~rodynamiques. les 6tats et braquages mesur~s sur l'avion. Leurs sorties

L'enembe d ce infrmaion (ceffiiens +staut, sont retranch~es aux efforts directement d6duits des

gradients, effets secondaires f(t)) sont transmis au noyau clrain.As uueapoxmtnWstft.
num~rique constitu6 du mod~le lat6ral simplifi6 et du L'utilisateur de CORNL a la possibilit6 de demander le
moteur d'optimisation qui met en oeuvre l'algorithme. traitement de plusieurs essais. Une fen~tre graphique (cf
Les recalages obtenus sont renvoy~s h linterface homme- planche 5) lui permet:
machine pour visualisation et analyse par l'utilisateur. Les -de d~finir le r6sidu d'effort ý visualiser et le param~tre
biais sont stock~s. 6volutif A Iui corr~ler,
Si une visualisation est demand~e, le moteur -d'6liminer les points g~nants (forte dynamique,
d'optimisation est mis en action dans un mode particulier d~passement de la zone d'6tude, hyst&r~sis,...),
qui ne produit qu'une simple simulation. -de tracer le r~sidu d'effort en fonction du param~tre choisi

Le retour dans le monde "officiel" OSMA se fait par porlseaid oncix

l'intermddiaire d'une operation de traduction. Les recalages Un code de couleur associ6 A un deuxi~me param~tre d~fini
sont format~s pour pouvoir se coupler aux donn~es par l'utilisateur permet d'appr~cier d'6ventuels effets
a~rodynamiques de r~f~rence (par exemple le recalage sur secondaires ou interactions.

Cyf3 est distribu6 sur Cyf3 D et CYI3SEH). Les biais sont Les tables num6riques des mod~les a~rodynamique ou
traduits en retouches des conditions initiales de chaque moteur peuvent 6tre directement retouch~es depuis la
essai. fen6tre graphique. La r66dition du traitement avec ces

Le noyau num~rique d'IDLATNL a 6t d~veloppe' en recalages permet de contr6ler dans des d6lais tr~s courts la
Fortran par l'ONERA. L'impl~mentation des autres r6duction de l'erreur du mod~le.
fonctions (gestion des donn6es, activation des t~ches, 63 iiain
interface homme-machine ... ) a W r~alis~e dans le langage 63 iiain
LE-LISP. Cet outil est limit6 par sa simplicit6 m~me

6. CORNL - les essais h forte dynamique sont peu exploitables car ils
6.1.supposent des mesures d'acc&&~ation, d'6tat et de braquage

6..Principe absolument synchrones, ce qui est rarement le cas. L'outil
L'outil CORNL est bas6 sur le principe suivant ne disposant d'aucun filtrage est, par cons6quent, vite mis

- la mesure des acc~l~rations lin~aires et angulaires ý bord en d~faut,
de l'avion permet de connalitre directement la somme des * les essais sollicitant simultan~ment de nombreux effets
forces et moments qui s'appliquent ý l'appareil a~rodynamiques sont peu exploitables. Bases sur une

-~ analyse graphique, les interactions entre param~tres sont
~ Frci,~ ±~cidifficilement mises en 6vidence par l'outil, ii momns

- la mesure des 6tats et des braquages donne au travers des d'utilisateurs perspicaces.
mod~Ies pr~visionnels des forces a~rodynamique et Ces limitations ne sont pas un reel obstacle ý l'utilisation
moteur la somme des forces et moments attendus de COR_-NL. Il est en effet possible de d~finir des essais de

F~od~efaible dynamnique mettant en valeur des ph~nom~nes
~ Fmcj~i, X ~fmo~Iea~rodynamiques sp~cifiques comme les d~rap6s stabilis~s

- la difference entre les deux termes et les dquilibres un moteur en panne.

SF,.&I - 7 F.moi,']e et Y_ -,& ~ 1M..M represente 7. PERSPECTIVES
donc l'erreur de mod~lisation globale Ii chaque instant Dans le cadre de l'identification a6rodynamique lat~rale des

6F~t, &l((t)avions Airbus, AEROSPATIALE a d6velopp6 en
517(t) 5M~t)collaboration avec L'ONERA des outils compl~mentaires.

- l'erreur de mod~lisation pent 8tre corr~l6e graphiquement La robustesse des algorithmes et l'ergonomie des interfaces
Sun param~tre d'6volution jug6 pertinent pour l'essai ont permis de r~duire significativement les cycles de

consid~r6. Par exemple, au cours d'un essai de production des mod~les de qualit6 de vol recal6s sur l'avion,
d~croch age o~i la prise d'assiette avant I'abatt~e est tr~s tout en am~liorant leur vraisemblance physique. Ces gains

lente, on peut tracer 8F, ou plut6t ont accompagn6 ceux r~alis~s sur la misc au point de

817 l'avion lui-m~me (cycle et maturit6 h la mise en service).
5C = Z AEROSPATIALE et l'ONERA poursuivent leurs efforts pour

2 pSV2  permettre l'identification conjointe d'essais lat~raux

en fonction de l'incidence. On obtient directement le r~alis~s ý diverses incidences. L'ergonomie de ces futurs
recalage de la courbe de portance. outils sera bien sflr conque pour aider les experts ý 61aborer

- la juxtaposition de plusieurs essais permet d'avoir une rpdmn e o~e etnns

approche statistique et ainsi de mieux d6finir le
recalage.
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DEVELOPING AERIAL REFUELING SIMULATION MODELS
FROM FLIGHT TEST DATA USING ALTERNATIVE PID METHODS

George Wesley Ryan III
Stewart J. Platz

Kohlman Systems Research
319 Perry Street

Lawrence, Kansas 66044
USA

SUMMARY M Aircraft pitching moment, ft lb
To improve existing aerial refueling training devices, a N Aircraft yawing moment, ft lb
flight test program was completed for several P Aircraft roll rate, rad/s
tanker/receiver pairs for the United States Air Force Air PID Parameter Identification
Mobility Command, by Kohlman Systems Research PSD Power Spectral Density
(KSR) and SIMTEC, Inc. (Ref 1) These flight tests were qbar Dynamic pressure, lb/ft2

designed to record accurate quantitative measurements of Q Aircraft pitch rate, rad/s
the aerodynamic changes and random turbulence acting RMS Root Mean Square
on both the tanker and receiver during refueling, RPMS Relative Position Measurement System
including accurate real-time relative position R Aircraft yaw rate, rad/s
measurements of the aircraft. Because the aerial refueling S Aircraft reference wing area, ft2

environment is a quasi-steady state environment, flight U Longitudinal velocity, ft/sec
test data reduction presented some unique problems. The X Longitudinal axis, positive forward
lack of strong forcing function relationships in the data xjrpms x position behind the tanker - ft
prohibited traditional parameter identification algorithms Y Lateral axis, positive out right wing
from working efficiently. Two separate alternative PID yjrpms Y position behind the tanker - ft
methods were developed during the production of an Z Vertical axis, positive downward
aerial refueling simulation of a C-141B reciever and a zrpms Z position behind the tanker - ft.
KC-135R tanker. The first was designed to identify the a Aircraft angle of attack
large aerodynamic changes associated with refueling. ke Deflection angle, deg
The second was designed to identify the random A Delta or change to coefficient
turbulence associated with the tanker flow field. This 0 Aircraft pitch angle, deg
paper presents the results of the two methods. The first
method is based on trimming the six equations of motion Gu'Ov'Cw RMS Gust Intensity (x, y, and z axes)

to match the simulation and flight test data. Aerial 0 Aircraft roll angle, deg
refueling coefficient deltas and a down-wash term D Turbulence Spectrum
identified from the data as a function of relative position 92 Spatial frequency, 1/ft
were used to account for the large aerodynamic influences SUBSCRIPTS
present. The second parameter estimation method was A Aerodynamic Force
used to identify coefficients from recorded acceleration T Thrust component
data. These coefficients were used in a random 0 Zero angle of attack
turbulence model to reproduce the power spectrum of the
random turbulence associated with the aerial refueling 1. INTRODUCTION
environment. The end result is a simulation capable of Aerial refueling is a closed-loop, high-gain, station-
reproducing the response of both aircraft during aerial keeping task with large aerodynamic influences and
refueling within tolerances similar to those used for single random turbulence effects constantly disturbing the
aircraft training device acceptance. receiver aircraft, making it one of the most difficult tasks

that pilots must perform. Improvements in refueling
NOMENCLATURE systems and in aircraft handling qualities have made aerial
A, Aircraft vertical acceleration refueling less hazardous, but pilots must constantly
AR Aerial refueling practice the task in flight to become proficient.
CD Drag force coefficient
CL Lift force coefficient To lower training costs associated with aerial refueling
C1  Rolling moment coefficient training, a simulation that accurately reproduces the
CM Pitching moment coefficient refueling environment for a given tanker/receiver pair is
CN Yawing moment coefficient highly desirable. Most existing training devices lack the
Cy Side force coefficient needed fidelity to accurately reproduce the refueling
F Force, lbs environment. Flight test programs have been performed
FFT Fast Fourier Transform in the past to collect qualitative data associated with
g Gravitational constant refueling and to evaluate flight test techniques. However,
GPS Global Positioning System qualitative data allows the large aerodynamic changes to
iH Horizontal stabilizer incidence, deg be modeled in training devices only after long hours of
I Moment of inertia, slug ft2  pilot evaluation and model revision. Also, without an
L Aircraft lift force, lb accurate measurement of the relative positions between
LuLv L. Gust scale length, ft (x,y, and z axis) the tanker and receiver, it is difficult to determine exactly
m Aircraft mass, slugs where certain aerodynamic effects take place.

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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With the use of highly accurate carrier phase differential
GPS measurements, the relative position of the tanker and To/ Y_RPMS

receiver can be known in real-time and correlated to A

recorded flight test data. By using this accurate relative
position measurement, it is possible to correlate flow field RIGHT

disturbances to the position of the receiver behind the
tanker.

X RMS*----------------------•--.00-'0

Even with an accurate position measurement and recorded
aircraft flight test parameters, it is difficult to identify the
aerodynamic relationships that exist in the data. Because smy LEFT

aerial refueling is a quasi-steady state position keeping VIEW

task, the dynamic movements of the receiver are small in
magnitude. This makes the identification of aerodynamic
coefficients from flight test data difficult using standard
parameter identification methods.

Traditionally, PID methods require that a clearly Aircraft X

identifiable relationship exist between pilot inputs and the Body Axis

response of the aircraft. Control doublets, and other pilot X PPMS * ------------------------- 00.•-9)

inputs are traditionally used to provide a strong forcing /
function for parameter identification tools to work Extension
properly. However, these types of inputs are not feasible 4 30 Deg

for the refueling environment for safety reasons. Z_RPMS Elevation

Note: RPMS Measurements Are From The Boom Tip In Trail

To extract the needed aerodynamic coefficients from Position to the UARRSI of the Receiver Aircraft. Trail

recorded flight test data, two unique and independent PID Position = 00 Azimuth, 30' Elevation, and 10 ft Extension.

methods were developed by KSR as alternatives to
traditional methods. The first is based upon trimming the
equations of motion in the simulation models to match the Fig I - RPMS Coordinated System Definition
recorded flight test values of the forces and moments
acting on the tanker and receiver. This technique moving base for the differential GPS position
accounts for the large aerodynamic changes that are calculations. A similar system on the receiver aircraft
present during refueling. This is referred to in this paper was used to determine its position using a common set of
as the Coefficient Trim method, satellites for the two aircraft. By using carrier phase GPS

measurements, two to five cm accuracy levels can be
The second parameter estimation method, which was achieved for position measurements after proper system
based on machine learning techniques, was used to initialization. More detail on differential GPS techniques
identify a random turbulence model that accurately and carrier phase calculations can be found in References
reproduces the random disturbances encountered during 2 and 3, respectively.
aerial refueling. It is possible for a highly trained
refueling pilot to trim the receiver aircraft in the Contact The GPS relative position was translated through a
position and maintain the position. However, once the coordinate transformation into coordinates relative to the
trim state is achieved, it is usually disturbed by random distance from the tip of the boom (std ref pos) and the
flow field effects, causing the pilot to adjust the controls refueling receptacle on the receiver. Data, including GPS
during refueling. These disturbances make station keeping and attitude data from the tanker, necessary for this
difficult and need to be properly reproduced in the transformation was exchanged between the two aircraft
simulation. through the use of a radio modem link. The resulting

relative position data was displayed in real time on the
Frequency domain comparisons between the flight test receiver with a 4 Hz update rate. A small lag in the
and simulation acceleration data provided the objective system of only a quarter of a second was present due to
function that was used in the machine learning genetic data transfer time and calculation time.
algorithm search to identify the coefficients in the random
turbulence model. This will be referred to as the 3. COEFFICIENT TRIM METHOD
Turbulence Identification method. By matching the trim condition at each simulation time

segment using flight test recorded states and surface
2. RELATIVE POSITION MEASUREMENT positions, it is possible to determine the total residual
One unique aspect of the flight test program was the use force or moment values that are needed to match the
of a carrier-phase, moving base, differential GPS system simulation to the flight test data. This method attributes
to measure the relative position between the two aircraft all the variation between the simulation and the flight test
in real time. The sign conventions and axis definitions data into one aerial refueling delta coefficient for each
for the system, referred to as the Relative Position force and moment. Provided that the free-air simulation
Measurement System (RPMS), are shown in Figure 1. model for each respective aircraft matches free-air
Figure 2 shows the refueling envelope that was tested. recorded flight test points, it is an accurate measure of the

gross aerodynamic changes influencing the tanker or the
A GPS base station located on the tanker acted as the receiver during aerial refueling.
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The standard Newtonian expressions for the conservation implementing them into the simulation models, the other
of angular and linear momentum yield the following large aerodynamic effects were analyzed. They included
standard set of equations of motion for a rigid aircraft in bow wave effects from the receiver on the tanker, tanker
motion: flow field effects on the receiver, and boom aerodynamic

effects on both aircraft.
m(U-VR+WQ)=-mg sin(O)+FA +FT drag (1)

m(V+UR-WP)=mg sin(q) cos(O)+FA +Fr sideforce(2) The process used to identify the large aerodynamic
T coefficients needed to mimic the flow field effects on

m(W-UQ+VP)=mg cos(Qp) cos(O)+FAz+F T lift (3) both the tanker and receiver is conceptually presented in

116 - lxzl• - IPQ + (lz - I,)RQ=LA+LT roll (4) Figure 3.

lyQ + (I - )PR + lxg(P2 
- R 2)=MA +MT pitch (5)

11Z - 1A6 + (I JJ - 1PQ + IZQR=NA+NJT yaw (6) S -tart -
sImplement Table Look- ] Run Tanker or Receiver

The sum of the forces and moments on the right side of Up Data Into Tanker or|-/ Simulation in Coefficient
equations 1-6 above can be broken into functional Receiver Simulation Trim Mode
dependencies for the different aircraft states and control
surface deflections. For example, the dependencies for
the aerodynamic pitching moment, MA, can be written as
follows: Fe Plot Resulting Deltafolows CMCurve Fit Coefficients ] Coefficients as a Function|

MA i CM 4 S (7) Into Discrete Table Coe fficient ans a Functio

where: Look-Up Form fX, Y, and Z RPMS

CM = CMo + CM. a + CMjHiH + CM6 e (8)6

By adding an additional aerial refueling delta coefficient
to each equation of motion it was possible to identify Are The Resulting
residual forces and moments that would allow the Identify Trends In Delta Coef

simulation trim condition to match the flight test data trim Coefficient Data p.0.0

state. For example, pitching moment equation 7 now No
becomes:

CM = CM o + C m.a + CMi hin + CM 6 5e + ACMAR (9) 
Yes

where: Final Set of Table Look-
ACMARCaused by AR Flowfield Ups for Tanker and

Receiver Simulation

Before determining the large aerodynamic influences
present during aerial refueling, the free air model for each
aircraft was compared to recorded free air flight test data
points. Simulation and flight test data for the free air
points were overlaid and evaluated with a proof of match
criteria similar to those used for acceptance of existing Fig 3 - Coefficient Trim Process Flow Diagram
simulation training devices, such as presented in
Reference 4. First, the tanker or receiver simulation was used to trim

the equations of motion at 5 second intervals for the
After the tanker and receiver free air simulation models duration of each recorded flight test maneuver. From
were determined to be accurate representations of the these trim windows, values of residual forces and
aircraft, data from the aerial refueling flight test points moments were calculated from the equations of motion.
were analyzed. Several effects were present during The residual forces and moments were non-
refueling on both the tanker and receiver that needed to be dimensionalized into aerodynamic delta coefficients and
quantified. were sorted and plotted as a function of position in the

flow field and aircraft test configuration.
Initially, the receiver flight test data from the refueling
points indicated that there was a steady downwash After sorting the data, plots were used to study the data
component present, as indicated by a mismatch between and identify trends in the data. Clear trends were
the trim angle of attack calculated by the simulation and identifiable in the data. The trends allowed coefficient
the recorded data. The receiver trimmed in flight as if it tables to be created and implemented as look-ups in the
were in a climb, despite having a zero rate of climb. This simulation. By implementing the deltas back into the
downwash was quantified using the SMACK program simulation, the desire was to re-run the piece-wise
(Ref 5) and implemented into the simulation by adding a equation of motion trims and iterate until the identified
z velocity component to the trim condition as a function delta values were all zero.
of the receiver position behind the tanker. The result was
a match between the simulation and flight test recorded Figure 4 shows the calculated values of AR induced ACM
trim angle of attack, pitch angle, and climb rate. for the tanker for a closure maneuver where the receiver

closes from 300 ft aft of the tanker into the contact
After identifying the proper downwash components and position.
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0.02 Similarly, Figure 6 shows ACI values identified from
recorded data on the receiver during lateral flow field
sweeps behind the tanker.

0.01 .0.04

AC, 0

0.01
-0.01 0.01

-0 .0 2 A tC l 0 - 0 0o -0_ :

-. 3-0.01CS

-0.02
-0.04 -00 0 ,0

-300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50 0 50 -0.03

X_RPMS - Ft -0.04_ ' _' 1

-150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150

Y RPMS - Ft
Fig 4 - ACM due to bow wave effects

(Tanker)
Fig 6 - ACl During a Lateral Sweep

The trend in pitching moment as a function of xjrpms (Receiver)
shows that the bow wave of the receiver induces a nose
down pitching moment on the tanker at about 100 ft aft. The plot shows that there is a rolling moment towards the
As the receiver closes, the influence gets stronger. The center of the flow field. This rolling moment is strongest
bow wave effects are caused by up-wash from the near the wing tip of the tanker at +/-65 ft yjrpms. The
receiver that changes the angle of attack of the tail flow field rolling moment effects are induced by the
surfaces on the tanker. tanker wing tip vorticies changing the lift distribution on

the wing of the receiver.
Figure 5 shows the resulting ACM after the iterative
process shown in Figure 3 was used to arrive at the final By curve fitting the data into table look-ups and
set of table look-ups that were then added back into the implementing them back into the simulation as a function
simulation. of relative position, the flow field effects are accounted

0.02 for. Figure 7 shows the same set of data after the AC1
coefficient tables are added back into the simulation using
the iterative process outlined in Figure 3.

0"0C,' 0.01 0.04 ,

"ACM 0.032

0.02-
-0.01

-0.02 C-0 0 2A C l 0 -

-0.03 -0.01 0 0
0

-0.04 ' 
-0.02

-300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50 0 50 -0.03

X RPMS - Ft
-0.04

-150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150
Fig 5 - ACM After Table Implementation Y_RPMS - Ft

(Tanker)

The final result is a near-zero value for all the ACM Fig 7 - AC1 After Table Implementation
values, with some scatter due to the flight test data being (Receiver)
taken by different pilots on several flights.
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A similar process was used to identify values for other The resulting PSD data was then compared to similar
force and moment influences on both the receiver and the data calculated by the simulation for each axis. This
tanker during refueling. method is commonly used to validate frequency response

of aircraft training devices, such as presented in
4. TURBULENCE IDENTIFICATION METHOD Reference 7.
To identify the proper power spectrum of random velocity
components present in the flow field during refueling, By finding an optimal set of turbulence equation
acceleration data was recorded at a 300 Hz sample rate coefficients for the simulation turbulence models, it is
during the flight test program. This data was then possible to match the power spectra for the acceleration
analyzed using frequency domain analysis techniques. A data from both sources. It can then be assumed that the
random turbulence model in the simulation was used to simulation random turbulence model is accurately
reproduce the same power spectrum for each of the reproducing disturbances present during the flight test.
measured accelerations. Machine learning software was
used to automate the search process to identify the proper A genetic algorithm search method was used to identify
model coefficients in the simulation random turbulence the optimum RMS gust intensity, y, and the gust scale
model. length, L, for each axis that reproduced the power

spectrum of the measured acceleration data from flight
The random turbulence model used was based on the test.
standard NASA Dryden turbulence model. More detail
on the Dryden model is available in Reference 6. It is .5. GENETIC SEARCH TECHNIQUE
listed as follows in spatial frequency form, K2: Genetic algorithms lend themselves well to complex

optimization problems because they operate on
2T.2 L X Axis Turbulence (10) probabilistic rules of convergence and not on

71 1 +(L, 0)
2  deterministic ones. In other words, it is not necessary to

2 L 1 +3(Lv g2)2 calculate objective function derivative information with
= . [1+(L g Y Axis Turbulence (11) respect to the independent variables present in a givenoptimization problem. This simplifies the complexity of

2 Lw 1 +3(Lw j2)2 the type of calculations that must be done for a given
IT a [ g2] Z Axis Turbulence (12) problem. Genetic algorithms search a solution space in a

+ 2)2]2 quasi-random fashion using numerous simulation

iterations. They have been extensively applied to complex
These random turbulence equations were converted into optimization problems related to aerospace. References
the Laplace domain and then into the time domain, with 8 and 9 are just two examples. A complete presentation of
scaling in the resulting equations to account for the genetic algorithm theory is available in Reference 10
simulation sample rate. Though the Dryden model was
originally designed to model isotropic atmospheric The implementation of the genetic algorithm for the
turbulence, it can also be used to model anisotropic turbulence coefficient identification involved coding the
turbulence, which is why the models are broken into an three gust intensity and three scale length values into a
equation for each axis. binary format that could be operated on by the algorithm.

The range for RMS gust intensity and gust scale solutions
The turbulence equations were implemented by adding was chosen to sufficiently cover all reasonable turbulence
the velocity components from the random turbulence levels, from zero turbulence to severe thunderstorm
model to the simulation body axis velocity components at turbulence levels. The genetic algorithm loop used to
every simulation time step. The magnitude and frequency identify the intensity and scale length values for each
of the resulting gust component field depends on the flight test point is conceptually presented in Figure 8.
values of the RMS gust intensity, a7, and the gust scale
length, L, for each axis. After coding independent variables into a binary format,

an objective function was designed to "teach" the
It is possible to verify the magnitude and frequency of the program what a good solution was. This involved doing
random turbulence components by using FFT methods to FFT evaluations on the accelerations from each axis. The
calculate a PSD of the flight test and simulation recorded resulting PSD data was used in the evaluation of the
accelerations. The PSD is defined as the modulus- objective function to be optimized.
squared of the FFT, therefore the FFT is calculated by:

The receiver simulation was run over the entire length of
N-1 a recorded flight test run, using flight test states and

F[x(n)] = E X(n)e k (13) control deflections. The simulation evaluated the possible
n =0 solutions present in each generation of the genetic search

where: and passed the results on to the next generation.

k = i2in (14) Selection, crossover, and mutation were all used in the
N genetic algorithm to create a new population of possible

The modulus-squared is: solutions. Subsequent generations resulted in an
N improved set of solutions until a final optimal set of

Rx(i) = j x(n) x *(n) (15) solutions was reached. The final solution resulted in a set
n=0

where the x * represents the complex congugate of x
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The plot shows a comparison of flight test and

1001010010100110101 simulation data. It is clear from this plot that there is
Population of Possible 0010100110101001110 a significant amount of activity that is not represented
RMS Gust Intensities, | 1110110010100010100 by the basic simulation model.
ca, and Scale Lengths, L Coefficient Conversion

to Binary Strings Similarly, Figure 10 shows the same flight test run and
simulation data with the random turbulence model
turned on. A comparison between the two sets of data

Receiver Simulation shows that the random turbulence model is capable of
reproducing a similar spectrum of recorded
acceleration data as was recorded during flight test.

Fitness Values
From Sim

Genetic Algorithm d

Az da's
No -1

Next Generation of

Model Coefficients K Covrec

Yes, si data

Final Turbulence

Coefficient Set
• ~ ~-1.5 ..

End 0 2 4 6 8 10

Fig 8 - Genetic Algorithm Search Block Diagram Time -See

of gust intensity and scale length coefficients that closely Fig 10 - Acceleration Data With Turbulence ON
reproduced the power spectrum of random turbulence (Receiver)
present in the recorded flight data for each simulation run.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The identified coefficients were then implemented back The resulting models implemented in the simulations of
into the simulation as a function of position in the flow both the tanker and receiver aircraft provided very good
field, which allowed the modeled turbulence level to matches between the recorded flight test data and each
change as the receiver moves through the flow field, simulation. The data shown in Figures 11 through 14

demonstrate that the Coefficient Trim method was
Figure 9 shows a receiver acceleration trace recorded capable of identifying the large aerodynamic deltas
during a pre-contact position (50 ft aft) refueling point, needed to reproduce the effects of the receiver bow wave

-0.5_ _on the tanker and the tanker flow field effects on the
receiver.

Figure 11 shows tanker time history data for a closure run
from the pre-contact position at 50 ft aft into the contact
position. The plot represents the simulation results before

fit data implementation of the AR delta coefficients back into the
Az- .... simulation. The time history traces show that the

-1 elevator deflection is not within the required one degree
tolerance, which indicates that the bow wave effect is not
properly accounted for.

sire data
Figure 12 shows the same run after table look-ups are
added in to account for ACMAR due to the receiver bow
wave. The tanker elevator time history is now within
tolerance and the trends match those recorded during

-1.5 . flight test.
0 2 4 6 8 10

Time -See Figures 13 and 14 show receiver time history data of a
lateral flow field sweep before and after the aerodynamic
deltas have been added. The time history data in Figure

Fig 9 - Acceleration Data Without Turbulence 13 shows that the rolling moment effects induced on the
(Receiver) receiver by the tanker wing vortex sheet are not accounted
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for properly. This is evident from the large differences in Figure 16 shows that the PSD of the simulation data
aileron deflection as the receiver moves to higher matches that of the recorded flight test data after
Y_RPMS positions. implementing the turbulence model with the proper gust

scale length and intensity factors for each position,
After identifying the proper aerodynamic deltas and
implementing them in the receiver simulation, Figure 14 7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
shows that the rolling moment effects were properly The Figures presented show that the PID methods
accounted for, as evidenced by improved match in the presented are capable of identifying the large
aileron trace during the sweep. aerodynamic changes and random turbulence components

associated with aerial refueling as an alternative to
The turbulence models implemented in the simulation traditional PID methods. The following conclusions can
also provided excellent reproduction of the flight test be drawn from the results presented:
data. Figure 15 shows the PSD of normal load factor, or
a, on the receiver for a pre-contact position point. It is 1. Quasi-steady state recorded flight test data can be
evident from the plot that the higher frequency data that analyzed by evaluating the equations of motion in an
was present during refueling is not reproduced by the iterative fashion to identify aerodynamic information from
basic simulation. the data.

2. Random turbulence recorded during flight test can be
0 reproduced accurately in simulation by using relatively
0 simple model equations.

PSD 3. The complex aerodynamic effects from aerial refueling
dB can be described by simple multi-dimensional table look-

-50 fltdata ups, making implementation into existing simulation
training devices simple and portable.

3. Advances in computational power for computers have
made it possible to develop iterative analysis tools that

-100 si6 data can solve problems that formerly required a large number
of man-hours to accomplish. For example, the use of a
genetic algorithm search to identify the turbulence
coefficients from recorded accelerometer data exploited

0 5 10 computer power and required very little intervention to
0 5 10 15 20 achieve a final solution once the tool was mature.

Frequency -Hz The following recommendations are made as a result of

this study:
Fig 15 - PSD of A. Data - No Turbulence Model

(Receiver) 1. The identified models for both the aerodynamic
changes and turbulence associated with aerial refueling
need to be implemented into existing training devices for
pilot evaluation.

0 2. The Coefficient Trim method and the Turbulence
Identification method should be applied to other aircraft
combinations to validate the approach and determine if

PSD the approach is robust.
dB

-50 fit data 8. REFERENCES
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ADVANCES IN EXPERIMENT DESIGN
FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT

Eugene A. Morelli

Dynamics and Control Branch
MS 132, NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23681 - 2199 USA

SUMMARY /j jth input amplitude constraint

A general overview and summary of recent advances in v(i) ith discrete measurement noise vector

experiment design for high performance aircraft is 0 na-dimensional parameter vector
presented, along with results from flight tests. Oj jth model parameter
General theoretical background is included, with some
discussion of various approaches to maneuver design. ar Cram6r-Rao bound for the jth parameter
Flight test examples from the F- 18 High Alpha "a lateral stick equivalent time delay, sec
Research Vehicle (HARV) are used to illustrate
applications of the theory. Input forms are compared Tr rudder pedal equivalent time delay, sec

using Cram&r-Rao bounds for the standard errors of ýk kth output amplitude constraint
estimated model parameters. Directions for future
research in experiment design for high performance V for all, for every
aircraft are identified. Tr trace

LIST OF SYMBOLS Superscripts

ay, az linear accelerations, g's T transpose
-1 matrix inverse

E{ } expectation operator

J cost function
L, M, N body axis aerodynamic moments Subscripts

M information matrix o average or trim value
N total number of sample times s stability axis
p, q, r body axis angular velocities, rad/sec
R discrete noise covariance matrix

S(i) output sensitivity matrix at time iAt 1. INTRODUCTION

T maneuver duration, sec Aircraft flight tests designed to collect data for

u n,-dimensional control vector modeling purposes are generally motivated by one or
V airspeed, ft/sec more of the following objectives:

X n-dimensional state vector 1. The desire to correlate aircraft aerodynamic
characteristics obtained from wind tunnel
experiments and aerodynamic calculations with

y(i) output vector at time iAt flight test data.

z(i) measured output vector at time iAt 2. Refinement of the aircraft model for control

Y, Z body axis aerodynamic forces system analysis and design.

a angle of attack, rad 3. Accurate prediction of the aircraft response using
pl sideslip angle, rad the mathematical model, including flight

45i Kronecker delta simulation and flight envelope expansion.

At sampling interval, sec 4. Aircraft acceptance testing.

a aileron deflection, rad The design of an experiment to achieve any of the
above objectives involves specification of the

65r rudder deflection, rad instrumentation, the signal conditioning, the flight

6s stabilator deflection, rad test operational procedure, the inputs for the flight test
maneuver, the model structure, and the data analysis

e, 6, iV Euler angles, rad methods. In this work, the maneuver design -

77e longitudinal stick deflection specifically, design of flight test input signals - will

7la lateral stick deflection be studied independently of the other aspects which

r rudder pedal deflection impact the success of the flight test.

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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The flight test maneuver (equivalently, the flight test Designing an input that excites the aircraft dynamic
input) has a major impact on the quality of the data for response as much as possible when modal frequencies
modeling purposes. Designing an input for accurate are imperfectly known, while simultaneously
model parameter estimation requires rich excitation of satisfying practical constraints, is a difficult problem.
the system, which is frequently at odds with various Several researchers have studied the problem of finding
practical constraints. One such practical constraint is optimal inputs for aircraft parameter estimation2-11.
the requirement that output amplitude excursions (e.g., The most serious obstacles to using the results of
in angle of attack or sideslip angle) about the flight these studies in flight have been practical
test condition be limited in order to assure the validity implementation issues. These include unrealizable
of an assumed model structure. Input amplitudes must optimal input forms, and failure to account for
be constrained for the same reasons, and to avoid closed-loop control, actuator dynamics, or constraints
nonlinearities such as mechanical stops and rate on input and output amplitudes. Computationally,
limiting when the model is linear. These practical the difficulties have been selection of an appropriate
constraints translate to amplitude constraints on the optimality criterion, inadequate numerical
inputs and outputs during the flight test. optimization techniques for finding global optimal

Tests for high performance aircraft often involve flight solutions, and difficulties associated with multiple

at high angles of attack, sometimes using drop input design.
models. In these cases, flight test time is extremely Recent research 12"6 has produced an optimal input
limited due to rapid altitude loss, and it is imperative design technique which addresses the above issues.
that information content in the data per unit of flight The technique generates square wave inputs which are
time be maximized for effective use of expensive globally optimal in the sense that information content
flight test time. Such considerations highlight the in the data is maximized for a fixed flight test time,
importance of optimizing the flight test inputs, or, alternatively, specified parameter accuracy goals are

In general, an aircraft model contains multiple achieved in minimum flight test time.

response variables, multiple aircraft model parameters, The global optimal square wave input design technique
and one or more inputs. The overall goal is to design has been shown to be theoretically sound12 13, has
a maneuver that produces data from which model been validated in flight for aerodynamic model
parameters can be estimated accurately. This translates parameter estimation experiments using pilot
into exciting the system modes so that the implementation, including demonstrated higher
sensitivities of the model outputs to the parameters are parameter accuracies compared to compound doublet
high and correlations among these sensitivities are inputs14, has been used successfully to specify flight
low. Frequency sweep inputs' can be used to do this, test maneuvers for closed loop model identification at
requiring little more than knowledge of the frequency high angles of attack15, has shown improved
range of interest for the modeling. This technique is parameter accuracy in comparison to doublet and
restricted to moving a single input at a time, so that 3-2-1-1 inputs in flight tests16, and has compared
off-axis responses or coupled motions are generally favorably to other techniques in the literature for a
not well modeled from frequency sweep data. standard test problem17 . In Ref. [17], the global
Frequency sweeps also require relatively long optimal square wave input produced the lowest value
maneuver times (i.e., 1-2 minutes) to run through the of the sum of estimated parameter variances, even
frequency range of interest. Low frequency though the maneuver time allotted for this design was
components of the frequency sweep contribute to long the smallest of any of the techniques studied (see Table
maneuver times, and also increase the tendency for the 3 of Ref. [17], p. 281). This fact, though not pointed
aircraft to depart from the desired flight test condition, out by the authors of Ref. [17], demonstrates the
For high performance aircraft, limited flight test time, effectiveness of the global optimal square wave input
multiple control effectors, and flight conditions such design technique.
as high angle of attack make the frequency sweep The purpose of this work is to give an overview of
approach difficult to use and expensive. NASA research on optimal input design for high

An alternate approach is to take advantage of a priori performance aircraft, and to present relevant flight test
knowledge about the dynamics of the aircraft to focus results. The next section outlines the theory involved
the input energy at frequencies near the system modes, in optimal input design, and discusses the choices
An a priori model can be assembled using wind tunnel made in developing the global optimal square wave
aerodynamic data and knowledge of rigid body input design technique. Next, the F- 18 High Alpha
dynamics and the control system. With the a priori Research Vehicle (HARV) test aircraft and some
model, a short flight test maneuver can be designed to details of flight test procedure are described.
produce data with high information content. Following this, results from selected flight tests are
Resulting flight test data can be analyzed using a presented and discussed.
variety of methods in the time and frequency domains.
A paradox occurs here, in that very good inputs will
be designed when the a priori model is very good;
however, in this case the experiment is less needed.
Obviously, the input design technique must be robust
to errors in the a priori model.
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2. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT yk (t) < k Vt ke(1,2,..., no) (7)

Airplane dynamics can be described by the following
linear model equations: where tj and 4 are positive constants.

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (1) Some researchers have implemented practical flight
test constraints using an energy constraint on the

x(O) = x0 (2) input,

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t) (3) J T() dt E (8)

z(i) = y(i) + V(i) i = 1,2, ... , N (4) where E is some fixed value of the allowable input
energy, chosen by experience or intuition. This

Linear models are used in Eqs. (1) and (3) because of constraint is intended to limit input and output
the common practice of estimating stability and amplitudes, but it is also chosen for convenience in
control derivatives from flight test data collected at a the optimization. Input energy is typically introduced
chosen flight condition. Elements of the system as a constraint on the input form, while the cost
matrices A, B, C, and D contain stability and control function quantifying achievable model parameter
derivatives, which are the unknown model parameters accuracy based on the data is optimized using
to be estimated from flight test data. If the maneuver variational calculus to arrive at an optimal input
is designed for small perturbations of the inputs and design. In practice, there is no direct constraint on the
outputs about a chosen flight condition, the stability amount of input energy which can be applied during
and control derivatives can be assumed constant. the flight test, since neither the pilot nor the control
Measurement noise v(i) is assumed Gaussian with system have inherent energy limitations. The

practical flight test situation dictates that the
Elv(i)}=0 and Ejv(i)v(j)TU=R.ii (5) constraints be directly on the amplitudes of both the

t " -input and the output variables, as given by Eqs. (6)
and (7), respectively. The constraint in Eq. (8) limitsEqs. (1)-(5) can be used to characterize bare airframe the input and output amplitudes indirectly with an

dynamics, where the inputs are control surface

deflections and the outputs can include air data integral expression.

(V, a, body axis angular velocities (p, q, r), Euler When estimating model parameter values from
measured data, the minimum achievable parameter

angles (0, ), v), and translational accelerations standard errors using an asymptotically unbiased and
(ax, a, a ) The same general model structure can efficient estimator (such as maximum likelihood) are

Sa Th e rcalled the Cramdr-Rao lower bounds12'18' 19. The
be used to characterize closed loop dynamics, where Cram6r-Rao lower bounds for the parameter standard
the inputs are pilot stick and rudder deflections and the errors are computed as the square root of the diagonal
outputs are selected from the same list as before. For elements of the dispersion matrix V 12",8 19. The
closed loop modeling, the input includes a pure time dispersion matrix is defined as the inverse of the
delay T, called the equivalent time delay, to account for information matrix M, the latter being a measure of
phase lag effects from sources such as high order the information content of the data from an
control system dynamics, digital sampling delay, and experiment. The expressions for these matrices are
actuator dynamics. For either bare airframe or closed
loop modeling, longitudinal and lateral cases are N
treated separately, with the linear model structure M RS(i) (9)
shown above resulting from the usual small i=1
perturbation assumptions.

Constraints arising from practical flight test V = M-1 (10)
considerations can be represented as limits on all input
amplitudes and selected output amplitudes. Input where S(i) is the matrix of output sensitivities to the
amplitudes are limited by mechanical stops, flight parameters,
control software limiters, rate limits, or linear control
effectiveness. Selected output amplitudes must be S(i)=.•y•i (11)
limited to avoid departure from the desired flight test
condition and to ensure validity of the assumed linear

model structure. In addition, constraints may be
required on aircraft attitude angles for flight test

operational considerations, such as flight safety and The information matrix can be loosely interpreted as
maintaining line of sight from the downlink antenna signal-to-noise ratio for multiple output, multiple
aboard the aircraft to the ground station. These parameter linear systems. In this interpretation, the
constraints are specified by signal is the sensitivity of the outputs to the

parameters. If these sensitivities are large relative to
U(t)' < •j Vt j =1, 2 ... , ni (6) the noise level (3 to 1 ratio or greater) and are
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uncorrelated with one another, then the output Similarly, the dispersion matrix V depends
dependence on the parameters is strong and distinct for nonlinearly on the states, which are often the same as
each parameter. Parameter values can then be the outputs. Therefore, output amplitudes must be
estimated with high accuracy when adjusting each of comparable if an input design comparison is to be
the parameters so that model outputs match measured focused only on the merits of the input forms. For
outputs in a least squares sense. Elements of the this reason, as well as to ensure validity of the
informg rat rix also depend on the measurement assumed model structure, the inputs should be
samplingdesigned to produce comparable output amplitudes. If
characteristics, which are determined when specifying the maneuver duration, input amplitudes, and output
the instrumentation system. amplitudes are not the same for all input designs being

The output sensitivities for thejth parameter appear as compared, it is possible to arrange matters so that
the jth column of the sensitivity matrix, and are almost any chosen input form will appear to be the
computed from best, based on a criterion function that depends on V.

d [ ax For the global optimal square wave input design, the
1-1= A- + -X + - u (12) flight test maneuver duration T = NAt might be fixed

dt LOj aej OJ ae1  a priori due to practical time constraints of the flight

test or an analysis of the rate of decrease of the
ax Cram&r-Rao bounds with increasing maneuver time

0 =0 (13) using the optimized input. For the flight test
examples included in this work, the cost function to

Cax ac aD be minimized for a fixed maneuver duration was the
+)j + jX +-U (14) sum of squares of the Cram6r-Rao bounds for the

-0i ao-0i o parameter standard errors,

for j=1, 2,..., np. Eqs. (12)-(14) follow from nP

differentiating Eqs. (1)-(3) with respect to Op J = Tr[M J - Tr[V] for a given T (15)

combined with the assumed analyticity of x in the j=

model equations. Note that it is necessary to have Another formulation of the cost can be defined to
nominal (a priori) values for the model parameters to design the input for minimum flight test time to
solve Eqs. (12)-(14). The output sensitivities S(i) achieve specific goals for the Cram6r-Rao bounds12.
can also be computed using finite difference This is a minimum time problem, so that the cost is
perturbations from the nominal parameter values and given by
Eqs. (1)-(3). J=T whenuk< k Vk=1,2,....n (16)

From Eqs. (9)-(14), it is clear that the information

matrix elements (and therefore the Cram&r-Rao For the flight test examples included here, the optimal
bounds) depend on the input through the sensitivity input applied to the dynamic system described by
equations (12)-(14). The input u influences the inpu (l iedmto the cost function by
sensitivities both directly as a forcing function in the Eqs. (1)-(5) minimized the cost function in Eq. (15),
sensitivity equations and indirectly as an influence on subject to the constraints in Eqs. (6) and (7).
the states, which also force the sensitivity equations.
The dependence of the Cramdr-Rao bounds on the
input is nonlinear in the input amplitude, regardless of 3, OPTIMAL INPUT SOLUTION

whether or not the system equations (1) and (3) are The optimization problem posed in the last section is
linear, because of the nonlinear character of Eqs. (9) difficult to solve in general. For the particular
and (10). problem of optimal input design for aircraft parameter

Eq. (9) is a discrete approximation to a time integral estimation, there are good reasons to restrict the

over the maneuver duration T = NAt. Therefore, allowable input form to full amplitude square waves
only. Among these are analytical work on a similar

when comparing the effectiveness of various input 6problem , which indicated that the optimal input
designs using some function of the dispersion matrix should be "bang-bang" (i.e., a full amplitude
V as the criterion for comparison, the input designs switching input). Square wave inputs are simple to
being compared should have the same maneuver implement for either an onboard computer or the pilot.
duration, and in light of the last paragraph, also the Finally, several flight test evaluations 10' 14'16 '17 have
same allowable maximum input amplitude. This demonstrated that square wave inputs were superior to
approach contrasts with comparisons presented in sinusoidal and doublet inputs for parameter estimation
previous works9'10'1" 7 , which were based on constant experiments, largely due to richer frequency spectra.
input energy. If only constant input energy is
imposed on all inputs, a comparison among the inputs For the above reasons, and to make the optimization
using a criterion which is a function of V is problem tractable, input forms were limited to full
inherently unfair because a wide range of values for amplitude square waves only; i.e., only full positive,
maximum allowable input amplitude and maneuver full negative, or zero amplitude was allowed for any
duration can give the same input energy. input at any time. Full input amplitude was used in
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order to excite the system as much as possible. feedback control system still operating. The pilot held
Choice of the pulse timing and having zero amplitude stick and rudder deflections constant at the trimmed
available gave the optimizer the ability to use full values until the maneuver was complete. The
input amplitudes without exceeding output amplitude maneuver could be disengaged manually by the pilot
constraints. With the above restrictions on the input toggling the engage/disengage button, or
form, the problem becomes a high order combinatorial automatically by the research flight control system,
problem involving output amplitude constraints, based on g-limits, etc. The pre-programmed square
which is well-suited to solution by the method of wave perturbation inputs were standard 3-2-1-1 inputs,
dynamic programming. doublets, or square waves obtained from the optimal

Dynamic programming is essentially a very efficient input design technique described above.

method for doing a global exhaustive search. Various downlink data transmission rates were
Arbitrary dynamics such as control surface actuator employed on the F- 18 HARV aircraft, but all of the
dynamics, feedback control, and general nonlinear data used for analysis was converted to a common
models can therefore be included inside the sampling rate of 40 Hz. Corrections were applied to
optimization without difficulty. The result obtained is the angle of attack, sideslip angle, and linear
a globally optimal square wave input obtained in a accelerometer measurements to account for sensor
single pass solution. The technique includes offsets from the center of gravity, and the angle of
provisions to adjust the input possibilities at certain attack measurement was corrected for upwash. Data
times in order to account for practical limitations on compatibility analysis2' revealed the need for a scale
frequency content of the input, such as avoiding factor correction on the angle of attack and sideslip
structural resonance frequencies. The dynamic angle measurements from the wing tip vane, and small
programming solution smoothly handles the multiple bias error corrections on the measurements from the
input problem, since this just changes the number of rate gyros and accelerometers.
square wave input possibilities. Keeping the system
responses within the output space for which the
assumed model structure is valid can be handled 5. FLIGHT TEST RESULTS
directly with dynamic programming by discarding any For bare airframe short period longitudinal dynamics,
input sequence whose output trajectory exceeds the the state vector x, input vector u, and output vector y
constraint limits. More details on the dynamic in st v e defined by
programming solution method can be found in Refs. in Eqs. (l)-(4) are defined by
[12] and [131. x=[a q]T u=[3, I]T y=[a q az]T (17)

4. AIRCRAFT AND TEST PROCEDURES System matrices containing the model parameters are:

The F- 18 High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) is a [Za l+Zq] B [Z5 Zo 1
modified F/A-18 fighter20 . The flight test inputs were AM= B = (18)
implemented by the pilot, and also by a computer- Ma Mq [ SM M°

controlled On-Board Excitation System (OBES).

The pilot initiated each maneuver by first trimming 1 01 [0o0 0
the aircraft at the specified Rlight condition. For the

piloted square wave inputs, the pilot signaled the C 0 = D = 0 (19)ground controllers to send the square wave input V0  O - 9

sequence via the uplink from a computer on the Za Zq 5 ZS azo
ground. The maneuver was described by required stick -i

and rudder deflections, represented to the pilot as
movements of a cockpit indicator in real time. For bare airframe lateral-directional dynamics,
Accurate implementation of the input was achieved if x=[f p r O]T u 1]T (20)
the pilot accurately tracked the indicator movement
with his own stick and rudder inputs. Using this
procedure, the pilot was able to produce a high fidelity y[+ p r 0 a,] (21)
realization of the desired square wave inputs.

For square wave inputs implemented by the OBES, System matrices A, B, C, and D contain the model
the pilot first selected a pre-programmed maneuver parameters:
using buttons on a Digital Display Interface (DDI)
inside the cockpit. The aircraft was then brought to y Y +sina Y -cosa co el
the desired trimmed flight condition and an P P o r O oo
engage/disengage button on the DDI was pressed to L L Lr 0
initiate the maneuver. Square wave perturbation A = (22)
-inputs from the OBES were added directly to the N 0 Np Nr 0
appropriate control surface actuator commands (for
bare airframe modeling) or to pilot stick and rudder 0 1 tan 00 0
commands (for closed loop modeling), with the
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"Y3, Y8a Yo 1 0 0 01

SL 
r a ( )Lo 0 1 0 0

N 3 r N 3 a No0 0 N o C= 0 0 1 0 (30)
0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 "
V 0 o V0 P o Yroy

0 1 0 0 --9- - p -g-, 0

C 0 0 1 0 (24) 0 0 0

0 0 0 1
V o 0 0 0 0

D9= 0 0 0 (31)
0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

D 0 0 0 (25) g f7r g la aY°

0 0 0 The LO and No terms are present in the closed loop
r "--g- Y3  ay, lateral-directional model equations because the controlg .1r g alaw used bank angle feedback for gravity compensation

to coordinate stability axis rolls. Closed loop model
For closed loop lateral-directional dynamics in parameters are in general different from the bare
stability axes, the model is airframe parameters, because the closed loop model

[p rparameters include the dynamics of the control system
X [ Ps rs ']T (26a) in addition to the bare airframe. Model equations

could also be written using non-dimensional

u =[?lr(t- r) fla(t-t) 1IT (26b) parameters'8 .

A priori linear models used for the input design cases

T included here were derived from a nonlinear batch
Y =[1 p rs 40 ay] (27) simulation of the F-18 HARV22, which uses a windtunnel database for the aerodynamics. Noise variance

estimates for the a priori models were obtained from

Yjj Yp Yr - I Cos 1o previous flight test data records using an optimal
Vo Fourier smoothing technique 23. The models used for

LP Lp Lr L parameter estimation from flight test data were
A pidentical in structure to the a priori models, except that

(28) the a priori models did not include linear accelerometer
Nfl Np Nr No outputs.

cos Io sin Fo All flight test data analysis was done using output
Cos 9 Cos e0o error maximum likelihood parameter

estimation1 8,19,24. For the closed loop modeling, the
equivalent time delays were estimated as the pure time

-,r Yla Y delay from pilot input to control surface deflection.
The equivalent time delay can be estimated very

L 1r Lr7a Lo accurately this way because the signals involved have
B = (29) very low noise levels and the pilot inputs were square

N N waves. Equivalent time delay was then held fixed at
77 77a Nthis estimated value during the maximum likelihood

estimation. The Cram6r-Rao bounds for the parameter
0o standard errors were the square root of the diagonal

elements of the dispersion matrix V9 computed from
Eq. (10). In the time domain, a correction for colored
output residuals from maximum likelihood estimation
is necessary if the Cramrr-Rao bounds are to
accurately represent the error in the parameter
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estimates 19,25 . The correction was not applied to the run in immediate succession on the same flight. With
time domain results given here, because the input the model structure held fixed for the data analysis on
comparison results were unaffected by it, and also each maneuver, any differences in the resulting model
because the Cram6r-Rao bounds used in the optimal parameter accuracies can be attributed to effect of the
input design assumed white Gaussian measurement input form.
noise. The same white noise assumption is made in Parameter estimation results for the OBES
computing the Cram6r-Rao bounds from flight test lateral-directional 3-2-1-1 and optimal inputs at
data using output error maximum likelihood 5 degrees angle of attack are given in Table 1.
estimation. For flight test data analysis in the Column 1 in Table 1 lists the model parameters,
frequency domain, the correction is not necessary. column 2 contains the a priori values of the
Refs. [19] and [25] address this issue in detail. Model parameters used for the input design, column 3
structure was held constant for the compared contains parameter estimates and Cram6r-Rao lower
maneuvers, so that the number of parameters estimated bounds for the parameter standard errors using the
from each data record was identical. All data analysis 3-2-1-1 input. Column 4 contains the corresponding
and parameter estimation was done using angle results for the optimal square wave input. The dashed
measurements in radians, but the plots were made lines on the right side of Figures 1 and 2 are the model
using degrees. responses computed using the measured inputs and the

The first input design was a bare airframe estimated model parameters from columns 3 and 4 of
lateral-directional case using the OBES to implement Table 1. The match is very good in both cases.
sequential rudder and aileron inputs. The flight Values in column 5 of Table 1 are the percent change
condition was 5 deg angle of attack, Mach 0.6, and in the Cram6r-Rao bound for each model parameter
altitude of approximately 25,000 ft. The model was standard error for the optimal input maneuver
given by Eqs. (1)-(5) and (20)-(25). Perturbation compard to the 3-2-1-1 maneuver
input and output amplitude constraints resulting from 3-2-1-1 value. The optimal input reduced parameter

various practical flight test constraints were: standard errors (equivalently, increased parameter

3 1r 1 4. 0 deg 1 ,15 <2.5 deg (32a) accuracy) by an average 20%, with lower parameter
standard errors for every estimated parameter.
Parameter estimates in columns 3 and 4 of Table 1 areI f 1<5.0 deg I 1<32. 0 deg (32b) generally in good agreement.
The percent error of the a priori parameter values

The 3-2-1-1 input form has been shown to be very relti erto the parameter values
effective for aircraft parameter estimation in previous relative to the parameter values estimated from flight
flight test investigations 9,10 , so this input was chosen test data (computed as the average of values in

to compare with the globally optimal square wave columns 3 and 4 of Table 1) varied from 4.2% to
input design. Standard 3-2-1-1 inputs and globally 65.1%, with an average value of 24.2%.
optimal square wave inputs were designed using the Nevertheless, both input design methods based on the
same input amplitude constraints in (32a), the same a priori model produced experimental data with

d and the excellent information content, as evidenced by the lowmaneuver duration, the same a priori model, sd era 1.
same output amplitude constraints in (32b).

The 3-2-1-1 inputs were designed by matching the Symmetric stabilator input designs implemented by
frequency of the "2', pulse to the frequency of the OBES for longitudinal model identification are shown
dominant oscillatory mode for the a priori model, and in Figures 3 and 4. In this case, the distortion of the
adjusting amplitudes and control sequence timing so input forms by the feedback control was accounted for
that the chosen output amplitude constraints were in the a priori model by including a linear model of
satisfied. Optimal inputs were designed with a the feedback control identified from the nonlinear
computer program that implemented the optimal input simulation. The same a priori design model was used

compterproram hatimpemened he ptiml iput to design both inputs shown in Figures 3 and 4. The
design procedure described above12. The duration of fligh cotinpwashaan 5 degane o attack,
each maneuver was 24 seconds. flight condition was again 5 deg angle of attack,

Mach 0.6, and altitude of approximately 25,000 ft.

Figures 1 and 2 show the input and output time The model used for the parameter estimation is given
histories measured in flight for the OBES lateral- by Eqs. (1)-(5) and (17)-(19). The same methods were
directional 3-2-1-1 and optimal inputs at 5 degrees used for the input designs and the data analysis, except
angle of attack. The solid lines on the left side of that the optimal input design was allowed a higher
Figures 1 and 2 are the commanded inputs from the input amplitude than the 3-2-1-1 input. This was
OBES, and the dashed lines are the actual measured done to investigate the capability available with the
control surface positions. The desired input forms optimal input design routine to use higher input
were distorted by the feedback control system, as can amplitudes for increased parameter accuracies while
be seen in the figures. The distortion of the input maintaining the same output amplitude constraints.
forms by the lateral-directional feedback control Such flexibility is not available with the 3-2-1-1 input
system was not accounted for in the design process for because of its fixed form. Perturbation input and
either input design. Figures 1 and 2 show that the output amplitude constraints were:
maximum input and output amplitudes for these two
maneuvers were very nearly the same, and the length
of each maneuver was the same. The maneuvers were
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13, 1_•3.0 deg for the 3- 2-1-1 input (33) 11.0 in (34a)
(33a)

16I 1•< 4.0 deg for the optimal input aI154.5deg (34b)

I< 3.0 deg (33b) Each maneuver lasted 14 seconds. The left side of
Figure 6 shows the pilot longitudinal stick deflection

Each maneuver lasted 26 seconds, and the maneuvers for the doublet sequence. The right side of Figure 6
were run in immediate succession on the same flight, shows the target optimal square wave input (dashed
The left sides of Figures 3 and 4 show the significant line) with the pilot's realization of that target input in
distortion of the stabilator commands resulting from flight (solid line). The pilot's realization of the
the longitudinal feedback control. Parameter optimal square wave input is highly accurate in
estimation results are given in Table 2 using the same frequency, but somewhat inaccurate in amplitude. The
format as Table 1. The parameter accuracies are now inputs shown in Figure 6 have similar maximum
improved by an average 72% using the optimal input input amplitudes. Table 3 contains the results of
compared to the 3-2-1-1 input. The optimal input maximum likelihood parameter estimation using the
maneuver produced larger a perturbations than the same longitudinal model structure as before.
3-2-1-1, although maximum a amplitude was the Compared to the doublet sequence input, the optimal
same for both inputs in the design phase using the square wave input maneuver produced lower parameter
a priori model. The reason for this discrepancy was standard errors (higher accuracy) for every model
that the control law removed most of the "3" pulse for parameter, despite distortion in the pilot's
the 3-2-1-1, and this effect was not well modeled in implementation of the optimal square wave input.
the a priori model. The optimal input used shorter The average improvement was 47%, based on the
pulses in general, and thus was less affected. The standard error value from the doublet sequence
dashed lines on the right sides of Figures 3 and 4 maneuver. This example demonstrates that the
indicate a good match between the measured outputs optimal square wave input design is robust to
and the model responses using the measured inputs and distortion, and can be successfully implemented by a
the estimated model parameters from columns 3 and 4 pilot in flight.
of Table 2. The estimates of pitching moment
parameters in columns 3 and 4 of Table 2 do not The next optimal input design example is a closed
agree. Lower parameter standard error bounds for the loop modeling case executed using the OBES at
optimal input indicate that the pitching moment 60 deg angle of attack, Mach 0.25, and average
parameter estimates from the optimal input should be altitude approximately 24,000 ft. At this high angle
more accurate. To check this, a different maneuver at of attack, the aircraft sink rate was approximately
the same flight condition was used to investigate the 150 feet per second, as altitude dropped from
prediction capability of the models using the 25,500 feet to 21,900 feet during the 24 second

parameters in Table 2. Figure 5 shows measured and maneuver. Perturbation input and output amplitude

predicted pitch rate response using the model constraints imposed for the input design were:

parameters from Table 2 with the same model r71580 lbf 152.5 in (35a)
structure used before. The stabilator input (not r i
shown) was a perturbation input with amplitude
approximately ±5 deg from the trim value of 2 deg. 1f 1 5.0 deg 0I < 20. 0 deg (35b)
The stabilator input was applied to both models to
produce the prediction responses plotted with the The solid lines in Figure 7 show the measured input
measured response in Figure 5. The prediction using and output time histories from flight for the
the parameters estimated from the 3-2-1-1 input lateral-directional optimal square wave inputs at 60 deg
(shown on the left side of Figure 5) was less accurate angle of attack. Since the square wave perturbation
than the prediction using the parameters from the inputs were implemented by the OBES, the inputs
optimal input (shown on the right side of Figure 5), realized in flight matched desired optimal inputs
both in frequency and amplitude. This result gives exactly; therefore, only one trace is shown for each
confidence that the parameters estimated from the input on the left side of Figure 7.
optimal input maneuver are indeed more accurate, as The data analysis was done using output error
indicated by the computed Cramdr-Rao bounds. maximum likelihood parameter estimation in the

Next, two longitudinal maneuvers flown at 20 deg frequency domain2 4. The model used for the parameter
angle of attack, Mach 0.4, and approximately 25,000 estimation is given by Eqs. (1)-(5) and (26)-(3 1).
feet altitude are studied to compare the optimal square Results for the OBES lateral-directional optimal
wave input design to a sequence of doublets. The inputs at 60 degrees angle of attack are given in
maneuvers were implemented by the pilot in this case, Table 4. Column 1 in Table 4 lists the closed loop
using the procedure described in section 4 above. The parameters, column 2 contains the a priori parameter
objective was accurate modeling of the bare airframe values, and column 3 shows the parameter values
short period dynamics. Perturbation input and output estimated from flight test data. Column 4 contains
amplitude constraints were: the Cram6r-Rao lower bounds for the parameter

standard errors using flight test data from the optimal
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square wave input maneuver. The dashed lines on the
right side of Figure 7 indicate the model responses q, 15 102 lbf 1 1/a I<1.5 in (36a)
using the estimated closed loop model parameters from
column 3 of Table 4 and the measured inputs. The 15 [ <6.0 deg 1I 1• 20. 0 deg (36b)
match is good considering that the aerodynamic
dependencies are generally nonlinear at this flight Table 5 contains the maximum likelihood estimation
condition. The input and output amplitude constraints results for the piloted optimal input, obtained in the
imposed during the input optimization restrained these same manner and presented in the same format as
nonlinearities throughout the maneuver, so that the before for the OBES closed loop optimal input
assumed linear model structure could be used. maneuver. The dashed lines on the left side of

Comparing columns 2 and 3 of Table 4, the a priori Figure 9 show the target optimal input, and the solid
model parameters were significantly different from the lines indicate the pilot's implementation in flight.
parameter values estimated from the flight test data. The pilot inputs are again highly accurate in frequency
The percent error of the a priori parameter values (i.e., the square wave switching times were reproduced
relative to the parameters estimated from flight test well), with some error in the amplitudes. The dashed
data varied from 3.1% to 226.5%, with an average lines on the right side of Figure 9 are the model
value of 41.9%. Nevertheless, the optimal input responses using estimated closed loop model
design based on the a priori model produced parameters from column 3 of Table 5 and the measured
experimental data with excellent information content, pilot inputs. As in the OBES closed loop optimal
as evidenced by the low standard error bounds in input case, the match is good despite higher order
column 4 of Table 4. All pairwise correlations dynamics and nonlinearities in the physical system.
between estimated parameters were less than 0.8, with The high accuracy of the estimated parameters shown
most below 0.2. This example demonstrates the in column 4 of Table 5 indicates that the optimal
robustness of the optimal input design technique to input design technique is robust to errors both in the
errors in the a priori model, as well as the a priori model, and in the implementation of the
applicability of the technique to closed loop flight test optimal square wave input form.
maneuver design at high angles of attack. The parameter standard errors for this 30' a pilot

Figure 8 shows a prediction case at roughly the same implementation case were lower that those seen for the
flight condition as the last maneuver. The solid lines computer-implemented optimal input at 600 at, mainly
in Figure 8 represent measured flight test data. The due to the severe amplitude distortion by the pilot. If
dashed lines in Figure 8 were generated using the the distortion in the implementation of the optimal
measured flight test inputs in Figure 8 and the closed input (by the pilot or the feedback control system) can
loop model estimated from the flight test data of be characterized by linear dynamics (an excellent
Figure 7 (i.e., model parameters from column 3 of assumption in the case of the feedback control system
Table 4). The plots in Figure 8 show the excellent distortion), then the effect of the input distortion on
prediction capability of the closed loop model the flight test results is similar to the effect of errors
estimated from flight test data generated by the in the a priori design model.
optimal square wave inputs. This result gives
confidence that the linear model can be usefully
employed at high angles of attack, and moreover that 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
such models can be accurately estimated from short The expense associated with flight testing high
data records using optimized square wave inputs, performance aircraft dictates that flight test data for

Figure 9 shows flight test data for a lateral-directional modeling purposes be collected as efficiently as
optimal square wave input design implemented by the possible. This work reviewed some recent research in
pilot. The maneuver was flown at 30 deg angle of maneuver design for high performance aircraft,
attack, Mach 0.28, and average altitude of including examples from F- 18 HARV flight tests.
approximately 24,000 ft. The inputs were optimized Single and multiple input design cases were studied for
with the square wave pulses constrained to be integer bare airframe and closed loop modeling over a range of
multiples of 0.5 second, and including a constraint angles of attack, including fair comparisons of global
that one second of zero input separate the rudder pedal optimal square wave inputs to conventional 3-2-1-1
and lateral stick input square waves (see Figure 9). and doublet input forms. The impact of the different
These constraints were included to help the pilot input forms on estimated parameter accuracy was
accurately realize the optimal input form using the quantified through these investigations. For a flight
rudder pedals and the lateral stick in sequence. Such test comparison done on an equal basis, the optimal
constraints can be easily incorporated into the dynamic square wave input decreased estimated parameter
programming optimization for the optimal square standard errors (equivalently, increased estimated
wave input design. Ref. [12] describes this feature of parameter accuracy) by an average 20% compared to
the optimal input design technique in detail. the 3-2-1-1 input. The decrease in estimated parameter
Perturbation input and output amplitude constraints standard errors improved to an average 72% using
imposed for the piloted optimal input design were: higher input amplitudes in the optimal input design

while maintaining flight condition. Compared to a
compound doublet sequence, the optimal input
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decreased estimated parameter standard errors by an 3. Mehra, R. K., "Optimal Input Signals for
average 47% in a piloted flight test. For all the Parameter Estimation in Dynamic Systems -
comparisons, every individual parameter was estimated Survey and New Results", IEEE Transactions on
more accurately using the optimal square wave input. Automatic Control, AC-19, 6, December 1974,
These results were obtained with optimal square wave pp.753-68.
inputs implemented successfully by both the pilot and
an onboard computer system. 4. Gupta, N.K. and Hall, W.E., Jr., "Input Design

for Identification of Aircraft Stability and ControlThe results of this investigation indicate that a DrvtvsNS R29,Fbur 95

properly designed 3-2-1-1 input can give good

performance relative to the optimal square wave. 5. Mehra, R. K. and Gupta, N. K., "Status of Input
Optimal square wave input designs demonstrated Design for Aircraft Parameter Identification",
increased data information content in all cases studied, AGARD-CP-172, May 1975, paper 12.
but the optimal input design technique is perhaps 6. Chen, R. T. N., "Input Design for Aircraft
most valuable because of its ability to address practical Parameter Identification: Using Time-Optimal
design issues. Examples include an automated ability Control Formulation", AGARD-CP-172, May
to limit output amplitude excursions during the flight 1975 paper 13.
test maneuver, good robustness to errors in the
a priori model and to distortions in the realized input 7. Gupta, N.K. and Hall, W.E., Jr., "Model
form, and the design flexibility to investigate the Structure Determination and Test Input Selection
impact of changes in the conditions or constraints of for Identification of Nonlinear Regimes", Office
the input design, such as available maneuver time, of Naval Research, Arlington, VA,
control surface rate limits, or input/output amplitude Report ONR-CR215-213-5, February 1976.
constraints. Such changes can be evaluated in terms 8. Gupta, N.K., Mehra, R.K. and Hall, W.E., Jr.,
of estimated parameter accuracies, using the single "Application of Optimal Input Synthesis to
pass global optimizer in the optimal input design Aircraft Parameter Identification", Journal of
procedure. Some of these capabilities were Dynamic Systems, Measurement and Control,
demonstrated in this work using flight test results. 98, 2, June 1976, pp. 139-45.

In the future, optimal design of maneuvers to collect 9. Plaetschke, E. and Schulz, G., "Practical Input
data for dynamic modeling purposes should move off Signal Design", AGARD-LS-104, November
the engineer's workstation and onto the aircraft. This 1979, paper 3.
is possible because of increasing capabilities of flight
control computers and improved understanding of the 10. Plaetschke, E., Mulder, J.A., and Breeman, J.H.,
important aspects of the input optimization. Initial "Flight Test Results of Five Input Signals for
studies in this area are already underway26. In Aircraft Parameter Identification", in Proceedings
addition, research in the area of optimal input design of the Sixth IFAC Symposium on Identification
for model parameter estimation should influence real and System Parameter Estimation, Pergamon
time parameter estimation schemes that are required for Press, Vol. 2, June 1982, pp. 1149-1154.
adaptive and reconfigurable control. More areas to 11. Mulder, J. A., Sridhar, J.K., and Breeman, J.H.,
explore include optimal input design for nonlinear "Identification of Dynamic Systems -
models, unsteady aerodynamic effects, and structural Applications to Aircraft, Part 2: Nonlinear
dynamics. Analysis and Manoeuvre Design",

AGARD-AG-300, Vol. 3, Part 2, May 1994.
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Table 1 Maximum Likelihood Results Table 2 Maximum Likelihood Results
for Lateral-Directional OBES Maneuvers for Longitudinal OBES Maneuvers

F-18 HARV, 0.6 / 25K, a = 50 F-18 HARV, 0.6 / 25K, a = 50

a priori 3-2-1-1 Optimal a priori 3-2-1-1 Optimal

Parameter Estimate Estimate Estimate Std. Error Parameter Estimate Estimate Estimate Std. Error

±Std. Error ±Std. Error Percent ±Std. Error ±Std. Error Percent
Chance Change

Yp -0.1316 -0.0970 -0.0859 Za -0.5832 -0.5940 -0.6050
±0.0013 ±0.0012 -7.2 +0.0126 ±0.0047 -62.8

Yr 0.0285 0.0304 0.0327 Zq 0.0 0 0 t
±0.0009 ±0.0008 -14.1

Y3,a 0.0053 0 0 t Z, -0.1093 -0.0378 -0.0789
• +0.0063 ±0.0032

Lp -11.56 -11.376 -10.764 Ma -2.2600 -4.543 -2.195

±0.048 ±0.037 -22.8 ±0.080 ±0.012 -85.1

Lp -1.592 -1.8120 -1.7998 Mq -0.2927 -4.746 -1.341
±0.0070 ±0.0055 -21.1 +0.109 ±0.014 -86.8

Lr 0.5462 0.3396 0.1727 Ms -6.0380 -5.482 -4.597
±0.0224 ±0.0200 -10.4 S+0.104 ±0.024 -76.4

LSr 1.910 2.3074 1.8768
± 10.0398 ±40.0316 -20.7 t = parameter dropped in model structure determination

La -15.81 -19.480 -17.470
±0.0623 ±0.0441 -29.3

Np 2.139 1.2807 1.3120±_0.0039 ±+0.0028 -27.9
Table 3 Maximum Likelihood Results

Np -0.0085 0 0 t for Longitudinal Pilot Maneuvers
F-18 HARV, 0.4 / 25K, a• = 200

Nr -0.0940 -0.1027 -0.0436

±0.0021 ±0.0019 Compound Optimal

N8, -1.223 -1.3924 -1.3450 Doublet± 0.0056 ±_0.0043 -23.5
Parameter Std. Error Std. Error Std. Error

N85 , 0.2444 0.1738 0.2383 Percent
±0.0038 ±0.0028 -26.6 Chancen

t = parameter dropped in model structure determination Za 0.0069 0.0027 -61.4

Zq 0.0044 0.0028 -35.1

Z,5 0.0038 0.0031 -17.0

Ma 0.0114 0.0033 -70.6

Mq 0.0086 0.0039 -54.0

M,5 0.0094 0.0052 -45.2
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Table 4 Maximum Likelihood Results Table 5 Maximum Likelihood Results
for Lateral-Directional Closed Loop OBES Maneuvers for Lateral-Directional Closed Loop Pilot Maneuvers

F-18 HARV, 0.25 / 24K, a = 600 F-18 HARV, 0.28 / 24K, ao= 300

Optimal Optimal

Parameter A Priori Estimate Std. Error Parameter A Priori Estimate Std. Error
Value Value

Yp -0.062 -0.044 0.0018 Yp -0.043 -0.102 0.004

Yp 0.002 0 t Yp 0.018 0.044 0.002

Yr -1.059 -0.989 0.001 Yr -1.015 -0.918 0.004

Yr7r 0.336 -0.00252 0.00012 Y r 0.142 -0.00080 0.00015

Y ?a -0.796 -0.1908 0.0034 Yr7a -1.121 -0.2818 0.0084

Lp -1.705 -2.103 0.070 Lp -2.800 -7.708 0.296

Lp -0.730 -0.643 0.024 Lp -1.669 -2.519 0.0817

Lr 0.309 0.684 0.048 Lr .0.101 0 t

LO -0.005 0 t Lo 0.080 0.895 0.079

Lrr -3.022 -0.0387 0.0044 Lr'• -20.36 -0.3415 0.0096

Lrla 26.99 7.293 0.146 L 7a 81.16 11.66 0.42

Np 2.435 4.066 0.040 Np 1.638 6.331 0.124

Np 0.122 0.389 0.027 Np 0.142 0 t

Nr -1.293 -1.334 0.032 Nr -1.703 -2.600 0.066

No 0.083 0 t No 0.140 -0.515 0.039

Nr7r 17.88 0.176 0.004 N 77 13.18 0.2104 0.0057

Nr7a -4.876 -3.579 0.103 N 77 -7.183 1.671 0.182

Tr 0 0.037 * •r 0 0.046 *

Ta 0 0.038 *a 0 0.022 *

t = parameter dropped in model structure determination t = parameter dropped in model structure determination
• = fixed parameter * = fixed parameter
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VALIDATION OF FCS STRUCTURAL COUPLING STABILITY
CHARACTERISTICS THROUGH IN-FLIGHT EXCITATION

Brian Caldwell and Richard Felton
British Aerospace (Operations) Plc.
Military Aircraft and Aerostructures

Aerodynamics W3 1OP
Warton Aerodrome

Preston, Lancashire PR4 lAX, UK

brian.caldwell@bae.co. uk

SUMMARY.
The Paper will outline the background to the Structural 1. INTRODUCTION
Coupling 'problem', and the motivation for the development Structural Coupling, (or AeroServoElasticity) is a
of the in-flight excitation system, analysis methodologies and phenomenon associated with the introduction of an Automatic
tools for the Eurofighter project. The influence of the flight Flight Control System into a flexible aircraft. An essential
clearance requirements on the choice of a frequency domain part of such an AFCS is a sensor, required typically to
approach to system identification and thence the system measure aircraft actual pitch rate for comparison with a
design will be noted. In this application, accuracy and desired value commanded by the pilot. However, the FCS
reliability of the structural response phase measurement is of motion sensors detect not only the rigid-body motion of the
prime importance, and it has been necessary to understand aircraft, but also the superimposed higher frequency
every detail of the system time delays and dynamics oscillations due to the dynamics of the flexible structure. If the
interposed between the recorded input and output signals and high frequency component of the sensor output is not
the corresponding actual parameters, such that these effects attenuated, it will propagate through the control system and
can be modelled, and a true representation of in-flight flexible drive the aircraft's flying control surfaces. The inertial and
aircraft dynamics obtained. The process of building the aerodynamic forces generated by the oscillating control
required models is described, illustrated with example results surfaces may excite the structural dynamics, such that a
from ground and flight tests. The paper will recommend coupled, closed loop, system involving AFCS, structure and
further development and integrated design of the excitation aerodynamics is formed with attendant potential for
and analysis methods to ensure full value is obtained from the instability. The conventional means of assuring
costly flight test campaign. FCS/Structural Coupling stability is to provide notch filtering

in the control system to attenuate the high frequency signal
component of the sensor signal, but these filters introduce

LIST OF SYMBOLS additional phase lag to the AFCS which may compromise

AFCS Automatic Flight Control System system, and therefore aircraft, performance. In broad terms
FCS 'performance' is associated with high control laws gain,

ASE Aero Servo Elasticity which exacerbates SC, and necessitates additional filtering and

C/L (Flight Control System) Control Law phase lag. Thus there is a design trade off to be made, closely

D&C Design and Clearance involving structural dynamicists and control laws design

DSP Digital Signal Processing engineers.

EAP Experimental Aircraft Programme The Eurofighter unstable canard-delta is typical of

FAM Flexible Aircraft Model configurations where the aircraft SC characteristics are
dominated by the control surface aerodynamic, rather than

FBI Frequency and Bias Injection (System) inertial, excitation forces, and a high gain, full authority AFCS

FCC Flight Control Computer (Reference 1). In such cases, a ground SC test (SCT) alone

FFr Fast Fourier Transform cannot provide all of the information required for notch filter
GRT Ground Resonance Test design and SC clearance, and Flexible Aircraft Modelling

(FAM) must be used to predict in-flight SC characteristics.

H/W (FCS) Hardware Where this situation arises, the accuracy and reliability of the

IMU Inertial Measurement Unit FAM becomes a critical issue, and means must be found to

NF Notch Filter generate the confidence necessary for flight clearance.

PSQS Preliminary System Qualification Statement Confident clearance will be achieved in the most cost-efficient
SC 'Structural Coupling manner when a suitable balance is established between design

and clearance (D&C) requirements which reflect the perceived

SCT Structural Coupling Test level of uncertainty in system modelling or measurement, the

U/S Unsteady (Aerodynamics) form, scope and depth of the analysis required for D&C, and

WB1 Fundamental Wing Bending Mode the programme of validation to bound the uncertainty and

W/IT Wind Tunnel derive the necessary clearance evidence. In applications with
tightly defined and specific design goals, parameters and

q Aircraft Pitch Rate characteristics (for example the EAP technology demonstrator,

ot Aircraft Aerodynamic Incidence which shares structural, aerodynamic and active control

8 Trailing Edge Control Surface Deflection concepts with the current Eurofighter project and exhibited the
same type of SC problems, but was a single example with

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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limited stores carriage capabilities), it may be possible to push flight validation evidence can be gained, and this is
the balance toward conservative D&C processes and determined in the Eurofighter case by the capabilities of the
requirements, saving cost and time as a result, since only the FBI. In practice, extension of phase stabilisation to modes
specific set of SC characteristics has to be addressed. For a much above 12Hz was not considered economic in terms of
complex, series production, Weapons System aircraft such as the NF phase lag saving against the cost of FBI system
Eurofighter, however, this approach would lead to NFs with capability.
phase lag characteristics which might jeopardise the H e
fundamental design concept of the vehicle, fundamentally Having established the need for the in flight validation, thebecause of the notch filtering required to cover the wide paper will outline describe the position of the flight testing in
variatieon ihnostrchturaldyna ing sequiredtocover tores w the overall SC validation process, leading to definition of thevariation in structural dynami cs w ith changin g stores ex i ai n / r c d ng / n ly s s st m e i n a d F i ht T tconfiguration, and the subtle variations in build across a fleet excitation / recording / analysis system design and Flight Test
of aircraft, programme requirements. The FBI in-flight excitation andrecording systems developed for EF2000 will be described
It was therefore imperative for Eurofighter that conservatism together with the data analysis and special Flight Test
was reduced to enable a reasonable balance between NF and techniques applied. Specimen results will be shown to
FCS design to be reached. Figure 1 compares the EAP and illustrate the conclusions reached in EF2000 validation to
Eurofighter SC stability gain and phase margin requirements, date. Finally difficulties faced and observations made during
expressed in Nichols diagram form as is appropriate to the the programme will lead to recommendations for future work
frequency domain, control system stability approach to SC and for future applications of in-flight excitation.
adopted. The 'EAP' margins are conservative in that the 9dB
gain margin must be maintained across all phase, avoiding the 2. THE EUROFIGHTER SC CLEARANCE PROCESS
need to generate confidence in predicted phase, and reducing & THE ROLE OF TN FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS
the modelling and validation effort required considerably. For Since key components of the additional validation evidence
Eurofighter, the 'relaxation'.of requirements, to permit required for application of 'relaxed' requirements were only
reduced open loop gain margins where adequate phase available from flight, it was immediately obvious that a staged
margin could be demonstrated (referred to as 'phase clearance programme was required. Initial clearance was
stabilisation'), clearly entailed the use of the FAM in a more based on the conservative approach and D&C requirements
demanding role; that is to predict the system gain and phase evolved for EAP, to allow the evidence needed to support the
characteristics on the ground and in flight in a 'stand alone' next stage to be gained safely in the initial flight test phase,
mode, in a situation where errors in predicting phase might and to allow other aspects of the flight test programme to
have direct implications for stability and therefore flight progress in parallel. Figure 3 shows schematically the staged
safety. process and development of the 'stand alone' model.

The noted relaxation of requirements, reduction of At 'Stage 1' in the Figure 3 process, basic, unmatched flexible
conservatism and explicit reliance on model accuracy, aircraft model data is supported by SCT results, in the Stage 1
required that additional evidence be brought to the process to clearance to the more conservative 'EAP' type Stage 1
maintain the confidence level at that necessary for clearance, requirements. Stage 1 clearance supports the essential FBI
Specifically, flexible aircraft model reliability at the critical in- Flight Test phase. In parallel with the Stage 1 flight test
flight conditions required support. Some theoretical / wind activities, the modelling is developed progressively through
tunnel work for validation of FAM unsteady aerodynamics has matching to SCT, FCS hardware rig tests and on-ground FBI
been done (e.g. Reference 2) but none is supported by full- to Stage la), and at this point information from SC flight test
scale verification and none was specific enough for immediate is assimilated into the process, to validate, in particular, the
assimilation into the Eurofighter D&C process. Thus the need unsteady aerodynamics part of the FAM and culminating in
for direct model validation through in-flight excitation of the modelling suitable for stand alone use in the Stage 2 clearance
structural modes emerged. to the relaxed, Stage 2 criteria. Much improved NF lag

A direct approach, focused specifically on FAM validation characteristics result, permitting the variation in SC

was selected, instead of measurement of the SC stability of the characteristics across a range of stores configurations to be

whole system, since the latter scheme would logically have accommodated without penalising the FCS.

required re-test following any change to the FCS part of the This staged procedure integrated easily with the phased
SC 'loop'. Together with the frequency-domain basis for the release of Eurofighter FCS functionality, facilitating updates
FCS and SC design and clearance process, this philosophy to the NF specification, and also fitted in with the demands of
drove the design of the Eurofighter Frequency and Bias the Flight Test Programme, which began with basic aircraft
Injection (FBI) and supporting recording and analysis systems handling and aerodynamic parameter identification and later
shown schematically in Figure 2, featuring injection of test progressed to stores-related testing. This approach also frees
signals at the FCS control surface actuators, and measurement SC testing from the need for real time analysis, since the Stage
of response at the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) input to 1 Flight Test results are for application at a later date, in Stage
the Flight Control Computer (FCC) control laws. 2.

The cost of the dedicated testing required, and of the design 3. SYSTEM MODELLING & VALIDATION
and validation of the excitation. recording and analysis
systems mean that the less conservative option will be taken The elements of the system models correspond to the blocks in
only where there is exceptional need, and only after Figure 2; the modelling applied and validation indicated in

assessment of alternative routes to clearance. The high cost Figure 3 are briefly expanded below.

also indicates the need to maximise the efficiency of the flight
test by careful design of the 'experiment' as a whole. It is also 3.1 FAM Structural Elements
clear that applicability of the 'relaxed' D&C requirements will The structural elements of the FAM comprise the 'Modal
be limited to structural resonances, or 'modes', for which in- Dynamics' and (control surface) 'Inertial Excitation' elements
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of Figure 2, and was adapted for SC analysis from the 'flutter' quantification of the basic and incidence-induced
model, which was itself derived from a high order Finite overprediction of control surface effectiveness at Stage la)
Element Model. The FAM is refined prior to Stage I use forms the basis for advancement to Stage 2.
through input of information from dynamic test and modal
analysis of airframe components together with final estimates
of flight standard mass distribution, as indicated in Figure 3. The actuation system is represented by a high-order transfer
For Stage la) the model was further matched based on GRT function model, matched in gain and phase to on-aircraft test
and, in particular, ground SCT data. Issues in matching to measurements. Loading, failure etc. effects are included as
SCT are noted below: tolerances on the final result, and, for the frequency range

under consideration, it has not been found necessary to0 Great care must be taken to understand the effects of unecosdrtnihantbenfnd eesryo
strucGureat are muther b etaken ton un ertn thes eets. Fof include complex actuator modelling into the system in the
structural and other non-linearities on the test data. For

Eurofighter this was facilitated by; manner of Brenner (Reference 3).
3.4 FCS Hardware Model

- step-sine, sine-dwell ground SCT techniques,

- maximisation of ground-SCT actuator demand The 'hardware' includes the digital FCC, IMU and the
excitation amplitude to 'break out' the structure, and interconnecting digital databus. As for the Actuation System,

the FCS hardware is represented by simple linear transfer
- understanding and avoiding the non-linearities of the function models for the digital input/output processes, for the
actuators at low and high demand amplitudes. IMU & FCC computation delays, for the transmission and

* Upgrade to match all combinations of excitation and asynchronous delays associated with IMU / databus / FCC
response in a single model may be difficult or impossible - communication, and for the dynamics associated with the IMU
specific matching to address particular problems may be transducers. Modelling of incidence sensors is not required
required, and the overall 'quality' of the match must be here since the inherent attenuation in this control laws path
accounted for throughout the D&C process. means it has no contribution to the FCS / SC loop (Reference

* There may be a number of plausible means of matching.
For example, a gain mismatch in a response peak may be due The appropriate models are developed from those used in the
to an error in excitation, i.e. control rotation mode inertia control law design, and will thus be thoroughly validated by
cross-terms, or response, i.e. mode damping or fuselage mode rig test. Care must be taken to obtain typical values of the
shape local to the FCS sensors. The implications must be delays etc., with upper and lower bounds, rather than worst
anticipated and the consequences accounted for downstream case or specification characteristics, and the frequency range
in the process. over which the model is valid may also need to be extended,where appropriate, to cover the flexible aircraft regime.
Fuselage modelling may not be a critical issue for traditional

flutter investigations, but is clearly of central importance for 3.5 Control Laws
SC, and is increasingly important for all structural dynamics The control laws are represented by combinations of linear
studies where the FCS forms a part of the system. The gains and linear modelling of notch and other control laws
influence of the fuselage was one of the factors in deciding filters. The model is obtained directly from the control law
limits on the application of relaxed D&C stability criteria, designers. The filter representation may need to be improved

3.2 FAM Aerodynamics for validity over the wider frequency range to be investigated
here, compared with the control laws design. In particular, the

The FAM Aerodynamics are represented by the (control true 'digital' frequency response characteristics of the notch
surface) 'Aero. Excitation' and 'Modal Aerodynamics' blocks filters should be modelled.
of Figure 2.

3.6 FBI Input / Output Htardware Modelling
The unsteady (U/S) aerodynamics are derived from linear

potential flow theory and hence suffer the following The preceding sections have concerned modelling and
limitations:- validation of elements within the SC loop of Figure 2. For FBI

predictions and aerodynamics validation in Stage la), it is
* Rigid body aerodynamics are poor because of the absence equally important to include the correct representation of
of fuselage interference effects, additional processes associated with excitation signal injection

"* Thickness and viscous effects are absent. to, and response signal extraction from the FCS, and with the

"* Vortical flows are not modelled. buffering and routing of the generated and measured signals to
the aircraft tape for recording. In the digital recording system

In this application, rigid mode aerodynamics were replaced provided for Eurofighter, even the relative location of each
with terms derived from the Stability and Control Dataset, variable within the recorded 'frame' of data must also be
such that a match with rigid aircraft analyses was achieved, understood, since the effect on the apparent phase of the
The second point means that the effectiveness of trailing edge response may be significant at the frequencies of interest.
control surfaces is consistently over-estimated, a fact well
documented and demonstrated by wind tunnel testing (e.g. The modelling of these aspects is validated through rig tests
Reference 2), and the latter two points indicate that incidence and through on ground execution of the FBI system. The
effects on the current canard-delta planform will not be results are compared with FBI predictions, and with data from
predicted, and the model strictly represents SC characteristics ground SCT, which is a tightly controlled test and considered
at low incidence. to give a true representation of aircraft SC characteristics.

Given the conservatism of the D&C requirements applied at
Stage 1, the unsteady aerodynamics are considered adequate
for Stage 1 clearance. Validation of the FAM in flight, and
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4. DESIGN OF THE FBI SYSTEM AND FLIGHT TEST The steady a tests demanded special techniques to maintain
PROGRAMME the required flight conditions for the duration of the FBI test.

Section 2 has outlined flight clearance programme and the First the aircraft was stabilised at 1g, at the required Mach but
supporting development of the FAM for its enhanced role. As above the specified height. The test excitation was then
has been stated, the intention of the SC FBI Flight Testing was initiated, and a descending turn commenced, aiming to
to gain direct validation evidence for the FAM rather than to stabilise at the required ax and passing the test altitude just
measure SC stability margins, with the objective of building prior to the excitation sweep reaching the mode frequency of
confidence in the FAM such that a complete validated SC interest.
system model can be built. To facilitate the matching process, time histories of Mach,
In line with this approach, validation experiments were height and alpha were included in the data delivered from each
designed with the primary aim of measuring IMU response, flight, along with details of fuel state before and after each
and particularly response phase, to control surface excitation test. This enabled re-prediction to be made at the correct test
across a range of Mach and height. In view of the known conditions.
conservatism of the unsteady aerodynamics methods used,
further aims were to quantify the over-prediction of control
surface effectiveness, and the supplementary effect of The Eurofighter FBI excitation system is mechanised as a sub-
aerodynamic incidence on this effectiveness at flexible mode system of the FCS, within the FCC. The FBI generates a
frequencies. These effects can then be accounted for in the digital demand signal at 320 samples per second. For the
clearance process. purposes of this exercise, where the maximum frequency of
The importance of the logical, stepwise model development interest is 15Hz, this rate is high enough to avoid any aliasing

activity implicit in the process shown in Figure 3, and outlined and harmonic generation problems. The excitation demand is

later in Section 5, now becomes apparent; it is vital that the output in synchronisation with the actuator digital outer loop
latrer in S retion e 5 bomesapredictint canbecclosure and applied to the summation point with the controlsource of a response over-prediction can be correctly law output, as shown in Figure 2.

attributed, such that advantage may justifiably be taken and

appropriate modifications made to the model. It is also clear The SC excitation signal is a swept frequency sinusoid with
that the test methods used must be capable of providing the parameters selected from software memory by the pilot via a
required measurement of system characteristics with an cockpit interface. The parameters are stored in sets defining
adequate and known degree of accuracy. These considerations specific combinations of start and stop frequency, duration,
formed major constraints on the application of the relaxed amplitude profile and actuator to be driven.
D&C requirements, and, as noted below, strongly influencedthe system design. A deterministic test signal was preferred to aid visualisation,

and to facilitate the 'profiling' of the excitation amplitude as a
4.1 System Design Considerations function of frequency. In order to maximise the test signal to

Consideration of the frequency range for which application of noise ratio, the profiles were designed a th mitinghe limits of
the elaed citeia wuldhavemos benfit andof odeling linearity of the actuators where this was the limiiting factor (atthe relaxed criteria would have most benefit, and of modelling low dynamic pressure), and to match response amplitude with

and excitation system capabilities suggested that the validation

effort should be confined to the low frequency (less than structural dynamic loads limitations at higher speeds.

15Hz), pitch axis (symmetric) modes only. Accordingly, pitch From EAP and ground test experience, and in line with the
rate and normal acceleration IMU output in response to constraints on application of the relaxed criteria noted in 4.1,
inboard and outboard elevon excitation was measured and 2-15Hz logarithmic sweeps with a duration of 60 sec have
recorded, together with actuator position and wing tip been used. The long duration was intended to minimise the
acceleration. distorting effects of high sweep rates observed in ground test

The required results for FAM validation were transfer function comparisons with 'single sine' test results, and the logarithmic

measurements relating IMU outputs to control surface actuator frequency profile to give a better distribution of power

excitation, for frequency domain comparison with predictions through the sweep range.

at Stage la) of the clearance process. The additional 4.4 Response Measurement & Recording System
information relating to actuator and wing-tip responses
allowed confirmation of the actuator modelling under actual As shown in Figure 2, measurements were obtained by the

test conditions, and gave additional information for FAM Flight Test Instrumentation (FTI) Recording System from the

matching. FCS IMU via the FCS databus and an FCC 'buffer' area of
memory.

4.2 Flight)Test Programme & Techniques Note that data is recorded for post flight analysis; real time

For validation of predicted response phase and quantification analysis is not required under the staged clearance procedure
of the expected control effectiveness over-prediction, a grid of adopted.
Flight Test points was specified at MO.4, 0.8 & 1.2 and
various heights corresponding to conditions addressed in the The FCC buffer is updated at 160Hz (a multiple of the basic

flight clearance work, and including the critical flight FCC iteration rate of 80Hz), is read by the FTI at 128Hz (a

conditions for this clearance phase. At selected points, the multiple of the binary basic iteration rate of the FTI), and

basic lg trim tests were supplemented by FBI executions at a loaded into a 'frame' of data on the digital tape. Post-test, the

number of steady axs to allow quantification of the control tape is processed and time histories required for analysis
constructed. While FCS data is recorded at 128s/s, which is

effectiveness variation with a. The a's programmed were already high enough, compared with the maximum frequency
chosen on the basis of examination of the rigid aircraft control of interest of 15Hz, to avoid aliasing problems, the data is
power vs. at trends. padded with interpolated intermediate values to an effective
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rate of 512s/s, for compatibility with data from airframe and so offsets the bias error improvements gained by
mounted accelerometers. overlapping longer segments.

In all of this processing prior to analysis, there is clearly The following basic steps were followed:-
potential for the relative phase of the excitation and response An appropriate analysis resolution was selected in order to
signals to become distorted. Since this is the essential output apoi ate an aly resoluon was electe in orde o
of the flight testing for model validation and application of the achieve an acceptable level of bias error. This value of
phase stabilisation criteria, all of these operations had to be resolution was then used to decide the segment size, whichwas then used to calculate the random error of the transfer
identified and accounted for in the model development function estimates.
process, as outlined in Section 3.6.

4.5 Analysis The resolution necessary is related to the bandwidth of the
resonance peak being analysed - typified by the half power

In the application of FFI" methods to the analysis of the data, a bandwidth where;
strong desire was to both maximise and understand the quality 2
of the results obtained. To this end, some of the ideas n(f- 1/ (fP=,,2
regarding FFT analysis procedures outlined in Reference 4 &- I=JPH AK
5 were applied. From Bendat & Piersol (Reference 5) it may be inferred that

The weighted, overlapped, segmented averaging method first the normalised bias error for transfer function estimatioh is of
proposed by Welch (Reference 6) was employed. In this the order of:-
approach, the excitation and response time series are divided 2
into a number of overlapping segments, which are then 2 Be2
multiplied by a window function to force periodicity and - 3
reduce the statistical dependence of adjacent segments, and b 3 JBr
filtered to remove zero-frequency offsets. The FFTs of the
individual segments are then averaged to form the result. The where Be is the required analysis bandwidth and Br is the half
transfer function between input and output is formed from power bandwidth.
(Reference 4); 3

Shus: Be B F

f, y () (k)y
G-(k(k)) - () For a normalised error of, say, 5%, this gives:-

Where GXY is the cross spectral density estimate; Be = 0.27Br, = B

1()= K2 X* (k)Y1 (k) This compares well with the recommendation of YoungGy(k) - Kfsn Y whc(aekidoigo)h at ilcue Yugsget

6K n =(Reference 4), but does not account for loss of resolution
Js J4which later windowing of the data will cause: Young suggests

halving the resolution to cover this;-,
and GXX is the auto spectral density estimate of the input 1
signal time history; = Be = 0.137Br'= Br

7T

1 Kn 2 Wallace (Reference 8) recommends:-

where; 5(B

K is the number of segments, A,Ks sa lisg theqnumery, of sgFrom Eurofighter ground test the first Wing Bending (WB1)
is sampling frequency, n

is the number of data points/segment, k is mode has a half power bandwidth of approximately;

the Discrete Frequency Variable, and X Y. are the FFTs B, = 0.15Hz
for input and output for the fth segment, =: 0.02Hz < Be < 0.04Hz
The bias and variance errors inherent in the processing are
controlled by increasing the length of individual segments, In flight, aerodynamic damping will increase the modes' half
and increasing the number of segments averaged, respectively, power bandwidth, so values of Be of 0.06Hz and 0.03Hz were
Clearly, with a fixed overall quantity of data available, these selected.
requirements are in conflict. 1
Overlapping segments allows more segments to be averaged Since: Be
for a fixed overall data length, but the improvement is limited T
by the statistical dependence of successive segments. Carter where T is the Length of the data series analysed, and
(Reference 7) has shown that 62.5% overlap gives good
results, but since transformation computation time is not an T = nAt
issue here, an overlap of 95% was adopted. Data windowing where n is the Number of Data Points in the series, and A t is
reduces statistical dependence of the segments, and reduces the Sample Interval, it follows that;-
leakage in the spectral estimates, but also reduces resolution
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fs 5. RESULTS
Be = 5.1 Model Match to SCTn

wro Progression from Stage 1 to Stage la) in the Figure.3 process
where is the Data Sample Rate At or; requires validation of the FAM structural elements, i.e. the

inertial excitation and modal dynamics parts of the Figure 2
fs flexible aircraft schematic, and of the FCS hardware

n representation, i.e. the linear modelling of the actuation
Be system and the IMU and FCS data bus. Figure 4 shows the

end result of this phase of work, showing test-measured and
Here, fi = 512Hz, and for matched-model predicted IMU pitch rate response to outboard

Be= 0.03Hz n = 17066, symmetric flap excitation. The SC test was carefully
conducted using the benchmark stepped-sine 'correlation'

or for Be= 0.06Hz n = 8technique, and is regarded as definitive over most of the testedrange.

Close binary values, for which the FF1' is most economical Of particular note are the excellent phase match through to
were 8192 and 16384, giving bias errors (by the above 11.5Hz, indicating well-modelled FCS hardware. The gain
definition) of:- match at frequencies below WB 1 (6Hz) is less good, perhaps
n = 8192 = Be = 0.0625Hz • b 11.5% due to interference from the SCT pneumatic soft-support

system.

n = 16384 =* Be = 0.03125Hz 6b = 3% Beyond 11.5Hz the match deteriorates, probably because of

the influence of the relatively poor fuselage model, and itsThe number of overlapping blocks which cover the entire data cotbuinothhgerfqecymds
is gven y:-contribution to the higher frequency modes.

is given by:-

5.2 Model Match to On Ground FBI
N-n*P

K = To verify understanding of the FBI input / output, and to
n(1 - P) validate its representation in the SC System Model, Figure 5

shows the matched-to-SCT FAM with added FBI input /
Where N is the Total number of points available and P is the output modelling, plotted against results from an on ground
overlap ratio execution of the FBI. The FBI results plotted are for the lower
For 95% overlap; n 8192 => K = 62, resolution, 8192 point-per-segment analysis. The coherence

loss at 6Hz indicates that finer resolution is required in this

n 16384 =ý K = 21 frequency range, which was confirmed by the analysis with
16384 points. Results for the higher frequency mode at 11Hz

Wellsted (Reference 9) gives the random error (variance) as:- deteriorated however, indicating the 8192 point analysis
( '1 presented here is better balanced between resolution and

va( ( )))= I 2 I variance for this mode. Again the excellent phase match is
2 = Var(Arg(H(k)= - 2 notable, indicating well matched FBI hardware models. The

IH(k)2 2K ( y y 2.5 and 3Hz modes in the test are undercarriage dynamics not
included in the model. Note also the frequency sweep effects

2 (similar between 8192 and 16384 analyses) on the WB 1 mode
Where Y XY is the 'ordinary' coherence function: peak, pushing it towards higher frequencies.

2 --xY ()k2 5.3 Model Match to In Flight FBI
(k) (kIn Stage la) in the Figure 3 process, the now validated FAM

Yxy( G (k)Gyy (k) structural components, FCS hardware and FBI System models
are combined and used to re-predict SC FBI Flight Test
results. Comparison of test and prediction then leads to

Insertion of the proposed analysis parameters predicts very validation of model predicted response phase and allows
small random errors for values of coherence greater than 0.8 evaluation of the conservatism in the modelled control surface

Analyses were conducted with both sets of parameters, for effectiveness.
comparison. The alternative analysis parameters and Figure 6a) shows predicted and measured SC results for MO.4

associated Bias and Random errors (6b and Var) are 20,000ft. l'g'. FBI analysis parameters were similar to Figure
summarised in the table below. 5. The WB 1 peak displays the same test-method effects as the

on-ground comparison, but with additional loss of model / test
ni Be 5b K Var peak amplitude, attributable to the noted deficiencies in

modelling of control effectiveness. The good coherence at
8192 .0625Hz 11.5% 62 0.002 sub-WB1 frequencies indicates that the relatively poor match

between 2 & 5Hz is not due to test technique, but may be due
16384 .03125Hz 3% 21 0.006 to mis-matched flight conditions or fuel state between the test

and prediction.

After accounting for the above effects, and considering the
excellent representation of phase trends with frequency, the
Figure indicates that the FAM is providing a good
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representation of SC characteristics; the Nichols presentation 2 Lamboume,N.C., Wight,K.C., and Welsh,B.L.,
Figure 6b), which de-emphasises test method effects on peak "Measurements of Control Surface Oscillatory Derivatives on
frequency, demonstrates this. a Sweptback, Tapered Model Wing in Two Transonic

Tunnels", MoD PE Aeronautical Research Council R&M
6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS No.3806, 1977

The results have shown that the FBI system and mathematical 3 Brenner,M.J., "Actuator and Aerodynamic Modelling for
modelling give good results over the frequency range of High Angle of Attack", AIAA 93-1419, April 1993
interest. Extensive investigation and model matching work 4 Young,P., "An Assessment of Techniques for Frequency
has lead to a good understanding of the FBI/FTIIAnalysis Domain Identification of Helicopter Dynamics", D.Phil.
System and formed a solid base from which flight clearances Thesis, Dept.of Electronics, University of York, 1993
based on 'relaxed', phase stabilisation SC stability criteria 5 Bendat,J.S., and Piersol,A.C., "Engineering Applications of
have been developed in the Eurofighter consortium. Correlation and Spectral Analysis", John Wiley & Sons, New

York, NY, 1993
While it has been shown that the current methods of excitation 6 Welch,P.D., "The Use of the Fast Fourier Transform for the
and analysis give acceptable results, it is clear that further Estimation of Power Spectra: A Method Based on Time
investigation of alternative excitation schemes (e.g. faster, Averaging Over Short Modified Periodograms", IEEE
multiple sweeps, or Schroeder Phased excitation, Reference 4) Transactions in Audio and Electro acoustics, Vol.AU- 15,
and analysis methods (e.g. Chirp z-Transform (Reference 10) No.2,1967 pp 70 -73

is warranted, in order to maximise benefit gained from the 7 Carter,G.C., Knapp,C.H.,and Nuttall,A.H., "Estimation of
costly flight testing, the Magnitude Squared Coherence Function Via Overlapped

Fast Fourier Transform", IEEE Transactions in Audio and
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SUMMARY computations took an average of 4 minutes before
This paper describes a flight test demonstration of a clearing the aircraft to the next test point. Important
system for identification of the stability and handling reductions in handling qualities were computed in some
qualities parameters of a helicopter-slung load cases, depending on control axis and load-sling
configuration simultaneously with flight testing, and the combination. A database, including load dynamics
results obtained. Tests were conducted with a UH-60A measurements, was accumulated for subsequent
Black Hawk at speeds from hover to 80kts. The principal simulation development and validation.
test load was an instrumented 8x6x6ft cargo container.
The identification used frequency domain analysis in the 1. INTRODUCTION
frequency range to 2Hz, and focussed on the longitudinal Helicopter slung load operations are common in both
and lateral control axes since these are the axes most military and civil contexts. The slung load adds load rigid
affected by the load pendulum modes in the frequency body modes, sling stretching, and load aerodynamics to
range of interest for handling qualities. Results were the system dynamics, which can degrade system stability
computed for stability margins, handling qualities and handling qualities and reduce the operating envelope
parameters and load pendulum stability. The

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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of the combined system below that of the helicopter Tests focused on the longitudinal and lateral axes in
alone. which the load pendulum motions have their principal

effects on aircraft control. Tests were conducted at
Military helicopters and loads are often qualified for these airspeeds between hover and 70kts. The identification
operations via flight tests which can be expensive and computations used the CIFER® software previously
time consuming. These activities include certification of developed by the Army group at Ames [4], [5].
loads for the multi-service Helicopter External Air
Transport (HEAT) manual [1], in which pilots evaluate The paper begins with a discussion of the parameters to
specific load-helicopter combinations for flying qualities be identified and the required computations for that,
and airspeed limits without analytical support and without followed by descriptions of the test configurations, the
generating quantitative stability data. There can also be test instrumentation, the flight test profile, and the data
extended tests, including analyses, to certify a helicopter acquisition system and computational procedure for flight
load carrying capacity, [2]. However, stability and time identification. Identification results for all
envelope can vary significantly among the large range of parameters are presented. The paper ends with a brief
loads, slings, and flight conditions which a utility comparison of load motions from flight and simulation,
helicopter will encounter in its operating life, and flight and an assessment of simulation development issues.
tests cannot practicably encompass the entire operating Reference [6] provides more extensive documentation of
range of configurations. the test equipment and results.

A recent industry paper [2] has advocated the 2. IDENTIFICATION COMPUTATIONS
accumulation of quantitative stability data from slung
load certification flight tests and pointed out the 2.1 Dynamic System
potentially significant reductions in cost and risk available The dynamic system (fig 2.1) consists of helicopter and
from using a validated simulation to predict stability for a load. A stability augmentation system is closed around
variety of sling-load combinations and to predict the this, and the pilot closes another loop around that
critical cases for flight test evaluation. Towards these combination to regulate the system to a desired flight
objectives, an exploratory project was initiated at Ames in path. The plant element is rich in dynamics which include
which flight tests were conducted to demonstrate the helicopter's rigid body modes, rotor modes, engine
identification of aircraft stability and handling qualities and drive train modes, and structural modes; and the load
and load pendulum stability simultaneously with the flight adds its rigid body and elastic sling modes to this set.
test. Such a capability would have potential for significant
reductions of qualification tests in comparison to point- 8P 5ACT

by-point testing. Stability evaluations were made after Reference . Helicopter
each test airspeed before going on to the next. A database flight path & load

was also accumulated for subsequent simulation
development and validation efforts. 5 SAS SA

This paper describes the flight test method and results.
The test aircraft was a UH-60A Black Hawk, and the
principal test load was an instrumented 8x6x6 ft CONEX
cargo container. The CONEX is a low-density load with Figure 2.1 Dynamic System.
significant aerodynamics such that load stability limits the
system flight envelope. The load instrumentation included
accelerometers, angular rate sensors, and fluxgate Over the years, the US military has developed handling
compass, and was provided by the Israel Flight Test qualities requirements that the closed loop system must
Center under a US/Israel memorandum of agreement for meet to avoid PIO tendencies when the pilot exercises
cooperative research on rotorcraft aeromechanics and control [7], and stability margins that the stability
man-machine integration technology [3]. Under this augmentation system (SAS) must meet to avoid
agreement the US would provide the aircraft, load, and potentially destructive resonance with the plant dynamics
test range and Israel would provide an instrumentation [8]. The clearance of loads is concerned with evaluating
package and wind tunnel testing. The load these handling qualities and stability margins for the
instrumentation allowed computation of load stability combined system and the stability envelope of the load.
parameters during flight tests, and documented details of Quantitative assessment of stability and handling qualities
the load dynamics not previously available for simulation is based on frequency domain analysis of the dynamic
validation. system.
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Flight condition: hover, lateral axis, 4K CONEX Phase delay indicates how rapidly the system is going
0 ------------------------- unstable as the input frequency approaches the point of

"-20 180 deg phase shift. Larger values imply a rapid loss of
------ -- --- pilot-vehicle stability margins, and result in pilot

1i -40 complaints about PIO tendencies.

-60
6 

Army specifications for these parameters are defined in an
0 [- Aeronautical Design Standard document, ADS-33D [7].

-100- A satisfactory system is required to have its combination
. .. of bandwidth and phase delay within a specified region,

-200- - -termed level 1, where simulation and flight tests indicate
[. -300 |1 satisfactory pilot ratings are obtained (fig 2.2). Additional

.1 1 10 regions are level 2 (satisfactory with improvements) and

Frequency (rad/sec) level 3 (unsatisfactory). At phase delays below .15 sec the
specifications require a minimum bandwidth of 2rad/sec
for level 1. For phase delays above .15 sec, increased

Bandwidth: (0BW = min I 6dB, (0135) phase delay requires more bandwidth.

Phase delay: O(W`180) + 180 1 (&dF
tPD d 2 or-- -1_ The ADS-33D specifications for handling qualities were

218o 2 0 defined to serve the Comanche (RAH-66) procurement,
with the object of providing acceptable behavior for a
suite of tasks appropriate to scout attack rotorcraft. It

ADS-33D HO Ratings includes requirements for other motion parameters in
.4 addition to the on-axis attitude response parameters

computed in this study. ADS-33D is based on simulation
data and flight data from several helicopters including the

.3 Level 3 UH-60. Although slung load tasks were not included in
U Level 2 the ADS-33D specification, the ADS-33D levels 1-3 will

Level 1 be used as the reference specifications for the present
discussion. Another Army project at Ames is currently in

S.2 X progress to extend that specification to cover cargo

Hover, lateral axis helicopters and slung load operations in support of the
.- improved cargo helicopter procurement [9].

2.3 Stability Margins
Stability margins define the stability robustness of the

0 1 2 3 4 5 aircraft/SAS feedback loop to changes in gain (gain
w1 2 3 4 5 margin) and phase (phase margin). Typical requirements

Bandwidth (rad/sec) from MIL-F-9490D [8] are for 6db of gain margin (a
factor of 2) and 45 deg of phase margin. These margins

Figure 2.2. Handling Qualities Parameters from Attitude also ensure well-damped responses to turbulence and pilot
Response. inputs. The UH-60 has roll, pitch and yaw SAS channels,

and stability margins can be computed for these channels.

2.2 Handling Qualities The control system stability margins are properties of the
The handling qualities parameters are properties of the control loop computed from the broken-loop frequency
closed loop attitude frequency response. Two primary
parameters are bandwidth and phase delay (fig 2.2). response of the SAS signal to the inputs to the primary
Bandwidth is measured as the maximum input frequency actuators as shown in fig 2.3. The phase margin is
for which 6db of gain margin and 45 deg of phase margin computed at the crossover frequency where the gain
can be obtained. Fig 2.2 indicates the required crosses through 0db, and is the margin from 180deg of
computations are to determine the two frequencies where phase shift there. There can be multiple crossings, as in
these margins are obtained and then bandwidth is taken as the sample case, in which case the phase margin (PM) is
the smaller of the two. Instances occur in which phase is taken as the smallest phase margin for crossings in the
below -135deg at all frequencies, in which case frequency range of interest [.05, 2.0]Hz. Cases occur in
bandwidth is zero. Phase delay is the rate at which phase which gain never crosses below 0db, in which case phase
changes at the frequency where the phase shift is 180deg, margin is infinite and instability cannot occur. The gain
and can be computed from a two-point estimate or a least margin (GM) is computed where the phase angle goes
squares fit at that frequency. through 180deg.
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Military requirements: gain margin > 6 dB included an instrumented CONEX (CONtainer EXpress)
phase margin > 45 deg cargo container, a steel plate, and a steel block suspended

10 - with single and multi-cable slings. The plate and block
o0 - ----------------- were well-behaved out to the power-limited level flight

S-10 GM 14.7dB speed of the aircraft (about 140 kts) and were used in the
-20 first phase of the work. The CONEX was an easily0 available load with nontrivial and complex aerodynamics

which limit its operational envelope to 60kts.

1;94' 126 Hover lateral pendulum mode: • = 0.166 p= 1.53 rad/sec

PM .. . Fitted pole
- 0 i0 - Flight data

.1 1 10
Frequency (rad/sec)

-10
Figure 2.3. Stability margins from control "

response .sAs)

6ACT (S) 
2 -

o-20

2.4 Load Pendulum Modes
Linear analysis indicates the load adds a number of modes -30 i I i
to those of the helicopter alone; these are two pendulum
modes, two yaw modes, and 3 oscillatory sling stretching 0 -
modes. Of these, only the pendulum modes interact with ----

the helicopter in the frequency range of interest. The
pendulum frequencies can be estimated from a point mass
dumbbell approximation of the system as

g W2 W -200-\

£ i-200 I I I I

.6 .8 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

where e, Wl, W2 are sling length, and the helicopter and Frequency (rad/sec)
load weights, respectively. Pendulum frequencies of 1 to
1.5 rad/sec can be estimated for the current Figure 2.4. Identification of load pendulum roots.
configurations.

Simulation model analysis indicates that the pendulum
modes at hover are decoupled lateral and longitudinal
pendulum motions relative to the helicopter and that these Helcopter Sensors
are readily excited by lateral and longitudinal control - - accelerometers.
inputs, respectively. Consequently, each mode can be angular rate gyros
identified by fitting a second order pole to the frequency attitude gyros
response of the load angular rate in the region around the andd
pendulum frequency. A typical frequency response is
shown in fig 2.4; gain peaks near the expected load
pendulum frequency, and the fitted 2nd order system is
seen to achieve a close fit to the flight data.

3. FLIGHT TEST CONFIGURATIONS

3.1 Test Configurations
Flight tests were performed with an instrumented UH- ad Sensors
60A and with several test external loads and slings (fig
3.1). It is noted that the UH-60 without a load has erometers
significant stability margins from the minimums allowed angular rate gyros
and is thus a safe aircraft for slung load research where
margins can be reduced by the load. The load-sling
combinations tested are drawn to scale in fig 3.2. These Figure 3.1. UH-60 with CONEX load.
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the load-sling combination swings laterally about this
axis, and longitudinally at the hook load beam about 8in
lower. The hook is offset 4.3ft below the aircraft cg and
up to 1 ft forward of the cg depending on fuel weight, and

is rated at 80001bs carrying capacity.
1.2(2K)

16.58 15.78 (4K) Figure 3.3 Helicopter and Load Rigid Body Parameters.

(a) Helicopter
Takeoff Weight 14,601 lbs.

22.98 Max External 8,000 lbs.

Load
6.41

1.22 Coordinates Takeoff cg Hook

2.64 station 363.5 352.6 in
8.48 butt line 0 0

5 2.64 _ water 247.2 195.5 in

0.21 6.11 (b) Loads

Load Plate Block Empty Ballasted
"Top View CONEX CONEX

6.38 T Weight 1130 4154 1794 4105 lbs.- Density 456 488 5.4 12.5 lbs./ft3

Top ViewT Ixx 108 91 785 1876 slg-ft2

1 Iyy 212 91 569 1482
1.75 Izz 121 150 766 1377

Plate Block CONEX Zcg -.4 0 0 1.4 ft.
1130 lbs 1154 lbs 1794 lbs empty Notes:

4105 lbs ballasted * Inertias, Ixx, ... , are computed about the load cg.
- Axes used for inertias are:

Note: All dimensions in ft plate: x along the long dimension, z down

block: x along a horizontal edge, z down
Figure 3.2. Load-sling test configurations. CONEX: y along longest dimension, z down

•Zcg = vertical distance from geometric center to cg,
positive down

Slung load configurations can be viewed as two rigid • Empty CONEX data includes installed instrumentation

bodies connected by a sling. In general, the configuration 3.3 Load-Sling Parameters
can be defined by all the fixed parameters of the 3.3 Lo a warainershelicopter, the load, and the sling for which numerical Flight test data was obtained for the aircraft alone and
valucoptes , are rerd, ind the system's equo ns oh nmotio. with the sling-load combinations shown in fig 3.2. Loadvalues are required in the system's equations of motion. weights ranged from 10001bs to 40001bs (up to 50% of the

All of these parameters play some more or less important h ts and from 1 elbsoto web(uto 5 oe
role in the motions of the 2-body system which can be hook capacity and 28% of helicopter weight). The
studied in simulations. Out of the existing range of such CONEX weight was varied by ballasting it with bags of
systems, the present tests are limited to one helicopter, gravel-like material of density 43 lbs/ft3

, and it was
and a small sample of slings and loads, but this suffices flown empty at about 2K lbs. and ballasted at 4K lbs.

for our immediate objectives. The dimensions of these load-sling combinations are

3.2 Helicopter Parameters noted in fig 3.2, and mass-inertia data for these loads is

The helicopter's basic rigid body parameters are listed in listed in fig 3.3. Fig 3.2 gives an impression of the

fig 3.3. The gross weight and cg location are standard differences in sling length and geometry. These

takeoff values for this aircraft with slung load crew (2 differences are moderate, but quite different results were

pilots and crew chief). Approximately 1800lbs of fuel (2 obtained at hover among these loads, probably due to

hrs of flight) is available for use during a test, with these geometric differences.

corresponding changes in gross weight and with forward
movement of the cg by 9 in. Aerodynamic and other The 1K plate load consisted of a steel plate (1070 lbs.)

information for the UH-60 can be found in [10] - [13]. and wire bridle with swivel and ring (60 lbs.). It was
suspended with a standard 20ft military sling comprised

The UH-60A hook (fig 3.4a) is mounted in the floor of of 2 loops of flat nylon webbing, and attached at the ends

the helicopter and can be released manually at the hook or with nylon rings (fig 3.4b). Such slings are described in

from the right seat stick. It is gimbaled only in roll so that
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[1] and occur in the US military inventory in various (a) UH-60A Cargo Hook with Weigh System
lengths from 3 to 140 ft.

Indicator
The remaining test loads were suspended with a standard
military 4-legged sling set rated at 10K lbs. and weighing
52 lbs. Each leg of this sling is a 12 ft braided nylon rope Internal harness
connected to an 8ft steel chain which is passed through a
load lift point and returned to a grabhook at the end of the
rope (fig 3.4c). The details of rigging this sling to certified
loads such as the CONEX, are specified in the HEAT
manual [1]. Similar sling sets with ratings up to 40K lbs.
occur in the military inventory and can be rigged with 2 to Lo
6 legs, depending on the load as seen in the HEAT
manual, [1]. This sling was flown in the present tests with
and without a swivel, and the resulting load yaw motions / e r
at airspeed were quite different.

Sling stretch properties will not be discussed in detail Load beam Keeper
since stretching occurs at frequencies well above the
range of interest in handling qualities studies. The slings
are fairly stiff and stretching was estimated at a fraction of (b) Nylon Web Sling
1 ft in all cases. The sling lengths given in fig 3.2 are for
the loaded sling. Nylon Ring Keepers

3.4 Load Aerodynamics
The available aerodynamic data for slung loads is limited
to a few specific loads. Load aerodynamics are
unimportant for very dense loads such as the steel plate
and block loads (450 lbs Ift 3 ). These can be flown over
the power-limited speed range of the helicopter without
generating significant aerodynamic specific forces and
moments. The CONEX is much less dense (5-12 lbs/ft3  (c) Nylon Cord Sling Set
average density in the present tests) and can generate
sufficient aerodynamics to affect load motions. The
effects include a load trail angle in proportion to the drag
specific force, and modification of the load pendulum
motions in various ways as airspeeds increases, including
coupling of the yaw degree of freedom with the load
lateral and longitudinal pendulum motions and a speed
limit for stability well below the helicopter's 1 A

power-limited speed. The CONEX drag can be estimated 2 4

at D/Q = 75 ftZ which yields trail angles of 19.5 deg and Nylon rope
8.8 deg for the empty and ballasted CONEX at 50kts,
respectively, and these loads reach .5g specific drag at 60, Apex fitting
and 90kts, respectively.

Grabhook
The principal parameters affecting load motions are as
follows. The load pendulum frequency is set principally
by sling length and load relative weight, while helicopter Chain
cg-to-hook offset couples the load motions to the
helicopter attitude dynamics which then are a source of .0
damping in accordance with helicopter aerodynamics and Cai
inertias. Load aerodynamic forces and moments increase 0 #in'N Chain
with airspeed and have an increasing effect on load I
dynamics depending on the magnitude of the specific Gra..... ,.
forces and moments produced. 00 % % I

Figure 3.4. Suspension Details ([1], [17]).
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4. INSTRUMENTATION AND SIGNALS an aluminum boom extending 2.5ft from the CONEX (fig
4.2) to minimize magnetic interference from the steel

4.1 Helicopter and Load Sensors CONEX. The remaining load instrumentation [17] was
The test aircraft was heavily instrumented for an earlier contained in a single package mounted on an aluminum
airloads study at Ames, as described in [14]. The sensors crossbeam installed in the CONEX near the geometric
recorded for the slung load tests were those measuring the center (fig 4.2). The instrumentation package (fig 4.3)
aircraft rigid body states and control deflections. These contained 3-axis accelerometers and angular rate sensors,
are listed in fig 4.1 along with sensor ranges and the data and also pitch and roll inclinometers. This package,
sampling rates for recording and telemetry (209 HZ). The including power supply, filters, PCM encoder, and
hook was also instrumented with a strain gauge load telemetry transmitter was assembled at an estimated cost
weight cell [15]. of $40K, and weighed 119 lbs. including the mounting.

The load instrumentation is listed in fig 4.1. This included
a gimballed magnetic fluxgate compass [16] mounted on

Figure 4.1 Instrumentation

Helicopter sensors Range Load sensors Range
sample rate = 209 Hz sample rate = 260 Hz

Longitudinal stick position [0, 100] % Roll Inclinometer [-90, 90] deg
Lateral stick position [0, 100] % Pitch inclinometer [-90, 90] deg
Pedals [0, 100] % Fluxgate compass [0, 360] deg
Collective [0, 100] % Roll rate gyro [-60, 60] deg/sec
Longitudinal SAS output [0, 100] % Pitch rate gyro [-60, 60] deg/sec
Lateral SAS output [0, 100] % Yaw rate gyro [-120, 120] deg/sec
Directional SAS output [0, 100]% Longitudinal accelerometer [-2, 2] g
Longitudinal mixer input [0, 100] % Lateral accelerometer [-2, 2] g
Lateral mixer input [0, 100] % Vertical accelerometer [-1, 3] g
Directional mixer input [0, 100] %
Roll angle [-90, 90] deg
Pitch angle [-90, 90] deg
Directional gyro [0, 360] deg
Roll rate gyro [-50, 50] deg/sec
Pitch rate gyro [-50, 50] deg/sec
Yaw rate gyro [-50, 50] deg/sec
Longitudinal accelerometer [-2, 2] g
Lateral accelerometer [-2, 2] g
Vertical accelerometer [-2, 4] g
Angle-of-attack vane [-100, 100] deg
Sideslip vane [-100, 100] deg
Dynamic pressure [0, 2] in. Hg
Static pressure [20, 32] in. Hg
Stagnation temperature [-20, 50] deg C
Longitudinal low airspeed [-35, 165) kts
Radar altimeter [0, 1,500] ft
Hook load [0 10,000] lbs.
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The load dynamic range was larger than anticipated in
4,. A- yaw, where yaw rates above 100 deg/sec occurred for

airspeeds above 50kts. This resulted in saturation of the
load yaw rate gyro 120 deg/sec limit and corresponding

Instrumentation large dynamic lags in the fluxgate compass at the higher
Package •test airspeeds.

The present load sensors provide good access to the
Compass pendulum dynamics up to 50kts airspeed and limited

access to the load aerodynamics for the simulation
validation effort.

4.3 Signals
The helicopter sensors are standard types whose signal
properties are already familiar in the flight test literature.
The sensors of principal interest are the rate and heading

Figure 4.2. CONEX Instrumentation gyros. The helicopter angular velocity signals from a
typical frequency sweep (fig 4.4) contain a moderate
amount of vibration at 2-3 deg/sec amplitude and
frequencies of 1-4 per revolution, plus biases up to
6deg/sec. Vibrations are well above and biases are well
below the frequency range of the identification
computations and have no effect on the results. The
directional gyro was not slaved and had a random startup
bias as well as a drift which required calibration at the

I ometers start and end of each flight.

e20

-20

Time (17:02:51.5310)

Transistor . --Converter,20

""-•20
Time (17:02:51.5310)

e5

Figure 4.3. CONEX Instrumentation Package ." n5
0 20 40 60 80 100

Time (sec)
4.2 Overview of Sensors Time (17:02:51.5310)
This sensor set is more than is needed for the Figure 4.4. Helicopter rate gyro signals (deg/sec) 30kts,
identification computations, which require only the lateral sweep, flight 172, record 26.
helicopter and load angular rates and heading, and the
control positions. The set is somewhat short of measuring
all the rigid body states of the two bodies and the forces The load accelerometer signals (fig 4.5) don't contain the
and moments at the hook; and short of what's needed to vibrations that dominate the helicopter accelerometer
measure the load aerodynamics. Omitted states and signals. There is some small amplitude high frequency
variables include load velocity vector and the hook force content, probably from sling stretching or helicopter
direction angles. Further, the inclinometers and hook load vertical modes. The low frequency variations in the x, y
cell are devices designed for static conditions and were accelerometers in this record (taken at 30 kts) are the
subject to significant uncorrectable errors under dynamic signature of the steady load trail angle due to load drag
pendulum motions, so that variations in load pitch and roll combined with yaw motions which distribute the specific
angles and hook force magnitude were not adequately drag to the x and y accelerometers according to the yaw
sensed. time history. It turns out that the pendulum swinging

motions are not detectable by the x-y accelerometers
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,.100 load pitch and roll rate sensors according to the load yaw

E .050 
history.

S0, 050 The fluxgate compass was subject to several systematic
.050 and dynamic errors. These included (1) transients at each

X .100 crossing of the limits of its range at 0 and 36)deg, (2)

.100 geometric errors due to misalignment from the true

E 050vertical during pendulum motions, and (3) large dynamic
.050 lags for load yaw rates above 90 deg/sec. The first of

4 0 these was correctable. Correction of the second error
-.050 requires measurement of the load pitch and roll attitude.

I I 00 However, analysis indicated the geometric error was
moderately small in size for the load pendulum motions

1.300 I of the test, and could be ignored in the identification
S1.200 computations.
E2 1.100
(D 1.0004.4 Signal Processing

U .900 Relatively little processing of the received signals was

N .800 required for the identification computations. The
helicopter stability margins and handling qualities

40 parameters could be computed almost directly from the
20 helicopter control and angular velocity signals.

0 0 Load x-axis

M -20

-40 I 'Vr

40 Aircraft p2

20 -heading

~0 -2o r " V 2-N'1

-20 -q

40 qp2' cos ('Vr) -si (•r) (p2

420 q2' [sin (N'r) cos ('Vr)J jlq2)

S0
S--20

-40 Transformed rates: lateral sweep, flight 172, record 12
-400 -

40 F

4U 00 -2

i 200
(U -- 20
0. 100 0
0 it -40 -
0 0 20 40 60 80 100

Time (sec) 40 r

20
Figure 4.5. Load sensor signals (g, deg/sec, deg). % 0

S-20
because the apparent gravity associated with pendulum 0 -40 0 20 40 60 80 100
swinging is always close to the load vertical axis and
along the sensitive axis of the vertical accelerometer. Figure 4.6. Transformed load angle rates.

The load angular velocity signals in fig 4.5 are free of
high frequency content or noise to the resolution of the Computation of load stability parameters required
plot. The yaw history in this record indicates periodic transformation of the load pitch and roll rate signals to
yawing of the load by 80deg. The pitch and roll rate axes aligned with the helicopter heading (fig 4.6) to get
histories represent the angular velocity associated with sufficient correlation of the load angular rates with the
load lateral pendulum motions which is distributed to the control inputs for identification of the load pendulum
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roots. This was required because the load underwent
arbitrary yawing which distributed the angular rates due
to pendulum swinging to the pitch and roll rate gyros
according to the yaw time history. The transformed
signals for the record shown in fig 4.5 is included in fig
4.6, and shows that the load angular rates resolve
principally into rotation about the helicopter longitudinal
axis.

5. FLIGHT TEST PROFILE

5.1 Take-off Procedure
Flight tests were preceded by a briefing of the test team,
including the aircrew, load handlers, telemetry staff and
test engineers, to review test procedures, test points, load
hook-up procedures and safety considerations.

Subsequently, the aircraft was powered up on the ramp
and control calibrations were performed along with
telemetry communications checks with the ground station,
and directional gyro calibration. The load handlers waited
near the load and, for the CONEX, powered up the load
instrumentation and secured the doors. Figure 5.1. CONEX Hookup

The plate and block loads were hooked up with the
aircraft on the ground. For the CONEX, the aircraft 5.3 Frequency Sweep Records
approached, stabilized over the load, and lowered to the Identification based on frequency sweep flight test data
desired height with guidance from the crew chief who has been developed over the past decade or more, and
was prone on the deck with a view through the hook numerous examples have been reported in the literature.
hatch. Two load handlers stood on top of the CONEX, The design and execution of pilot-generated frequency
one to ground the hook and a second to lift the sling sweep inputs has been considered in detail in [18], [19].
shackle onto the cargo hook (fig 5.1). The rotor The main considerations in generating good data are to
downwash carried a significant amount of airborne debris remain generally centered about the reference trim flight
and buffeted the load handlers as the helicopter condition; and to avoid large correlated secondary control
approached, but this lessened considerably with the inputs, gust disturbances, and excessive excitation of
helicopter directly overhead. After hookup, the handlers lightly damped modes in the frequency range of the test.
dismounted the load with the help of a handhold that was Each aircraft and test frequency range have their own
welded onto the CONEX near the top. Generally, the load unique considerations, but the UH-60 at frequencies to
hook-up procedures and equipment specified in the 2Hz presented no special problems.
HEAT manual [1] were used.

A sample lateral axis control sweep is shown in fig 5.2.
5.2 Test Records The pilot begins with a short period of trim, then starts
The flight data was taken with the stability augmentation with two cycles at the minimum frequency (20sec period
system (SAS) on and the flight path stabilization system in this case), and increases frequency smoothly to 2 Hz,
(FPS) off. The FPS would otherwise superpose control with the assistance of the copilot who calls out quarter
inputs on that of the pilot. cycles for the first two cycles and every l5secs thereafter.

The test monitor indicates when 2 Hz has been reached
Flight test inputs at each flight condition usually consisted and the complete sweep record is about 90secs long. The
of a trim record, followed by 3 repeated frequency sweep frequency range from .05 to 2 Hz is considered
records, and ending with pairs of steps and doublets in appropriate for handling qualities studies. The minimum
opposite directions. The identification computations used value avoids large aircraft motions that can result from
only the frequency sweep records and the remaining low frequency inputs and pilot input amplitude is reduced
records were used for independent checks. This sequence in this range as seen in fig 5.2, and otherwise amplitude is
was performed principally with the longitudinal and selected to maintain linearity. The maximum frequency is
lateral controls and at speeds of hover, 30kts, 50kts along low enough to avoid resonance with the lowest structural
with some data at higher speeds. A total of 11 data flights and rotor modes. The load pendulum modes of interest in
(11.5 flight hours) were performed during 1996-97 at this study are well within this range at .25Hz.
Moffett Field with calm winds. A detailed listing of
flights, loads, and data records is given in [6]. The off-axis controls departed very little from their trim

values, although there is a small amount of correlated
pedal input at low frequencies. In general, correlated
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secondary control inputs reduce data quality, and the pilot was equipped for real time strip chart displays, data
endeavor to maintain the reference conditions with recording, and video monitoring of the aircraft when it
occasional uncorrelated low frequency off-axis inputs, was within range of the ground station cameras. The

ground station and telemetry support was provided by the
In fig 5.2, the helicopter roll rate response is held to about Western Aeronautical Test Range facility at Moffett
10deg/sec maximum amplitude, and the (transformed) Field.
load roll rate is seen to have its principal response around
resonance with the predicted pendulum frequency and A camera was also mounted in the aircraft looking down
with peak amplitude of 20deg/sec. The helicopter roll through the hook hatch at the load. This was successfully
angle has its largest response at low frequencies and recorded on board but reception of the load video at the
reaches 10deg. The reference pitch attitude and airspeed ground station was always poor. This video provided a
are well maintained in this sample. Generally, airspeed visual record of load motions relative to the aircraft to
variations up to 10 kts around the reference speed can be augment the time histories from the instrumentation.
tolerated without significant loss of linearity, and
excursions of that size were common.
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10 FigR6.1 DATA ACQUISITION AND FLIGHT TIME CIFER ANALYSIS
ci • , Pitch

5 Yaw 5-.Figure 6.1. Data Acquisition and flight time CIFER
4)0 o• ' "A•I• & analysis.

U~ -5
-10 RTol --I 1 6.2 Flight Time Identification System

The flight time computations used a system of three
T 10 workstations and required complex data communications

across several networks from the real time telemetry
'-'6 receivers to the workstations. The system was

4 "implemented by the telemetry support group [20].
C.

____________ _ Data was input to the workstations using an on-off switch
0 20 40 60 80 100 which allowed the test engineer to store and concatenate

Time (sec) the three frequency sweep records obtained at each test

condition. The required computations were then carried
Figure 5.2. Sample lateral frequency sweep. out using the CIFER® software [3], [4] for interactive

frequency domain analysis. This software has received

6. DATA ACQUISITION AND IDENTIFICATION wide application in the past decade to both helicopters

PROCEDURE and fixed wing aircraft, including instances of flight time
identification [21]. The CIFER® computations took an

6.1 Data Acquisition average of 4 minutes to perform. The workstations also

The data acquisition system is shown in fig 6.1. All sensor contained logic to carry out and store the required initial

signals were recorded on board the aircraft and calibration of the helicopter heading gyro and to processthe controls and load signals prior to the CIFER"

telemetered simultaneously to the ground station, which controlsacomputations.
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Figure 6.2 Identification Procedure.
6.3 Identification Procedure
The frequency domain identification procedure
determines the frequency response functions between (a) Computational Steps
given input and output flight records. When the plant 1. Concatenate Frequency Sweep Records
dynamics are nonlinear this produces a frequency
response that best represents the first harmonic 2. Compute Single-Input-Single-Output Bode Plots
approximation of the dynamics. The residual signal • select window size(s)
associated with the higher order dynamics is seen as noise • compute Fourier integral
in this procedure. The quality of this approximation is compute spectral functions
measured by the coherence function, which is the linear
correlation between input and output as a function of * compute Bode plots
frequency and has values in the interval [0,1]. Turbulence 3. Multi-window optimization (postflight only)
and measurement errors also produce reductions in 4. Remove effects of correlated secondary control
coherence. An objective of the computations is to inputs (omitted).
maintain adequate coherence (above .6) at all frequencies 5. Compute stability margins and handling qualities
in the frequency range of interest, and there are numerous
devices aimed at doing this, both in shaping the input parameters from Bode plots.
control histories appropriately and in the computational 6. Compute load pendulum roots by fitting 2nd order
procedure. pole to load Bode plot.

(b) Flight-Time vs. Postflight Procedure
The CIFER® computational steps in the slung load Flight-Time:
identification are outlined in fig 6.2. First, the available 0 50 Hz data rate
frequency sweep records are concatenated so as to • TM data dropouts
maximize the information for the flight condition. • Directional gyro bias correction
Second, the single-input-single-output (SISO) Bode plots • Concatenate 3 records each case
are computed. The concatenated record is divided into • 1-Window averaging (T = 20 seconds)
overlapping time intervals or windows for the 0 SISO analysis
computations and the final frequency responses are
obtained as averages of the results from these windows. Postflight:
The window size is a selectable parameter in the process • 100 Hz data rate
and it determines the lowest frequency for which the * No data dropouts
frequency response can be given (1/T Hz, T = window • Directional gyro bias and drift corrections
size). Coherence also depends in part on window size, and • Concatenate all available records each case
smaller (larger) windows give better coherence at higher • Optimized multi-window averaging (T = 10, 20,
(lower) frequencies. For the flight time identification only 25, 30, 40 seconds)
one window size was used (20secs) to reduce the ° SISO analysis
computation time. In postflight analysis, the computations
can be repeated for multiple window sizes and the results 6.4 Flight Time Identification Computations
combined to optimize coherence at all frequencies using The flight time computations used a number of
CIFER®'s COMPOSITE utility. simplifications and was subject to some difficulties which

may not occur in postflight computations (fig 6.2). The
Third, the effects of off-axis control inputs on the SISO data records were decimated to 50 Hz while the postflight
frequency response can be removed by computations work used 100 Hz. This reduced computation time
based on multiple inputs using CIFER®'s MISOSA utility, significantly but satisfies the working rule of 16 times
However, the effects of small off-axis control activity frequency out to 3Hz. The telemetered data was
were found to be small and this step was omitted, occasionally subject to extended dropout owing to

antenna shadowing while the on-board recorded data used
Finally, the handling qualities parameters and stability in postflight analysis had almost no data dropouts.
margins were computed from the Bode plots, and load Extended dropouts were treated by reorienting the aircraft
pendulum roots were determined by fitting a second order and repeating the record. CIFER® sees the inevitable data
pole to the load's frequency response in the neighborhood spikes and momentary dropouts as high frequency noise
of the pendulum frequency using CIFER®'s NAVFIT which have no significant effect on the data quality.
utility. This utility also measures the quality of the fit, and
the frequency range over which the fit is made can be The flight time computations used 1-window averaging
adjusted to optimize its quality for the given record. while postflight work could use 5 window sizes to

optimize coherence at all frequencies. The flight time
computations also used only 3 concatenated records each
case, while postflight computations could concatenate all
available records from multiple flights for each case. Last,
the analysis was based on on-axis records only, that is,
single input/single output. Despite these simplifications,
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the flight time estimates were close to the best postflight function, and this dip in all three quantities increases with
results in all cases. load weight.

0 No load A AK blook
* 4K CONEX 0 1K plate

7. IDENTIFICATION RESULTS Longitudinal Latera,

Some results for handling qualities are shown in fig 7.1. 3

First, a comparison of the ballasted CONEX with the 1o ,0Kb, ok

helicopter alone for the lateral axis indicates a reduction 1 t,__,.,.
of handling qualities parameters at all airspeeds. Points
move toward the Level 1-2 boundary, losing bandwidth or 0
gaining phase delay with the addition of this load, .2 - Longitudinal Lateral

depending on airspeed. Hover is the flight condition
closest to the boundary. In addition, it is seen that other 0o VA
loads can have more significant losses in handling -.,S o 0 [ 0
qualities as shown by the hover results for the 1 K plate .

0

for longitudinal control, and for the 4K block for lateral [__.OS
control. These points are in the Level 2 region owing
mostly to a significant loss of bandwidth from that of the 0 20 40 60 s0 1000 20 40 0 s0 100

helicopter alone. Thus, the effects of the load on handling (kno,.)
qualities appear to be highly variable with ordinary Figure 7.2. Handling qualities vs. Airspeed.
differences among slings and loads, even for a very light
load.

0 No load, lateral A 4K block, lateral Flight condition: hover, lateal axis, CONEX load
* 4K CONEX, lateral 13 1K plate, longitudinal

.4 W=0

Level 3 ---- 2KLe el30 ............ 4K

LeeLevel 2 Lvl1* 4 _________________
.3 

L ve 3 

e e

hover hover -80

Level 
1 

€j.2
ci 1K plate 30 knots 200

i / longl -50 knots 4 F
4K block 6'

.1 M -200
I I I I I II I I I

- -- I I 1.2
0 1 2 3 4 5 i.

Bandwidth (rad/sec) • .8

. 4
Figure 7.1. Handling qualities parameters. .4

0 L I i , , r
.1 110

Handling qualities parameters are plotted vs airspeed in Frequency (rad/sec)

fig 7.2. The lateral axis results repeat those already seen
in fig 7.1. For the longitudinal axis, bandwidth is in the Load weight Bandwidth Phase delay
range of 2-3 rad/sec in almost all cases, and actually (Ibs) (rad/sec) (sec)

improves somewhat due to the load. An exception is the 0 3.33 0.186
1K plate for which bandwidth is reduced below 2rad/sec 2K CONEX 2.87 0.181
at hover. Phase delays are between .15 and .2 sec and 4K CONEX 2.82 0.190
degraded (increased) by the load in most cases.

The effect of load weight on lateral axis attitude control is Figure 7.3. Effect of load weight on attitude response.
shown in fig 7.3, which shows Bode plots for no load, 2K
CONEX and 4K CONEX. A dip occurs in gain and phase
in the neighborhood of the pendulum frequency due to the This reflects a loss of helicopter attitude response at the

effect of the load dipole on the helicopter transfer load pendulum frequency as load weight increases.
Simulation work at Ames [9] with the CH47 and larger
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0 No load A 4lK bloockrelative load weights than in this study indicates that for 0 4K CONEX [3•1K platesufficiently large weight the bandwidth drops 30 Longitudinal 20 Lateralsignificantly to a value below the pendulum frequency 20 0 15

and the pilot then controls the load with much lower G 2 0005

frequency inputs. That same work indicates a similar 0 A 0

effect of increasing sling length. E[ MmoS1, MIn margin

Min margin 5

7.2 Control System Stability Margins __ [_1_Or
Some stability margin results are shown in fig 7.4. A . . . . ... . .
comparison of the lateral axis results for the 4K CONEX 175- Longtudina Lateral

with the helicopter alone shows a loss of both gain and 1g - IS 0]
phase margin at all airspeeds. Margin losses at hover are 1100 A 125 E0

4db and l6deg for the CONEX, and larger losses occur 0 ,
.76- 75for the 1K plate and 4K block. The UH-60A is seen to . 71

have large margins from the minimums so that moderate i SO Minmar•in So Min margin

losses in margin due to the load don't threaten stability. 25 25

However, other aircraft can have different base margins 0 20 40 so 80 100 0 20 .e k0 80 100

and such losses would be more critical. An example is the (knot,)

MH-53J [22] which is shown in fig 7.4 to have margins Figure 7.5. Stability margins vs. airspeed.
near the minimums.

Control system stability margins are plotted vs. airspeed
in fig 7.5. Longitudinal axis margins for the 4K CONEX Flight condition: hover, lateral axis, CONEX load
show almost no effect of the load on both margins up to
50kts. There are more significant effects on margins with W 0
the block and plate loads for the available comparison 20 - 2K
points at hover and 80kts. The lateral axis margins ............ 4K
indicate a loss in both margins at nearly all airspeeds. 0 ..............-
This is consistent with industry experience that the lateral " I ..

axis is the one for which stability is normally degraded by .¢ -20
the load [2]. -4

-40 I r 1 •

The effect of load weight on lateral axis stability margins
is seen in fig 7.6. Dips occur in gain and phase owing to 200
the load dipole in the helicopter transfer function, and the
effect increases with load weight. 0

0 No load, lateral A 4K block, lateral
* 4K CONEX, lateral 3 1K plate, lateral *• -200

C.20 O
0 hover -400 ,i l

.1 1 10
030 kts Frequency (rad/sec)

15 30 50kts

hover
o"[ 050 Load weight Gain margin Phase margin

A hover (Ibs) (dB) (deg)"t 10 hover
10 0 19.0 142

E 2K CONEX 16.5 137" ~Minimums"•"imm4K CONEX 14.7 126

MH-53J,
no load

Figure 7.6. Effect of load weight on control response.

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200
Phase margin (deg) 7.3 Load Pendulum Roots

Damping and natural frequency of the load pendulum

Figure 7.4. Stability margins, modes at hover are shown in fig 7.7, which includes a
comparison with simulation results. Frequency is very
nearly identical for both modes, around 1.5 rad/sec, and is
very well predicted by simulation models. The flight data
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show moderate damping between .1 and .2 on both axes, Pendulum roots at hover - 4K CONEX
while the simulation predicts the longitudinal pendulum .4
to be lightly damped, about 5%, and the lateral pendulum Sim --
to have twice the measured damping. Thus there is 0 Longitudinal

significant disagreement between simulation and flight .3 - ] Lateral

data on pendulum damping. .2

Damping and natural frequency are also plotted vs. . .2
airspeed in fig 7.7. The pendulum roots are nearly ".

Econstant with airspeed in these results. Considerable load M
yaw motion developed with airspeed for the ballasted 0
CONEX but without coupling to the pendulum modes;
that is, the load aerodynamics principally influenced the Sim- 0
yaw degree of freedom without modifying the pendulum
modes. However, the empty CONEX exhibited I I I I
considerably more coupling among these degrees of 0u.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
freedom as airspeed increased to 50-60kts, and tests with Natural frequency (radlsec)
the empty CONEX at higher speeds might give quite

diffren reslts .4Damping Ratio vs Airspeeddifferent results. .4

7.4 Comparison of Flight Time and Postflight Analysis
Adequate coherence was routinely obtained for the .3
helicopter parameter identifications with the flight time 0
procedure. The postflight procedure normally expanded
the frequency range with adequate coherence, and M C
increased coherence at most frequencies including at the ".
dipole dip near the pendulum frequency, as seen in the E 0

sample case in fig 7.8. These improvements ranged from
marginal to significant depending on the case. 0

For the load response, adequate coherence was difficult to
obtain owing to the interference of the load yaw motions I I
in measuring the pendulum swinging motions, the limited 0 20 40 60 80
range of input frequencies which excite load response, Airspeed (knots)

and the suppression of the pendulum mode response to
control inputs at higher airspeeds. Identifications were 2.0 Natural Frequency vs Airspeed
made at hover and 30kts, and these indicated that
coherence was marginally acceptable for the longitudinal
axis, and much better for the lateral axis. 1.5

0~0The flight time procedure provided identifications with

adequate coherence for all cases and parameters where 1.0
this could be done by the postflight procedure.

Improvements of the flight time procedure and system are
under consideration. This includes a more efficient user 5
interface, improved computational efficiency and
performance, and implementation with a single
workstation in conjunction with a portable ground I I I I

telemetry station. 0 20 40 60 80
Airspeed (knots)

Figure 7.7. Load pendulum modes for 4K lbs. CONEX.
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20 - - - Post flight .E
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Figure 7.8. Comparison of flight time and post flight Figure 8.1. Comparison of flight and simulation.
analysis. Attitude response, hover, longitudinal axis, 4K Lateral control sweep, hover, 4K CON EX.
CONEX.

2

8. SIMULATION OF LOAD DYNAMICS C 1 -k M
. 0 0

8.1 Comparison of Flight and Simulation Load Motions C
A simulation model for slung loads is currently under 0 a
development at Ames. Flight and simulation time -2
histories can be compared by entering the flight test
control input histories into the simulation. The simulation = 10 Fl Sim
contains exact rigid body dynamics for elastic or inelastic 2 5 -- Sim
slings [23]. The UH-60 aerodynamics are currently 2 0
represented by a stable linear approximation [24], and the -5
load aerodynamics are currently limited to drag only. --10

Results at hover for lateral and longitudinal control
frequency sweeps are shown in figs 8.1, and 8.2 for the 2 40 -. Fl Sim
on-axis angular rates. The sling is modeled as inelastic in 20 S
the simulation results. The approximate helicopter model 0 o
is seen to reproduce the helicopter rates fairly well over C -20
the test frequency range. The load roll rate history shows o -40
good agreement in phase and damping. The load pitch 20 40 60 80 100

rate history exhibits reasonably good phase agreement but Time (sec)

the simulation history shows larger amplitude and longer

persistence of the longitudinal pendulum mode than in
flight. This is consistent with the difference in damping Figure 8.2. Comparison of flight and simulation.
ratio previously noted for the longitudinal pendulum Longitudinal control sweep, hover, 4K CONEX.
mode.

8.3 Slung Load Simulation Development Issues
Since helicopter model validation has been well advanced
in the last decade out to high frequencies (e.g., [2], [4])
the main challenge for validation of a slung load
simulation is in modeling the load-sling dynamics. The
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current flight experience and prior experience with in all cases where sufficient coherence was obtained by
simulations indicate the following points for study and the post-flight procedure.
development:

3. Although the set of load-sling combinations tested at
First, there are significant differences in the damping of hover was small in number, significant variations in
the pendulum modes between flight and simulation, helicopter handling qualities parameters among these

combinations were computed. This suggests a large range
Second, the CONEX with swiveled suspension was of effects on stability and handling qualities among
observed to reach steady yaw rates at hover. This common loads and slings.
indicates the existence of measurable rotor downwash
effects on load motions at/near hover. 4. The sensor requirements to identify load pendulum

stability were met without difficulty at low airspeeds.
Third, load yaw motions differed for swiveled and However, flight experience indicated yaw rates increase
unswiveled sling. Modeling complexities for the strongly with airspeed to sufficiently high levels that the
unswiveled sling include sling windup and corresponding selected compass and yaw rate sensors did not function
variable sling geometry, and yaw resistance moment at adequately above 50kts. Load dynamic range can exceed
the hook. that of the helicopter in slung load testing and a

corresponding sensor dynamic range is required.
Fourth, the standard model of the elastic sling as a lightly Additional sensors for load attitude and the hook force
damped spring which supports only tension was rated by vector would allow identification of the load static
pilots as unrealistic in recent moving based simulation aerodynamics from flight data.
studies at Ames underlying [9]. This model generates
significant excursions in hook force when pilot control 5. Simulation development issues include significant
inputs excite elastic stretching, and corresponding vertical differences in load pendulum damping from flight values,
cg motions which were rated unrealistic. Possible causes modeling of rotor downwash effects on load
are unmodeled sling hysteresis, and interactions of sling aerodynamics at/near hover, modeling of sling windup
stretching with the rotor coning dynamics that were not and yaw resistance at the hook, sling stretching dynamics,
represented in the simulation rotor model. and limited load aerodynamic data.

Last, only limited load aerodynamic data is available.
Load aerodynamics can be grouped into static, rotary, and 10. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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of capabilities that aircraft. Aircraft system iden-
1. SUMMARY tification is a rigorous, multi-step process that analyzes
System identification is a complicated, multi-step process the data gathered during a flight test program and
requiring considerable expertise to perform. In a produces a mathematical description of the vehicle.

traditional flight test program, the elapsed time from Figure 1 shows some of the details of the aircraft system

flying the aircraft and gathering data until the simulation identification process.
is updated can be months or even years. The primary
reasons behind the long times between flight test and
simulation update are the labor-intensive processes of
data processing and system identification. Too much time
is spent manipulating data and models to the format
needed by the disparate programs. The Integrated Data I
Evaluation and Analysis System (IDEAS) gathers
existing software into a distributed client/server P

architecture that integrates all of the tools required to _

process flight test data. Using consistent data handling Data Telemetry

routines and a networked communication scheme, IDEAS Tape

can distribute tasks among heterogeneous processors
while maintaining an integrated working environment. ,
Tools are available for data preprocessing, filtering, Data
consistency checking, aircraft simulation, equation error Problems
and output error identification as well as communication Filterin P
paths to other existing programs such as frequency Consistency Checking
domain identification routines. An innovative modeling Calibration
technique provides uniform access to complex, nonlinear
model representations. A single, intuitive description of4 Insufficient

the identification model is processed by each of the Identification
different system identification methods with no recoding Determine Model Structure Data
or rehosting required. Parameter Estimation

As a demonstration of the capabilities of the integrated I
system, an analysis of flight test data from a twin
turbofan military aircraft is conducted. The aero- Insufficient
dynamic and engine models of the current operational M U Validation

flight trainer (OFT) are hosted under the IDEAS Model Update Data
framework. Using both equation error and output error and Validation
techniques, the simulation models are updated using the I
gathered flight data and validated against independent
data. Where possible, nonlinear increments are added to Test Planning
augmentthe aerodynamics and engines to best match the New Aircraft Model and
available data. The updated simulation shows sig-
nificant improvement in fidelity of the OFT across the Engineering Analysis, ehearsal
flight envelope.EniergAalsJfligt eveloe. Flight Control Design,

2. INTRODUCTION Training and Testing

2.1 The Problem Figure 1. The Aircraft System Identification Process
Decisions made during aircraft development and
operation depend heavily on an accurate representation

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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In addition to the primary processing of data by a 3. INTEGRATED DATA EVALUATION AND
variety of tools, there are a number of decision points at ANALYSIS SYSTEM
which the data are evaluated to determine suitability for IDEAS is an analysis system designed for manipulation
the overall goal of the task. Multiple steps and distinct of flight test data emphasizing the creation, identifi-
procedures are performed on the stream of data produced cation, and validation of complex nonlinear simulations
by the testing. from recorded flight data. From the initial design, this

The primary difficulty with this process to date is the system has been built for end-to-end processing of large

length of time it takes to generate useful results after the portions of dynamic data. Stream-lined data paths and
efficient access methods are included as well as flexibledata are collected. In many cases this can be months or

years. This delay has a significant impact on safety processes that readily handle computationally intensive
decisions, development decisions, and aircrew training. tasks.

2.2 Background 3.1 Integrated Tools

There are nearly as many computer programs to perform The IDEAS environment is a distributed architecture

the data preprocessing, system identification, and sim- that separates individual functions into distinct tools.

ulation update process as there are people performing The function of an individual tool is well defined as is

these operations. In general each organization has its place in the overall architecture. A amrrnm
developed in-house methods that work well for the connection to a single database and a straight-forward

projects at hand. Some methods have achieved more programming interface ensures that all tools interact
M E1 b ne uniformly. Communication among tools is performedw ide-spread use includin g M M L E3 by M aine a nd Iliff, us n a pl t o m i d e d n , n tw r d sc me h tone of the most well-known maximum likelihood using a platform independent, networked scheme that

oestimation algorth fellorn a ircraf iden aioon; allows IDEAS to run on a single machine or multipleestimation algorithms for aircraft identification; machines in a heterogeneous network. The ommul-

SMACK3, a smoothing and data consistency checking macines ain a heterogen nor The d mmu-
program; and CIFER4W, an integrated system for nication mechanism is optimized for large data transfer,
frequency response identification. as is common in test data analysis.

At SAIC, a number of advanced system identification and The current processes of IDEAS are displayed in Fig. 2.

data analysis methods have been developed. These Each box represents a distinct tool; system level tools are
shaded gray and user tools are white. All processes

include Athena6, an equation error identification algo-

rithm using principal components regression analysis; make requests through the Information Gateway that

NAVIDNT7, a filter error identification program running provides routing of messages to the appropriate tool.
The gateway forms the backbone of a client-server

a navigation equations algorithm for flight data filtering architeture.

and data consistency checking; and SCIDNT8, an output architecture.

error identification program for nonlinear aerodynamic New user tools are easily added to IDEAS through a
modeling. These programs have been used individually well-defined application programming interface. Each
and jointly with a great deal of success updating aircraft tool processes history vectors. All input, output, and
simulations ranging from the F-4' to the C-1309 . data storage of history vectors is handled by existing
Notwithstanding the success of these programs, too much IDEAS processes (the user interface, plot interface, and
of the overall project time was spent converting to the database manager respectively). New tools are released
particular data formats needed by each program, from these duties and free to concentrate on the task at
learning the method of operation of disparate programs, hand. Existing simulations and analysis tools are
and reengineering simulation models from one program to readily interfaced into IDEAS.
the next. While a aommnon interface structure integrates the

2.3 Overview of Paper various tools, the distributed processing requires some

This paper discusses an integrated system for analysis of coordination for repeated operation. A multi-level

flight test data. First, the architecture of an integrated scripting capability is available to store oamnx-

suite of tools is described, with an emphasis on the data sequences of repeated commands.

structure design and the flexibility offered by that design. 3.2 Data Storage and Access
Next, the tools required for flight test data analysis are A single data base manager stores all permanent data in
detailed. This is followed by an example system IDEAS. The data base is designed to store aircraft flight
identification using the described system. Finally, real- test data, although it is general enough to store response
time identification guided by an expert system is data from any dynamic system Individual processes
discussed briefly. This is a current area of expansion of retrieve and store data through a uniform interface.
IDEAS.

A multi-layer data storage and access architecture is
used to provide logical grouping of information. Each
layer provides further restriction of the data and allows
for storage of additional details about the data. A
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Figure 2. Integrated Identification Tools
distinct separation is made between data storage and The data recorded for each flight are further divided into
data access to further encourage flexibility. This records. Each record contains the data for a contiguous
separation is shown in Fig. 3. length of time (although small time drop-outs are handled

3.2.1 History Vectors seemlessly). Associated with each record is another set

The lowest level data element in IDEAS is the history of descriptive data that is unique to the record. This

vector (indicated as HV in Fig. 3). Conceptually, a would contain items such as unique configuration

history vector is the time response of one signal stored as changes (dropping of stores) and localized atmospheric

a N by 2 matrix where each row is one time and value phenomena affecting the recorded data.

pair for the signal. The only requirement on the time Within each record of a flight are the stored history
column is that the elements be monotonically increasing. vectors for each signal recorded by the instrumentation
There is no requirement for uniform sampling. In system. This is the primary storage location for all data.
addition to the time response data, each history vector It is expected that the flight data are stored with no
has descriptive information associated with it including corrections or manipulations applied.
the unit of measure, sign convention, and the date of last When new data are generated by manipulation of
modification.

existing history vectors within a record, the new history
The history vector is the primary unit of manipulation in vectors are stored back to the same record. The new data
IDEAS in the same manner that vectors and matrices are are stored as new vectors within the record. The
the primary units of manipulation in many control system original flight data is never overwritten, but processed
design programs. History vectors may be added and vectors may be replaced or overwritten as needed.
filtered as well as used as inputs and outputs for
identification, simulation, and validation tools. Since 3.2.3 Data Structures for Processing
the number of history vectors for a single flight program While flights, records, and history vectors provide an
grows large very quickly, there is an additional excellent hierarchical storage mechanism, they do not
hierarchy imposed to ensure easy operation, provide an efficient and logical access method for

analyzing the flight data. For analysis, the data are
3.2.2 Data Structures for Storage accessed using groups and segments (Fig. 3). A segment is
Data are stored into the database using flights, records, a fixed length of time from a single record. A segment may
and history vectors (Fig. 3). A flight test program is be thought of as a single maneuver, but the latter term
generally broken into a series of flights. A flight is the already has multiple, sometimes conflicting, uses. A
highest level data storage area for a single mission from segment provides no data storage space of its own (other
the start of data gathering before take-off until the end of than descriptive information), but rather it references a
data gathering after landing. Associated with each flight particular segment of time within a record. A record may
are number of descriptive features such as aircraft contain data from a number of events (such as step
number, crew, date of flight, time of flight, overall responses, doublets, or wind-up turns) performed in
atmospheric conditions, and basic aircraft configuration. sequence. A single event, such as a doublet including a
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Figure 3. IDEAS Data Storage and Access
portion of time preceding and following the actual structure and identification processes. These same steps
motion, is noted as a segment. In Fig. 3, Segment 2 are also required for the flight data set aside for
indicates all of the history vectors from Record 1 are verification and validation. With the data prepared, the

available between times 10 seconds and 31 seconds. system identification is performed. This includes both

A group is a collection of one or more segments. The model structure determination and parameter estimation

segments may be from a single record, from different for the selected models. The final step is validation of the

records in a single flight, or from different records in final models with independent V&V data. Figure 4 also
separate flights. There is no explicit relationship shows the IDEAS tools that perform each of these
rqihsep e oprocesses. These include DatPaR, the data processingrequired between the segments of a group. The group, adrcntuto ol SDT es-qae

like the segment, provides no primary data storage. It and reconstruction tool; LSIDNT, a least-squares

only contains the names of the segments and a small optimization tool; NAVEQNS, the navigation equations

amount of identification information. Typically, there of motion simulation; and Athena, an equation error

are three types of groups: single segment groups, single identification tool.

maneuver type groups, and integrated test block groups. 4.1 Data Processing
For example, an integrated test block group would The first step in the aircraft system identification process
contain all of the events performed at a single altitude of Fig. 4 is processing the raw flight test data into a form
and airspeed. The group provides a coherent structure suitable for model structure determination and parameter
so that the flight data are manipulated in a uniform identification. This preprocessing involves steps such as
manner. conversion of measured values to a omnumon coordinate

4. INTEGRATED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM system (including unit of measure, origin location, and

IDENTIFICATION sign convention), kinematic consistency checking,

Designed for aircraft system identification from flight filtering, and calibration.

test data, all of the oommon data processing tools are 4.1.1 Simple Data Manipulation
provided in the standard suite. Figure 4 shows the The common data manipulation tools include
detailed data flow for a typical simulation update
process. An initial set of data processing steps produce * simple mathematical operations such as addition,
the single, uniform set of data required by model subtraction, and scalar multiplication
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"* units conversions (angles, velocities, temperatures) 4.1.2 Wind Estimation and Sensor Calibration for Data

"* filtering, smoothing, and differentiation Consistency
In general, recorded flight data come from a number of

"* wild point editing different sensors. Separately, each of these sensors

"* axis rotation and translation records the data subject to its own calibration. In
addition, air data sensors are corrupted by atmospheric

"* time synchronization and shifting winds. Taken together, all of the recorded data forms a

Several specialized tools are also included to directly description of a single dynamic system. For accurate
address common aircraft flight test data manipulations. system identification, it is vital that these data form a
These include coherent set. To address wind estimation, sensor

calibration, and kinematic consistency the NAVEQNS
"• translation of accelerations to the center of gravity and LSIDNT tools are used.

"* translation of air data measurements to the center NAVEQNS is a high-fidelity simulation of the inertial
of gravity navigation equations of a rigid aircraft flying over an

" axes translations of aerodynamic coefficients oblate, rotating Earth. NAVEQNS integrates flight
measured linear accelerations and angular rates to
generate the motion of the rigid aircraft. It incorporates
parameterized sensor models for all of the inputs and
outputs, including air data measurements.

LSIDNT (Least-Squares Identification) is a general,
bounded, nonlinear least squares optimization routine.

Filtering (DatPaR) V&V It is based on the N2F family of algorithms"°. Splitting
the optimization algorithm from the identification tool
represents a distinct change from the NAVIDNT7 and

Consistency Checking V&V SCIDNT' tools. Rather than tightly coupling the
(LSIDNT/NAVEQNS) optimizer to a particular set of residual equations, it is

I separated and used to address several different
Calibration (DatPaR) v v problems. The single LSIDNT tool is used with different

residual calculations in consistency checking, parameter
estimation, trim and initialization, and validation.

Reconstruction Using NAVEQNS and LSIDNT, calibration constants
(DatPaR) are determined that combine measured data into a single

I set subject to the required kinematic constraints. This
IDEAS Model Structure ensures that accelerations, rates, and positions are
Model (Athena) mathematically consistent.

4.1.3 Data Reconstruction
The final step of data preprocessing reconstructs any
additional channels from measured data. For example,

IDEAS Parameter Estimation Mach number is often not measured directly, but can
Model (LSIDNT/Simulation) easily be determined from known data. At this point, all

of the data required for effective system identification is
available.

4.2 Model Structure Determination
Validation One of the most difficult tasks in system identification is

MoDEl (LSIDNT and to determine a suitable representation of the nonlinear
Simulation Override) dynamic system under examination given only recorded

data. The problem is easier for aircraft system
identification as years of experience by manyValidated researchers has developed large families of suitable

Simulation representations depending upon the required degrees of

Figure 4. Detailed Aircraft System Identification for fidelity and accuracy.

Simulation Update The primary tool for model structure determination
within the IDEAS environment is the Athena equation
error tool (described in Section 4.3). This interactive
tool provides quick response to variations on quite
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complex models. Using the IDEAS model within 4.4 Verification and Validation
environment allows for seamless transfer of candidate Verification and validation of the final results are
model structures from the simpler identification extremely important in a system identification program."
algorithms to more detailed, but slower, algorithms. As any complete system identification problem is a

solution to a complex, multi-dimensional optimization
4.2.1 IDEAS Model problem (either directly or indirectly), there is a
The IDEAS model is a parameterized nonlinear model requirement to verify that the resulting model truly
compatible with all identification tools. It further speeds represents the dynamic system under study. In complete
up the identification and simulation update process by programs, data are gathered that are not used for
removing the need to recompile an identification program primary system identification. These data (indicated as
for each change of model. This model, stored as an easily V&V in Fig. 4) must still be processed to a format
readable ASCII file, is used to approximate complex suitable for comparison, but they are not used within the
aerodynamic, engine, gear, and other functions. The parameter identification programs. Within IDEAS
IDEAS model is constructed with polynomial functions existing tools allow for accurate comparison of
of the flight data, tables, and polynomial basis splines, independent validation data to updated simulations.
all of which depend upon user-defined parameters. In Optimized simulation initialization and input biasing
most instances, it is used as an incremental model to provides for equivalent comparisons between simulation
augment and correct the existing simulation values, and flight test data.
Incremental models are especially useful during a
simulation update as the effect of the increment can beTable 1. Example IDEAS Model
easily switched off by setting the corresponding term to %
zero. This returns the simulation to the prior model. For % Pitching Moment Model
example, assume that an incremental model for the
pitching moment coefficient (using standard notation) is

% -- Define spline break points
ACM = Cm(M)+Cm(M) a+ Cmqc+Cm8  8E brkpt machbpts 0.25 0.35 0.45 0.55A~m= m0(M) Cc•(M)(•+ mq2V SE

where the basic nmonit and the inmiet due to angle of % Cmo -- Basic moment

attack are splined functions of Mach number. The param Cmo_ml -0.01 free
IDEAS model for this coefficient is given in Table 1. param Cmo_m2 0.01 free

param Cmo_m3 0.01 free
By using a general model format accessed through a param Cmo_m4 0.01 free
simple programming interface, each identification cbspline Cmo (mach.bpts) Cmoml CGno_m2
algorithm uses the same model so that multiple algorithms Cmo_m3 Cmom4
can quickly be employed to identify a process. For
example, an equation error algorithm could be used for % Cma -- Angle of attack
quick model structure determination with further param Cma~ml -0.006 free
refinement of the model parameters coming from an output param Cma_m2 -0.014 free
error process. param Cma_m3 -0.013 free

4.3 Parameter Identification param Cma_m4 -0.010 free
cbspline Cma (mach~bpts) Cana.ml Cma_m2

Both equation error and output error identification are cmapm3 Cma~m4

available in the IDEAS environment. Equation error is cmam3 cmam4

performed by the Athena process6 . Athena uses a param Cmq-0.2 free
principal component regression algorithm using singular param Cmq -0.2 free
value decomposition to provide accurate estimates. The param Cmde -0.015 fixed
IDEAS model is used to describe the identification model -- Define output equation
in Athena. While equation error methods are limited to output cmfo_hat eqo(mach)
linear parameters, complex nonlinear models are Cra(mach) * alpha
available within Athena using cubic basis spline + Cmq qb*cbar/ (2*V)
representations. + Cmde * delev

With minimal modification (and rehosting if necessary)
any dynamic simulation process may be placed within
the IDEAS environment. This includes installation of 5. APPLICATION OF IDEAS
the IDEAS model. Under control of LSIDNT, a powerful, As a demonstration of some of the benefits of using an
nonlinear, output error identification process is formed.
There are not explicit limitations on the complexity of the integrated software suite for aircraft system

IDEA idntiicaion ode wihinthe utpt eror identification, some results of an on-going flight test data
IDEAS identification model within the output error analysis project are presented. The purpose of the
process.
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project is to improve the flight fidelity of an operational control surface positions and engine controls. The
flight trainer for, a twin turbofan military aircraft. lateral response of the simulation for the same doublet

maneuver as above are shown in Figures B.1 through B.4.
5.1 Data Preprocessing The lateral-directional model in this simulation was
After the raw flight data were stored into IDEAS, a known to not be representative of the aircraft, and this is
significant amount of initial processing was required. well demonstrated. The simulation shows excessive roll
The most important tasks were sensor calibration and performance and a poor match of sideslip. Both the
wind estimation. Using NAVEQNS and LSIDNT to form control effectiveness values and the aerodynamic values
an output-error estimation tool, estimates of the biases associated with the Dutch roll mode need to be corrected.
on the accelerations, angular rates, and air data sensors
as well as estimates of the horizontal winds were 5.3 Model Structure Determination and Initial
generated. The analysis group consisted of the following Parameter Identification
maneuvers from a single integrated test block (275 Kts, To correct the deficiencies of the existing model, a new
10,000 ft): model for the rolling mcnmet coefficient was developed

* 2 minute turn using Athena. Again, a large group is analyzed for each
identification to create a complete model. Twenty four

* Longitudinal stick input: doublet and 3211 maneuvers were combined with Mach numbers ranging

* Lateral stick input: doublet and 3211 from 0.26 to 0.56 and altitudes of 6000 and 10,000 feet.
At each test condition, six maneuvers were included

* Directional pedal input: doublet and 3211

Figures A.1 through A.3 compare the air data

measurements from the boom for one of the eight * Directional pedal input: doublet and 3211

maneuvers: the lateral stick doublet input. The 0 60' bank-to-bank with ailerons and spoiler
corresponding aileron deflection is shown in Fig. A.4.
The flight data values are directly from the
instrumentation system. The uncorrected values were Excellent matches at each condition are typified by Fig. 5.
developed from the NAVEQNS simulation driven by the Similar procedures were performed for each of the other
flight measured accelerations and angular rates. The aerodynamic coefficients to generate an updated model
corrected values indude optimized biases on the for the aerodynamics of the aircraft. In this case, a
instruments as well as estimates of the constant winds, complete model rather than an incremental model was
The results show that significant corrections are used as the OFT model had significant nonlinearities that
necessary to obtain a consistent set of data. could not be overcome using increments only.

5.2 Existing Simulation Response The results of the initial model structure determination

To assess the performance of the existing OFT and parameter identification are displayed in Figures C.1

simulation, the flight dynamics elements (aerodynamics, through C.4 for the same maneuver as shown previously.

engines, and equations of motion) were hosted under The updated simulation shows significantly better

IDEAS. The simulation was driven with the measured performance for the sideslip and roll rate with the Dutch
roll frequency and damping correctly matching the flight

0.025 1 light
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0.02 Estimated ---------

S0.015
( 0.01
0o 0.005E 00

-0.005

"6-0.01
Ir

-0.015
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Figure 5. Rolling Moment Coefficient Comparison
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data. The roll angle is particularly sensitive to Computing Distributed Center located at the Naval Air
initialization, and this results in an offset at the end of Warfare Center Aircraft Division, Patuxent River,
the maneuver. The velocity response is not yet matched Maryland operates a Silicon Graphics Power Challenge
as well as it could be. Detailed parameter identification Array providing over 50 GFLOPS Peak, 24 GB memory,
using an output-error approach is under way to further and 800 GB total hard disk storage. This center is
refine the aerodynamic and engine models. dedicated to the investigation of real-time tasks of all

varieties.
6. REAL TIME IDENTIFICATION
Often a flight test program is completed well before the A number of software methods are being investigated for

analysis of the collected data is finalized. The fast identification as well. Most techniques center on

knowledge gained from the analysis is not available to recursive methods that provide immediate updates to

affect the on-going flight tests. The integrated parameters as new data become available. For example,

environment of IDEAS provides a framework for the square root information filter12 has shown some

efficient analysis, but lacks the speedy tools and promise. Of particular interest are those algorithms that

integrated knowledge to perform all of the analysis as can be remapped into parallel algorithms, that is,

quickly as the data are collected. Current research into algorithms that are suitable for efficient operation on a

real-time and near-real-time aerodynamic identification parallel computer.

expands on the integrated environment of IDEAS. Two 6.3 Expert System Identification
coordinated methods are being used to speed up the To enable real-time or near-real-time analysis, even with
process: fast identification and automated identification. high performance computational capability and fast
Before discussing the methods, there is a brief identification algorithms, a high-level coordination of
examination of the goals of real-time identification. tasks is required. A system identification expert system

6.1 Real Time vs. Near Real Time is under development that monitors data quality, selects

Two closely related time frames are under investigation. identification methods, alerts the analyst of data and

Real-time identification seeks to provide analysis of the identification problems, provides alarms if flight safety

flight test data as it is collected. This provides immediate is jeopardized, and prioritizes identification tasks.

feedback to the test engineers with enhanced information Connected as a separate process into IDEAS (Fig. 2), the

regarding aircraft safety. Real-time identification also expert system has full use of all available tools.

allows for data collection over a short segment of the The typical identification process involves the analyst
flight (for example, a test block) and analysis of the data trying a variety of model structures and comparing the
to allow decisions to be made regarding continuation of results to determine the best solution. While considering
testing while the aircraft is still in the air. Such the results, the computer sits idle. Using a distributed
identification requires completely autonomous operation concurrent processing approach, an expert system
through the entire identification process. There is no distributes and controls candidate models and estimation
time for operator intervention, tasks among available computational resources. Tasks

Near-real-time identification attempts to analyze are monitored for feasibility of completion within the
gathered data between flights of a single program. This time allotted. Task distribution is done at a number of

may mean in several hours, overnight, or within several levels including running separate models on different

days. Near-real-time identification seeks to address the processors, running separate algorithms with the same
overall progression of a flight test program. For example data, and distributing complex algorithms across

during flight envelope expansion, newly collected and multiple machines.

analyzed data are compared in detail to current data. 7. CONCLUSIONS
Upcoming flights can be practiced using the most up-to- Integrating the tools of system identification into a
date simulation, and test points can be reassigned based uniform framework frees the engineer to tackle the
on knowledge, or lack thereof, of regions of interest, difficult problems associated with identification of a
Repeated measurements of well-known data are avoided, complex nonlinear model. A database tailored for flight
and additional data are collected in areas of the most test data analysis with the base unit of a history vector
uncertainty. encourages coherent processing. A flexible model

6.2 Fast Identification definition, which is included in all identification and

To speed up aircraft system identification, both simulation tools, simplifies structure determination and
hardware and software techniques are being pursued. parameter estimation by eliminating complex recoding
Modem processing power has accelerated with parallel tasks. The integrated architecture significantly speeds
computation well within reach for a large number of up overall data processing and opens the possibility of
problems. The power of these super computers is real-time aircraft identification. Operating on work
increasingly being applied to areas outside the stations or personal computers, IDEAS offers a
traditional problems (such as computational fluid significant advancement to the process of system
dynamics). For example, the High Performance identification for complex nonlinear aircraft.
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Recent Experiences on
Aerodynamic Parameter Identification

for EUROFIGHTER at
Alenia, British Aerospace, CASA and Daimler-Benz Aerospace

by

Renzo Bava*, Graham T. Hoare', Gabriel Garcia-Mesuroý, Hans-Christoph Oelker?

Abstract
EUROFIGHTER, a very agile configuration, which incorporates a high level of inherent longitudinal
instability, will be the new fighter aircraft for the airforces of Italy, United Kingdom, Spain and Ger-

many in the next century. It is being developed jointly by industrial partners of these four nations
(Alenia, British Aerospace, Construcciones Aeronauticas S.A. and Daimler-Benz Aerospace).

For flight test evaluation of the aerodynamic properties of this aircraft at four different partners confi-
dence had to be established in different methods as well as in comparison between results of different

development aircraft. The present paper gives an overview of company specific aerodynamic parameter
identification methods. All methods are based on well known theories. Each method, though, incorpo-
rates some specific tailoring in order to cope with the characteristics of the basically unstable airframe.
Results are given for four principal examples. At first a problem of the aircraft's weathercock stability
is discussed. Discrepancies could be confirmed with all methods on different aircraft. The procedure of
correcting the dataset is described and illustrated. The second example deals with the twin-seater. Cer-

tain increments representing the twin-seater could not be verified in flight test, it is shown how and why
they were omitted. Presentation of time history matching illustrates the capabilities of all methods to

deal with large perturbation manoeuvres. Finally identifying and reducing tolerances of the dataset leads
to an improved flight clearance.

In order to guarantee a progressive and cost efficient
1. Introduction exploration of the flight envelope flight test tasks have

been split up between the four EUROFIGHTER part-EUROFIGHTER will be the new fighter aircraft for ner companies (EPC's). This applies also to the rather
the airforces of Italy, United Kingdom, Spain and complicated subsystem ,,aerodynamics" in all devel-
Germany in the next century. It is being developed opment phases. For flight test evaluation at four dif-jointly by industrial partners of these four nations, ferent partner companies confidence had to be estab-
these are: Alenia (ALN) for Italy, British Aerospace lished in different flight data analysis methods as well
(BAe) for the United Kingdom, Construcciones Aero- as in comparison between results of different devel-

nau (DASA) for Gerainy. Te aimrcraft i Asedron opment aircraft. The one development aircraft, con-space (DASA) for Germany. The aircraft is based on sidered to be the ,,data gathering aircraft" for valida-
a very agile configuration, which incorporates a high tion of the aerodynamic data set, is DAI, operated at
level of inherent longitudinal instability. An overview the DASA Manching facility. Supporting basic data
of the basic geometry is given in Fig. 1. The charac- gathering, especially in the high angle of attack re-
teristic feature is the canard, generating the inherent gime for the carefree envelope expansion, is done on
instability. Due to this fact the aircraft is controlled by DA2, operated at the BAe Warton facility. Aerody-
a digital, full authority, quadruplex redundant flight namics of tank configurations is mainly investigated
control system (FCS). on DA3 and DA7, which are both operated at the
The current status of the programme is well ahead in ALN Caselle facility. Again support from other DA's
the development flight test evaluation. A total of seven will be present, namely DAl, DA2 and DA5, operated
development aircraft (DA's) are flying and working at DASA Manching, for the single seater and DA6 for
the way to a full operational clearance of the aircraft, the twin seater. Basic twin seater aerodynamics are

* Renzo Bava, Flight Mechanics Specialist, Flight Mechanics Group, Alenia, Corso Marche, 10146 Torino, Italy
t Graham T. Hoare, Group Leader EUROFIGHTER Flight Mechanics, British Aerospace Military Aircraft, Warton Aerodrome, Preston,

Lancashire, PR4 lAX, United Kingdom
Gabriel Garcia-Mesuro, Head of EUROFIGHTER Aerodynamic Technology, Construcciones Aeronauticas S. A., P. John Lennon, s/n,
28906 Getafe (Madrid), Spain
Dr.-log. Hans-Christoph Oelker, Senior Flight Test Engineer, Flight Test Handling Group, Daimler-Benz Aerospace AG, Military Aircraft.
Postfach 1149, D-85073 Manching, Germany

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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being investigated on DA6, operated at the CASA
Getafe facility. Supporting work is done on DA4, the
second twin seater flying, and operated at BAe War-
ton. From these explanations it can be seen that none
of the work can be done on a single aircraft, partners
are dependent on each other. This challenging task
will be illustrated in this paper with the example of
four different aerodynamic parameter identification
methods used by the four partners.
During the course of this paper at first a brief over-
view of the methods will be given, highlighting the
individual peculiarities. Typical results for each
method will be given as well as an example how re-
sults from each company are being pooled to aid the
overall validation process of the aerodynamic model.
The main purpose of this paper will be to show how
results from tools with different properties are being
harmonised and used to validate and to update one
common single data base, that is the aerodynamic sta-
bility and control data set.

2. Aerodynamic Parameter Identifica-
tion Methods

All four involved EPC's use different methods for
aerodynamic parameter identification (APID). All
methods incorporate some company specific
,,tailoring", which is mainly based on the need to ana-
lyse a highly unstable and non-linear configuration. 03
All methods are based on well known theories, there-
fore only the company specific tailoring will be
treated here. Fig. 1: EUROFIGHTER Geometry

NONUNEAfA NC MODEL
--- -- -- -- --- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- --- --- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- --- -. .

D'rS1
SUONTOOLLO INTEGRALTON

LAWS OF NONUNEAR
FUGHI"f MECHANICS

SNONULNE•

AERODYNAMIC
DATASET

P ILOrI~ T S -------------------------------..- ........... -- .....................

RECURSIVE ALGORYll-M UTT
AP~tjc-nOION FOR CALCULATION Eninon
OF INCREMENTAL EFFECTS + \ /

REAL AIRCRAFT

Fig. 2: Schematic Overview of Alenia's Identification Method.
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2.1 Method at Alenia * Uncertainties of the FCS model could impair the

The Alenia method is based on an extension of the estimate of the derivatives.

classical output error description in conjunction with a * Strong non-linearities can influence the conver-
maximum likelihood estimation. In the basic well gence process.
known realisation this method fails for unstable air-
craft because the integration of the flight mechanical The principal structure of the optimisation model, as

equations will generally diverge to infinite values, given in Eq. 2, allows also for identification of other

among many other publications see e.g. [1] and [2]. systems of EUROFIGHTER. So ALN has identified

The basic idea at ALN for repairing this defect is the successfully EUROFIGHTER tyre characteristics and

inclusion of the full non-linear aircraft model with updated the relevant model.

controller into the method. A schematic overview of
this new process is given in Fig. 2.

Besides the inclusion of the control law algorithms
into the code also a special treatment of the non-linear 2.2 Method at British Aerospace
aerodynamic model was introduced. For EURO-
FIGHTER the aerodynamic coefficients generally are The technique for aerodynamic parameter identifica-

modelled with non-linear increments as follows in the tion at BAe is based on the equation error approach.

aerodynamic data set: This method can be readily applied to systems that are
described by non-linear equations. As it attempts to
balance the left and right hand sides of the equations

=c, (c =0) + Ac (c) + Ac(controlsurfaces involved, no integration is involved, and hence the

+Acx (damping)+ .... method is readily applicable to unstable aircraft.
The programme used at BAe, called Athena, was de-
veloped by SD Scicon, a UK software house, and is an

.where x can be any one of the six degrees of freedom. update of an earlier version successfully applied on a

Now for incorporation into the ALN method an addi- number of different aircraft (e.g. Harrier, Tucano). It

tional set of aerodynamic terms has been included, uses a principal components regression algorithm. The

The example is given for the pitching moment equa- method is well defined in [3], a brief overview fol-
theap lows: To allow regression methods to be applied, the
tion: non-linear system description is first made linear in

the terms to be identified, by expressing them as a se-
C= =Cm(cx= 0)+Acm(Q+AC,(control surfaces) ries expansion. Solution to the ensuing least squares

problem would normally involve inversion of matri-
+Acre(damping) + .... +"" ces. However, as that is not necessarily straight for-

+Ac a. + Ac.. ,5 + Ac, .11 (2) ward, or even possible, the problem is mathematically
manipulated to yield a diagonal (the principle compo-
nents) matrix. The terms within the model structure

+(Acq"q+Ac c + Acre0 are then identified by carrying out regression analysis.
, V_ Only terms above a user defined threshold are identi-

fied, those below the'ihreshold are set to apriori lev-
els. The user is given an indication of the information

These additional terms show a mathematically linear content within the flight data, as a basis for setting the
structure. Now the non-linear aerodynamic model can threshold.
be updated via the application of the maximum likeli- As this method operates at equation level, flight data
hood estimator. In a recursive algorithm, as indicated under consideration need not be time continuous. Con-
in Fig. 2, the output error is being minimised. sequently flight data can be ranged (i.e.: filtered).

According to ALN the following advantages can be This allows the user to eliminate variability in one or
taken with this tool, especially with respect to linear multiple parameters in order to aid the solution or
methods: simplify the model structure to be identified. How-

"* This method accounts for all non-linear aerody- ever, because this methods operates at equation level,
namic and FCS scheduling effects. flight data quality is of paramount importance. This isconsidered to be a drawback.

"* All linearisation approximations have been avoided

(e.g. aeroelastic, gyroscopic, cross coupling or A key feature of the method is the ability of the user

other secondary terms are considered). to define the model structure to be identified. The
user iterates to the optimum solution by altering the

"* The estimated corrections are directly verified on model structure, selected model elements, the ranges
the full, non-linear aircraft model. of the supplied variables, and the weighting given to a

"* Open loop artifices required to deal with the diver- priori data. An output error predictor allows com-
gence of the integration process for the unstable parisons between flight measured aircraft responses
aircraft is avoided. In the present method the ,,real" and calculated responses based on the updated model.
FCS operates to stabilise the aircraft.

* Th mehodcoul beincrportedint a cde ith The overall suite, developed over several years, is
" The method could be incorporated into a code with given in a schematic overview in Fjg, 3, it involves a

the same interactive structure of the usual simula- number of routines developed by either SD Scicon
tion programme. (e.g. data pre-processor, output error predictor) or

According to ALN the following disadvantage could in-house (e.g. prior programme, kinematics compati-
be relevant: bility programme).
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2.3 Methods at CASA
iUr'.SuplDeata At CASA two methods are being used for aerody-

Fligt Data namic parameter identification. One method is based
on the well known output error approach in conjunc-
tion with the equation decoupling algorithm. This

Prior Comatib method will be presented as DASA's method furtherModel ~ Compatibilitydon

SProgram Program don
a P The other method in use at CASA is based on the well

known equation error approach in conjunction with aI---- ---- --. _.

F-i'or- Kinematic regression analysis parameter estimator. This method
Data Compatibility is called Dynamic Detrimming (DDT), since it in-

OF1_es Output Files j volves also detrimming during the calculation process.

The DDT method was set up for the EUROFIGHTER

ano-euvr-e Lists Pre-Processo flight test programme, taking advantage of the struc-
Program ture and quality of the wind tunnel based data to be

validated (Stability and Control as well as Tolerances
Data Set).

Augmented Datal
Files Using aircraft measurements (x, [3, 6, p, q, r, nz, nx,

ny, .... and elaborated (computed) parameters
Man-oeuvre Lisro efaultSettings1 (p, q, r, mass properties, engine data,...) inertial and

Equation Erro eu propulsive forces and moments are calculated. Then
ModelPa-ramete' Program the so-called global coefficient error is calculated, as

Files function of time, as follows:
POutput Error

pProcessor Predictor {[Inertial + Propulsive](t ,, -
Program Program -, (3)

SOutput Error Time History {[Aerodynamic]x (t)}D..,, = ACx (t)
Dataset Time History Plotting Program

I Validate/i Files being:
:Update Fie .

X generic force or moment

AC,(t) Observation vector.
Fig. 3: Schematic Overview of Aerodynamic Pa- On the basis of the theoretical wind tunnel data the

rameter Identification Process at BAe vector of aerodynamic forces and moments is calcu-
lated and used in Eq. 3, the resulting observation
vector (global coefficient error) is then corrected to
zero controls, also with the data from the aerody-
namic model, and a dynamic compatibility check,

SEngine &mass data A/C Mathematicalrmodel < SCaae

i . eta (1~~ Dynamic compatibilityinetil p~~rn•..) [Inrtalfoce ] Global coeff. erre
A/C -Aerodynamnic (caP,8,p,q,r..) Aerfoee 4 9do

yes

S&C Data Set

Ipartitioning

Linear Regression analysis
regression

Fig. 4: Schematic Overview of CASA's Dynamic ACa..
Detrimming Method
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based on engineering know-how, is performed, which The main advantage of this method is the fact, that it
is the key part of the method. It allows either to de- is a non-iterative procedure with high numeric stabil-
cide about the suitability of the DDT for the manoeu- ity. Therefore it is appropriate for highly unstable
vre to be identified or the acceptance or rejection of aircraft. Due to the fact that it identifies the model
the test result. coefficients for a difference, the usually possible
It is worth to note that DDT is an excellent method if equation error bias can be avoided. Finally the pres-
the wind tunnel based data to be flight validated are of entation of the result in tolerance units immediately
very good quality and if the measurements are as well allows for interpretation of the suitability of the aero-
of good quality. Time shifts or delays, sensors effects, dynamic model used in the entire process.
etc. shall be accounted for in the measured data to as-
sure high fidelity in the flight parameters. 2.4 Method at DASA
Mathematically speaking DDT is an equation error At DASA flight test an extended version of the well
method that implements a linear regression analysis known output error approach in conjunction with a
using the following cost function to be minimised: maximum likelihood estimator has been used highly

successful for many years. Due -to the mathematical
S1 nature of this algorithm the involved simulation step

J = ACo+ AC.+ AAC/ +EACa. c, -AC, (4) has to be based on a linearised aerodynamic model.
For stable aircraft this procedure is well known and
well established. For unstable aircraft this procedure

being: fails because integration of the flight mechanical
X generic force or moment equations will generally diverge to infinite values, as
c1  generic control input (controls, angular veloci- already mentioned above. Therefore an output error

ties, etc...) comparison cannot be performed anymore. Ref. I
gives a procedure, which introduces artificial stabili-U angle of attack sation during integration of the equations. The method

I3 angle of sideslip, requires additional computational effort. At DASA
flight test another approach has been followed, the

Due to its form DDT can be called as an equation er- equation decoupling technique as introduced by H.
ror method in ,,derivative errors" (see Eq. 3). The Schdufele [4].
advantage of this approach is that it allows to measure
the error in derivatives scaled in ,,tolerance units", The basic idea of the equation decoupling techniques is-
therefore allowing direct comparison with the toler- based on the introduction of flight measured aircraft
ance dataset. state variables into the integration of the flight me-chanical equations. The usual state equation
With the identification module, which consists in a

data partitioning and time slicing module, cost func-
tion computing and linear regression algorithm rou- x = A(ý) R+ B(ý)u (5)
tines as well as different data partitioning can be used
depending on the type of derivative or non-linearity to with R = simulated state vector
be identified; here the engineering judgement is of
vital importance for the success of the analysis. An u control vector
overview of the whole process is given in Fir. 4 in the = parameter vector
form of a block diagram. A = system matrix

B = control matrix

5UPilot0Controllerx AircraftI',+ / Outputs Error )

Linearized Model . . ..

Sd ••1•Maximum Likelihood

Flightpath Parameter Estimation
Reconstruc- u (dt

tion+

K-01__ _A() x_ + _K_0_OAg + B(Q _

Fig. 5: Schematic Overview of DASA's Equation Decoupling Method
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is then changed to F ITI I [o Dataset
Cnf3- ~A Flight Data

X = KOI A(x) x+ KO A(x) R+ B(x)_u (6) ln nI

with KOI, KO = decoupling matrices

x = measured state vector. [__

The decoupling matrices, introduced in [4], are com- I t i {II{]
plementary, which means that at equal positions one I I ! Lt i
matrix contains a whereas the other contains a '0'
at this position. The entire process, output error ap- 0 . . :0 ' - .... . ..
proach and equation decoupling, is summarised in Fig. LR

5. For general use at DASA also a flight path recon- Fig. 6: Comparisons of Identified Weathercock Sta-
struction is part of the process. The final result is a set Fig. 6: Com asetified Wercoc A -
of flight validated aerodynamic parameters, which bility with Dataset Values versus Angle ofAttack (DASA's Equation Decoupling
now can be used to calculate the flight mechanical Method for DA1 Data)
properties of the aircraft.

The given APID procedure has been successfully used .....
at DASA flight test for different aircraft of stable and
unstable basic airframe characteristics. The main pro- Con

gramme of the past years was TORNADO, also expe-
rience on unstable aircraft has been gained, e.g. the
German F-104 CCV (Control Configured Vehicle) in DATASET

the early eighties and EAP (Experimental Aircraft
Programme) in the late eighties. Also helicopters have
been investigated successfully. - i -;

3. Results ............- "........

The above given methods amongst others are being
used during the process of flight envelope expansion.
The tasks related to this process are split up between
EPC's and thus development aircraft. Results of tests
are being evaluated jointly, regularly during meetings. FLIGHT

The first example of joint evaluation stems from the
very early period of envelope expansion flying.

3.1 Weathercock Stability ALPHA (deg) (x101)

Rather early already during flight test some discrep- Fig. 7: Comparison of Identified Weathercock Sta-
ancies in weathercock stability, cnp3, had been discov- bility with'Dataset Values versus Angle of
ered. At this time mainly DAI and DA2 were flying Attack (BAe's Equation Error Method for
for data gathering. A typical result from DA1 derived DA2 Data)
with the DASA method is given in Fig. 6. In this fig-
ure the weathercock stability is plotted as a function of
angle of attack. It is evident that the values identified
from flight are considerably lower than those given
from the data set. The difference increases with angle Cni
of attack. Independently, at the same time, similar re-
sults were found on DA2 at BAe Warton. A typical
example of their findings is given in Fi&. 7. There DATASET

also the weathercock stability derivative is plotted ver-
sus angle of attack. Again it is evident that the identi-
fied values for cnp3 are smaller than those given in the
dataset, and also the discrepancies increase with angle
of attack. Since in both figures given here, for clear-
ance reasons, numbers have been taken off the ordi-
nates, it must be mentioned that the identified reduc-
tion of cnI3 is in the same order of magnitude. Fig. 8
gives an equivalent result obtained also with the BAe
method. Here the ability of this method to deal with
non-linear aerodynamic behaviour is being utilised. It
shows weathercock stability as a function of angle of
sideslip at a given angle of attack. The result indicates -5.00 0.00 5!00 ......
a weak non-linearity around zero angle of sideslip. BETA (deg)

Fig. 8: Comparison of Identified Weathercock Sta-

At first it was thought there is a reduction of weather- bility with Dataset Values versus Angle of
cock stability on these DA's due to the different after- Sideslip for a given Angle of Attack (BAe's
bodies, compared to the windtunnel models. At that Equation Error Method for DA2 Data)
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and flight data, as derived from a detrimming method
in use at BAe. The reason the local loss was not mod-

Cn0 3 elled stems from the way in which the datset is struc-

S----.tured. It consists of a basic cnp3 term, constant with
- angle of sideslip, plus a non-linear Acn term that is a

function f(cx,p3). In modelling the non-linearity as Acn
- -- -- - some detail found in the wind tunnel data was lost.

OR,• The reason why the measured results from flight re-
para roll b~ssvealed the non-linear decrease of weathercock stability

X PDbyrudde ..... for angles of sideslip around zero lies in the way the
XPIby lat....n. system was excited. Due to the nature of this aug-

A ...................... mented aircraft the controller hardly allows the build
up of angles of sideslip as large as 50, even for full
pedal doublet or 3211 excitations. Therefore parame-
ter identification results could deliver the cnli for

0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0,40 0,45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0,65 0.70 smaller angles of sideslip only. This explains the
MACH found discrepancies. Steady Heading Sideslip manoeu-

Fig. 9: Comparisons of Identified Weathercock Sta- vres however did provide data at high angles of
sideslip and allowed the non-linearity to be assessed by

bility with Dataset Values versus Mach BAe (Fig. 10). - Based on these findings the dataset
Number (Alenia's Output Error Method for was modified, existing non-linear terms have been
DA3 Data) changed for small angles of sideslip.

CnP DATASET

- " * . 3.2 Twin-Seater Experience

For training purposes EUROFIGHTER will also fly as

" ....... "a twin-seater variant. Two development aircraft, DA4
FLIGHT WIND TUNNEL and DA6, are twin-seaters. The main data gathering

BET4 aircraft is DA6, operated by CASA.
In the structure of the overall dataset the twin-seater is

Fig. 10: Comparison of Identified Weathercock Sta- being handled as an increment to the original single-
Fig.10: Comparison oftentiuesd Windtunnel seater data. Fig.i1 shows now results derived from
bility with Dataset Values and CASA's DDT method for cm(X. In Fig. Ila flight
Data versus Angle of Sideslip for a given measured data are being compared with the twin-
Angle of Attack (BAe's Detrimming Method seater dataset (single-seater data plus twin-seater in-
for DA2 Data) crement) as a function of angle of attack. It is evident

from these results that the difference of longitudinal
instability between flight data and predictions becomes
larger with angle of attack. The flight data lie in the

time DA1 and DA2 were equipped with the interim upper tolerance band or above it.
engine RB199, which is shorter than the final EJ200 A thorough investigation of the dataset revealed that
engine. Due to this fact the windtunnel model is rela- the flight data follow the predictions much better if
tively longer than the real aircraft and a reduction of one compares solely with the single-seater data omit-
cn[3 in flight could have been concluded. Therefore ting the twin-seater increment, this comparison is
supporting results from *DA3 were requested. This given in Fig. 1 lb. Now an even scatter of flight meas-
aircraft was already equipped with the EJ200 engine ured data around the nominal predicted value of c11-(
at that time. But also results from this aircraft show a is present. - Again, the reason for this finding is based
reduction in cnr3, as given in FE. from the Alenia on the structure of the aerodynamic model. In order
method. Here the results are presented as a function of to keep the necessary testing costs as low as possible,
Mach number and for different manoeuvres, showing the twin seater was treated as a store increment to the
that the behaviour found on DA1 and DA2 is consis- single seater. The resulting increment in the dataset
tent for the subsonic speed range also on DA3. stems from the difference of two large numbers of the

same magnitude, e.g. (cm single - cmii twin), which
each may be confined with measurement noise. The

Having already identified a weak non-linearity of cnj3 difference between these two large numbers is small
for small angles of sideslip, compare Fig. 8, a reas- but the measurement noise is still present and now,
sessment of the windtunnel data confirmed its exis- relatively, much larger. For this reason the twin-
tance, as illustrated in Fig. 10. Here windtunnel meas- seater increment may only represent the measurement
urements from a BAe model of cnp3 versus sideslip at noise for certain areas of the envelope. Thus flight
a given angle of attack are compared to those of the results follow better the single-seater predictions. For
dataset. The figure indicates an unmodelled non-linear the identified ,,problem area" the twin-seater incre-
decrease in cnu3 for small angles of sideslip. Also indi- ment to the basic dataset was set to zero. This result
cated is an excellent agreement between windtunnel was confirmed with existing windtunnel data.
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The second example for the twin-seater is related to a)
the known Cnj3 discussion. Fig. 12 gives CASA DDT
results for the twin-seater compared with the already
corrected single-seater dataset plus twin-seater incre-
ment. The comparison reveals a rather good agree- CmcL
ment between database and flight data, indicating that
the corrections, discussed in the previous section, -
work in the right direction. .

X\

cx
0 5 10' 15 20

b)

3.3 Time Histories X Flight Data

In this section some results of time history matching Cmox nominal Dataset

will be presented in order to illustrate the capabilities
of the different methods. Time history matching is X
being used to check the plausibility of the identifica-
tion results. For the classical methods this comparison
is the basis for the cost function calculation.

At first a result from Alenia for a pilot performed
lateral frequency sweep will be given. Fig. 13a shows
the matching for the aircraft states as given before the
identification run with the nominal data from thedataset. Fig. 13b then gives the corresponding com-
parisons after aileron effectiveness and damping de- - _ _ _ _

rivatives have been identified. The model was made o 5 10 15 20
up in accordance with the example model given in Eq. cx
2. Comparing both figures a considerable increase in
matching quality can be observed. This proves the va- Fig. 11: Comparisons of Identified Longitudinal Sta-
lidity of the identification result. It also shows that the bility Derivativ with a) Twin-Seater and
given method is capable of dealing with complicated b) Single-Seater Dataset Values (CASA's
manoeuvres over such long time intervals. Dynamic Detrimming Method for DA6
Whereas the previous example may well fall under the Data)
category of a ,,small perturbation" manoeuvre the next
example stems from a ,,large perturbation" manoeu-
vre. These types of manoeuvres are under considera-
tion in order to test the reliability of the results ob-
tained with the given methods. Fig. 14 gives the
matching for a 3600 roll manoeuvre, also from the
Alenia method. For this case the matching for the ini- cnP3
tial ,,nominal dataset" simulation and the final
,,identified dataset" simulation are given in one figure
in comparison to the measured flight data. Also here
the identification process with the fully non-linear
Alenia method significantly improves the comparison. -\-

Thus confirming the validity of the identification re-
sults. A similar result is given in Fig. 15 for the BAe
regression analysis method. Also this method is capa-
ble of identifying large perturbation manoeuvres and X Flight Data
leading to acceptable identification results. nominal Dataset

The equation decoupling method, as used by CASA toleranced Dataset
and DASA, is the method of those presented here I I
which is most restricted to small perturbation ma- 0 5 10 15 20
noeuvres. It is nevertheless also used when identifying cx
large perturbation manoeuvres. A typical result is
given in Fig,.6. It shows an almost perfect matching Fig. 12: Comparisons of Identified Weathercock Sta-
for a roll at a supersonic Mach number. These results bility with updated Twin-Seater Dataset
illustrate that the presented method is well capable of Values versus Angle of Attack (CASA's Dy-
treating large perturbation manoeuvres. namic Detrimming Method for DA6 Data)
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_ 3.4 Tolerances

During the envelope expansion process at each com-
pany a multitude of manoeuvres has been examinedwith the presented methods. Due to the generally very

S0... . !0 .... 2 . . 4 .. . good quality of the dataset ,,surprises" seldom occur!
Time Two cases where corrections to the dataset on the ba-
Theta sis of flight data had been necessary have been docu-

mented above. The usual ,,daily" work is less thrilling
than these two cases. It consists mainly of comparisons
with respect to the tolerance band of the dataset. A

-,, •., , typical example of this process is presented in Fig. 17
from DASA, giving results for cmcX obtained on DA5.
Over a large band of Mach numbers the identified

100. 2. .300 4.00 values for cm(X lie very close to the predictions, well
Time within the 2(y tolerance band.

.Phi These rather ,,boring" results generally prove the ex-
cellent quality of the given dataset. They are very im-
portant for the development process, and they allow
the overall tolerance level of the dataset to be reduced.
This eases the clearance process of the flight mechani-
cal clearance of the aircraft. If tolerances can be re-
duced successfully on the basis of flight data, the

:ot 1.00 230clearance can be performed also for a smaller toler-
Time ance band and possibly be improved through this

Fig. 15: Time History Matching for a 3600 Roll method, thus clearing a larger portion of the flight
versus nominal and updated Dataset Values envelope. This again documents how important pa-

(BAe's Equation Error Method for DA2 rameter identification methods are in the development

Data) process of an aircraft.
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rected for zero controls. A dynamic compatibility

Cma - check based on engineering know how is performed.

- iatIaset Then the observation vector is modelled with the
A F•ight Dat principal influences. These are identified with the re-

___ _ '-.. - Igression analysis. The fourth method is being used ati IDASA and at CASA. It is based on the output error

_ Il ,"--JoTereBand approach in conjunction with.an equation decoupling
___ -/__ - technique providing this method with the capability of

- -dealing with unstable aircraft.
x;Ti !"Results are given for four principal examples. At first

a problem of the aircraft's weathercock stability was
discussed. Flight test analysis revealed a reduced
weathercock stability in comparison with the dataset.

Fig. 17: Comparisons of Identified Longitudinal Sta- These discrepancies could be confirmed with all

bility with Dataset Values versus Mach methods on different aircraft. A solution to this

Number (DASA's Equation Decoupling problem was found in the structure of the dataset. In

Method for DA5 Data) modelling the non-linearity as Acn some detail found
in the wind tunnel data was lost. In flight, due to the
nature of the controller, only smaller angles of
sideslip could be reached compared to those used for

4. Conclusions the windtunnel measurements. Thus revealing a non-

EUROFIGHTER will be the new fighter aircraft for linear behaviour for small angles of sideslip. Succes-

the airforces of Italy, United Kingdom, Spain and sive corrections could be made to the dataset, curing

Germany in the next century. It is being developed this problem. The second example deals with the twin-

jointly by industrial partners of these four nations. seater. Here it was found that certain increments rep-

The aircraft is based on a very agile configuration, resenting the twin-seater could not be verified in

which incorporates a high level of inherent longitudi- flight test. They were subsequently removed from the

nal instability. The characteristic feature is the canard, dataset. The third example deals with the time history

generating the inherent instability. Due to this fact the matching which is an important tool to check the

aircraft is controlled by a digital, full authority, quad- credibility of identified parameters. Examples for a

ruplex redundant flight control system (FCS). Within frequency sweep and for several rolls are given.

the development flight test program seven develop- These examples document the capability of all meth-

ment aircraft are flying, flight test tasks have been ods to deal with large perturbation manoeuvres. Fi-

split up between the four EUROFIGHTER partner nally the fourth example documents the ,,dry" daily

companies (EPC's). work dealing with tolerances. This way leads to an
overall reduction of dataset tolerances which is in-

For flight test evaluation of the aerodynamic proper- tended to improve the overall dataset credibility as
ties of this aircraft at four different partners confi- well as speed up the clearance process in order to ar-
dence had to be established in results from different rive at an improved flight clearance.
flight data analysis methods as well as in results from
different development aircraft. All methods are based It was shown how results obtained from different air-

on well known theories, nevertheless these methods craft with different tools with different properties are

are tailored with some company specific extensions in being harmonised. It was then shown how one corn-

order to cope with the non-linear characteristics of mon single data base, that is the aerodynamic stability

EUROFIGHTER. The Alenia method is based on an and control data set, is being validated and how it is

extension of the classical maximum likelihood estima- updated.

tion in conjunction with an output error description.
The basic idea at ALN for repairing the defect of this
method not to be able to cope with unstable aircraft is
the inclusion of the full non-linear aircraft model with
the actual controller into the method. In the original 5. References
non-linear aerodynamic model additional terms with a [1] E. Plaetschke: Identifizierun instabiler flug-
linear structure are included, so the model can be up- mEchanischker Stemtzer ine sgangseh-

dated via a maximum likelihood algorithm. The iden- mechanischer Systeire mit einem Ausgangsfeh-

tified terms directly give the difference between full und era ur schung 12 (1988), 166 -177.

model and aircraft. The method at BAe is based on the und Weltraumforschung 12 (1988), 166 -177.

classical equation error approach coupled with a re- [2] H. Preissler, H. Schbiufele: Equation Decoupling -
gression analysis. The key feature of this regression A new Approach to the Aerodynamic Identifica-
algorithm is a principal components approach. This tion of Unstable Aircraft, J. o. Aircraft 28
allows the user to define the model structure to be (1991), 146 -150.
identified since it provides him with an indication of [3] L.C. Anderson: Robust Parameter Identification
the information content within the flight data. The for Non-linear Systems using a Principal Coin-
user iterates to the optimum solution by altering the ponents Regression Algorithm, AIAA Paper 85 -

model structure, selected model elements, the ranges 1766.
of the supplied variables, and the weighting given to a
priori data. At CASA a dynamic detrimming method [4] H. Schidufele: Parameteridentifikation mit einem

is used which is also based on the equation error modifizierten Maximum-Likelihood-Verfahren,
method together with a regression analysis. An obser- Fortschrittberichte der VDI Zeitschriften, Reihe
vation vector, representing the equation error, is cor- 8 Nr. 40, 1981.
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A Process for Model Identification and Validation of Dynamical
Equations for a Flexible Transport Aircraft

Kioumars Najmabadi, Bruce Fritchman and Chuong Tran
The Boeing Company

P.O. Box 3707, Seattle, WA 98124, USA

Abstract 1.0 Introduction

This paper introduces a process for Active control of an aircraft's flexible modes
identification and validation of a single- may play a significant role in providing flutter
input/multi-output model for a flexible aircraft stability margins, reducing dynamic loads on
based on in-flight control-surface frequency structure and providing better ride quality for
sweeps. This model is used to develop a passengers and pilots. To design control
compensator for active control of aircraft systems for the above applications, an aircraft
structural modes. The output of the system model with high fidelity at both low ( rigid
contains parameters used in the controller body) and high frequency (structural modes of
design cost function and those used as the interest) is required. This model should include:
feedback signals modified to include appropriate
system time delays. The identification method 1) Dynamics of rigid body modes,
parameterizes the system as a partial fraction 2) Dynamics of aircraft's structural modes,
expansion and solves a weighted, non-linear 3) Accurate representation of rigid body and
least square problem to determine the numerator flexible modes coupling,
and denominator coefficients. The initial values 4) Dynamics of sensors and actuators,
of the denominator coefficients are determined 5) Dynamics of control surface and actuator
based on the higher order aeroelastic model. coupling,
Once the initial values for the denominator 6) System transport and computational delays,
coefficients are known, the initial values for the 7) Effects of non-linearities.
numerator terms are obtained by the linear least
square technique. One method to obtain such a high fidelity model

is to conduct a control surface frequency sweep
Two approaches are employed to prove the in flight and compute the gain and phase
fidelity of the model for control law design. relationships between the control surface and
The first method uses the output signals of the the selected output signals. This frequency
model to provide a closed-loop description of representation can be employed in design of the
the system for which an in.flight response controller for a given objective. However, the
characteristics exists. Comparison of the in- design of such a controller may only be
flight response characteristics with those of the supported by frequency based design
model provides the confidence for the fidelity of techniques. To use the modem control
the identified model. The second approach techniques (e.g., LQRILQG) a time domain
utilizes a newly developed compensator and model is required. The objective of this paper is
compares the frequency response characteristics twofold:
of the closed-loop system based on the in-flight
sweep data and those based on the model. The 1) To present a method to generate a high
closeness between the two frequency responses fidelity time domain model, and
is treated as a measure of the fidelity of the
model. An example of this process for 2) To provide a validation process to ensure
identification and validation of a model for the that the required level of fidelity is met.
lateral motion of a commercial transport aircraft
is presented.

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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2.0 Description of an Example 2.1 Time Domain Model Option

The example selected here to facilitate the To generate the time domain model for use in
discussion deals with the control of lateral modal suppression, two options are available:
motion of a large flexible aircraft. Figure 1.
presents a simplified diagram of the system of 1) Develop the time domain model for the
interest. This system consists of the airplane open-loop aircraft and integrate it with the
actuators, sensors at various stations, yaw control law (i.e., yaw damper) and the
damper and modal suppression control laws. appropriate time delays to form the closed-
The sensor signals are transported via digital loop model,
data buses. The transport and the computational
time delays are also shown. The analog to 2) Use the closed-loop surface-frequency
digital (A/D) converters and their associated sweep data to generate the time domain
sample and hold delays are not shown to keep model for the closed-loop system.
the diagram simple. However, their effects are
included in the estimate of time delays. FFG The second approach is selected in our example,
denotes the Frequency Function Generator input because it does not require the extra step of
which provides the input during the surface integrating the open-loop aircraft and the control
frequency sweep. law models to form the closed-loop model.

However, for other applications where the inner-
The yaw damper control law's objective is to loop control law, in this example the yaw
provide sufficient damping for the Dutch roll damper, is to be changed, the first method would
mode having a typical frequency between 1 to 2 be more appropriate.
rad/sec. The quasi-steady aeroelastic model is
appropriate for use in this design as long as 3.0 Identification of the Modal Aeroelastic
sufficient attenuation to limit the activity of the Model
control law in the structural modes frequency
range is provided. This section presents a method employed to

identify the time domain model based on the in-
The modal suppression control law's objective flight control-surface frequency sweep data.
is to improve the ride quality in turbulence by
reducing the lateral acceleration due to 3.1 Air Transport Modal Identification
excitation of the structural modes at specified Problem
locations without increasing lateral acceleration
at other locations. The increase in any other To use modem control techniques in the design
location's lateral acceleration may be a concern process of a controller which provides
because of ride quality deterioration and/or additional damping to structural modes, the
dynamic loads increase. Furthermore, this identification of modal aeroelastic models from
control law is expected to have no appreciable in-flight data is necessary. This may require
effect over the rigid body dynamic response. identification of the first ten to fifteen bending

modes of the aircraft in either the lateral or
To meet the modal suppression control law's longitudinal axes. In this context, identification
requirements, a high fidelity model that of fundamental structural parameters of an
includes dynamic characteristics of the Dutch aeroelastic model, e.g. inertia, stiffness,
roll mode, structural modes, system's non- damping, etc., is not required. However, the
linearities and accurate knowledge of the identified modal model must be consistent with
system delays is required. the corresponding modal form of the

fundamental aeroelastic models so that the
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designed controller reflects minimal conflict FRF. The coherence function provides a
with models used for aircraft certification by measure of the "goodness" or quality of the data.
Dynamic Loads and Flutter organizations. A coherence of 1.0 reflects high linearity and a
Eigenvalues for a such a typical model are high signal-to-noise ratio whereas low
shown in Figure 2. coherence may reflect non-linearities or more

commonly a low signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 6
3.1.1 Sensor Locations presents typical FRF's between the rudder

control surface and lateral acceleration at
Bending modes of a large transport aircraft various locations in a cruise condition. The
involve simultaneous and complex combined corresponding coherences are shown in Figure
motion of all parts of the airframe, e.g. wings, 7. It is typical that at a given location, low
empennage, fuselage, engine nacelles, etc. coherences for FRF's over a frequency range are
Accurate identification of the various flexible found if the rudder is not adequately exciting
modes of an aircraft therefore requires any mode, sensor is located on a modal node or
appropriate sensor placement to measure these modes are excited by a disturbance in that
complex motions. Our experience has shown frequency band.
that a set of several appropriately located sensor
measurements is adequate to identify the desired 3.2 Modal Aeroelastic Identification
ten to fifteen first flexible modes of a transport Method
aircraft. For example, for a typical lateral axis
model of a large air transport, using these sensor System identification results in an optimization
locations, the first twelve bending modes can be problem of finding the parameters of a linear
identified exactly. Figure 3 depicts frequency system that best fit the measured data. For a
response functions between the rudder to structural or aeroelastic model, the order of the
accelerations at the seven sensor locations, identified system is proportional to the number
When system identification is performed, as of flexible modes that must be identified. For
shown in Figure 4, the first twelve flexible fifteen flexible modes, the order of the system
modes can be almost exactly identified from will be thirty or more. The minimum number of
these data. A comparison of typical frequency parameters or minimal parametric representation
response functions for the actual model and the of the system is the standard real-modal form
realized model are shown in Figure 5. where the system matrix A and the input matrix

B are of the form
3.1.2 In-Flight Test Data

In-flight data for large commercial transports are 0 00 00 0 Ii
gathered through excitation of the various 12{o Q0J
control surfaces with sinusoidal sweeps of the [W2 1 0

controller in the frequency range of interest. I 2C2W2 [01
This data is subsequently transformed into sets A = 0 ... 0 0 0 0 ,B .
of frequency response functions (FRF) via the 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0
Fast Fourier Transform. The coherence function 0 a 0 0 ... 0 0 ...

2 I~x.,(cw)12 0 0 0 0... 0 ..7•(-) •x(c0)'D~y(o) 0o0 oo oo[0c~ [o]
where (D(o)) ., (0))and ~(D,(0)) are the To obtain this real-modal form we start with the

FRF input and output power spectra and cross partial-fraction parameterization of the FRF's
spectra respectively, is also computed for each given by Spanos and Mingori [ 1] and perform
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the nonlinear least squares minimization of the 30th-order system with a single input and seven
the cost function measurements results in an optimization

P A 2 problem of about 250 parameters. This method
J(x) = w,.G(joai) - G(jo)i,x)12  is available for single-input/multi-output use as

one of the tools for the control system design
where G(joJ) is the measured complex FRF and analysis bundled with the EASY5 Matrix

data, G(jwo) is the identified model response Algebra Tool [2]. A new tool based on this
approach has recently been developed to handle

and wi is a frequency-dependent weighting on mult-input/multi-output systems.

the error. We typically choose the weighting
function to wi defined as 3.3 Example Aeroelastic Model

A Identification
IG(jao•) - G(joti)l

w IG(j0.)12  In this section we present a typical example of

this aeroelastic system identification method

This choice of weighting function serves three applied to in-flight test data shown in Figures 6

purposes. Obviously, using the coherence and 7, taken from a large transport aircraft. In

function deemphasizes the poor data with this example we fit a system to four FRF's
between rudder input and lateral acceleration

respect to good data. Secondly, using the error

as a weight drives the optimization harder in the measurements from four location denoted by Si,

direction of the error. Thirdly, normalizing by S2, S3 and S4. We start our fit with an initial

the square of the norm of the FRF's provides for set of eigenvalues obtained from an aeroelastic

a relative weighting on the error in order to fit model similar to the flight and aircraft loading

data that may range in amplitude over many conditions of the test. These eigenvalues
orders of magnitude. correspond to the Dutch roll rigid-body mode,the first fifteen flexible modes and a second

The parameterization which is a partial-fraction order aerodynamic lag mode and they span the

expansion is chosen so that frequency range from 0.0 to 10 Hz. Figures 8
A m through 11 show comparisons of the identified

G(jaw,x) = 2 + l _ 2 2 + d system response with the measured data. Thus
k ai + jo4A - the identified aeroelastic model is a 34th-order

for even-order systems, or model containing the Dutch roll mode, fifteen
A M =ja flexible modes and a second order aerodynamic
(jax) 0a + -- 22 + + + d lag mode which fits the data well through the

k=1 0ak + joA -0 a-+ + .l0 range of 10.0 Hz.
for odd-order systems, where x is defined as

4.0 Model Validation Process
x = [aba/3d]

In this section, validation of the time domain

Once the denominator parameters a and P3 are model will be discussed and application of this
determined, finding the initial numerator process will be illustrated. There are three parts
parameters that minimize the cost function in the validation process:
J(x) becomes a linear least-squares problem

that can be solved in one iteration. From this 1) Validation of the phase and gain relationships
initial point, numerator and denominators are obtained from the in-flight control sweep data,
solved simultaneously using quasi-Newton
iteration. Once the partial-fraction expansion of 2) Validation of the time domain model,
the system is determined it is converted to real
modal form. Thus, a typical identification of a 3) Verification of the system transport and

computational time delays.
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4.1 Validation of the Computed Phase and 1) Compare the open-loop frequency response
Gain Relationships characteristics (phase and gain) of the time

domain model with those obtained based on
To validate the phase and gain relationships in-flight sweep data and require a close
obtained from the flight test data and to verify match between the two representations over
the estimate for the system transport and the frequency range of interest,
computational delay, the following steps are
taken: 2) Compare the closed-loop frequency

response characteristics of the time domain
1) Integrate the open-loop airplane transfer model and those obtained using the in-flight
function ,Gl(s), with a known control sweep data and require a close match
augmentation, Hi(s), and appropriate system between the two representations over the
delay, Dl(s), to form the analytical phase and frequency range of interest. The frequency
gain relationship for the closed-loop system response characteristics include the transfer
denoted by G2(s) where function matrix, loop gain and phase or the

Nyquist plot.
G2(s)= Gl(s) / (1+Gl(s)*Hl(s)* Dl(s))

In our example, validation of a time domain
2) Compare the phase and gain relationships of model for use in the design of a modal
the G2(s) with those obtained from the in-flight suppression controller is considered. The
sweep data referred to as G3(s). Having a close system identification method is applied to
match between the phase and gain provide a model over the frequency range of 1
characteristics of G2(s) and G3(s) is a measure to 6 Hz. The PSD plots of acceleration and the
for the validation of phase & gain relationships phase relationship between the rudder and
developed from the in-flight sweep data and for acceleration at four stations are presented in
the verification of the system computational and Figures 12. The identified model matches the
transport delays. flight test data very closely over the frequency

range of interest.
In our example, Gl(s) is the aircraft's open-loop
transfer function matrix, H i(s) is the yaw A controller to reduce the acceleration level at
damper control law transfer function matrix, station S3 is designed and integrated with the
Dl (s) is transfer function matrix for the model and the flight test data to provide the
system's delays and G3(s) is the phase and gain closed loop response of the system. Figure 13
relationships obtained based on the in-flight presents the comparison for the closed-loop
sweeps conducted with the yaw damper system. The PSD plots are selected because
feedback loop closed, they are usually used to show the performance

of the control law. A comparison of the loop
The above steps of the process are required gain based on the model and the flight test data
before the identification technique is used to is presented in figure 14. Based on these
generate the time domain model. comparisons, the fidelity of the model over the

frequency of range of interest and estimation of
4.2 Validation of the Time Domain Model the system's time delays are validated.

The validation of the time domain model is Figure 15 presents the performance of the
performed by utilizing the following controller by comparing the acceleration levels
approaches: at S I and S3 locations for the open-loop and

closed-loop systems.
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In a second example, a controller is developed modal suppression system for the Boeing family
to further reduce the acceleration at the S I of airplanes which served as the final validation
location. This controller includes feedback of the process.
from additional sensors. Figure 16 presents the
performance of the controller based on the flight References
test data. This controller destabilizes two modes
at 6.5 and 7 Hz. This is shown in the [1] Spanos, J.T., and Mingori, D.L., "Newton
acceleration plot for the S4 station. Figure 17 Algorithm for Fitting Transfer Functions to
depicts the loop gain comparison based on the Frequency Response Measurements," Journal of
model and the flight test data. As shown the Guidance, Control and Dynamics, Vol. 16, No.
loop gain in the frequency range of 6 to 8 Hz is 1, Jan-Feb 1993
significantly higher when flight test data is used.
Obviously, the additional feedback paths [2] Miller, S.A., Tollefson, J.C., and Ummel,
increases the loop gain significantly over the B.R., EASY5 Matrix Algebra Tool User's
frequency range in which the model is not valid. Guide, The Boeing Co., March, 1995

5.0 A Brief Description of the Control
Design Method

The control law design method employs
LQR/LQG technique. The cost function
consists of acceleration at different stations with
appropriate weighting and frequency weighted
input to provide the desired roll-off
characteristics in both low and high frequency
bands. The desired performance using full-state
feedback is established by adjusting the
weighting of terms in the cost function. Then,
an observer is designed to recover the full-state
feedback loop gain using the available sensor
outputs.

For the first controller discussed in section 4.2,
comparison of the performance of the control
laws using full-state feedback and output
feedback are shown in figure 18. As seen, the
full-state feedback performance is mostly
recovered using the available output feedback.

6.0 Conclusion

A systematic process to generate and validate a
time domain model based on in-flight frequency
response characteristics has been introduced.
An application of this method to design a modal
suppression controller to improve the ride
quality has been illustrated. This approach has
been successfully employed in the design of a
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1. SUMMARY measured response (proof-of-match or POM simula-
In the recent past aerodynamic data bases meeting the tions). The errors for the main parameters have to be
stringent accuracy requirements of Level D flight simu- within specified tolerance limits. The minimum number
lators have been generated at the DLR Institute of Flight of maneuvers to be flown and proven is about 120, since
Mechanics for two propeller aircraft, namely the C-160 some of the validation test types require more than one
military transport aircraft and the Dornier 328 commer- maneuver.
cial passenger transport aircraft. In the case of Dornier
328 having reversible flight controls, in addition to the 2.2 The C-160 Project
rigid body aerodynamics, it was required to generate the In the early nineties the German military procurement
hinge moment data base. Furthermore, it was also neces- organization decided to procure a modern flight simu-
sary to demonstrate the end-to-end match resulting from lator for the C-160 "Transall" aircraft, Fig. 1, Table 1, to
an integrated model with pilot's force inputs (i.e. 6-DOF replace the old simulator at Wunstorf airbase.
equations of aircraft motion incorporating the identified
aerodynam ic data base coupled w ith the dynam ic m odels ..............................

.............

of the flight control systems driven through pilot applied ... . ......
forces and incorporating the identified hinge moments
data base). In contrast to the usual approach of demon-
strating the adequacy based on a model driven through
control surface inputs adopted in the case of C-160, the
force driven models of the Dornier 328 turned out to be
significantly more complex. This paper highlights the
approach adopted for generating the data bases, the
difficulties encountered in the data generation, and the
lessons learned therefrom.

2. BACKGROUND
In the recent past the DLR Institute of Flight Mechanics
has been contracted to develop mathematical aircraft
models for application in Level D simulators in two Figure 1 C-160
cases
1. C-160 military transport aircraft and
2. Dornier 328 commercial passenger transport aircraft. Table 1. Geometry and mass data

2.1 Level D Simulator C-160 Dornier 328

The definition of a Level D simulator that had to be Max. take-off weight 51,000 kg 13,990 kg

applied by DLR in both the cases is found in the Advi- Wing span 40 m 21 m

sory Circular AC 120-40B1 of the Federal Aviation Ad- Max. speed 277 KIAS 270 KIAS

ministration (FAA). This document defines four simu-
lator levels, i.e. A, B, C, and D, where D is the highest The main contractor was the French simulator manu-

fidelity level. The quality requirements for the mathe- facturer Thomson-CSF, as a subcontractor DLR Institute

matical aircraft models to be developed by DLR are of Flight Mechanics was responsible for

mainly found in Appendix 2, "SIMULATOR VALI- 1. instrumentation of the test aircraft,

DATION TESTS". Therein 53 validation test types are 2. execution of the flight tests, and

defined for which the quality of the mathematical air- 3. development of the mathematical model including

craft model has to be proven against actual flight test the aerodynamic data base.

data by comparing the simulated response with the

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and

Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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DLR's work started with the instrumentation in May data applying modem system identification methods
'92. The main flight test campaign was conducted in instead of determining increments to the existing wind
November and December '92, supplemented by some tunnel data base. DLR uses the output error method in
flight tests in February '93. The model development the time domain with a maximum likelihood cost func-
phase lasted from December '92 to July '93. The total tiont °.
number of maneuvers to be evaluated was about 1,000.

Although the final validation tests have to be carried out
The model to be delivered by DLR is a so called rigid as end-to-end tests, the actual identification is done with
body model using measured control surface deflections so called stand-alone models for the rigid body and each
as input. Several papers covering modeling and instru- of the primary flight control systems (Fig. 3).
mentation aspects have already been published 2-7

Aircraft Control Aircraft

2.3 The Dornier 328 Project Motion 3 Surface Motion
Variable Reversible D!fections Rigid Body Variables

Under contract to the aircraft manufacturer Dornier Flight Control Dyaicsd od 1
(now Fairchild Dornier) DLR Institute of Flight Me- PilotInput Dynamics
chanics developed the mathematical model of the Dorn- Forcea

ier 328-110, Fig. 2, Table 1, to be implemented by the a) Stand-alone
British simulator manufacturer Thomson Training & Aircraft
Simulation. Motion Control Aircraft

Variables Surface Motion
...... Revertible Deflections Rigid Body Variables

.Flight Control I Dynamics

Pilot Input Dynamics
For=e

b) Integrated

==:. measured data m simulated data

Figure 3. Stand-alone and integrated models

A separate set of parameters is estimated for each nomi-
nal flap setting (C-160: 00, 200, 300, 400, 600; Dornier

Figure 2. Dornier 328 328: 00, 120, 200, 320). Flap change dynamics are

simulated by linear interpolation between these different
The work started in December '95 and was finished in sets.
December '96. Because of the reversible flight controls,
not only a rigid body model as in the case of the C-160 The identification starts with point-identification runs,
but also models of the primary flight control systems evaluating a set of standard dynamic maneuvers at
(i.e. elevator, ailerons, and rudder) had to be developed, nominal flight conditions throughout the flight envelope
The control system models consist of a mathematical to identify primary aerodynamic parameters without yet
model of the control system dynamics and the corre- accounting for Mach number, thrust setting or landing
sponding aerodynamic hinge moments. The POM flap effects.
simulations had to demonstrate the end-to-end match
resulting from an integrated model with force inputs (i.e. Collating the point-identification results, the structure of
6-DOF equations of aircraft motion incorporating the the aerodynamic model valid over a broader range is
identified aerodynamic data base coupled with the dy- determined and a model incorporating dependencies on
namic models of the flight control systems driven angle-of-attack, Mach number, angle of sideslip, and
through pilot applied forces and incorporating the iden- thrust coefficient is postulated. Maneuvers from several
tified hinge moments data base). flight conditions are concatenated in a multi-point iden-

tification to arrive at a single set of parameters describ-
All the flight test data were provided by Dornier, DLR ing these linear and nonlinear dependencies. This is
was neither involved in the instrumentation nor in the done for the symmetrical flight configuration with two
flight testing. The total number of maneuvers to be engines on, landing gear retracted, at a fixed landing
evaluated was about 1,300. Further information regard- flap setting.
ing the Dornier 328 data base development project can
be found in references 8 and 9. The models are then extended to include ground effect

and single engine effects. For the rigid body aerody-
2.4 DLR's Model Development Approach namics also effects due to landing gear and the stall have
For both cases, C-160 and Dornier 328, it was consid- to be considered.
ered appropriate to generate a new data base from flight
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At this stage for each flap setting a comprehensive set of 3.1 Lesson I
aerodynamic parameters is available. These sets are
finally combined in a single data base incorporating a The development of an integrated
linear interpolation procedure for flap position only. model is much harder than the devel-
This so-called "derivative model" is implemented in the opment of stand-alone models.
C-160 simulator. It is, however, rarely used in flight
simulators mainly because the data base in the so-called Of course, it was clear at the very start of the Dornier
"table model" form was hitherto mostly generated from 328 project that the development of an integrated model
wind tunnel measurements. For the Dornier 328 the will require more effort than the development of two
identified derivative model was converted into a tabular stand-alone models. However, it was a surprise how
format comparable to a "classical" wind tunnel based much more effort it required.
data base. It is noteworthy that at least in this case the
resulting data base is much bigger than a conventional The intricacies resulting from combination of the stand-
wind tunnel based data base, for example the rigid body alone models are brought out in Fig. 4. Fig. 4a shows the
part of the data base alone contains 14 five-dimensional match for the stand-alone models for a stall approach.
and 28 four-dimensional tables. The primary input into the elevator model is the meas-

ured pilot force, the primary input into the rigid body
If flight control system dynamics have to be considered, model is the measured elevator angle plus a trim offset.
the previously developed stand-alone models for rigid The output of the elevator model is the simulated eleva-
body and flight controls are combined to form an inte- tor angle, whereas the output of the rigid body model is
grated model for end-to-end validation, the pitch angle. The match appears to be quite good in

both the cases and is well inside the tolerances. The
3. LESSONS LEARNED elevator offset required to trim the rigid body stand-
The two aforementioned projects on data base develop- alone model is visible in the plot and is less than 10.
ment had several aspects in common (twin prop configu- However, integrating these two models and running an
ration, Level D fidelity required, number of maneuvers, end-to-end test results in an unsatisfactory match (see
...). Based on this commonality and aiming at minimiz- Fig. 4b). As a consequence the elevator hinge moment
ing the effort for future similar projects, it is next at- model had to be extended in the high-ct region.
tempted to crystallize the lessons learned. Out of the
many lessons learned during the course of these two 3.2 Lesson II
projects, only the most important ones are presented
here. The amount of effort required to arrive at a suit-

able model depends on the types of maneuvers
and the propeller slipstream interference effects.
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Figure 4a. Stall approach with stand-alone models Figure 4b. Stall approach with integrated model
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As mentioned above the number of maneuvers to be that matched not only the dynamic maneuvers but also
evaluated was about the same for C-160 and Dornier 328 the steady state maneuvers.
(1,000 vs. 1,300 including about 300 mistrims that are
of primary importance only for the flight controls). With regard to slipstream interference effects the execu-
Therefore it was expected that the development of an tion of the complete set of standard maneuvers at differ-
adequate rigid body model for the Dornier 328 would ent thrust levels proved to be much more challenging
take about the same effort as for the C-160, maybe even than a power lever doublet with an amplitude of 20%
a little less, because of the experience gained in the C- around a trim point and a total duration of 10 s.
160 project. This expectation turned out to be wrong. In
the end about twice the C-160 effort has been put into However, the problems encountered during the Dornier
the Dornier 328 rigid body model development. Subse- 328 model development are probably not only due to the
quent analysis showed that there were three primary maneuver types to be matched, but also due to more
reasons for this: severe propeller slipstream interference effects compared

to the C-160. An indication for this is the fact that, if no
Although the absolute number of maneuvers was very slipstream effects are modeled, the required aileron trim
similar, the distribution and the type of the maneuvers biases for single engine trims are by a factor of three
was quite different. In the case of the C-160 the bulk of greater for the Dornier 328 than for the C-160. The
the maneuvers consisted of a sequence of six standard reason for that is currently not clear. It seems to be a
maneuvers performed at up to 17 trim points in the combination of several small effects going in the same
flight envelope (horizontal, symmetric flight at various direction and adding up to a quite significant difference.
airspeeds and altitudes) for each of five flap settings. The relative position of the propellers is more outward
The standard sequence consisted of a 3211 elevator and more forward for the Dornier 328 than for the C-
input", exciting the short period motion, an elevator 160, also the slipstream is closer to the vertical tail for
pulse input exciting the phugoid motion, a bank-to-bank the Dornier 328 and the thrust to weight ratio of the
maneuver exciting the rolling motion, a rudder input Dornier 328 is higher.
exciting the dutch roll, and finally a power lever doublet
to enable identification of slipstream interference effects. Fig. 5 gives an example from the identification of single
In addition, whenever permissible a level turn maneuver engine effects on aircraft motion. For the C-160 three
with superimposed elevator doublets in the banked posi- parameters were found to be sufficient to match all sin-
tion was carried out. It provides more information to gle engine maneuvers. Identification of the same three
accurately estimate the downwash parameters. parameters for the Dornier 328 yields the match shown

in Fig. 5a. The aileron maneuver shown is part of a
For the Dornier 328 the standard set of maneuvers con- point-identification run combining five maneuvers in
sisted of elevator step inputs in both directions, an ele- one evaluation. Clearly three parameters are not ade-
vator doublet, aileron pulse inputs in both directions, a quate to cover all the effects. It was found that a mini-
bank-to-bank maneuver, rudder step inputs in both di- mum of eleven parameters is necessary to obtain a good
rections, a rudder doublet, and steady sideslips in both match for all the maneuvers of the point-identification
directions, amounting to a total of eleven maneuvers, run; the resulting match for the aileron input is shown in
This standard set was flown at only three air- Fig. 5b. Many more parameters are needed to come up
speed/altitude combinations, but at three different thrust with a model covering single engine effects for the entire
levels (flight idle, power for level flight, and max. flight envelope.
power). Also there were only four flap settings.

3.3 Lesson m
The most severe difference in the two sets of standard
maneuvers is that for the Dornier 328 steady-state ma- The development of a FAA-adequate friction
neuvers were used instead of resp. in addition to the model for flight control systems seems to be impos-
dynamic maneuvers for the identification of thrust (slip- sible (for pilot force driven end-to-end testing).
stream) and sideslip influences:
"* steady sideslips in addition to dynamic rudder inputs Due to the fact that pilot forces are the primary inputs to

and the control system models, friction has to be taken into
"• different thrust levels instead of power lever inputs, account. As no further information was available about

the friction in the system, it was modeled as an addi-
Also for the C-160 quite large angles of sideslip have tional moment acting at the corresponding control sur-
been reached during the rudder input maneuvers. How- face axis.
ever, these are reached only temporarily for a brief time.
For the Dornier 328 both types of maneuver were avail- Friction was modeled with a very simple model includ-
able (dynamic rudder inputs and steady sideslips) and it ing static and sliding (Coulomb) friction (see Fig. 6).
proved much more difficult to come up with a model
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Figure 5a. Single engine aileron step - Dornier 328 Figure 5b. Single engine aileron step - Dornier 328
Match with three SE parameter model Match with eleven parameter model

Friction Moment gines are running and the whole aircraft is vibrating
depending mainly on propeller rpm and difference in

Breakout left/right propeller rpm. Research in robotics indicates

ansition that the effective static friction, is zero in systems withSýliding
vibration' 2 . However, for the Dornier 328 the same fric-

..t.......tion model with stiction has been used for maneuvers
with and without running engines. This caused problems

S in small amplitude maneuvers, e.g. accounting correctly...... Surface
Deflection Rate for elevator floating during phugoids.

As can be seen from Fig. 7, in the phugoid validation
test with the integrated model the simulated elevator is
at a standstill most of the time, whereas the real elevator

Figue 6.Fricion odelis floating with a very small amplitude of about 0.10.

....r .... Deflectionmodel

With the respective control surface in standstill, static td Age a •
friction causes stiction until the external moments ex- PtAne. , .. - .... ..

ceed the static friction moment (breakout). Once the o * , --.

control surface is in motion, there is a transition from -

static to sliding friction, which depends on deflection dg/ • _

rate. Elevator 2.0

The structure of this model is sufficient for the static 2.,Tinscontrol checks (FAA validation tests 2a(), 2a(2), and o

2a(3)). However, even for these tests the variation of - measured
friction coefficients with temperature and maintenance .... integrated modelstate cannot be accounted for..

..... e 7. Phu oi

More severe problems with this type of friction model F e
occurred in all the other validation tests where the en-
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The elevator match itself is well inside a 1P tolerance. out having reached the optimal match. In other cases the
Unfortunately this is not true for frequency and damping calculated gradient may not be zero but incorrect, lead-
of the phugoid, the main parameters to be evaluated in ing to convergence problems and/or local minima solu-
this validation test (cf. time histories of simulated and tions.
measured pitch angle in Fig. 7). Additionally shown is
the match for the rigid body stand-alone model that is Due to this problem the proof of match runs required
driven by the measured elevator deflection plus a trim very time consuming optimization by hand in many
offset. Comparison of the three cases shows that fre- cases.
quency and damping of the phugoid are very sensitive to
even small elevator movements. 3.5 Lesson V

Other tests that proved to be quite sensitive with respect The direct identification approach works,
to the friction model are the dynamic control checks but there are some inherent, practical limitations.
(FAA validation tests 2b(l), 2b(2), and 2b(3)).

By developing mathematical models that meet the re-
It seems to be practically impossible to come up with a spective tolerances for two aircraft, DLR has shown that
friction model that covers the static control checks, the in general system identification and the approach out-
dynamic control checks, and the phugoid simultaneously lined above is a viable method for data base development
and satisfactorily in end-to-end validation using pilot for Level D simulators. There are, however, some inher-
force inputs and trimming by force offsets held constant ent, practical limitations associated with the approach
for the whole maneuver. adopted here that should be mentioned:

The experience gained from the Dornier 328 project The parameters are identified for each flap position
confirms the statement by Neville13: "Realistic end-to- separately. The simulation of flap change dynamics is,
end matching requirements may require increases in therefore, not possible before all the parameters have
data tolerance values.". been identified. If the flap change dynamics do not

match within the tolerances, most of the time a complete
3.4 Lesson IV new identification iteration has to be performed for at

least one flap position. Sometimes a nonlinear interpo-
A gradient based optimization method is not very lation between the two parameter sets is sufficient. But
well suited to handle systems with static friction usually the models for the separate flap positions are

in an identification context. good enough, i.e. they are in the tolerances for all the
maneuvers with that particular flap deflection. They just

DLR's identification software uses a Gauss-Newton require different trim offsets before and after the flap
optimization algorithm to determine the optimal values change itself, because the unavoidable modeling errors
of the parameters to be identified. The required gradi- are not the same for the two flap positions. Since the
ents of the cost function with respect to the parameters, trim offsets are required to be constant during the ma-
are determined numerically taking the ratio of the varia- neuver, it is not possible to fulfill the trim requirements
tion in the cost function to the corresponding variation at the start and at the end of the flap change maneuver
of the parameter. simultaneously. In such cases the aerodynamic zero

coefficients have to be reiterated.
Numerical problems caused by static friction are most
often encountered in the secondary degrees of freedom Using stand-alone models for the actual identification
during proof-of-match calculations, e.g. in the aileron leads to problems with the integrated model. That is due
and rudder systems for a short period validation test with to the fact that for identification of the flight control
elevator input only. Our test technique for end-to-end systems the measured rigid body variables are used as
validation with pilot force inputs is to identify pilot force inputs (e.g. angle of attack, airspeed, ...) and for the
offsets to trim the aircraft. If for example during an identification of the rigid body the measured control
elevator input maneuver the aileron is all the time surface deflections are used as inputs. In the simulation
standing still due to static friction, a small change in the with the integrated model in both the cases simulated
wheel force to determine the gradient with respect to the values are used instead of the measured values. These
wheel force offset may be too small to cause the aileron simulated values usually deviate from the measured
to leave the static friction band and move. So nothing values resulting in a poorer match than in the stand-
happens, the cost function is unchanged and the gradient alone cases. This could at least partly be avoided by
is zero. But that means for the optimization algorithm identifying all the parameters in one identification run,
that the parameter, in this case the wheel force offset, is but that is currently prohibited by the size of the estima-
not identifiable. In such a case DLR's current identifica- tion problem as it would require the identification of
tion software version stops the program execution with- more than 1,000 parameters.
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The identification of the flight control systems on manufacturer, and the data base developer should
ground proved*to be a problem, because of the limited have a good mutual understanding of
quality of the measurements of the rigid body variables, - required flight tests,
especially the angle of attack, the angle of sideslip, and - model development methods and their limita-
the airspeed. It was required to set up a special model tions,
mode driving the rigid body by measured control surface - models and model structures required by the
deflections and using the simulated rigid body variables simulator manufacturer, and
as inputs for the identification of the flight control sys- - test techniques for model validation.
tem parameters.

4. CONCLUSIONS
A general problem with a model that is determined This paper gives a brief introduction into the FAA re-
solely by identification is that its validity is only ensured quirements for Level D Flight Simulators relevant to the
for the flight envelope covered by the flight tests that development of the mathematical aircraft model, pro-
have been used for the identification. Any extrapolation vides an overview of two data base development projects,
of the model may lead to incorrect results, especially if which were successfully completed in the recent past,
nonlinear terms have been introduced in the model. and highlights the main lessons learned therefrom.
Unfortunately for the final model used on the simulator These are
usually some extrapolation is necessary. This should be
done very carefully and at least the physical plausibility 1. The development of an integrated model is much
should be checked. Another possibility is to extend the harder than the development of stand-alone models.
model based on wind tunnel data, if these are available. 2. The amount of effort required to arrive at a suitable

model depends on the types of maneuvers and the
3.6 More Lessons Learned propeller slipstream interference effects.
Without going into much some other lessons learned 3. The development of a FAA-adequate friction model
that may be of general interest are listed in the sequel: for flight control systems seems to be impossible (for

pilot force driven end-to-end testing).
" Flight tests for simulator model development should 4. A gradient based optimization method is not very

be performed in a limited time frame (e.g. eight well suited to handle systems with static friction in
weeks) utilizing just one aircraft, an identification context.

5. The direct identification approach works,
" Enough time should be allocated for checking of but there are some inherent, practical limitations.

flight test data and determining suitable maneuver
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IN-FLIGHT MODEL IDENTIFICATION RESEARCH
AIMED AT DEVELOPING A FLIGHT SIMULATOR MODEL

by
J.H. Breeman, H. Kannemans, M. Laban

National Aerospace Laboratory NLR
P.O. Box 90502, 1006 BM Amsterdam, The Netherlands

SUMMARY
In the last decade NLR and Delft University of Technology
have conducted an cooperative research program using the
Swearingen Metro II laboratory aircraft. Topics studied in this
program are a/o instrumentation techniques, flight test tech-
niques and the modeling of aerodynamics, engine thrust and
flight controls. As one of the topics it was decided to investi-
gate the feasibility of in-flight on-line aerodynamic model
identification. This paper summarizes the main results of the
on-line identification project and then goes on to describe the X
following off-line analysis, which should lead to a complete Ym
flight simulator model for the Metro. X. Ct

NOMENCLATURE
b wing span S wing area
U mean aerodynamic T thrust Zb

chordchrdr tFigure 1: Metro II aircraft and definition of body, wind* drag T• thrust coefficient admaueetae
and measurement axes

F force V airspeedG gearing coefficient Y side force 1. INTRODUCTION
H hearinge momffient a ale fofack The NLR has a long history in flight test data acquisition andI moment of inertia fa angle of sideslip developing measurement and analysis techniques to determine theperformance and handling characteristics of the aircraft. In order
L lift 3, aileron deflection to develop mathematical models numerous flight test programs

£ rolling moment S elevator deflection were carried out with a variety of aircraft, including Hawker
Hunter Mark VII, Fokker F-28, Fokker F-27 Maritime, Cessna

1 length 8, rudder deflection Citation 500, Lockheed Orion, Fokker 50, Fokker 100 and Fokker

M Mach number Apt total pressure increase 70 (Refs. 1-8).

LM pitching moment " damping ratio To obtain a mathematical model of the turboprop Metro II re-
search aircraft of the NLR (National Aerospace Laboratory) a

m mass 77 propeller efficiency number of flight test campaigns have been executed in close co-
:1' yawing moment 9 pitch angle operation with the DUT (Delft University of Technology). During
n rotations per second 1t friction coefficient the flight tests use was made intensively of dynamic flight test
P roll rate V sideforce function techniques. The analysis of the test data was done using the NSM
Q shaft torque P air density (Nonstationary Measurement) technique which is also referred to

as the Two Step method (Ref 9). This method starts by recon-
q pitch rate qb roll angle structing the aircraft flight path. The second step is the calculation

qý dynamic pressure (P control deflection of model coefficients using regression analysis techniques.
r yaw rate, radius The advantage of the NSM method is its capability to allow analy-

D £ sis of a great number of alternative models within a short time at
Co T C, low cost without increase of flight test hours. Special attention isCD •pV2S C 2 pV2 Sb paid in determining the turboprop thrust. The modelling of the

drag coefficient rolling moment control motion and control force system as well as the undercar-
coefficient riage modelling was done in close co-operation with the TU

CL L CN Braunschweig (TUBs).
C 2pV 2S C 2 pV 2Sblift coefficient yawing moment 2. TEST AIRCRAFT

tcoefficient The flight tests were conducted with the NLR research aircraftcoefficient Fairchild Metro II, PH-NLZ (Figure 1). This aircraft is a transport

Cm.~ C, ytype aircraft equipped with two wing mounted turboprop engine of
2' 'PV2S- yPV2 S the type AiResearch TPE-331-3UW-304G. Each engine drives a

pitching moment side force coefficient three bladed pitch regulated constant speed Hartzell propeller.
coefficient

Subscripted variables of the form C D ,CL , C1 c.C , C,,, 3. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The aircraft has been equipped with special flight test instrumen-

Cr denote partial derivative of coefficients with respect to (o). tation. The measurement system of this aircraft consists of the

The subscript p denotes the propeller thrust andj denotes the jet following main components:

thrust.

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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"* A basic data acquisition system used for a large number of & rudder doublets
various projects, including: 0 level acceleration/decelerations
"* Digital Air Data Computer * thrust doublets, symmetric and asymmetric
"* signal conditioning unit 0 sideslip sweeps
"* anti-aliasing filters * stalls
"• remote multiplexer digitiser unit * climbs and descents
"* 14-track tape recorder * frequency sweeps, symmetric and asymmetric
"* time code generator * quasi-steady sideslips

"* Extra equipment for gathering data for model identification: 0 phugoids
"* an Inertial Reference System sensing the body accele- 0 aileron responses

ration and body attitude rates * go-arounds
"* Global Positioning System receiver * stabilizer-elevator exchanges
"* elevator, aileron and rudder control surface and stabilizer a special combinations of manoeuvres

deflections
"* wing flap angle 5. DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
"* column, wheel and rudder pedal control forces and dis- The Two-Step method as used by NLR was developed by the De-

placements partment of Aerospace Engineering of the Delft University of
"* power lever angles Technology. The basics of this method are extensively described
"* nose mounted boom for measurement of angle of attack in Ref. 9. Figure 3 gives an flow diagram of the method.

and angle of sideslip
"* pressure rakes located at a short distance behind the pro-

peller.
A DATA

, ARINC TAPE

GPS RS422 PREPROCESSING

I
Flight FLIGHT PATH
Data Tpp.Rt, Re..raer RECONSTRUCTION

I
THRUST STEP 1

CALCULATION

En noTIME HISTORIES

CL CD C Y
C1 CM C,

Figure 2: Instrumentation block diagram sTEP 2

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the instrumentation system. AERODYNAMIC REDUCTION To
MODEL STEADY-STATENote the link to the on-board computer. IDENTIFICATION CONDITIONS

4. FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM Figure 3: Data reduction flow diagram
The objective of the flight test programme was the execution and
measurement of different kinds of flight test manoeuvres for the The first phase of the first step is called "pre-processing" and
identification of an aircraft model, involves a/o. the application of the sensor calibrations and position
In total 550 manoeuvres were flown distributed over 15 test error corrections, the correction of pressure measurements for time
flights. Each flight test campaign was devoted to a particular re- lags and the transformation of the acceleration measurements to
search item as follows: the centre of gravity. After pre-processing, the state trajectory of

1985 3 flights aero-model clean configuration the aircraft with respect to the surrounding air mass is recon-
structed applying the well-known Kalman filter methodology. The1988 3 flights aero-model clean configuration and thrust exact algorithm is described in detail in Ref. 9. As will be dis-

de90 1 flightermination fro airsr e ra ksc cocussed in this paper, at this stage of data processing, attention
1990 1 flightat aero-model for air traffic ontrol must be paid to the wind velocity. This is due to the fact that the
1991 5 flights aero-model take-off, cruise, approach and actual measured aircraft specific forces and moments are sensitive

landing configuration and on-line parameter to the wind components as well, which is of random nature and
identification therefore cannot be modelled in a simple way. The last phase is

1995 3 flights control force system, Proof-of-Match the calculation of the engine thrust components. Correction of the

The flight test program for model identification was carefully inertial measurements for the thrust components yields the aero-
designed in the sense that flight test manoeuvres were evenly dynamic forces and moments. The end result of the first step is the
distributed within the flight envelope. All the manoeuvres were smoothed time histories of the nondimensional aerodynamic
flown by hand and most of them were block shaped. forces and moments and of the aircraft state variables.
The following types of manoeuvres were flown: In the second step an interactive parameter identification program
* block shaped elevator inputs: 3211,4411 and doublets based on linear regression techniques allows the determination of
* aileron doublets the coefficients of an aerodynamic model.
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Due to its low computer requirements and the possibility of recur- to facilitate the on-line estimation of wind components and
sive implementation, the Two-Step method is eminently suited for sensor calibration coefficients.
real-time applications as will be discussed in the next section. The only additional hardware consisted of two INMOS T800

transputer cards. One transputer card was a VME card which
6. IN-FLIGHT PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION fitted in a spare slot in the existing data acquisition com-

puter(see Figure 2). The measurement data is acquired by "bus
6.1 Introduction snooping' on the VME bus. The other was a PC card in a
In-flight parameter identification potentially offers significant Toshiba T3200 laptop computer which communicated with
benefits. The identification results are available for inspection VME card using the processor-to-processor channel and uses
immediately during flight. This allows a high level of quality the laptop screen to display the graphical results.
assurance, because unsuccessful manoeuvres can be repeated
immediately and the manoeuvres can be improved iteratively. On-line identification naturally requires that up-to-date cali-
In addition no ground-based processing time is lost between brations must be available before flight. Although this is also
flights and the overall program duration can be shortened the goal during normal test flights, it is not always easy to
significantly. achieve in practice. In addition additional corrections are
But there are also obvious disadvantages. All up-to-date sen- needed. such as corrections for PEC, dynamic effects and
sor calibration information must be available before the flight, accelerometer bias. The air data calibration coefficients were
Off-line data analysis is potentially more accurate due to modelled with aerodynamic theory and based on this model a
standard techniques such as data smoothing and glitch re- limited but sufficient set of sensor calibration coefficients was
moval and iterative improvements. Finally the data analyst defined. The air data calibration and accelerometer bias coef-
must always be present on-board and without special meas- ficients were estimated on-line during the dynamic manoeuvre
ures his workload is considerable, together with the wind components. The GPS information
On-line identification is of course also possible with teleme- was essential for this.
try. However, the on-board approach has no range limitations
and is much cheaper to operate. The corresponding disadvan- 6.3 Data analysis algorithms
tage is that the workload of the flight test engineer/analyst As stated earlier the Two-Step method is ideally suited for
during an intensive test flight is considerable, real-time implementation. For the state estimation an ex-

tended Kalman filter in UD form was chosen. The parameter
The objective of the on-line identification project was to dem- estimation algorithms chosen were recursive, which allowed
onstrate the feasibility of on-line aerodynamic model identifi- the real-time monitoring of the parameter estimates. The
cation, but there were significant limiting conditions. There techniques implemented were Mixed-Mode Least-Squares
was to be minimal interference with the on-going flight test and Principal Component Total Least-Squares.
program and the existing instrumentation system should be The complete on-line data processing, state estimation and
used unaltered. The results should be generated in near real- parameter identification program was written in OCCAM and
time, displayed in the aircraft for inspection and should be the ran distributed over the two transputers.
same as those of the standard off-line analysis. The software
should be robust, highly automated and include facilities for 6.4 Flight test manoeuvre
graphical presentation and allow selectable model structures. A special combined flight test manoeuvre was designed (see
Each flight test manoeuvre should be self-contained, i.e. Figure 4). The first part is a calibration manoeuvre, which
should not use information from other tests. Finally the results consists of an 180 degrees turn, followed by first an angle of
should be stored in a database that can be inspected in flight, attack variation and then a sideslip variation. This first part

yielded sufficient information to cause the Kalman state esti-
The project was started with a detailed theoretical study of all mator to converge, setting the stage for accurate parameter
aspects of the whole aerodynamic model identification proc- identification.
ess, such as instrumentation, computer hardware, flight test
technique, analysis software and a priori aerodynamic models.
For each of these aspects a recommendation was made for an t--

on-line method that would be as accurate as the currently used
off-line method. /•

Based on these recommendations the on-line identification ,attack-x

was implemented and tested in flight. The system operated angle
successfully during two flight test series conducted in the on- 0
going Metro flight test program. The on-line and off-line re-
sults were compared and the results were found to be practi-
cally identical. This allows the conclusion that on-line aero-
dynamic model identification has proven to be a viable ap-
proach, which allows a considerable speed-up in flight test
program. More details can be found in Refs. 10-11. Figure 4: Calibration part of the flight test manoeuvre

6.2 Instrumentation
The existing instrumentation system met all requirements as
to accuracy, delays, bandwidth and sample rates. However, it
was decided to add the Global Positioning System (GPS) data
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The second part is the parameter identification manoeuvre manufacturer. The jet thrust calculation used the engine oper-
(Figure 5). First, a symmetric excitation was applied, con- ating condition charts from the manufacturer. Based on aero-
sisting of either a doublet or a 3211 elevator input followed dynamic theory, the propeller-airframe interference was in-
by a thrust lever doublet. Then an asymmetric excitation was corporated into the above model with a minimal set of influ-
applied which consisted of an aileron doublet followed by a ence coefficients involving the propeller thrust coefficient
rudder doublet. T" . Note that some of the last terms involving the thrust are

known terms and do not have coefficients.
tIP OIlS STAR AXIS 091M DATA FIL STOP ZOOMI

T L- \ \ýQ H _LW

asym etrk .0 ."• ..... 0 ,... .m anglveiue 6:0 On -line display o fat res u 0l

Z- -A

Sy~netrC . 0.00

The second part of the manoeuvre yielded enough information 6.5 Example result
to allow good parameter estimates as attested by the conver- Figure 6 is a screen dump from the on-board computer dis-
gence of the standard deviations of the on-line parameter play. It shows the parameter values and the theoretical error
identification algorithm to low values. This behaviour can be bounds as they evolve in time during the second part of the
clearly seen in the on-board display (see Figure 6). combined manoeuvre. From this display it is immediately

clear whether the required accuracy is being achieved by
6.5 A priori aerodynamic model looking at both the error bounds and at the way the estimated
During on-line identification the maximum extent of the mood- parameters converge to a stable value.
els must be fixed a priori, in other words all important terms SS.o.X •, AXIS LII.S 17B FILE CX • Lshould be known in advance. During flight terms that turn out ... .. ..... ..

to be insignificant can be deleted. An extensive analysis - , .o Io.

based on aerodynamic theory led to the following a priori i...J-.0 -0.° -'° 9

propeller aircraft aerodynamic model: "0.'00°'

CD = CDo, + CD~a + CD•Ca + CD• I :kKl~

CL C,, + Ca+c ... ..

v ~ ~ ~ . PEIe 2 ___ K ____

CF 5 P15 EDB 4309.0 SEC +aT IRSA 92 FL 3 ADO

Cma o Cmv +e Cma + C 0 0 L + Cm8 Se-+ Figure 7: On-line display of results database

Zpg - zj7. OFF-LINE AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS

pb rb 7.1 Aerodynamic model development
Cr=Co+ Cr~fi/ + -r, + Cr,-f- + An essential first step in developing a model of the aircraft is the

2h Ve2oV4 construction of a mass property model. The position of the centre

Cyr5 0  +- CY~rr,-Cr.fi3T.-,fit~ of gravity of the Metro 1I was measured by electronic balances
tt by tplaced under the nose and the main gear. By weighting the loadgnce of Cthe +tandar C evia + Che + with different pitch angles, the horizontal as well as the vertical

intiic•nalgori 2 Vh 2 Cv2--ev 5 position of the centreofgravitybecame available. The moments of

C,8, 6• + C,8, •5,. + Ci~. Tc inertia were obtained through meticulous bookkeeping of all coi -
65 Ab pponents of the aircraft. The actual tre of gravity location as

CD = Conle + Ci tfi + Ca,, + Cmx + well as the actual moments of inertia were corrected in according
2hoVto the actual fuel loading by means of polynomial functions. The

CYj±C, 6 effects of fuel excursions due to body accelerations and rotationsto a be•ifan-Ct r-- T b can be have been neglected so far.

The engine thrust calculation was based on propeller torque An important objective of the flight test programme was the d0 -
measurements rising the propeller efficiency charts from the velopment of a mathematical model of the aerodynamic forces and
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moments which would apply to all aircraft configurations and all
admissible flight conditions. It is common practice to model the CL = CL, + CL,, a+ CLIC +
dimensionless aerodynamic force and moment coefficients in +

terms of linear or non-linear polynomials in variables as angle of
attack, sideslip angle, body rotation rates and surface deflections, Cm = Cma + Cma a + Cmq v + Cr-i (5e

e.g. see Ref 12. The parameters in the polynomials, the so-called V

aerodynamic derivatives, will in general depend on aircraft con- The thrust effect can be analysed by extending the mathematical
figuration and flight condition. model by introducing a propulsion term as follows:
The aerodynamic model identification is based on linear re-
gression technique, which can be used interactively. The program q C
contains graphical facilities to evaluate the results very quickly. In CD = CD, + CDa + CDq V + D te + 10
this way the analyst is capable of evaluating a large number of CDTT + CD10, a
alternative models until the resulting models are accurate and
consistent. The same model identification procedure was applied qc
to the control force and undercarriage modelling. CL = CL, + CL,, a + CLqC + CL,ý 5e +". 11

The analysis of the aerodynamic model was based on six dimen- CL,, Tc

sionless coefficients for each of the rigid body degrees of freedom qc + Sg +

of the aircraft. The force coefficients(CC, CL, C,)were chosen in Cm =Cm + Cm,,a + Cm2 v Cm, 12

the air-trajectory reference frame. The moment coefficients CmToT
( C, C,, C, ) were chosen in the body axes frame (see Figure 1).

In order to obtain the aerodynamic drag CD a thrust model is with the thrust coefficient:

required. This thrust model will be discussed in the chapters 7.2 T
and 7.4. T0  - pV2S 13

The derivatives with respect to ai and q are usually strongly cor- and

related and, as a result, difficult to determine and the same is true

for the ftand r derivatives, therefore the coefficients for T = 2;7nQ 14

6 and ,6 were set equal to zero. The model is applied to small V

manoeuvres about trim flight conditions so that a linear aerody- where rI is the propeller efficiency computed from an efficiency

namic model can be assumed. The numerical values of the coeffi- table delivered by the propeller manufacturer.

cients are functions of the condition and the aircraft configuration. Combining manoeuvres of different power settings the coefficients

C.o, CL', and C0, can be estimated. Note that these coefficients
-" can successively be interpreted as the mismatch in propeller effi-

= ciency (the corrected overall efficiency is q, = q"- qCD" ), the

increase of lift due to the propeller slipstream over the wing and

11 1 Aan approximation of the lever arm of the thrust with respect to the
- "centre of gravity location.

Figure 8: Time history of elevator doublet manoeuvre

Figure 9: Repeatability of the longitudinal stability and Figure 10: Time history of combined aileron doublet and

control derivatives rudder doublet manoeuvre

7.2 Longitudinal model .: -E ]
A typical example of model identification based on elevator dou- :F7 0271 O9i

1
ji

blet manoeuvres is presented. Figure 8 shows traces as a result of "[j . jj 3 7  °'T "• -Fi• 7I1
this manoeuvre. Parameter estimation results are shown in Figure
9. Each figure shows a number of elementary plots, each visual- Figure 11: Repeatability of the lateral-directional stability
ising aerodynamic derivative results, as related to the following and control derivatives
equations:

7.3 Lateral-directional model
qc The model identification has been based on combinations of rud-

CD = CD, + CDý av + CDD,-e + Co• + 7 der doublet and aileron doublet manoeuvres (see Figure 10). A
CDa,2 a

2  typical example of parameter estimation results is shown for the
condition 170 kts, flight level 10000, power setting for level flight
and clean configuration (Figure 11). Each figure shows a number
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of elementary plots each visualising aerodynamic derivative re- cover the entire propeller disc. Especially the areas near the pro-
suits as related to following equations: peller tip must be measured in detail.dwa .0.. fuoi .

pb rb .. . .. . ..
Cr = + Crfi + Cr-- + Cr 2 + ".. ..

""2V 121 15

Cy18 '5 a + Cy" 6 r ..

pb rb ( u
C,= Co + C",R + C, - + Cr- + .

2 V ~2V 17
C40q 6 a +- C40~ 3 r 0•. . . .. .t ' .. ,' ..

C'5 + GOO 15 012 an$ O.W IN4 G. 0.12 01G

Figure 13: Reproducibility of polar curve

7.4 Total pressure increase over the propeller Figure 13 shows the reproducibility of the polar curve obtained
Precise determination of turboprop thrust in-flight is of much from the analysis of 6 data sets obtained during quasi-steady ma-
interest as it allows to verify the specified engine performance and noeuvres. Comparison of the total pressure measurement (left
propeller characteristics as well as to quantify the lift and drag plot) with the torque measurement results (right plot) show (a)
characteristics of the airframe, more spread at high angles of attack and (b) minimum drag at
Various in-flight propeller force measurement techniques are about CL=0.15 instead of zero lift. From this it is concluded that
analysed by Muhammad (Refs. 13, 14). Two of these will be the torque measurement is of higher accuracy.
discussed here, the shaft torque with propeller efficiency model In Ref. 14 it is concluded that the pressure distribution method is
and the slipstream total pressure model. The measurement to be considered as an independent alternative for the torsion shaft
method practised in the actual study is based on the use of a flexi- measurement method. The overall conclusion is that the thrust
ble torsion shaft, splined into the aft end of the turbine shaft end obtained from measurements of the propeller shaft torque and
of the turbine-compressor shaft, generating an oil pressure differ- engine speed and using the propeller model, or from the meas-
ence exhibiting linear relationship with the shaft torque. This urement of total pressure in the propeller slipstream using total
relation is calibrated by means of load cells during a ground based head tubes, resulted in consistent polar drag curves.
experiment. The torque is besides the propeller efficiency losses a
direct measure of the propeller force. The propeller efficiency data 7.5 Longitudinal slipstream effects
are provided by the propeller manufacturer. Propeller slipstream effects are considered here the effects pre-
The alternative method, proposed in the Refs. 13-14, is based on sented in the aerodynamic model, expressed as functions of the
the measurement of the total pressure rise over the propeller disc. thrust (the thrust is determined here by the Equs. 13-14 of chapter

--- '.." 7.2). To be able to extend the Equs. 10-12 further by adding the
- so-called slipstream effects sufficient variations in the measure-"ment data of these effects must be present. This can be realised by

combining a large number of manoeuvres taken at various condi-

.. -- .. .tions throughout the flight envelope.
: ,, ...... ... . oIn a first attempt the Equs. 10-12 were written more generally as

'-F *~-follows:

,., -"CD = C,, + C.....+ CD,,,- 19

Figure 12: Distribution of total pressure increase behind CL = CL,,. + CL,-, + CL,,,,,,.... 20
propeller measured by three rakes C. = Cm._.' + C,,_, + C."_. 21

The measured total pressure rise at steady trimmed conditions are The drag equation was considered to be build up of viscous ef-
shown in Figure 12 as function of speed and radial position. fe drcg equat s as sidered effe The u ence of
Three total pressure rakes were used with tubes at 35, 45, 55, 65, fects, induced effects and slipstream effects. The influence of75 thrust on the drag is assumed to be a part of the slipstream effect.
75, 85, 90 and 95% of the tip radius. Only the engine at the right The following list gives an overview of all the influencing effectswing was measured this way.Th foownlitgvsaovriwoalteinuncgefcs
wintg 1 4 t was supposed ts b. aconsidered for Equs. 19-21, together with their physical interpre-In the Refs. 13, 14 the thrust was supposed to be approximately tto h yaeg o p dit h e e ea ae oi s
equal to the integration of the total pressure increase over the tation They are grouped into three general categories.
propeller area. Following equation is used: effect of condition:

2r N, NP 0 basic coefficient
Tp= - APT, 1 rpArj 18 a influence of angle of attack

Nr '• j-' a, seea
4, inifluence of elevator deflection

where Arj is the step size of the i•' rake, i.e. the distance between 4 influence stabilizer

two total head tubes. sinl see saienl& i

It should be noted however that acceptable accuracy can only be CL2  induced drag
realised if the pressure measurements are closely spaced and
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dynamic effect: 0.2

q influence of pitch rate T, 0.2
0.1 __ _ _ _

a' time delay in the influence of down wash on the hoe- C- TC 0
zontal tail o

arq influence of down wash on the pitch rate effect
-0.

slipstream effect:
TC influence of thrust after subtraction of the thrust
T•a slipstream effect

Tca4e change in elevator effectiveness due to slipstream Cm& -

TccJ, change in stabilizer effectiveness due to slipstream
Tcacý see Tea and 4(ý •.1

T,=0
It was found that the pitching moment equation model can be
improved in accuracy significantly by determining the ratio be- -0. 2 T.
tween the stabilizer and elevator effectiveness first. Therefore a 0.1 a [rad] 0.2

number of so-called stabilizer-elevator exchange manoeuvres were
flown at different conditions. The following linear regression Figure 15: Effect of propeller slipstream on Cm and Cmse
equation result was obtained: The identified slipstream effects are plotted in Figure 14 for the

lift and in Figure 15 for the pitching moment. Figure 14 shows

S_ 1.713-.35 S -.56 M2  22 that the slipstream causes an increase in lift. From Figure 15 it
CII becomes clear that the propeller slipstream causes an increase in

tail effectiveness once the tail moves downward into the propeller
From 19 combined elevator doublet manoeuvres following e- slipstream. Note that only linear behaviour is plotted because
quations were identified after withdrawal of all insignificant only first order effects were identifiable.
terms:

CD Co(TC , M) + CDC 23 7.6 Lateral-directional slipstream effects
CD=L LIn principal the same basic approach as for the longitudinal-

qc directional propeller slip stream effects holds for analysing the
CL = CLo(TI, M) + CL, a ± CLq CLCL, Se + lateral-directional effects. To be able to extend the Equs. 15-17 by

, 24 +adding propeller slipstream effects, also here, sufficient variations

CL•,8,O + CL, 60 82 + CL,, Tca in the measurement data of these effects must be present. This can

qc +be realised by combining a large number of manoeuvres taken at
C. = Cmo(Tc, M) + Cm., a + Cmq " -Cm Se "+ various conditions throughout the flight envelope.

C.,.5, + Cm 5,e 99, + C.,, Tc a + 25 The Equs. 15-17 were written more generally as follows:

C. TTctaSe + Cmr, T ca.6  + Cr =Cr ... + C.- + C,,.... 26

Cmr." Tc a e 6s C = C',,..... + C'ý'_, + C,,,. 27

C. = C . + C + C,,-8..... 28
Time selections of the data are applied to guarantee that the dy-
namic part of the manoeuvre containing the major part of the in- All the terms considered for Equs. 26-28 are listed below, to-
formation is used for parameter identification. gether with their physical interpretation. They are grouped into

1.2 ,three general categories.

effect of condition:
1 / 0 basic coefficient

CL T, 0.2 P influence of angle of sideslip
a/i change in influence of angle of sideslip

0.8 4. influence of aileron deflection

T= 0 g influence of rudder deflection

.6 dynamic effect:

p influence of roll rate

0.4 r influence of yaw rate
)T/ time delay in the influence of sideslip on the vertical

tail
0.2

slipstream effect:
Tý asymmetrical slipstream effect

C0  0.1 0.2 T~a asymmetrical slipstream effect
a [rad] T,/3 slipstream effect

Figure 14: Increase in lift due to propeller slipstream Tcarl slipstream effect
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Combining 16 rudder doublet manoeuvres with 7 aileron doublet manoeuvres. Most likely explanation of this finding is the fat that
manoeuvres following equations were identified after withdrawal the lowest elastic eigen mode of the aircraft structure is 3 B1z; it is
of all insignificant terms: believed that the mechanical control system interferes strongly in

case of resonance of the aircraft structure. Note that a doublet
Cy0 ( +pb + excitation contains all frequencies and as a consequence also the

2 V elastic eigenmodes of the whole structure. The eigen frequencies

rb + 'y ga + Cy, Sr + 29 of e.g. the mechanical elevator control system was observed to be
2 V C5 Hz as became clear from a ground test. Another additional ex-

planation for the fact that sweeps result in a more accurate controlCy, a1 + CyT' Tf model is concluded from the finding that Coulomb forces turned

pb out to be significant while they are not clearly visible in the re-
C1  C10 (T", A)4 + C1,,6f + C -2V+ sulting control force of a block shaped doublet input. A more de-

rb 30 tailed analysis of the Metro HI elevator system is reported in Ref.
C1,-V + C10 Sa + Ct, ,r 16 and of the rudder and aileron system in Ref 17.

2 V 8.2 Elevator control motion and control force modelling
pb In the following a mathematical model for the Metro II elevator

C, = C, (TI, M) + C06, / + Cn--- + will be established. Three models have to be established to de-

rb 31 scribe the elevator behaviour. The three models are as follows:
C,- + C,,5- + C,,,5 + CTT6

2or 1. The ground model:

Time selections of the data are applied to guarantee that the dy- A simple model for the elevator behaviour on the

namic part of the manoeuvre containing the major part of the in- ground can be derived from a ground test.

formation is used for parameter identification.0.15 2. The relation between the column- and elevator
0.15

movement:
C.,6 S5,~~S = (oO,,geg~~~• 32

0.1

This equation is required to make the input into the
aerodynamic model sufficiently accurate.

005 3. The equation describing the control forces:
-0.05

For the control forces, a separate equation was

identified describing the control force as function ofCrY 6 a - 12' all relevant mechanical and aerodynamic variables:
-0.1 • . . -

F. = 33
a=0

Note that the force Fe is in reality input of the control function and
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 may be removed to the right hand side and replaced by e.g. 8 as

T, will be discussed later on.

Figure 16: Effect of propeller slipstream on Cyp and Cnf 8.2.1 The ground model

The identified slipstream effects are plotted in Figure 16. It A ground test was performed on the Metro II allowing the deter-
turned out that the Cr, and Cnp derivatives are functions of the mination of following characteristics of the elevator-mechanics:

thrust. The figure shows that the slipstream causes an increase in * The static spring behaviour, i.e. the spring constant

sideslip force while the tail effectiveness reduces. Note that only of the mechanical linkage between column and ele-

linear behaviour is plotted because only first order effects were vator.

identifiable. More information can be found in Ref 15. 0 The eigen frequency of the elevator-cable system
and the column cable system.

8. CONTROL SYSTEM MODELLING . The moment of inertia of the column-cable-elevator
system.

8.1 Introduction * The maximum possible excitation frequency on the
The flight controls of the Metro 11 are operated manually and they ground.
incorporate a cable and/or push-pull tube system with aerody- * The elevator deflection range
namic as well as spring balancing.
In this paper both a model equation for the motion and a model
equation for the control forces will be discussed. The identifica-
tion of the coefficients in these model equations will be based on
flight test data.
In a first attempt various approaches have been tried in identifying
the elevator control model (different sets of variables, different
model equations, different time selections). It turned out that
identification from sweep manoeuvres with frequencies varying
up to 1 Hz results into far more accurate models than from doublet
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I3He = Chq,qSec(CuCha Ch+Ch Chv +-- Ch . as +, Ch, 40

t- It was experienced that it was practically impossible to achieve a
sufficient accurate identification of model Equ. 36.

m __ The goal is to obtain at least a model which describes well the
slow motion and the static behaviour as appear during "everyday"

• .. t flight operation. This can easily achieved by modelling the vari-

time [s] ables 8e and (toe instead of their time derivatives or accelerations.

Figure 17: Control force during ground test Moreover, it is important to obtain an accurate model for 6e since

For the behaviour of the control forces on the ground, a very sim- it is one of the control parameters of the aerodynamic model gen-
pie model can be derived, without aerodynamic forces, based on erating, on its turn, the aircraft response.
ground tests. The plot in Figure 17 is made firom one limit (fully
forward) to the opposite limit (fully backward) and back. Due to Identification of two position equations
the elevator downspring the control force is positive everywhere. The model describing the static behaviour is of the following
The remarkable big difference between the force that is required form:
to pull the column compared to the force to release the column
results from static friction. The simple model for the elevator force Se =f(Fe, Se, Ce' S~, at, q, q9) 41
on the ground wasfoundtobe: e = f(Fe, Se, e' e' a, q, qC,)

Fe =Fdow for ( >e It turned out that it was not possible to achieve a sufficient accu-

Fe =Fup for (<0rate�model forate high frequency part of the sweep above 3 Hz.
Equ. 41 has been identified as follows:

8.2.2 The kinematic column elevator modelNo dynamic behaviour could be identified in the frequency range 8e = Co +Cqo(q Se) 1 
-[- C c - e +[

up to 3 HIz. All influencing variables except aPn, and i were t it e qdeSe
proven to be negligible. For one flown condition the identified Fu a f rep4

equation istofthe form: CiF qS +CFigur +Cad + Cq V

Se = Co +Ccp•o +C~a +C88.S3
together with ion which is defined by using Equ. 35. An example

8.2.3 Conntrol force model of the model fit is shown in Figure 18.
Different approaches were tried to identify a ontrol force model: i- -efrm

t identificatioueono omaceraton equations th c &
r identification of two position equations

Identifi cation of two acceleration equations 0 3

The first approach was to identify a model consisting of two sec- -o-

onad order differential equations. Since there are two spring-mass C, \ C S + S 6

systems an attempt is made to identifdy these two systems:

q S, V

S, = f(F ,, Se, +e' aq,q q) 35

tgtf(Fe, , wihe, a,wq, qis, di, ee) 36 using 35 .. A exam

From a mechanical point of view Equ. 36 may be written by the 066.... 60692.5 60697.5 ,070.5..following set of Equs. (37 through 41): -m odel (6fiis) ... i Flighttest (6,) time [s]

column system: Figure 18: Match of elevator control model

Icol (Lie Fe lei + F1 1e2 + Fc le2 37 The final models are derived by forming tables of the identified
coefficients as functions of thrust setting and flap setting.

elevator system:
8.3 Rudder control motion and control force modelling

ThHef e - F 2 1 + F3 13 38 During stationary flight conditioa d there is a constant ratio be-

cable stretch: tween the pilot control force Fr and the rudder hinge mo-

ment H,.:

F1 = fF2 , 9= C•(1, a, q, l qc() 36

Cke~lSe 129e)FrGr = Hr

hinge moment:
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The constant Gr is called the "rudder gearing coefficient". During Figure 19 shows a comparison of the measured and modelled
non stationary flight conditions the influence of inertia can be control force. Significant asymmetrical behaviour is visible which
included: seems to be typical for this individual aircraft.

Fr Gr = Hr + 1,r 44 8.4 Aileron control motion and control force modelling
During stationary flight conditions there is a constant ratio be-

where Ir represents the inertia of the whole rudder control system. tween the pilot control force F. and the aileron hinge moment
Friction and Coulomb friction may be required as well resulting in
the equation:

FrGr = Hr +Ir, +Ch,Sr,"ý +Cho,,,sign(9r) 45 FaGa = Ha 50

The constant Ga is called "aileron gearing coefficient".
In order to identify the mechanical behaviour of the rudder steer-

ing control, only ground tests are needed. Following parameters During non stationary flight conditions the influence of Ia which
were identified by analysing ground test data. represents the inertia of the whole aileron control system can be
* rudder deflection range included by adding the term Ia .a.
* pedal displacement range
* pedal-rudder gearing
* moments of inertia and damping by analysing a Influence offriction

ground sweep Friction is a force proportional to velocity. A cross plot of the
steering-wheel deflection against the pilot force shows a gap be-

The aerodynamic influences on the rudder have to be analysed and teengpsiie de gative ain motionce by Coulomb
adde toEqu 45 whch s asecnd rde diferntil euaton. tween positive and negative aileron motion caused by Coulombadded to Equ. 45, which is a second order differential equation. friction. It can be described by a constant Ch , times the sign of

Following aerodynamic influences were investigated: ....

* rudder deflection the motion. Viscous friction and Coulomb friction are thus both

* angle of sideslip required, resulting in the equation:

* rate ofyaw FaGa = Ha +IaS +Ch a Ch s'g(8j 51
rate of roll

The pilot control force F, has been split into two separate forces: In order to identify the mechanical behaviour of the aileron steer-
Fr = Fr9__d + F, 46 ing control, only ground tests are needed. Following parameters

were identified by analysing ground test data.

Frg,•, is already known from the ground test identification. As- aileron deflection range

suming that inertia and damping do not change during flight, the * wheel displacement range

in-flight measured pilot force can be corrected for the mechanical * wheel-aileron gearing

force to obtain the aerodynamic influence: * moments of inertia and damping by analysing a
ground sweep

Fr -Frld = Fr, 47 The aerodynamic influences on the aileron have to be analysed

and added to the second order differential equation (Equ. 51). The
Fr. represents the aerodynamic influences and was used to following aerodynamic influences were checked:
identify following equation: * aileron deflection

* angle of sideslip
Fr_ = q, S,( CO + C,3,r5 Crr ++C3 C 3 + * rate of yaw

2V 48 * rate of roll

CP P + Cr,-r) The pilot control force F. has been split into two separate forces:
~2V 2V

The influences of the parameters , , p and r were found to be = Fag.. F.. 52
negligible so that Equ. 48 simplifies to: The in-flight measured pilot force can be corrected for the me-

= qSr(CO+ Cgt, +C68) 4 chanical force to obtain the aerodynamic influence:

400- Fa - Fa g,= Fa- 53

U-3 - Fa_ represents the aerodynamic influences and was used to

7'o 000-, ,identify following equation:

F._ = qSa(Co +Cgag. +Ca +Cpfl+

.200- - 2V 54

C P~a +Cr-c
~2V 2 V

SII'S 0S200' ':20S S2220 S3... - 3220 5322. ' 32' 0

Figure 19: Match of rudder control force
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The influences of the parameters pr p and r were found to be A possibility to measure the spring behaviour of the gear struts
and the tires is to put the aircraft on jacks. Three jacks need to be

negligible so that Equ. 54 simplifies to: placed near each of the three gear struts. The deflection of each

Fa: = q, Sa (Co + Co 6a + Cpfl) 55 gear can be varied by varying the altitudes of the corresponding
jacks. Electronic balances under each gear measure the force of

200- each individual strut. The measurements were made for both a
W gradual increase and a gradual decrease of the individual deflec-
•~oo - ____tions. The actual deflection of the tire and the strut spring are

measured separately. Figure 21 shows the spring measurements
for one of the main gears. The maximum spring force in the
measurements corresponds to a load factor of n=l. During landing
however, the undercarriage has to support a higher load factor and
therefore those measurements have to be extrapolated.

52900 S .X002- SOSSo S21.-02000 02000 n/
•0 -,

Figure 20: Match of aileron control force

Figure 20 shows a comparison of the measured and modelled . ° 0

control force.

9. UNDERCARRIAGE MODELLING -n
This chapter describes the identification of an undercarriage . ..
model of the Swearingen Fairchild Metro HI. The undercarriage Figure 21: Spring characteristics for the left main gear
model includes the modelling of components like gear, tires, To be able to do this an accurate model equation is required which
breaks, damper and steering equipment. The model is based on has been identified as follows:
measurements and on theoretical considerations. Basic assumpt-
ions and simplifications will be discussed. A more detailed analy- F, = F,,, gsi + Fg, 5 + Fo + Fcoul, sign (•) 60
sis of the Metro IH undercarriage is reported in Ref 18.
The Metro II has three gears (nose gear, left main gear and right The third power term accounts for the non-linear pneumatic
main gear). The force and moment vectors on the gears are de- spring.
fined in the body co-ordinate system: The damping behaviour of the gear struts has been identified from

3 measurement results obtained during manually induced eigen-
Fuc = Z ,oscillations of the aircraft pitch angle. The numerical value of the

S56 damping has been computed from the ratio of the vanishing oscil-
3 lations after excitation. The force in z direction thus reads:

J-'UC = ( fuc, -)M(1 F, ,= F'i,5 3. + F6S,5i + FS, • +F, +

The z component of the lever arm I depends on the vertical de- F.o,2 , sign(,) 61
flection of the gear:

lz, 5 l7 9.2 Forces in x direction
Two forces are considered: friction of the tires and the brake force.

Assuming a rigid fuselage, the following relationship holds: The friction is defined by:

8i = 4 - hcg -l1, sin 0 + ly, cos 0 58 Foa =1  , F, 62

So far, the basic interaction of the gear struts with the runway are The friction coefficient is a function of the velocity, the condition
described. These interactions have to be numerically expressed as of the runway and condition of the tire.
functions of there physical behaviour resulting in a set of elemen- The actual amount of the brake force is commanded by the pilot
tary models. These elementary models will briefly be explained as via the brake pedal deflection. The brake torque is then produced
related to the direction of the force components. by an hydraulic system. A delay between the change in brake
Since the horizontal force models need the normal force as an pedal deflection and the change in brake force exist and depends
input, the z-model is examined first. The side force model re- on the sign of this change and of the whether condition.
quires a brake force as input, therefore the second section exam-
ines the x-force and finally the third section deals with the side 9.3 Forces in y direction
force. The side force results from a non zero yaw angle of the tires. A

non zero yaw angle of the nose wheel is used to steer the aircraft
9.1 Forces in z direction on the ground. A number of relatively complex approaches for the
The gears can be modelled assuming a spring-damper system. calculation of this side force can be found in the literature. The
Generally, the vertical force from a gear can be described by: side force can be calculated from:

F, = f spring, (3,) + f i,, (5,) + f .,,, sign ('i) 59 Fy, F2 ,sd, z-, i 63
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where r is a rather complicated function of the yaw angle, the of flight tests based on inertial measurements. NLR MP
condition of the surface and the speed. The physics of this relation 85058 U, 1985.
is fairly complex. The equations describing this complex behav- 6. Baarspul, M., Mulder, J.A., Nieuwpoort, A.M.H., Breeman,
iour are based on theoretical considerations and not on parameter J.H. Mathematical model identification for flight simulation,
identification and therefore will not be discussed here. The ap- based on flight and taxi tests. DUT Report LR-550, April
plied theoretical background is extensively described in e.g. 1988.
Refs. 18, 19 and 20. 7. Mulder, J.A., Baarspul, M.,Breeman, J.H., Nieuwpoort,
The measurement data for the side force as a function of tire A.M.H., Verbraak, J.P.T., Steeman, P.S.J.M. Determination
ground slip are derived from turns at different speeds. The theo- of the mathematical model for the new Dutch Government
retical model has been trimmed to those data. Civil Aviation School flight simulator. SFTE paper, 18th An-

nual Symposium, Amsterdam.
10. CONCLUSIONS 8. Nieuwpoort, A.M.H., Breeman, J.H., Baarspul, M., Mulder,
The in-flight identification project has successfully demon- J.A. Phase H flight simulator mathematical model and data-
strated the feasibility of determining accurate aerodynamic package, based on flight test and simulation techniques. 16th
models in real-time. However, the on-line procedure only ICAS-Congres, Jerusalem, 1988.
yields a linear model valid for each individual test condition. 9. Mulder, J.A., Breeman, J.H., Sridhar, J.K. on Identification of
The subsequent off-line analysis has shown that there is still a Dynamic Systems-Applications to Aircraft, Part 2: Nonlinear
lot of work to be done before a complete simulator model is Analysis and Manoeuvre Design. AGARDograph 300 Vol.3,
obtained. A model has to be developed that is valid for a large 1994.
range of conditions and this can only be done by carefully 10. Laban, M., On-Line Aircraft Aerodynamic Model Identifica-
piecing together information from a large number of different tion. Ph.D. dissertation Delft University of Technology, 1994.
flights. In this analysis a large number of sometimes subtle 11. Breeman, J.H., Laban, M., Mulder, J.A. NLR/DUT Experi-
effects have to be taken into account. This can be done by ence with On-Line Aerodynamic Model Identification. SFTE
analysing a large number of combined manoeuvres distributed European Chapter Symposium, Toulouse, 1997.
over a range of conditions. In this paper the effect of propeller 12. Klein, V. Estimation of aircraft aerodynamic parameters from
slipstream has been treated extensively, but subsequent flight data. Prog. Aerospace Sci. Vol. 26, p. 1-77, 1989.
analysis has shown that a further considerable improvement 13. Muhammad, H., Mulder, J.A., Identification of turboprop
in model consistency can be obtained by incorporating the thrust from flight test data. SFTE, Amsterdam, 1994.
effect of fuel slosh, moments of inertia errors and elasticity 14. Muhammad, H., Identification of turboprop thrust from flight
into the models. This research will be reported separately. test data. Ph.D. dissertation Delft University of Technology,
The relations between the pilot control forces and control surface 1995.
deflections have been identified with sufficient accuracy. Special 15. Kannemans, H. Recent experience in modelling the NLR
attention was paid to the identification of a model that reacts in a Metro RI research aircraft. NLR TP 95457 U, 1995.
realistic way for flight conditions that appear often in "everyday" 16. Tr6ndle, G. Modelling of the flight control system of the re-
flight traffic. It was experienced that only in-flight low frequency gional airliner Metro EI. TUBs OA 95/175.
sweep manoeuvres were useful for the identification of the control 17. Langenbach, H. Modelling of the flight control system of the
system, which is most likely due to elastic eigen-modes of the regional airliner Metro RI. TUBs OA 96/to be published.
aircraft. The determination of the control models and the un- 18. Grilber, M. Design of the Undercarriage Model of the Re-
dercarriage model involved a number of static an dynamic gional Airliner Swearingen Fairchild Metro II. TUBs OA
ground tests where on-line identification is of no benefit. 95/362.
Finally, the NSM technique has proven to be an accurate and cost 19. Waki, M.K., Yourkowski, F.M. 757-200 crew training simu-
effective tool both for on-line and off-line analysis. lator - Ground handling data. Boeing Commercial Aircraft
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University of Technology and of the TU Braunschweig to the work flight training simulators. (B707, 727, 737, 747), June 1976.
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CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION EXPERIENCE FOR FLIGHT CONTROL LAW AND FLYING QUALITIES
EVALUATION OF A HIGH PERFORMANCE FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

Patrick C. Murphy
NASA Langley Research Center, Mail Stop 132

Hampton, Virginia 23681-2199, USA

rlped pilot pedal input, lbs./105.38

SUMMARY 11stick pilot lateral stick input, in./3.57

(0 frequency, rad/sec
This paper highlights some of the results and issues damping ratio
associated with estimating models to evaluate control law lateral stick input time delay
design methods and design criteria for advanced high a

performance aircraft. Experimental fighter aircraft such as rudder pedal input time delay

the NASA High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) have the
capability to maneuver at very high angles of attack where A/B afterburner
nonlinear aerodynamics often predominate. HARV is an ANSER Actuated Nose-Strakes for Enhanced Rolling
experimental F/A-18, configured with thrust vectoring and AOA Angle of Attack
conformal actuated nose strakes. Identifying closed-loop CHR Cooper-Harper flying qualities rating
models for this type of aircraft can be made difficult by CRAFT Control Power Robustness Agility and Flying
nonlinearities and high-order characteristics of the system. Qualities Tradeoffs
In this paper only lateral-directional axes are considered DEA Direct Eigenspace Assignment
since the lateral-directional control law was specifically DR Dutch Roll
designed to produce classical airplane responses normally HARV High Alpha Research Vehicle
expected with low-order, rigid-body systems. Evaluation HATP High Alpha Technology Project
of the control design methodology was made using low- HIL Hardware-in-the-loop
order equivalent systems determined from flight and MDA McDonnell Douglas Aerospace
simulation. This allowed comparison of the closed-loop Mil-Std Military Standard Specifications
rigid-body dynamics achieved in flight with that designed MIMO multi-input/multi-output
in simulation. In flight, the On Board Excitation System NL nonlinear
was used to apply optimal inputs to lateral stick and pedals OBES On-Board Excitation System
at five angles of attack: 5, 20, 30, 45, and 60 degrees. PIO pilot induced oscillation
Data analysis and closed-loop model identification were PsC Psuedo Controls
done using frequency domain maximum likelihood. The RMS root mean square
structure of the identified models was a linear state-space S Strake mode of ANSER control law
model reflecting classical 4th-order airplane dynamics. SID System Identification
Input time delays associated with the high-order controller STV Strake and Thrust-vectoring mode of ANSER
and aircraft system were accounted for in data control law
preprocessing. A comparison of flight estimated models TV Thrust-vectoring mode of ANSER control law
with small perturbation linear design models highlighted
nonlinearities in the system and indicated that the INTRODUCTION
estimated closed-loop rigid-body dynamics were sensitive
to input amplitudes at 20 and 30 degrees angle of attack. An important step in flight control law development is a

rigorous flight test program to test system performance,
NOMENCLATURE stability and control. As part of the flight test evaluations

test pilots are typically required to assess the quality of
b number of eigenvector elements specified manual control during specified maneuvers usually in terms
Clp nondimensional aerodynamic rolling moment of the Cooper-Harper rating scale [1]. Obtaining favorable

coefficient due to roll rate pilot ratings may lead a designer to believe that the control
Cnu nondimensional aerodynamic yawing moment design methodology was effective. However, without

coefficient due to sideslip models identified from flight test data, representing the
d number of measurements closed-loop dynamics of the system, there is only
m number of controls qualitative evidence that the design method was successful.
n number of states Using system identification techniques to identify closed-
nz normal acceleration, g's loop models provides direct evidence as to whether the
ny lateral acceleration, g's intended dynamics were achieved and can explain the cause
Pmax maximum roll rate, deg/sec of unexpected pilot ratings or aircraft behavior. To be

completely successful, however, an important part of the
PS stability-axis roll rate, rad/sec identification process must also address the high-order and
rs stability-axis yaw rate, rad/sec typically nonlinear characteristics of modem high

a angle of attack, rad. performance aircraft systems.

sideslip, rad. This paper will provide some results of the closed-loop

Sbank angle, rad modeling effort performed during the NASA High-Alpha

, eigenvalue Technology Program (HATP) [2]. One goal of this
program was to develop advanced control law design

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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methodologies for fighter aircraft with high levels of respecting the control power limitations of the

agility and high angle-of-attack (high-a) capability. This experimental vehicle. This included optimal blending of

effort has provided the Actuated Nose Strakes for Enhanced control effectors and management of system changes as the

Rolling (ANSER) control law [3]. The ANSER control law novel control effectors, thrust-vectoring and forebody

was designed for the NASA High Alpha Research Vehicle strakes, are included in the control mix or.as the

(HARV) and was flight tested over a three year period from conventional aerodynamic controls become ineffective at

1994 to 1996. HARV is a highly modified F/A-18, high a.
configured with two novel control effectors: thrust
vectoring and conformal actuated nose strakes. More In the ANSER control system, lateral stick commands
details of these control effectors can be found in [4,5]. The stability axis roll rate and pedals command a conventional
lateral-directional control law was designed to use yaw body yaw rate response. The control law is designed for
thrust vectoring and forebody strakes individually or in "feet on the floor" control by the pilot for normal
combination. The longitudinal control law [6] uses pitch coordinated flight. The feedback gains and pilot input
thrust vectoring throughout the flight envelope, gains were designed at twelve flight conditions (a: 5 to 60

degrees for every 5 degrees, nz=1g, altitude=25K feet).
Control design methods and control design criteria were

Feedback gains were designed using the CRAFT method. Inintegral parts of the overall control design approach

studied in the HATP program. The design methods used the control law the pilot input gains are scheduled with a,
were a combination of CRAFT (Control Power, nz, and altitude; and the feedback gains are scheduled with
Robustness, Agility, and Flying Qualities Tradeoffs) [7] a. The measurements used for inner-loop feedback control
and Pseudo Controls (PsC) [8,9]. The combination of are body axis roll rate, body axis yaw rate, lateral
CRAFT and PsC is a hybrid design technique that combines acceleration, and an estimated sideslip rate. The controls
both linear and nonlinear design methods. The design are aileron, rudder, differential stabilator, yaw thrust
criteria used to develop the ANSER control law were taken vectoring and actuated forebody strakes. Differential
from several sources covering a spectrum of design leading and trailing edge flaps were not used.
guidelines from those flight-validated and commonly used

at low-a to high-a guidelines that are currently a subject of CRAFT and PsC were integrated to synthesize the lateral-
research. The goal of this hybrid technique was to develop directional control law for HARV. The Pseudo Controls
a control law that would provide the HARV with agile method was applied to HARV as a way of allocating pilot
maneuvering capability and Level 1 flying qualities in commands to all the lateral-directional controls. For the

high-a flight. In addition, a complete set of nonlinear HARV, an envelope was defined over a wide range of angle

design guidelines [10] was used to design the final ANSER of attack, Mach number, and engine thrust settings.

control law. Although the nonlinear design guidelines are Pseudo Controls allows feedback design for a reduced

an important aspect of the research in HATP, only linear problem, since it maps multiple control inputs into a

flying qualities specifications are considered in this paper. minimum orthogonal set of control inputs. This
maximizes the coordinated use of the available control

One goal of the system identification effort in HATP was to power. In addition, the control law is simplified by
evaluate control design methods and control design substantially reducing the number of feedback gains. With
guidelines for their success in developing the ANSER this reduced system, CRAFT was used efficiently to
lateral-directional control law. To perform evaluations of determine the "optimum" eigenspace for a measurement
both design method and design criteria, low-order feedback control law.
equivalent systems (LOES) were estimated from both flight The CRAFT design approach determines linear,
data and from nonlinear simulation data for comparison. multivariable feedback gains by using Direct Eigenspace
These models are identified in the form of 4th-order state- Assignment (DEA) [11] and a graphical framework to trade-
space representations of the closed-loop system.
Estimated state-space models were required for the control off multiple and often conflicting design requirements.

law evaluation since the control law design method directly DEA provides a mechanism to determine measurement

defined the eigenspace for the low order, multi-input/multi- feedback control gains that produce an achievable

output (MIMO), closed-loop system. This approach allows eigenspace for the closed-loop system. It has been shown

comparison of low-order desired dynamics determined in [12] that for a system that is observable and controllable

the control law design process using CRAFT with low- with n states, m controls, and d measurements, one can

order dynamics achieved in nonlinear simulation and in exactly place d eigenvalues and m elements of their

flight. Merit of the design methodology was determined associated eigenvectors in the closed-loop system. DEA

by the degree of success in achieving the desired closed- provides feedback gains that place b elements (m<b<n) of d

loop dynamics. Flying qualities criteria was assessed by eigenvectors associated with d eigenvalues through a least

comparison of achieved dynamics with pilot ratings squares fit of the desired eigenvectors to the achievable

obtained in flight. This paper presents some of the system eigenspace. The CRAFT method satisfies a need to
identification problems and issues that arose during the incorporate multiple design requirements into the flight
evaluation of the design methods and flying qualities control design process. Design requirements that can be
design quidelines. Te evaluation is restricted to the quantified are readily included. Generally, these

lateral-directional ANSER control law in thrust-vector (TV) requirements fall into one of four categories of design
mode without nose strakes activated. metrics: 1) control power, 2) robustness, 3) agility, and 4)

flying qualities. Details of the CRAFT design process are

CONTROL LAW OVERVIEW presented in [7].

In the design process for HARV, due to the frequency
A key set of objectives for the lateral-directional control separation between the rigid-body and higher-order modes
law was to provide good flying qualities, robustness, and the feedback design was performed on 4th order rigid-body
agility appropriate for an advanced fighter aircraft while lateral-directional models only. However, stability
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analysis (gain and phase margin calculations) was done
using full 26th order linear system model of the plant and Linear Design Rigid-Body Dynamics
control law. The 26th order model included actuator
models, sensor models, compensation filters, aeroelastic Rigid-body dynamics were defined over the entire range of
models and corresponding notch filters. Nonlinear (x in conjunction with analysis of HARV capabilities,
simulation allowed designers to uncover any limitations mission requirements, linear guidelines, and nonlinear
inherent in the linear analysis and allowed tuning of guidelines that were also part of HATP research. The
critical elements such as command gains. This portion of results of this analysis produced the HARV ANSER design
the development was followed by extensive piloted goals for the rigid-body dynamics. These dynamics are
simulation and hardware-in-the-loop tests. shown in figure 4 as solid lines. Only the roll mode and

The flying qualities design criteria used to develop the Dutch Roll mode frquency and damping ratio are shown.

ANSER lateral-directional control law are drawn from Although the spiral mode was also included in the ANSER
control law design, it is not a dominant mode and will not

several sources. For low a, the commonly used Mil-STD be shown in this paper. Dutch Roll mode specifications1797A [13] and the fighter-specific study of Moorhouse- for low ax, defined by Mil-Std 1797A level 1 requirements

Moran [14] were used. Moorhouse-Moran criteria was used aorhouseMon ed to beval forehigh

as the preferred criteria. These criteria are shown in figures and Moorhouse-Moran, were assumed to be valid for high

1 and 2. The Cooper-Harper level I and level 2 regions of a. Mil-Std 1797A requires the product of Dutch Roll

the Mil-Std criteria represent the largest areas and the frequency and damping ratio to be greater than 0.4. As
Moorhouse-Moran the smallest areas. The desirable shown in figure 4, design goals of ýDR= 0 .7 and ODR Ž1.0
regions used in the Moorhouse-Moran study are muchregins sedin he MorhuseMorn stdy re uchare indicated over the entire range of (x for HARV. MDA
smaller than the Mil-Std because of the restricted nature of arerindeverote en tire ran e of a for
the tasks considered; these tasks were specifically tailored criteria, developed in simulation, were used as a guide for
to modem high-performance fighter missions. roll mode dynamics at a equal to 30, 45, and 60 degrees.

At the beginning of the control design effort, NASA For the ANSER control law, the CRAFT design process
sponsored McDonnell Douglas Aerospace (MDA) to used 4th-order linear plant models extracted from nonlinear
develop flying qualities criteria at three stall and post-stall simulation using a small perturbation approach to obtain
angles of attack. This work did not define Dutch Roll mode the Jacobian matrices. Small perturbation models may be
criteria, therefore the Moorhouse-Moran criteria was used used for design purposes if the full nonlinear system has

except when control power limitations at a = 60 degrees relatively mild nonlinearities and the linear models

prevented the criteria from being met. The early MDA adequately describe the nonlinear system responses to

work was done concurrently with the HARV control law small inputs. As the degree of nonlinearity increases, the

development and was reported in [15] and [16]. Lateral small perturbation models can produce dramatically

criteria were developed for stability-axis roll rate command different models with only small changes in the trim

systems. Figure 3 show flying qualities specifications operating point or in the size of perturbation. For the
HARV simulation used in design, some substantial[15] for desirable roll mode dynamics at high ax for a nonlinearities exist in the aerodynamic model, especially

lateral-directional fine-tracking maneuver. These criteria, for ai between 20 and 30 degrees. These nonlinearities

presented in both low-order equivalent system modalfoabewn20nd3dgrs.Tseoliaits
paraested ind both envelow- forder , eu aleent st emodal found in wind tunnel studies have been flight validated by
parameter and bode envelope formats, have been refined Kli[1]

and are summarized in reference [17]. Klein [181.

The feedback gains used in the ANSER control law applied
CONTROL LAW DESIGN MEfHOD EVALUATION to the 4th-order design models of HARV in TV mode

produce the dynamics indicated in figure 4 as the "low order
For this report, the method evaluation will primarily focus linear" case. The differences between the design goals and
on a comparison of desired versus achieved closed-loop the low order case are completely due to intentional
rigid-body eigenvalues. This is a very focused view changes in feedback gains to accommodate the S (nose
considering the wide variety of linear and nonlinear design strakes only) and STV (strakes and TV) modes. Although
guidelines affecting any control system design. For CRAFT provides a design tool that allows matching of
evaluation of the CRAFT-PsC design method, however, design specifications, in this case, it does not lend itself to
using the achieved linear dynamics as a primary evaluation matching 3 distinct aircraft configurations,
metric is appropriate since an important result of the simultaneously, with one set of feedback gains. The
CRAFT design process is the determination of the best movement of the rigid-body dynamics with the
linear rigid-body dynamics for the aircraft. One design introduction of higher order dynamics is shown in figure 4
goal for the ANSER control law was to provide desirable as the difference between the "low order" and "high order"
rigid-body dynamics in fine-tracking maneuvers over a cases. The results of increasing order of the system were a

large range of a. Fine-tracking maneuvers require slight increase the speed of the Roll subsidence mode and
relatively small pilot inputs and therefore tends to produce Dutch Roll mode frequency as well as a small increase in
linear responses, which supports using linear analysis of Dutch Roll damping.
both flight and simulation results. Fine-tracking
maneuvers, used in the HARV experiment, were designed to Rigid-Body Dynamics Achieved in Flight And Nonlinear

allow development of high-a flying qualities criteria and Simulation
associated evaluation tasks. This work was done in
simulation by McDonnell Douglas Corporation under task Low-order equivalent systems of the MIMO closed-loop
order contract to NASA LaRC and detailed task descriptions system for ANSER-HARV in TV mode were estimated from
can be found in reference [17]. flight data to provide a direct comparison with the

corresponding design models estimated from simulated
data. Both flight data and simulated data were sampled at
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80 Hz. Corrections for sensor offsets from the center of
gravity were applied to angle of attack, sideslip angle and 1 0 0 0
accelerometer signals from flight. Angle of attack was 0 1 0 0
corrected for upwash and small data compatibility
corrections were also applied to the flight data. C = 0 0 1 0 (3)

0 0 0 1
Optimal inputs were designed for this study as a series of y9 .- NOy NVY0
square waves optimized to maximize information content " g s grs g--Y
for a fixed time period [191. The inputs are documented in
references [20-22]. This method was chosen because only 0 0
very short maneuver times were available. This constraint
resulted from the limited time the test aircraft could remain 0 0

at a given flight condition when testing at high a. D = 0 0 (4)
Although modest changes in altitude did not dramatically 0 0
change the system dynamics, the test aircraft had very .. o .. a

large sink rates at high a and thus could significantlyL Yg r gYn
change the test condition if long test times were allowed.
The input optimization technique also limited output These system equations are very similar to the open-loop
amplitudes to avoid large deviation from the test system equations except for parameters L,, N,, and Y,.
condition. Test inputs were executed at the pilot station by These parameters account for a small feedback gain applied
a computerized On-Board Excitation System (OBES) after to bank angle by the control system. The controller
the pilot trimmed the aircraft at the specified test provided gravity compensation during large bank angle
condition. rolls or multiple rolls by the aircraft.

The estimated closed-loop models were linear, 4th order, Estimation of the closed-loop models was accomplished
lateral-directional models in state-space form. System using a maximum likelihood method in the frequency
states, x = [13 ps rs 4 ], were sideslip angle, stability axis domain after the model structure was determined using
roll rate, stability axis yaw rate and bank angle. OBES stepwise regression [23]. The frequency domain approach
inputs, u = [llped(t-tr) Ilstick(t-Ta)], were rudder pedal force improved two steps in the identification process: (1)

and lateral stick deflection normalized by factors of 105.38 simplifies application of input time delays, and (2)
automatically adjusts parameter error bounds to reflect the

and 3.57, respectively. Equivalent time delay parameters tr possibility of colored noise on the measurements [24].
and ta were estimated to be 0.042 sec. and 0.038 sec.,
respectively, for the cx=45' case. These values are Assuming a state-space model of the system, without

process noise, the system can be written in the time-
representative over the ax range studied. Equivalent time domain as
delay parameters were estimated separately in the time
domain using the approach recommended in reference [13]. i = Ax+Bu, x(0) = 0 (5)
Final values for these parameters were formed by averaging
response delays found for individual surfaces to the Y = Cx + Du
commanded input. Time delay parameters were applied to zi =Yi +vi
the inputs in the frequency domain before estimation and
held fixed during estimation of the state-space systems to where zi is the discrete ith measurement of the output vector
avoid parameter correlation problems. System outputs, y = y and vi is the ith measurement noise vector that is assumed
[P3 ps rs 0 ny], were the four states and lateral acceleration. to be from a zero mean Gaussian random process.
This form of the model allowed determination of the In the frequency domain, the system given by equation (5)
system eigenspace and thus direct comparison of design can be written as
eigenvalues and eigenvectors achieved in nonlinear
simulation versus the corresponding flight-achieved
values. The closed-loop system eigenspace was the R = [io, -A]-1B5
primary metric for verification of the CRAFT design 1= C[io -A]-1BU + Di
methodology. The system matricies can be written as

= G5

YP YPs yl -1 gcos(00 ) + z0'n= Gnuiin+ i (6)

A LP LPs Lrs Lo where G represents the system transfer function matrix in
N NPs Nrs No the frequency domain. The measurement noise statistics

0 cos(y0 ) sin(yo) 0 can be written as
c os(0°) c os(e°) E(•'n) = 0; E(•'n• *n) = Svv (7)

[Y'fr Y where Svrepresents the spectral density of the
B= L 7Lr Lr/a (2) measurement noise. The cost function, J, minimized to

Nor Ni7a estimate the maximum likelihood parameters is

J=I[zn -Gnun]*Svv[zn -Gnun] (8)

2
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Reasonably good agreement between flight and simulation

where parameter estimates are obtained by minimizing J(O) is shown in figure 7. The poles from simulation and flight

with respect to unknow parameters, 0. Because of the follow the same trends as a function of a although some

resulting nonlinear estimation problem a modified small differences occurred at certain points, such as, at a
Newton-Raphson technique was used to find the minimum equal to 30 and 60 degrees for Dutch Roll frequency and 5

of J(0). This approach is described in references [25] and and 20 degrees for Dutch Roll damping. The roll mode

[19]. shows good agreement. Nonlinear simulation was
performed without measurement noise in order to determine

System Identification maneuvers were performed at a =[5 the best case design results and to establish a benchmark
for comparison with flight results.

20 30 45 60] degrees. Parameter estimates at a--450 are

shown in the following table One and two sigma error bounds for the flight-estimated
pole locations are shown in figure 8 as light and dark

Parameter Estimates for System at o=45° shades around the pole mean values. Error bounds were
parameters estimate error bound obtained by using Monte Carlo simulation in which each

Yf -0.0600 0.0045 estimated parameter of the system was allowed to vary with
Yps 0.0091 0.0017 a uniform probability distribution over a range defined by
_ _ _ __ the corresponding error bound for that parameter. The

Yrs -1 -0.9881 0.0030 Monte Carlo simulation was run 5000 times to ensure

-0.0053 0.0013 coverage of all possible combinations and the eigenspace
__ _ was determined for each new system to produce the plots in
Yr1 r -0.0072 0.0004 figure 8. One and two sigma boundaries provide a 68% and
Y% -0.0104 0.0004 95% confidence levels that the true value is contained

1213 within the indicated bounds. For a > 5 degrees the two
sigma bounds allow a range of roll and spiral poles that

Lps -0.6685 0.0462 produces a complex mode with roll-spiral coupling. For

Lr. 0.8559 0.1167 the high-a range relatively small error bounds were
obtained. In general, these results indicate reasonably

-0.2467 0.0338 accurate system identification.
L~ir -0.1447 0.0177

In a formal evaluation of CRAFT, assessment of the
L71a 0.0967 0.0118 complete system eigenspace achieved in flight would be

N# 2.7912 0.0506 required. However, for brevity, this paper will present

NP 0 * rigid-body pole locations as the primary evaluation metric
_ _of both CRAFT and the high-a: design criteria.

Nrs -1.8258 0.0462 Eigenvectors estimated from flight data matched those in

N 0.2157 0.0222 simulation with accuracy comparable to that found for the
eigenvalues. As an example, figure 9 shows eigenvectors

N71r 0.4594 0.0107 achieved in flight compared with those achieved in

N7a 0.2516 0.0078 nonlinear simulation at a = 30 degrees. Eigenvectors are

• parameter excluded during model structure determination shown as bar graphs, where the dominant eigenvector
element is used to normalize the eigenvector. The element

Errors for the flight identified system matrix elements were magnitudes are plotted for models estimated from flight and
typically 5% to 10% of their mean values and all from nonlinear simulation. The four bars represent the four
parameters had error bounds less than 15%, except for YP, eigenvector elements corresponding to the four states [J3
and Y,. The relatively small values of these terms likely (rad) ps (rad/sec) rs (rad/sec) 4 (rad)]. The eigenvector
made accurate identification difficult and small values of comparison shows that the design modal shaping (from

4(t) also made the Y, term less identifiable. Very large simulation) was achieved in flight reasonably well and that
bank angles were avoided to maintain linear responses to the shapes have a desirable aircraft form as intended.
inputs. Figures 5 and 6 show time histories for the flight
data and estimated model at 45 degrees angle of attack. To System Identification Models vs Small Perturbation
produce time history comparisons a second estimation is Models
required to obtain bias parameters. A time-domain
maximum likelihood estimation was performed with the Part of the design process for the ANSER lateral-directional
estimated model parameters held fixed at the values shown control law required high-order linear models representing
while bias parameters were allowed to vary. design points over the entire HARV flight envelope; these

models were the primary tool for assessing stability
Figure 7 shows the rigid-body dynamics from flight margins. Creation of these models was accomplished by
estimated models. The poles show a classical airplane combining 4th-order, linear plant models with a linear
distribution as was intended by design. For comparison model of the control law. In this form, a 26th-order linear
with flight estimated values, the corresponding dynamics perturbation model was obtained.
estimated from nonlinear simulation are presented in figure
7. The parameters in nonlinear simulation models were Figure 10 compares the rigid-body dynamics from high-
estimated in exactly the same manner as the flight models. order linear models with rigid-body dynamics from low-
For the simulation problem, the actual optimal inputs used order equivalent systems obtained through system
in flight were applied to nonlinear simulation and the time identification (SID) of flight and nonlinear simulation
histories were then treated as simulated flight data. data. The low-order models identified from flight and
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simulation are not obtained from small perturbations. unknown nonlinearities may have been introduced since f3
They show the effects of system nonlinearities, such as perturbations were slightly larger than expected during the
rate limiting, that are not present in the small perturbation flight experiment.
models. In addition, other nonlinearities, such as
aerodynamic nonlinearities, will be expressed differently A second source of nonlinearity is predominantly due to
between the SID and small perturbation models. For both rate limiting of the control surfaces. Rate limiting can
SID models and small perturbation models the produce a strong nonlinearity in the response data. In the
nonlinearities create input-amplitude dependent variations simulation of the ANSER HARV system the no-load rate
in the models. However, because the amplitudes considered limit of the rudders is 82 deg/sec and under the loads
are quite different between the two approaches the resultant experienced maneuvering at a = 20 degrees, the loaded rate
models can also be dramatically different. Careful
assessment of nonlinearities is critical for any linear limit was approximately 75 deg/sec. For the same a

analysis of nonlinear systems. maneuver in flight, the rudders rate limited at
approximately 72 deg/sec for the right rudder and 67

Figure 10 shows reasonably good agreement between the deg/sec for the left rudder. To assess the effects of rate
SID models identified from flight and from nonlinear limiting, a metric defining the percent of time the surfaces
simulation. However, fairly large disagreement occurred experienced rate limiting was defined. The percent-of-time
between the SID models and the small perturbation models metric is computed as the percent of time during maneuver

at ax = 20 and a = 30 degrees. Since input amplitudes are that the surface rate exceeds a specific threshold

orders of magnitude different between the two methods, appropriate for that surface. The threshold for rudders,

nonlinearity must be investigated. Identifying SID models ailerons, and vanes was set at 60 deg/sec. The threshold

from simulation using a range of input amplitudes, allowed for stabilators, which have substantially slower actuators,
determination of a threshold input amplitude below which was set at 30 deg/sec. These thresholds reflect the loaded

the estimated models' dynamics stopped changing. Figure rate-limit capability of the stabilators and rudders, in

10 shows the poles from SID models where the input particular.

amplitudes were set at this threshold; the poles areidentified as "low Amp NL Sime". These results were Figure 12 shows the percent of time the surfaces
obentained by reducing theAinputampim".These byeu ts aexperienced rate limiting for each a case considered. As

shown in the figure, both rudder surfaces spent more than
20 degrees and by 40% at a = 30 degrees. At a = 30 35% of maneuver time in rate limit for the a = 20 degrees
degrees, the new SID model matches the small perturbation case and more than 27% of maneuver time in rate limit for
model. At ax = 20 degrees, further reduction of the input the a = 30 degree case. By reducing the input amplitudes to
amplitude did not produce a significantly different model. the low amplitude thresholds, discussed previously, the
The difference shown between these two cases at a = 20 percent time metrics were reduced to 18% and 9% for the
degrees is not resolved by adjusting SID input amplitude, cases where a was 20 and 30 degrees, respectively. It

appears that a modest amount of rate limiting can be
System Nonlinearities At a = 20 Degrees tolerated in flight and still allow reasonable dynamic

matching of linear models between small perturbation
Two sources of error due to nonlinearity appear to exist models and SID models from flight. With rate limit metric
since only a portion of the mismatch between SID and values in the range of 10-15% the small perturbation
small amplitude models is explained by reducing input models and SID models from flight have a reasonable
amplitude for the SID models. Another source of match.
nonlinearity must explain the remaining mismatch at ca =
20 degrees. The difference between the reduced amplitude An Experiment Design Issue
SID model and the small perturbation model at a = 20 may
be explained by considering the underlying plant A concern in designing the experiment for identification of
aerodynamic model. Figure 11 shows Clp and Cnt as a closed-loop models from flight was finding inputamplitudes that would strike a balance between being small
function of a. This data was taken from Klein [18] where enough to keep the responses in the linear range but large
wind tunnel data for the HARV was flight validated by enough to keep response levels adequate for SID. Early in
comparison with flight estimated aerodynamic parameters. the flight test program, test pilots were asked to apply
These two aerodynamic parameters are strongly optimal inputs manually to the stick and pedals. OBES was
responsible for defining the roll mode and Dutch Roll mode not available during this testing. Although manual inputs
frequency, respectively. At ax = 20 degrees, Cnri exhibits a have been used successfully in other flight test
dramatic nonlinearity directly affecting the Dutch Roll experiments, the spectrum and sequencing of the inputs are

frequency and at slightly under a = 22 degrees, C also limited. These early flight tests were done using optimal
Cx t ainputs with lateral stick input amplitudes of approximately

exhibits a sharp nonlinearity affecting the roll mode. The 1.5 inches and full pedal input amplitudes of 100 lbs.
variation of a during the flight experiment was These tests were repeated using the same input form but
approximately ±4 degrees from trim for all test points with half the amplitude. The results indicated that half
greater than a = 5 degrees. This ensures that the amplitude manual inputs were insufficient to produce

nonlinearities at a = 20 degrees were experienced during adequate response information for SID. Unfortunately, the

flight. Unless a flight experiment is designed specifically half amplitude inputs were representative of the amplitudes
to capture a nonlinearity this sharp and the small used by the pilots in fine-tracking maneuvers. In light ofperturbation model is developed respecting this these results, more aggressive, full-amplitude inputs were

characteristic, it is very difficult to achieve a match designed for use with OBES to ensure good signal to noise

between SID and small perturbation models. Additional ratios and adequate system excitation for SID. These inputs
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were intentionally designed to maximize the response of extending from 10-50 degrees; and (2) although figure 13
the system and even allow a small amount of rate limiting, indicates some reduction in roll mode eigenvalue at a = 60

The results in figure 10 and 12 indicate that the inputs for degrees with a 2g load, the fine tracking maneuvers of

the test points at a equal to 20 and 30 degrees were too

aggressive. Two factors contributed to this result. First,
the control law command gains were large in this region in Dynamics Achieved in Flight vs Design Dynamics: Flying

order to satisfy agility requirements. Second, the rate Qualities Summary
limits of the rudder actuators in flight were slower than
expected. Limited test time prevented further testing to Achieving good flying qualities during fine-tracking
determine if OBES inputs could be reduced to provide maneuvers was an important design goal for the ANSER
adequate data with smaller input amplitudes. Fortunately, lateral-directional control law. To help judge the success

the match between simulation and flight models is of the control law, figures 14 and 15 display closed-loop
reasonably good when comparable inputs are used to rigid-body poles for ANSER (TV mode) in relation to the

estimate models. This gives some confidence that the SID flying qualities criteria. The variation of these dynamics
models determined with the lower amplitudes from with a is also shown. The poles displayed are from three
simulation may represent the correct dynamics for the sources: (1) design goals; (2) flight-achieved dynamics;
system. In addition, the match between simulation and and (3) rate-limited dynamics.
flight time histories during fine-tracking is very good. In
light of this, the dynamics experienced by HARV pilots Design goals (1) are the intended dynamics defined by
during fine-tracking maneuvers is best represented in figure high-order linear perturbation models. Flight-achieved
10 by the flight and simulation models for all a except at a dynamics (2) represent the rigid-body dynamics estimated

=[20 30] degrees. For these two cases, the best available from flight data, except at a: equal to 20 and 30 degrees
representation of system dynamics is more likely given by where excessive rate limiting occurred during the SID
"low Amp NL Sim" model dynamics. maneuvers. At these two a's, the best estimates of the

flight-achieved dynamics, when rate-limiting is not
System Dynamics: Variation With Normal Acceleration occurring, is given by the "low Amp NL Sim" models.

These models are estimated using nonlinear simulation
An issue that arises when evaluating the high-a flying responses to flight SID inputs with reduced amplitudes.
qualities design criteria is whether the SID models This provides the best estimate of the dynamics
estimated from lg flight correctly predict the dynamics experienced by pilots during fine tracking maneuvers in
corresponding to that occurring during fine tracking of a lieu of actual low input-amplitude flight data. During fine
turning target aircraft. Although pilots are using relatively tracking maneuvers pilots are using sufficiently small
small inputs during fine tracking and therefore should be in inputs that actuator rate limiting is minimized and linear
the linear response range, fine tracking does occur in a responses are obtained. Rate-limited dynamics (3), at a
loaded condition. Time histories for fine tracking equal to 20 and 30 degrees, define the dynamics obtained
maneuvers at ca = 30 degrees show the flight loads are with relatively large inputs. These are estimated from fight

2g's. For fine tracking at a equal to 45 and data where full-amplitude SID maneuvers resulted in
apprximaelyexcessive actuator rate limiting.

60 degrees, the flight loads fall to approximately 1.5, g's.

To address this question, the closed-loop rigid-body Figure 14.provides the Dutch Roll criteria from Mil-Std
dynamics from models trimmed at 1 and 2 g's are presented 1797A and the Moorhouse-Moran study. The boundaries
in figure 13. This comparison is made using the low-order, indicated are for Level 1 flying qualities during Class IV,
closed-loop, linear design models (small perturbationmodels) for 1 and 2 g's. The results indicate that the roll Category A flight at low a. For this study it was assumed
mode is only slightly affected by g load over most of the a to be valid over the entire a range. Superimposed on thismod.Tee is only slightl fcrsed by rolmoade envauer m ost of te graphic are the Dutch Roll poles for the 5 flight test points
range. There is an increase in roll mode eigenvalue for a = from a = 5 to 60 degrees. The plot shows that all the

5 degrees and a modest decrease in value for a = 60 degrees. criteria were satisfied except for the flight-achieved Dutch
The Dutch Roll mode, on the other hand, is generally Roll damping ratio at a = 60 degrees. At this flight
affected uniformly over the entire a range considered. condition the damping ratio fell below the design goal of
Dutch Roll mode frequency is increased with an increased g 0.4 to 0.31. This was likely caused by a lack of control
load and Dutch Roll damping ratio is decreased. power since at this a the stabilator is position limited

The high-a design criteria provides roll mode (differential stabilator provides some yaw control) andthrust-vectoring pitch priority logic is used.
specifications only at a equal to 30, 45, and 60 degrees

[17]. The roll mode dynamics given in figure 10 were Figure 15 provides the roll mode criteria from Moorhouse-
determined from lg flight data and lg simulation data using Moran for low a and from MDA for a = 30 degrees. Roll
SID techniques at 5 a's. These roll mode dynamics can be pole locations representing the flight-achieved dynamics

compared with the high-a design criteria and should are plotted on this chart as roll mode time constants for
correctly represent that experienced in flight during fine each of the 5 test points. The corresponding design goalsare also shown for these five points as well as two
tracking maneuvers. However, at a = 30 degrees, the most

plausible estimate for roll mode during fine tracking is additional values at a equal to 10 and 35 degrees. All the
given by the low amplitude simulation value. Comparison low-a (__100) roll poles are well within the Moorhouse-
of lg model dynamics with the design criteria can be done Moran design criteria. The high-a roll poles from a = 20
for the following reasons: (1) the roll mode is not to 35 degrees, although somewhat low relative to the
substantially changed under a 2g load for a range of a criteria, still satisfy the requirements. Although no criteria
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is provided for a equal to 45 and 60 degrees, the design model dynamics also matched well under rate-limited
values and achieved values are shown for comparison, conditions.
Both design and flight-achieved poles are plotted with very
low roll rate sensitivity values reflecting the low control Pilot ratings were determined using a Cooper-Harper scale

power (relative to the criteria) available to the HARV [1] for tasks specifically designed to address the fighter
po ler afine-tracking task. This task, although well defined, still
vehicle at high a. Also shown is the substantial effect of allows pilot's discretion as to the piloting method to
rate-limiting on roll mode characteristics at a equal to 20 achieve the goals of fine tracking. Consequently, it is

and 30 degrees. At both a's the roll mode time constant possible to have different input characteristics for the same
was approximately doubled in response to the rudders rate task. To demonstrate this, the statistics of three pilot's
limiting more than 25% of the maneuver time. This moved inputs were computed by estimating the mean, standard

swell out of the desirable regions for a equal to 20 deviation, and maximum input over each pilot's flights.
the poles and into the able region . As shown in figure 16, a sample of three pilots performing
and 30 degrees and into the at = 60 degrees region. the same fine tracking task at 300 a, indicates quite

different input statistics. The figure shows a bar chart of
SID Issues Presented by Stick Characteristics the pilot's mean input (absolute value) during fine

tracking. Pilots are indicated by the research program's
The MDA criteria uses stability axis roll rate sensitivity as pilot labels of D, E, and A, respectively. The mean values
a means of capturing both the roll rate capability and stick are small as would be expected for a fine tracking maneuver
characteristics in one metric. Stick characteristics play an where the pilot frequently returns to a steady position on a
important roll in the pilot's perception of aircraft flying smoothly turning target. The standard deviation bar chart
qualities, and since relatively small commands are used for characterizes the amplitude of each pilot's stick motion.
fine-tracking maneuvers, roll rate sensitivity is a more Pilot E has substantially larger stick inputs during these
appropriate metric than, for example, maximum roll maneuvers. The bandwidth of these inputs (not shown) was
capability. In the HARV-ANSER control system a also dramatically higher compared with pilots D and A.
nonlinear stick shaper is used to optimize the pilot's The maximum deflection chart highlights the magnitude of
handling qualities. The shaper is a smooth parabolic the inputs for each pilot. Pilot E chose an approach for
function which allows full command authority by rapidly tracking with almost full command and at very high
increasing stick sensitivity for relatively large input frequency. This would be more in line with a gross
commands and reduces stick sensitivity for relatively small acquisition task or a task requiring very rapid maneuvering.
commands. Discussions with pilot E indicated a strong interest in

detecting sensitivity to PIO. The result of large amplitude
The stick shaper is not a dynamic element in the control inputs, as was shown for the aggressive SID models, is
law; it does, however, modify the pilot's commands. severe rate limiting in the rudders. Consequently,
Because of these characteristics the stick shaper is a substantially different dynamics were experienced by pilot
double-edged sword for the SID problem. The nonlinear E. In light of this result, pilot E's ratings must be
shaper makes designing excitation inputs more difficult by associated with the rate-limited dynamics and not with the
modifying inputs, however, since it is not a dynamic design values.
element it does not change estimated system eigenvalues.
A key concern for both the control law designer and the Figure 17 shows the linear design criteria for both low and
SID input designer is that the command inputs are not large high a, the best estimates of the roll mode dynamics
enough to produce nonlinear responses such as rate- experienced by pilots D, E, and A during fine-tracking, and
limiting. This type of nonlinear response will therending pilots D, oe r-Harper ratkig , and
dramatically change the dynamics of the closed-loop the corresponding pilot's Cooper-Harper ratings. For the
system, as shown in figure 15. a = 30 degrees case where pilot E used large enough inputs

to experience significant rudder rate-limiting the pole
Since the estimated eigenvalues are independent of the location is indicated with a * and the corresponding CHR is
nonlinear stick shaper an assumption of 1 inch stick shown. No pilot ratings were obtained at low a. However,
inputs is made to determine roll rate sensitivity and make the low-a roll mode dynamics are indicated to show their
all the plots with respect to the MDA flying qualities
criteria. This value represents the size of maximum inputs relative position to the high-a results. For cases where
normally required by pilots to perform fine-tracking rate limiting was not an issue, the pilot ratings shown in
maneuvers. This assumption is also supported by the brackets represent an average rating from each pilot.
shaper being approximately linear for small inputs. Pilots D and A are shown at 30 a, pilots D, E, and A are

shown at 45 a, and pilots D and E are shown at a = 60
CONTROL LAW DESIGN CRITERIA EVALUATION degrees. One of the pilots flew the maneuvers at least three

times for the cases with a equal to 30 and 45 degrees. The
High-at design criteria were developed in fixed-base piloted pilot rating for the rate-limited dynamics at a = 30 degrees
simulation with a variety of tracking tasks reflecting the

gross acquisition and fine tracking. Control power and was obtained from a single run using pilot E.

actuator limitations were not addressed in that study. In It appears that the dynamics achieved in flight resulted in a
order to properly compare the flight estimated models and system that is mostly near the lower boundaries of the
pilot ratings of this flight experiment with the design system i. At is 30stlyreear the averb ages ot the
criteria it is necessary to use the "low Amp NL Sim" models MDA crteria. At a = 30 degrees, the average pilot rating
for the 20' and 300 a cases. This should provide the best
estimate of system dynamics experienced by the pilots, limited pole location obtained in flight at a = 30 degrees
Although the "low Amp NL Sim" models are estimated from suggests a level 2-3 boundary. CHR's of 3 and 4 by pilots
the nonlinear simulation, these models match flight time D and A using low amplitude inputs, at a = 45 degrees,
histories. In addition, the simulation and flight-estimated
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suggests this may be near a level 1-2 boundary. At a = 45 order systems, although that issue was not experienced

degrees, pilot E's CHR of 7 for the lateral-directional axis with the lateral-directional system presented in this study
may have reflected deteriorated dynamics in the due to the large frequency separation between the controller

longitudinal axis which was rated by pilot E as CHR=8. dynamics and the closed-loop, rigid-body dynamics. For
Pilot E's large amplitude inputs caused rate limiting in the this study, it was shown that these potential error sources

longitudinal axis causing poor dynamic response and may can be overcome and accurate models can be identified from

have caused cross contamination of the ratings. At a = 60 flight test if certain measures are taken to compensate for
the various sources of error. Parameter error bounds of up

degrees, aere CHR=7 irby e, t otsecearly suggesutche Rto 10% on the estimated model parameters were estimated.
dynamics were undesirable, however, the Dutch Roll The highest error bounds were associated with parameters
damping ratio was not within level 1 requirements and may which are typically very small and do not contribute
have caused the poor ratings. This pole location may significantly to the response.
define a boundary between level 2 and level 3.

An observation from this study is the importance of
CONCLUDING REMARKS checking the validity of small perturbation models taken

from full nonlinear simulatons. These models are typically
Estimating linear, closed-loop, low-order equivalent used in control design and analysis to model the open-loop
systems facilitated evaluation of both the control law and closed-loop plant characteristics. Whether used in
design method and the high angle-of-attack flying qualities design or analysis a series of perturbation amplitudes for
design criteria. However, the results highlight several generating these models should be used to test the
issues that should be considered before adopting this sensitivity of the plant dynamics to perturbation size.
approach. Strong agreement existed between dynamics Linear models obtained from small perturbations can
identified from flight and simulation at all ax. However, at produce dynamics significantly in error depending on the

a: equal to 20, 30 and 60 degrees the flight achieved degree of nonlinearity of the basic aerodynamic model. A

dynamics were not as closely matched to the design goals check of the linear model responses against nonlinear

determined by small perturbation models from simulation. ation nominal vehicle response
at expected nmaloperating input and response

At ax = 20 degrees, this was most likely due to a amplitudes. If nonlinearities exist, system identification
combination of rate limiting and very nonlinear plant methods may be preferred over small perturbation
aerodynamics. Errors due to rate limiting were removed techniques to obtain linear design models. This would
from the simulation results by reducing input amplitudes, allow estimation of linear models that represent the
The remaining difference between the small perturbation nonlinear system as it operates with nominal input and
model and the estimated model using system identification response amplitudes. However, some strong
is believed to be related to the nature of small pertrubation nonlinearities may preclude the use of LOES altogether.
models. Errors in small perturbation models can be
magnified depending on the size of small perturbations The percent of time actuators spend in rate limit was used
selected to obtain Jacobian matrices from nonlinear effectively to highlight the nonlinear effect on linear
systems. At a = 30 degrees the difference between flight dynamics. Although this was an effective metric for this
and simulation estimated models with the small study, it is not clear that the rate limit metric could be
perturbation model was completely accounted for by universally applied to any maneuver. The maneuvers used
reducing input amplitude and correspondingly reducing the in this study were of the same duration and the optimal

amount of rate limiting. A likely cause of mismatch at a = inputs had similar power spectrums designed to excite
60 degrees may be lower levels of control power in flight rigid-body dynamics. Comparing maneuvers with
than predicted by the small perturbation model. The small dramatically different input types may lead to errors in the

perturbation models in this study highlighted the comparison of percent time in rate limit. However, it may

nonlinear effects from rate limiting and from the basic be useful to determine the appropriate benchmark value for
each case or use the percent time metric with a specific

aircraft aerodynamic model, particularly at a equal to 20 input design specifically to test for such nonlinearity.
and 30 degrees.

Another issue related to experiment design is to account for
These results highlight the fact that for flight test the sometimes different piloting techniques used by test
experiments of high performance aircraft several issues pilots. In this study, the variation of input amplitude and
need to be considered in the experiment design. One issue frequency spectrum among the pilots produced dramatically
concerns the degree of nonlinearity of the system under different flying qualities evaluations. For modern high
study. Careful experiment design, flight test, and data performance fighters the potential for amplitude dependent
analysis are required but some a priori knowledge of the nonlinear response is very high and should be anticipated
system may be required to account for certain system during the experiment design. For flying qualities
nonlinearities, especially strong nonlinearities that are evaluations, identification of models characterizing the
not well modeled by classical rigid-body airplane models. system that pilots experience while performing fine
Planning for linear,, LOES identification experiments tracking maneuvers needs consideration.
should include multiple input amplitudes to provide a basis
for testing the degree of nonlinearity. Identifying the REFERENCES
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Identification of Aircraft Stall Behavior
from Flight Test Data

D. Fischenberg and R. V. Jategaonkar

Institut fuir Flugmechanik
Deutsches Zentrum fiir Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR)

Lilienthalplatz 7, D-38108 Braunschweig
Germany

1. SUMMARY A aspect ratio
w frequency

An unsteady 5-DoF aerodynamic model for flow rt distance from CG to NP horizontal tail
separation and stall is presented. The model for- r7 distance from NP wing to NP horizontal
mulates lift, drag, and the moments in pitch, roll tail
and yaw as a function of an internal state, namely t time
the position of the flow separation point along the r1 , 72  time constants
wing chord. In a quasi-steady case, this position is V true airspeed
described as a function of the angle of attack and V8  stall speed
its rate of change, whereas in a transient case it is x0 location of steady flow separation point
described in a state-space form using a first order x location of unsteady flow separation
differential equation. Using airfoil wind tunnel data, point
the plausibility of the model structure is discussed.
In a second step, the parameters of the quasi steady Abbreviations:
and the transient model are identified for two differ- A/C aircraft
ent aircraft using stall flight test data. Validation AoA angle of attack
plots demonstrate the model accuracy and it can be CAS calibrated airspeed
seen clearly that there are considerable unsteady ef- CG center of gravity
fects at high angles of attack where flow separation dyn dynamic
occurs, which cannot be described properly using FAA Federal Aviation Administration
flight mechanic models for attached flow. NP neutral point

Subscripts:

2. NOMENCLATURE 0, st steady
t horizontal tail
V vane

a, flow separation function coefficient w wing

a angle of attack wb wing-body

a* angle of attack for xo = 0.5
aR reference angle of attack
aA a-amplitude of oscillation 3. INTRODUCTION
& rate of change of angle of attack
c reference chord The flight envelope of modern aircraft configura-
CL total A/C lift coefficient tions is increasingly expanded to high angles of
CLa lift curve slope attack. In this region the aerodynamics is more
CD total A/C drag coefficient nonlinear than in the conventional flight envelope,
Cm total A/C pitching moment coefficient where the flow is completely attached to the wing
At time delay: r*/V surface and lift is a linear function of the angle of
Ay effective lever arm attack. In the high lift region different types of flow
b, elevator deflection separation occur depending on airfoil shape or wing
e Oswald-factor configuration. Trailing edge flow separation is the

Ct downwash angle at horizontal tail dominating effect on rough airfoils with a turbu-
0 bank angle lent boundary layer. For thin airfoils, leading edge

it horizontal tail trim angle flow separation may occur additionally. Delta wing
k reduced frequency wc/V flow is often influenced by a vortex near the lead-

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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ing edge which separates and is transported down- 0
stream. Generally, flow separation results in a re- -0 attached flow:
duction of the lift curve slope before maximum lift, -- X-= 1
whereas in the post-stall region a considerable loss _

of wing lift occurs. At these angles of attack, the X
airfoil lift cannot be described solely as a function
of a, but is influenced substantially by unsteady ef- separated flow:
fects. 0O0< X< 1

Dynamic wind tunnel tests (e.g. ref. 1) or evalu-
ated flight test data from highly maneuverable air- Fig. 1. Trailing edge flow separation on an airfoil
craft (e.g. ref. 2) demonstrate the lift dependency
on a, & and the motion prehistory at high angles proximation of Kirchhoff's theory of flow separation
of attack. Recently, some models for the desc~rip- from the trailing edge formulates the wing lift as a
tion of unsteady effects including flow separation function of angle of attack and the flow separation
were published.3',4 These models are partly based funt x:
on model formulations for unsteady helicopter ro- point x:
tor aerodynamics. 5' 6

The quality of those descriptions encouraged to ap- CL(a, x) CL. 2/a. (1)
ply them for aircraft stall modeling. Ref. 7 modified
the approach of ref. 3,4 and the model parameters The static dependency with x = xo(c) can be deter-
were identified for two different transport aircraft mined from static wind tunnel data and flight test
using flight test data. Additionally, the unsteady data, as will be shown later in this paper.
aerodynamic effects during stall could be demon- Unsteady conditions & 0 0 with flow separation at
strated and validated with the test data. high angles of attack cannot be modeled properly

This paper reflects ref. 7 and validates the model using xo(a). Mathematically, unsteady effects can
with airfoil wind tunnel data in order to verify its be divided into two categories.
structure for unsteady aerodynamics including tran-
sient behavior and the approximation for steady 1. Quasi-steady effects. Circulation and bound-
stall characteristics. As a second step, the unsteady ary layer effects result in a hysteresis from at-
model is split into a quasi-steady formulation and a tached flow to flow separation and vice versa.
formulation including transient effects. Both mod-
els are discussed in terms of applicability for sim- x = xo(a, 6&). (2)
ulator models in FAA Level C/D quality8 . Flight
test data of two aircraft are used for validation: C- The resulting delay is &-proportional and can
160 military transport aircraft and Dornier DO 328 be modeled by shifting the argument of x0 :
regional transport aircraft. For these aircraft, sim- The time constant r 2 depends on airfoil shape
ulator models exist that represent the aerodynam- and wing configuration and can be determined
ics in the conventional angle of attack range very experimentally using wind tunnel or flight test
properly.9 ,10  data. Fig. 2 demonstrates the hysteresis

4. UNSTEADY FLOW SEPARATION a*20o te
MODEL FOR LIFT a X

Most wings of conventional aircraft have a rough \
airfoil with a turbulent boundary layer. On those .,
airfoils, flow separation mainly begins at the trail-
ing edge, and moves to the airfoil leading edge with
increasing angle of attack. This trailing edge flow %y/ stuf
separation is the dominating effect for angle of at- o.5 - I %.

tack rates of & < 0.02V/c, ref 3,5. At an assumed 6C %

stall speed V, = 60m/s and a chord c = 3.5m this
is equivalent to & < 200/sec. 0 .

For modeling of unsteady effects, a nondimensional 0 1 , 20 30 40

state x is introduced, that describes the location a, deg
of an idealised flow separation point on the airfoil Fig. 2. Quasi-steady lift coefficient and flow
chord (0 < x < 1), see Fig. 1. Attached flow results separation point modeling for several constant
in x = 1, complete flow separation in x = 0. An ap- rates of AoA
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Fig. 3. Unsteady lift coefficient and flow separation point modeling (quasi-steady + transient) for various
periodic oscillations

characteristics modeling of the flow separation Fig. 3 shows the principal characteristics of
point x(a, &) and the corresponding lift coef- Eq. (3) using the same generic steady flow sep-
ficient CL(a,x(a,&)) using a generic steady aration function as depicted in Fig. 2. The
function x0 in Eq. (2). The solid lines corre- unsteady lift (Eq. (1)) and the flow separa-
spond to steady conditions & = 0, the dashed tion point (Eq. (3)) are plotted for periodic
lines show x and CL at different, constant rates a-oscillations according to
&. For positive & flow separation occurs at

higher angles of attack, for negative & the flow = R + aA sinwt
reattachment is delayed to smaller angles of at- & = WaA Cos wt. (4)
tack compared to the steady case. Maximum The model response is shown for two different
lift is increased considerably for &r > 0. reduced frequencies k (k = wic/V = 0.04, k =

2. Transient effects. Unsteady aerodynamics are w2 c/V = 0.2). The time constants were set to
a function of time and describe the response of 7r = 15c/V and r2 = 5c/V. It can be seenaerodynamic forces after a changed flow condi- that unsteady lift is influenced essentially by:
tion. A new flow condition can be caused by (a) the reference angle of attack aR, and (b) the

turbulence or is evident after a rapid angle of frequency of the forced oscillation. The effect of

attack change. For attached flow conditions, r1 is obvious at the maximum angles of attack

those effects can be described using a differen- (& = 0): in spite of the steady condition is

tial equation of first order 5 , which is a simple, onA x0 and CL : CL,,t, which heavily depends

but practical approximation of the Wagner and on frequency and an.

Theodorsen functionn11 2. For separated flow 5. APPROXIMATION OF THE FLOW
conditions, the actual position of the flow sep- SEPARATION FUNCTION
aration point is also time-dependent and can
be approximated with a differential equation The steady flow separation point is a nonlinear
of first order, too.3 '4 Now Eq. (2) expands to: function of the angle of attack and is different for

dx each airfoil and configuration. Using Eq. (1) with
71-T-+ X = Xo(a, r26e). (3) x = x0 , the function can be determined statically

in wind tunnels. In ref. 6 an approximation is used
The two time constants rl and r2 characterise that is based on two exponential functions, which
the transient and quasi-steady effects and can can be adapted with several parameters. For iden-
be determined using experimental data. It tification from flight data, an alternative approxi-
should be noted that the time constant 7-2 can- mation, based on the tanh, is used:
not be compared to that one in Eq. (2). If Eq. 1
(2) is used for unsteady aerodynamic modeling xo(a) = 2 1 - tanh(al - (a- a*))} (5)
with flow separation only, r 2 is a substitute pa-
rameter describing both quasi-steady and tran- This approximation is better suited for identifica-
sient aerodynamic behavior. tion purposes, as only two parameters (a,, a*) have
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the lift coefficient

The two unknown parameters in Eq. (5) were de-
to be determined and the tanh is a continuous func- termined to a* 15.30 and a1 = 17.8. It can be
tion in its entire range, which is advantageous to
convergence during the parameter estimation pro-
cedure.

For illustration purposes, a parameter variation of
a, (Eq. (5)) is shown in Fig. 4 for a constant measured

a* = 15'. Additionally, the corresponding lift is
plotted using Eq. (1) with x = xo. It is obvi- steady
ous that x0 has its turning point at a*. Variing f
the second parameter a*, the steady flow separation I
function x0 moves horizontally. Using this tanh-
approximation, different steady airfoil stall charac- model
teristics can be approximated.

Eq. (3) can be rewritten using the approximation
of Eq. (5):

dx 1 0.41

dx - . {1- tanh(a 1 (c - r2& - a*)) (6) 0 25

rid+X 2  t l 2J a, deg -

2

4. MODEL VERIFICATION USING
WIND TUNNEL DATA

Static and dynamic wind tunnel measurements with steady
an OA213 rotor airfoil were used in order to verify
the above derived equations. As the flow separation
point was not measured in the wind tunnel tests, it
was computed pointwise using the inverted Kirch- measued

hoff's formulation of flow separated lift (m: mea-
sured):

2
I Lst-- LO0.41

xO= 2 C 1 (7) 0 25
/ a,deg

Fig. 5 shows the approximated measured steady Fig. 6. Approximation of lift of an oscillating
OA213 lift curve und the corresponding 'measured' OA213-airfoil in wind tunnel at two reduced
flow separation function using Eq. (1) and Eq. (5). frequencies
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seen that flow separation starts at a "t 10' and has This confirms that during flow separation hysteresis
fully developed at a ; 200. The stall characteris- unsteady effects are more essential than transient ef-
tics are quite symmetrical to the turning point a* fects. The latter can be neglected during maneuvers
(x=0.5), which is represented by the tanh in Eq. with flow separation but less dynamic.
(5). The results show the applicability of this sim- As an example stall flight test data of the Fairchild-
ple xo-approximation to describe the steady stall Dornier turboprop regional aircraft 328 (Fig. 7) are
characteristics of an airfoil, evaluated for the purpose of a simulator model vali-

As a second step the unsteady formulation of the dation. The aircraft lift is modeled using Kichhoff's
flow separation point including transient and quasi- theory of flow separation (Eq. (1)). Drag is formu-
steady effects according to Eq. (6) is used to model lated as
lift of the OA213-airfoil oscillating in wind tunnel 1 2 ) CD

acc. to Eq. (1). Fig. 6 shows the unsteady model CD = CDO + L x) X,+
lift compared to oscillations with reduced frequen-
cies k = wc/V = 0.03 and k = 0.2. The steady The main part of unsteady drag is represented by
curve xo(a) is also presented. Unsteady aerody- the drag polar. Additionally, an empirical correc-
namics for attached flow conditions are modeled tion term WCD/lX was formulated proportional to
with a phase delay and an effective amplitude re- the flow separation point x.
duction (Theodorsenl 2). The model time constants Pitching moment is formulated as (simplified)
in Eq. (6) were determined to 71 = 2.37c/V and
72 = 3.49c/V. The fit to the measured lift con- =Cm G). (9)
firms the principal capability of the flow separation Cm '9Co + CX)a ± -- (1 -

function to describe the unsteady lift airfoil aero-
dynamics for separated flow and different oscillation The flow separation point is modeled in quasi-

frequencies. steady form only a- and &-dependent using the
steady approximation for the flow separation func-

5. MODEL PARAMETER IDENTIFICA- tion:

TION FROM FLIGHT TEST DATA x(a, &) = -11 - tanh(al . (a - 72 a*))} (10)

5.1 Quasisteady Longitudinal Stall Modeling Using a maximum-likelihood-identification algo-

rithm for nonlinear systems14, the model parame-
ters a,, a*, r2 were identified from stall flight test

Modeling decribed in this section is a practical ap- data. All parameters of the basic aerodynamic
proach, that can be recommended in two cases: (a) model'° were kept constant. The parameters were
an additional differential equation is to be avoided determined to a, = 15.0, a* = 21.80, and 72 =
for separation point modeling acc. to Eq. (3) like 18.5c/V. Fig. 8 shows the simulation model output
in real time simulators and (b) simulation of ma-
neuvers with flow separation where transient un-
steady aerodynamic effects are not as important as
in highly dynamic maneuvers. Low dynamic ma- A,- -

neuvers are e.g. stalls with a quasi-steady approach deg
in contrast to stalls including a dynamic approach. /

The determination of both the characterising time -10

constants r1 and r2 for unsteady aerodynamics with 0-

system identification methods is only possible us- vertical
ing highly dynamic flight test data. Stall flight test acceleration,
data with quasi-steady approaches are only suffi- _1.2

cient to determine the hysteresis time constant r2. pith20 .............

p itch-- -------------- --
angle,

i .D ro rideg

-40
110.

.. . ........ A S,
kt'

60  370 40 50 tirne, s

Fig. 7. DO 328 turboprop regional transport Fig. 8. DO 328: stall with quasi-steady approach;
aircraft model output (--)and flight test data(-
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CL

I ";:'hi'

CM
Fig. 10. C-160 turboprop military transport

aircraft

effective tail angle of attack at is the sum of wing
angle of attack a, horizontal tail trim angle it, the
wing downwash angle at the tail ct, and the dynamic
angle of attack Odyn = tan- 1 qrt/V with rt being

0 a, d 25 the distance from the aircraft's center of gravity to
the horizontal tail neutral point.

Fig. 9. DO 328: lift and pitching moment in stall
approach and stall; flight test data +++ +) and at = a + it - Ct + adyn (11)

model output ( ) The downwash angle et is modeled as proportional

to the wing angle of attack: ct = 2ta. The 2-
point aerodynamic formulation allows to considerusing these parameters compared to the stall flight the downwash lag from the neutral point of the wing

test data. Fig. 9 shows the measured total aircraft to the neutral point of the ti-
liftandpithin momnt oeficints or he ame to the neutral point of the tail: At = r*/V. Addi-

lift and pitching moment coefficients for the same tionally, wing flow separation influences the down-
stall maneuver. It is obvious, that there are strong wash angle at the tail, which can be modeled consid-
hysteresis effects during the pitch down part of the ering the lag effect. This reduction is as an approxi-
stall. The model covers the hysteresis quite satisfac- mation proportional to the flow separation function,
torily, only during the recovery phase some discrep- which is delayed with At:

ancies can be seen. Summarizing, the quasi-steady wel w

stall model is a suitable solution for simulation of et = a-a(t - At) + x(t - At). (12)
flow separated maneuvers with low dynamics. Oa

Using these formulations, stall flight test data with
quasi-steady and dynamic approaches were evalu-

5.2 Longitudinal Stall Modeling with Tran- ated. Steady stall characteristics were determined
sient Effects (see Eq. (6)) to a, = 25.7 and a* = 20.50, tran-

sient unsteady characteristics to r1 = 14.5c/V and
If there are stall flight test data available includ- hysteresis effects to r2 = 3.5c/V.
ing highly dynamic maneuvers in the flow separated In order to validate the stall model, Fig. 11 com-
flight regime, both time constants for quasi-steady pares the steady model output on the left side with
and transient unsteady aerodynamic characteristics x = xc(a) to the model output considering transient
in Eq. (3) can be identified. For simulation of those and hysteresis unsteady aerodynamics on the right
maneuvers the transient effects become more im- side to flight test data. In both cases a time seg-
portant and cannot be neglected to represent the ment within the normal flight range (a < 100) and a
aircraft motion properly. This will be shown using segment with a strong dynamic lift overshoot rang-
stall flight test data of the twin-turboprop military ing up into the post-stall region are presented. The
transport aircraft C-160 (Fig. 10). left side of Fig. 11 shows a good simulation qual-

The basic C-160 longitudinal aerodynamic model is ity in the first time segment: the angle of attack

formulated as a 2-point model9' 13, which describes is a < 10'. The second segment on the left side,
the forces for wing and horizontal tail separately. which shows a dynamic stall approach, has obvious

Lift (for the wing) and drag is modeled as described discrepancies to the flight test data, especially for

in the section above. Pitching moment is computed a > aCL, - *
alternatively in respect to the 2-point formulation The right side of Fig. 11 shows the same two time
using the horizontal tail lift CL,t = CL,,,at. The segments using the unsteady stall model. The im-
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25
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Fig. 11. C-160 model validation: (left) steady flow separation modeling, (right) unsteady flow separation
modeling; model output (- - -) and flight test data (- )

provement in the second time segment is remark- fect of rl is obvious: At maximum angle of attack
able, whereas it is unchanged in the first. This a P 21', the rate is & = 0, but CL • CL,,t.
improvement can only be achieved accounting for
both hysteresis and transient unsteady effects. The
x-time history shows a maximum flow separation of 5.3 Lateral Stall Modeling
about 50%.

In order to illustrate the dynamic lift overshoot in C-160 flight test data reveal substantial excursions
the second time segment, Fig. 12 presents the last in lateral-directional motion during stall. The pi-
13 seconds of Fig. 11 as a crossplot CL and x versus lot has to deflect considerably aileron and rudder to
wing angle of attack a. The plot shows the iden-
tified, steady CL,,t(a) and xo(a) and the unsteady
model outputs CL(t, a, &) and x(t, a, &). It can be 25/
seen that there is a strong dynamic lift overshoot AOA
of about 12% above CLrna,. The angle of attack deg
reaches into the post-stall region. The delaying ef- 2 0

pitch
angle,

1.9 deg

btf -5.
10

I r 14 bank -- - - - -
1 '2angle,

deg

-20 -t=SSS C Lt,0a, 6) 1 ---- - . . . . . . . .---

flow right wing
separation

10point 01 left wing -".j

-007 ~elevator,0
X ft,%d) 

deg 3

0 *6 aileron, 5
0"42 ' 14 ' 16 18 'd20 22 eg

a, deg 6 10 20 time, s

Fig. 12. Model lift coefficient and flow separation Fig. 13. Lateral excursions during C-160 stall;
point during C-160 dynamic stall approach model output (-- -) and flight test data (- )
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SUMMARY

A concept of system identification applied to high I. INTRODUCTION
performance aircraft is introduced followed by a
discussion on the identification methodology. Special The introduction of highly maneuverable and often
emphasis is given to model postulation using time inherently unstable aircraft has been presenting new
invariant and time dependent aerodynamic parameters, challenges to aircraft identification and parameter
model structure determination and parameter estimation estimation. These aircraft can perform rapid large
using ordinary least squares and mixed estimation amplitude maneuvers, often extended to the stall and
methods. At the same time problems of data collinearity poststall region where nonlinear and unsteady
detection and its assessment are discussed. These parts of aerodynamic effects could be pronounced. This introduces
methodology are demonstrated in examples using flight a problem of determining how complex the model should
data of the X-29A and X-31A aircraft. In the third be. Although a more complex model can be justified for
example wind tunnel oscillatory data of the F-16XL more accurate description of airplane motion, it has not
model are used. A strong dependence of these data on been clear in parameter estimation which relationship
frequency led to the development of models with between model complexity and measurement information
unsteady aerodynamic terms in the form of indicial would be the best. If estimates for too many parameters
functions. The paper is completed by concluding remarks. are sought from a limited amount of data, a reduced

accuracy can be expected or attempts to identify all
parameters might fail. The high performance aircraft may

NOMENCLATURE also have more control surfaces moved through a flight
control system than conventional aircraft. Such a system

Only the main symbols are introduced. Other symbols are can introduce a close relationship between the deflections
explained in the body of the paper. of various surfaces and at the same time can preclude

c mean aerodynamic chord, m maneuvers from being suitable for system identification.
b wing span These characteristics can be reflected in an inability to

CL lift coefficient estimate the effectiveness of individual control surfaces

Ce, Cm, Cý rolling-, pitching- and yawing-moment and to obtain accurate estimates of the remaining
coefficient parameters. One of the reasons for these problems is

k=Wo/V reduced frequency related to the near linear relationship among several

f characteristics length, m variables entering the model for various estimation

p, q, r roll, pitch and yaw rate, rad/sec techniques. This near linear relationship is often called

R' coefficient of determination data collinearity [1].
V airspeed, in/sec In recent years more attention has been given to the
(X, 0 angle of attack and sideslip angle, rad analysis of data obtained from dynamic wind tunnel tests.

11, control stick deflection The frequency and amplitude dependency of oscillatory
8 a, 8r aileron and rudder deflection, rad and ramp test data led to postulation of models with

8, 6f, 8, canard, flap and strake deflection,rad linear or nonlinear unsteady effects and subsequent

8qtv, 6tv thrust vectoring deflection in pitch and parameter estimation in these models [2,3].

yaw, rad As follows from the above mentioned reasons and

0 unknown parameter experience, a successful parameter estimation requires the

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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following:

where the state vector, x, is comprised of V, o and Euler
a) design of an experiment for obtaining data with high angles, and u is the control vector of control surface
accuracy, high information content and low collinearity deflections. The outputs, y, are the variables defining
among measured inputs and outputs; aircraft responses. The measured outputs, z(i), are

corrupted by measurement noise, v(i), and the number of
b) determination of model structure which represents an data points is N.
adequate model for the aircraft under test in each
maneuver analyzed; Aircraft identification can be defined as follows: Aircraft

identification is a determination, from input and output

c) introduction of techniques which reduce the adverse m uent sa of a d tructure for F( p) and G ut) an

effect of data collinearity on parameter estimates when estimatio of u parumter F(0) and G(O)a

severe data collinearity could not be avoided by estimation ofunknown parameters, t , in F(0) and G(O).

experiment design. In many practical applications, the structure of F (0) and G (0)
is assumed to be known and aircraft identification is

The purpose of this paper is to present a general approach reduced to parameter estimation. A general approach to

to aircraft identification with emphasis on the above aircraft identification adopted atNASALangley Research

mentioned requirements for successful identification of a Center is shown in figure 1 in the form of a block

high performance aircraft model. The paper starts with an diagram. Various steps in the procedure include model

overview of system identification methodology followed postulation, design of an experiment, data compatibility

by a discussion on data collinearity and biased estimation. analysis, model structure determination and parameter

In examples the flight data from experiments on X-29A estimation combined with collinearity diagnostic, and

and X-3 IA aircraft will be used. The forced oscillatory model validation.

wind tunnel data on F-16XL model were selected for
estimation of unsteady aerodynamic parameters. The Model Postulation

paper is completed by concluding remarks. Model postulation is influenced by the type of selected
maneuver intended for system identification and by a

2. AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION prior knowledge about aircraft aerodynamics. The

METHODOLOGY aerodynamic forces and moments are expressed in the
form of polynomials or polynomial splines as

When system identification is applied to an aircraft the
equations governing its motion are postulated and an n-1

experiment is designed for obtaining time histories of the C. = Ca(O)+Y E6 0x (3)
input and output variables. The equations of motion are

formed by rigid-body force and moment equations

where Ca is the aerodynamic coefficient, Ca(O) is the

mV +mcaxV =FG +FT +F(V,wu,0) (1) value of the coefficient at initial steay-state conditions

I6 +WxlW =G(Vo,u,0) and the x. now represents input and output variables,
their combinations and/or spline terms. The postulated
model is then used in model structure determination and

and by a set of kinematic equations relating the Euler parameter estimation. For a model with unsteady
(attitude) angles and angular velocities. In eq. (1) m is the aerodynamics the forces and moments can be formulated

mass, I is the inertia matrix, V and o are the linear and in terms of indicial functions [4,5] as

angular velocity vectors, and u is the control vector. The
vectors FG and FT represent the gravity and propulsion
force, F and G aerodynamic force and moment C'(t)=C"(0)+fC (tT;E(t))T d E(T)dv (4)
respectively, and 0 is a vector of parameters which o dr

specify aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft.

For system identification, the aircraft state equations are where ý is a vector of aircraft state and input variables

completed by the output and measurement equations. The upon which the coefficient Ca depends, C.(t) is a vector
complete set of all these equations can be written as of indicial functions whose elements are the responses in Ca

to unit steps in ý. The indicial responses, C,, are
i=f[x(t),u(t),06], x(O)=xo functions of elapsed time (t-T) and are continuous

yh[x(t),u(t),] (2) single-valued functions of ý(t). The indicial functions
=approach steady-state values with increasing values of the

z(i) =y(i) +v(i), i=1,2,...,N argument (t-t). If the indicial response C. is only a
function of elapsed time, equations (4) is simplified as
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Rather than minimize p(Z 10), it is more convenient to

Ca(t)-=C.(o)+fC. (t-T)T d E()dv (5) minimize the negative logarithm of the likelihood

S & function L(0) =p(Zj0), called log-likelihood function,

m =min{- CnL(O)}

When analytical forms of indicial functions are specified,
the aerodynamic model based on equation (4) or (5) can
be used in the aircraft equations of motion for stability Substantial simplification to the ML estimation is
and control studies involving either nonlinear or linear obtained by assuming no external disturbances to the
unsteady aerodynamics, respectively. The resulting system and no measurement errors in input data. Then the
equations of motion will be represented by a set of ML estimation is reduced to the output error method with
integro-differential equations. the cost function

Design of Experiment
The most important part of the experiment design is the i N N
selection of input forms. It has been recognized that the 2 ii v 2

shape of an input signal could influence the accuracy of
estimated parameters from flight measurement. Attempts
for obtaining parameter estimates with high accuracy ledmany researchers to the development of an optimal input, where v(i) are the residuals, v (i) = z(i)-y(i,0), and R is
One of the latest techniques for optimal input design is the measurement noise covariance matrix. Experiencediscussed in [6]. shows that a suitable technique for minimization of (6) isthe Modified Newton-Raphson method. Using this

Data Compatibility Analysis technique, the step size, AO, for parameter estimates is
In practice, often the measured response data, even after given by

careful handling, can still contain bias errors. In order to
verify data accuracy, a compatibility check can be applied
to the measured aircraft responses. This check includes A =M- 1 a-nL(0) (7)
aircraft state estimation, based on known kinematics and

the available sensor measurements, estimation of
unknown bias errors and a comparison of reconstructed
responses with those measured. The state equations are where M is the Fisher information matrix containing
formed by kinematic relationships and the parameter products and sums of the first order partials of the log-
vector usually contains constant offsets and scale factor likelihood function. The expression for the information
errors. The estimation techniques are similar to those used matrix is

in estimation of states and aerodynamic parameters.

Methods of Parameter Estimation M= (y '))YR-1 .y•' (8)
Model structure determination and parameter estimation i=l Ol0
combined with collinearity diagnostic form the principal
part of the identification procedure. From the postulated
model and measured data the model structure can be The information matrix provides also a lower bound on
determined as explained later. When the model structure parameter covariances, i.e.
is known the parameter estimation can follow. In
aeronautical application three methods, the maximum
likelihood (ML), linear regression (LR) and extended Cov() =E{(6 0)(6 -0)T}WM-

1  (9)

Kalman filter (EKF), are the basic techniques.

The ML estimates are obtained by maximizing the The inverse of M is called the Cramer-Rao lower bound
conditional probability of measurement and the ML estimates approach it asymptotically as N

Z=[z(1),z(2),....z(n)]T given a value of 0, i.e. increases. Expression (8) is valid if the measurement
noise is random, Gaussian and white. Numerous analyses

6 =max p(Z10) from measured flight data showed, however, that these
0 residuals can be far from being white.
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The residuals very often contain some deterministic for white noise and as
components. The result is colored residuals leading to
new expression for parameter covariance matrix [7] in the Cov (0) =

form ( T Xr)-1 Y x(i) N &e,(i-j)xj)T (xTx)-1 (16)

Cov(6) = i

M-1[E R(yi)T  vvN (--i )R - -- j (10)
SN -_.~)) -_Iyi) -

for colored noise where a' is the variance of e(i)

1 N-K
& _ Z e(i)e(i+k)=&k(-k) (7

where 9t(i-j) is the autocorrelation matrix for the N-K i_

output residual vector. It is estimated from

and
N-k

& (k)= N- i v = (1) e(i) = y(i) -x(i)T 0 (18)

Further simplification to the ML method is obtained by
assuming that both the input and states variables are The linear regression is a widely used estimation method
measured without errors. This assumption leads to an for the following reasons:
equation error method which can be formulated as a
linear regression applied to aerodynamic model equation a) it is a simple non-iterative method for parameter
(3). When the states, and inputs in this equation are estimation;
replaced by measured values the equivalent of the general
regression equation b) the LS estimates serve as nominal starting values for

the ML and EKF methods;

y(i) =0o+01xl(i) +...,en 1Xnl(i) + (i) (12) c) linear regression can be applied to data generated by

partitioning an ensemble of data from repeated
measurements with respect to one or more variables [8];

is obtained. In this equation, y now represents a

dependent variable, x1 to x.., are the regressors and e is d) linear regression can be extended to a technique for

the equation error. When the regression equations are model structure determination, e.g.stepwise regression;

expressed as
e) formulation of a regression problem can be used for
investigation of near-linear dependence (collinearity)

Y =X0 + C (13) among measured state and input variables and for the
development of biased estimation techniques for dealing
with highly collinear data (see Section 3).

the least squares (LS) parameter estimates are obtained as
For the development of the EKF algorithm the state

S=(X T)-I y(14) vector is augmented by a parameter vector, xa = [x T 0T]T

The vector x. and its covariance matrix are estimated

from measurements by minimizing the cost function

and their covariance matrix as
J = E {[X. (iI i-1) _X.(i)]T [Xa (i I i-1) x•a(i)]}

Cov(6) =o2(XTX)- (15)

Because of inherent feed-back in the algorithm, the EKF
can be easily applied to an unstable system for which the
use of the output error method might be difficult or even
impossible. On the other hand, the main disadvantage of
the EKF method is that the initial conditions and the
covariance matrices of process and measurement noise
must be specified at the start of the estimation process.
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Model Structure Determination 3. DATA COLLLINEARITY AND BIASED
ESTIMATION

A major problem in system identification is the selection,
from measured data, of an adequate (parsimonious) As pointed out in the Introduction the augmentation of
model. An adequate model is considered to be a model high performance aircraft very often introduces near
which sufficiently fits the data, facilitates the successful linear relationships among the input and output variables
estimation of unknown parameters whose existence can (data collinearity). When linear regression is used in data
be substantiated, and has good prediction capabilities. For analysis the collinearity results in an ill-conditioned XTX
model structure determination a method of stepwise matrix in expression (14) for LS parameter estimates.
regression is being used [9]. The determination of a Because of that the collinearity can cause computational
model for the aerodynamic coefficients includes three problems and reduce the accuracy of estimates. Three
steps: postulation of terms that might enter the model, procedures for detection of collinearity are recommended
selection of an adequate model, and validation of the in [10] and applied to flight data. They are:
model selected. After postulating the aerodynamic model
equations, significant terms amongthe candidate variables a) examination of the correlation matrix
are determined and the corresponding parameters X*TX* and its inverse, where the matrix X° is formed by
estimated. At every step of the stepwise regression, the centered and scaled regressors;
variables incorporated into the model in previous stages
and a new variable entering the model are reexamined for b) eigenvalue analysis of the XTX matrix
their significance. Experience shows, however, that the or singular value decomposition of the X matrix;
model based only on the statistical significance of
individual parameters in the model can still include too c) parameter variance decomposition into
many terms and may have poor prediction capabilities, a sum of components, each corresponding to one and
Several criteria for the selection of an adequate model only one of the eigenvalues of the XTX matrix or singular
have been,therefore, introduced. The most often used are: values of the X matrix.

a) The computed values of F-statistic, The parameter variance decomposition approach for
given as the ratio of regression mean square to residual detecting collinearity was proposed in [1]. It follows from
mean square. Heuristically, the model with the maximum the covariance matrix of parameter estimates 0 which can
F-values is the "best" one for a given set of data. be also obtained as

b) The value of the coefficient of Coy (0) = o2TA-iTT (20)
determination, R2, which can be interpreted as measuring
the proportion of the variation explained by the terms where A is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the

other than 00 in the model. eigenvalues of XTX and T is a matrix whose columns are
the eigenvectors of XTX.

c) The prediction sum of squares PRESS

defined for the k' subset of model parameters as The variance of each parameter is equal to
2 2

PRESS = 2( = 02 k 2 --

N (19) k-i k i
{y(i)-[i x(1) .... xi 1, il).... Ix(N)]k}2

jil

where tik are the elements of eigenvector ti associated

For the model to be a good predictor the value of PRESS with XJ. Eq. (21) decomposes the variance of each

should be minimal, parameter into a sum of components, each corresponding
to one and only one of the n singular values pj. In (21)

Model Validation the singular values appear in denominator, so one or more
small singular values can substantially increase the

Model validation is the last step in the identification variance of 0.. This means that an unusually high
process and should be applied regardless of the proportion of the variance of two or more coefficients for
complexity of the estimation method. The resultingmodel the same small singular value can provide evidence that
must demonstrate that its parameters have physically the corresponding near dependency is causing problems.
reasonable values and acceptable accuracy, and that the Introducing
model is a good predictor. For those reasons the
parameter estimates are compared with any information 2 n

available about aircraft aerodynamics. Prediction (Djk A=-' and (J -• =,jk
capabilities of the model are checked on a set of data not k=1

used in the identification process.

the j,k variance-decomposition proportion as the
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proportion of the variance ofthejth regression coefficient For known a2 the application of least squares to this

associated with the kth components of its decomposition model results in the mixed estimator
in (21) is given as

ikj= A, j,k=1,2,...,n (22) 0MO =(XTX+ATW-lA)-
1 (XTY+ATW-ld) (24)

0

It is shown in [10] that the addition of prior information
Since two or more regressors are required to create near to the ordinary regression results in reduction of
dependency, then two or more variances will be adversely parameter variance. In real application of the ME the a
affected by high variance-decomposition proportions priorivalues are not known exactly therefore the resulting
associated with a single singular value. Variance- estimator is biased [10].
decomposition proportions greater than 0.5 are
recommended in [1] as a guidance for possible 4. EXAMPLES
collinearity problems. It is also suggested that the
columns of X should be scaled to unit length but not In the following three examples the measured data from
centered. Thus the role of the bias term in near-linear experiments on the X-29A, X-31A and F-16XL aircraft
dependencies can be diagnosed. will be used. These examples will demonstrate mainly

specific problems related to identification of high
If the collinearity diagnostic reveals a serious problem performance aircraft. In addition, variations of some
some way of dealing with it should be chosen. Additional parameters with the angle of attack or Mach number, and
data can be selected, the experiment can be redesigned, their correlation with wind tunnel data and flight results

the model can be respecified or different techniques from from scale model will be also shown.
the ordinary LS procedure can be used. Several
estimation techniques which can be applied to data with 4.1 X-29A Aircraft
severe collinearity have been developed [11]. Their The test vehicle is a single engine, single seat fighter-type

development drops the requirement that the estimator ofO research aircraft with forward-swept wings. The aircraft
be unbiased. The new estimator, however, should have has highly relaxed static longitudinal stability in subsonic
smaller variance than the LS estimator. By allowing the and transonic regimes and near-neutral stability in

small amount of bias the parameter variance can be made supersonic regimes. For longitudinal control, deflections

small such that the mean square error of 0 is less than of canard, wing flap (flaperon), and fuselage strake are

the variance of the unbiased LS estimator. Techniques used. The lateral control is provided by the rudder and

with this property belong to a class of biased estimation asymmetric deflection of flaperon. In addition to manual

methods. Two of the techniques, the mixed estimation control of the aircraft, the concept of remotely augmented

and rank reduction regression, have been introduced in vehicle (RAV) could be used for the excitation of aircraft

[10] and used in flight data analysis. The experience with responses. The RAV arrangement employs a ground

the rank reduction regression showed some difficulties in computer to augment the onboard control system. This

its application to aerodynamic model equations, mainly capability is used to introduce a command to the control

because of small number of unknown parameters in these stick (pitch stick or roll stick command), rudder pedal, or

equations. For that reason, only the mixed estimation will individual control surfaces. The RAV commands, usually

be introduced. a pulse or doublet, are summed onto the already existing
commands in order to independently move flaps, strake,

The mixed estimation (ME) is a procedure which uses canard, rudder, or differential flap. More about the RAV

prior information on parameters to augment measured system can be found in [12]. A drawing of the aircraft is

data directly instead of through a prior distribution, presented in figure 2. A more detailed description of the
Mixed estimation includes the usual regression model aircraft and its control system is contained in [13].

given by eq. (13) and the additional assumption that a set

of prior conditions on 0 can be written as The following three sets of data were available for
estimation of aircraft parameters:

d=A0 +÷ (23) 1. longitudinal maneuvers excited by a pilot at Mach
numbers from 0.5 to 1.4,

In this equation, A is a matrix of known constants andC 2. longitudinal and lateral maneuvers with computer
generated inputs (RAV experiment) at Mach numbersis a vector of random variables with E(•)=0 and fo . o13

E(CT) = 2W, where W is a known weighing matrix.

Combining (13) and (23) the mixed model is obtained. 3. low speed lateral maneuvers initiated by a pilot at the

angles of attack between 80 to 500.
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During data analysis several problems associated with for accurate estimation of Cmq remains small.
inherent instability, high augmentation and sometimes
insufficient excitation of maneuvers had to be addressed. The estimates of two parameters Cmaand Cm8c which
Among them were: c

contribute the most to the pitching moment are plotted

1. parameter estimation of an unstable vehicle, against the Mach number in figures 5 and 6 respectively
and compared with the wind tunnel results. The estimates
were obtained from data with pilot input using the least

2. data collinearity and its diagnostics, squares and mixed estimation, and from RAV experiment

using only the least squares method. The wind tunnel
3. adverse effect of data collinearity on parameter values of the strake effectiveness were used as a priori
identifiability and accuracy. values. The accuracies of the a priori values were

Because of these problems, a linear regression and mixed determined from repeated test in two different wind
Bestmauion there used in ta linear ssis. atunnels. As can be seen from these figures, the accuracy
estimation were used in data analysis. of parameters was improved either by applying the mixed

estimation to data with pilot input or by using data from
Time histories of a typical longitudinal pilot and the RAV experiment. Similar conclusion can be drawn

computer-generated input are presented in figures 3 and from average standard errors in estimated parameters.

4. From figure 3 close correlation among all open-loop These values are shown in table VI together with the fit

inputs is obvious. The change in data collinearity caused e fore sowniint V h.

by replacing the pilot by computer-generated input as a

sequence of commanded flap, strake, canard and stick The measured data from all low speed lateral maneuvers
deflections is demonstrated in figure 4. The collinearity were assembled into one set with 51,200 data points
was assessed by comparing correlations between were assenbled titione ito 42 d ata points
regressors, and corresponding, condition indexes and which was then partitioned into 42 one-degree- a subsets
parameter variance proportions. The condition index is and I three-degree- a subset. A half of the selected lateral
defined as the ratio of the maximum eigenvalue of the maneuvers was analyzed as individual maneuvers using
information matrix XTX to one of the remaining stepwise regression. The possibility of data collinearity in
eigenvalues. measured data was investigated by procedures explained

in the previous examples. Application of stepwise
The correlation matrices for the two sets of data are given regression to partitioned data resulted in models for the
in tables I and II, respectively. The data with the pilot lateral aerodynamic coefficients and least squares
i n p u t s h o w c o r r e I a t i o n between estimates of parameters in these models. For the data

8,and qE/2Vand 8. and 8.. The RAV data do not exhibit subsets with a<40°, models with linear stability and
any significant correlation between regressors. The control derivatives were adequate. For data at (x>401,
condition indexes and parameter variance proportions are some nonlinear and longitudinal control terms were
given in tables III and IV. In this example the maximum selected by the stepwise regression. These additional
condition index (condition number) for the set of data terms did not provide any comprehensive information
with pilot input is 174, in the second case 14, thus about aerodynamic nonlinearities or effects of
indicating reduced spread of eigenvalues where the RAV longitudinal control setting on the lateral aerodynamic
system was used. The variance proportions in table III for coefficients.
the largest condition index show strong collinearity
among the bias term, canard and strake effectiveness. The The estimated parameters (stability and control
same quantities in table IV indicate only a possibility of derivatives) from 43 subsets were plotted against the
collinearity between the bias term and canard angle of attack and fitted by quadratic polynomial splines.
effectiveness. In addition to fitted splines, the 2a -confidence limits on

the mean were computed as
Table V demonstrates a possibility of estimating
parameters in the regression equation for the pitching-
moment coefficient with sufficient accuracy. Included are 0(a)± -2xT(XT -x (25)

the increments in coefficient of determination, AR2 , and

t-statistics, t*. The values of AR2 represent the amount of
information in the data explained by the individual terms
in the model, t-statistic can be considered as a measure of In (25), 0 is the mean value of a parameter given by the
significance of individual parameters. The data with the fitted spline, s is the standard error of 6 estimated from
pilot input revealed that CmOc is the highly influential the residuals, x is a vector of regressors. As an example,
term in the pitching-moment equation, that there is a estimated values of the parameter C.,, fitted spline, and
limited possibility for accurate estimates of parameters 2a-confidence limits are shown in figure 7.

C.3f and C.,, and that the significance of the C.qqf/ 2 V
term is almost zero. The RAV experiment improved the Stepwise regression analysis of data from single

identifiability of parameters Cma, Cm~f and C.s, still maneuvers showedthat linear models for the aerodynamic

maintaining the CmO.c as a dominant term. The chance coefficients were adequate within the angle-of attack
range from 80 to 40'. For angles of attack greater than 400
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models for the lateral-force and yawing-moment boom on the full scale aircraft Positive yaw damping for ca>30 0

coefficient included some of the nonlinear terms is predicted by flight data whereas the wind tunnel results
P3

2 
P', cx3, P3,or 653. As for the partitioned data, there show low yaw damping over the whole range of angles

wasno consistent information about parameters associated of attack. In figure 9 three rolling moment parameters are

with these nonlinear terms. included. The parameter Cep estimated from flight data
agrees, in general, with wind tunnel predicitions. The roll

The least squares parameter estimates at low and damping decreases above cx = 150, from wind tunnel
moderate angles of attack were close to results from above (x=250. Positive values of C1 P from flight are

partitioned data. For ca>20', however, increased scatter about three times higher than those from wind tunnel. As
in the estimates and their deviation from the previous mentioned in [15] and [16] the forebody aerodynamics
results using partitioned data were observed. This dominates the roll-damping parameter at high angles of
inconsistency was caused by data collinearity detected attack and causes the unstable damping. Therefore the

mostly among the variables pb/2V, 8aand 8,. In applying differences between flight and wind tunnel results maybe

the mixed estimation technique, the a priori values were attributed to different forebody aerodynamics in these two
selected for parameters which were affected by test conditions. The parameter Ce0a is estimated with high
collinearity. Their changes had only a small effect on consistency and agrees well with wind tunnel data for the
aerodynamic coefficients. The a priori values and their angles of attack between 120 and 40'. Some differences
uncertainty were set to the mean values and their standard exists outside this interval. More about the parameters can
errors obtained from partitioned data. An example of data be found in [17].
collinearity is given in table VII where the eigervalues of
the information matrix, condition indexes and parameter The results from this example lead to the following
variance decompositions are included. The damaging conclusions:
effect of data collinearity on parameters associated with

the variables pb/2V, 8aand 6, can be expected. Table 1. A collinearity diagnostic and a comparison of

VIII presents the parameter estimates and their standard parameter estima'tes from flight data using the RAV
errors in the rolling-moment equation using stepwise experiment with those from flight data using pilot input
regression and, mixed estimation. In the last column of revealed that the computer-generated deflections of
table VIII the parameter estimates from partitioned data individual control surfaces can substantially decrease data
are given. Large changes in the least square estimates of collinearity. A simple least squares technique can be used

C ep' Ceand C,,, are visible during the model in estimation of all parameters in the model which also
development. The final estimates of the three parameters means estimation of the effectiveness ofall controls used.
are also quite different from those obtained from
partitioned data. On the other hand, the parameters from 2. The experiment providing the data for the analysis was
the mixed estimation technique are close to the result not properly designed. The selected input forms resulted
from partitioned data. These estimates also have lower in very small excitation of response variables. As a result

standard errors than the least squares results. The decrease some parameters were not identifiable and the

in the fit error, s(Q, and squared correlation coefficient, identifiability of several remaining parameters was
significantly reduced. These identifiability problems were

,are not substantial (see last two rows in table VIII). apparent from the diagnostic of selected maneuvers.

Selected parameters obtained from partitined data and 3. For low speed lateral maneuvers linear aerodynamic
single maneuvers are plotted against the angle of attack models determined by applying stepwise regression
in figures 8 and 9, and compared with wind tunnel data. techniques to partitioned data and single maneuvers were

The 2a - confidence limits were omitted in these figures. found to be adequate for the angles of attack less than
However, the minimum and maximum values for standard 400. For angles of attack greater than 400, nonlinear and
errors of the estimated parameters from partitioned data longitudinal control terms entered the models selected by
are given in table IX. Both figures indicate no significant the estimation technique. These terms, however, did not
differences between the two sets of flight results. Large provide any comprehensive information about
differences, however exist between flight and wind tunnel aerodynamic nonlinearities and the effect of longitudinal
results in figure 8. Flight data exhibit a sudden increase control on lateral aerodynamic coefficients. Because of

in parameter values of Cy, and Cn at angles of attack data collinearity detected in single maneuvers, the data

around 400 to 45°. As indicated by wind tunnel from these maneuvers were reanalyzed by using mixed
investigations in [14], an increase of lateral force and estimation. No significant differences existed between
yawing moment due to sideslip is caused by the forebody parameters estimated from partitioned data and those
vortex assymetry. This assymetry can produce a sideforce estimated from single maneuvers.
which moves the nose into the sideslip and thus enhances
directional stability. The same effect was observed in [15] 4.2. X-31A Aircraft
during wind tunnel testing of the scaled model. The
present differences between flight and wind tunnel results The X-31A is a single engine, single seat fighter-type
can be caused by different Reynolds numbers in the two research aircraft with delta wing and canard. The aircraft
experiements (0.68 x 106 in the wind tunnel; approx. 6 x is inherently unstable in subsonic regimes and is
106 during the flight test) and by the effect of the nose controllable by a digital control system. For longitudinal
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control, canard and symmetrical flaperon deflections are
used. The lateral control is provided by the rudder and Lateral parameters:
differential flaperon. In addition to the aerodynamic
control surfaces, a three-vane thrust vectoring system is In maneuvers with pilot inputs, high augmentation
mounted around the engine exhaust nozzle. This system prevented sufficient excitation of sideslip angle and lateral
allows thrust deflection up to 150 and is used for acceleration, especially at angles of attack above 300, and
augmentation of pitch and yaw control during low speed introduced high pairwise correlation between variables p
and post-stall flights. A drawing of the aircraft is and r, 5a and 80 8r and 8qt. The effect of limited
presented in figure 10. excitation and high correlation was reflected in low

accuracy of parameter estimates and, in many cases,
Maneuvers from eight flights were selected for inability to estimate some parameters at all. In the
aerodynamic model structure determination and parameter rolling-moment equation the terms with 8a and 3 were
estimation. These maneuvers were initiated from trim predominant, explaining about 75% variation in the data
conditions at altitudes between 6,000 to 9,000 meters and of the 87% for the complete model. The main influential
angles of attack between 100 and 700. Two types of input terms in the yawing-moment equation were those with
were used, the pilot inputs and inputs generated by a
flutter test box installed on one of the aircraft. The pilot eur

inputs were either pitch command or yaw and roll of attack. Their contribution represented about 85 to 96%

commands in the form of a single doublet or a from the overall value of 98% for the model with all

combination of doublets. The flutter test box allowed terms included.

separate excitation of all aerodynamic control surfaces.
These inputs were in the form of "3211" multiple signals. The parameter identifiability was improved, in general, by

The surface deflection limits in the tests were 7.1P for the the introduction of a single surface excitation

canard, 11.80 for the flaperons and 7.80 for the rudder. To (8, or 6r inputs). The above mentioned correlations were

ensure good excitation of aircraft motion, the longitudinal substantially reduced and the amplitude of sideslip angle

inputs were in some cases preceded by the pilot pitch increased. As a result of that, parameter identifiability in

doublets and the lateral inputs by pilot roll and yaw the rolling-moment equation was improved. However, the

doublets. Maneuvers with pilot inputs were flown with problem of accurate parameter estimation in the yawing-

thrust vectoring off (a<30') and on. The single surface moment and lateral-force equations remained, with the

excitation maneuvers were realized only with thrust exception of the thrust-vectoring effectiveness. Four

vectoring on. parameters in the rolling-moment equation

Estimated parameters from flight data were correlated C pb C rb (26)
with those obtained from wind tunnel data and drop CeC+ C P+CI6a6 + C• V 28r(
model experiment. Static and dynamic wind-tunnel test

were conducted at the 30 - by 60 - Foot Tunnel at NASA
LaRC using a 19 - percent scale model (see [18] for some are presented in figure 11 with their 2a -error bounds. In

results). For a comparison with flight results presented, this figure the results from wind tunnel and drop model

the parameters CeP and C,, were estimated from the tests are also included. The estimates of C3 are

oscillatory data using the techniques of [19] and [3]. consistent with the exception of the region around

More about this analysis will be presented in the third c = 250. There is significant departure of flight results

example. from wind tunnel data for the angle of attack between 30
and 450. The reason for that has not been explained yet.

In preparation for X-3 1A flight testing, the unpowered, Small scatter is also apparent in the estimates of Ceoa.

27-percent dynamically-scaled radio-controlled model of The flight data demonstrate about 50% reduction in
the X-3 IA was built and tested at NASA LaRC. During aileron effectiveness when compared to wind tunnel
the test, the model was attached to a helicopter and lifted values. The estimates of CP and Cer demonstrate the
to an altitude between 1,500 and 3,000 m, and then advantage of single surface excitation over pilot induced
released with the helicopter in forward motion. At an maneuvers. In the latter case, high correlation between
altitude of about 300 m the flight was terminated by rolling and yawing velocities, and low information
deploying a large parachute. The model was controlled by content in the data prevented the estimates of both
a pilot on the ground but the model also had the oscillatory parameters. There are no substantial
capability to accept preprogrammed surface deflection differences between full-scale flight and wind tunnel

commands. This feature was used in generating estimates of these two dynamic parameters. The drop
maneuvers for the purpose of parameter estimation.
During the experiment, only the lateral parameters were model parameter values at 30b< e <45t are scattered with
estimated. They are presented in [20]. In this paper only aircraft test.
estimates of four lateral parameters and two thrust
vectoring parameters are presented. More results can be
found in [21]. Thrust vectoring effectiveness:

The parameter Cm,,, was estimated directly from
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maneuvers with the 6e inputs because the adequate model parameters.

for the pitching moment included only variable
Se and 8 These three regressors were not 3. The accuracy of parameters was also affected by their

low sensitivity and small excitation of response variables,
correlated. The maneuvers with 8c inputs provided especially at high angles of attack.
estimates of C*ae for a<450 and C~qtv for a>450.

From these estimates the thrust vectoring effectiveness 4. All the influential parameters were, in general, in

was computed as agreement with wind tunnel data and results from drop
model tests. Some unexplained differences were,

CM8qtv = (C m•e - Cm~e) e however, observed.

or (27) 5. The estimated thrust vectoring effectiveness was found
8 lower than its theoretical values.

Cm.qtV = C ."tla 8e
m q-tv 6. The predictive capabilities of the resulting model

determined from flight test data are very good for low

where the relation 8e / 6 qtv was evaluated from measured amplitude maneuver at low to moderate angles of attack.
° Some deterioration in prediction was observed at high

data and where the values of CmSe were obtained from ange ofattack.

maneuvers with pilot input (no thrust vectoring) andat

input. The values of the thrust-vectoring effectiveness, 4.3. F-16XL Aircraft

C,,•,, were estimated from the data with pilot input and
single surface excitation. In the first cases, only For better understanding of aircraft aerodynamics in large

maneuvers for ct>35' were used because the effect of amplitude maneuvers, NASA LaRC conducted a series of

rudder deflection on the yawing moment was small. wind tunnel tests on a model of the F-16XL. A sketch of

When necessary the final estimates were corrected for the the 0. 10 - scale model is shown in figure 13 together with
some basic model dimensions. Tests included

effect of the rudder deflection by computing C, 5 from measurement of aerodynamic forces and moments under

the estimated values of C *,5 as static conditions, followed by oscillatory test about all
three body axes and ramp tests in pitch. One of the

c-c Cn reasons for the testing was to determine a mathematical
Cflrtv = C'tt 

8
rtv (8 model with unsteady aerodynamic terms from oscillatory

data at different angles of attack and frequencies. In this

paper only limited results from small amplitude (±5 0)

From maneuvers excited by a single surface deflection, oscillations in pitch will be shown. More results can be

the parameter C,.8v was estimated directly. Both found in [3] and upcoming reports.

parameters CmSqtv and C., are plotted against the thrust For the following analysis of the oscillatory data it is
coefficient in figure 12 and compared with their assumed that the aerodynamic coefficients are linear
theoretical values functions of the angle of attack, pitching velocity and

their rates. Then, for example, the increment in the lift
C.8t. = C. coefficient with respect to its mean value can be

c (29) formulated as

Cntt = ---• CT A C=
b L

where x% is the distance of thrust impact point from
airplane center of gravity. So far there has been no
explanation for the differences between the theory and the then for the harmonic motion
experiment.

ACL = aA (CL. -k2'C sin(ot + eAk(C,, +Ccos (a t
From the results presented here and in [22] the following
conclusions can be drawn: =UA(CLLaSinfot +kC.tcos&wt)

1. In piloted maneuvers, high correlations between input (31)

and output variables were observed. These correlations
resulted in low accuracy of estimated parameters and where an is the amplitude, o the angular frequency and
prevented estimation of effectiveness of several control
surfaces. -A 2 A (Cq C -kLq)

2. Single surface excitation reduced the above mentioned &ak k = aak(CL& + Cut)
correlations. It was possible to estimate the effectiveness
of all controls and increase the accuracy of estimated
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represent the Fourier coefficients. The in-phase and out- From the experiment, the in-phase and out-of phase

of-phase components of CL(CL and CL) can be obtained components are usually obtained for different values of
oe the angle of attack and reduced frequency while keeping

by integrating the time histories of ACL over a selected the amplitude of the oscillations constant. Then the
number of cycles. The in-phase and out-of-phase equations (36) and (37) can be generalized as

components of CL are plotted against the angle of attack
in figure 14. The figure shows the effect of frequency uji =ui -aizuj (38)
which is especially strong on the out-of-phase
components. A comparison of steady and oscillatory data Vi Vi -aiz., (39)
is given in figure 15.
A strong dependence of wind tunnel oscillatory data on These equation define Model I where for the lift
frequency lead to the development of models with coefficient
unsteady aerodynamic terms, see e.g. [20] and [3]. As an
example, the model for the lift increment was formulated Ui = CL. (ai) vi = CL,(ei)
in [20] as

A CL= tz- 2k2 z-I 2 2

fCLd(t_,) d q( )dc (32) 1

0T V 0 dr

where CL.(t) and CL,(t) are the indicial functions. for j 1,2,...,m

For obtaining the model with limited number of

parameters, it was assumed that the effect of q(t) on the In equations (38) and (39) there are, in general, 3n + 1

lift could be neglected and the indicial functionCt•(t) unknown parameters: uiv 1,ai and "t. They can be

can be expressed as estimated from experimental data ii. and V,, by

CL.(t) =a(1 -e 41) +c (minimizing the cost function

m n
J, =j• il{[ Uji -(ui -aiz 2Q]2 +[ v-(vi -ai Zvj)]2}

j=1 i=1 vii

Considering the above mentioned assumptions, equation
(33) is simplified as In formulating airplane equations of motion it might be

more convenient to obtain expressions for u, v, and a as
ACL = a function of the angle of attack rather than their discrete

i-b1 (t-f ) d values. For that reason the previous model was
CLa(VQ) c(t)-a - -x cz()dt +.C (oo)q(t) reformulated as Model II defined by the following

0 dequations:

(34)
Uji-U(ai) -a(ai)Zj (40)

where CL.(-) and Cq(c) are the rates of change of

CL with a and q in steady flow. The steady form of (41)

equation (32) for harmonic changes in a is identical to Vv -

that of equation (31), that is The form of expressions for u(ci), v(ai) and a(ai) can

ACL(t)= "A CLasincot+aAkCLqcoswit (35) be either specified from the variation of estimated
parameters in Model I or the form can be postulated in
terms of polynomials and/or polynomial splines. In the

However, with the indicial function of equation (33), the second case adequate models for u(cc), v(a) and a(a) can
expressions for CLa and C2• have the form be determined from measured data by a stepwise

regression. The previously estimated value of parameter T

,,2 k2 can be used as an a priori value thus simplifying the
C = CL. -(o)-a (36) parameter estimation procedure using Model II and the

1 +¶ik2 cost function

= )_a _Ti (37) m 2lC1 = CL, -a 2 - J1 =l {E[Ujj-(u(aj)-a a)zuj)]
1 +- 2k 2 j=1i=

+ [Vji -(v(axi) - a (i) Zj)]2}

where ", =V/bi f is the nondimensional time constant.

Both estimation procedures were applied to oscillatory
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data at four frequencies. The data for frequency k = 0.19 conditions were available. By repeating the identification
were used to demonstrate model prediction capabilities, using data at different trim conditions, an extended model

The parameters CL. (o), Cq(w) and a in both models are could be constructed. However, for obtaining a global

plotted in figure 16. The agreement between both sets of model from flight data a dedicated experiment would be
needed. In this experiment modeling and optimal input
design would play the major role. One of the possibilities

with that from static data. Low accuracy in C•(w) could for an extension of traditional aerodynamic model is the
result from small number of data points and small inclusion of unsteady effects. Some initial work has
sensitivity of this parameter. The parameter a indicated already been done mostly using data from dynamic wind
smooth variation of unsteady term with the angle of tunnel testing. A strong dependency of oscillatory data on
attack and the largest effect of unsteady terms on the frequency led to identified models with time varying

coefficient at ca around 40'. The estimated value ofT1 terms in the form of indicial functions. Based on these

was 17.2+ 1.0, which means b, =2.71±0.16(sec). This experiences the extension to flight data will follow.

result indicates that the time constant associated with the
unsteady effect is about 0.4 sec. The predicted References
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Table I. XTX matrix in correlation Table Il. XTX matrix in correlation
form. Pilot input, form. RAV experiment.

a __ 81 8f 8. a __c 81 8f S
2V 2V

1.000 0.151 0.753 0.711 -0.795 1.000 0.275 0.673 0.328 -0.772

1.000 0.318 -0.341 -0.979 1.000 0.345 -0.375 -0.089

1.000 0.643 -0.928 1 1.000 0.098 -0.578

1.000 -0.84 1.000 -0.303

1.000 1.000
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Table III. Collinearity diagnostic. Pilot input.

Condition Variance proportions (scaled regressors)

Eigenvalue index I OX q_" _S _

2V

3.3102 1 0.0000 0.0092 0.4806 0.0017 0.0006 0.0001

1.2781 3 0.0099 0.0001 0.0397 0.0720 0.0058 0.0001

1.0333 3 0.0001 0.2572 0.1604 0.0000 0.0342 0.0002

0.2613 13 0.0504 0.1140 0.0991 0.0762 0.1887 0.0245

0.0981 34 0.1220 0.6194 0.2143 0.0041 0.7123 0.0548
0.10 14 0.8176" 0.0001 0.0061 0.8460 0.0585 0.92040.0190 ,174 817 aoi0

Table IV. Collinearity diagnostic for RAV experiment.

Condition Variance proportions.(scaled reg rssors)
Eigenvalue index Io q" 8s 8f

2V

2.5320 1 0.0003 0.0017 0.8594 0.0003 0.0000 0.0018

1.4339 2 0.0905 0.0002 0.0049 0.0008 0.0132 0.1901

1.0028 3 0.0156 0.2543 0.0098 0.1481 0.1685 0.2565

0.4745 5 0.2173 0.0355 0.0171 0.0178 0.4886 0.0172

0.3798 7 0.0460 0.6463 0.0220 0.4605 0.0094 0.0506

0.1771 14 0.6302 0.0621 0.0867 0.3724 0.4720 0.7147

Table VI. Average standard errors of

Table V. Identifiability diagnostic. estimated parameters.

Parameter RAV Pilot input Parameter RAV Pilot input
AR2, % It* AR', It*I LS LS ME

9.09 64.8 5.06 28.0 S( C. ) 0.029 0.058 0.054
(0.014) (0.075) (0.020)

C,, 1.08 13.7 0.01 0.0 s( C,, ) 0.017 0.090 0.048

75.74 99.1 91.49 12.3 (0.018 (0.037) (0.020)
__,,__ 75.74 99.1 9 1.49 12 s( C, ) 0.0033 0.0059 0.0060
C, 18.35 46.4 0.94 9.2 S( C. (0.0011) (0.0026) (0.0026)

C 4.46 42.7 1.00 9.2 Note: figures in parentheses are standard errors.

Table VII. Collinearity diagnostic.

Condition Variance proportions (scaled and centered regressors)

Eigenvalue index pb rb

2V 2V

2.387 1.0 0.000 0.005 0.002 0.013 0.007

1.849 1.3 0.085 0.000 0.084 0.006 0.004

0.537 4.4 0.167 0.001 0.528 0.022 0.001

0.209 11.4 0.540 0.000 0.002 0.207 0.079

0.017 140.4 0.208 0.994 0.384 0.752 0.910
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Table VIII. Identifiability diagnostic and parameter estimates.

Parameter Ste wise Regression Mixed* Partitioned

n=2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5 n = 6 estimation data
C4 -0.0036 -0.0014 -0.0028 -0.0031 -0.0020 -0.0172 -

CP -0.272 -0.246 -0.221 -0.223 -0.190 -0.208 -0.254
(0.0080) (0.0072) (0.0070) (0.0064) (0.0057) (0.0056) (0.0087)

Ct, 0.3 1.4 2.3 0.84 0.62
(0.15) (0.13) (0.12) (0.050) (0.046)

Ct" -3.3 -1.2 -1.04
(0.26) (0.22) (0.095)

C1. 0.028 0.049 0.081 0.106 0.064 0.064
(0.0058) (0.0055) (0.0050) (0.0046) (0.0035) (0.0041)

C, - - 0.031 0.054 0.015 0.01
(0.0053) (0.0047) (0.0010) (0.0021)

s(CQ 0.0050 0.0045 0.0043 0.0040 0.0035 0.0040
R21%] 83.4 86.8 87.6 89.7 91.7 88.0 1

Sa priori value C,, = 0.010 +0.0021

Note: figures in parentheses are standard errors

Table IX. Standard errors of estimated POSTL IM -

parameters from partitioned data.

Parameter Standard Error
minINPUT-OUTPUT maxDATA

C0.045 0.15 OESNUrR
C'D DETERMINATION

C 0.42 1.1 PARA AN
CY, ~ ~~~~~~~~~STATE ESTIMATION .................. .......

Cy, 0.78 DIFFERENT SETS

OF DATA

C 0.026 0.060 IMODEL VALIDATIDN

Crt 0.016 0.053
C1# 0.0076 0.016
CIO 0.040 0.11 Figure 1. Block diagram of aircraft identification.

Ct, 0.063 0.18

Cl,. 0.0037 0.011 C Wing flap

C,", 0.0021 0.0044

C.P 0.0064 0.020

C ., 0 .0 5 4 0 .1 2 S t r a k e

C,., 0.086 0.31

Cl., 0.0029 0.0070 14.67 m

C,. 0.0013 0.0051 (48.1 f)

4.36m
(14.29 ft)

Figure 2. Drawing of X-29A aircraft.
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AERODYNAMIC MODEL EXTENSION AND VALIDATION OF A THRUST VECTORED

DELTA-CANARD CONFIGURATION

Holger Friehmelt
DLR

Institute of Flight Mechanics
P.O. Box 32 67

D-38022 Braunschweig, Germany
eMail: Holger.Friehmelt@dlr.de

1

Photo Credit NASA Dryden FRC EC94-42478-16

Fi,_,ure 1: X-3 IA Flying at 70' AoA over Edwards AFB, CA

1. ABSTRACT As detailed knowledge of controls effectiveness is necessary to
Due to their advantages in aerodynamic characteristics, delta- assure proper design of the flight control system (i.e. gains) and
canard configurations have experienced growing interest and is related to agility of aircraft, the present investigation aims at
have been realized in various recent aircraft designs. In improving the modeling fidelity of thrust vector controls
addition, thrust vectoring has emerged as an efficient means of effectiveness.
providing control power throughout the entire flight envelope. Instead of one global, linear flaperon effectiveness, an extended
Aerodynamic modeling and identification of parameters for this model covers the directional sensitivity of flaperon deflection
kind of configurations have usually been restricted to the and a nonlinear rise in effectiveness. When the flaperon is
constant and linear terms in a Taylor series approximation of deflected downward towards the freestream flow, its
the force and moment coefficients. These modeling approaches effectiveness is expected to be different than during an upstroke
are straight-forward and easy to handle in parameter into the thick leeward boundary layer above the main wing and
identification processes but sometimes lack physical further into the region of separated flow at intermediate to high
understanding of the flow phenomena encountered on delta- angles of attack. Results from parameter identification of these
canard configuration with thrust vectoring. Interactions new models with actual flight test data from the X-31A aircraft
between aerodynamics and the thrust vectoring system, (Figure 1) correlate with the physical understanding which the
although sometimes only of secondary importance, have been model extensions are based on.
omitted completely so far. The present work postulates new The thrust vectoring system of a single engine aircraft
extended models which include nonlinear and higher order introduces further controls in pitch and yaw. In case of the X-
terms in order to better model thrust vector characteristics. By 3 1A with its three aft-mounted paddles designed to deflect the
looking at the flow phenomena involved, model formulations engine exhaust flow, it is shown that a single linear term of
are introduced which can be explained and justified by the thrust vector effectiveness is a very crude and only
physical understanding, mathematically appropriate way of modeling the thrust vector

effectiveness. A new model is postulated which can consider a
© 1998 by DLR. Published by RTA with permission. dead-band, i.e. the lack of effectiveness of the vanes while they

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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are not yet emerged into the exhaust flow due to imperfect More and more high performance fighter aircraft encompass
plume boundary tracking of the vanes, a deflection range of enhanced maneuverability by means of a thrust vectoring
minor effectiveness as the vanes have not yet fully entered the system. The experimental aircraft X-31A [1,2] are equipped
core exhaust flow, and finally the region of high and linear with three aft-mounted carbon-carbon paddles (Figure 2) to
effectiveness while the vanes are fully entrained by the core deflect the exhaust flow both in the vertical and horizontal
flow. Flight test data from the X-31A aircraft has been used to plane, enabling thrust vector control both in pitch and yaw.
verify and validate the extended model postulations. The X-31A comprises of a delta-canard configuration due to
Parameter identification with these extended models thus yields the aerodynamic advantages this type of wing planforms exhibit
controls effectiveness parameters which can then be interpreted [2]. As these designs are naturally unstable configurations in
by means of looking at the physical flow phenomena involved the longitudinal motion, these types of aircraft can only be
and help improve the understanding of flight dynamic flown with help of sophisticated flight control systems. Design
characteristics of aircraft. as well as verification and validation of such flight control

systems require a profound knowledge of the aerodynamic and
2. NOMENCLATURE controls characteristics of the aircraft.
AFB Air Force Base
AoA Angle of Attack 3.1 X-31A Configuration
ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency The two X-31A aircraft were developed, designed, and built
Dasa Daimler-Benz Aerospace AG jointly by Rockwell International and Daimler-Benz Aerospace
DLR Deutsches Zentrum ffr Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. One design driver for the X-31A configuration was the
EF EuroFighter requirement that results of X-31A flight testing should be
EFM Enhanced Fighter Maneuverability directly transferable to a potential operational aircraft.
FMOD Federal Ministry of Defense However, no existing fighter aircraft was suitable to be
ITO International Test Organization retrofitted for supermaneuverability. Eventually a derivation of
MBB Messerschmidt Bblkow Blohm the German TKF (Taktisches Kampfflugzeug), a predecessor of
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration the EF2000, was selected. Figure 3 shows a three-dimensional
PST Post Stall view of the X-31A configuration as it meets all requirements
TKF Taktisches Kampfflugzeug for enhanced fighter maneuverability.

C,,, Lift Coefficient
g Gravitational Acceleration
II Mass 4
q Pitch Rates
S Wing Surface Area
T Thrust
V Air Speed
a Angle of Attack
6 Controls Deflection
p Air Density
K Thrust Deflection Angle in Yaw
a Thrust Deflection Angle in Pitch

3. INTRODUCTION

Ficure 3: X-31A Configuration

The single-seat fighter-type X-31A is a delta-wing
configuration with a long-coupled canard. Its take-off weight is
little over 16000 lbs. The X-31A is powered by a single
General Electric F404 engine with some 17 000 lbs thrust wet.
In order to reduce trim drag in supersonic flight the X-3 IA was
designed with a center of gravity aft of the subsonic center of
lift which makes it aerodynamically unstable. As the canard is
commanded downward into the wind with increasing angle of
attack it always maintains its control effectiveness and can be
utilized for longitudinal control throughout the flight envelope.
It especially guarantees adequate pitch-down control power in
PST flight. Other control surfaces of the X-31A include a
rudder and ailerons, i.e. trailing edge flaps which can be used
both as elevator and ailerons. Unique feature of the X-31A are
its three aft mounted paddles around the exhaust nozzle of the
engine. These carbon-carbon paddles allow a deflection of the
"thrust vector in both pitch and yaw axis thus providing means
of enhanced longitudinal and lateral/directional control
independent from dynamic pressure and angle of attack as

Photo Credit NASA Dryden FRC EC92-04233-15 compared to the conventional aerodynamic control surfaces
Figure 2: Thrust Vector System of the X-31A [3,4].
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Summarizing the features of the X-3 IA configuration it is clear A multitude of instruments aboard aircraft allows accurate
that the requirements for an aircraft with supermaneuverability measurement of translational velocities and accelerations as
were met: well as angular rates which yield angular accelerations by

numerical differentiation. Thus, the right-hand sides of•The thrust-to-weight ratio is in excess of 1.1
Equations (1) and (2) are known. Only the forces and moments

"* The air intake allows full power engine operation at up to in these equations remain to be modeled. After choosing a
700 angle of attack by a movable intake lip. suitable reference system, all forces and moments acting on the

"• Aerodynamic characteristics have been tailored to enable a airframe can be summed up. Figure 4 gives an example for the
smooth transition into the PST regime. lungitudinal motion.

"• Thrust vectoring in pitch and yaw adds a vast amount of
control power in those axes while the X-31A is still
trimmable by conventional aerodynamic control surfaces
even at PST angles of attack. Thus the thrust vectoring x
system is not a safety critical item in terms of recovery from -.
a possible spin entry.

To control the X-31A a full authority, triplex, digital fly-by-
wire flight control system has been developed by Dasa [5]. It
includes mechanization of lateral stick inputs to roll the aircraft
around the flight path at zero sideslip rather than around the
familiar aircraft body axes. Thus, the so-called 'velocity vector
roll' is a coordinated yaw and roll maneuver in terms of body (Mg
axes. The longitudinal control features angle of attack
command at low speeds and load factor command at higher
speeds. One of the main tasks of the flight control system is the
scheduling of control surfaces and thrust vector blend-in Figure 4: Longitudinal Equilibrium of Forces
dependent on their control effectiveness as a function of flight
condition. • When formulating the differential equations for the aircraft's

motion (based on Newton's second law [Equations (1) and
3.2 System Identification (2)]), the aerodynamic forces and moments are usually
System identification [6] can be considered as postulating a approximated by Taylor series expansions.
suitable mathematical model and identifying the model n f ) M -0
parameters from flight test data in order to adequately model f(x) = vO ( x-X 0 ) + Rn(x) (3)
the aircraft. Whilst in the traditional approach, the model V !
.itructure is already given by Taylor series expansions broken )( (I ))
off after their linear terms and thus system identification is def fnn1Xo + -o
limited to the parameter identification of the terms in those with Rn(x) = (n+) ( Xo (4)
Taylor series, the present paper focuses both on finding a

suitable model which is not only mathematically feasible but 0 e (0,1)
which also has some physical meaning and on identifying the
corresponding parameters in these models. Traditionally, flight mechanical models are derived from a

3.3 Traditional Modeling Approach Taylor series expansions broken off after its linear terms:

Basis of all aerodynamic modeling during system identification f(x + h) = f(x)+ hf'(x) (5)
is Newton's second law of motion. It states for translational
motion an equilibrium of all externally applied forces and the As an example, the pitching moment equation is shown:

time rate of change of linear momentum j . Simplified dq S M e
assuming constant mass it can be expressed by the equilibrium -d = - Cm + with (6)
of external forces F and mass in multiplied by acceleration i dt 13 ly
as shown in Equation (1): Cc CrnO + Crn(a-a*) + C'qq C + Cm6Se

"= - =- m- ()(7
(I)- 2V T (7)dt , T

This vector equation covers all three translational degrees of mScan (3can-can )+ Cm& -
freedom. A similar fundamental expression is given by

H d5 dI -q denotes pitch rate, and C, is the pitching moment coefficient,

MQ d= - .-- + • . (2) which comprises all contributions to the pitching moment from
dt = dt dt aerodynamics (symmetric trailing edge deflection 3,. and canard

for the rotational degrees of freedom. Equation (2) describes deflection , as well as thrust deflection a. By looking at
the rate of change of angular momentum H being balanced by Equation (4), the linearization around a trim point (values with
the sum of all applied torques M . an asterix as superscript) becomes obvious, and terms of higher
Mass properties in and moments of inertia I can be determined order are deliberately omitted.
before the flight test experiment and can be considered to be The present X-31A delta-canard configuration with its highly
constant throughout the entire time slices under investigation pronounced vortex system [41, however, displays besides
for system identification. As maneuvers for parameter various nonlinearities in aerodynamic derivatives and control
identification usually are fairly short, no changes in mass effectiveness parameters also possibly nonlinear characteristics
properties have to be accounted for. Only special maneuvers of its thrust vectoring system as it is described in the present
like during air drop require special attention [7]. paper.
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4. MOTIVATION FOR MODEL EXTENSIONS modeling error with increasirtg deviation from the working
Before two kinds of model extensions are presented in this point as depicted in Figure 5 (difference between the solid line,
paper, some general considerations on the observed modeling representing the true value, and the dashed line, depicting the
error characteristics are introduced. Thus, the motivation for model output).
those model refinements becomes apparent. A mis-estimation of the derivative in the linear Taylor series

expansion is shown by the dotted line in Figure 5. It can lead to
4.1 Observed Modeling Error Characteristics a further increase in error with increasing deviation of the input
With a traditional linear model one would expect an increasing from the point of linearization.

-- True Value

- -Linear Model (Taylor Series Expansion)

"- - - 20% Error in Linear Term

Increasing error with increasing deviation from
the working point

.2-

0 1 Working Point

Expected increase in error due to mis-

estimated linear Taylor series term

Input

Ficure 5: Increase in Error for Traditional Linear Models

0,06

"5 0,04

"*E 0,02

E
0

. 0,00 0
'-C

F_

2 -0,02
2

- -0,04

0

-0,06

-10 -5 0 5 10

Thrust Vector Deflection around Pitch Axis • [o]
Fienure 6: Modeling Error of Pitching Moment Coefficient vs. Thrust Deflection Angle

Actual identification results with three doublets and three 3-2- axis. Thus the observed error characteristics contradict the
1-1 multistep inputs to individual control surfaces during so- expected error characteristics as explained above and depicted
called 'separate surface excitation' experiments [8,9] show a schematically in Figure 7. These model deficiencies led to a
completely different error characteristics in pitching moment search for model extensions for the thrust vectoring
coefficient. Figure 6 shows the error in pitching moment characteristics during system identification based on physical
coefficient versus the thrust deflection angle G around the pitch unrderstanding.
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Expected Error Valid Region of Linearization

Characteristics

Working Point

Lu

.2.,

Scattering, Uncertainties

Due to Cram6r-Rao-Bounds

Characteristics

Input (e.g. Thrust Vector Deflection)

Fiure 7: Comparison of Expected and Observed Error Characteristics

5. DIRECTIONAL SENSITIVITY When impinging the thrust deflection vanes into the exhaust
The thrust vectoring system of the X-31A with its three aft- flow of the engine, several phenomena cause thrust and
mounted deflection vanes [10] is depicted in Figure 8 [11]. deflection losses [12].
Considering the phenomena involved during thrust deflection Due to the abrupt deflection of the exhaust stream when hitting
can lead to a modeling refinement incorporating directional the vane surface, some of the exhaust flow is not directed
sensitivity of the thrust vector effectiveness parameter as exactly into the desired direction.
described below. As the vanes have to have a certain spacing in between to avoid

contact in their fully deflected positions, a certain amount of
5.1 Flow Physical Background the exhaust flow can leak through this gap as shown in Figure
As it becomes obvious from Figure 8, a commanded downward 9. (This is avoided in case of internal thrust vectoring systems
thrust deflection is realized by the X-3 IA thrust vector system e.g. with a nozzle [12].)
solely with the upper of the three articulated vanes. In contrast,
an upward deflection involved both lower thrust deflection
vanes.

Photo Credit NASA Dryden

SFiure 9: Spillage during Thrust Deflection

These considerations suggest that there might be different
characteristics of the thrust vectoring system for upward and
downward deflections. Thus, the introduction of a directional
sensitivity of the thrust vector effectiveness parameter, i.e.
allowing for a different behavior of the system when only one

VI M .vane is engaged as in case of a downward deflection and when
both lower vanes are active as in case of an upward deflection
respectively, becomes viable. This possible directional

Fjgiure 8: X-31A Thrust Deflection Vanes [11] sensitivity is schematically depicted in Figure 10.
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5.2 Model Extension
SSmall amplitudes with small losses The aerodynamic model has now been extended to cope with

and thus high effectiveness the before mentioned possible directional sensitivity. Two new
parameters for thrust vector effectiveness have been introduced

__(underlined in Equation 8) and the traditional thrust vector

u -- effectiveness has been omitted.

-a c -C 2  and (8a)
0 1 T> __ ,..

Upward Deflection Downward Deflection
0- (Two Vanes) (One Vane) P--V2S

n -2 respectively. (8b)

-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 Crn >_ T
Amplitude of Pitch Thrust Deflection [°] Similar expressions have been derived for the lift and drag

Ficure 10: Possible Characteristics (Schematic) of Thrust coefficients and have been incorporated into the aerodynamic
Vectoring Effectiveness with Directional Sensitivity model as shown below.

C1 = C1710 + Cnia (a - a* ) + C qq- + Cm (e - 6e )

+ CmInCAN (SCAN - 5CAN ) + C-- ;T (9)

+ Cos+(~o )I*~}~* Co

5.3 Results sensitive parameters of the thrust vector effectiveness are
This extended model has been evaluated with dedicated PID plotted in Figure 1I. The solid bars depict the identified
maneuvers with a so-called 'single surface excitation' [8, 9] thrust vector effectiveness from the traditional linear model
in order to avoid the high correlations between states and as it has been described in chapter 3.3 for comparison. In all
controls over the entire angle of attack regime of the X-3 IA cases, the result of the linear model lies in between the two
aircraft. The identification results for the directionally directionally sensitive effectiveness parameters.

0,00
03 Downward Deflection

-0,25 .. Traditional Model

, Upward Deflection
0,50

t/)
U)

0--0,75

LW -1,00
0

-1,25

-1,50 - Prediction . . - - ..

-1,75

10 20 30 40 50 65

Angle of Attack [0]

Figure 11: Identified Thrust Vector Effectiveness with Directional Sensitivity
At all angles of attack but 400 the same trend can be observed, to the observed nonlinear characteristics and may even be a
The identified thrust vector effectiveness is of smaller reason for the observed exception at 400 angle of attack.
magnitude in case of downward deflections. Complex Furthermore, the asymmetry of the tables describing the thrust
interactions between the thrust vectoring system and the flow- vector system in the flight control system may be a cause for
field around the main wing and the aft fuselage may contribute the observed nonlinearities. Although these tables are highly
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sophisticated and fairly comprehensive in their scope to Thus, the consideration of a dead-band and a breakpoint in the
describe the characteristics of the thrust vectoring system [9], thrust vector effectiveness versus thrust vane and thrust
small mis-matches may have an impact on the identification deflection angle, respectively, as shown in Figure 13, is viable.
results through the data pre-processing before the actual
parameter identification with the extended model. 6.2 Model Extension

In this second approach the aerodynamic model has been
6. NONLINEAR THRUST EFFECTIVENESS MODEL extended to cover nonlinear characteristics of the thrust
Motivation of a profound investigation of the possibly vectoring system directly in the model. Intervals of thrust
nonlinear effectiveness parameters of the thrust vectoring deflection angle have been defined (Figure 14) for which linear
system was derived from the following considerations. behavior of thrust vector deflection effectiveness according to

the conventional Taylor series expansion is assumed. For
6.1 Flow Physical Background investigation of nonlinear thrust vector effectiveness ten
Nonlinearities of the thrust vectoring system can arouse due to intervals with a width of small thrust vector deflection Aa have
the non-perfect 'plume boundary' tracking and the structure of been considered. These intervals are arranged symmetrically
the exhaust flow. around T = 0' as indicated in Figure 14.
If the vanes are not perfectly following the boundary of the An interval width of 0.5' has proven to be most suitable for this
exhaust plume (which changes with thrust setting) a deadband kind of a model extension. The intervals are thus small enough
can emerge before the vanes become effective (see Figure 12). to resolve the expected local characteristics and still coarse
Furthermore, thrust vector effectiveness could be lower in an enough to assure a big enough information content of the data
outer region of the plume (less energetic flow) than in the core points to allow for a high fidelity identification process.
region of the exhaust plume. Contributions to the pitching moment by thrust vector

deflection are assigned to a linear derivative, which in turn is
assigned to the corresponding interval of thrust vector
"deflection angle a. This is achieved in the regression model
during the parameter identification process through staggered
",,If... Then...Else" statements, which are run through
subsequently to determine the interval and to assign the
pitching moment contribution to the corresponding parameter.

/ Deadband Thrust Deflection Angle
(No Effectiveness)

.~~~- Plume Core i ', : : : , : F ', '
(Highly Effective) L L L L L L L L' L

0.0 y M°
Outer Region

"" / (Less Effective)
Fisiure 14: Intervals for Piecewise Linear Thrust Vector

Figure 12: Schematic Drawing of Thrust Vectoring System Effectiveness Parameters
and Exhaust Plume

The extended model structure is shown in Equations 10
through 12 for the example of the pitching moment coefficient.

". Effective Thrust Deflection Again, new terms are underlined while the traditional parameter

-Global Linear Model for the thrust vector effectiveness has been omitted. Similar
C IIexpressions hold for the lift and drag coefficient in the

Hh E• aerodynamic model and hence are not shown here.High Effectivenessns
0)0

Deadband (No C/n2 (a - )o-e-O;-a,0o[ with (10)
- Effectiveness) C-,n()=)

S2:
zi)_ Iýcr )I* E ,0 '-

Low Effectiveness

- = Cm .2

Deflection of Thrust Vectoring Vane(s) [0] C i L=[cri;cri+AcInterval Wid=th1 T

Fjigure 13: Possible Nonlinearities in TV Effectiveness i Wi..hji= 1..10. (11)

Cm =CmO +C+ma (a - a )+ Cniqq - + C111(5, e - (5e
2T 

(12)
+ CmA (CN - '5C*AN + Ct (o'). .---.Cos 1C

+C,)CAN (3 CAN 3 CN)Cfc +aq S ;YS
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6.3 Results
4,0 1

) 3,

• 2,0

U)
Q)
0)

0

LLI0,0
0
(1 T,,, 0 ,0 -ILIJ
- -2,0 .

Traditional Model with Cram~r-Rao-Bounds Prediction

-3 ,0 .I. ._.

-2,5 -2,0 -1,5 -1,0 -0,5 0,0 0,5 1,0 1,5 2,0 2,5

Thrust Deflection in Pitch [0]

Fi.zure 15: Piecewise Linear Thrust Vector Effectiveness at 500 AoA

Selected results from representative PID maneuvers at 500 identification process and its fidelity. The results nevertheless
angle of attack are depicted in Figure 15. The solid line depicts appear to be most likely and plausible.
the identification results for the traditional linear and globally The overall improvement of the identification fidelity of the
valid parameter of thrust vector effectiveness including its extended model compared to the traditional ones is visualized
Cramdr-Rao uncertainty bounds for reference purposes. The in Figure 16 by the determinants of the estimation error
dashed line represents the prediction of the aerodynamic data covariance matrix det(R) and the standard deviations of the
set, i.e. the thrust vector characteristics tables. For large pitch modeling error of the pitching moment. Similar trends can be
detlections, in the present example for amplitudes above observed for the standard deviations of the modeling errors of
roughly 1.50, the local parameters of thrust vector effectiveness lift and drag coefficients although not shown here. The
approach the identification value of the traditional model and improvement of the determinants is in the order of some
exhibit similar Cramrr-Rao uncertainty bounds as the linear percent, normally around 5%, and thus well justifies the
control derivative. For small thrust deflections in pitch, a proposed model extensions.
reduced thrust vector effectiveness can be observed. However,
these results for amplitudes below ±_1.50 are accompanied with 7. GLOBAL HIGH-ORDER NONLINEAR MODELS
larger Cram~r-Rao uncertainty bounds.

One might be tempted to address the issue of nonlinear
0% characteristic of the thrust vector effectiveness with a globally

valid nonlinear higher-order model to avoid the cumbersome
-1% ' model extensions aforementioned and discussed.

S-2% 0 o That such an approach is not feasible in the present case shall
be explained here.

•'-3%/ 6-1 7

E o
>0) • 0,10 •

0008 y ' 0'0093X2 + 0,0001X + 0,0102E- .5O/ o Cl 0,08 • • Second-Order •

Sdet(R) Model w/o Constant-6% 'V'-

-7 f Ws(Om) 0,06__

100 200 30' 400 00- 650 E 0,04 710
Angle of Attack [0]

Fi -ure 16: Improvement of Identification Fidelity by Intro- 0,02 -V Pi c

. .ig.. &q•l•', PredictioPrdci
ducine Piecewise Linear Thrust Vector Effective- Interval Modell-, /
ness Parameters 0,00

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
The limited number of data points satisfying the interval Pitch Thrust Deflection 5 [0]

conditions and the corresponding limited information content
of the data samples available somewhat hamper the Figure 17: Schematics of a Second-Order TV Model
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Figure 17 depicts the schematics of a second-order thrust Studies of other nonlinear phenomena during system
vectoring model as compared to the traditional linear one identification however have revealed an only limited suitability
(dashed line) and a piecewise linear one of an extended model of 'data partitioning' for this kind of analysis (results to be
(solid dots). A full second-order model would however either published).
mislead for very small thrust deflections by suggesting a thrust Thus, data partitioning has not been utilized to analyze
vector force even without any thrust deflection (as shown in intervals of specified thrust deflection angle G and only the
Figure 17), or would overestimate the effectiveness at high approach to cover nonlinear characteristics of the thrust
amplitudes since the flanks of the parabola are too steep. vectoring system directly in the model and not by 'externally'

partitioning the flight test data has been chosen.
Another problem with such a high-order model becomes The advantage of this nonlinear model extension compared to
apparent when looking at the necessary aerodynamic model analysis with conventional data partitioning is, that
equations. nonlinearities can be investigated simultaneously in one
The constant term of the second-order thrust vector model extended model, while data partitioning only allows to analyze
(underlined with dashed line) is almost fully correlated to the time frames dependent on one selected variable only. Thus, the
constant pitching moment coefficient (underlined) as during necessary information content of the time segments for
typical PID maneuvers hardly any thrust variations necessary to parameter identification is much higher during evaluation of
de-couple these parameters occur, extended models than during data partitioning. Identification

C fidelity can consequently be improved.C/?l = CMo + cili (a• - a• + C q q-• + Cnt8,. (Oe - J")

9. CONCLUSIONS
+ CCAN(CAN --8CAN ) +-,a 0---(13) Both qualitative and quantitative statements about nonlinear

qS model extensions for describing the thrust vectoring system,
+T which are justified by looking at the physical flow phenomena

+ --C,,a 2 "0" + a + IC CosW involved, including the examples above have been introduced
S...in this paper. In a first step directional sensitivity of the thrust

Omitting this constant term in the second-order thrust vector vector effectiveness parameter has been introduced as a model
model aggravates tile problem of poor match of the parabola extension to cover the different characteristics of the thrust
with the actually observed characteristics at large amplitudes vectoring system with articulated vanes like in the case of the
due to the even steeper flanks of the parabola. The model two X-3 IA aircraft. A further model refinement comprises of a
wouldn't be valid over the necessary range of thrust deflection piecewise linear description of the thrust vector effectiveness
angles as is also visualized in Figure 17 by the dashed parabola. over the whole range of thrust deflection angles. With this
It can thus be concluded that the type of nonlinearity of the model, a small area of reduced effectiveness associated with
thrust vectoring system and the problem arising from small deflection amplitudes has been identified from flight test
correlation of higher-order model parameters with other data. This region can be explained as a small deadband due to
aerodynamic parameters prohibit the application of global imperfect plume boundary tracking. For larger thrust deflection
nonlinear models to account for these nonlinearities. amplitudes the results from a piecewise linear model approach

the values of the traditional global linear model. Stronger
8. DATA PARTITIONING nonlinearities have not been revealed since the thrust vector
Previously, such anticipated nonlinear aerodynamic and calibration of the X-31A has been extremely elaborate. During
controls characteristics have been evaluated during system ground-testing and flight test analysis, detailed tables
identification by means of a so-called 'data partitioning' containing thrust vector characteristics including descriptions
technique [13,14]. The DLR parameter identification code of thrust deflection angle in terms of vanes deflections have
NLMLKL program code [15] provides this kind of a been compiled [10].
performance feature allowing to extract data from time slices The refined models presented here considerably help
Ibr specified intervals. The 'data partitioning' procedure is understanding the identification results of thrust vector control
explained schematically in Figure 18. Depending on the effectiveness parameters since these can be interpreted
investigated variable and the range of values specified, tile physically and are not only a mathematical approximation of
program code cuts out automatically all time frames for a given the thrust vectoring system on a delta-canard configured

interval from the entire maneuver and pastes these time slices aircraft. These types of model extensions associated with
together for a subsequent regression analysis. See as an nonlinearities can also be applied to cover local effects,
example the shaded interval in Figure 18. nonlinear aerodynamics, as well as flow interactions of the
Thrust ] canard and main wing.
Deflection
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generally, at the OKID/ERA approach as a viable method for

1. Summary generating realisations of large-scale non-linear, unstable

The time-domain, observer-Kalman filter/eigensystem dynamic systems.
realisation algorithm is successfully applied to the problem of
generating a minimal state space model realisation from a 3. OKID/ERA Fundamentals
non-linear Lynx helicopter model. A linear realisation is A review of the mathematical basis for the OKID/ERA
generated which gives a better representation of the non-linear approach is given in [9]. However, the following is a brief
model than that obtained using small perturbation linearisation summary of the main results in order to support the material
methods. The approach can be used to extract an unstable that follows.
model from the flight data of a closed-loop stabilised system,
even when the feedback dynamics are not precisely known. 3.1 Basic System Markov Parameters

Consider a discrete multivariable linear system described by:2. Introduction x(k + 1) Ax(k) +Bu(k)

A basic raison d'atre for system identification is the generation y(k) = Cx(k) + Du(k) (1)

of a mathematical description of a physical system from its

available input-output data. In the state space context, system where x(k)e9t", y(k)E91", u(i)e91'. The Markov

realisation refers to the process of constructing a state space parameters of the system are defined as the sequence:

representation directly from input and output test data. This is D, CB, CAB .. CA'B, CA +IB, .... In the case of x(O) = 0,
particularly important in aerospace engineering practice where one can easily find the relationship between the Markov
in many cases a model is derived directly from flight test data. parameters and the system input and output histories:

qXl mlxI

This paper describes the first use of a powerful time-domain y= Y U (2)
method for system realisation using a non-linear model of the qxml

Westland Lynx helicopter. The method incorporates the theory where:

of the Observer-Kalman Filter/Eigensystem Realisation I is the number of data samples

Algorithm (OKID/ERA) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. An earlier paper y =[y(O) y(l)y(2) ... y(1-1)]
[9] describes a Matlab Toolbox (OKERA Toolbox) which Y = [D CB CAB ... CA'-2 B]
facilitates this task. The achieved objective of this programme and
was to provide sufficiently accurate mathematical models for
use in preliminary flight control system design. Attendant on u(0) u(l) u(2) -.. u(l - 1)

this, the non-linear model, supplied by GKN Westland u(0) u(1) -.. u(l - 2)
Helicopters, is deemed to be representative of the real aircraft, U = u(0) -.. u(l - 3)
and must be so for controller design.

By using a non-linear simulation, it has been possible to show u(0)

that this time-domain approach will be appropriate for real (2) has little practical use for MIMO systems where, if m>l,
helicopter identification, without having to consider data there are insufficient equations for solving, uniquely, the
harmonisation and other such issues as well. unknown Markov parameters.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a brief If A is asymptotically stable, then for some sufficiently large p,
overview of the fundamental processes involved in the A' = 0 for all time steps i > p. Under these circumstances,
OKID/ERA method. Section 3 then provides an interim result (2) can be approximated as:
based upon a 10th order linear model of the Lynx helicopter, qxi m (p+e)Xl
which was extracted from the full non-linear simulation, y Y U (3)
trimmed for 50 knots forward flight, using the standard small qxm(p+l)

perturbation method. Following this, in Section 4, there is a y is the same as in (2),
description of the use of the OKERA Toolbox to extract linear Y = [D CB CAB ... CA"B]
representations of the non-linear dynamics of the helicopter.
Section 5 considers some alternative time-domain techniques and

that have been applied to the helicopter identification problem.
Finally, some overall conclusions are presented in Section 6,
specifically directed at the helicopter problem, then, more

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrat ircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and publishec "TO MP-11.
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u(O) u(1) u(2) ... u(p) ... u(1 - 1) - Process and Measurement Noise

u(O) u(1) ... u(p - 1) -.- u(l - 2) For real data, including process and measurement noise, the

U = u(O) ... u(p - 2)... u(1- 3) eigenvalues are, in practice, placed such that CA kB = 0 for k
"" p, where p is normally a sufficiently large integer. In this

u(O) ... U(l - P - case:
qxl [(m+q)p+m]xl

y= Y V (6)
So, for MIMO systems, when the data length I is greater than qx[(q+m)p+m]

m(p+1), there are enough equations to approximate the first p where
Markov parameters through Y=yU+, where U+ is the Y = [D CB CAB ... CA B]
pseudoinverse of the matrix U. -u(0) u(l) u(2) ... u(p) ... u(I-1)

v(0) v(1) -- v(p-l)*.., v(l-2)

2.2 System and Observer Markov Parameters v = v(O) ... v(p -2) ... v(l -3)

A fundamental problem with (3) is that for systems with lightly
damped dynamic modes, the integer p and therefore the
magnitude of I required to allow this approximation, make it v(O) v(l-p -1)

unfeasible. The matrix U becomes too large for its pseudo- and the first p OMP approximately satisfy I = yV+.
inverse to be solved numerically. The approximation error decreases as p increases.

If one is able to increase the system damping artificially, In [6], it is shown that when the observer poles are placed at
truncating the Markov parameter series, the identification the origin of the z-plane in order to obtain a deadbeat observer
process is expedited. Through feedback augmentation, the of a sufficiently high order and then data containing both plant
observer/Kalman filter identification (OKID) algorithm was and measurement noise are used in the formulation of the
proposed in [2] in order to accomplish this. desired Markov parameters, the result is the Kalman filter

Markov parameters. Put another way, when seeking to achieve
Adding and subtracting the term My(k) to the right-hand side of the Markov parameters of the fastest deterministic deadbeat
(1) yields: observer, using noisy data results in the Markov parameters of

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bv(k) (4) a slower Kalman filter, which is the fastest possible observer

y(k) = Cx(k) + Du(k) in a stochastic environment.

where:
"A = A + MC 2.3 The Eigensystem Realisation Algorithm

B = [B + MD,-M] (ERA)

v(k) = [u(k)y(k)]" ERA is based on the Markov parameters Y(k)=CAk-IB. The

M is an nxq arbitrary matrix chosen to achieve the desired system realisation is achieved by constructing the constant
matrices [A,B, C] in terms of Y(k) such that the identity holds.

properties of the matrix AA discussion of the processes involved is given in [9].

By considering x(k) in (4) as an observer state i(k), (4) Knowing the OMP Y, the actual system Markov parameters

describes the linear structure of an observer. The Markov Y, together with a sequence of parameters for the observer

parameters generated are therefore known as the observer gain, M, can be recovered in accordance with [9].

Markov parameters (OMP). 2.4 Extensions

It is now possible to generate the relationship: Further extensions, such as working with state-feedback closed
qxl - [(m+q)p+m]xl loop systems and obtaining open loop realisation, the effects of
y = Y V (5) direct transmission terms (such as occurs with accelerometer

qxt(q+m)p+m]

where: data), dynamic-feedback and output-feedback closed loop
=[D CB CAB.-.CA -1B] systems are also summarised in [9].

-u0 u= 1 u(2 .- CBCA ... CAl-T)
u() u() u(2) ... u(p) .. u( - 1) 3 Identification of a Linear Helicopter

v(0) v(1) ... v(p - 1) ... v(l -2) Model
v(O) ... v(p-2) ... v(1-3)

v(O) ... v(1 - p-1) 3.1 Model Details
"The first test case was a linear model, generated using small

v( 0) perturbation linearisation of a non-linear Lynx helicopter
model which was trimmed for straight and level flight at a

Since M is arbitrary, one can assign the eigenvalues of A forward speed of 50 knots. The linear model structure is:
arbitrarily, to obtain a deadbeat condition, where CAk B = 0 i = A50x + B5oU (7)

for k > p. where: the two matrices are defined at the end of this paper as
equations (8) and (9).
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The ten states are: [9]) followed by the real Markov parameters (YMK) (using

xr=[u w q 0 v p r 0 Al, Bl,] (10) mkfomk [9]). Figure 3 shows the time sequences of both

the four control inputs are YOMK and YMK.

Al 1Figure 3 shows the significant 'dead beat' feature of the
U=[[00 BA l ,] (11) observer Markov parameters. Following this, the Hankel
u, v and w are, respectively, the forward, sideslip and vertical matrices Hrs(O) and Hrs(l) were calculated, using YMK (and
linear body velocities the function hankf, [9]). Here mr=20 and nc=40. Applying the
p, q and r are, respectively, the roll, pitch and yaw body singular-value decomposition to Hrs(O) gave a singular-value
angular velocities decay pattern which yielded a cut-off point at n=9, suggesting
0 and 0 are, respectively, the pitch and roll body angles a 9 th order system.

Als and BIs represent lateral and longitudinal disc tilt,
respectively The poles of this identified system are:

Go is main rotor collective, Al is lateral cyclic, B] is

longitudinal cyclic and Gt is tail rotor collective. 0.8271

0.8468 ± 0.3093i
Analysis of the model shows it to be statically unstable. The ,(A,) = 0.9550 ± 0.0260i (15)
poles of the discrete form, sampled at 50 Hz are: 0.9784 ± 0.0017i

0.8506 ± 0.1797i L0.9878 ± 0.0137i

0.7878 which are close to the first nine eigenvalues of (At)discrele

0.9488 (equation (14)).

L(A, 0 )d,er, = 0.9906 (12) Relative Error Norm Analysis between two sequential

0.9922 ± 0.0220i variables, yl(k) and y2(k), is defined as:

1.0001

1.0027 ± 0.0081i RENA(yl(k), Y2 (k)) (16)1ly, (1,:)-_yI(l,:))12 jjy,(2,:)-y2(2, :))112 ) 16

There are two unstable modes. One is divergent with a long I1y 1 (1,: A12 11y, (2,:)2 .... ) %

time constant whilst the other exhibits low-frequency divergent This formula is frequently used later to evaluate the matching
oscillations. of data and systems.

The model was then stabilised by output feedback with the When the second half of the input data points are
selected group of output variables: applied to both the identified system model

y=[h p q r 09 (13)

where h is the height change rate (positive upwards). The

closed-loop discrete model then exhibited the following stable and the original model
eigenvalues:

0 .2 5[ ( A c l ) .i. ... .. .( B c ) d i ......, ( C l ) d is c r e te ., ( L Dc , ) d is .. ....e

0.8468 ± 0.3092i the outputs (ye and y respectively) are almost identical.

1%(Acddi,....e = 0.9562 ± 0.0247i (14) Applying RENA analysis to Ye and y:•(At),i•, =0.9766 ± 0.0023i

0.9886 ± 0.0128i RENA(y,ye) =

0.9986 (3%, 0.9%, 0.62%, 6.7%, 5.34%, 15%) (17)

The identified system model exhibits a very close match to the
true closed-loop system, based upon the chosen output

3.2 Application of the OKERA Toolbox variables. However, further analysis of the eigenvalues of the

The stimulation inputs for the four channels were separate both models shows that the missing mode is an asymptotic

zero-mean, uniformly-distributed, random signals. In practice, slow-convergence motion mode. From the principles of the

the stimuli could be bandlimited, as the high frequency ERA approach, this is a clear indication that the observability

components will not contribute significantly to the realisation property, resulting from the choice of y is insufficient to reveal

process. The total sampling period was ttotal=120s, that particular mode. Actually, if one calculates the Hankel

corresponding to 6000 sample points, and standard deviations matrix Hrs(O) of the closed-loop system through multiplication

in each channel were [0.2 0.43 2.7 3.3] (equation 11)). of the observability matrix by the controllability matrix
(Equation (17) in [9]), the singular value group is:

Using the first 3000 data points (1), equivalent to a time
duration t=60s, with 60 Markov parameters, p, and the output
set as equation (13), the resultant outputs using these control 1.0, 0.55, 0.09, 0.0142, 0.00005] (18)

inputs were mixed with further random noise. The observer
Markov parameters (YOMK) were calculated (using omkfyuO
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Consequently, another test was carried out, with the same Since the feedback gain, K, was known, the open-loop Markov
conditions except that the data length was increased to 1=5000 parameters for Ad5O could be recovered using the function
points, t=100sec. When p=60, mr=20 and nc=40, the results mkofmkc [9], which gave the following identified modes:
are slightly worse than the 1=3000 case, with the singular value 0.7874
cut-off point still at n=9, the identified model has the 0.8506 ± 0.1797i
eigenvalues: 0.94880.8263 098

0.8468 ± 0.3092i = 0.9904 (25)

;,(Ac,).... 0.9550 ± 0.0263i (19) 0.9921 ± 0.0224i

0.9791 ± 0.0014i 1.0001

0.9866 ± 0.0145i 1.0027 ± 0.0080i

and which compare favourably with those of the target open-loop
system in equation 12).

RENA(y'Y, 1) = Converting to the continuous model gives the following modal
(5.7%, 1.56%, 1.63%, 9%, 6.55%, 17%) (20) parameters:

Since the missing identified mode is a slow convergent one, it Modes(AA•)o....

is natural to link this mode to the forward velocity of a Eigenvalues Frequency Damping

helicopter. If / in equation (13) is replaced with the -7.0002 ±10.4124i 12.55 0.56

perturbation forward velocity u, the Hankel matrix Hrs(O) of -11.9505 11.9505 1.0 (26)
the closed-loop system, calculated as for equation (18) shows -2.6303 2.6303 1.0

improved observability characteristics in the slow convergent -0.3814 + 1.1268i 1.19 0.32

mode, with the non-zero singular values: -0.4834 0.4834 1.0

0.0027 0.0027 -1.0
SV=[9.25, 6.12, 4.07, 2.37.... 0.1371 ± 0.4008i 0.424 -0.324
1.06, 0.58, 0.48, 0.14, 0.05, 0.00026] (21)

which, again, compare favourably with the true continuous

Modifications were therefore made to improve the open-loop system:

identification process. The output variable h was replaced by Modes eDm

u and the number of sample points was increased to 1=6000 -6.9a65 Freqenc Damping
and p was increased to 100. -11.924 11.924 1.02(27)

From the new YMK, the Hankel matrix Hrs(O) exhibited the -2.6263 2.6263 1.0

following decay pattern in the singular values (the first 20 -0.378 + 1.107i 1.17 0.32

values are listed): - 0.4744 0.4744 1.0
0.0034 0.0034 -1.0

SV=[82.4, 7.38, 4.94, 4.71, 3.51, 3.31, 2.57, 1.12, 0.38, 0.24, 0.1378 ± 0.4024i 0.425 -0.324
0.029, 0.029, 0.028, 0.027, 0.027, 0.027, 0.026, 0.026, 0.025,
0.025 ...] (22) 4 Identification of a Non-Linear Helicopter

Model
The pattern shows a distinct cut-off point at n=l0. From this, a
system realisation gave the following modal structure: Based on the above evaluation with a linear model, the

0.8263 approach was applied to a non-linear Lynx model. This model
[8] serves as a useful analytical tool for 6-degree of freedom

0.8469 ± 0.3092i simulation of typical non-linear helicopter dynamics. Inputs

0.9562 ± 0.0257i can either be pilot commands in the four standard channels, or
(A, ..... = 0.9772 ± 0.0022i (23) perturbations such as gusts and noise.

0.9886 + 0.0126i The objectives of using OKID/ERA to extract linear

0.9985 representations of non-linear dynamics at equivalent points

which, when compared to the target system, equation (14), were twofold:
shows a considerable improvement in the low damping ratio 0 Firstly, to show that the process provides a linear model
modes and overall improvement in modal accuracy. with a better match to the unstable, non-linear plant in a
RENA analysis using the same inputs gives: 'dynamic' sense (i.e. better fit in both time and frequency

domains).
* Secondly, to show that the approach can cope well with

RENA(y,'ye) = some non-linear effects through the addition of 'extra'
(1%, 1%, 0.5%, 2.7%, 2.2%, 2.34%) (24) linear modes to the final realisation.

which also demonstrates an excellent match between the In the case of this non-linear simulation, the signals that
output variables concerned. actually stimulate the model, are through the pilot sticks and

pedals. Therefore, not only were the outputs measured, but also
the control inputs within the closed-loop.
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4.1 Filtered pilot inputs features. Figures 5 (a), (b) and (c) show the frequency spectra
of the five angular variables for the three systems, respectively.Since the unaugmented helicopter model is unstable, a

feedback controller was designed to provide stability (but not They indicate a good match between the realised linear model
good handling qualities). In accordance with established and the non-linear one in the frequency-domain, compared to
helicopter engineering practice, the controller linked system the small perturbation linear model where considerable miss-
outputs to a point just after the series actuators (Figure 2). match occurs, predominantly in the 2-3 Hz band of frequencies.

Subsequent analysis showed this mismatch to be mainly in the
The pilot inputs in the four channel were generated as random roll channel.

signals, limited to a percentage of the full ambit of each

effector. They were also filtered to represent true pilot The Markov parameters of a realised linear model of the open-
handling more properly. Figure 4 shows the configuration from loop non-linear plant were recovered. This discrete realised
the pilot stick/pedal inputs to the rotor control inputs. The linear model was unstable with the following eigenvalues:
input limitations were +25%, +20%, +20% and ±10% in l de t on
collective, lateral cyclic stick, longitudinal cyclic stick and
rudder pedals, respectively. 0.6794

0.7587

4.2 Model Realisation 0.8120

The approach taken was slightly different to the linear case, 0.8519 ± 0.1866i
but to facilitate comparison, the non-linear helicopter was 0.8768
trimmed at U = 50 knots. The output variables were chosen as "(A r 0.9582 ± 0.1726i (33)

y=[up q r 60 ] (28) 0.9418

0.9800
The number of Markov parameters, p, was a larger 120, and a 0.9919 ± 0.0253i
full range of the test points, 1=6000, were used. 1.0001

A significant difference occurs in the singular values pattern of 1.0024 ± 0.0082i
the Hankel matrix Hrs(O). For the non-linear case, it appears Compared with the open loop modes of the linear small
that a cut-off point for the system order is difficult to find. perturbation model in equation (12), the realised linear model

includes all those eigenvalue modes seen in the linear
SV= perturbation model, together with some additional ones.

[95, 12, 9.8, 6.1, 4.2, 3.7, 2.9, 1.6, 0.6, 0.45, 0.42, 0.35, 0.22, Examining the continuous version of the realised linear model:
0.18, 0.15, 0.085, 0.044, 0.026, 0.022, 0.02] Modes(Ao),, ..... =

... (29) Eigenvalues Frequency Damping
It initially appears that the only clear cut-off point is at n=8.
However, a closer look indicates that other possible choices are -20.65 20.65 1.0

n=15, 16 or 17. -19.33 19.33 1.0

-13.81 13.81 1.0
System realisations in terms of Ae, Be and Ce for these -6.843 ± 10.781i 12.77 0.54
different orders were calculated using ERA. The results were
judged by RENA analysis, where y is the non-linear system
output and y, the realised counterpart. -1.3373 ± 8.9102 9.01 0.15

-6.5735 6.5735 1.0
n=15: -3.0 3.0 1.0
RENA(y,ye) = (28.6%, 3%, 5%, 18.9%, 11.4%, 12.2%); -0.3924 + 1.2727i 1.332 0.295

... (30)
-1.012 1.012 1.0

n=1 6: 0.0074 0.0074 -1.0
RENA(y,y,) = (10.4%, 3%, 5.5%, 20.7%, 20.3%, 8.67%); 0.12 ± 0.41i 0.428 -0.28

..(31) ... (34)

n=17: it, too, shows the inclusion of all the modes of the linear small

RENA(y,y,) = (16.7%, 2.7%, 3.7%, 18.9%, 16.2%, 10.7%); perturbation model A5 0, equation (27), plus some extras.

... (32)
5 Comparison with Other Helicopter

A value of n=16 was selected to give good short and long Identification Methods

period mode variable agreement.

It is appropriate to compare the results of the OKID/ERA
Although comparison in the time domain showed that the approach with other time domain methods. In [11,12], an
realised linear model and the small perturbation linear model exposition of the commonly-used output error Maximum
provided similar output responses to the non-linear model, Likelihood Techniques is presented. Alternatively, a
frequency response analysis of the three showed quite different regression analysis based equation error method is presented.

The idealised situation underlying these methods is based upon
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0.0031 0.0123 -1.2248 0 0.005 0.0207 0 0 -14.0330 -2.2795

-0.0034 0.0125 0.0138 0 -0.0089 -1.2319 0 0 2.1637 -14.1795

22.9397 -1.0287 -4.0625 0
-351.0892 15.7465 62.1819 0

-1.6529 0.0911 0.3117 0

0 0 .0 (9)
-1.7141 0.0764 0.2983 12.2813

B, = 5.2945 -0.2192 -0.9177 -- 1.3869

9.5237 -0.4145 -1.6709 -7.7443

0 0 0 0

7.4647 2.5864 -16.9534 0

3.4288 16.0486 1.8612 0
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Identification du mode'le de m~canique du vol
d'un h~licoptbre aux basses vitesses

B.Gimonet
ONERA-CERT

D6partement Commande des Syst~mes et Dynamique du vol
2 avenue Edouard Belin (BP 4025)

31055 Toulouse Cedex 4
France

1. RtSUMIt simulations obtenus pour un cas de vol A 60 kt de vitesse
d'avancement sont pr6sent6s avec des mod~les incluant ou

Le Dauphin 6075 en service au Centre d'Essais en Vol non la dynamique du rotor.
(CEV) sert de support h de nombreux essais en vol sous
contrat des Services Officiel Franqais (SPA6). 3. CAPTEURS

Ce dispositif experimental a W utilis6 dans le cadre de la Le Dauphin 6075 se caract~rise par une grande redondance
collaboration DLRIONERA sur le concept Smart Helicopter de mesures qui permet d'obtenir des donn6es fiables quels
en cc qui concemne la mod~lisation de l'h6licopt~re aux que soient les al~as d'une campagne d'essais.
basses vitesses.

Cc txted~crt ls tavau enreprs pur dentfie un Deux syst~mes d'acquisition diff~rents permettent d'acc~der
Ceu textec ddei les travaux entrpri pour, idetiie uncdec

modale lin~aire. Des travaux pr~liminaires sur la s6lection 'custode6Hzt aux donn~es dessuceeus duneprae uneo c'adenc
des essais valides et sur le choix de la structure du mod~le dat vcuecdnedacquisition de 604 Hz.e u one sue urtrdur
sont mends. La n~cessit6 d'introduire le premier patavcneadceacusiode12Hz
harmonique de battement dans le mod~le et, pour des Les deux listes de mesures sont synchronis~es grace ý une
travaux ult~rieurs, des termes non lin~aires est 6voqu6e. mesure commune de la position azimutale de la pale de
Une techn -ique classique de minimisation de l'erreur de r~ffrence fournie par un compteur d~livrant 1024 tops par
sortie, avec selection des param~tres significatifs, tour de rotor. Les donn~es de la cellule proviennent d'une
travaillant dans le domaine fr~quentiel, fournit une centrale h inertic et de capteurs sp~cifiques cellule en cc qui
estimation des principales d~riv~es de stabilit6 et de concerne les mesures inertielles, d'une centrale
commande. an~mom~trique encore valide jusqu'A 40 kt de vitesse

Une comparaison des r6sultats obtenus avec des mod~les d'avancement et de mesures en differents points de la
comportant 6 ou 9 degr~s de libert6 est pr~sent~e. chaine de commande.

2. INTRODUCTION En cc qui concerne l'identification proprement dite, les
mesures suivantes peuvent 8tre utilis~es:

Depuis 1992, lONERA et la DLR sont engag6s dans un DDM1 d~placement v6rin longitudinal (%)
projet de recherche commun sur le concept Smart DDL1G d~placement v~rin gauche lateral(%
Helicopter. 11 s'agit d'analyser, de mod~liser et d'am~liorer DDL1D) d~placement v~rin droit lat~ral (%)
les qualit~s de vol d'un h~licopt~re aux basses vitesses. DDN d6placement servo commande fenestron(0

Cette tAche se subdivise en plusicurs sous-taches d~di~es DDO dpaeetlverd aholci '

l'am6lioration des mod~les de simulation, A l'identification Les d~placements somment les actions du pilote et les
de mod~les linaaires, ý la mesure des qualit~s de vol et h la retours du pilote automatique, ils permettent d'acc~der aux
synth~se de lois de commande. pas des rotors command~s.

En cc qui concerne la sous tache d'identification des Pour le pas lateral, on a:
mod~les lin~aires, deux apparcils ont W choisis comme DDL1G + DDL1D = 100%
supports exp6rimcntaux. 11 s'agit du BO 105 de la DLR, pas lateral = DDL1D) - DDL1G
pour lequel les rasultats ont 6t publi6s au 216me Forum Ces mesures de pas sont compl~t6es par des mesures de
Europ6en sur les h~licopt~res [1], mais 6galement du d~placements des v~rins du plateau fixe cod6s en degr6s
Dauphin 6075 du Centre d'Essais en vol (CEV). 6quivalents de pas de pale:

Cet apparcil d6di6 aux recherches en vol financ~es par les DTA d6placemcnt du v~rin avant(0
Services Officiels Frangais (SPA6), a fait l'objet d'une JYID daplacement du vdrin droit(0)
description d~taillae au 236me Forum Europ~en [2]. DTt3 d~placement du v6rin gauche(0

Ce papier insiste sur la partie des installations et des Dans le jcu. de capteurs associ6 ý la cellule nous disposons
travaux qui concerne plus particuli~rement l'identification de:
des mod~les A basse vitesse. Les choix de m~thode et de NX
structure du mod~le, de s~lection des coefficients NY (acc~l~ration dans les axes de la cellule (g)
significatifs sont 6voqu~s. Les r~sultats modaux et les NZ

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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P )x=Ax+Bu+b,
Q (vitesses de roulis tangage lacet ('/s) (1)
R )y =Cx+Di+Eu+b,

0 )oii u est le vecteur des entrees, x le vecteur d'6tat, y le
( anlsd'Piiler ()vecteur des. mesures qui depend de l'6tat, de sa d~riv~e ou des

anglesentrees directement.

Vx La forme choisie pour y est redondante (termes en x, iu)
Vy ( vitesses inertielles Doppler (kt) mais elie permet de s'adapter au mieux aux situations
Vz dans les axes h~licopt~re pratiques en jouant sur les matrices C D E en g~n~ral

connues.
La centrale ULISS fournit quant ý elle les m~mes bx et bz sont des termes inconnus de fermeture des

infomatons ot~s :6quations (1) qui s'int~grent ý partir des conditions
AXL, AYL, AZL, PL, OL, RL, QL, (p L, NIL, VXL, VYL, VZL initiales x(0)=0.
dans un r~f~rentiel l6g~rement diff~rent. bx et bz rendent compte pour un syst~me lindaire des biais,

La centrale an~mom6trique fournit les pressionis statique et des conditions initiales et de la m~connaissance de l'6tat
dynaiqu etIa empratue satiue ui ermttent de d'6quilibre autour duquel le mod~le est lin~aris6.

reconstituer la vitesse a~rodynamique VA(m/s) et altitude Lsprmte si~ iiietu rtr 'cr
barom~trique Z(m). quadratique sur les y mesur6s et simul~s grace A l'algorithme

de Gauss-Newton.
La vitesse du rotor NR (t/mn) et les couples des moteurs Dans le cas oii 1'6tat est mesur6, sa d~riv~e mesur~e ou

dri tguh CU tCU mN)sn glmn estim~e, on peut identifier directement les coefficients des
accessibles. matrices A et B par moindres carr~s, solution recommand~e

La valeur du compteur d'azimut de la pale de r6f~rence ainsi pour initialiser la recherche des paramrtres.

que le contenu de l'horloge cod6e sur 4 registres (heures, Des termes non lin~aires de structure connue peuvent 6tre
minutes, secondes, millisecondes) sont 6galement introduits dans Il6quation d'6tat pour identifier un mod~le
disponibles. non lin6aire.

L'unit6 d'acquisition des mesures rotor fournit outre Le domaine des basses vitesses se caract~rise par une
l'azimut de la pale de r6f~rence, les angles de battements grande instabilit6 et des difficult~s ý mener, les essais en
instantan~s BATPl, BATP2, BATP3, BATP4 des quatre vol bien sfir, mais aussi les simulations lors des 6volutions
pales. du mod~le dans le domaine paramatrique.

4. GESTION DES ESSAIS EN VOL Dans ces conditions, et pour un mod~le lin6aire strict, it
Les essais sont effectuds pour une masse de 3700 kg ý un peut Wte utile de travailler dans le domaine fr~quentiel.
altitude de 1000 pieds. Les vols ont W r6alis~s en boucle Avec un essai de longucur T, en remplagant la transform~e
ouverte, pitote automnatique compl~tement d~connect6. de Fourier par l'int~grale de Fourier sur [0, T], on peut 6crire

L'61ectronique du pilote automnatique a pu 8tre utilis~e pour (jcoX(Co) = AX(O) + BU(o) + x(0) -x(T)
auetomtqe, lens la hignau tes ncessaire, identfiation,(o CX()+~D]~o 2
injetomter dans la chain des ncommande, ý 'dentmiatinieyo Xo)+o]~ 2
ý condition d'utiliser un syst~me d'augmentation de bande + D[x(T) - x(0)] + E U((o)
passante (BAVE) mis au point par le CEV. Le r6le du pilote pour 0)o k 27c/T
humain est de maintenir Yh~licopt~re dans des 6volutions 11 suffit alors de remplacer le crit~re d'6cart sur les y(t) par
compatibles avec un mod~le lin~aire (100 d'6cart angulaire, un crit~re portant sur les Y(o)).
5 m/s de variation de vitesse). Les signaux identificateurs
sont de deux types: des sequences 3211 et des sequences Que i'on travaille dans le domaine temnporel ou fr~quentiel
binaires pseudo-al~atoires (S.B.P.A.) de 127 points de l'algorithme d'estimation des param~tres est it~ratif. A
p~riode et de largeur de commutation minimale 0,5 s. chaque it6ration k, on obtient l'estimation des param~tes

Pour chaque cas de vol 6tudi6 et sur chaque entree de a par: _:
commande plusieurs essais sont r~alis~s avec l'une ou UXk = Uk- I - PGC
l'autre des entracs test.

G et J, respectivement gradient du crit~re et approximation
Pour chaque essai, l'h~licopt~re est stabilis6 manuellemnent du gradient second du crit~re, sont calcul~s par sommation
avant de d~livrer les s6quences identificatrices. La dur6e u riedsvaabsdeenblt6 - otls
exploitable des essais vanie de 30 ý 40 s, ce qui semble auuiu e aralsd esbii~-dn e
suffisant pour identifier le mode le plus lent (phugoYde) qui eutosdttsn e ~i~saayiusd 1 t()
a une p~riode de l'ordre de grandeur de 20 A 30 s. La largeur eqain 6t stlsdrve nlyqu e(1et2)

de bande des entrees a W limit~e ý 2 Hz pour ne pas exciter On a tout int~rat ý ragulariser la matrice J pour am6liorer la
les modes de battement de trainee d~clenchant un convergence et 6viter un mauvais conditionnement du A
phdnom~ne de resonance air. l'insensibilit6 de certains param~tres.

5. METHODE D'IDENTIFICATION La matrice J d6finie positive peut se mettre sous la forme
Une technique classique d'identification param~trique par
minimisation d'erreur de sortie est utilis6e. Le mod~le a J=V A V-
pour representation d'6tat :oO V est une matrice unitaire et A une matrice diagonale de

termes tous positifs.
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Dans ces conditions, on peut s~lectionner toutes les r~sultat de cette lin6arisation est ajout6 aux termes de A
valeurs propres inf6rieures ý une fraction de la valeur pour 6valuation definitive des modes, valeurs propres de la
maximale :matrice A finale.

Xi k."'La dynamnique du rotor n~glig~e est prise en compte grAce
Xi •1.1 maxdes retards purs sur les commandes.

pour chacune de ces valeurs propres ki, on s~lectionne les
composantes des vecteurs propres Vi normalis~s qui sont 6.2. Mod~Ie A 9 degr~s de Iibert6
sup~rieures ý V . On obtient alors une liste de param~tres Lors de lHcriture d'un mod~e th~orique incluant les modes
r~put6s peu sensibles et non concern~s par l'itration en rotor, ii est d'usage d'introduire une 6quation diff~rentielle
cours. du premier ordre sur la vitesse induite moyenne du rotor

V est en g~n~ral fix6 ý 0.1 tandis que gt est pilot6 depuis principal et des 6quations diff6rentielles du second ordre sur

10-3 A 10-12 par exemple, pour 6viter de mettre en la conicit6 f0o et les battements longitudinal 01 et lateral
recherche un trop grand nombre de param~tres peu PI, composantes du premier harmonique du battement.
identifiables lorsqu'on est trop loin de l'optimum.

La vitesse induite n'6tant pas mesurable, il est difficile de
6. STRUCTURE DES MODELES l'introduire dans le mod~le pour obtenir des coefficients
D'une mani~re classique, on distingue les mod~es A 6 d'influence r~alistes par identification. Les battements
degr6s de libert6, nincluant pas les modes rotor aux cycliques sont associ~s ý des modes dit r~gressifs et
mod~les d'ordre sup~rieur qui prennent en compte sa progressifs. Ces derniers se trouvent dans une plage de
dynamique. fr6quence au delý de Ta fr~quence de rotation du rotor et donc

inaccessibles ý notre experience. Une mod~lisation du
6.1. Mod~e A 6 degr~s de libert6 premier ordre est donc suffisante.

Pour un mod~le ý 6 degr6s de libert6, l'6tat x est compos6 de En ce qui concerne lHquation de conicit6, l'ordre deux est

u vitesse longitudinale souvent conserv6 par impossibilit6 physique de d~doubler
w vitesse normale les modes correspondants. Cette variable est parfois
q vitesse de tangage n6glig~e, car en dehors de Ta plage fr~quentielle de travail.

e assiette longitudinale Nous avons choisi de conserver un mod~le du premier ordre

p vitesse de~roulis en conicit6 pour tenir compte d'un d6phasage entre
p viessede ruliscommandes et mouvements du rotor.

r vitesse de lacet
(P assiette lat~rale Notre mod~le ý 9 degr~s de libert6 inclut donc trois

Il est possible d'introduire dans l'6quation d'6tat des termes variables d'6tat suppl~mentaires Po, PI, Pi, et est plut6t

non lin~aires bien connus. boite noire en ce qui concerne la partie rotor.

x=Ax + Bu + f(x) 6.3. Determination de la structure d'un mod~le

En effet, si a~, a~sn e c~~tosdn e xs Le choix entre plusieurs structures de mod~le ainsi que la
h~licopt~re, les 6quations classiques de Ta m~canique d6termination des coefficients du mod~le non
permettent d'6crire significativement diff6rents de 0 pourraient 8tre le r~sultat

u=a. - g sin 0 - qw + rv d'une analyse de r6gression. Cependant Ta m~connaissance

w=a, + g cos e cos (p + qu - pv des propri6t~s statistiques des erreurs conduit le plus

S= q +q (cos p- 1) -r sin T (3) Une simple analyse d6terministe bas~e sur un crit~re

v =a + g cos 0sin ~ +p r - d'identification par moindres carr~s permet de classer les
diff~rents candidats mod~le.

(P=P(qsng~rosTtgoSur Ta planche 1, on peut par exemple 6valuer diff~rentes

L'expression lin~aire de a~, ay a, sur les 6tats et les restitutions de q* en minmisant le crit~re
commandes permet d'6crire une partie du mod~le 1in~aire
auquel ii convient d'ajouter les 6 quations en ~,~et r.C = , [4(n) _ OT(n) a]'

En ce qui concerne les termes non lin~aires, ils peuvent ofi a est le vecteur des param~tres inconnus et oih( n
8tre :est tout d'abord une ligne compos~e de mesures ýi l'instant

"* lin~aris6s autour de 1'6quilibre u0, w0, 00, vol TO n de u, w, q, v, p r, et de 8
Ion, 8coll, 

8 1at, 5arr, les pas

"* utilis~s comme tels dans le mod~le qui devient non longitudinal, collectif, lateral et le pas du rotor arri~re.
lin~aire en m6canique et lin~aire pour les termes de forces
et moments a~rodynamiques Un deuxi~me calcul est effectu6 en ajoutant A (D tous les

"* utilis~s comme tels mais calcul~s ý partir des variables termes bilin~aires construits ý partir de Ta liste pr~c~dente
mesurdes et jouant donc le r6le d'entr~es auxiliaires. (uq, up, - -)

C'es cete drnirc ptio qu ser chisi pou metre Le troisi~me mod~le est lin6aire et contient les termes en

laccent sur Ta recherche des param~tres a~rodynamiques. Pa, pic' pis.
Le quatri~me introduit une forme bilin~aire sur tous ces

Dans ces conditions, le mod~le obtenu peut 8tre lin6aris termes.

autour de u0, vo, w0 , identifi6s et de 00 = 0, (pgaO. Le
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Une analyse des simulations et des crit~res r~siduels Vventx = cos W cos 0 V,,) + sin xV cos 0 VYf)
montre l'apport des termes de battements et des termes non (
lin~aires. Vvnt (- sin V~ cos (p + cos VJ sin 0 sin (p) Vx(

L'identification des mod~les non lin~aires ne fait pas cos Wf cos (p + sin Wj sin 0 sin (p ) Vy0 (6)
lobjet de ce papier mais elle sera sans doute n~cessaire lors (i
de d~veloppements ult6rieurs. VVCM7. = (snVcos (p + cos Nf sin 0sin (p) V,0

Cette d~marche a permis de rejeter les termes en 0() dans le +-cs~csp+sn~ i i p)V(

mod~e et d'introduire des termes nuls dans la structure E peatVi emdl lbld avtseare x
pr~d~finie avec un imp6ratif de degradation du crit~re de En ape, n Vai les c mposa due globlda vitesse anr iredn let s
restitution de i de momns de 0,1%. V y e opsne eL ies nriledn e

axes h6licopt~re, on peut calculer les termes constants V,()
Cette analyse pr6liminaire du mod~le ne saurait 8tre faite et Vy0 qui minimisent le crit~re.
avec lidentification par erreur de sortie incapable de g~rer
un mod~le trop lourd et rdodat en param~tres non 2-. \2 2

significatifs. e rena l C Vair - V(Vx.vvcnt J +( Vy-ýve20 yJ +\VrVveot ZJ
mesures

Rappelons qu'au cours des it6rations, on peut Ces estimations permettent de tester la validit6 de
provisoirement ne pas actualiser tel ou tel parame'tre grace l'hypoth~se vent faible et constant qui permet de mener
ý lanalyse des gradients du crit~re selon la procedure lidentification avec les mesures inertielles.
d6finie en 5.

7. PRtTRAITEMENT DES DONNEES 7.3. Reconstitution des pas du rotor principal

7.1.Recnstiutin deNta celuleLes informations de la chaTne de commande sont
7.1.Recnsttuton d l'tatceluledisponibles en de nombreux points de mesure. Les pas en

A patirdes6qutios () auqueleson ajut6les pied de pale n'6tant pas mesurables directement, on

A atrds6quations (3) auqceanp jut e reconstitue leurs variations cycliques ý partir des mesures
6quatons e capdes d6placements des v6rins du plateau cyclique graice aux

kV= (q sin (p +r cos (p) /tg 0 (4) relations
et en altitude

h =u sin 0 -vcos 0sin (p -wcos 0cos (p (5) tOi DTD+DTG -DTA longitudinal
2

On peut identifier les biais et les conditions initiales d'un 1=DTD - DTC lateral (7)
syst~me non lin~aire ayant 2

-ax, az, 0, ay, p, r comme entrees 00 = D +TGcollectif

- vw, , v,(pff, come ~atsqui tient compte de la g~om~trie du plateau.

Les mesures utilis~es s ont celles de la centrale sauf en ce La validit6 de ce calibrage a W v6rifi~e grace ti des mesures
qui concerne le triplet pqr de meilleure qualit6 sur de d~placements et de pas effectu6es au sol. Ce sont ces
I h6licopt~re. valeurs reconstitu~es par (7) qui seront utilis6es comme

entr6es du mod~le identifi6.
11 convient alors d'estimer le calage du triplet pqr par
rapport aux axes centrale. Ceci ne peut 6tre obtenu par une 7.4. Calcul du battement cyclique
identification conjointe avec les biais de mesures.

Trois calculs avec des calages de 0, 2 et 5' alors sont A partir des battements instantan~s des quatre pales Pi~ et
effectu6s. Une approximation parabolique sur les crit~res lazimut xV de la pale de r6f6rence, on peut en n6gligeant le
de restitution obtenus permet d'obtenir le bon calage et de battement de train6e, reconstituer
corriger en cons6quence les donn~es p, q, r. Pour 4

lidentification, les donn6s a~, a2, 0, ay p, r seront 13, P
utilis~es, en ce qui concerne u, w 0, v, (p., ce sont les4 =
donn6es restitudes par l'analyse de coherence qui seront4
utilis~es et non les donn~es de vol brutes. PIC~ = 1 3 E cos Vi1(8)

7.2. Estimation des perturbations 4

atmosph~riques p~is =i~ Pi sinw IViR
2 Y,2)

Avec Fhypoth~se vent gdographique constant et
horizontal de composantes V~0 et Vy0 , on peut calculer les mais les P3i utilis6s doivent 8tre corrig~s de mani~re
composantes du vent dans les axes h~licopt~re gr ce aux 6galiser les calibrages des capteurs de battement.
formules Z

Soient 3et (5 les moyenne et 6cart-type des battements de
chaque pale. Toutes les mesures sont corrig~es pour avoir
les m6mes moyenne et variance que pour la pale de
r~f~rence

Picorrig,' = (Pi - .±rIý + 13,cf
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8. R1tSULTATS Un nombre important de d6riv6es de stabilit6 et de

8.1.Struturedu md~lecommande sont peu identifiables et ii est n~cessaire de
8.1. Struturedu md~efournir avec chaque estimation, un intervalle de confiance

La planche I compare sur l'exemple de l'acc~l6ration de associe.

tangage ý l'effet d'une mod~lisation par moindres carr6s 'a e onsd rmrRo rcnscr~sdstre
partir de termes lin~aires purs on de termes bilin6aires, de Lsbre eCae-arcnscrisdstre
termes associ~s 'a ltat cellule seulement ou de termes diagonaux de J-1, fournissent une 6valuation de la variance
additifs venant l'tat du rotor. d'erreur d'estimation des param'ates. Cette information est

delicate 'a interpreter du fait du peu de validit6 des
Si ion s'en tient aux valeurs r6siduelles du crit'are hypoth'ases statistiques sur les bruits.
quadratique portant sur la restitution de q, on constate que Comme pour lanalyse de regression, nous privil6gions
les apports des termes non lin~aires d'une part et des termes une d~marche d6terministe. Un d6veloppement de Taylor du
de battement P,11 Pi3s comme variables explicatives, crit'are C autour de lestimation ano du vecteur des param~tres
sont 6quivalents. s'6crit:

Une amelioration sensible du crit'are est obtenue avec un C=Co+G T(U~go)+_iaXao)Tj(a..ato)
mod~le complet non lin~aire.2

Au voisinage du minimum, le gradient G est nul et lesCependant dans ce dernier cas, le nombre de param'ates A variations du crit'are ne dependent que de J.
identifier est trop important compte tenu de la richesse des
signaux de test utilis~s. La recherche d'un tel mod'ae fera Une variation de 1% du crit'are serait donc obtenue, pour
done lobjet d'essais et de calculs ult~rieurs. chaque param'ate i , avec la variation:

Pour la suite des calculs pr~sent~s, nous avons utilis6 Aax=, - C10
essentiellement un mod~le lin6aire 'a 9 degr~s de libert6VI 0i

aveeun tatcomos6de u wq, , v pr, (, P, Pc, is. Les Aaxi d~terminent un bypercube de sensibilit6 associ6 'A
avecun tatcomosede u wq, , v pr, (, f 0, ~1c ~ Fisocrit'are 1.oi0C

8.2. Identification d'un mod~ie A 9 ddl avec Pour obtenir l'hypercube tangent ext~rieur 'A l'isocrit'are, il
entrees auxiliaires

La planche 2 repr6sente pour quatre essais concaten6s les sufritd eplcrls a
entrees utilis~es et la comparaison mod'ale/mesure des Une comparaison de quelques d~riv6es de stabilit'a et des
variables du rotor. retards purs de commande, associ6s 'A leurs plages de

Les essais s~lectionn~s ont 6t6 l'essai en s6quences sensibilit6 pour 1% du crit~re, est visible sur le tableau
binaires pseudo-al6atoires pour la commande suivant:
longitudinale, et les sdquences 3 2 1 1 pour les autres Para-
commandes. metres 6 ddl 9 ddl

Les planches 3 et 4 permettent d'observer le comportement ZW -0.84 ± 0.04 -0.16 ± 0.06
des variables de 1l6tat de la cellule (mod'ale et mesure). .CL -5.1 ± 1.1 -4.7 ± 1.5

La tr~s bonne restitution des vitesses 1in~aires est due en MU 0.057 ± 0.002 -0.013 ± 0.001
grande partie 'A lintroduction des entrees auxiliaires M, 0.081 ± 0.005 0.066 ± 0.002
construites 'A partir des termes gyroscopiques et de M, -7.01 ± 0.15 -0.92 ± 0.05
pesanteur qui fournissent souvent la plus grande partie de M, -0.031 ± 0.006 0.067 ± 0.002
linformation utile (dans le cas de 6 par exemple). Avec le MP 1.12 ±0.18 2.50 ± 0.04
Dauphin, nous nous sommes heurt6 'A une grande difficult6 , -. 2 003 -. 3±00
lobtention d'un accord acceptable mod'ale-mesure 'a la fois -01±0.3 013±.3
sur l'axe de tangage et sur laxe de lacet. Le r~sultat pr~sent6 LI -1.38 ±0.56 2.29 ± 0.48
est P'un des compromis acceptables. L, -0.11 ±0.01 -0.046 ± 0.011

8.3. Validation de l'identificationLI -26 0.9 079±.1
4~ 0.72 ± 0.29 0.46 ± 0.34

Le meme mod'ale 'a 9 ddl a Wt valid6 'a partir d'essais nayant Nu 0.0 16 ± 0.002 0.023 ± 0.00 1
pas servi 'A l'identifier. Dans ce cas, laccord est momns bon N, 0.025 ± 0.004 -0.051 ± 0.004
mais tout de m~me acceptable sauf en ce qui concerne une N -0.77 ± 0.11 -2.50 ± 0.11
basse fr~quence mal mod6lis'ae particuli'arement visible surQ

0,(pe r.Nv 0.0 17 ± 0.003 -0.006 ± 0.003
0,Netr -0.76 ± 0.07 -0.56 ± 0.02

8.4. Mod~le lin~aire pur Nr -0.63 ± 0.09 -0.13 ± 0.10

Les termes non lin~aires gyroscopiques et de pesanteur TIon 0.12 ± 0.14 0
sont lin~aris~s autour de uo, vo, W0 inconnus et de Tcoii 0.16 ± 0.06 0
00= 0, qpo= 0. L'ensemble des coefficients du mod'ale est Tlat 0.03 ± 0.11 0
alors recal6 pour minimiser le crit'are d'6cart simulation- 'Can 0.01 ± 0.26 0
mesures. ________

Les planches 7 et 8 montrent les r~sultats obtenus avec i~POP- -4.2 ±0.4

quelques discordances en basse fr6quence, cette fois tr~s P1coic - -7.8 ±0.36
visibles sur les termes de vitesse lin~aire. 1 .
11 y a trop peu de diff6rence entre les simulations des icis-1±0.

mod'ale 'a 6 et 9 degr~s de libert6 pour qu'une comparaison
graphique pr6sente quelque int6ret.
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La comparaison des modes, valeurs propres de la matrice A Les experiences pass6es montrent que la loi 1 d~finie sur un
obtenus pour les deux types de mod'les sont les suivants mod'le nominal identifi6 en boucle ouverte donne rarement

toute satisfaction.
Modes 9ddl 6ddl- Une deuxi'me identification de l'h6licopt're muni de la loi

Phugoide 0.09 ,i 0.34 0.04 j i 0.38 1 fournirait un module sans doute biais6 mais obtenu dans
Incidence -1 ± i 0.024 -7 - 0.59 des conditions plus proches de celles du fonctionnement de
Roulis - 2.78 -3.11 l'h6licopt're muni de sa loi d6finitive. La loi obtenue avec
Roulis hollandais -0.24 ± j 1.27 - 0.21 ± i 1.41 ce deuxi'me mod'le est esp6rde plus pertinente que la
Spiral -0.2 - 0.067 premi're. Cette stratdgie de recalage d'une loi de commande
Conicit6 - 7.8 - partir d'essais en vol nous semble une voie prometteuse
Battement cyclique -5.5 ±j 3.2 qui renforce le r6le de l'identification dans ]a d6marche de

synth'se d'une loi de commande.
9. CONCLUSIONS ET PERSPECTIVES
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Nonlinear Rotorcraft Modeling and Identification

M. Rohlfs, W. v. Grtinhagen, J. Kaletka
Deutsches Zentrum ftir Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (DLR)

Institut ffir Flugmechanik
Lilienthalplatz, 7

D-38108 Braunschweig, Germany

S 1. SUMMARY 10 Moments of inertia
Since regulations for the evaluation of helicopter flight L0  Lateral system coefficients
simulators were published in the Advisory Circular L0 Lateral system coefficients
120-63 (AC 120-63) of the Federal Aviation Adminis- Laero Aerodynamic rollmoment
tration, the need of increasing the simulation fidelity Linertia Inertial rollmoment
of the helicopter mathematical models becomes more m Mass
and more relevant to meet the new more restricted Maero Aerodynamic pitchmoment
requirements. In the Institute of Flight Mechanics Minertia Inertial pitchmoment
mainly two approaches are used to develop helicopter Naero Aerodynamic yawmoment
mathematical models. First, linear derivative mod- Ninertia Inertial yawmoment
els are identified from flight test data. The second p Roll rate
approach uses detailed vehicle characteristics for the q Pitch rate
development of a nonlinear helicopter simulation pro- r Yaw rate
gram. The paper describes the two helicopter mathe- u Longitudinal velocity component
matical modeling approaches and discusses their ad- u Control vector
vantages and disadvantages. Finally, a third approach v Lateral velocity component
is introduced, which combines the advantages of both, w Vertical velocity component
the linear identified models and the nonlinear gener- V, Rotor tip speed
ically derived models. Results from all three model- x State vector
ing approaches are presented in both, the time and Xaero Aerodynamic longitudinal force
frequency domain. They are discussed with respect Xinertia Inertial longitudinal force
to some selected requirements given in the new FAA y Output vector
advisory circular on helicopter simulator qualification Yaro Aerodynamic lateral force
AC 120-63. Finally, conclusions are made and an out- Yinertia Inertial lateral force
look of future activities is given. Zaero Aerodynamic vertical force

Zinertia Inertial vertical force
2. NOTATION a Angle of attack
A System matrix bcontrol Control input

a, Longitudinal acceleration A0  Ext. downwash velocity, zero comp.
a. Lateral acceleration A, Ext. downwash velocity, cos comp.
a, Vertical acceleration A8  Ext. downwash velocity, sin comp.
a0  Coning A0,pp Org. downwash velocity, zero comp.
a, Longitudinal flapping \cPP Org. downwash velocity, cos comp.
B Control matrix AsPP Org. downwash velocity, sin comp.
b- Lateral flapping Q Rotor angular rate
C Output matrix ) Roll angle

CD Drag coefficient E Pitch angle
CDO Drag zero derivativ T Yaw angle

CD.:2 Drag a 2 derivativ Tb Time constant
CL Lift coefficient () dO/dt
CLO Lift zero derivativ 0 d2 0/dt2

CL. Lift a derivativ
CAo0( Zero downwash derivativ
CXo(o Cos downwash derivativ 3. INTRODUCTION
CA.,o Sin downwash derivativ In the Institute of Flight Mechanics mainly two ap-
D Direct transmission matrix proaches are used to develop helicopter mathemati-
g acceleration due to gravity cal models. First, linear derivative models are iden-

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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High-Fidelity Simulation within the flight envelope is needed, individual linear
State Space Models models at well selected flight conditions have to be

Integrated Approach to Rotorcraft Modeling and Simulation determined and an interpolation between these mod-
SID Models SIM & SID Models SIM Models els can be used.

Classical SID approach Advanced integrated Classical SIM approach

Derivative models Generic models based 4.2. Nonlinear modeling
Generic models on modular elements

Linear aerodynamics augmented with The second method to obtain a helicopter mathemat-
jý arametric submodels Nonlinear

Extensive flight data aerodynamics ical model is a physical approach where the model is
for Point-model ID N-- onlinear
and validation aerodynamics Flight data only generically derived [3]. The model is modular struc-for model validation

Stability & Control Flight data for sub- tured and it is based on detailed vehicle character-
analysis and control model ID and global Simulation,
system design model validation performance. istics. This model is mainly used for real time flight

and vehicle design simulation tasks and it is also implemented in the In-
System Identification System Simulation & System Simulationheiotrbsd imlo.

Syse Identification S stitute's helicopter ground based flight simulator. De-

pending on the model complexity, it also can be used
Figure 1: Rotorcraft modeling and validation, the during the design phase for detailed prediction and for
three columns approach overall performance analysis. The main advantages of

this model are that it covers the whole flight envelope
and that flight test data is only needed to validate the

tified from flight test data [1, 2]. This approach is model. The modeling status and fidelity is described

represented by the left column in Fig. 1. .The simula- in [4]. It was shown that it mostly fullfills the require-

tion fidelity of the obtained linear models is accurate ments described in the FAA's AC 120-63.

but they are restricted by small perturbation assump-
tions. The second approach, represented by the right 4.3. System identification at DLR
column in Fig. 1, uses detailed vehicle characteristics In the DLR Institute of Flight Mechanics a great
for the development of a nonlinear helicopter simula- amutoexrinexssinheraofytmtiontprograml[3].nDuefto recenteimprovementsrofithis- identification for both, rotary and fixed wing aircraft.tion program [3]. Due to recent improvements of this

model [4], its fidelity now mostly fullfills the standards One of the latest most challenging tasks was the iden-
tification of the model database of the Dornier DO-givten in ulatheAory Cliricuarion A6] 1206 oe Hevi- 328 aircraft for a level D flight simulator [8]. Despite

copter Simulator Qualification [6] of the Federal Avi- tevr ope ahmtclmdladahg

ation Administration (FAA). In addition, first steps number ofpparameters tit tout, th a hest
number of parameters it turned out, that the system

to identify more complex nonlinear helicopter mod- identification methodology is well suited to determine
els have been undertaken [7]. A third modeling ap-
proach is represented by the middle column in Fig. 1. a dtbe whice e ting requirements for
It combines the advantages of both, the linear iden- aleel D fixed wing aircraft sim lator sosand
tiffed models and the nonlinear generically derived i aallt ie igarrf plctossemodels. identification activities resulted in the determination

of accurate linear helicopter models from flight test

4. MODELING APPROACHES data [10, 11, 12].

In the past in the DLR Institute of Flight Mechan-
ics mainly two helicopter mathematical modeling ap- In N onli s delint it iden sifica toproaches were used for various applications. The left In regard of this development it was considered to

proaheswer usd fr vriou aplictios. he eft combine the two helicopter mathematical model de-
and right columns in Fig. 1 describe their main char- combnt twoahelioTe m aal m de-acteristics. In the following these approaches are dis- velopment approaches. The goal is to use system iden-
cussed. tification methods to identify parametric extensions

in a nonlinear generically derived helicopter model

4.1. Linear modeling and identification in order to overcome small perturbation assumptions

In the first approach coefficients in a linear deriva- and to achieve a great simulation fidelity. As the mid-

tive model are determined using system identifica- dle column of Fig. 1 shows, the model is, similar to

tion methods. In this case extensive flight test data is the generic 'nonlinear modeling' approach and modu-

needed for the model determination and validation. lar structured. In addition, parametric extensions are

The obtained global models are mainly used for the introduced to provide improved descriptions of inac-

development of the model following control system curately known model components. Flight test data

of the Institute's In-Flight-Simulator ATTHeS (Ad- are needed for the determination of the introduced

vanced Technology Testing Helicopter System) [1, 2] parameters and for the validation of the model.

and for stability and control analysis. Since the struc-
ture of these models is linear, they cover only a small 5. I pRoCeDUrerange of the flight envelope, namely the range around Fig. 2 shows the principle of the parameter identifi-

rang ofthefliht nveopenamly he ang arund cation [5]. Specially designed input signals are used
the trim condition and they are valid only for small to [5]. Specially deige int inals are usedto excite the aircraft. Both, control inputs and air-control excitations. When a model for a larger range
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Manoeuvre Actual Measurements Directional Handling Qualities
Oplinsi~e~d-[___npu t w - JResponse Data Collection{____ _________-________-

i h hlCompatiity Control Response Test
Tolerances Flight Comments

ID.DataI Dom Conditions
Data Analysis Yaw Rate: Cruise Step control input.

Methods 11 ,Response Errr ±10% or ±2 deg Is Off axis response

Algorith-m Criteria Yaw Attitude must show correct
Parameter Change: trend.

Models Adjustments
--A'P"---i - Mathesatical Motel Response ±10% or ±2 deg

Values * Model
........... P _ Table 3: Directional Requirements

APPICA ION (1I) Data Bane Generation (3) Flight Content optimization
APPLICATIONS, (2) Flying Qualities Evaluation (4) Simulation Validation

Figure 2: The principle of parameter identification

Longitudinal Handling Qualities
Control Response Test

Tolerances Flight Comments

Conditions
Pitch Rate: Cruise Step control input.

±10% or ±2 deg/s Off axis response
Pitch Attitude must show correct

Change: trend. Figure 3: BO 105 research helicopter

±10% or ±1.5deg

Table 1: Longitudinal Requirements 6. SIMULATION FIDELITY REQUIRE-

MENTS
Lateral Handling Qualities For the presentation of the results, tolerances given

Control Response Test in the Advisory Circular AC 120-63 on Helicopter

Tolerances Flight Comments Simulator Qualification [6] of the Federal Aviation
Conditions -Administration (FAA) will be applied. They help to

Roll Rate: Cruise Step control input, give a quantitative impression about the model ac-

±10% or ±3 deg/s Off axis response curacy and needs for further improvements. The tol-

Roll Attitude must show correct erances are added to the measured flight test data

Change: trend. and the obtained range is plotted as shaded area in

±10% or ±3deg the time history format. (The actual measurements
are right in the middle of this area). Then the calcu-

Table 2: Lateral Requirements lated model response is shown as solid line, which has
to stay within the error boundaries to fulfill the AC
120-63 criteria. As example Tables 1 to 3 describe the

craft response are measured and recorded. The data requirements for a level D simulator for cruise flight
is checked for compatibility and errors are corrected condition for the primary longitudinal, lateral and di-
as far as possible. The identification techniques can rectional, control responses. Error boundaries are only
be implemented for working either in the time or given for the direct, e.g. on-axis response whereas the
frequency domain. Consequently the measured data off-axis responses must at least show a correct trend.
have the form of time histories or they are trans- In this paper the above FAA-boundaries are also ap-
ferred into the frequency domain. The aircraft model plied to the off-axes responses.
is formulated as a set of differential equations or re-
spectively as transfer functions. Unknown parameters 7. FLIGHT TEST DATABASE
in the model are adjusted using the differences be- The flight test database used in this work originates
tween measured and computed data to obtain a bet- from different flight test campaigns. The programs
ter agreement. The identification process is usually an were conducted with the BO 105 research helicopter
iterative process. The adjustment of the parameters from DLR (Fig. 3). The flight test database consists
is repeated until an accuracy requirement is accom- of tests at different speeds from hover to 110 kts and
plished or a certain number of iterations is reached. different input signals like sweep, doublet and 3211

signals for all four control inputs. Before using the
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data for identification and verification, its consistency [14, 15]. A short review of the Working Group activ-
was checked by performing a flight path reconstruc- ities was also presented in [16] and [?].
tion.

8.2. 6 degree of freedom models
8. LINEAR MODELING AND IDENTIFI- For linear 6 DOF models, the state equations are
CATION
For rotorcraft system identification the dynamics are Ax + Bu._c =_ A ___Bu (1)
modeled by a set of linear differential equations de- ()- -

scribing the external forces and moments in terms of
accelerations, state and control variables, where the The output equations can be formulated as
coefficients are stability and control derivatives. The
helicopter response due to a control input is highly
coupled in all degrees of freedom. Therefore, a separa-
tion into models for the longitudinal and lateral direc-
tional motions, as often used for fixed wing aircraft, is With the state vector
generally not appropriate. At least, a 6 degrees of free-
dom (DOF) rigid body model formulation is needed.
As can be seen from Fig. 2, identification techniques = [u, v, w,p, q, r, 4, O], (3)
rely on the relationship between measured inputs and
the resulting helicopter response. In consequence, the the control vector
flight test data must provide sufficient information
about the vehicle characteristics. In general, a single
test run, for helicopters often limited in time due to R = [long. stick, lat. stick, pedal, collective] (4)
aircraft instabilities, cannot meet this requirement.
Therefore, different individually flown test runs are and the output vector
concatenated in the evaluation to increase the infor-
mation content. As result, one common model is ob-
tained. This approach has become standard in heli- yT =[a.,ay,a,u,v,w~p,q,r,•,O,ý,t,÷]. (5)
copter system identification and is widely used.

8.1. Characteristics of identified models This model is linear. When identification techniques

Some of the major characteristics of linear rotorcraft allow nonlinear model formulations, like the Maxi-

models are summarised in Fig. 1. In analytical sim- mum Likelihood metbod, the kinematic and gravity
terms are sometimes kept nonlinear and calculated

ulation approaches, defined helicopter components, with actual state variables.

like main and tail rotors, fuselage, etc., are modeled

individually. The resulting forces and moments are When a control input is given to a 6 DOF model an
transferred to the center of gravity and summarised. immediate response is seen in the on-axis rotational
The obtained total forces and moments are then used acceleration. Measurements, however, show a delay
to calculate the helicopter motion. In contrast to between control inputs and rotational accelerations,
this modular model structure, system identification caused by the dynamic characteristics of the main ro-
only provides a global model structure, without de- tor, which are neglected in 6 DOF models. A common
tails about individual components. Linear der ivative approach to overcome this deficit is to approximate
models are always based on small perturbation as- the main rotor dynamics by equivalent time delays
sumptions allowing only small deviations from a de- for the controls. Here, typical values for the BO 105
fined steady state trim condition. When a model for fr the oroere, typ illues f epend105a lagerrang wihin he ligt eneloe isneeed, are in the order of 40 to 100 milliseconds depending
a larger range within the flight envelope is needed, on the considered control. This approach is often ap-
individual linear models at well selected flight condi- plied and it has been shown with different helicopters
tions have to be determined. Then, an interpolation that the obtained identified models give a reliable rep-
between these models, e.g. with respect to speed can resentation of the aircraft dynamics in the lower and
be used. However, in any case, quite extensive flight mid frequency range (for BO 105 up to about 1.5 Hz).
testing is necessary to provide the required flight test
data for the identification and system validation pro- As the main rotor dynamics are only approximated
cedures, by equivalent time delays a decreasing model accu-

racy has to be accepted for higher frequencies. In
The development of identification tools, their appli- conclusion, it can be stated that 6 DOF models are
cation and progress is well documented in several appropriate and useful for applications in the lower
AGARD publications, in particular a Lecture Series and mid frequency range, e.g. for handling qualities
on identification in general [13] and a Working Groupdemanding control system de
Report and Lecture Series on rotorcraft identification signs.
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For applications, where a more accurate representa- State MatrI Contra l

tion of the high frequency dynamics is needed, higher -
order models with rotor degrees of freedom are re-
quired. This is true for high bandwidth control sys- FSG

tems in general and, more specifically, for the design [q1
of model following control systems for helicopter in-
flight-simulation, which is a major research objective 6 U_

at the DLR Institute of Flight Mechanics. Therefore, rtor/,od,, rotor

emphasis was placed on extending the conventional b,

models by a more appropriate characterisation and L J L J

identification of the rotor dynamics. Here, various lin-
ear model formulations were developed. Two of them Figure 4: Extended linear model structure
are briefly described here.

8.3. Extended model with implizit 1 st order ap- delays to approximate the rotor influence. The ob-

proximations of the main rotor tained models were used for the design of the model-

This approach is based on the high correlation be- following control system of the DLR BO 105 In-Flight

tween the flapping motions of the rotor tip path plane Simulator ATTHeS and extensive flight tests have

(lateral and longitudinal flapping) and the body rota- proven their reliability and suitability [18].

tional accelerations (roll and pitch acceleration) [18].
The correlation is clearly seen for the BO105 heli- 8.4. Extended model with explizit 2 nd order

copter, and here in particular for the lateral flap- flapping equations for the main rotor

ping and roll accelerations, and mainly exists for he- The basic approach for extending the conventional

licopters with rigid rotors and high hinge offsets. The 6 DOF model formulation by explicit rotor degrees

relationship between these variables can be formu- of freedom is illustrated in Fig. 4. Considering the

lated as blade flapping motions in the format of tip path plane
variables, the state vector is extended by

9 Lblbl (6) XT = [a,,biao,•61,bi,7O]" (9)

and
Here, longitudinal and lateral flapping (a,, b1 ) as well
as coning (ao) are modeled as 2 nd order system. The

b1  -lbx + I 6 control - P. (7) model structure consists of two sets of equations, rep-
Tb Tb resenting the fuselage and the rotor characteristics.

The individual submatrices describe rigid body and
rotor behaviour and the corresponding coupling. This

Withdiferetiatng q. andthe inettig E. ~ model structure is closer to the reality and can pro-

the conventional linear first order flapping differential mode taie is ightsinto the heli cprd-

equationvide a more detailed insight into the helicopter dy-
namics. However, the identification needs measure-
ments of the blade motions. Some model variations,

ii = LpPi5 + Lpp + Lqq +-.. ._+ L6controacontrol. (8) different in the order of the rotor equations and the
number of identified parameters, were applied. One
of the more complex ones consisted of:

When a corresponding formulation is made for the
longitudinal motion, two additional second order dif- e longitudinal flapin as 2nd order system,
ferential equations for the rotor/body motion are ob- g l g y
tained. The main advantage of this approach is that a lateral flapping as 2 nd order system,
the extended model explicitly represents the dynam-
ics of the rotor degrees of freedom as a first order sys- * coning as 2nd order system,
tem. However, for the identification, blade measure- e an approximation of the lead/lag motion as 2 nd
ments, which often are not available, are not required. order transfer function.
Rotational acceleration variables can easily and accu-
rately be obtained by differentiating the rates.

The model has 9 degrees of freedom and is of 16 th

The identified extended model is still linear and of order [10].
10 th order. In comparison to the 6 DOF model it cov-
ers a wider frequency range. As rotor dynamics are 8.5. Database
now implicitly included, there is no need for any time For the identification a dataset at 80 kts velocity was
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10 mused. Four runs, longitudinal, lateral, pedal and col-
[ 5 -3211input lective modified 3211 inputs of 25 seconds duration

Swere concatenated and identified together. For the
-5 evaluation of the obtained model sweep input signals

-10 I of 45 seconds duration were used for all four control
0 5 10 15 20 25 inputs.

time [s]

• 20 -- I +/-3 deg/sboundaryI 8.6. Results
10 - . 1 identified result In the following representative results are presented.

0 -1-10 I I 8.6.1. 6 DOF model identification
-0 5 0As an example Fig. 5 presents the comparison be-

0 5 10 15 20 25 tween measured data and the model response for

time__[s] a lateral stick 3211 control input. In addition, the
:g 10 5- +1-2 deg/s boundary FAA's AC 120-63 specifications are shown, too. It can

,8 5 - -ietifiedresult be seen that the requirements for the direct response

0• could be fullfilled. The off axis responses show the
S-5
"• -10 Icorrect trend but the yaw rate is not allways within

0 5 10 15 20 25 the tolerance.
time [t]

S15 /- 2 deg/s boundary 8.6.2. 6 DOF model verification
"t1 0 '-identifted To demonstrate the high predicting capability of

5 0 the 6 DOF model, Fig. 6 gives a verification result,
-5 where data not used during identification were ap-

S-10
-is 1 I plied. Here, responses due to a frequency sweep input

0 5 10 15 20 25 for the longitudinal control are shown. Again the AC
time [s] 120-63 requirements are presented, too.

Figure 5: Lateral 3211 input 8.6.3. Extended model identification
To visualise the improvement of the extended model

65 against the 6 DOF model, Fig. 7 compares the flight
test data to both, the responses of the 6 DOF model

60 and the extended model for a short data segment with

55 - I I a lateral stick control input. The roll acceleration re-
50 - i i i i i Isponses clearly illustrate that the model without rotor

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 DOF cannot match the peak amplitudes, occurring
time [s] when the control input is reversed. This data part

15 7 +3 deg/s boundary corresponds to the higher frequency content in theS10 - -- simulated result
Sto0 , data. The extended model perfectly matches both,

5t
0 o the roll acceleration and the measured lateral flap-
-5 - K ping. (The time histories of the roll acceleration and
10 5 3 5 4 lateral flapping also demonstrate the high correlation,

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 4 which was the prerequisite for the rotor approxima-
te-- M tion described in section 8.3.).

' ~15 F 7,[ +-imu glate d rsut

10 simulated result To allow a direct comparison of the three different
S0 ' models and the flight test data a presentation in the

.55S-10 , I I" I •frequency domain format is used. Fig. 8 shows the
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 Bode plot of the transfer functions roll rate due to lat-

time [s] eral stick. All models accurately mach the measured

K10 o/-2egl u data in the lower frequency range. But for increas-
ing frequencies the improvement of higher order and

-S o0 K' more complex models is clearly seen.

S-5
-10 i 8.7. Conclusions

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 At the linear identification approach the helicopter
time [s] model is completly obtained from flight test data.

This means that
Figure 6: Lateral sweep input
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10 co-ntro~l input -30

lateral % dB-"
stick Amplitude . oll rote/lotstick

0.3 rigidbody -50 .. 8 ..... w DOFomod .-

roll rad/s deg ------------
rate -0.3 Phase 180

1radsec 10 20
2.0" rigid body Frequency

roll
ace. Figure 8: Transferfunction of different linear models

-2.0'

0.3 with rtor DOF- m (ib + pv - qu) = Zaero + Z.erti.
roll rad/s - mg cos a cos I)
rate I '*"•ll ' ~ [ ~ ÷+q IzIy ~p

-0.3 - qr (I.; - Ivy) - I =zpq

2.0'ý with otor DOFJ Laero + Linertia

roll ,adS
2 . IjY•• ± pr (I.x - I.z) + I. (p 2 

- r 2)=
acc. Maero + Minertia

-2.0 + pq (1yy - Ixx) + Ixzqr

.015 withotorDOF Naero + Ninertia (10)
lateral rad/s
flapping

" .0150 25 5 10 In a generic approach the right hand sides of these
time S equations are filled up with physically based descrip-

tion of the vehicle with all components contributing
measured rigid body with rotor DOF to the balance of the three forces and moments. In

contrast to a classical 6 degree of freedom approach
for a helicopter simulation program the internal in-

Figure 7: Identification of extended models ertia forces and their internal reactions have to be
described in detail.

"* detailed knowledge of the helicopter is not nec-
essary for the model development, The most common approach is a modular describtion

by breaking up the vehicle into its components or
"* extensive flight test data is needed for the model modules and describing their individual contributions

identification and validation, to the right hand side balance of the above system

"* the model is applicable only around its trim con- Eq. 10. For a helicopter these components are

dition and not for the whole flight envelope.
* main rotor,

Consequently this model can only be obtained when e tail rotor,
suitable flight test data of the actual helicopter are
available. It can be used for various applications, in * fuselage,
particular when an extrem good simulation fidelity is e empennage-horizontal stabilizer and
required or a linear model formulation is necessary.

e fin-vertical stabilizer.

9. NONLINEAR MODELING
The basic problem of a flight dynamics simulation The contribution of the last three components to the
program is to describe the motion of the vehicle's cen- overall equilibrium are pure aerodynamic forces and
ter of gravity in space. This description is governed moments whereas the first two ones include also in-
by the following system of differential equations. ertia forces and moments acting onto the center of

gravity. The principle structure is shown in Fig. 9 as

m (it + qw - rv) = Xaero + Xinertia a block diagram.

+ mg sin E 9.1. Helicopter model modules

m (it + ru - pw) = Yaero + Yinertia In the following, the modules of a helicopter model

- mg cos 0 sin 4) will be explained in more detail.
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10 the modal analysis and making a separation approach
for the modal synthesis.

9.1.3. Aerodynamic modeling
There are several ways to determine the blade seg-
mental aerodynamic forces and moments, depending
on the above mentioned hub-blade dynamics. The de-
termination requires the evaluation of the blade seg-
ment velocities with respect to the air. This is a fully

Helicopter model nonlinear transformation to calculate the three com-
Input: Contml variables and state variables (feedback)
Output: Foces and moments ponents of the inflow vector with respect to the blade
Body motion element profile. The aerodynamic forces and moments
Input: Sum of forces and moments of all modelled components
Output: Integration of state variables of CG motion (6DOF) are then determined by 2D or 3D profile aerodynam-

ics, the blade profile coefficients are normally taken

Figure 9: Principle structure of a helicopter simula- from tables dependent of the local inflow angle and

tion program Mach number. The profile aerodynamics can be per-
formed quasisteady, by taking into account the value
of the inflow angle only or unsteady by taking into

9.1.1. Main rotor module account its time derivative, too. The realization of
The standard approach for the main rotor descrip- the unsteady modeling is normally done by using ap-
tion is the blade element formulation. The rotor is propriate filter functions. The inflow angle cannot be
discretisized into the individual blades which are then calculated straightforward, but only in an iterative
devided into several segments. The local aerodynamic way, due to the influence of the induced velocities.
and inertia forces are then summed up for all seg-
ments and all blades to determine the total rotor 9.1.4. Induced velocities modeling
forces and moments. The calculation of the distribution of the induced ve-

locities is based on momentum theory either global
9.1.2. Dynamic modeling or local. The basic description of using trapezoidal
Depending on the application and rotor hub-blade de- downwash distribution in wind axis was given by
sign different model complexities are required. Three Glauert as quasisteady description. The extension to
categories of model approaches can be distinguished, a dynamic formulation was developed by Pitt & Pe-
often referenced as ters [19] using the dynamics of thrust and aerody-

namic pitch and roll moments produced by the rotor.
Their perturbation approach was recently extended

"* analytical formulation, to describe the influence of the helicopter motion onto
the dynamics of the downwash shape. One of the ap-

"* rigid blade formulation or proaches can be referenced as parametric wake dis-
tortion approach.

"* modal formulation.

9.1.5. The tail rotor module
Due to the high rotational speed, the dynamic inertia

Thprocedure al tical tasetof formulatoased o iablneafri forces from the tail rotor do not influence the flighttion procedure to get a set of formulas suitable for

bladespanwise integration. In addition a multiblade dynamic response. So the model description used is

summation is performed ('tip path plane approach'). normally a pure aerodynamic description, either the

The spanwise integration requires a small angle as- above mentioned analytical approach or blade ele-

sumption for the local inflow and linearized aerody- ment approach.
namics to determine segmental aerodynamic forcesnanmoms to f d terme semenl a9.1.6. Fuselage, horizontal and vertical stabilizer
and moments of the blade. module

The rigid blade formulation neglects blade elastic- The aerodynamic forces and moments are normally
ity and describes the behavior of an articulated ro- determined by using aerodynamic coefficient tables

tor. For hingeless rotors so called equivalent systems, depending on angle of attack and sideslip and nor-

with spring and dampers, are used for the description malized for dynamic pressure. The tables are derived

of the rotor dynamics, i. e. flapping and lagging de- from model wmdtunnel measurements.
grees of freedom. The local blade aerodynamics are 9.1.7. Engine module
described in detail below.

The helicopter yaw response, when considered as cou-
The modal formulation tries to solve the fully coupled pling response, is highly influenced by the dynamic
aeroelastic rotor problem by taking the eigenmodes of engine and drive train torque. Here the basic engine
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dynamics and the behavior of the rpm governor have 70 -modified 3211 input

to be modeled. 60 1

9.1.8. Interference aerodynamics

In addition to the inflow caused by the unperturbed 40 i I

air, the disturbances caused by the downwash inter- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ference onto the individual parts have to be modeled. time [s]

This can be done either in a parametric way using - 25 3•-[ - deg/sibouldaut

influence factors or in a dynamic way, for example & 15 .... resul

the horizontal stabilizer entering and leaving the ro- 5
tor wake during a pitch maneuver. -15 ___

0152 23 4

9.1.9. Helicopter configuration 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

From all the above mentioned helicopter components, ti ] -

the dynamic forces and moments with respect to the :E 10 +/-2 degs boundary

center of gravity have to be summed up to build the 5 -simulated ,

right hand sides of the equations Eq. 10. This is done-.
in physical dimensions, i. e. forces in Newton and mo- 0 .-O
ments in Newtonmeter. To calculate these forces and 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

moments a detailed description and knowledge of all time [s]

helicopter components is necessary. This includes the 7 15 2+/ degtsboundary]

pure construction details as well as the aerodynamic 10 simulated result

characterisics. 0

S-10
9.2. DLR simulation platform SIMH •-15 I I

For its various simulation activities DLR operates its 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

simulation platform SIMH. This platform is used for time [s]

most flight dynamic simulation problems and serves
as a nonlinear model development and new models Figure 10: Lateral 3211 input
integration platform. It is further used as the devel-
opment and definition platform for realtime codes. A 80 -doublet input

special application is the realtime model to be build E 70

in to the system simulation for the new in-flight simu- 6 60

lator and technology demonstrator ACT/FHS based 50

on an EC 135. An overview about recent model de- 40

velopments and model integration results are given in 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

[3] and [4]. time [s]

10 T +/-3 deg/s boundary

9.3. Database 5 imulated result

For the model validation two datasets at hover and 80 0

kts velocity were used. The 80 kts run has a duration I I0I

of ten seconds. The control input here was a lateral 0.0 0

modified 3211 input. The control input for the hover time [a]

run is a longitudinal doublet input and the duration time___]

is four seconds. 20 --12 degls boundary
S10-- simulated result

9.4. Results • 0 A, -

Here the validation results obtained with this pro- "-20
gram with reference to flight tests are shown. Two ex- 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

amples are given in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. In Fig. 10 the time [s]

simulation of a lateral modified 3211 input at 80 kts 'o10 T[ +1-2 deg/s boundary

is shown. In addition the AC 120-63 boundaries are I - simulated result

indicated. It can be seen that the overall achieved per- V 0 .
formance is good and the requirements could nearly • -5
always be fullfilled. Fig. 11 shows the validation re- -10 L I I |i

sult for a longitudinal doublet input at hover and the 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

belonging boundaries. Again it can be seen that the time [s]

specifications could mostly be fullfilled.
Figure 11: Longitudinal doublet input
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9.5. Conclusions o Fuselage and Empennage: combined parametric
At the nonlinear modeling approach the helicopter formulation.
model is completly generically derived. This means
that e Engine: parametric formulation, including the

governor.

* detailed knowledge of all components of the he- "The aerodynamic parameters of the blades and fuse-
licopter is necessary for the model development, lage are not taken from windtunnel data tables but

"* flight test data is only needed for the model val- a derivative approach is made. In addition, the dy-

idation, namic downwash approach from Pitt and Peters is
extended with a derivative approach, too. In the fol-

"* the model is applicable in the full flight envelope, lowing some important elements of the model, are

described in more detail.

Consequently this model can be directly used dur- 10.1.1. Blade Element Aerodynamics
ing the helicopter design phase, where no flight test First the modeling of the aerodynamics of a rotor
data are available. Later on, when flight test data be-
come available, the model is verified and improved.
The model shows good overall performance and the
requirements of the AC 120-63 could nearly be full- CL = CLO + CL~a, (11)
filled.

10. NONLINEAR MODELING AND IDEN- CD = CDO + CD.a2 . (12)

TIFICATION
The objective of this approach is to combine the ad-
vantages of the Linear Identification and the Non- Eq. 11 provides the derivative formulation of the lift

linear Modeling approaches. Information from flight coefficient. Eq. 12 describes the modeling of the drag

test data is used to enhance the fidelity of generically coefficient. All four derivatives, CLO, CL,, CDO and

derived nonlinear helicopter models. The main char- CDe2 are determined in the identification process.

acteristics of the nonlinear identification approach are The same aerodynamic formulation is used for the

listed below: tail rotor. That leads to a total of eight parameters
for the aerodynamic models of the main and tail ro-
tor.

"* The model structure is modular.
10.1.2. Downwash

"* The model is based on vehicle characteristics Most of the parameters are used to extend the dy-
with parametric extensions. namic downwash model from Pitt and Peters mainly

"• Flight test data determine and validate the to improve the off axis coupling. The downwash model
model from Pitt and Peters is described in [19]. Nowadays

it is used in most of the efficient helicopter simula-

* The result is valid for individual applications. tion models. A proposal for extending the model is
given in [20]. In this paper a more complex approach
is made.

10.1 Helicopter Modeling
The formulation of the model is generically derived
and very similar to analytical simulation models. It A0  = AO,PP
is based on the blade element theory, is completely + \ U + +

nonlinear and modular structured. The main modules +, +VW
of the model are: + C +, ,+ CA + C r

+ -AO +C A, irC)hQ "b
"* Main rotor: blade element theory, including the + V- V,- +-

blade flapping motion. (13)+ + Co(13)4
"* Tail rotor: blade element theory.

"* Main rotor dynamic downwash model: Pitt and
Peters approach [19] with parametric extensions. A0 = Ac,PP

"* Tail rotor dynamic downwash model: Pitt and u v w
Peters approach with parametric extensions. + CA.,'- + CAQN V + o, •-
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C P C q C r
+ +70

V2 V2 Z6 liu
V2 50

+ + c\_ + (14) 
40 - i I 14?Y2 ?Yf- -- 'cO '2 • %'"•--2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

time [S]

'_' 20 - +1- 3 deg/s boundary

10 
-ietfe rsl r

U V W ~-0 -'
+ C u ~ v+CA w • -20 I I"+ C\" + C,. + C,, E'

r 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14C P C q C r
"+ CP -± +CA ,q- , time [s]

U 'r C C 10 -- +/-2 deg/s boundary
+ C),\-, + +\7 C,\;-b V- 5 Hetified resulti" /50 ÷-o

+ C,,P- + C -x,,= + C ,'-- (15) __-5

Q2 ,Q 2 2  Q2 '-l0 - I i I i-i

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Eq. 13, Eq. 14 and Eq. 15 explain the approach. time [s]

0opp, Ac,pp and As,pp is the original Pitt and Peters 1• 10 [- +1- 2 deg/s boundary

dynamic downwash approach. The extention leads to 5

36 additional parameters for the main rotor down- 0
wash. In addition 12 parameters for the tail rotor 5

downwash are estimated.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

time [s]

10.2. Database

For the identification a dataset at 80 kts velocity was
used. Four runs, longitudinal, lateral, pedal and col- Figure 12: Lateral doublet input
lective input of 15 seconds duration were evaluated

together. As no data with step control inputs as re- 65se

quired in the AC 120-63 was available, data with dou- 60

blet inputs was used. However, the doublet signal con- *55-

sists of three steps, so it should be justified to use it 050 -
instead of step signal inputs. For the evaluation of the 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
obtained model, sweep input signals of 45 seconds du- time [s]

ration were used for all four control inputs. 'W 15 3 degls bo
S10 -- simuilated resul

10.3. Results • 5S0~
In addition to the above introduced 56 parameters, -
five parameters for the engine model and another six -1 I I I I

parameters for the fuselage and empennage are de- 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
termined. The identification is conducted with the time [s]
NLMLKL program of the Institute of Flight Mechan- - 15 -- 2 deg/s boundary

ics. This program is appropriate to identify nonlinear 10 -simulatedresut
differential equation systems in the time domain. The 5,

e0negative logarithm of the Likelihood function is min- = -5
imized with a modified Newton-Raphson algorithm. a 10 I 0 I I I

The four runs with doublet inputs and a total dura- 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
tion of 60 seconds are evaluated together. time [s]

:ag 10 [• +/- 2 deg/s boundary

10.3.1. Identification 5 - -simulated result

As an example, Fig. 12 shows the identification results • 0 . "

for the rate response due to a doublet lateral control -5
input at 80 kts. Again, the grey area represents the -10
tolerance of the AC 120-63. It can be seen that not 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

only the direct responses are within the tolerance but time [s]

also the off axis responses meet the requirements. The
other three identified runs with longitudinal, collec- Figure 13 Longitudinal sweep input
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10, -30

mgiue5 
-40

magnitude magnitude]

[dB -50

.5 -60 II

-IG 1.0 omega [rad/s] 10.0 20.0 701.0 omega [cad/s] 10.0 20.0

900

45 ______________-- -_____________ .90].

phase, phase, -180

-4] 5 -270

-360

-90 1.0 omega [rad/s] 10.0 20.0 1.0 oeafd/] 10.0 20.0

unnoticeable dynamic effects ........ measured transfer function, pitch rate / ton, input
measured / simulated pitch rate - - -- simulated transfer function, pitch rate l Ion. input

Figure 14: Pitch rate model quality control Figure 15: Pitch rate due to longitudinal input

tive and pedal inputs show similar results. that

10.3.2. Verification *koldeo l opnnso h eiotri
To validate the obtained model, a verification sim- nowedgessr fofrlopnnso the helicopteropmeis
ulation was done with unseen data with a different ncsayfrtemdldvlpet
input signal. To stabilise the simulation only offsets * flight test data is needed for the model identifi-
in the four control inputs and initial conditions for 8 cation and validation,
state variables were estimated. As an example, Fig. 13
shows the rate results of the verification for a lon- a the model is applicable in the full flight envelope.
gitudinal sweep input. The duration of the verifica-
tion run is 45 seconds. The AC 120-63 boundaries
are shown, too. It can be seen that the achieved re- Consequently this kind of model can only be obtained
sults meet the requirements for almost the total time when flight test data from the actual helicopter are
length although the data was not used for identifi- available. The model shows a very good overall per-
cation. As a further tool for evaluating the model formance and the requirements of the AC 120-63 were

fideity a echnquewasindeendntl proose by met. It can be used for various applications, in par-
Hamel [16] and Tischler [12]. In their proposal the re- tclrwe ihsmlto ieiyi eurd
lationship between a measured response variable and 1CO LUIN
the corresponding model response is used. When, for COCU ON
example, the measured pitch rate is considered as out- Based on the experiences in the field of helicopter
put and the model pitch rate as input, a 'frequency model development and system identification at the
response' can be calculated. Then, for an ideal model DLR Institute of Flight Mechanics, a nonlinear mod-
the magnitude is one and the phase angle is zero. ular structured helicopter model was developed. The
Deviations are caused by differences between model goal was to combine the good simulation fidelity of
and flight test. Using the frequency domain format, pure identified parametric models with the advan-
boundaries were used as defined in [21], symbolizing tages of generically derived nonlinear model formula-
acceptable errors a pilot would not notice in a simula- tions. To improve the overall performance, parametric
tion. As an example Fig. 14 presents the frequency re- extensions to the model were introduced. The predic-
sponse for the pitch rates due to a longitudinal sweep tion fidelity of the modeling approach was successfully
input (direct response) and the boundaries of the so- optimized using system identification methods. The
called unnoticable dynamic effects. It can be seen that AC 120-63 criteria for cruise flight condition could be
the frequency response is within the tolerances for the fullfilled by the model in all considered cases. The ob-
interesting frequency range. Fig. 15 shows the Bode tained dataset was validated using unseen data which
diagrams for the transfer function from pitch rate due was not used in the identification process. The sim-
to longitudinal sweep input. The results presented in ulation fidelity of the verification show similar good
Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 were obtained from a 45 second results.

longtudnal wee verfictionfliht tst un.In the future the model's applicability for a wider
10.4. Conclusions speed range will be further investigated.
For the nonlinear modeling and identification ap-
proach the helicopter model is generically derived and
parametric extensions are introduced. This means
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1. SUMMARY rate sensors have been added, to aid in the development
This paper describes the development of a higher-order, of a high-fidelity Bell 412HP aircraft model. The FRL
rotor dynamic mathematical model of a single-rotor is now in the process of upgrading ASRA to include a
helicopter from flight test data, and illustrates the full authority FBW flight control system. The intention
improvements in model fidelity realised by the inclusion is to utilize this aircraft for advanced research in the
of higher-order terms in the model. This model area of helicopter flight controls, currently being
development is based on flight data gathered from performed by the FRL's Bell 205A Airbome Simulator.
"3211" and "frequency sweep" manoeuvres with the The Bell 412HP's hingeless rotor system, characterized
NRC Bell 412HP helicopter in hover. The data suite by higher control power and lower inherent time delays
included the standard fuselage response parameters. This than the Bell 205A, allows for research to be performed
flight data was analysed using both the time domain using higher bandwidth control systems than is possible
(Maximum Likelihood Estimation or MLE) and with the Bell 205A.
frequency domain (CIFER) system identification
techniques. The resulting models, from both the time In order to be able to use ASRA as a research helicopter,
and frequency domain techniques, with the various especially as a FBW in-flight simulator, the development
combinations of the higher-order rotor dynamic terms of an accurate mathematical model of the Bell 412HP
included, are compared to determine the improvements airframe was identified as a vital prerequisite task.
derived by each approach.

Recent publications (Ref. 1, 2, 3) have shown that linear
2. INTRODUCTION models can be developed by the use of system
2.1 Background identification techniques applied to flight test data. These
The Flight Research Laboratory (FRL) of the Institute for models produce higher fidelity flight simulation time
Aerospace Research (IAR), National Research Council histories as compared to the ones derived from numerical
of Canada (NRC), acquired a Bell 412HP helicopter in blade-element methods. On this basis, it was decided to
1993. This helicopter (Figure 1), known as the use system identification methods applied to aircraft
Advanced Systems Research Aircraft (ASRA), is being flight test data to extract mathematical models of the
developed to fulfil its intended role as a Fly-By-Wire aircraft.
(FBW) In-flight Simulator.

Earlier rotorcraft system identification work at the FRL
had focused on modelling the Bell 205A, Bell 206 and
Bell 412HP helicopters in forward flight. Previously
published results (Ref. 1, 4) had indicated that both the
Bell 205A and Bell 206 (helicopters with teetering rotor

0systems) could be modelled adequately with a
conventional six degrees-of-freedom (dof) mathematical
model. The same conventional, quasi-steady
formulation in six dof was used in the development of a
mathematical model of the NRC Bell 412HP helicopter

Figure 1: NRC Bell 412HP Helicopter (Ref. 5). However, the initial conventional formulation
resulted in a poor representation of the Bell 412HP (a

The NRC Bell 412HP ASRA now has an advanced data helicopter with a "soft-in-plane" rotor system).

acquisition system and a full suite of state sensors, Examining the initial responses of the aircraft to control

including a Litton LTN-92 Inertial Navigation System, inputs highlighted deficiencies in the initial model.

instrumented control positions, engine torque sensors, These shortcomings of the conventional, six dof model

rotor RPM tachometers and air data transducers. More formulation have also been documented by other

recently, swashplate position transducers and fuel flow researchers, through the examination of frequency

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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domain system identification results. In these cases, Descriptions of the test aircraft, instrumentation system,
some on-axis responses could not be matched at higher flight test techniques and the flight data reduction
frequencies while off-axis responses matched poorly at processes follow.
lower frequencies (Ref. 3).

3. AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION
These model deficiencies can cause significant The Bell 412HP, depicted in Figure 1, is a medium-sized
problems in high gain feedback control systems often twin turbo-shaft-engine (PTP6-3BE) helicopter, with an
used in the design of flight control systems. In a advanced design, four-bladed, soft-in-plane, flex-beam
particular case of a control system designed to improve yoke rotor system, fitted with elastomeric bearings.
the wind gust disturbance rejection features of an Cyclic and collective control of the main rotor is effected
articulated rotor helicopter, the model errors associated through three primary servo-actuators and a swashplate.
with the rotor regression mode resulted in feedback The tail rotor features collective pitch control only with a
gains which caused this mode to become unstable (Ref. two-bladed, teetering rotor, pivoted through a single
6). To circumvent this modeling problem, a simplified servo-actuator and swash plate. Primary control of the
rotor dynamics formulation was devised, which was aircraft is accomplished with a mechanical control
incorporated in the conventional model to form a hybrid system and a limited authority electronic stability
model (Ref. 5). This hybrid model has been shown to augmentation system (SAS). SAS inputs are directly
be sufficient for most forward flight conditions, summed with the pilot's inputs, and the total inputs are

passed through a mechanical mixing box. The output
In order to meet the stringent requirements of high from the mixing box drives the primary servos through
bandwidth control system design, it is expected that a mechanical linkages, and the tail-rotor servo through
higher-order mathematical model will be required to cable assemblies. Longitudinal/lateral cyclic control
represent the Bell 412HP for low speed and hover flight response coupling is reduced by a swashplate phase angle
conditions. Initial attempts to develop a hover model setting, which minimises steady-state off-axis rotor
using time domain MLE techniques resulted in divergent flapping. The main rotor is inclined forward relative to
solutions in most cases. In the absence of special the fuselage reference line axis by five degrees and to the
techniques based on major modifications of the output left by one degree.
error method, engineering judgement and tedious
iterations involving the trial and error approach were 4. AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION
used, but did not lead to satisfactory solutions. System ASRA is fitted with a Litton LTN-92 Inertial Navigation
identification in the frequency domain was then System (INS), mounted on the cabin floor, close to the
considered to solve some of these problems. Under a planar centre of gravity of the aircraft. The inertial data
bilateral agreement, the US Army gave NRC research was filtered, giving rise to a time delay of 50-100 msec,
access to their CIFER frequency domain systems then recorded at 64 Hz. The controls were instrumented
identification software (Ref. 7), in April 1997. to measure the positions of the cyclic stick, collective

lever and pedals. These control position signals were
2.2 Purpose and Scope passed through an A/D converter, merged with the INS
The objectives of this paper are to describe: data (aircraft angular rates, attitudes and accelerations
1. An early attempt to develop a Bell 412HP hover from ring laser gyros and an accelerometer triad),
model, using time domain MLE (including/excluding sampled at 64 Hz and recorded on a Digital Audio Tape
flapping dynamics); (DAT).
2. The lessons learned in developing a Bell 205A hover
model, using CIFER; State Estimation was then used to check the kinematic
3. The successful development of an inflow model using consistency of the inertial data set. The purpose of this
the Bell 205A, to support the ADS 33D ship-borne was primarily to verify the accuracy of the INS's internal
recovery project; filtering and time delays, but also to correct the
4. A "six dof plus inflow" model structure, to represent measurements to the centre of gravity and remove small
the Bell 412HP in hover, using CIFER; biases from the INS data. Excellent internal consistency
5. How to parameterise the inflow dynamics when and compatibility of the inertial data set was verified.
integrated with the fuselage model;
6. The lessons learned and the results of using CIFER to 5. FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
develop a hover model. Despite very stringent time constraints dictated by

ASRA's Fly-By-Wire developmental schedule, the
The paper will examine the fidelity of the various models System Identification flight test program was conducted,
by analysing the frequency responses and will highlight using ASRA, in February 1998. The frequency sweep
the lessons learned on improving the model fidelity, was used as the primary test manoeuvre. Three flights

were performed in calm air conditions, on three different
days, at an altitude of 300 feet AGL. The takeoff weight
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of the aircraft was approximately 9700 pounds. As the on may cause a strong correlation and remove the low
pilot progressed through the low-frequency portion of the frequency information, thus, once again, making the
sweep manoeuvre (using small magnitude control identification of the static derivatives difficult. For these
inputs), the aircraft was found to be divergent, often reasons, it was decided not to attempt the SAS-on
making it difficult to obtain low frequency content in the identification at the present time.
time histories of these manoeuvres.

The following modified frequency sweep technique was
A fourth flight was performed, in slightly turbulent wind gradually developed, to generate slower dynamic
conditions, to collect data for model verification manoeuvres, specifically for the Bell 412HP helicopter:
purposes. The first pilot performed four doublets in one
direction and the second pilot executed the same four Pedal - The standard frequency sweep technique was
doublets, but in the opposite direction, used with a control input frequency range from 0.05 Hz

to 2 Hz, with pulse type inputs in the cross-axis to
5.1 Bell 205A Identification Experience minimise yaw rate to the left. A high yaw rate tended to
The frequency sweep technique, which has been cause a strong roll to the left, which then had to be
described in Ref. 8, provides the baseline reference countered aggressively.
manual to execute a frequency sweep. Experience
gained during initial modelling work on the NRC Bell Collective - The standard frequency sweep technique,
205A had showed that the standard sweep technique with a control input frequency range from 0.05 Hz to 3
often needed small modifications to suit the Hz, was modified slightly to prevent excitation of the
characteristics of the individual helicopter, engine governor dynamic mode. During the collective

sweep, high descent rates caused moderate aircraft pitch-
During the process of determining the model structure of ups, which had to be countered by the pilot to avoid a tail
the Bell 205A, two important static derivatives (the roll slide. Yaw and roll coupling were found to be small.
damping term and the dihedral effect term) were
estimated with the opposite sign and eventually Longitudinal - A slightly modified frequency sweep
eliminated from the model. Several additional flights technique was used with a control input frequency range
were conducted, but the aircraft was found to always from 0.05 Hz to 2.5 Hz. The longitudinal sweep required
diverge in response to the small amplitude control inputs. a slight modification of the technique for periods below
An aircraft instability problem became apparent during 12 seconds. As the aircraft accelerated through
the execution of the lateral cyclic manoeuvre. Also, translational lift, it tended to pitch up, which required a
significant coupling started to develop and the pilot had quick forward then aft cyclic stick motion; after which
to rush into the higher frequency portion of the sweep. the standard sweep could be continued until the aircraft
This pointed to the lack of low frequency content in the accelerated aft through translational lift.
sweep time history data, which resulted in the
development of a modified sweep technique, in a bid to Lateral - A modified frequency sweep technique was
enrich the low frequency content of the manoeuvres. used with a control input frequency range from 0.05 Hz

to 3 Hz. The lateral sweep not only had similar problems
5.2 Flight Test Considerations to the longitudinal axis, associated with translational lift,
The NRC Bell 412HP ASRA was instrumented to but was also strongly coupled in yaw and pitch. This
measure the standard fuselage parameters, engine torque required the pilot to move the cyclic stick rapidly in the
and main rotor RPM. Then, 3211 and frequency sweep longitudinal axis, while trying to maintain a slow
manoeuvres were conducted for the out-of-ground-effect progression in the lateral axis. Compounded by the
hover conditions. These manoeuvres were performed to necessity for rapid control motions in the lateral axis
start and end in a trim condition. Secondary control was when going through translational lift, and the cross-
applied in a pulse form in order to prevent large coupling in the yaw axis, this made it virtually impossible
deviations in the cross-axis. Care was also taken during to obtain cycles with a period of 12 seconds, or longer.
the frequency sweeps to ensure that the pilot did not
generate large amplitude inputs at higher frequencies, 6. MODEL STRUCTURE FORMULATION
where structural damage can occur. Although no strain Initially, the development of a conventional, six dof
gauges were mounted on the mast to obtain the exact mathematical model is described and used as a baseline
structural loads, ASRA had been instrumented and for all comparisons to follow. The deficiencies of this
cleared for structural loads below 3 Hz of control input. model are thoroughly identified. Subsequently, the

structure of more advanced models are determined
Identification of the SAS-on, bare airframe model of the through consideration of the important dynamic modes
Bell 4121P, was considered next. The aircraft would of the Bell 412HP in the frequency range of interest for
likely be more stable for low frequency, small amplitude flight control applications. This more complex
inputs. However, it was suspected that having the SAS structure represents the fuselage rigid body six dof
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dynamics, the rotor tip-path-plane flapping and lead-lag 2/64
dynamics, the main rotor RPM and induced velocity + F i64]i al1
dynamics, and engine gas generator and governor p164+4 2 264 =14  b
dynamics (Ref. 9). These dynamics are considered and Lbi / + L 7i4L
included in their order of importance in the
development of higher order rotor dynamics of the Bell
412HP for in-flight simulation. The model structure is [-B1/41_[q]
investigated and adjusted to include the dynamics
necessary to represent these responses. I 2 6 +4 j A14 B1 7 2 /64j [P
In the model structure formulation process, decisions where, a] is the longitudinal flapping angle,
must be made regarding which dynamics are to be h] is the lateral flapping angle,
included in the model and how they are to be
parameterized. This is largely determined by the Al is the lateral cyclic pitch (rad),
desired frequency range of the model and the recorded B 1 is the longitudinal cyclic pitch (rad),
dynamic states during the flight test. To achieve a high
fidelity model, all the significant dynamics in the both measured from the hub-plane, in the
desired frequency range should be included. Rotor wind-hub system.
dynamic modes are often important; however, in
practice, the rotor measurements are difficult to obtain. f2 is the rotor speed = 33.93 rad!s,
With the fuselage-based measurements only, rotor y is blade Lock number = 5.537.
modes are difficult to identify. If over-
parameterization occurs (i.e., if the model has too many The longitudinal and lateral flapping angles and rates
degrees of freedom for the number of measurements were calculated by solving the above differential
available), then some parts of the model must be fixed equations. These calculated quantities were then used as
at empirical values, or a simplification of the dynamics pseudo-measurements. The corresponding flapping
must be made. equation coefficient used in the MLE state equations

needed to be constrained.
All the model development analyses presented in this
paper are based on the use of a time domain parameter
estimation process called "MMLE3" (Ref. 10, 11) r - 3.0

and/or a frequency domain software called "CIFER"
(Ref. 7). • [i"- iii" -I 0.5

8.

6.1 Tip-Path-Plane Flapping Mode in MLE N

In the development of models of helicopters at forward -12
speeds, in the past, the yaw-axis had presented some 2

problems (Ref, 5). The use of simplified flapping • 2

dynamics had provided satisfactory solutions to these .2
problems. 2

To perform parameter estimation using MMLE3 and the 0
hybrid model formulation, the state and observation A

equations require rotor state information. Due to the .

lack of the rotor state measurements in the flight test -.4
data, a simplified theoretical model describing rotor .2.

flapping effects was used to generate the rotor flapping
responses from existing measurements. The theoretical -.2 F
rotor-flapping model is a non-linear, total force and .4 ,,J.4
total moment model for a single main rotor helicopter, a.. .

as presented by Peter D. Talbot et al in Ref, 12. . .4
0 20 0 20

From Ref. 5, the final flapping equation is: time sec
time sec tm e

measured ........... estimated

Figure 2: Verification of Flapping Mode in Hover
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For low speeds, a hover model was attempted by using a
conventional six dof model and a hybrid model with
simplified flapping dynamics.Z Wdppler

On comparing the flight data to the responses of the PS 7w

models, with and without the flapping mode included B205A
(Figure 2), it was concluded that appending the flapping
mode improves the angular rate responses, but at the cost
of degrading the velocity and acceleration responses.

6.2 Dynamic Inflow Effects in the Bell 205A
Heave Axis Identification Figure 4: Bell 205A Control System Block Diagram

The classical first-order equation describing the vertical To change the standard Bell 205A heave damping (in
velocity to collective transfer function (Ref. 13), the range of heave damping values between -0.1 and -
neglecting inflow dynamics is: 0.5 sec'), the first-order control response was modified

w/8.= Z5. 1 / (s + Zw) by varying the gain "G".

To determine the appropriate gain values, a series of
-- collective frequency sweeps was conducted in the

hover, out of ground effect (OGE), and in light wind
conditions. The sweep time histories were analyzed
using CIFER, taking into consideration, the effects of
control time delay and rotor inflow (Ref. 14).

Figure 5 presents the results of the analysis in the form
of heave damping achieved for various gains, with the
circles representing the final gain value selected for the
ADS 33 ship borne recovery trial.

.me• ,•, (.w 0.7
0.7 -,,U 0 flight 1

---- ~ , - o .A.1 .. ndo!.
------.-_-_. 1; ,f-o dd.• ....... 0.6 , [3 flight 2

& flight 3 13A
Figure 3: Dynamic Inflow Effects 0.5 * flight 4 [] ,__,

In Figure 3, the long-dashed line shows that this model A0.4 ___

fits the aircraft's collective-to-vertical-velocity frequency N 0.3 -

response poorly. In particular, the model does not match 0.2 --
the magnitude curve well. A

A second model was formulated to include terms to 0 . ...... ..... I......
model the dynamic inflow. The influence of dynamic -0.05 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0 0.01 0.02 0.03
inflow was approximated in the transfer function through Gain
the addition of a zero and a time delay to the first-order
model of vertical- velocity-to-collective- stick: Figure 5: Results of Heave Damping Analysis

w/8,,0 = Zo, (s + ZL)e-" / (s + Zw) 6.3 The Lead-Lag Mode

The short-dashed line in Figure 3 shows that the match ASRA is equipped with an advanced design, four-bladed,

is significantly better than that of the model which soft-in-plane, flex-beam yoke rotor system fitted with

neglects inflow dynamics. elastomeric bearings. The elastomeric bearings, which
consist of a layer of rubber, shelter the head of each rotor

In support of the NRC "ADS 3 3 Ship-borne Recovery" blade inboard of the blade grip. During flight testing, the

project, a control loop was wrapped around the heave- lead-lag mode did not appear to be excited, even with

axis of the NRC Bell 205A. A block diagram of this excitation frequencies up to 20 rad/sec. It was not

system is shown in Figure 4, where a first-order transfer possible to go beyond 20 rad/s due to structural load

function is used to represent the Bell 205A. constraints that limit the control inputs to 3 Hz. Since
this lead-lag mode could not be excited, it was decided
not to include this mode in the model structure.
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6.4 ASRA Drive Train Dynamics based in the frequency domain. The frequency domain
The Bell 412HP torque dynamic characteristics were method is band-limited to accommodate the desired
studied by Erdos (Ref. 15). Further investigations using model structure; i.e. the frequency domain method
step and doublet inputs in the collective-axis, in hover, places adequate weighting on both the fuselage modes
revealed that the rotor mast torque was under-damped at lower frequency and the rotor modes at higher
with a period of about 3 seconds. This is explained frequency. The frequency domain method has fewer
further in Section 8.3. parameter values to be determined because a

determination of the initial conditions and
To provide additional insight into the engine drive-train instrumentation bias is not required.
dynamics (see Figure 6 and Ref. 16), it was decided to
measure more quantities associated with these dynamics. The disadvantages of the technique are:
Two fuel flow rate transducers were purchased in the 1) it is computationally intensive and,
hope that, together with the engine torques and rotor 2) it is less intuitive than the time domain method, in
RPM, these additional measurements would enable a that it is more difficult to correlate the results with
simplified engine drive-train model to be developed, a physical understanding of how the state space
Unfortunately, delays in delivery, coupled with model parameters affect the frequency responses
calibration problems, resulted in the fuel flow rate being matched.
measurements being unavailable. Efforts to develop a
simple engine drive-train dynamics model will be The time domain technique, on the other hand, provides
pursued in future studies. a clearer understanding of the state space model

parameters. Time domain techniques have been used
routinely for fixed-wing aircraft, but due to their
limited application to rotary wing aircraft to date, their
use has yielded limited success for helicopters. The

P + A, +I/s+Kv + w Airframe/ two approaches to modeling, where rotor dynamics
10 Engine effects are included or excluded from the estimation

- +wS1 + Dynamics model, will be compared for the Bell 412HP at hover.
Further, the resulting linear model structure applicable
to identification of the Bell 412HP flight dynamics, in
hover flight, without rotor state data, will be developed.

CIFER, a windows-based, user-friendly software
package with several utilities for reporting and plotting,

Figure 6: ASRA Drive-train Dynamics Model allows the user to perform simple end-to-end transfer
function identification of complex state space systems.

7. BELL 412HP HOVER MODEL CIFER has been extensively developed to include:
IDENTIFICATION 1) frequency response analysis;

The initial objective of this work was to study the SAS- 2) end-to-end input/output transfer function analysis;
off, bare airframe, and identify the hover model. If the 3) aircraft handling qualities evaluation; and
static derivatives were to prove difficult to identify, the 4) state space system identification and verification.
data would be gathered with SAS on, and the It allows the end-user to perform sophisticated numerical
swashplate measurements would be used to identify the computations with ease.
underlying aircraft. Although it was known that the
amount of correlation introduced by the SAS-on CIFER was used for the generation of a model based on
condition may degrade the identification, the aircraft multi-input, multi-output frequency responses. These
would at least be more stable, allowing the pilot to put responses were used to develop the Bell 412HP
in characteristically better sweep inputs, mathematical model by a "secant minimization" of the

frequency response pairs by changing the time delays
7.1 Model Identification Techniques and the stability and control derivatives. The following
The following reviews are summarised from Ref. 2, 17: process was followed:
Various mathematical model structures were examined
for the improvement of model fidelity to match the FRESPID, MISOSA and COMPOSITE, the various sub-
various dynamic modes and the responses of the processes of CIFER, were used to produce high quality
aircraft in the desired frequency range. Frequency broad-band frequency responses from time history data.
domain system identification methods are well suited to
aircraft flight control systems development, since many DERIVID, another CIFER sub-process, was used to
current design specifications, design and analysis minimize the errors between the frequency responses of
techniques, and acceptance flight test techniques are the postulated model and the flight data generated
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frequency responses, by iterating the control time delay After eliminating the parameters with the highest CR
and the stability and control derivatives, bound values, another iteration was performed, leading

to a converged model. It should be noted that, when
The optimum frequency range should be decided eliminating those parameters with a CR bound of 40 %
before determination of the model structure. The range or lower, the cost functions of many individual
of the frequency responses is governed by the frequency responses may be elevated beyond 5-10.
applicability of the target model. A frequency response This would indicate that the model structure from the
table was made by including only those response pairs previous iteration should be considered as the final
with a coherence greater than 0.4. The factors that converged model. Despite being subjective, this
affect the coherence function are the lack of input approach has been used by several previous system
excitation, lack of aircraft response, process noise such identification researchers (Ref. 8, 11) and has been
as gust and non-linearities in the dynamics. determined, through their experiences, to accurately

and reliably minimize the model structure.
The initial stability and control derivatives for this
project were derived from the time domain MLE 8. IDENTIFICATION RESULTS
analysis. Alternatively, initial values could be obtained 8.1 Frequency Response Comparisons
from simulation results or stepwise regression Frequency responses of the identified model are
techniques. compared with the flight test data in Figures 7 through 9.

Excellent excitation of the aircraft dynamics has
Following the procedure outlined in Ref. 7, the model extended the bandwidth well into the 0.1 - 30 rad/sec
structure was determined by removing the more range. The overall identification model matched well
insensitive parameters and then, the parameters with with the flight test frequency response data. The good
high Cramer-Rao (CR) bounds, in order to produce a results can be attributed to the use of high quality flight
robust mathematical model. From previous experience, data, in the present work.
the insensitivity threshold was set at 10% and the CR%
was cut off at 20%, leading to a correlation of 80%. Figure 7: An excellent match was obtained between the
This was done by setting the highest insensitivity estimated and actual, on-axis, roll rate frequency
parameter to 0. This process was terminated when responses, while those for the cross-axis matched
either the total cost function increased by 1, or when reasonably well too. Similar results were also seen for
the individual cost functions of several (approximately the pitch axis.
five) frequency responses exceeded 5-10.

P/1a q/ 51at

LOD to, Ion to- I~ ''

U U

Sto1 10 too o't

-~rque-ey (-al/-e) Frrqueny7 (hal/Be)

Flight data
-- Model response

Figure 7: Angular Rate Frequency Responses
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Figure 8: Velocity Frequency Responses

Figure 8. An excellent match was obtained for the on-axis velocity frequency responses, for both, the roll and pitch
axes. It should be noted that these velocity frequency responses are usually difficult to excite at low frequencies.
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r/'coI a!z/ped

101 .. . . 103 o 101

mace ut el xet..n tu~o hde ) frequenc rageo 15-d/0.29 3.8 2.6

2.5 rad/sec. This points to the presence of additional Yu -0.4322 22.01 3.876
unmodelled dynamics here, which is explained in section Yv -0.8281 10.42 1.888
8.3. The yaw-heave coupling dynamics were predicted Yw -0.5682 18.79 2.376
quite reasonably (as evident from the r/•5,o, and aý8pd yp -1.942 7.09 1.219
responses), despite not including engine dynamics and yq -4.285 12.49 2.201
rotor RPM in the model. Yr 0.0+ ---- ---

8.2 Stability and Control Derivatives Evaluation C9.8-------

The identified stability and control derivatives, their "0+---- - ---

a -179629-.6

Cramer-Rao bounds (in percent) and the parameter Zw -1.176 6.9.17 1.5166

insensitivities are listed in Table-1. All parameters are '-.2917153
below the insensitivity threshold of 10%. A few ZP 1.695 5.489 1.110

parameters are just slightly above the CR bound Zq 1.6 30.7 6.286

threshold of 20%. It was decided to freeze the model at Z' -0.5885 22.6 5.623

this point, because it was anticipated that a further GsT -0.6843 --- ---

reduction (e.g. Zq) could only be achieved at the cost of a Lu -0.3688 17.32 0.9652

large change in the total cost function. L, -0.7565 9.516 0.9046
L0 -1.023 7.223 0.4116

Stability Value Cramer-Rao Insens LP -2.397 5.927 0.7691
Derivative % % Lq -5.848 8.411 1.109

MTr, -0.01 ---- --- L, -0.7576 13.9 1.699
X* -0.1129 11.55 1.492 M 0.0+ +

Xv 0.08752 23.41 4.188 Mv -0.08677 18.01 1.758
Xw 0.0.+ -M -0.09402 15.95 1.02

XP 0.0o+ MP -0.208 12.67 3.873
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Mq -0.9405 13.59 2.184 In the frequency domain analysis, the velocity
Mr -0.3376 9.823 0.9844 derivatives proved to be more difficult to identify. This
Nu -0.2 21.63 0.9689 was due to the lack of low frequency information in the
Nv -0.492 11.37 0.8003 flight test data. The stability derivatives X., Yv' Z. and
Ný -0.5231 12.76 0.4603 L, (dihedral) showed the correct sign and had
NP -0.6578 8.97 2.938 reasonable values, from theory. The model was

Ng -4.31 7.775 1.345 insensitive to the speed derivative, Mu, resulting in its

Nr -0.513 11.8 1.768 eventual elimination. It has been suggested (Ref. 13)

Control Value Cramer-Rao Insens that some of these derivatives may be better estimated

Derivative % % from static tests and then fixed during the identification

X51at 0.08518 3.83 1.893 process.

X -0.08332 13.32 3.43 The identification of all the angular rate damping
SXiped 0.0942 5.125 2.316 derivatives was robust and consistent, in that the

X5on -0.2691 3.335 0.99 damping derivatives had-reasonable values and correct
SYia t  0.5157 2.689 0.5518 sign, from theory. When the inflow derivative was
Y6co! 0.0 + fixed at a value of -0.01, this basically had the effect
Yiped -0.0634 9.926 3.283 equivalent to removing the dynamics from the rotor.
Y6lon 0.1554 3.236 1.391 This effect will be explained in Section 8.3. The
Ziiat -0.07496 9.584 2.423 control equivalent time-delay values were
Zscol 1.34 3.711 1.409 approximately 100 msec, as expected, except the pedal
Ziped 0.03741 16.83 5.449 time-delay, which was 250 msec. This effect too will
Z81on -0.287 3.173 1.157 be explained in Section 8.3.
L51at 0.5087 3.181 0.5085
L ~coj 0.123 7.162 2.843 8.3 Identification Problems
Liped -0.05719 12.2 2.435 A summary of identification problems follows:
L51on 0.1491 5.302 1.725 1. From Figure 8, it can be seen that the r/6 ped and
M5iat -0.02907 8.796 3.4 a,/8co• frequency responses match poorly in the
M8o• -0.05956 5.895 1.916 range of 1.5 - 2.5 rad/sec,
Mipad 0.0 + 2. With the derivatives for dynamic inflow fixed, the
M51on 0.1273 3.946 0.9069 pedal equivalent time-delay value was as large 250
N51at 0.1102 4.298 1.636 msec.

N&~o, -0.0957 21.5 5.017 Extensive investigations were conducted on:

Nbped 0.1779 5.086 1.652 - the LTN-92 yaw rate and the data

NIon 0.02612 10.49 4.483 transcription process,

51at 0.06399 4.015 1.696 - the mechanical link from the pedal to the

5.1 0.09627 3.407 1.557 tail-rotor swashplate,

0.2524 4.603 1.688 - state estimation to ensure kinematic

51.o 1 0.0952 3.066 1.054 compatibility of the yaw rate,
_________________ __________ _____- pedal position compared to the actuator

+ Eliminated during model structure determination position,

! Constant gravity terms position,

Units: Derivatives m, rad, s. calibrations.

Controls cm, deg.
Table 1: Bell 412HP ASRA Hover Model: 0

Stability and Control Derivatives ,,

The eigenvalues of this system are: 7,

7.

Real Imaginary Name
-0.3153 0.0 Aperiod pitch2
0.6112 0.0 Spiral .
0.4584 -0.5419 Phugoid .
0.4584 0.5419 Phugoid ' ....
-1.127 0.0 Aperiod pitch I ',-F_ _ _

-0.7027 -1.758 Dutch roll ,2o
-0.7027 1.758 Dutch roll Figure 10: ASRA Mast Torque Response
-4.598 0.0 Aperiod roll
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None of the above investigations revealed any - 3.0 rad/sec. This 6db rise is equivalent to a second-
discrepancies, so the rotor mast torque was investigated order system with a weak damping ratio.
next. The following four figures show the torque
response to collective input. Figure 10 shows the rotor Figure 13, which is a plot of yaw rate-to-torque
mast torque response to a 1-inch collective step input response, shows that the coherence peaks at 1.5 - 3.0
while the aircraft was in hover. The torque overshoot rad/s and the magnitude is flat with a phase shift of 0
characteristics clearly denote an under-damped system degrees. The torque measurement was, therefore, used
with oscillations. as a "pseudo-control" in the state-space equation.

5.2

,•4.8

A.2

1025 2% •

ftorq_ freuen.y .e.po-

Figure 11: Collective Doublet Input
Figure 13: Yaw-rate to Torque Response

Figure 11 shows the rotor mast torque response to a
doublet input. In the steady-state, the mast torque is On re-inspection of Figure 12, the magnitude curve rolls
oscillatory with weak damping and a 3-4 second period, off at 40 dB/decade, while the phase curve shows a -180
The under-damped response characteristics of the degrees roll-off within the 1-10 rad/sec interval. These
engine governor clearly proved to be a problem. second-order dynamic characteristics were not captured
CIFER allows the effects of torque to be removed or by the linear six-dof model. It can also be concluded that
"conditioned out" from the model, if it is used as a this was not caused by rotor torque dynamics of the Bell
pseudo control input to the state space model. 412HP. This led to the suspicion of the presence of

another unknown second-order yaw-axis dynamic effect.
Future flight tests and analysis are required to study these
yaw-axis dynamic effects. The collective axis indicated a
similar observation as shown in the a/6•o frequency
"response. The pitch and roll frequency responses were

-.- -- affected minimally by this engine governor second-order
dynamics.

8.4 Model Verification
S.......- The final model was checked for robustness by using

the final model structure with a different characteristic
"data-set of manoeuvres (i.e. one not used in the

Mw................. identification process), and comparing the model
responses to flight test responses.

Figure 12: Mast Torque Effects
The model responses matched those of the data, well in

Figure 12 shows a plot of yaw rate-to-pedal response the pitch and roll axes, but poorly in the collective and
(r/5ped), in the frequency range of I to 10 rad/sec, with pedal axes. It can be seen from Figure 14 , that the roll
and without the mast torque dynamics included. The rate and bank angle responses fit the data with high
solid line represents the original model response while fidelity, those for the pitch rate and pitch attitude match
the dashed line shows the response of the model with well too, but yaw-rate was a poor match. This was due
the torque effect conditioned-out. By inspecting the the unmodelled dynamics of the yaw axis. The yaw
magnitude plot, it is clear that the 6dB rise is removed axis non-linearities were composed of the weak engine
and the coherence droop is smoothed out, above the governor and the unmodelled second order effects.
threshold coherence of 0.4, in the frequency range of 1.5
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9. CONCLUSIONS
The following summarises the main conclusions and
lessons learned, while using the time domain MLE
technique and the frequency domain CIFER method, to
develop a mathematical model of the NRC Bell 412HP
helicopter:
1. CIFER was found to be user-friendly, efficient and

robust;
2. The identified final model represents the NRC Bell

4412HP accurately in the frequency range of 0.1 to 30
"rad/s;

- 3. The final model predicts the aircraft's pitch and roll
__responses very well, whereas it predicts collective

and pedal responses quite poorly;
4. The engine governor was found to be under-damped

M /"giving rise to torque-RPM oscillations with a 3
second period, thus made modelling the heave and
yaw axes more difficult;

"5. A second order yaw-axis effect is suspected, but as
__yet unmodelled.

9.1 Future Work
It is clear that the second-order nature of the yaw-axis
dynamics needs to be better modelled. An explicit
"engine model will be required to capture the collective
and pedal dynamics at the frequency range of 1.5 - 3.0
rad/sec. Once the above dynamics have been adequately
represented, inflow could then be characterised. It is

tw --------- thought that in this process, control phasing and flapping
dynamics may surface as the next major effects to be

=, modelled in the development of high-bandwidth control
systems for the aircraft.
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SUMMARY X wake curvature
X• non-dimensional rotor climb speed

For many years, analysts have been puzzled by the fact that the 9 non-dimensional forward flight speed
off-axis coupling of a helicopter exhibits the opposite sign in v non-dimensional inflow, V./D.R
flight tests as compared to simulations. Recently, researchers vc, v, mean, longitudinal, and lateral inflow coefficients
have shown that the effect may be attributable to the bending of
the wake during a pitching maneuver, which introduces a fore- 1 INTRODUCTION
to-aft gradient in induced flow that can reverse the predicted
sign of the roll coupling. Other research has shown that this A helicopter is a very complicated dynamic system that has
result can also be obtained with momentum and vortex theory. separate controls for the pilot to change the pitch, roll, yaw, and
There are many issues still under debate regarding the thrust of the vehicle. However, unlike the fixed wing aircraft, a
magnitude of wake distortion and its effectiveness in predicting helicopter exhibits a substantial degree of cross-coupling
off-axis dynamics. In the present work, a generalized dynamic between the control axes. It is necessary to develop accurate
wake model is augmented to include wake distortions. This simulation models of helicopter dynamic response to control
model is then coupled with a flap model for simulation in low inputs for such purposes as flight control design, handling
speed forward flight. Frequency responses from the simulation qualities, acoustic analysis, and vibration analysis. The current
are collected with and without wake distortion, and these are study is focussed on the off-axis response to main rotor cyclic
compared with wind tunnel test data. inputs. For many years, helicopter simulations have predicted

an off-axis response in hover and low speed forward flight that
LIST OF SYMBOLS is opposite in sign to the corresponding flight test data1'2'3, a

Stresult that has confused many researchers for years.
CT thrust coefficient

CL aerodynamic rolling moment coefficient Various attempts have been made to explain the off-axis

CM aerodynamic pitching moment coefficient response of the helicopter. Some of the theories and methods to

Cnm,Dnm coefficients of pressure potential function explain the coupling are:

Kp hinge flap spring
KR wake distortion parameter (curvature) 1) aerodynamic interaction between the rotor and the

[L] matrix of inflow gains fuselage4

[M] apparent mass matrix for dynamic inflow 2) filtering of the lift and drag forces5

p- , t normalized Legendre polynomials, 1si and 2nd kind 3) Theodorsen-like unsteady aerodynamic phase lag
between the inputs to the two axes6

Q number of rotor blades 4) gyroscopic forces due to the angular momentum of
R rotor radius the wake about the hub axis7

Rc wake radius of curvature

V. rotor climb speed Some of the methods described above may produce improved

a lift curve slope results in the prediction of off-axis response, but they may not

c blade chord have physical meaning. Empirical modeling cannot be

e blade hinge offset generalized to all rotor configurations, and significant flight-

rR blade root cutout testing is required for identification and validation. A general

vc longitudinal inflow gradient distribution simulation model of an arbitrary configuration that can

Fo bound circulation accurately predict dynamic responses would be a valuable tool

Srotor azimuth in the design phase of a helicopter.

fi rotor angular velocity It was proposed that the bending of the wake into a curved
om,p3,m coefficients of inflow distribution structure during a pitch or roll maneuver results in a gradient in

di tip path plane angular rate the inflow at the rotor disk that could account for the sigfi

" " blade Lock number reversal in the off-axis response. Rosen and Isser8 showed that
1-, v normalized ellipsoidal coordinates this effect could account for the reversal by including a

distorted geometry of the rotor wake in their unsteady

rl flap mode shape aerodynamic model (TEMURA). They showed that the

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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flapping dynamics equations for an articulated rotor with a multiplied by the total change in velocity of the air in the tube
nominal hinge offset would predict a steady state off-axis flap from top to bottom. Momentum theory always assumes that
response that was opposite in sign to the flap response predicted this total change in velocity is equal to twice the induced flow
without wake distortion. Keller9 has used a vortex tube theory at the disk. For uniform inflow, the thrust at the rotor disk for
to model the inflow gradient effect in hover as a function of axial flight is written:
wake curvature, and captured the inflow gradient effect with a
single factor called KR. Elliptical integrals were used to T = Ah*AV = pxR'(V. +v)*2v (4)
calculate a value of 1.5 for KR. Using this new model,
researchers were able to show improvements in off-axisprediarctione"r"s weenticab tion showimprovemen in t-at s t This quantity can be non-dimensionalized to give a thrustprediction9'1°'. Identification studies have shown that the coefficient:

analytical calculation of wake distortion proves to be
insufficient in magnitude to correctly predict off-axis behavior
in free-flight hover. The identified values for wake distortion Cr ;; - =2vjA+Rvj(
show that an increase of 50-100% in wake curvature is needed. p R2  (5)
This could be understandable, since the wake geometry of a

hovering rotor is very complicated, and inflow gradients at the In hover, this reduces to the simple expression relating thrust
rotor disk have been shown to be very sensitive to perturbations and mean inflow in hover:
in wake geometry in hover12.

In the present work, the generalized dynamic wake model is C-
extended to include wake curvature using the exact result of v = 2- (6)

vortex tube theory12. This extended wake model is then

coupled to a rigid blade flap model. The frequency responses and for the low lift climb:
of the rotor to cyclic inputs in low speed forward flight
(p=0.093) are compared to the five-bladed Sikorsky Pr 2

1V (7)
Bearingless Main Rotor (SBMR) frequency response database T=2 + vlv 2pzR2Vcov

generated at NASA Ames Research Center2" 3"4 . It is theorized CT = 2vj2 + 2v2,
that the analytically determined wake curvature has less
uncertainty for this flight condition than for hover, and this will For the general case where the inflow and freestream velocities
lead to better prediction of off-axis rotor dynamics. vary across the disk, the thrust must be determined by

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND integrating over the disk area. For an arbitrary flight condition
with an arbitrary inflow distribution, the thrust is calculated by:

2.1 Dynamic Inflow 1 2x

Sissinghl5 was the first to represent the inflow at the rotor disk CT= ff2v(r, V/ 2+ (A (8)

with both mean and first order harmonic variations in azimuth: 0 0

Thrust can also be calculated from lifting line theory in axial
v(ip) = v, + v, cosip + v, sin gt (1) flight if the bound circulation distribution along the blade

radius is known:
This model neglected radial variations in inflow, resulting in a
discontinuity in inflow at the rotor disk. Peters16 extended dT = pnrFodr
Sissingh's inflow model to include linear variations in radial R (9)
position. The improved model is written as: T = porFodr

0
v (F,y') = v + vFcosV / + vFsinV / (2)

Solving for the thrust and combining with equation (7) gives a
With this representation of the inflow at the rotor disk, the first value for mean inflow:
three-state dynamic inflow model was developed. The
equations are three nonlinear, first order differential equations (10)
that can be written in matrix form: v = 4 V4,zD2R 2 V

vO Cr Normalizing the bound circulation by 21M-)R 2 gives:

[M [VJ [VCJ[LCMJ =o(11)
ý0+[][L ]-' v,=(3)

22A

Various theories have been used to determine the coefficients The induced velocity in a low-lift climb can be predicted if the
of the L and M matrices, as well as the elements of the mass- climb velocity and circulation are known.
flow parameter matrix, V. A brief description of these theories
is included. 2.3 Potential Flow Theory

2.2 Momentum Theory Momentum theory is a good tool for predicting global
aerodynamic properties of a rotor in axial or hovering flight.

The basic assumption of momentum theory is that thrust on a However, momentum theory fails to give good performance in
streamtube through the rotor disk is equal to the mass flow rate forward flight since the only assumption on wake structure is
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that induced flow doubles downstream. This does not account v. KR

for the inflow variations from a skewed wake structure R,
anticipated by a rotor in forward flight. This deficiency led to v(15a-)
the development of the most popular and widely used dynamic KR = 1.0
inflow models by Pitt and Peters 17 . The model is derived using
an acceleration potential approach. Kinner 18 was the first to R, =-

show that Legendre polynomial functions in ellipsoidal d R

coordinates can be used to model a discontinuity over a circular where VT is the climb speed, d is the pitch rate of the rotor
disk while still satisfying Laplace's equation, a concept that
proved to be ideal for rotor aerodynamic analyses. The plane, and R is the rotor radius used for non-

pressure potential is written in equation (12) where P and Q are dimensionalization. A full derivation of the vortex tube model
associated Legendre polynomials of the first and second kinds, used to calculate the induced velocities can be found in the
and C and D are arbitrary coefficients t literature12. The value of KRlI.0 is less than the value of

KR-1.5 derived by Keller9. This difference is due to the

]( 12) constant curvature assumption in the former case.

n,, ) -O ( (1 It has been shown that the vortex lattice method2 °21 for a finite
bladed rotor produces the same results seen in equation (15).

The expression for the induced velocity is written in equation This result gives the relationship between a single circulation
am and 8 are arbitrary coefficients for the distribution and a single inflow distribution. The single inflow

n a n distribution fails to fully capture the effect of the wake on the
inflow distributions. flap response in maneuvering flight. A study was done to

investigate the effective flap moment prediction ratio for a

v(r, v)= F cos m V/ + sin m ] (13) finite-bladed rotor due to wake curvature22 . Using the vortex
mn lattice method for 3,4, and 5 bladed rotors, an average value for

=.... M=o KR-effective was found to be approximately 4/3. This value
was determined by calculating the effective moment on the

where Kn (F = TýM (7) rotor blade rather than calculating the coefficient of the radial
V inflow distribution.

This extension to the Pitt/Peters model was developed to 3 GENERALIZED DYNAMIC WAKE MODEL
include an arbitrary number of radial inflow shape functions for
each harmonic' 9. 3.1 Concentric Vortex Tube Formulation

2.4 Vortex Tube The inclusion of wake curvature in the generalized dynamic
wake model is considered first. From momentum theory, a

The vortices from the rotor blade tips in a low lift climb lie on circulation distribution can be related to the mean inflow
the surface of a cylindrical tube extending below the plane of distribution. When the circulation is expressed as a Legendre
the rotor disk. The vortices are a result of the lift on the blades, polynomial the radial distribution of mean inflow can be
and they induce a velocity in the flowfield at all points. The written using vortex tube theory:
component of induced velocity that is perpendicular to the rotor
disk is particularly important, since it has a dominant role in the V)
lift on the rotor blades. The velocity induced at an arbitrary v()-)= V, =1j-Fi,n=1 ,3 ,5,... (16)
point in space by a vortex filament can be calculated by the 2A

Biot-Savart Law:
Using superposition of concentric tubes, the relationship

=(14) between the mean and first harmonic radial distributions of
r dSx (1) induced flow for a pitching rotor in low-lift climb has

4= r ! p 3 previously been obtained as21.

vc(F)= -i? v(r-)= ic i; +r) (17)

where R is the vector from the filament to the point of

interest and dS is an incremental vector along the vortex This relation does lead to a closed form model, but it also
filament. introduces significant error in the prediction of wake curvature

elimit as the number of blades increases (for ideal blades induced inflow gradients. Therefore, equation (317) is replacedIn the imtathnubrobldsiress(oidabaes with the exact result from vortex tube theory'2 including the

with uniform circulation distribution), the density of the vortex effective coupling term.

filaments on the cylindrical tube increases until the vorticity on

this surface approaches a constant value. For this case, the
vorticity is well represented mathematically by a vortex tube. vc(r)= icKd4 dF r (18)
The vortex tube is well suited for an analytical calculation of 20 drd rd
the induced velocity normal to the rotor disk. For a cylindrical
vortex tube distorted in a circular fashion, the wake structure
would form a torus if the wake were allowed to age sufficiently.
Considering only a quarter of the torus beneath the rotor plane a dummy variable for radial integration. The derivative of the
for various radii of curvature leads to the following model for bound circulation creates numerical problems near the rotor tip,
the induced velocity components: so equation (18) is rewritten using integration by parts:
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Vc(r)=-r[ F]+JT-d1 (19)
rd Jr rr[ VnM

and [ -I 0 ._1 0

where Tc(r)= vc (r)* 2' Vadn[

KK0 0

If the first harmonic inflow is expressed as a linear combination
of Legendre polynomials: The dynamic wake equation retains its original form:

jvc(r)= a" 2_ (2n

The coefficients of the inflow distribution can be calculated: where K represents the diagonal apparent mass matrix
associated with these inflow states. The C-matrix, given in
equation (24), is shown for an inflow model including up to the

1 -vc(F)PI')7 dF (21) 2 nd harmonic. The zeros in the L-matrix and the C-matrix
0 represent zero-matrices, with the dimension for each zero-

matrix consistent with the number of radial functions for the
In matrix form, for the case of an arbitrary radial circulation harmonics. The right-hand factorization is preferred in
distribution: equation (24) where the curvature takes the simple formula:

r0 V)= k k(V (22) K (26)

k VT

{ t J= K [Ck 1{ ]IO} (23) and the decrease in KR by one-half is implicitly canceled by the
a 2 Lpk 2kA actual doubling of the wake curvature in hover. It should be

noted that KR, though not explicitly written in the generalized

where Cpk is calculated by assuming a circulation distribution dynamic wake model, is implicitly captured by the inflow

equaling 0 (•V), calculating the corresponding _V1), then states.

determining the associated inflow coefficient, a',1 using 4 FLAP-INFLOW SIMULATION MODEL
p

equation (21). 4.1 Flapping Equations of Motion

3.2 Augmented Wake Model The flap-inflow model is based on a code developed at the

The new L-matrix for an arbitrary radial circulation distribution Florida Atlantic University for turbulence studies23 . This

including wake curvature is given in equation (24) using the model is extended to include a flap-hinge offset, a flap spring,

right-hand side factorization. Since there is coupling between and blade pitch inputs (collective pitch, cyclic pitch, blade

the first harmonic inflow and the mean inflow coefficients, it is twist, taper, cutout, etc.). The blade moment of inertia is

now necessary to combine the L, and L, matrices into a single defined using the normalized mode shape for a rigid blade with

L-matrix padded by appropriately sized matrices of all zeros: hinge offset, e as:

[L ][V ]- + [C][V ]-' (24) Ib = R2' 2 mdr (27)

where
[ Owith the characteristic mode shape for flapping defined as:

0 ,7= r (28)
1-e

0Y 2 Ck KsK

Cok C 0 0 0 0 Using this definition, the flapping equation of motion for a
[ c] kC oosingle rotor blade is:

Cpko, 0 0 0 0 + V'fl =7 MF (29)
0 0 l2 P 0~ 0K bld0(0

with the rotating flap frequency defined using a uniform mass
distribution along the blade span, and the Lock number defined

K, ] 8C 81 using the blade moment of inertia:

VT VT 3e /K1 (30)

'6 2(l -e) In•2(1 -e)
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pacR4  (31) I-' m- (F) s(m ,)dr.Y-. = (31) (r) -I ~ ffq )d

4Ib q=1 rR
The moment on a single blade is the sum of the effects of blade
pitch, flapping, freestream, and the rotor wake: with the normalized circulatory lift:

MF =MoO+MoO f +M Mf,+M,8++M'fAf +M,, (32) 1 = !acvo( VaO q -2-v- r' cos - r) (37)

MF =M0+M~k101, +MEq = acV, V JOq-V7tWq 8q?7"U COSq rq 77

The calculation of moments on the rotor blade follows
Johnson 24, except for the last term, which is a summation that where Va = F + u sin l'q
includes all of the wake states:

All radial integrals in the flapping and wake dynamics are
1 N(M) M calculated and stored before the rotor simulation begins to
MZ f f Mvr(F,n,m,q)dr- (33)M" =- Z reduce computation time. The state derivatives are computed

2n,=m+l m=OrR using linear combinations of the integral values with the control
inputs, flap states, and wake states.

Mv r (, n, m,q) = (r/ jfl(J) +/tq•()snV)

(a.- cos(m V'q) + "-,m sin(m Vq)) 5 COMPARISON WITH SBMR DATA

5.1 Wind Tunnel Measured Data

The blade moment coefficients are numerically integrated from
the root cutout (30% for SBMR) to the blade tip. These The flap angle for the SBMR was measured using strain gauges
coefficients are calculated once at the beginning of the code to near the root of the flexbeam; therefore it is assumed that rigid
reduce the computational time that would be required for radial blade flapping is sufficient for modeling purposes. The relation
integration at each time step. between flap angle and bending strain on one blade is given

The multiblade coordinate transformations are used to using a strain calibration factor2:

transform the rotor flapping response from the rotating to the (38)
non-rotating frame. (Aq)e = (SF )tq)rad

1 Q with the calibration factor equal to .102e6 for the 40kts flight

)60 =- fq condition.

The rolling and pitching moments at the rotor hub are also

2 Q measured. If the spanwise loading on the blades is proportional

&ic =- Z fcq COS'q (34a-c) to the selected flap mode shape, the hub moments can be
Q q=1 ~ exactly determined from the multiblade flap angles. This is not

the case in general, but it is a good approximation since the

2 Q neglected aerodynamic and inertial moments oppose each other
flis 1- 8,1 q sin and result in a small contribution to hub moment. The hubQ q=1 moments relate to the flapping as follows:

Additionally, the time derivatives of the cyclic flapping are2C
needed to calculate the rotor plane angular rates for use in the = (vc - 1)6i1l
wake distortion model: oa (39a,b)

S-'QC-" ( .q y -(v' - 1),61,
P (ýq CO qo - OqasinV/q ca

(35a,b) M "y = par 2 (OR)2 R C,,y (40)

Q qc J 5.2 Simulation Data Collection

4.2 Coupled Wake Equations The procedure described below is similar to the one employed
by Tischler using the modified GENHEL simulation model2 4 .

The pressure coefficients on the right side of equation (25) are The difference between the current model and the GENHEL
modified to include the effect of hinge offset and root cutout in model is the use of a generalized dynamic wake model with
addition to blade pitch control. For a rotor with Q blades, the wake distortion in place of a 3-state dynamic inflow model.
pressure functions are given by23: The simulation is started with the specified flight condition, and

feedback loops on the swashplate controls are used to obtain the

l, - desired thrust, pitching and rolling moments used for the trim
Oc E Lqf (F)dr condition in the wind tunnel. When the desired conditions are

2z q=1 rR reached, the trim controls are fixed, and a frequency sweep
I Q signal is added to the trim setting for each channel (one channel

me Lqn (r)cos(m L'q )a• (36a-c) at a time) so that frequency response input-output pairs could
Z~ q=I be calculated using the CIFER (Comprehensive Identification

q~r, from FrEquency Responses) software package 25. The rotor
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parameters of the SBMR used in the simulation can be found in 6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Table 1.

The number of wake states chosen for the simulation was The augmented generalized wake model has been successfully

determined by choosing the radial shapes in a consistent coupled with a rigid blade flap model, and responses have

manner up to the 5 th harmonic for this 5-bladed rotor. A shown excellent qualitative results, and good quantitative
results for all but a few notable exceptions in the range ofmaximum of 8 was chosen for the highest power of r, and

truncating the states beyond the 5th harmonic results in 37 wake frequencies below the first lag mode. By combining the

states. It becomes necessary to include up to the 5 th harmonic existing L, and L, matrices, the wake distortion terms can be

to ensure that the Q/rev unsteady inflow in the non-rotating added in a compact manner.

system precludes the need for a tip loss effect19. The coupled flap/inflow model shows that prediction of off-
axis response is significantly improved using the wake

5.3 Frequency Response Comparison distortion terms. The wake distortion terms show negligible
effect on the on-axis frequency responses for this flight

The first response examined is the coning response to collective condition. The phase corrections in the off-axis moment
pitch input, seen in Figure 1. The simulation response responses indicate that the wake curvature estimates for equal
qualitatively matches the SBMR data very well, with phase longitudinal and lateral rotor plane rates are not equal in
characteristics within a few degrees over the frequency range of forward flight, as previously assumed. A full identification
interest. Of note is the approximately 2dB overprediction of procedure using the CIFER software package is underway,
coning response magnitude over the frequency range, which where the uncertain rotor and wake parameters can be studied.
corresponds to an error of about 25% in magnitude. In most of Continuation of this work involves extension of the generalized
the SBMR frequency responses, the effect of the first regressive dynamic wake model with distortion for application to arbitrary
lead-lag mode is very apparent at approximately 9 rad/s. These flight conditions. One limitation is the loss of equivalence
dynamics are not modeled since there is little coupling, and the between circulation and lift distribution in forward flight. This
frequencies of interest are below the first lead-lag mode.
Tischler2"14 has successfully modeled the lead-lag dynamics, approximation is valid only for hover and low speed forward

effectively capturing the dynamics of the first regressive lead- flight. Another limitation is the wake geometry in transitional
lad mode. flight conditions where the result could be a highly distorted

wake. Also, the distortion augmentation model must be

Examination of the on-axis flapping and hub moment responses expressed in closed form for the ease of application.
for both the lateral and longitudinal stick inputs (Figures 2-5)
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105

Parameter Symbol Units Value10

Blades Q -5 E2 go- ----------

Radius R ft 22 85 ___________________

Avg chord c ft 1.29 10, 101

Flap spring KP ft-lbs/rad 2887 20-
10

Rotor speed rad/s 32.98
blade twist deg -10.0 .1

Lock number y-8.26 20 , .

flap inertia lb slg-ft2  499.01 1010,

flap hinge offset e - 0.0971
flap frequency vp per rev 1.079: 0.
pitch-flap coupling K.,O rad/rad -0.174 ~~
control phase angle A0 , rad -0.244 0t

le 10,

Table 1: Rotor Parameters Figure 1: /OJO. coning response
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1. SUMMARY Development of a reliable and autonomous flight control

On July 7th, 1997, the NASA Pathfinder solar-powered system (AFCS) for this class of aircraft is very challenging.

aircraft flew to a record altitude of 71,500 feet; establishing The CIFER®2 frequency domain analysis code has been
new world altitude records for electric powered and used since 1995 during flight tests of Pathfinder, for both
propeller-driven aircraft. The Pathfinder platform,devlopd b Aeo~ionmnt or ASAs Evirnmetal real-time and post-flight analysis. System identificationdeveloped by A eroV ironm ent for N A SA 's Environm ental wa us d lo g it l w att de f gh t st r uts oResearch Aircraft and Sensor Technology (ERAST1) was used along with low altitude flight test results to

ReserchAircaftandSensr Tchnlogy(ERST) obtain a reliable quasi-linear six-degree of freedomprogram, is an unmanned solar-powered flying wing which
serves as the first of a series of technology demonstrators computer simulation model, which was then used for
which are slated to include the 100,000 ft altitude control system development, gain scheduling and high
Centurion and the multi-week duration Helios solar altitude stability margin prediction. During the actual
aircraft. high altitude flights, real-time frequency domain testing

During the 1997 flight test deployment at the Pacific was used to obtain stability margin trends with altitude to

Missile Range Facility, Kauai, Hawaii, Pathfinder flew a ensure adequate margin remained as the aircraft climbed.

total of six times, establishing the viability of a solar Subsequent post-flight system identification continues to

powered aircraft for scientific and commercial payload improve the simulation model and allows rapid evaluation
missions. During this flight test series, extensive use was of control system performance and design changes. In-

made of the CIFER®2 frequency response analysis code for flight analysis will again be used on future flights as new
initial simulation verification, in-flight real-time stability altitude records are achieved, and for very long duration
determination, and post-flight system identification to flights, stability analysis will be used periodically to
ensure flight safety. This paper presents an overview of detect slow system degradation (such as the loss of
Pathfinder and the flight test program, outlines some of the actuators) that could not otherwise be easily detected.
analysis techniques used, and summarizes their results.

3. PROJECT HISTORY
2. INTRODUCTION

Since the late 1970s, the design development center of
Significant progress towards the goal of long duration AeroVironment has specialized in the development of
high altitude flight was achieved by AeroVironment on lightweight, high efficiency aircraft3'4'5. In July 1980, the
July 7th, 1997, when the first test bed for a solar-powered AeroVironment Gossamer Penguin (a three-quarter-scale
RPA, called "Pathfinder", achieved a record altitude of variant of the Gossamer Albatross, the first human-powered
71,500ft during a 14 hour flight at the US Navy's Pacific aircraft to fly the English Channel) was outfitted with a
Missile Range Facility, Kauai, Hawaii. This altitude is solar array and electric motor and flew a distance of 2 miles
higher than any previous propeller-driven or electric at Rogers Dry Lakebed, Edwards AFB, CA.
powered aircraft has achieved.

AeroVironment's solar electric aircraft are funded as a part Following the Penguin, a new more rugged design, the
Aerof iroeNASAEntvson ta l Rletic h Aircraft arundSedasoart Dupont Solar Challenger, first flew on November 15th,
of the NASA Environmental Research Aircraft and Sensor 1980, and eventually flew a 260-Km flight from Cergy-
Technology (ERAST ) program; this program is Pontoise, France (just outside of Paris) to RAF Manston,
developing advanced aircraft and sensors for at Kent, England.
environmental research in the upper atmosphere.

After successfully flying the Penguin and Solar Challenger
Solar powered aircraft are, of necessity, very efficient. with pilots, the feasibility of an unpiloted, solar-powered
Pathfinder realizes this efficiency through the use of an aircraft that could stay aloft on solar energy for months at a
extremely lightweight (wing loading of 0.7 pounds per time was studied. In order to achieve low weight,
square foot) span-loaded flying wing structure, which efficiency, and high reliability, a unique multi-engine,
gives the most efficient utilization of planform area for solar span-loaded, flying wing design was selected. A proof-of-
energy collection. This design has marginal static and concept vehicle, HALSOL, which was one hundred feet in
dynamic stability characteristics, unique control methods, span and had eight motors and propellers distributed
a very flexible structure, and it is dominated by unsteady along the wing, completed a series of nine flights in the
aerodynamic and aeroelastic structural factors, many of summer of 1983.
which are normally neglected in traditional aircraft design.

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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By 1992, energy storage techniques had improved enough angle of attack and sideslip, heading, power output,

to make very long missions feasible using solar power. In pitch rate, etc.

1993 the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO) • A Navigation Display, which displays selectable GPS
funded a series of successful low-altitude test flights of a based moving maps with superimposed UAV position,
refurbished HALSOL, now dubbed RAPTOR Pathfinder. range boundaries, flight termination footprint, ground

track vector, wind vector, glide cone, altitude, way-In 1994, development of Pathfinder continued under the point locations, and FTS fall point.

NASA ERAST program. On September 1lth, 1995,

Pathfinder made a successful flight to 50,500'; this • A Diagnostics Display, which compares information
represented a new altitude record almost 36,000 feet higher from the two flight computers and triply redundant
than any previous solar powered flight, critical sensors and automatically flags discrepancies or

In early 1997, Pathfinder was shipped to the Pacific out-of-range conditions.

Missile Range Facility (PMRF) on the island of Kauai, in 4.2 Mission Description
the Hawaiian Islands. This location offered good weather, On a typical flight day, the mission countdown starts at
a high average solar angle during the summer, and an 05:00 hrs, when preflight and range safety systems tests are
almost ideal arrangement of restricted and military use
airspace. On July 7th, 1997, Pathfinder took off at 8:34 performed, after which the aircraft is towed to the mainAM, climbed to a peak altitude of 71,500 feet over the runway for takeoff. Takeoff occurs between 08:30 and
PAMcific cean ato 36 p ani t hde scf71,50 feded fovr ae 11:00 hrs when there is sufficient solar energy for asmoothinight landing at B:3 ,aring Sendescield, Ts a sustained climb rate and when weather conditions permit asm ooth, night landing at B arking Sands A irfield. This v a l l g t p a . D r n h i h att d i s o s
altitude is over 4,000 feet higher than the first Pathfinder vabefight pln. During the high al d esrecod fightwhih wa flwn i Jue, ad ~ Pathfinder spends most of the day climbing and reaches
aprecor fighte feet higher than any other propeller- peak altitude from 15:00-16:00 hrs. Once the mission is
approximately 4,500 eet higher complete, Pathfinder begins its descent in the late
driven aircraft has ever flown, afternoon for a landing a few hours after sunset, usually

4. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION between 22:00-23:00 hrs.

4.1 General During a high altitude flight, stability and control data is

67 collected and analyzed in near-real time. By performing
The Pathfinder RPA system' consists of three main pre-programmed frequency sweeps in the longitudinal and
components: the Pathfinder aircraft itself, a Stationary lateral axes at roughly 10,000-foot altitude increments, the
Ground Control Station (GCS) from which the aircraft is stability margins and open- and closed-loop aircraft

flown for most of the flight, and a Mobile GCS, which is 2sponses arginstand usind thed-loop aircrafs

usedfor akeff ad lndin. 'responses are established using the CIFER82 analysisused for takeoff and landing. code. Decisions are then made on any required excitation

The Mobile GCS is a converted passenger van that amplitude or gain changes, which are then implemented by
contains a pilot controller and two telemetry display the flight crew.
computers; it is manned by the mobile pilot, flight 4.3 Aircraft Description
engineer, and director who control the aircraft primarily by

visual reference. Control of the Pathfinder is transferred to Pathfinder is a very lightweight span-loaded flying wing
a Stationary GCS for flight altitudes above 1,000 feet. with a span of 99 feet and a chord of 8 feet, as shown in

Figure 1. The aircraft features lightweight and strong
The Stationary GCS is a converted Army truck that materials used in a structurally efficient flying wingcontains a pilot's controller and five telemetry display design, efficient low-Reynolds number aerodynamics,

computers to navigate the aircraft and monitor the health of redudnc int po psecnol sur andfight

the aircraft's systems. It is manned by a pilot, flight control hardware, and simple, highly reliable flight control

engineer, stability and control engineer, communications softrea hardware wit s oft' filurelmode Detail

engineer, and flight director who control the aircraft during specifications are given in Table #1.

the climb, loiter, and descent phases of the flight.
Pathfinder has six electric motors that weigh 13 pounds

The pilot's controller includes all the switches, knobs, and Pahidrasixectcmorshtwig 13pu s
sthepilos contirolleor incroluall the s s knob, gand each and consist of a fixed-pitch 79-inch propeller, solid-
sticks required for controlling the RPA. Four gain state motor with internal power electronics, nacelle, and
switches on the controller allow in-flight changes to be cooling fins. Differential power to two tip motors on either
made to control system gains, side is used for lateral control. There is no active roll

Apple Macintosh computers are used for downlink control since the wing dihedral provides sufficient roll
telemetry data display and stability analysis. Downlink stability. Twenty-six elevator control surfaces are attached
data is displayed in many formats on several different to the wing trailing edge to provide pitch control.
selectable display pages, including: Pathfinder employs a large conformal solar array covering

° A Pilot's Display, with moving tapes and bar graphs for over 70% of the wing's upper surface to power the aircraft's
critical flight parameters including airspeed, altitude, electric motors and avionics. The solar array can generate

approximately 8,000 watts near solar noon.
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" ~ ~99.0' 1
Silicon Solar Array Elevators (26)

Rigqht Tie Panel Right Mid Panel Center Section Left Mid Panel / Left TipPanel

DC Electric Motor
with Fixed Propeller (6) Tip Panel +6.50 Dihedral

' • 18.81 Mid Panel +30 Dihedral

S• -- 6.6' DIA

External Payload Store 2 External Payload Store

Left Pod:

Right Pod: * Dual Redundant Flight Control System

* C-Band Beacon Dual Redundant Datalink

* Mode 3C Transponder Flight Termination System

* 3500 W-hr LiSO2 Battery Pack / Tn Redundant Critical Sensors:

* Fixed Landing Gear * Dual GPS Receivers
Environmental Control System

All Dimensions are in feet • Fixed Landing Gear

Figure #1 - Pathfinder three view drawing.

Performance Parameter English S I
Wingspan 99 ft 30 m
Chord 8 ft 2.4 m
Length 11 ft 3.4 m
Aircraft Weight without Payload(s) 500 lb 230 kg
Maximum Operating Altitude

Without Payloads 75,000 ft 23,000 m
With 501b (23kg) Payload 49,000 ft 15,000 m

Typical Flight Speed at 70,000 ft
Equivalent 28 ft/sec 8.4 m/sec
True 115 ft/sec 35 m/sec

Average Vertical Climb Rate from Sea Level Up to 200 ft/min Up to 61 m/min
to 41,000 ft Depending on Mission
"Best Glide" Sink Rate (Equivalent) 64 ft/min. 19.4 m/min. / 0.32 m/sec
Maximum Sink Rate (Equivalent) 138 ft/min. 42 m/min. / 0.70 m/sec
Turn Rate (max.) 3 deg/sec @ SL 3 deg/sec @ SL

1.7 deg/sec @ 60,000ft 1.7 deg/sec @ 18,300 m
Bank Angle (max.) 5 degrees 5 degrees

Table #1 - Pathfinder technical specifications.

5. AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM the apparent mass is negligible. A light wing loading also
means that the aircraft flies very slowly (about 28 feet per

5.1 Stability and Control Issues second is a normal cruise speed). This means that wake
history effects are important; and in combination with

Several design features of solar electric aircraft such as unsteady effects, aerodynamic coefficients that are normallyPathfinder make flight control system design very neglected can have significant contributions.

challenging. Since there is relatively little solar power

available, these aircraft must be very lightweight for their Low speeds and high altitudes also combine to make low
size. This and the flying wing design mean a very low Reynolds number aerodynamics very important in the
wing loading (0.7 psf, about the same as a small bird). Due overall design, non-linear Reynolds number effects at high
to this lightweight, at low altitude unsteady effects due to altitude contribute to unusual aerodynamic results, and are
the apparent mass of the air surrounding the aircraft are suspected of preventing a climb to higher altitudes during
important; in heave the additional apparent mass of the air the record flight in 1997.
amounts to 380 pounds, a very large fraction of the aircraft Being a lightweight structure, Pathfinder derives much of
gross weight of 540 pounds. The apparent mass tensor is its strength and load alleviation from flexibility; the
very geometry dependent; in yaw or plunge, for example, structure deflects vertically about 6 feet at the wingtips in
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going from stationary on the ground to normal 1-g flight, one of 100 pilot-selected waypoints using GPS position
This flexibility, along with washout in the wingtips, data.
means that dihedral angle is a very strong function of both A simplified block diagram of the flight control system
load factor and airspeed. Being primarily a span loader, architecture used on Pathfinder is shown in Figure 3.
Pathfinder is also torsionally very flexible, non-linear Fundamentally, the system uses proportional and integral
aero-elastic effects are therefore predominant throughout (PI) feedback loops on pitch rate and airspeed in the
the flight envelope of the aircraft, longitudinal axis and yaw rate and heading in the lateral

Power also has a large affect on the aircraft, a large axis. A feedforward loop of throttle to elevator (not
percentage of the wing is in a propeller slipstream and the shown) alleviates the nose down pitching moment
thrust line is high above the vertical center of gravity. In associated with the high thrust line.
addition to throttle position, motor power is a function of Gains used in the AFCS are scheduled with altitude by
solar array output. This power output is a function of the Gaiplyin the aFCS a n, whe re with denby
sun angle on the array (which is a function of heading, multiplying the sea-level gain by ,, where a is the density
airspeed, load factor, turn rate, time of day, time of year, and ratio at the current altitude and n is an altitude schedule

latitude), the number of clouds, the Albedo of earth below, predefined individually for each gain. For example, at

and the temperature. In short, control system design must 60,000 feet, a = 0.094, so an altitude schedule n = -0.25 for

consider many different variables that would typically not Kui would represent a total multiplier of 0.094-.25 = 1.81
be considered important. (+5.2 dB) at 60k'.

5.2 Control System Description A set of four, three-position gain switches on the pilot's
controller are programmed prior to flight to encompass as

Pathfinder is remotely piloted through a dual radio much of the expected gain change requirements as possible.
frequency data link for communicating with the aircraft's
automatic flight control system (AFCS) as shown in Figure 5.3 Computer Simulation
2. The dual-redundant airborne AFCS consists of two All of the above unsteady, aerodynamic, aero-elastic, and
identical flight computers, uplink receivers, downlink power affects combine to make Pathfinder a difficult aircraft
transmitters, a triply redundant suite of sensors, and dual to reliably simulate prior to high altitude flights. A 6-
GPS receivers. The design objective was to allow for any degree of freedom (6DOF) quasi-non-linear numerical
single point failure and still return to base safely, simulation was developed prior to the early 1995 flight

During normal flight, a "waypoint mode" outer control test series to predict initial gains and gain scheduling and
loop allows the AFCS to fly the RPA autonomously to any to develop and practice the in-flight frequency sweep

testing technique described below.

Non-Critical I Actuators . .

Non-CrticalNon-Critical

(Digital I/O, 9 each) (Digital 1/0,9 each) --
,•nasAtar" Automatic Switch • .y'Aircramlftcs#

Actuator Auoai th Actuator Dynamics
Signals Cmput., status Signals Signals

Flight Computer A Critical Sensors Flight Computer B

13 independent groups) - -- -

D ata Link A -- IOmni Antennas [ Data Link BI

Airborne System

Ground System
,Autotracking DishL

Omni Antennas ",.

D a Link A ~Dish Pointin Commands / DaaLnB I

Telemetry Display S -'-Computers
"•l Pilot's [/0 PilotController .- - Dynamics j

Figure #2 - Pathfinder control architecture.
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Figure #3 - Pathfinder automatic flight control system architecture.

waltitude flights, post-flight system conditions and sweeps used for these test points are kept
After initial lowgaltitud e the accuracy and the same (except for altitude), so that trends can be
irdentiication greabiitly of simp iovd t e acuray a. established and gain changes made before stability margins
prediction capability of the simulation (See Figure #4). degrade to a dangerous level. For post-flight analysis and
This prediction capability allowed gain schedules to be system identification, numerous additional test points are
established with enough accuracy that the pilot's flown, each at a different condition of speed, power,
controller switches could be used to make the relatively altitude and excitation amplitude. On a typical flight,
minor gain corrections required during subsequent high anywhere from 5 to 50 frequency sweeps will be performed,
altitude flights. depending on the goal of the mission.

Currently, the simulation continues to be updated using 5.5 In-flight Stability Analysis Results
the latest available flight test data in an attempt to better
predict future flight test results, to help understand control In-flight real-time stability analysis has shown itself to be
anomalies discovered during flight testing, and to reliably a valuable tool in allowing flights to high altitude
assess the potential impact of developmental changes in without the traditional requirement of many successively
the airframe and AFCS. higher flights with post-flight analysis between each.

5.4 In-flight Control System Testing Using the data from Figure #5 and the above noted
procedure, a longitudinal broken loop frequency response

To accomplish repeatable frequency sweep stability testing can be obtained. This response represents the transfer
during flight, "Sweep Waypoints" were programmed function from (for example) the LONE and LO signals

the FCSprir toeac flghteac wapoin nuber noted on Figure #3a. Such a response is shown in Figure

corresponding to a given type and amplitude of excitation #ate tn sid lin. Note a the coheren is high
on agivn cntro inut.Figre # prsens a imehisory #6 as the thin solid line. Note that the coherence is high

on a given control input. Figure #5 presents a time history in the crossover region for all cases, which is generally

plot for a longitudinal frequency sweep performed during tre forl r respon for a nalysis.

the high altitude 97-2 flight at 30,000 feet altitude and 28

fps EAS. Note the relative lack of off-axes response, and From these broken loop responses we can establish the
that all testing was performed with the AFCS fully active, gain and phase margins in the usual way. During the climb
thus the commanded and actual control positions do not to high altitude, longitudinal stability margins remained
correspond, due to control system feedback. fairly constant, with gain margins between 5 and 7 dB

.(increasing with altitude), phase margins between 45 and
Downlinked sweep data is collected and analyzed in the 85 degrees (increasing with altitude), crossover
stationary GCS using the CIFER®2 analysis code, running frequencies between 1 and 3 rps (decreasing with altitude)
on a DEC MicroVAX computer. Results are displayed, and 180 degree crossover frequencies of about 4 to 6 rps
printed out, and compared with computer simulation and (also decreasing with altitude). It appeared that some
predicted responses. This procedure takes about 10 to 15 additional longitudinal gain could be added at higher
minutes to complete, from the time the sweep is started to altitudes, providing better control and improving the
having final results available for analysis. flight control systems ability to damp out increasingly

Normally, longitudinal and lateral frequency sweep tests unstable open-loop longitudinal dynamics.
are performed at about 10,000-foot altitude increments
during the entire ascent phase of the flight. Flight
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altitude and excitation amplitude.

somewhat problematic, although it was decreasing at a
A3typical laterl breoken oop (LATE to LAgTe in Fiure slow enough rate that at 71,000 feet altitude it was not yet
#3b) frequency response is shown in Figure 7. Lateral apolm

stability margins are fairly consistent; with gain margins a problem.

between 15 and 16 dB (almost constant with altitude), Lateral gain margins are kept very high due to internal
phase margins between 45 and 65 degrees (decreasing with motor power electronic rate limits. It was feared that this
altitude), crossover frequencies between 0.5 and 0.8 rps could lead to limit cycle behavior, although due to poor
(decreasing with altitude), and 180 degree crossover handling qualities during landing, the gains have since
frequencies of about 2.3 to 3.8 rps (also decreasing with been increased several dB at low altitude with no ill
altitude). The decreasing lateral phase margin was effects.
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Figure #7 - Typical lateral broken loop (LATE-LATF) frequency responses. Note changes with altitude
and excitation amplitude.
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5.5.1 Altitude Effects could develop, so the gains were compromised to be
suitable for both high and low power cases, with the pilotTypical altitude effects on the broken loop responses can able to selectively increase or decrease gains as required.

also be seen in Figure #6 and Figure #7 as the wide gray

line, which represents the response at an altitude of 60,000 5.5.4 Airspeed Effects
feet. High altitude is characterized by reduced open loopdampngredcedphae mrgin, ad areqireentfor At higher airspeeds, Pathfinder tends to lose much of itsdam ping, reduced phase m argins, and a requirem ent for di e rl ue t th wa o t in he i g ip f rc g t edihedral due to the washout in the wingtips forcing the
correspondingly low control system authority, tips to blow down. Airspeed could therefore be expected

5.5.2 Hysteresis Estimate to have a significant effect on lateral frequency response.

To better establish the effects of non-linearity's and Figure #9 presents a comparison of two frequency
responses at the high and low ends of the airspeedhysteresis inherent in the system, frequency sweeps of envelope. It appears that power (Figure #8) has a much

different excitation amplitudes can be used. Figure #6 en fluenceaon lat ontr than does airped

gives a comparison of two longitudinal frequency sweeps although there is some reduced control authority and

of different amplitudes at an altitude of 60,000 feet. The phase margin at the higher airspeeds.

difference in the magnitude response indicates about 0.5

degrees of hysteresis in the elevator system. In the lateral 5.6 Post-flight Analysis
direction (Figure #7), there is obviously very little effect ofhysteesis.One of the first tasks after a high altitude flight is to assess
hysteresis. gain changes (if any) that were required during the flight
5.5.3 Power Effects and to evaluate the as-flown stability margins. Changes to

the gains, or gain re-scheduling, is then done to eliminate
Pathfinder relies on differential power for lateral control. the cans on future flig, redung fligh te

these changes on future flights, reducing flight crew
During the descent, lateral sweeps were performed at workload.
different power settings to evaluate the available lateral
control authority. Results can be seen in Figure #8. Note Stability or handling qualities issues are then addressed.
the large change in magnitude response, with much Handling qualities during landing became an issue when
reduced control authority at low power settings. This is operations were switched from Edwards dry lake in
obviously problematic during the descent phase, when California, with a 1-mile diameter landing target, to PRMF
power levels are low. Scheduling of lateral control system in Hawaii with a 150-foot wide runway. Post-flight
gains with power level has been considered, but, as noted analysis using CIFER®2 indicated that more lateral gain
above, power is a very strong function of sun angle (which and higher lateral rate limits could likely be tolerated at
varies with heading, for example), making this control low altitudes, subsequent flights using higher gains and
architecture very difficult to analyze; it was feared that rates gave improved handling qualities.
large dynamic transients in the lateral control system
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Figure #8 - Effect of power setting on lateral broken loop responses.
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Figure #9 - Effect of airspeed on lateral broken loop responses.

Stability problems encountered during the flights are also nonlinear effects, motor rate limits, or propeller tip stalling

investigated. As an example, during the high altitude at low airspeeds.

flight on July 7 1h, after the 180' turn, power reduction and Although the aircraft was flown safely and exhibited
initial descent from the peak altitude of 71,500', an generally excellent handling qualities in all of the 1997
uncommanded roll oscillation occurred. This was a flights, additional stability and control analyses are being
coupled pitch/yaw/roll instability (or "wallowing" similar performed in an attempt to better characterize flight test
to a Dutch roll but with large sideslip component) of about results.
a 20 sec period that had a maximum amplitude of about 120 Another use of in-flight frequency sweep testing is for
roll angle. During the remainder of the 97-2 flight and in post-flight system identification. As an example of one
successive flights, extensive frequency sweep testing was technique, frequency sweep results have been used to
performed to investigate the effects of altitude, gain setting, identify the open loop frequency responses LATE/R and
and power levels on the aircraft's lateral dynamic LATE/W (Figure #3b), which can then be used either
characteristics. Likely causes for the uncommanded LiTEtl (Figure #3b) ch cathen beued eite
oscillation near peak altitude include dynamic coupling directly or in the 6DOF computer simulation model. Using
with the magnetic compass, coupling between lateral and the known control system gains in the feedback paths, the
longitudinal axes, propeller or wing Reynolds number frequency responses R/LATF and feiRcmd can bedetermined analytically and their frequency responses

synthesized.
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Figure #10 - Illustration of synthesized broken loop responses in comparison to flight test results.
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Using the measured open loop responses and the 7. REFERENCES
"synthesized" control system responses, an overall 1. Baer-Riedhart, J., "NASA Environmental Research
analytical broken loop response can be calculated directly Aircraft and Sensor Technology Program," Aerospace
and compared to the flight test broken loop response, as
shown in Figure 10; note that the agreement is very good America, January 1998.
in the region near crossover. The measured in-flight open 2. Tischler, M.B. , Cauffman, M.G., "Frequency-Response
loop responses, or the computer model, can then be used to Method for Rotorcraft System Identification: Flight
test additional experimental control system configurations Applications to BO-105 Coupled Rotor/Fuselage
with different gains, gain schedules or loop architectures, Dynamics," Journal of the American Helicopter
as illustrated by the wide gray line in Figure #10, which Society, Vol 37, No 3, pgs 3-17, July 1992.
represent the predicted lateral response in the high gain 3. Cowley, M., Morgan, W.R., and MacCready, P.,
setting of the pilots controller. This response compares "Bionic Bat Stored Energy Human Powered Speed
well with that obtained during flight. Aircraft," AIAA Paper 85-1447, AIAA 21st Joint

7. CONCLUSIONS Propulsion Conference, Monterey, California, July

Continuing changes to airframe and flight control systems 1985.

require continued use and improvement of frequency 4. Mitchell, D.G., and Jex, H..R., "Flight Testing the
response and system identification tools and techniques. Gossamer Albatross Human-Powered Aircraft," AIAA
During the summer of 1998, NASA and AeroVironment Paper 83-2699, November 1983.
plan to fly an upgraded Pathfinder on several high altitude
missions above 80,000 feet from the Pacific Missile Range . MacCready, P., Lissman, P., Morgan, W.R., and Burke,
Facility, Kauai. For this new aircraft, dubbed J.D., "Sun Powered Aircraft Design," AIAA Paper 81-
"PathfinderPlus", changes include replacing the center 0916, May 1981.
wing section with a 20-foot longer section incorporating 6. Brown, S., " The Eternal Airplane," Popular Science,
the Centurion aircraft airfoil, new higher efficiency solar April 1994.
cells, and higher efficiency propellers and electric motors.
Such rapid evolution necessitates the use of rapid analysis 7. Morgan, W. R., "Solar Electric UAV's as Atmospheric

and design techniques, and makes in-flight identification Repeater Platforms-A Lower Cost Alternative to

and testing vital to continued flight safety. Satellites," AIAA, 1995.

The success of the recent Pathfinder flight test program
validated many of the enabling technologies required for
high altitude, long duration flight, as well as
demonstrating that solar airplanes can be used for
beneficial and meaningful science missions. Integral to
this success, engineering models and control system
analysis techniques proved capable of predicting and
rapidly evaluating the performance of Pathfinder's systems
to a high degree of accuracy throughout the entire flight
envelope. The extensive amount of aerodynamic and
control system data, system performance data, and
operational experience that was gained during the 1997
deployment will aid with the development of the 100,000
foot altitude Centurion solar aircraft to be flown in 1999
and the multi-week duration Helios solar aircraft to be
flown in 2002.
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Fig. 1 The X-31A Twins

1. SUMMARY for after-burner on and off. Actual c.g.-location,
This paper describes a method using system identi- A/C weight and inertia are taken into account based
fication for a data base update where the aerody- on existing weight and balance data with measured
namic coefficients derived from the original wind- fuel quantity as input. The latter is corrected for
tunnel data base are supplemented by increments, fuel slosh impact depending on tank filling ratio
The model update is performed applying a regres- and translational A/C accelerations.
sion method to match the model calculated accel-
erations with the in-flight measured accelerations. 2. INTRODUCTION

The work is based on flight test data of the thrust- System identification has been proven many times
vectored research aircraft X-31A. Its simulation to be a valuable tool for verification and update of
model is updated in the entire flight envelope using aircraft simulation models [1]. The aerodynamic
a representative selection from all flight maneuvers data base is usually derived from wind-tunnel
which became available in this project. More than measurements and supplemental calculations. If
3000 seconds of flight test are evaluated in one deviations of the aircraft aerodynamics from the
identification run covering an angle of attack re- data base predictions are obvious, they have to be
gime from about -5 deg up to 70 deg and Mach incorporated into the simulation model. This might,
numbers from about 0.2 up to 1.25. A practice consequently, require modifications of the flight
flight for the spectacular X-31A demonstration at control system gains in case of an highly augmented
the Paris Air Show '95 is used for model verifica- aircraft such as the X-3 I A.
tion. The two X-3 IA demonstrator aircraft (Fig. 1) built

Thrust is calculated from flight measured power by Rockwell International and Daimler-Benz Aero-
lever position using an existing static engine table space [2,3] are the first international aircraft in the
model. A rate limited first order dynamic engine famous series of 'X-Planes'. Since their maiden
model with additional time lag to account for after- flight in 1990 both experimental aircraft have flown
burner ignition is implemented. Thrust amount and more than 500 flights. The concept of enhanced
thrust vector effectiveness are estimated separately fighter maneuverability in the post stall (PST) flight

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain; 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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regime by utilizing thrust vectoring and the result- Due to the lack of dedicated PID maneuvers, the
ing tactical advantage have been demonstrated im- pilot generated maneuvers had to be used for PID
pressively. The X-31A gave one of the most spec- purposes as well. Not all of the aerodynamic de-
tacular flight demonstrations at the Paris Air Show rivatives and control effectiveness parameters could
1995. be identified independently from these maneuvers
The DLR Institute of Flight Mechanics participated [6] because of strong correlation between aircraft
iiithe DLR Insttt bstate and control variables. This correlation is
Ministhe X-3 Defns program b ralOict of thefGern caused by the very high flight control system feed-
Ministry of Defense / Federal Office of Defense bc 7 ftebsclyusal icat

Techolog an Proureent BM~ / BB). back [7] of the basically unstable aircraft.Technology and Procurement (BMVg / BWB).

Besides contributions to the analysis of handling Later in the program, the X-31 flutter test box
qualities, a DLR project team focused on the iden- (FTB) was modified with a PID-card designed by
tification of aerodynamic parameters from flight DLR to separately excite the aerodynamic control
test data (PID). Although the X-31 flight test pro- surfaces bypassing the flight control system. Using
gram was completed some years ago, precious data this single surface excitation (SSE), all relevant
are waiting for detailed analysis after the work parameters could be estimated with significantly
which supported the project during the flight test reduced standard deviations [8,9]. Additionally,
program. PID maneuvers requested by NASA Langley were

flown which consisted of level decelerations from

3. BACKGROUND about 10' up to 70' angle of attack with randomly
distributed piloted doublets to excite either the

3.1 The Post Stall Demonstrator X-31A longitudinal or lateral-directional eigenmotion [10].

The X-3 I A is an aerodynamically unstable delta
wing aircraft with canard. Its wing span is 7.3 m 4. DIRECT MODEL UPDATE
and the fuselage measures 12.8 in in length (Fig. 2).
The primary control surfaces for the longitudinal 4.1 Objective
axis are symmetrical trailing-edge flaps and canard. The objective of A/C system identification is to
Differential trailing-edge flaps provide for roll isolate possible deficiencies of an existing data base
control and a conventional rudder is used for direc- and to update the simulation model accordingly. In
tional control. In addition to the aerodynamic con- the past, this was done mostly in three steps:
trol surfaces, an unique three-paddle thrust vector- (1) identification of derivatives in linear/nonlinear
ing (TV) system is mounted around the engine ex- models describing the aerodynamics at sepa-
haust nozzle. The TV system augments pitch and rate reference conditions,
yaw control power during low-speed and PST- (2) comparison of the results to the original data
flight, base, and

The X-31A is powered by a single General Electric (3) update of the data base if necessary.
F404-GE-400 turbofan engine, producing 70,000 N The now discussed direct model update combines
of thrust with after-burner. A movable inlet pro- these three steps into one. It can be performed pro-
vides adequate airflow to the engine at high angles gressively during flight envelope expansion estimat-
of attack (AoA). Typical take-off weight is about ing only the subset of model parameters already
7,000 kg. Design speed is Mach 0.9 although super- covered by flight test. Therefore, the updated model
sonic cruise capabilities have been demonstrated. cover s te ereflregime using the

The X-3 IA can fly up to a maximum altitude of always covers the inthe cflight regime using the
about 12,000 in. updated data base iin the cleared regimne and the

original data base in the remainder. The model is

3.2 PID During X-31A Envelope Expansion applicable to both, small and large amplitude ma-
neuvers. Similar approaches for anl aerodynamic

Mainly during flight envelope expansion into the data set update have been presented in [11,12].
PST and supersonic flight regime a wide variety of
pilot generated maneuvers were flown to investi- 4.2 PID Procedure
gate handling qualities [4,5]. These maneuvers cov- As mentioned before, the X-31A is basically un-
ered the entire flight envelope up to 70' angle of stable due to its unique aerodynamic design. This
attack as well as up to supersonic speeds of about instability leads to divergence or even to an over-
Mach 1.2 as shown in Fig. 3. Additionally, some flow in the integration of the state equations when
tests were flown at negative angle of attack (push- the well-known maximum likelihood (ML) output
over maneuvers or inverted flights), error method is applied for parameter identification.
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Only time slices up to a maximum of 10-15 seconds (5) full 360' post stall roll.
X-3 IA flight time can be evaluated. The problem As far as available, maneuvers with and without
can be overcome by using either an estimation al- active thrust vectoring (no PST, i.e. maneuvering
gorithm that stabilizes the numerical integration, or beyond 300 AoA, without TV) and with after-
an estimation algorithm that avoids numerical inte- burner on and off were selected.
gration. As it is intended to use the direct model
update procedure for the evaluation of long-time 4.4 Model Extensions
large amplitude maneuvers, a regression algorithm
is applied. The regression method has a second To get a satisfactory fit for the body-fixed 6-DoF

advantage, a considerable decrease of CPU-time accelerations in the entire X-31 flight envelope,

compared e.g. to the ML-output error method. Pre- three model extensions were found to be necessary:

requisite for regression are compatible flight test (1) correction of the measured fuel quantity for

data, i.e. the data have to be checked and if neces- fuel slosh impact (used for subsequent A/C

sary to be corrected for sensor calibrations such as weight and balance data calculations),

bias and factors. This was done using a flight path (2) implementation and identification of a simpli-
reconstruction (FPR) algorithm, fled dynamic engine model accounting for af-

It is not possible to match the aerodynamic coeffi- terburier operation,

cients directly as it is usually done when applying a (3) incremental update of the aerodynamic coeffi-

regression method. Not only the aerodynamics, but cients depending on angle of attack and Mach

also thrust amount, thrust vector forces, and correc- number, performed together with thrust cali-

tions to the measured fuel quantity for A/C weight bration.

and balance calculations have to be evaluated at the These corrections and supplements to the original
same time. It is therefore necessary to use the ac- data base are briefly outlined in the following three
celerations as observation variables. In the mathe- chapters.
matical model (Fig. 4), the accelerations are simu-
lated by driving the original data base with flight 5. FUEL SLOSH IMPACT ON MEASURED
measured inputs. Increments to the aerodynamic FUEL QUANTITY
model are then identified together with parameters
for thrust model calibration and fuel quantity cor- It is a prerequisite for aerodynamic system identifi-

rection. cation to use accurate A/C weight, inertia, and c.g.-
location. The X-31A weight and balance calcula-
tions uses measured fuel quantity as input.4.3 Flight Test Data

For the simulation model update, a selection of As shown in Fig. 6, the X-31A fuel tank is built

flight maneuvers gathered within the X-31 test pe- around the engine's air intake tube. This design

riod of about 5 years is used. The flight test data creates significant nonlinear fuel slosh impact on

from the two nearly identical aircraft show some the measured fuel quantity. It is obvious that fuel

differences due to fabrication tolerances and indi- slosh depends on translational A/C accelerations. In

vidual measurement system characteristics. They addition, it was found that the tank filling ratio

have to be taken into account for identification as itself has a nonlinear influence due to the unique

well as the A/C modifications (aft strakes, nose fuel tank design.

strakes, and noseboom) performed for PST im- The fuel slosh impact on measured fuel quantity is
provemnent. illustrated in Fig. 7. Steady heading sideslip (SHSS)
To get a representative result covering nearly the maneuvers and deceleration maneuvers covering anentire design envelope with angle of attack from entire flight from full to nearly empty fuel tank areaboutire design envelop e tow7 angle ofMac t from shown. As the measured fuel flow does not account
about -5 deg up to 70 deg and Mach number from for after-burner fuel consumption, the latter is esti-
about 0.2 up to 1.25, more than 3000 seconds of mated as an additional constant fuel flow. The sig-
flight test time are gathered for one identification nal for after-burner operation is provided by the
run (Fig. 5). The assembled 70 time slices include: dynamic engine model described in the following

(1) single surface excitation maneuvers, chapter.

(2) deceleration maneuvers with randomly dis-tributed pilot doublet inputs, The sum of both, measured fuel flow and estimated
after-burner consumption is numerically integrated

(3) pilot doublet inputs at supersonic speed, to 'true' fuel quantity. The gap to measured fuel

(4) pilot doublet inputs with extended speed quantity is caused by fuel slosh. Accounting for this
brakes, measurement error leads to the 'faulty' fuel quan-
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tity which therefore shows a good fit. For the Correction factors for calculation of thrust amount
modeling of the fuel slosh impact, the translational and thrust vector effectiveness are estimated sepa-
accelerations are used in linear dependence on the rately for after-burner on and off.
tank filling ratio relative to an identified middle
filling level. 7. AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT

The fuel slosh not only affects long-duration tests, UPDATE
e.g. deceleration maneuvers, but also short-duration The aerodynamic data set is updated by determing
tests at high angles of attack, e.g. pilot doublets for increments to the original data set that depend on
handling qualities investigations. Although the fuel angle of attack and Mach number. The increments

slosh corrections can not be identified from these are calculated from derivative tables using non-
short time slices, it is necessary to use the 'true' equidistant breakpoints which are estimated to-
fuel quantity, i.e. corrected fuel quantity, for subse- gether with all other model paramneters:
quent weight and balance calculations.Z-1 0Angle of attack:

6. ENGINE DYNAMICS AND THRUST * regime: -5' to 750,

ESTIMATION . 10 breakpoints,

Thrust is calculated from measured power lever
position, Mach number and altitude using an exist- * Mach number:
ing static engine model. It had to be augmented by a * regime: 0.25 to 1.3,
simple dynamic engine model to match the flight
measured longitudinal accelerations. This dynamic • 5 breakpoints.
model is characterized by: At Mach numbers below 0.25 (corresponding to

AoA above about 300), the incremental model
"* after-burner off: 1. order dynamics with differ- freezes Mach effect and depends only on angle of

ent time constants and rate limitations for thrust attack.
increase and decrease,

It would not be suitable to use equidistant table
"* after-burner operation: switch with time lag for breakpoints because, on one hand, the X-3 1 A aero-

after-burner on and hysteresis for after-burner dynamic data set covers an extended envelope and,
on/off on the other hand, the essential changes in the co-

For identification of this engine model, the follow- efficients are concentrated on some smaller areas.
ing observation variables are used which are both, Although the start values for the breakpoints were
measured and provided by the static engine model: equidistant, the final breakpoint estimates are con-

• Fan- & Core-RPM, centrated in the areas with great changes in the
aerodynamics. The estimated breakpoints show no

* exhaust nozzle area & pressure ratio. correlation and small standard deviations.

Fig. 8 shows the time histories of some typical In additional to angle of attack and Mach number,
flight tests without after-burner. Overall, the engine the following variables are inputs to the derivative
dynamics are well reproduced, only the overshoot tables for incremental model update:
in Fan-RPM can not be modeled correctly by the 1.
order system. In addition to the engine dynamics, 9 longitudinal motion.
the calculated gross thrust contains a calibration pitch rate (q), canard (OCAN), symmetrical trail-
factor which was necessary to achieve a good fit for ing edge flap (&Esy1D, and leading edge flap
the longitudinal acceleration.

Fig. 9 shows the time histories of a continuous level

deceleration & acceleration maneuver with ran- * lateral-directional motion:
domly distributed piloted pitch doublets. The after- angle of sideslip (P), roll rate (r), yaw rate (p),
burner is ignited during the test to provide suffi- ang l of ailipg(edgerolat (r), aw ratep
cient power for post stall flight. To obtain a good fit differential trailing edge flap (aTEdif), and rudder
for the longitudinal accelerations, it is necessary to ( 8 RUD).
implement a time delay which accounts for after- Leading edge flap deflection 8LE is a function of
burner ignition. This time delay can clearly be seen1.ý angle of attack. Nevertheless, the leading edge flap
by comparing the measured power lever to the cal- effectiveness can be estimated uncorrelated to AoA
culated power lever signal, the latter includes the parameters applying multi-point evaluation for the
engine model dynamics. entire flight envelope. In the case of single-point
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evaluation, this separation from angle of attack date, 1993). This update was based on single ma-
effects is not possible. neuver PID only which shows relative large scatter

Speed brake and gear effects are included in the and uncertainty levels.

incremental model but not addressed in this paper. Multi-point evaluation: Fig. 13 compares the results
Two results are presented and compared to those of the incremental table model identification to the
friom the PID during envelope expansion flight original data set. Again the AoA table breakpoints
phase. are presented. When tile identified increment ACI/3

is added to the large negative ClI3-values from the
7.1 Results: Lift and Drag wind-tunnel predictions, the resulting updated data

Single-point evaluation. During X-31 envelope set is very close to the results from single-point
expansion, identification was performed using sin- evaluation shown in Fig. 12. Only the peak at about
gle-point evaluation (single maneuver with pilot 450 AoA deviates significantly. This may be caused
inputs and/or single surface excitation). Fig. 10 by linear interpolation between the two relatively
shows the PID-results for lift and drag coefficient, wide separated a-breakpoints at about 380 and 490
CLtrim and CDtrim, compared to their predictions AoA.
from the original data set. The model derivatives
were estimated from the trimmed steady state 8. MODEL VERIFICATION
conditions. The coefficients therefore contain the
increments of the trimmed aerodynamic control Practice maneuvers for the Paris-Air Show are used

surface deflections (TV is not used for trim). The for model verification. Fig. 14 presents flight test

identification was performed using thrust as calcu- and identification model output for a complete 6

lated from the static engine model and using meas- rmin. flight, which was flown at Edwards Air Force

ured fuel quantity for the calculation of A/C weight, Base in California, USA. The four highlights of the

inertia and c.g.-location. Lift and drag coefficients flight demonstration are: (1) PST-Loop (loop with

are therefore affected by possible measurement pull-up into PST before the vertex), (2) the Mon-

and/or thrust model errors. goose maneuver (like the well-known Cobra ma-
neuver but with additional yawing in PST), (3) the

Multi-point evaluation.- In the case of multi-point Herbst-Turn (pull-up into PST followed by a small
evaluation, parameters for thrust model calibration radius turn), and a second loop, (4) the Heli-Loop
and fuel quantity correction are estimated from (PST-Loop with a PST-roll reversal maneuver in
flight data together with the aerodynamics as de- the recovering phase). Start and landing phases are
scribed before. Fig. 11 shows the basic lift and drag presented only for completion; on-ground opera-
coefficients (i.e. untrimmed in contrast to Fig. 10), tions before lift-off and after touch-down are not
CLbasic and CDbasic, for the original and the up- yet completely implemented into the identification
dated data set. The identified AoA table break- model.
points are also shown. Both coefficients, for lift and
drag, show generally higher values than predicted. Fig. 14 shows power lever angle (again in-flight
This is mainly a result from the thrust modification measured pilot command and model output includ-

described in chapter 7. The thrust modification ing engine dynamics), altitude, Mach number, and

affects both, lift and drag. Due to the transforma- angle of attack as used as input for the simulation

tion from body-fixed coordinates to the aerody- with the updated data base. To prove the data base

namic coordinate system, the effect of thrust on lift quality, the accelerations characterizing the longi-

increases while the effect on drag decreases with tudinal A/C-motion are presented. Longitudinal and

increasing AoA. normal accelerations show a good fit during the
entire flight. The fit of the pitch acceleration shows

7.2 Results: Dihedral Effect less quality in some flight phases caused either by
aerodynamics, or by not yet modeled thrust inter-

Single-point evaluation." Fig. 12 shows the dihedral ference. Here, more detailed investigations remain
derivative Cl/ plotted versus angle of attack. The to be done.
PID results from single-point evaluation are com-
pared to CI/3 from the original data set. The PID Although, the direct model update procedutre using
results do not confirm the large negative values regression has the potential for model verification it
from wind-tunnel tests at angles of attack between is indispensable to use simulation with numerical
30 and 450. During the envelope expansion flight integration for the validation of the updated model.
phase, the aerodynamic database for the X-31 was
updated for angles of attack up to 50' and the dihe-
dral derivative was changed as shown (PID2 up-
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12. FIGURES
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ARMOR UAV IDENTIFICATION USING AN ADAPTIVE HYBRID GENETIC
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Summary each of which is a possible solution to the problem and
using a Darwinian survival of the fittest methodology,

This paper presents the use of an Adaptive Hybrid attempts to produce better solutions in succeeding

Genetic Algorithm for the Maximum Likelihood generations. Because a GA evaluates multiple points in

identification of aircraft dynamics. The technique is the solution space simultaneously, it has the potential to

compared to the conventional Modified Newton- converge to the global optimum.
Rhapson method and to the simplex method for the There is much in the literature covering GAs. (seeidentification of a linear model of the dynamics of the for example, 3-5). The basic elements of a simple GA

ARMOR UAV. A simple example is used to illustrate are described and then the modifications introduced to
the method's advantages when identifying nonlinear improve convergence in this case are detailed.
systems. The method has advantages over the Modified
Newton-Rhapson method in that initial parameter
estimates do not have to be stated, rather, a bound on
the parameters is given. It also does not suffer from The procedural elements of a GA are listed below:
numerical problems sometimes evident with gradient-
based optimisation techniques and it can locate the 1. Initialise population
global minimum when a multi-modal cost function is 2. Evaluate fitness of each individual
present. It is also simple to incorporate initial parameter 3. Select individuals for breeding and create new

resttent iindividuals by mating
4. Apply mutation operator

Introduction 5. Delete members of old population and insert new
individuals

6. If not finished, repeat from step 2.

In recent years, the efficient extraction of aircraft

stability and control parameters from flight test data has The traditional GA codes the parameter set of the
become more and more important as the drive to reduce optimisation problem as a binary string. An initial
the costs of bringing an aircraft into service increases, population of individuals consisting of a number of
There are many techniques in the literature for such a these binary strings is created and an objective function
problem, the most common of which is the Maximum is evaluated for each individual. The objective function
LikelihoodI (ML) method, however, there are a number is a measure of how good a solution to the problem that
of problems associated with this technique. individual represents. In the case of a minimisation

Numerical problems can be caused by poor initial problem, the best individuals will have the lowest
parameter estimates, by an input signal which does not numerical value of the associated objective function.
excite the system dynamics adequately or by inadequate The objective function is usually transformed into a
modelling2. Another problem with aircraft at high measure of relative fitness by some scaling function.
angles of attack is that a small change in the dynamic The choice of scaling function can dramatically
parameters can lead to the aircraft becoming unstable, affect the convergence performance of the GA6. The
also leading to numerical problems. next stage is to select individuals to become parents.

A technique based on a Genetic Algorithm for Individuals with lower objective functions will have a
overcoming some of these problems is proposed here. greater probability of being selected to reproduce.

There are many methods such as Roulette-Wheel
Genetic Algorithms Selection (RWS) and Stochastic Universal Selection

(SUS)6.
A genetic algorithm (GA) is a parameter search The selection algorithms have differing
procedure modelled on the mechanisms of biological performances measured by metrics described by
evolution. It operates on a population of individuals, Baker7. These are bias and spread. Bias is taken'as an

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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indication of accuracy and the spread is a measure of the conditional probability density function of the
consistency. In this study, Stochastic Universal observation y given 0 (or Likelihood function) is
Selection is used as it has zero bias and minimum maximised. Most optimisation procedures minimise a
spread, unlike the Roulette-Wheel selection methods. function, so it is common to take the negative logarithm

Once the parents have been selected, reproduction of the Likelihood function and call it the log-likelihood
is carried out by the crossover genetic operator. This function (Equation (4)).
randomly selects strings from the parents and combines
them to produce new individuals. Crossover is the most N

dominant operator in most GAs. Mutation is also J(O) =-L ý- (i)]YR- [y(i) - :(i)] (4)
applied, which (for a binary-encoded GA) flips i=1
randomly selected bits of an individual. The main
purpose of this operator is to ensure that the GA can where R is the measurement noise covariance which
search areas not represented in the initial population. It usually has to be estimated, N is the number of data
also acts as an insurance against the loss of good points, y(i) is the measured (or filtered) output and
genetic material through selection and crossover. •(i) is the output of the identified model.
Mutation is usually applied with a low probability,
typically 0.001. The most common method of minimising Equation

Once a new population has been created through (4) is to use a modified Newton-Rhapson (MNR)

the above processes, the fitness of the new individuals technique8 . This forms the parameter update as:

is calculated. These are to be reinserted into the old
population and so some members of the old population A0=0-0 (5)
have to be deleted. This can be carried out by replacing N N

the least fit or oldest members, or by random N S(i)TRl1 S(i)T R'[y(i) _(i)]
replacement, to name some techniques. Here, fitness- I
based reinsertion was used. Finally, the new population H=1

has been produced and the process can start again. (6)

Because the GA has stochastic transition rules, the
population may converge to one value and remain there S(i) is the sensitivity matrix defined as:

until the mutation operator creates a new, better
individual. For this reason, it is difficult to specify S(i) = (7)
convergence criteria. a0 0=6

Maximum Likelihood Technique As part of the ML technique, the parameter Cramer-
Rao bounds are obtained, which are the minimum

A detailed summary of the Maximum Likelihood achievable parameter variances. These are the diagonal
technique for parameter identification can be found in 8, elements of the inverse of the Information Matrix M:
but the main elements are stated here. This method
assumes a mathematical model formulated as follows: NM = JS(i)' R-1S(i) (8)

X(to) = xo (1) H

i)= f[x(t0, y(t), U(0, 0] (2) There are known problems with this method, however.

y(i) = g[u(i), 0,G] (3) The parameter update is calculated from Equations (5)

and (6).The information matrix may be ill-conditioned
where x is the state vector, y is the output vector, u is due to incorrect model equations, from numerical
the input vector, 0 is the vector of unknown parameters problems in the calculation of the sensitivity matrix, or
and G is a vector of uncorrelated Gaussian white noise. from poor excitation of the aircraft dynamics. If M

Note that the output error formulation is being used becomes nearly singular, the parameter updates should
here. There are other formulations of the ML method, be treated with suspicion.
such as filter error9 and equation error, but the output Another problem with the above formulation is that
error formulation has been applied successfully on initial parameter estimates are needed. With nonlinear
many occasions for aircraft identification (see for model equations, the LLF may have more than one
example 9). minimum. Poor initial parameter estimates can cause

The ML estimates of the unknown parameters are the solution to reach a local minimum.
those such that the output, y is 'most likely' to occur. Given the above problems, the standard algorithm
Stated more formally, the parameters are chosen so that used for estimating the parameters can fail. A genetic
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algorithm has good potential for use in this situation as
no sensitivities have to be calculated and GAs are
claimed to be better at finding a global minimum than
standard hill-climbing techniques. Another advantage is
that instead of initial parameter estimates, the user
defines a bound on each parameter.

Problem Description and Baseline
Identification

A 4th order state-space linearised model of the Figure 1 ARMOR CivilianUAV
Portuguese ARMOR X7 (Figure 1) fixed-wing UAVFO
was used whose parameters were known: The UAV was trimmed at =24m/s. A 3-2-1-1 input of 5

deg. amplitude and Is time unit was applied to the
.i= Ax + Bu (9) elevator. The resulting outputs were recorded and used
y = Cx for identification. The identification technique used in

0 0 0 1 1each case was the output error formulation of the ML
technique. The cost function to be minimised was

A= -9.7040 -0.0249 0.8080 -3.0223 therefore given by Equation (4). R was not identified
- 1.4382 - 0.6043 - 3.2998 24.5441 and so was nominally fixed as the identity matrix.

0 0.012 - 0.0819 -10.5435 A Monte Carlo simulation of 250 runs was carried
out using the MNR technique with the initial parameter
estimates randomly selected between the actual

1.3566 parameter values ±50%. The baseline identification was
_ 9.1535 taken as the average of these results. More runs of the

6 Monte Carlo simulation to improve its statistical
significance would have been impractical due to the

[1.000 0.0083 - 0.0562 01 amount of time taken.C 0900,o0 0.9893 0.1456 0 (10) Genetic Operators
0 0 0 1

where the input, state and output vectors are As mentioned above, it is common to use a constant
respectively; mutation rate, typically 0.001. It has been found,

however, that a non-uniform mutation rate can have
U = 8E elevator angle (rad) (11) beneficial effects on convergence. Mutation often does

0 pitch angle (rad) not play as large a role as crossover in the early stages
u forward speed (m/s) of a GA and so it seems sensible to start with a low

x= (12) mutation rate, allowing crossover to extract the best

1w normal speed (m/s) genetic material from the initial population, and then, as
q pitch rate (rad/s) the population converges, mutation becomes more
y! flight path angle (rad) important for later fine-tuning, so the mutation rate

should increase. A large mutation rate can effectively

y = total speed (m/s) (13) reduce the GA to a random search of the parameter

q pitch rate (rad/s) space, albeit with selection, so this increase in mutation
rate with time should be coupled with a method to stop

One of the most important aspects of an identification this degeneration occurring. This is where a reduction

experiment is the input signal used. One input signal in the mutation bounds comes in.

commonly used for aircraft identification purposes is It has been found3 that for a binary-encoded GA,

the 3-2-1-11'. one method of improving fine local tuning is to increase
the probability that a bit towards the right of the bit
string gets mutated, compared with bits close to the left,
as the number of generations increase. This means that
the search caused by mutation is global (in the sense
that it searches the space defined by the parameter
bounds) at the beginning of the GA, becoming more
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localised as the GA progresses. The GA used in this is reduced and when there is improvement, the opposite
study used a floating-point (FP) representation, so an occurs.
operator analogous to the binary one described above Specifically, the change in cost function values
was needed. between the best individuals in one generation and the

The use of a binary-encoded GA uses a fixed- one before is calculated as:
length bit string, effectively bounding the parameters.
Similarly with a FPGA, the user specifies an upper and AJ/(0) J (O)gen -J(O) (14)
a lower bound on each parameter. These bounds limit
the scope of the various operators so that a new Mutation and crossover probabilities were then
individual cannot have any parameters lying outside calculated as:
these bounds. The simplest method of constructing a
mutation operator analogous to that above is to reduce
these bounds (centred on the current parameter PX=Pxm. + (Px - PXmin ) AJ()gen (15)
estimates) as the GA progresses. This will increase AJ(%,(Ogeni_
local searching near the end of the GA. A number of
different functions defining these bounds were tried. M AJ(0)
The few presented here include a linear reduction, a PM PM, +(P -PM 0 gen (16)
"raised cosine", a "raised cosine" squared and a "raised .A..()gen-1
cosine" cubed (Figure 2). It was found of the various
functions tried, the "raised cosine" squared gave the where Px is crossover probability, Pxm=c and Pxmin are
best performance in improving local fine tuning. maximum and minimum crossover probabilities (to be

defined by the user) and likewise PM is mutation
0 in- a probability, PM,,,.. and PMmin are maximum and10___ ••'(•....Linearprb bltedei d th

90- .... \-..Raised Cosine minimum mutation probabilities (also defined by the
- - - Raised Cosine 2  user).

85 - - Raised cosine3 Equation (14) describes the cost function gradient
70
B .between one generation and the next. It would be trivial

.60 to extend this to retain some more memory of what has

a5s happened before by increasing the number of
generations over which this gradient is calculated.

40-

30 , ,Simulation Results

Evaluation of the above techniques was carried out by
- .specifying the upper and lower bounds on the

S i Max. Generatoo parameters as the actual parameter values ±50%. A
Monte Carlo simulation of 250 runs was carried out

Figure 2 Variation in mutation bounds with differing initial populations and the results
averaged. Figure 3 compares the convergence of these

This is a heuristic method of improving convergence GA methods with the MNR technique. Again,
which works for this example, but it would be very increasing the number of runs within the Monte Carlo
problem dependent. A more robust method would be to Simulation would have taken a prohibitive amount of
alter the mutation and crossover operators adaptively time
according to the current and past status of the
population.

One method is presented in12 which involves
keeping track of which operator produces which
offspring, and its relative fitness. Crossover and
mutation probabilities are then selected according to
which operator produces relatively better offspring.

A slightly simpler method is used here. The basic
idea is to track the fitness value of the best individual in
each generation and at times when there is little
improvement, mutation rate is increased and crossover
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offspring in each generation the simplex method was
120 applied with a maximum of 50 function evaluations and

-oSimple GA then fitness-based reinsertion was carried out.
GA with SMB

100 -- Adaptive GA
MNR Simulation Results

As above, the evaluation of the above technique was
carried out by specifying the upper and lower bounds

60 on the parameters as the actual parameter values ±50%.

A Monte Carlo simulation of 250 runs was carried out
40 with differing initial populations and the results

averaged. Figure 4 compares the Hybrid technique with

20 the MNR and simplex methods (which was evaluated in
the same way as the MNR).

Convergence is much improved over the previous
0 5o0 1000 1500 2000 2500 methods. The hybrid GA converged to the same

Function evaluations function values as the simplex and MNR given enough

Figure 3 Convergence properties of GA techniques time (not shown here).

From this, it shows that the modifications made to the 120 -

simple GA do indeed improve convergence properties, H0 - ybdd GAI | I • Simplex

but compared to the MNR, they still exhibit poor 100 'o MNR

performance. It is interesting to note that the Simple
GA did not converge to the minimum of the cost 80

function found by the MNR technique within the time
allowed, but the GA with Shrinking Mutation Bounds 6

(SMB) and the adaptive GA converged to the same
value as the MNR. The full convergence history is not
shown to improve clarity. 40[

Hybridisation 20

This simply means combining the GA with another 00 1o0 2000 2500

technique. This method replaces the Darwinian Function evaluations

evolutionary pattern with Lamarckian evolution13 . This
derives from the evolutionary theory of Jean Lamarck Figure 4 Convergence properties of Hybrid GA
in the 1 9 th Century, who proposed that the knowledge
learned by organisms could be passed on to their Adaptive Hybrid GA
offspring. In GA terms, this means that some
knowledge is learned by the offspring before being Given the above two methods of improving GA
returned to the population. This can be achieved by convergence for this problem, it seemed suitable to use
running a few iterations of a traditional optimisation a combination of the two. Operator probabilities were
technique. For initial attempts, the MNR technique was adapted according to Equations (15) and (16) and the
applied to the best offspring in each generation, but it simplex method was applied to the best offspring in
was sometimes found that the approximation to the each generation. Figure 5 shows the results of
Hessian matrix (Equation (17)) was nearly singular and combining the adaptive GA with the hybrid using the
caused numerical problems. same Monte Carlo simulation method as above.

V~~)=N1V (0) J [V0j(i)]TR- [V09(i)] (17)
i=l

For this reason, the simplex method was used for local
optimisation within the GA. This technique requires
only function evaluations, not derivatives. A description
of the technique can be found in 14. For the best
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120 this case, the Maximum Likelihood cost function

Adaptive Hybrid GA reduces to minimising:
Simplex

T

J(co) = • [sin(cooti) - sin(coti )]2 (20)
80 0

60 The cost function for T/T0=5 is shown in Figure 6.

40 

.20 0 -
00

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 -
Function evaluations 0.

Figure 5 Convergence of Adaptive Hybrid GA e'

Figure 5 shows that the performance of the Adaptive
Hybrid GA is now comparable to that of the Modified a0 0...2 o. a o.. . .1 ... 2 o .

Newton-Rhapson method and to the simplex method. 010%

Although the GA was hybridised with the simplex
method, it is possible to combine it with any other Figure 6 Maximum Likelihood cost function

minimiser. If a certain minimiser is known to perform
well on a certain problem, then there is a good chance As can be seen, the function has one global minimum

that that minimiser combined with the adaptive GA will when co/o0=1 and lots of local minima. As might be

outperform the original method. Further study of this is expected, application of the commonly-used MNR

planned. technique to this problem causes the results of the
identification to be highly dependent on the initial

Nonlinear Identification Example estimate of co.
Initial estimates of co/o0 were specified between 0

and 2 and 100 runs of the MNR technique applied. The
It is well known how the choice of initial parameter identified values of 0)/COo against the initial estimates are
estimates can affect the speed of convergence of an

optimisation algorithm. In addition, if the system plotted in Figure 7.

description is a nonlinear one, the Maximum +
Likelihood cost function can become multi-modal and a+ +

the initial parameter estimates not only affect speed of 2 o + o 2

convergence, but the point to which the algorithm d1- a ,+ +

converges, whether that is a local or global minimum. I +.. .. ....
Generation of a nonlinear aircraft model with few 05 0 + + + + +

enough parameters so that visualisation of the cost + -+ + +

function is difficult to carry out, so the principle will be + 2 +

demonstrated using a simple nonlinear system taken + + a

from Proskawetz2.
This nonlinear process model is of a sine wave +

with frequency COo: o 02 0 " 0' 0 , 1'.a , ', t2 I a
Initial estimate Mo/o

z =sin(Co0 t) (18) Figure 7 MNR Identified parameters against initial
estimates

If we model this as:

Out of 100 applications of the MNR technique, the
y = sin(cot) (19) global minimum was found only 26 times.

The same problem was addressed by the Adaptive
then CO is the only unknown parameter and the Hybrid GA. The technique was applied 100 times with
measurement covariance matrix is known to be 1. In
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co/0oo bounded between 0 and 2. Since the AHGA is a
population based minimiser, it does not use a single
initial estimate so Figure 8 plots the identified values of Acknowledgements
o/ 0o against the number of run of the AHGA.
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SUMMARY AI,A 2 : eigenvalues of the complex angle of attack,
The history of the linear aeroballistic theory extends to 1920's complex translational angular velocity,
to Fowler et al. It has been used widely in aeronautical studies
for estimating aerodynamic parameters till 1970's when P air density,
numerical and analytical methods like Chapman-Kirk Kalman " : complex angle of attack,
filter techniques had been discovered. Today linear •', complex angle of attack due to asymmetry,
aeroballistic theory is still used to get an initial estimate to ' : complex angle of attack due to gravity.
more complex methods. This is due to its simplicity and
easiness to apply. In this paper, a new formulation, which uses Subscripts

the linear aeroballistic theory to estimate the aerodynamic i component of a vector in the ith direction,

data, will be presented. Result of the test cases obtained with 0: initial condition.
this formulation will be given. Superscripts

LIST OF SYMBOLS states in F.,

A: reference area, " differentiation in time domain,

c. : coefficients of the complex Euler angle, differentiation in distance domain.

d reference diameter 1. INTRODUCTION
d, : coefficients of the complex swerve displacement, The theory on linear aeroballistics was advanced by Fowler et

i: unit imaginary number, al., in 1920, clarified and extended by Kent, Nielsen and
J cost function, Synge and McShane, Kelly and Reno, [1]. The two most

Ko: induced moment parameter, outstanding names in this area are Charles H. Murphy and
John D. Nicolaides. Their research work had extended to

KD: drag parameter, investigating the effect of the aerodynamic nonlinearities in

K : normal force static stability parameter, the aerodynamic stability derivatives and nonlinear motion
K, normal force Magnus parameter, and developing the quasilinear theory. Murphy besides, his

number of papers, reports and proceedings, the report written

K1 : induced roll moment parameter, in 1963, named 'Free Flight Motion of Symmetric Missiles'
K• roll moment damping parameter, [2] is like the Handbook of this area. The report as it can be

understood from its name, explores the motion of a symmetric
K,,: pitch moment static stability parameter, missile in free flight. After the derivation of the equations of
K.: pitch moment out of plane static stability motion, a detailed discussion on linear stability of rolling and

nonrolling missiles is given. This is followed by the range
parameter, measurement of linear and nonlinear aerodynamic coefficients

K,,,: pitch moment damping parameter, and prediction of the nonlinear motion. The author divides the
K. pitch moment Magnus parameter, estimation procedure in subsections. Firstly, the estimation of

the drag coefficient is investigated. This is followed by the

k,: complex angle of attack coefficients, estimation of the roll motion parameters and complex angle of

S: dynamic pressure, attack parameters. Finally the estimation of the complex
s : arc length along flight path, swerve displacement parameters is given. While estimating the

complex swerve displacement parameters, instead of using the
xg, yg, zg : spatial coordinates, previously found results (complex angle of attack and complex

(o complex swerve displacement, angular rate), forcing terms are used. In this report discussion

77: complex Euler angle,

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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about nonlinear aerodynamic coefficients is also given. Today + F (26
this report is still cited in some of the papers. I, 7 -j•" + q = . (2.6)

Nicolaides has also applied similar procedure for the
estimation of complex angle of attack parameters. The basic
difference between the work of Nicolaides and Murphy arises Where, p is the first component of angular velocity of F0 with

in the estimation of nonlinear aerodynamic derivatives, respect to earth frame F. expressed in F. and k1, g3 and

investigation of the nonlinear motion and the quasilinear g3 are the components of gravitational accelerations in three
theory, which are beyond the scope of this study. directions respectively.

As mentioned above the study on linear aeroballistic initiated
in 1920's. During the past years a number of papers on this Besides, the equations given in F0 , the relations between
topic were written. It is seen that the estimation of the linear these states and the corresponding ones in body fixed

aerodynamic coefficients is almost the same in most of these reference frame F, are also required. The relations between

papers. The procedure is similar with the Murphy's these states can be expressed as follows.
formulation. The two characteristics of these procedures are
complex variables and recursive solution. Recently a new = x, (2.7)
study is found in the literature done by Weiss, Doherr,
Schilling [3]. In this study instead of using complex variables, ycos(0)-zsin(0) (2.8)
a different formulation is applied. The angular motion is
solved defining new states, which have more simple set of
differential equations. After solving the new states, solutions
for the original states are also obtained. Using these solutions,
the Euler angle states are solved and finally the swerve motion I n

states are found. Similar to the previous studies a recursive
solution is applied in this study. As mentioned above the basic

difference is, instead of using complex variables,
transformation of states is applied. Furthermore, for solving P9

Euler angle states and swerve motion states instead of using m, la, It

the forcing terms on the right hand side of the differential
equations, the previously obtained solutions are used. In other / C., V,
words, the differential equations for the Euler angles are

written in terms of the angular motion states and the /"
differential equations for the swerve motion are written in i, ,
terms of the Euler angle and angular motion states.

In this study, a combined way between [2] and [3] is applied " N

here. Similar to [2] complex variables and similar to [3] __

during the recursive solution previously found results will be Figure 1. Unguided missile in three-dimensional flight.
used. This feature can be more easily understood in the next
section. It is thought that the method presented here uses the Where "Y,ý, denotes the states in F, and x,y,z denotes the
advantage of the two studies mentioned: complex variables states in F, in three directions respectively and 0 denotes the
and using the previously found solutions in the next step.These features make this method very simple and practical. roll angle.

Furthermore, one needs the kinematic relations between the

2. EQUATIONS OF MOTION translational velocities in F. and translational positions in

In this section the derivations of the equations of motion, earth fixed coordinates in F, and between rotational
which will be used in the estimation procedure, will be given, velocities and Euler angles. These relations can be written as
The derivation of the basic flight mechanics equations can be [5],
found in any relevant literature, [4], [2]. The basic flight
mechanics equations of motion in the non-rolling reference = cos(0)cos(qt)- iX sin(l/)+ i sin(9) cos(qu),
frame F. can be written as follows:

(2.10)

m[-+ ff•-iFf•= x+ mg 1,,(2.1) Wg = cos(0)sin(v/)+ i'cos(v/)+ ýi sin(0)sin(qV),
(2.11)

zg =-ii sin(o)+ i cos(O), (2.12)
mv ++(2.2)

(2.3)+ q= tan(0), (2.13)m•+ pvý -qu) + mk,, (2.3)

(2.14)

I5= L, (2.4)

(2.5)o'(2.15)

I,-(t + 
(2 .16 

(2.5))

p : -•"tan(0). (2.16)
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In the preceding parts the equations of motions of motion in - pAdV2 (c,,,o
F. are given, besides these equations for drag analysis the q 2= , 2I-O si

translational equation in x direction of air trajectory reference d d 1,,
frame F. is required. + C.f 8+"Cqv- +V C ý' flP rI

mI"= D. (2.17) pd2(2.28)
(2.17) =pAdV....2 (C,,,° sin(qS)+ C,, cos(tA)-C,,o/i 2.8

For small angle of attack and angle of sideslip axial 21,

aerodynamic force in F, and axial aerodynamic force in F. .... d + _ d ) I, -

are assumed to be equal (X - D). ' 2V ", 2V J I,

The aerodynamic forces and moments in F. for a symmetric In order to solve the above equations, they will be (2.29)
In rde tosove he boe euatons tey illbetransformed

and slightly asymmetric model can be written as follows: into distance domain for simplicity. The equations (2.24)-
(2.29) can be rewritten in distance domain as,

=-ýACx, (2.18)

V + PAVCD = 0, (2.30)2m
ýYA Cz Cz'Y''ip d(2.19) 2

2V= pAV (c l C f -d-/ u wtan (0))

4A(Cz +CzA'Pd(2 2m z.J 2V V V

A Cz , p pV, (2.20) (2.31)i'=EA- (czo a + CZ#, h d-) + + tan(O)

L=ýAd C/o ____d(221_mV

+V + g cos(9) (2.32)-• V '

Mi=f Ad(Co cos(5)- C,, sin(O)+ C,, i + C,,,f p pAdV cd

+ -C" l +c"pp -h d (2.22) 21o (. + (2.33)
""2V "0 2VJ

+, = pAdV (C,,, c ,,, ,,,

Ad(C., sin(O)+ C., cos(q )- C, +, . q 2 , cos()-+ sin()+C
+C ;, d +d + p (2.23) +C. +C,4 d +C" liP -I - + I--+-V V

22V 'P 2V 2V " 2V I, V V

(2.34)
Where a,= pAdV (C, sin(o)+C,, cos(O)-C,,,fwf wcos(O) + v sin(O) a tcos(0)+ flsin(O), .21--,'

U " d+ + Zp d +! __• p. 4 Ttan(O)

"+C' +C-wf 2V +"'A 2VJ I, V V
= v cos(8)- wsin(q) / cos(O) - a sin(0). (2.35)

V Using the definition given below equation (2.24) can be
written as,

Equations of motion can be rewritten expanding aerodynamic

force and moment terms, K pAC,

)=-pAV 2 CD, (2.24) 2m

2m V'+KV=0. (2.36)

AV2 .Cz -C lip-- _ - (u + iv tan(o)), The solution of equation (2.36) can be found as,
(225 ds 2)

V( ds = Voe- ý' (2.37)

z pAV 2  d +.-r nand,
+ 1m xo.-1) a(2.38) tn(

+gcos(9), (2.26) t=toV + K(eK-, 1). (2.38)

pAdV2 .C + CIP d (2.27) Using the solution for V, equation (2.27) becomes,
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p'-K,,p=K,oVoe-. (2.39) Kz = PA Cz
° 2m '

Where
- PAd 2 C, = ",AdCz

41 4

K p 'K +K +Kz~pi-LY,2tan(O)' +i gcs(O)K1 2iA Co" Zý V V v

21ý (2.49)

The solution for this equation can be found easily using the In equation (2.49), the right hand-side term i istan(O)
basic ordinary differential equations knowledge as, V

small compared to the other terms, so it can be neglected.

K,(S) so D U ýe P , + 1e' (2.40)
, K+K,, K + KD+K, e)=(. +4 '= +KD+Kz +Kzi P +i2+ i g ). (2.50)

Using the solution for p(s), the solution for q5 can be found, Similarly multiplying equation (2.29) with the unit imaginary
assuming the right hand side term Ttan[O] in equation (2.13) number i and adding to equation (2.28) one obtains,
is small compared to p.

41 K + = KD+K e(Cq +i' 2, c , i•-C + C06' = p(s) K10 +_ f o + K o '2 e (1ý ÷xj . (2.41)21

V(s) K, +K, V K, (2.41 + Cý, Zid + C, P + i p -+ tan (0))

Using equation (2.41), the solution for ql(s) can be found as, (2.51)The left-hand side term can be found in terms of •i as:

q5()=q PO K,0  K,0O(D+K,. KD +K KD ±K F)=2(i' j) (2.52)

PO KoK Inserting equation (2.52) into (2.51) and making the below
+ + Kj e (2.42) given definitions complex angular rate equation is derived as

follows,

Equations (2.25)-(2.26) and (2.28)-(2.29) can be put into K pAd + iC
much simpler form by using the following complex variables: 21, ....

_ v+ iiv•---f +'-t (2.43)=pdC
(2.3)K PAdcV K,, 21,

S= • + [7 (2.44) = _
2V (4K,,, pAd C

21, 0

Multiplying equation (2.26) with the unit imaginary number i
and adding this to equation (2.25) one obtains, K2, -pAdC

41,

2m ( 2V AVK( - d pAd_ C .
+ i tan(O)2+ ig cos(O) (2.45) 41,

VrK41 "' P

W=I K,)e' + I + X,
In the above equation, the ratio of u/V is assumed

approximately equal to 1. Using equations (2.41), (2.42) and +rKD+K,, +iLP---i--tan(O)P. (2.53)
the below given definitions, equation (2.47) can be simplified ' I, V V )
as:

Similar to the complex angle of attack equation the right hand(V-'+ai')= •V -K,ýV, (2.46) side term i r tan(O)gt is small compared to the other terms, so

V
i --; = i2jiiV, (2.47) it can be neglected.

i• -i Z i,(2.48)
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[ ' ( , + ]] For the solution of e, e'(+) term will be expanded in terms
2 V of p/V as,

+KD, +K,,, i-E- (2.54)I, V) O(s) 0.o + /Vs,

Equations (2.50) and (2.54) are coupled equations, in order to + = /!)
solve them they have to be decoupled. In order to decouple e

these equations, first step is to differentiate equation (2.50)
with respect to distance: Inserting solution for V and the above expansion, d becomes,

(K,+K, +K, i ý gco (2.55) dK e'(O°+Y)e'/'+ - Ký, - iL' -L e2KDs.
•'=,K+Kz.Kz,,VJ•'i2"+iK~v2s(O)d= 0V(2 , I, V

In the above equation differentiation and in the following Using the ordinary differential equation knowledge, the
parts, p/V term will be assumed constant. Inserting equation(2.5) ito 2.5) oe gtshomogeneous, partial and total solutions for can be found
(2.54) into (2.55) one gets,as

as,

'K +K +K, i +KX. +iK,,i PjJ (s) = kieA" + k2e•"', (2.60)

= Koe1(0+) + i2 K, ý ' + i I. +i 2KDgcos(O) i • s K=,-+ý',v (2.61)

(2.56) e(s) q kle A•, + " ge
2
KD -1 +/"e •' (2.62)

Sterm in equation (2.56) can be eliminated using equation 2e "ag +.

(2.50) as,
Where A, and A2 are the eigenvalues of the system. •g and

I- (K" +Kz2 +KziP _ V) Vos(5), can be found inserting the partial solution into equation
i2VY v 2 j (2.59),

(2.57)

2 +Kz +iP K KzI, + K, +K+L 'i gcos(K) -IKD -K, -Ip

V (fiPI, COS'' I, (2.63)
Vg= 4K2 -2KDb-c

+ Km. + iK, + iKX -

,qflPp V ~'O+2

-jKD + K', +iI E (KD + KI . + iKz P =(p)2Ke++b + (2.64)

)k, and k2 can be found using the initial conditions •(0) and

Equation (2.58) can be simplified making the following
definitions: ý(0) = o=ký + k2 + ýg +", (2.65)

S(2.65)
V Iý '(0)=r4>kiAi +kA 2 +2ýgKD+I'&,E (2.66)

+6

=Km. +i m• +iKp V Using equations (2.65) and (2.66), k, and k= can be

-~K, + Ký, + i+-E K, + K4 + XKP),evaluated 
as:

I, 2)A k2  +2KDýg + i /Pv

Koe '(O+) +igcos(O)K-K9 iI' P, A,-AI
v2 -, I, V) (2.67)

k2ý1-2Dg-'I4 -(ý- ý Zg ý -
bý'-cý=d. (2.59) A2-A,

(2.68)
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Finding the solution for , the next step is to find the CI 7 C2 -C 3 -C 4 -C 5 . (2.81)

solution for g. This can be done using equation (2.57):
Finally the last step is to find the solution for swerving motion

l(Ap yg and Zg. Similar procedure will be applied here also. The
i2 I D first step is to transform equations (2.11) and (2.12) into

distance domain.

V ]y = i-cos(9)sin(yf)+ L-cos(v')+ 2 -sin(9)sin(vf),

V V
+e2os o-.pK gc-P (9_

[iY :• pV) -2Vo
2  z' =-U~sin(9)+Ž•cos(9)., - (2.82

S(2.83)

+i+KD + K k + p'K im (2.69)
)V i2( -' . Assuming small angles, the following simplifications are

made,

Solving the differential equations for f and ji, the next step
is to find the solution for Euler angles 0 and V/. The solution cos(0) cos(g) 1
procedure is similar with the previous one; first, the
differential equations (2.14) and (2.15) will be transformed sin(O) 9,
into distance domain and then a complex Euler angle will be
defined arranging two equations. sin(Vt) V/,

O'V = 4, (2.70) sin(0)sin(vt)_=_ 0.

P, Using these simplifications equations (2.82) and (2.83) will
cos(9) = become,

V(O'+ iv') = ý + I, (2.72) Y9, V g+/, (2.84)

17'= (0'+ iV/)= 2T. (2.73) Z'g -0 +a. (2.85)

Solution for q can be found using equation (2.69): Arranging the two equations under the complex swerve
displacement ( , one gets,

7h (S) = CI (2.74)
Vo' = Gfg' + izg'g 4= - iI7, (2.86)

77,(s) = c2 e i• " + cse 2x S + 4e^Ag +C e , (2.75)

V',=4e v + 4'e 2,,e ,' + kleA + k 2eAa

i7(s) = c, + c2 e + c3e2
K's + c4e A, + c e Ac. (2.76) - i cl + C ejyv' + C3 e

2
KDs + c4 eA,, + c5eA21 . (2.87)

Constants c2 , c3I, C4 and c5 can be found substituting

(2.69) into (2.73): Solution for ýo can be found using the solutions for ý" and
r7:

c 2 = 2 +iK ý 1 (2.77) 9o, (s)=dl, (2.88)

(o, (s) = d 2s + d3e,ý< + d4 e KD +d5 eAýI + d 6eA2c.

eC [Iig(Kzý+KzoiPK,) g , (2.89)

(2.78) q,(s) = d, + d 2s + d3e'ý11y + d~e2
KDs + deeA. + d 6eA,,

C4 kLj ('K + K4 K,, i A, (2.79) (2.90)e4 )+ Iz i - , 2 The constants d1, d2 , d3 , d4 , d, and d6 are evaluated as,

csi oKz+ V~ -2 . (2.80)

Ci-2 (D+Ký+Kzik)-A,. (80 d = V,, - d 3 - d 4 - d, - d, (2.91)At 'OP V d2 = -ic1 , (2.92)

c, is evaluated using the initial condition qo
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-ic, using the Taylor series expansion, taking the first gradients
d, = , (2.93) only:

d 2KD g--iC3), (2.94) 0(s) [(s) +[(s) AK, + (s)AKIoK OK /PK, p K 0

d, = -1 (kl -iC4), (2.95) + - --(s) p° '0oA(s)°A A " (3.5)

d6 = -' (k2 -ic,). (2.96) Using equation (2.44), the gradients ' 5(s) '10(s)6K,0 (s
A2  X/ K1

3. ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS and 90(s) can be derived as given below:

In this section, estimation procedures will be defined. Similar

to the derivation of the analytical solutions of motion, the
estimation procedure will be done step by step. First the drag '60(s) - Po + 2K'o + K
parameter K, will be estimated, and then the roll coefficients, 1K, Vo KD+ K,p K + K, KD + K,

and so on.

3.1. Estimation of The Drag Parameter
For the estimation of the drag parameter KD, initial velocity

V. and initial time to, equation (2.38) will be used. Since this Po s K- 10 (K.KI,

equation is not linear in terms of the parameters a nonlinear Vo(KD + K, s KD +K,, ,se (3.6)

least squares procedure will be applied. Before going on
estimation procedure equation (2.38) has to be linearized 9e(s) I (KD OK,, _

using Taylor series expansion: .sK, 1-
K Do K K++K+ s

t(s)=Lt(s)+t(SAK +D t(S)AV. 7o 0 '60At° "5o(s) 1 (-1+e(ID+eJ0), (3.8)

(3.1) cpo VoKD +K,

Using equation (2.38), the gradients a(s) a(s) and
do •s)~s -, X. 9 1.s (3.9)

do~14(s) can be derived as given below: 10

tt Similarly, using the linearized equation and least squares cost

at(s) KD 2 eKD"' - (eKoo (3.2) function parameters K, I K,. , po and p1o can be estimated.

aKD VK ( 3.3. Estimation of The Complex Angle of Attack

Parameters
at(s) (eKo_ 1), (3.3) In this section, estimation of the two eigenvalues A1 and A2 ,
CVo Vo K, initial conditions ýo and o, complex angle of attack due to

gravity • and complex of angle of attack due to asymmetry
ats - will be presented. The aerodynamic parameters pitch

moment static stability parameterK , , , pitch moment out of
Using the linearized equation and least squares cost function, plane static stability parameter K,,,, pitch moment damping
parameters K,, V, and to can be estimated. In this study,

matrix equations are solved by Singular Value Decomposition
method [6]. This method is selected since it can handle ill- eigenvalues and induced moment parameter Ko will be
conditioned problems and it is especially suggested for evaluated using the 4o. This problem is also nonlinear in
identification of parameters due this property.

terms of the above-mentioned parameters, therefore a

3.2. Estimation of The Roll Angle Parameters nonlinear least squares procedure will be applied. The Taylor
For the estimation of roll damping parameter K, , induced roll series expansion for the equation (2.62) can be written as

follows:
moment parameter Ko0 , initial roll rate po and initial roll

angle Oo, equation (2.44) will be used. Different from the

drag coefficient estimation, this equation can not linearized in
terms of the three parameters, so a nonlinear least squares
procedure will be applied. Equation (2.44) can be linearized
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[(S) + c54(S) AA , d (s) AA , _ +2 _____ ____ ____ _ +__ ___

05A 1  2 o CA-- (A2 -A, )2

0-4s) (S) ] (3.20)+•s A ý,' + (s) _ + 8•()A J (3. 0) ok, A 2
19--01 ++ - -_ = (3.21)

fro0 9,;.• • A2-AI

The gradients with respect to A1, A2, I , , and 0 1 2 - -AI (3.22)
will be, 8o- A2 -A '

-
9 -(S)- d e A1s + ke As + a2 eA,, + 2d4 - -1 (3.23)
OA dAl 9A, 9A, =• A, -A (323

+2ý XK, e 2K's +d e• (3.11 e'%s 1
9(3.11) 12 = (3.24)

•o A2 -A'

=(s e & l + -- 2eA2 +ke 2 kgesTc 2K+ -A 2  (3.25)

OA2  CA 2 2A A2  A2 - A, (3.25)

+ 2• e eEs + " e'%, (3.12)
9A2 OA2  A2 A, -2K , (3.26)

=--e As+ '2e , ~ (3.13) g A2 l

V= A2 -A (3.27)

-01 A,, +C2 A21 (3.14) A2 -A, '=- e -+ e ,(3.14)

9ý(s) Alý A,,aA'sKv (3.28)

£4(s)= d eAt + e^=, +e 2KDO, (3.15) 04', A 2 -A(

£9 g 4-9g R,~4~

After finding the parameters of the differential equation,

A(s a2 eaerodynamic coefficients can be evaluated using the
.2 e+_ + + e'%, . (3.16) eigenvalues A, and A2, Using the fact that, the characteristic

e~o •c dequation with these eigenvalues will be,

In the equations, (3.11) and (3.12) the gradients of ýg I ý' (s-AIXs-A 2)=0,

and K, with respect to the eigenvalues are assumed to be

zero, since there is no explicit dependence between them. In s - (A1 + A,)s - AA 2 = 0. (3.29)
order to evaluate the above gradients, the gradients of k, and

2 wh r t Equating this equation to the characteristic equation of (2.61),
one can find the following equalities:

required. These gradients can be found using equations (2.67)
and (2.68): A1 +A2  b= 2K +K P +i KZ + +K .,,

A1 - A2 = (K +D K +1K V

+ : -, -, ý'+2Ký + 'IýAA c + + X.
,A, (A2 - Al ) 2  

2 -P

S(3.17) K , + K , . + X , L~ J

O5A, (A2 - A) 2  Using the above equalities, aerodynamic derivatives can be

(3.18) found, assuming K, and Kzo are known,

TA= (A -A,) 2  ' K., =Re(A, + A2)- 2K, -Kzo, (3.30)

(3.19)

Kzf = Im(A, + A2) V -.1 (3.31)
p 1,
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K,, =Re(-AA 2 )+(KD +K,,qK +K ,, I' Kz., (.p~)2I Obtaining parameters c 4 and c5 , Kz, can be found:
o o' I, ztv)

(3.32) Kz =-i4 +A, -KD -K i-,- (3.41)

KP =, + K,,f im(- AA 2 )+ '° -(KD +Kz) k I D Vv

V I, V

+ K P (KD + K,). (3.33) Kz = i + A2 -A2-K 1-K if (3.42)zfl V "" k2 •pV

Note that, the out of plane stability derivatives K" and K Although KZ is a real variable the estimated values using

(3.41) and (3.42) came out to be complex. The real and
can not be discritized. Using the definition for fI, K. can be imaginary parts of the estimations are nearly the same in

found as: magnitude but the imaginary parts have the opposite sign.
Taking the mean of the two estimations eliminates the

= - -'('o+5•) (3.34) complex part and gives a better result.

3.5. Estimation of The Complex Swerve Displacement
This completes the discussion for estimating complex angle of Parameters
attack parameters. Note that during the evaluation of the Final step is the estimation of complex swerve displacement
aerodynamic parameters, K,, is assumed to be known, parameters d2 , d3 , d4 , d,, d6 and (oo The Taylor series

although it has not yet estimated. These calculations are expanded form of the complex swerve displacement will be:
carried out with the initial estimate of Kz. and after

evaluating it, the calculations for complex angle of attack 'V(s) A O(s) A +(s)A
parameters are revised. (o(s) = [V(s) + Aad, ad3  ad4

3.4. Estimation of The Complex Euler Angle Parameters + a•(s) Ad, + a(s) Ad + OWs ] (3.43)
The next step in the estimation procedure is the evaluation of Ad 5  ad, A (o3.3
the complex Euler angle of parameters, c2, c3, c 4 , c 5 and o

q,, Using c4 and c5 normal force static stability parameter The gradients of (o(s) with respect to the parameters are,
Kz, will be found. Similar to the previous cases, a nonlinear

least squares procedure will be applied here. The Taylor series 0o0(s)
expanded form of complex Euler angle will be: S(4

7(s) s) + (s) A2 (s) + 0(s) = e, _ 1, (3.45)
L2 A3 &_3 -&

0c 4, + 6r17(s) e 7 + A"(s) 1
+ c4  + c5  + A 7 .]0  (3.35) 90((s) = e' -21, (3.46)

Cd/4

Note that in the above equation cI is omitted, this is due to
that this parameter can be written in terms of others and the 00(s) = eA _1 (3.47)

initial condition. The gradients of r7(s) with respect to the
parameters can be found as:

o9(s) = eA2 -1 (3.48)
ot(s) = e -•_1, (3.36) 9d,

s(s----) - 1. (3.49)

=e -1, (3.37) av.

Similar to the Euler angle case K,, can be found using the

0t(s)-= e _1, (3.38) differential equation parameters d, and d,.

VS sKzo = dsA21 - Kg,- Kzfp, i P--V' (3.50)

K/(s = e' -(3.39) k(

Kz =-dAl K D -Kz ip. (3.51)a1l(S) = 1. (3.40) k=

a917.
Similar to the complex Euler angle case the two estimations
came out to be approximately complex conjugates, so the
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mean of the two is taken. Two Kz' estimates are found, in 0.02

complex Euler angle and complex swerve displacement, it is
seen that the Kz, value found using the complex swerve 0.01

displacement solution comes out to be more close to the exact ,.005 thelacal

data. The Kz2 value found from the swerve motion solution

is taken as the final estimate, complex Euler angle solution is 1 1 2 2 3
recalculated using this estimate. -0

-0.01

4. RESULTS -0.015
In this section, result of test cases with simulation data, will be -0.0-

presented. The simulation data is generated by a computer Downrange [m]

code, which uses 6 degree of freedom flight mechanics
equations of motion. Figure 4. Simulated and estimated variation of pitch and yaw

angle.
In Figure 2-Figure 5 simulated and estimated motion data are

presented. The simulation data is generated using the values 1.5

given in Table 1. The error of the states is plotted in Figure 6- 1
Figure 9. The estimation results, seems to be very good. This 0.5

can be verified from the mean error values given in Table 2. 0
Furthermore, the estimation quality can be investigated from 10 10 2 0 2 0 30
the estimated values of the parameters, presented in Table 3. A -0.5

Investigating this table, it can be seen that all of the * -1

parameters have an accuracy better that 1 %. -1._
-2

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

C0  0.87

C4 -12.1 Downrange [m]

C'. -1.0x 103 Figure 5. Simulated and estimated variation of crossrange and

C" -1.0 altitude.

C,, -27.4 2.ooE00o

C,,• -544.0

0.7ooo ___

0.6 _1.50E-06

0.5

0.3 ____ \11_ 3 1 10 110 2)0 2 30

0 .2 
1-5 . 0 0-0 7 D 1

0.1 Downrange [m]

0 Figure 6. Variation of error in velocity.
0 50 100 150 200 250 300

Downrange [m]
1.50E-04

Figure 2. Simulated and estimated variation of velocity. 1.ooEo4

5 V I ___

10 10 20 20 30 .o
.5 .1fV________ __

0 0.0EDa00
-10 ___ 100__

S15 -pia 5.00E05o ___

:E -20 ____.phinep

-25 -1.00E-04

-30 Downrange (M]

-35 ___
_40L Figure 7. Variation of error in roll angle.

Downrange [m]

Figure 3. Simulated and estimated variation of roll angle.
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5.000-04 - - -1.00E100____

0.01E-04 5.OOE___
W 3.00E-04

___ 0400

--- rr6t )4 31 0
_ 1 0 2 0 2 0 3 00.

1.~ 0.05040 -T __ To __ it- t-1lb p.0

____ 0 -1. 50 E00*0 _ _

0. 00C-04

-4.00E-04 - - -2.00

Downrange [m] Downrange [m]

Figure 8. Variation of error in pitch and yaw angle. Figure 10. Variation of error in roll angle.

5.006-07 1.20-0E2

,~1.00S-07 E 6.OE__

o oo- errPs
-1.006-07 2 A 0 2.0E-03

-4.00-07

-3. 0050-07 0.00&00

-4.00E-07 -2.00E-03 __

Downrange [m] Downrange [m]

Figure 9. Variation of error in crossrange and altitude. Figure 11. Variation of error in pitch angle.

Table 2. Mean errors of the states.
10-7 

9.00E-02

t s 2.599x10 7  7.o2

5 [rad] 2.148x10"5  5.00E-02

y-z [m] 1.559x10-7  E3.ooo:0

0-y [,ad] 2.666x10-
4  • o

-3.005-02 1 1
Table 3. Exact and estimated parameters. Lb -5.00502

Exact Estimation Error % Error -7.00E-02

CD 0.87 0.87007 7.0x10-5  8.05x10 3  
-9.00E-02
-1.105-01

Czo -12.1 -12.249 0.149 1.23 Do1Dwnrange [m]

Co -1.0xl0"3  1.007x10, 3  7.0x10-6  0.70

Cl, -1.0 -1.0055 5.5x10 3  0.55 Figure 12. Variation of error in crossrange.

C,,, -27.4 -27.4015 1.5x10-3  5.47x10-3  Table 4. Mean errors of the states.

C,, - -544.0 -541.123 2.877 0.53 jt Is] 2.599x1
___ 0___ - ___-____-rad] 0.451

In the preceding part, the test results of the programs with the y-Z zm] 2.624x 10m2

ideal data were presented. In the real life experiences, the data 0 - v [rad] 4.579x 10-
will always include noise terms coming from the measurement
devices. This will degrade the estimation accuracy. The Table 5. Exact and estimated parameters.
second test is made with a data containing data. The data is Exact Estimation Error % Error
generated with the same aerodynamic parameters but 5 % CD 0.87 0.87007 7.0x10 5  8.05x10"'
noise is added to output states except x. No noise is added to I
x, since x depends on the position of the measurement C7, -12.1 -33.118 21.018 173.70

station, which can be known accurately. In the following part C,, -. 0x10-3  1.088x10-3  8.8x10 5  8.80
the test results obtained using the test, results will be C• -1.0 -1.035 3.5x10-2  3.50
presented (Figure 10-Figure 12).

C,, -27.40 -28.73 1.33 4.85

C,,, -544.0 -549.637 5.637 1.04

Comparing the results for the ideal case (Table 2) and the
noisy case (Table 4), the loss of accuracy can be easily pointed
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out. Besides, this decrease in accuracy some of the estimated
parameters are very close to the exact ones, C,, , C, and

C, . This feature is very important for the real tests. Although

the error of the drag coefficient C, is very small, no comment

on this parameter is made since the data for this parameter
does not include noise. It is known that the drag coefficient
has the same feature.

5.CONCLUSION
The aim of this study was to understand the nature of the
linear aeroballistic data identification technique and to build
an initial estimator for the complex estimators. During this
study a modified formulation is developed which uses the
advantages of the existing methods. For this purpose, a
mathematical model is build and then computer codes are
prepared. The written codes are tested using simulation data. It
is seen that in the absence of noise, the estimation accuracy is
very good and this degrades for the noisy case.

Although the estimation accuracy degrades in the case of
noise, it is observed that some basic parameters C0 , C,,

C,,. and C,, came out to be close to the exact parameters,

which is believed to be an important property.
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1 Summary 77, longitudinal stick position, % (0%
This Paper presents an analysis of test data r~corded fully forward)

during flight trials of a gyroplane. This class of rotary- w) frequency, rad/s
wing aircraft has found limited application in areas other I perturbation quantities
than sport or recreational flying. However, the accident
rate is such that a study of the configuration's stability 3 Introduction
and control characteristics is timely, and in addition There is a wide range of configurations in the class of
substantive data is required for a new airworthiness and aircraft known as rotorcraft. The helicopter is the most
design standard that is under development. The Paper common type, finding widespread application in
discusses the special nature of the application of system commercial and military aviation. The gyroplane (or
identification tools to the gyroplane problem, autogyro), however, is an increasingly popular machine
particularly in the context of lack of a priori knowledge of in sport and recreational flying, having found no practical
the type's dynamic characteristics, design of installation application in contemporary commercial or military
and experiments, and data analysis. roles.

2 Nomenclature Currently, most if not all types of gyroplane are in the
A, B state-space system and control homebuilt, or experimental category. The study of the

matrices configuration's flight mechanics is timely, given the
i imaginary operator accident rate suffered by the aircraft, e.g. Ref. 1. This,
Lv, Lp, etc rolling acceleration derivatives, together with the increase in light gyroplane flying in the

1/(ms), 1/s etc. U.K., has heightened interest in this class of aircraft, and

Mu, Mq, etc pitching moment derivatives, 1/(ms), a new airworthiness and design standard (BCAR Section T)
has been published by the U.K. Civil Aviation Authority,

1/s etc. Ref. 2.
N number of points in time series
N, NP, etc yawing acceleration derivatives, The gyroplane presents a particular challenge, in addition

l/(ms), U/s etc. to those normally met with helicopter system
p, q, r angular velocity components about identification. The aircraft is light, which can place

x, y, z body axes, rad/s stringent limits on atmospheric conditions during the
Qu, Q., etc rotor torque derivatives, rev/min/(m) tests. Solo operation of this aircraft was essential due to

the mass and space restrictions imposed by theR correlation coefficient instrumentation system. This placed particular demands
Re[], Im[] real and imaginary components of [] on the test pilot's flying skills in order that the quality of
Vf airspeed, m/s test input was not compromised. The gyroplane also
u, v, w velocity component along lateral body constituted a special application of system identification

axis, m/s and parameter estimation tools, as there are no
Uprobe Vprobe, Wprobe velocity component along lateral air contemporary flight test analyses in the open literature,

data probe axis, rn/s to provide a base of a priori knowledge.

x, u state and control vectors 4 Background
x((o), u(o) Fourier-transformed state and control The gyroplane helped to pave the way for the

vectors development of the helicopter, introducing cyclic pitch
X-e I~, Y w side slip vane location in body axes, m control and blades attached to the rotor hub by means of a

hinge. However, it is only recently that stability and
xc, YXg, Zcg aircraft centre-of-mass position in control issues have been addressed in the literature, Refs.

body axes, m 3 and 4. This work separately considered longitudinal, and
X,, X., etc longitudinal body axis acceleration lateral directional, stability and control. It has shown that

derivatives, 1/s, m/(rad s), etc. gyroplanes can exhibit conventional stability and

Y, Yp, etc lateral body axis acceleration control characteristics, although the rotorspeed degree of
freedom couples strongly with the classical short-period

derivatives, I/s, m/(rad s), etc. and phugoid modes of motion. Prior to that work, the
Z., Z,, etc vertical body axis acceleration literature on gyroplanes nonetheless is considerable,

derivatives, I/s, m/(rad s), etc. Refs. 5-15 for example. However, in a contemporary
a.... fine angle of attack and sideslip measured at context, this work is now largely of historical

vane location, rad significance. It provides the basis of the understanding of

Af frequency increment, rad/s gyroplane flight, but does not address the issues of
stability and control. Examination of the literature shows

At time increment, s a logical development of the study of gyroplanes, from
71, lateral stick position, % (0% fully left) the elementary theory of gyroplane flight, to an analysis

71,d rudder pedal position, % (0% fully left) of aerodynamics and performance and ultimately rotor

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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behaviour, but only for steady flight. Interest then Vf cosPfl...
apparently waned and the next logical stage in the study Uprobe l+ tan 2 a.
of the gyroplane i.e. stability and control, was not
examined. For example, the work of Glauert includes the Vpobe = Vf sinfl.. (7)
derivation of simple expressions for rotorspeed as a
function of loading and axial velocity, Ref. 5. Wheatley, Wprbe =-uprobe tan ap.obo

Ref. 11 derived expressions for the flapping angles
required for equilibrium flight, presenting results that The time histories of each variable were then converted
show how coning, longitudinal and lateral flap angles into frequency domain information using a Discrete
vary with flight condition. Nowadays, these analyses Fourier Transform, Ref. 21, given by
would be recognisable as classical rotary-wing theory and
analogous to that found in helicopter text books. N-1

Wheatley even examined higher harmonic components of X(kAf) = AtZ_.xe ; k = 0,1,2,..., N-1 (8)

blade flapping behaviour, Ref. 13. -0

5 Data Analysis and Model Synthesis which gives real and imaginary parts of X
The model structure for which coefficients are to be
identified, is of conventional state-space form, i.e. N-1

Re[X(kAf)]=At x. cos(2;r(kn)/ N)

S= Ax + Bu (1) -0 (9)
-- -- N-1

The lateral/directional and longitudinal motions were Im[X(kAf)] = -Atyx. sin(27c(kn) / N)

treated separately. For the former, the A and B matrices
are given by where

Y1 Y, YO Y, 0 
11YC Ynped Af = 21r(

L, L, 0 L,0 Lti L Oped NAt

A 0 1 0 0 0 B= 0 (2) The quality of these frequency domain data can be

N, NP 0 N,0 N ,7 NIpd enhanced by standard processing techniques such as

0 0 0 1 0j 0 0 applying overlapped and tapered windows to the data, as
recommended by Tischler, Ref. 21.

with
Each degree of freedom can then be treated separately, and

TU. dT (3) formulation as a linear regression problem allows
rI =[P"p 0' r VT] pq (3) estimation of the coefficients. The state-space description

is converted to the frequency domain, i.e.
For the latter, the A and B matrices are given by

i9 ax(o0) = Ax(o9)+ Bu(w) (11)

Z. Zw Zq Z0  Za % Note that this assumes that any process noise is zero. The
real parts on each side can be equated, as can the

Ao= M. M. M, MO , B M= , (4) imaginary parts, to give two matrix equations that the A

0 0 1 0 0 0 and B coefficients must satisfy, viz.

QO Q , Qq Qo Q . - Q - wIm[x(o ))] = A(Re[x(w o)]) + B(Re[u( (o)]) (12)

with o) Re[x(0o)] = A(Im[x(9o)]) + B(Im[__(0)])

u' w q 69' [7'] (The rolling moment equation for example, is then

u(5) expressed as the two equations

The rigid body states are taken to be with respect to the -o)Ir[p(o))]= LRe[v(o))]+LpRe[p(o))]
usual mutually orthogonal, right-handed frame of
reference whose origin is at the centre of mass. +L, Re[r(Q))]+L L0 Re[r(jWo)]

+ LPoed Re[ 11iper (0w)]
The angular quantities in the state vector, and the control (13)
positions, are all measured directly. The translational o)Re[p(o))]= LIm[v(co)]+Llm[p(o))]
velocities u, v, w are obtained from airspeed, sideslip and + L, Im[r(o))] + L,, Im[r7, (o))]
angle of attack data measured at the nose-mounted boom,
as follows. + Lped Imr[ 7pod (0))]

u = Up,,0 h• - q(z... - Zog ) + r(y .... YCg ) The other degrees of freedom are in a similar form.

V VP .+ p (Zv -ZOP ) r( X- X1,, x) (6) The equation-error formulation is especially useful in

W = Wprobe - p(y 0 .... - ycg) + q(x0 ... - Xcg) circumstances where not all the degrees of freedom in the
model structure can be identified from a single event. In

and such cases the rolling moment, for example, identified
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from one flight or event can be incorporated in the state- been no contemporary literature on gyroplane flight
space model structure with the sideforce or yawing testing, rendereing the issue of identifiability particularly
moment equations identified from another. Such germane to the autogyro problem.
flexibility proved necessary in the analysis of this
gyroplane's lateral/directional characteristics. 7.1 Longitudinal dynamics

The test points were nominal airspeeds of 30, 50 and 70
6 Aircraft and Experimental Installation mph. At each of these speeds, a doublet-type input was
The aircraft used in this study was the VPM M16 used to excite the short-term response, and the standard
gyroplane, Figure 1. It is of Italian origin, produced in kit technique of displacing the stick to provoke a speed
form for assembly by the owner. The maximum all-up change before returning it to trim was used to excite any
mass is 450 kg. The aircraft is powered by a four-cylinder phugoid. Frequency sweep inputs were conducted only at
two-stroke engine driving a three-bladed fixed pitch the 70 mph test point. Figure 2 illustrates a typical
propeller. For helicopter engineers not familiar with frequency sweep.
gyroplanes, the rotor system is of an interesting
configuration, typical of this class of aircraft. The two
main rotor blades are bolted to a teeter bar, suspended
from a teeter bolt. The blades are untwisted, and no cyclic 5 5 0
pitch can be applied. This hub assembly is mounted on a 3 0
spindle, about 200mm long, and this spindle pivots about W 10 i

its lower end to tilt the entire rotor fore and aft and - 0 1 0 200 3 00
laterally to effect pitch and roll control, respectively. In
this regard, the aircraft could be classed as a tilt-rotor. The time (s)
rotor system is linked mechanically by rods to the pilot's
control column, and a conventional rudder is operated by a
cable assembly from foot pedals. 0.3

S:0.1 T1 F _VW1 M 00
-0.

time (s)

u 450.

'" 400

"- 300
0 100 200 300

Figure 1 VPM M16 gyroplane instrumented for time (s)
flight trials

Figure 2 Response during frequency sweep test
The experimental installation consisted of a digital on- at 7 mph

board recording system, operating at 10 Hz. A nose-

mounted air data probe containing sideslip and angle of This type of test proved difficult to perform at 30 and 50
attack vanes was fitted, and an inertial unit measured mph due to the ineffectiveness of the trim system on the
angular velocities about three axes, and linear aircraft at airspeeds less than 70 mph. The consequent out-
accelerations along these axes. A separate unit was used to of-trim stick force proved distracting and difficult to
measure roll and pitch angles. Pilot control positions compensate for during the conduct of a sweep. Estimation
were measured using potentiometers. Rotorspeed was also of derivatives was therefore made using spectral estimates
recorded. The front seat and flight controls were removed from concatenated doublet and phugoid tests.
to accommodate the system.

7 Results 7.2 Verification of longitudinal models
An important aspect in any system identification study is Figure 3a shows verification of a model identified from

the identifia~bility of the estimated parameters, Refs. 22, frequency sweep data. The model is driven by a doublet-

23. This is particularly germane to the equation error type input made at the same nominal flight condition of
approach. Robust estimates of the derivatives are those 70 mph. The doublet-type input was used specifically toapposevac ouses canbejudgedtof the devarivantwives ae th, excite the short-term response, where the dominant
whose values can be judged to be invariant with the event, variables were observed to be pitch rate and rotorspeed.
input type, estimation method or frequency range used, The identified model provides a very good representation

and for which a low standard error is calculated.

Verification of the appropriateness of the identified model of the response, but displays a feature common to

is usually achieved by confirming that it will predict the verification with other runs, in that any mismatch

response to a dissimilar control input to that used in the between identified model and measurement is associated

identification. Refs. 3 and 4 address these issues, and the with reduction in rotorspeed.

results are summarised here. As stated previously, until
the results in Refs. 3 and 4 had been published, there had
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fmeasurement ------ identified model 1 measurement - identified model

50.. 45

40. ~40
:t L 30. 35 __ __ __ __ __

S20 -i30o
o.2 00 0 5 2 0 0 5 10 15 20 -" 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

time (s) time (s)

u 0.2 4
f 0.1

0• o VA- P •3 00 7"0
=• -0.1 5 2 0

-0.2-• -
time (s) tm s

,•g 25 T .. • . •• 2°0 .,- ., - _

25.. 0 0 0• 70

-"• 5 0 •" -4 0 -

time (s) time (s)

Figure 3a Identified m odel verification, 70Fi u e 3 Id n fed m el v r ic t o , 7
mph, short-term response mph, long-term response

Figure 3b shows the model's ability to simulate measured
behaviour during a phugoid test. Amplitude and phase of ---------- measurement ---- identified model ]
the u velocity and rotorspeed components of the phugoid J
mode are well represented by the identified model. The
slight mismatch in the long-period response is the result
of the model result being shifted in time by about 2 s ". 8 0
relative to the measured response. This is perhaps not:=•.
surprising for two reasons. First, the correlation •,60
coefficients shown previously indicate that the model "M•
structure may only approximate observed behaviour. cc 40 5 10 15 20
Second, the input required for this test input produced a 0 5 1 5 2
very substantial reduction in airspeed, which may take the time (s)
identified model out of its limit of applicability.
Notwithstanding this, the model does capture the
substantial reduction in airspeed and rotorspeed before the
control is returned to trim. 5

Unlike the 70 mph test point, the doublet-type input is ....
sufficient to excite longer-term as well as short-term 01, -K ,
responses at 30 mph. This is shown in Figure 4 which -"-2.5( . 0 15 2 0

compares the response predicted by the identified model-5.
for 30 mph. This model captures the salient features of the time (s)
response, giving added confidence that concatenated
doublet/phugoid test inputs can be used for identification.

Figure 4 Identified model verification, 30mph
Figure 5 presents the 95% confidence, 95% probability
bounds of those identified derivatives that tend to
determine fundamentally the dynamic characteristics. The

Z:-'o
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u0.3
, 0.2 0.4

-0.2 time (s) . 0.2--

airspeed (mph)

;. 0c0 60 80
-10 15 20 - 0 . 4 I " -

S•, " ~(l/s) i', ""[ ... [

S -20 - 43

time (s) -0.

Figure 4 (conc.) Identified model verification, airspeed (mph)

30 mph

relatively wide boundaries associated with X,, and the 0.0 4-I
small or even positive identified values are probably due Mu 0.02/ ]. .."[t-... -

to the fact that the propeller speed variations are not (1/(ins))
included in the model structure. The other derivative
estimates all exhibit much narrower bounds. The aircraft II
exhibits "classical' static stability characteristics 2 0 4 0 6 0 8 0

(Miu>O, Mw <0, Mq <0) across the speed range, and not airspeed (mph)

just at 70 mph as noted previously. The derivative unique
to the autogyro is Mb , and being negative, will tend to be
stabilising. This is because an increase in rotorspeed will 0
result in a nose-down moment, tending to reduce the axial
flow through the rotor, and hence tending to reduce the

resltina nsedon omettedin t rdue te xil 0. 1 40--E3% 60 80original rotorspeed disturbance. (1 / (ms)) -0 .04 13' .. . 13

M. is an indication of the speed stability of the aircraft, -0.08.

and the exhibited trend is consistent with the measured
longitudinal stick position in trimmed flight. Unmodelled airspeed (mph)
propeller speed and hence thrust variations may very well

have a role to play in this derivative, quite apart from the
usual rotor and tailplane contributions. M. is the angle 0 I

of attack stability, and unusually for a rotorcraft, is20 40 60 80
negative throughout the speed range. This is an important Mg 20. 40 68
derivative as it holds the clue to a general understanding (1/s) -0. 0 - - - - - -. t•.-. .

of autogyro flight dynamics. Unaugmented rotorcraft 13 --- 3
generally rely on a horizontal tailplane to provide -1.6-
Mw < 0. This is because the natural tendency of the rotor

(and hence thrust vector) is to flap back with angle of airspeed (mph)
attack, or w disturbances. Since rotor thrust also
increases with w, and the thrust line usually passes close
to the centre-of-mass in undisturbed flight, then both 0.002--

effects sum to produce M. > 0, Ref. 25. However, the M. 0 l, - _

profile of M. and M, with speed would tend to suggest (rpms2)) .0.00 2 40 .[3--60..0 80

that the tailplane on this autogyro is somewhat(T 24o..0

ineffective, despite its relatively large size. This is -0.004-- E3

consistent with wind tunnel tests on this configuration,
Ref. 26. Pusher propeller configurations will tend to

produce a stabilising contribution to M. as a airspeed (mph)

consequence of the propeller normal force increasing with
angle of attack disturbances. However, the relatively low Figure 5 Key identified force and pitching
power of the engine would suggest that this effect is moment derivatives
small, and if considered with the very unclean
aerodynamic environment in which the propeller
operates, renders this phenomenon difficult to quantify.
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torque equation. It is impossible to relate these to any

0.04T previous quantitative work. However, qualitatively Q.
MR 2 H- ::: =::::-;-B and Q. are consistent with Glauert's seminal work, Ref. 5
US2 0.02 in that an increase in airspeed and axial velocity will both

tend to increase rotorspeed (Q, > 0, Qw > 0). Although

0 40 6 the primary damping term Q, decreases with airspeed, the20 40 60 80 .

rotorspeed mode itself exhibits the opposite trend, Figure

airspeed (mph) 7. This indicates the extent of inter-modal coupling
between the rotorspeed and body degrees of freedom.
Finally, the control derivative Qls shows that the

Figure 5 (concl.) Key identified force and rotorspeed response will become increasingly sensitive
pitching moment derivatives to control application with airspeed.

Ref. 3 discusses this result in M. fully, and attributes it Longitudinal characteristics are summarised in Figure 7,

to a propeller thrust line below the aircraft centre of mass. which shows the eigenvalues of the synthesised models at

Such a configuration would require the resulting nose-up 30 and 70 mph. The arrows indicate the progression from
moment to be balanced in equilibrium flight by having low to high speed. The two oscillatory modes are
the main rotor thrust line placed behind the centre of consistent with the frequency and damping of classical

mass, tending to produce M. < 0. fixed-wing aircraft short-period and phugoid oscillations.
The aperiodic mode is that of the rotorspeed degree of
freedom. Assessment of the eigenvectors of the identified

Figure 6 shows the identified derivatives in the rotor A matrices indicates that rotorspeed also features

significantly in the rigid-body modes. The phugoid mode
2-- is relatively insensitive to changes in airspeed. The time

0 -- "--- -- " [ - to half amplitude is about 30-40 sec, its period 12-15 sec.Q. 1 E3• ---° 3- The short-period mode is less than critical ly- damped
(rpml/m) throughout the speed range, with a damped natural

0 I I frequency of between 0.1 and 0.25 Hz. The rotorspeed
2 0 4 0 6 0 8 0 mode time to half amplitude lies between 1-4 sec.

airspeed (mph)

- rotorspeed
10_ [ ~phugoid j

Qw -::- ::: --- 1.5
(rpm/ m) 5 3 0'f

20 40 60 80

airspeed (mph)

CU

S.2 0  40 . &oL.- 80

Q. -0.1 B(/ - 0.24.- 4- -
-0.31- 0 0 0-0.9 -0.6 -0.3 0

airspeed (mph) Real part (i/s)

0.4- Figure 7 Longitudinal modes of motion

Q 0.2 -- - "-_- 7.3 Lateral/directional dynamics
(rpm! (%s)) "" " Frequency sweep inputs were performed on rudder and

0.p ) o ° I I lateral stick controls at a nominal airspeed of 70 mph.
-0. 2 ] 3 4 0 6 0 8 0 These data were used for identifying the stability and

control derivatives. Doublet inputs were also applied to
these controls to provide dissimilar data for checking the

airspeed (mph) veracity of the identified models. The analysis here
focusses on the upper end of the speed range, since
lateral/directional characteristics are significantly

Figure 6 Rotor torque derivatives affected by airframe aerodynamics, which it is reasonable

to assume increase in importance with dynamic pressure.
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Figure 8 illustrates a typical frequency sweep performed
with lateral stick.

X 90 100

70.
50--

30I
0 50 100 150 1

time (s)

S0.4-

S0.2-

'a -0.2's 0 5

S-0.2- 0.

time (s)

0.6-

0.3-

0. 3C 150 0.1 1 10

I" -

-frequency (rad/s)
time (s)

Figure 9 Frequency domain comparison of roll
and yaw rate during lateral sweep

00.000

These characteristics required engineering judgement to
0 - Aextract and fully understand the lateral/directional

, 0 characteristics, as issues of identifiabilty were raised due
""1-00.3 C 0 1 5 0 to the information content (or lack of it) in the responses

-0.6--. to secondary controls. These issues are discussed fully in

time (s) Ref. 4, and are illustrated here by example.

Estimates of the rolling moment derivatives obtained
from lateral stick inputs, are compared with those

0.2 obtained from rudder in Table 1. The standard error

0.1• Table 1 rolling moment derivative

0 150i comparison - dissimilar input types
1-0 . parameter lateral stick rudder pedal

0.2- input input

time (s) R2 0.882 0.060

4 0.047 (0.010) -0.001 (0.003)

Figure 8 Response during frequency sweep test -2.407 (0.090) -0.144 (0.206)

at 70 mph L 0.169 (0.252) -0.112 (0.111)

It is instructive to consider these data qualitatively before L 17, 0.069 (0.002) -0.001 (0.002)

any processing is carried out. Other than at very low Lnped -0.003 (0.005) 0.005 (0.003)
frequencies, the lateral stick input produces small yaw
rates in relation to the roll rate generated. This subjective associated with each derivative is given in parentheses.
assessment is quantified in Figure 9, which showsfrsequmen domquaintcompaisons oFigte rl andh yaws rThe rudder pedal sweep data is clearly inappropriate, in
frequency domain comparisons of the roll and yaw rate several respects. The correlation coefficient is too small,
response during a lateral stick input. (Correspondingly, indicating a poor model structure for these data; the
rudder input produced sideslip and yaw rate response, but standard error for each parameter is very large in relation
an insignificant level of coherent response in the roll to the parameter estimates; and inspection of the data in
degree of freedom). time or frequncy domain format showed that rudder inputs

produce insignificant amounts of roll response.
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By contrast, the lateral stick frequency sweep data gives Table 3 identified lateral/directional model
derivatives with a very low standard error, with the stability roots
exception of L, and Loped. In the latter case this is due to mode eigenvalue

the fact that there is an insignificant level of rudder roll -2.546
activity during the lateral sweep, while in the former it is dutch roll -0.544±1.301i
because there is little yaw rate response to lateral stick spiral 0.060
displacement, as seen in Figures 8 and 9.

7.4 Verification of lateral/directional model
These results suggest that the roll moment model structure Figure 10 shows verification of the model given as
should be modified to neglect L, and Loped. Table 2 shows Equation 14. The model is driven by a doublet-type input

the result. The very small standard error relative to the made with lateral stick displacements at the same nominal
corresponding derivative estimate is a measure of the high flight condition. The identified model provides a very
degree of confidence in the estimated values, good representation of the overall response. Note that

this input appears not to excite the unstable spiral mode.
Table 2 rolling moment derivative estimates Analysis of the eigenstructure of the system matrix above
from lateral stick frequency sweep - revised using a simple test for modal controllability, Ref. 27,

model structure does confirm that lateral stick inputs will have little

parameter estimate impact on excitation of the spiral mode.

R2  0.882
L, 0.050 (0.004) - flight - model

LP -2.438 (0.082)

LqC 0.069 (0.002)

Follwing a similar analysis of rudder pedal sweep data, ; 0 -

sideforce and yaw moment equations were obtained, and 5 5
combined with the rolling moment equation from lateral -20

stick data to give -40

"' --0.089 0 9.80665 -32.212 0 V time (s)

P' 0.034 -2.582 0 0 0//'

0' 0 1 0 0 0
10.059 0 0 -0.904 0

In 0 0 1

0 0. 0351'
0.063 0I+ 0 o ! 0 1

0 
time (s)

0 0 0.4
0.2

Note that in the sideforce equation, the derivatives Y and 0

Yr are either dominated by, or are exclusively made up of, -0 2
non-aerodynamic contributions. For example, the former .
is exclusively the acceleration due to gravity, while the

latter is dominated by a kinematic acceleration that is time (s)

proportional to flight speed. The identified value of YO
was 11.111, close to the physically-correct value of
9.80665. The identified value of Yr is very close in 0.12 T
magnitude to the nominal airspeed. These results serve to .• , 0.08 8
give additional confidence in the identification of the "0 0.04 La.m..a Lda
sideforce equation, although the physically correct value 04
of Y, was substituted in Equation 14. -0.0 511

-0.08

The eigenvalues or stability roots of the system are given time (s)
in Table 3, and are recognisable as roll subsidence, dutch
roll and spiral modes of motion. Figure 10 Verification of lateral/directional

model - lateral stick input

Figure 11 shows verification of the model for rudder
inputs. The identified model provides a very good
representation of the short- to medium-term response, i.e.
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that dominated by roll subsidence and dutch roll. The mode is determined by the dihedral effect, L4. Positive
influence of the unstable spiral mode is clear in this case dihedral effect, L, < 0 will tend to stabilise the spiral
however, with the longer term response of the model
diverging from the flight measurements. mode. Here, L,>O. Simple numerical sensitivity

analysis using the identified state-space model confirms
that reducing the magnitude of L, reduces the magnitude

flight model ofspirl,.

There could be three reasons for absence of an unstable
10 divergence in the aircraft response to rudder inputs:

.2 firstly, the real aircraft may indeed have an unstable spiral
"0 mode but either it is not excited by the control inputs

'- -15 2applied, or the pilot may be unintentionally stabilisingS-10
the mode; secondly, the identified (linear) model is an

-. 20 incomplete description of behaviour, and slight non-

time (s) linearity or coupling with other degrees of freedom is
stabilising the spiral mode; thirdly, L, could be poorly

identified. The latter is highly unlikely, as the standard
error associated with the estimates is very small,

S9 indicating high confidence in the result. Similar values
= - 6 have been obtained from other events, Table 4.

3

P -3Table 4 multi-run consistency in estimates of

-6 V O 1 _Z 4,
flight/event estimate

time (s) flight 10/event 4 0.034 (0.003)

flight 10/event 11 0.041 (0.005)
flight 10/event 14 0.048 (0.004)

" 0.2
'• 0.1 Data from steady heading sideslip tests is given in Figure

C 0 12, which shows lateral stick variation with sideslip
angle at 70 mph, together with a best-fit through the

, .. measured data. The slope of the latter is -0.23 %/deg, or
- 0 .2 -0.30 %/deg if the measurement at 15 deg sideslip is

time (s) discarded. From the rolling moment equation the rate of
change of lateral stick with sideslip is given by

0.4 Vf (16)

. , 0.2

X -0"-- Substituting the identified values of L, and L, gives a

'0" 5value for the stick position versus sideslip gradient of

-0.4 -0.30 %/deg. These data serve to confirm further that L.

time (s) has been correctly identified. Since L, > 0 is the reason

for the unstable spiral mode in the identified model, the

Figure 11 Verification of lateral/directional absence of unstable long-term behaviour in the flight data

model - rudder pedal input is most probably due to one or more of the three reasons
outlined above. Padfield, Ref. 25, does highlight the

7.5 Analysis of spiral mode characteristics difficulty in identifying spiral mode characteristics,

The unstable spiral mode is inconsistent with the which he suggests are probably better identified, in part,

observed behaviour in any response data from rudder or by steady manoeuvres.

lateral stick inputs, which shows no divergent tendency.
Padfield, Ref. 28, presents an approximation to the spiral 8 Discussion

mode which shows that it is influenced by all of the lateral The application of system identification and parameter

and directional stability derivatives. For L, = 0 and estimation methods to the gyroplane is special for a
variety of reasons. First, the lack of a priori information,

N, = 0 , it reduces to data or experience in the literature, means that great care
was required in the design of the experiments, collection

= g(L•N,) of data, selection of analysis method and interpretation of
Plpi(l /+gL (15) results. Second, this' particular test campaign utilised a

private, standard aircraft and not a dedicated flight
research vehicle that could be used repeatedly, i.e. the

This approximation can be used to examine the nature of flight experiments had to be right first time, as this was
spiral mode, as it gives ;Lp,, = 0.061, i.e. very close to the only opportunity available. Thirdly, the gyroplane

the identified value in Table 3. Inspection of the proved to have special characteristics for a rotorcraft.
approximation above shows that the stability of this
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SEPARATION DE CHARGE SOUS AVION D'ARMES
DE LA MODELISATION THEORIQUE A LA VALIDATION EN VOL

D. Fleygnac, P. Bariant, M. Rapuc

Direction Gdndrale Technique / Direction Technique Adronef
.DASSAULT AVIATION

78, Quai Marcel Dassault, 92210 SAINT-CLOUD
FRANCE

1- INTRODUCTION C'est ce qui a conduit DASSAULT AVIATION A
mettre en place, dans le domaine du largage

La polyvalence d'un avion d'armes moderne passe, d'emports, une mdthodologie et les outils associ~s,
notamnment, par sa capacitd A emporter des charges notamnment dans le domaine de la mod~lisation et de
multiples et varides capables d'assurer l'ensemble des Ia simulation, lui permettant d'assurer, en coopdration
missions qui lui sont confides: bombes, missiles avec ses partenaires industriels, sa responsabilit6 de
pilot6s, r6servoirs largables... La prise en compte de l'int~gration, en particulier pour ce qui concerne les
cette exigence d~s le stade de Ia conception permet sur aspects relatifs a Ia s~curit6 avion.
un avion de nouvelle g~ndration tel que RAFALE
d'offrir une capacitd d'emports tr~s 6tendue et ouverte 2- METHODOLOGIE GENERALE
vis A vis d'annements futurs.

2.1- Objectifs
Pour autant, l'int~gration d'un emport nouveau est un
probl~me complexe et multidisciplinaire, tant pour ce La definition d'un domaine de largage en vol
qui concemne son integration fonictionnelle dans le admissible est le r~sultat d'un compromis entre des
Syst~me de Navigation et d'Attaque, que sur le plan contraintes:
a~ro-mdcanique par: *de s~curitd , d'une part, caractdrisde par les risques

"lI'dtude de Ia mise en place de Ia charge, sous de collision avion-emport dans les premiers
voilure ou sous fuselage, et le respect de instants de Ia separation, mais aussi par les efforts
contraintes d'amdnagement pouvant conduire au induits dans Ia. structure au moment de Ia
d~veloppement de dispositifs spdcifiques separation ainsi que les 6ventuels mouvements
d'accrochage, notamment dans le cas d'emports avion qui en rdsultent.
multiples. *de performances, d'autre part, dans le cas

"* 1'6tude du vol en emport oii Ia stabilitd et les d'armements pour lesquels Ia rdussite de Ia
performances de l'avion muni de son Syst~me de mission impose de rester dans un certain domaine
Commandes de Vol doivent 8tre vdrifides en d'attitudes en phase de separation.
tenant compte des modifications a6rodynamiques
et structurales notables qui r~sultent de Ia prdsence L'dtude de Ia separation a pour but de d~finir les
de Ia charge. De m~me, le respect des efforts r~glages qui autoriseront le domaine de tir
structuraux admissibles doit 6tre ddmontr6. op~rationnel le plus large possible tout en respectant

"* enfmn, l'dtude du largage en vol. ces contraintes antagonistes. Pour un emport en cours
de conception ou de ddveloppement, ces r~glages

Plusieurs raisons motivent les concepteurs d'avions de peuvent aller jusqu'A des propositions d'6volution de
combat, comme DASSAULT AVIATION, A se doter formne ou de definition. En revanche, pour un emport
des moyens d'dtudier le largage d'emports. D'une existant, ils concemneront, selon le type d'engin:
part, le besoin op~rationnel n~cessite un domaine -le choix du point d'accrochage sous avion,
d'utilisation de plus en plus 6tendu comme le largage -4a mise en place: type de liaison, calage
en conditions Tr~s Basse Altitude ou en regime -le pr~calage de gouvemnes de Ia charge
transsonique. Ensuite, Ia complexit6 croissante des -4a d~fmnition et le r~glage des dispositifs d'djection...
charges peut rendre leur separation particuli~rement
critique vis A vis de Ia s~curit6 du porteur. Enffin, les Au cours de ces demni~es arnndes, une nouvelle
dynamiques du vol de l'avion et de Ia charge A Ia gdn~ration d'armements est apparue dont Ia
s6paration sont fortemnent coupl~es et peuvent devoir conception prend en compte de fagon plus poussde les
8tre prises en compte dans Ia conception meme du contraintes gdomdtriques de discrdtion, d'intdgrations
Syst~me de Commandes de Vol. multiples sous diff6rents porteurs et de

manoeuvrabilitd. Il en r~sulte que les caractdristiques

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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adrodynamiques de ces armements, en phase de e les essais sol: essais de soufflerie et mesures
separation, sont telles que P'on peut rencontrer des d'efforts par des djections au portique ou sous
domaines de stabilitd adrodynamique rdduite. Le avion,
missilier est alors amend A d~velopper un syst~me de a les essais en vol.
pilotage de l'engin qui, 6tant mis en service &~s les Chaque niveau contribue de mani~re diff~rente A
premiers instants de la separation, permet la l'objectif final qui est la d~fmnition du domaine de tir
stabilisation de l'arme et, par la suite, la rdussite du tir. op~rationnel.
Les trajectoires de ce type d'armement sont, alors, tr~s
sensibles aux conditions initiales, en particulier dans Au premier niveau, la simulation, elle-m~me fondde
le cas de tirs ofi l'on cherche simplement A se sdparer sur des mod~Iisations thoriques on expdrimentales,
de l'arme et pour lesquels le pilotage n'est pas actif. permet, par des balayages systdmatiques, de proposer
Par ailleurs si la fonction pilotage W'est pas des r~glages visant A satisfaire le domaine de tir
suffisamment flabilisde, ii faudra d~monfter que objectif. La prise en compte, dans les balayages,
l'occurrence d'une panne ne remet pas en cause la d'incertitudes sur les diff~rents param~tres du systme
sdcurit6 de l'avion. permet de couvrir les impr~cisions de mod~lisation

ainsi que les dispersions attendues sur les conditions
On comprend, alors, que l'6tude de la separation dans de fonctionnement.
un vaste domaine de Mach, altitude, facteur de charge, Les essais sol permettent de consolider cette d~fmnition
requiert l'analyse d'un tr~s grand nombre de et foumnissent les 6l6ments d'un premier recalage des
trajectoires. mod~les.
De par son cofit l'approche expdrimentale consistant Puis les essais en vol foumnissent une validation
en largages en soufflerie puis essais en vol nWest plus globale et permettent, par un retour A la simulation, de
adapt~e A ce type d'armement. En outre, l'utilisation ddfmfir le domaine de tir op~rationnel.
d'emports de grande taille install~s sous voilure est de
nature A induire, A la separation, un mouvement avion 11 convient de souligner que cette mdthodologie
important dont la prevision et la prise en compte ne gdn6rale qui f~d~re L'ensemble des moyens d'dtude
pent 6tre acquise par des moyens d'essais sol. disponibles ne se decline pas de la m~me mani~e

selon les emports consid~r~s. Le recours A tel ou tel
Une nouvelle m~thodologie a donc dt ddveloppde; moyen doit 6tre envisag6 dans une perspective
elle fait appel pour une large part A la mod~lisation et d'amdlioration du rapport efficacitd/cofit. En outre,
la simulation, en compldment aux outils traditionnels chaque niveau implique une coopdration, avec les
d'expdrimentation. L'identification des mod&les et partenaires industriels qui participent aux travaux de
leur validation par 1'expdrience constituent, alors, un simulation et d'6tude, ainsi qu'avec les organismes
616ment essentiel de cette mdthodologie. dtatiques responsables des moyens d'essais.

2.2- MWthodologie Le chapitre suivant prdsente les principaux outils et
moyens associds A cette m~thodologie. Dans le cadre

La m~thodologie g~ndrale, prdsentde ci-dessous, de ce congr~s, l'accent est plus particuli~rement mis
s'appuie sur un processus it~ratif A trois niveaux: sur les moyens relevant de I'adrodynamique et de la

m~canique du vol.

FlgTes'Fh 3. OUTILS ET MOYENS ASSOCIES

Testsectne 3.1- Outil de simulation de m~canique du Vol

3.1.1- Architecture de la simulation

C-pt~lidLe largage d' emports est une phase particulirement
sr~ti Trjectdesdynamique au cours de laquelle les comportements en

Vol de l'avion et de la charge interagissent fortement
fligt evelppeI~e. 2Def flght au travers:

envefoppe * des dispositifs d'djection,

* des interactions adrodynamiques en champ proche.
*la simulation qui regroupe les calculs 11 convient de souligner que dans le cas d'emports

adrodynamiques et les simulations de trajectoires A de grande taille ces interactions peuvent avoir un
partir de bases de donn~es adrodynamiques ainsi effet significatif sur le comportement avion
que les calculs structuraux, comme cela sera illustrd par les applications

prdsent~es plus loin.
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C'est ce qui a conduit DASSAULT AVIATION A L'identification du champ libre se fonde,
mettre en place un ensemble de simulation complet du classiquement, sur des donndes exp~rimentales de
composite avion-emport A la separation dont la soufflerie, dventuellement comp1ltes par le calcul,
structure est prdsentde ci-apr&s puis un recalage/validation sur des rdsultats de vol.

L'identification des interactions est un problkme
-- -- -- -- ------ ---- complexe dans la mesure ofA celles-ci dependent d'un

1FLIGHT I grand nombre de param~tres: conditions de vol,
ýCONTROLJ

AICAF 0SYTM AIRCRAFT AEROD. I positions relatives, configurations a~rodynamiques
MEIGHANC AERODYNAMICS! CT respectives. Selon le problme trait6, cette

.. ........................ identification se fonde sur des rdsultats de calculs

EJCINDVCt RELATIVE MOTION th~oriques (cf §3.2) et/ou des r~sultats de mesures de

_________ - soufflerie (cf §3.3).
STOR STOE AEROD

SLGTOR TR AERODYAIS NTRC. En outre, un couplage de la simulation avec des
MECHANICS STORE _____-calculs thdoriques peut permettre l'obtention deI PILOT

... ....... trajectoires 'tout num~rique' pour des cas ponctuels
d'analyse et de comprdhension des ph~nom~nes. Cette

La simulation comporte, de mani~e sym~trique, une osbltseapsnt u§32

reprdsentation de l'avion, muni de son Syst~me de 3.1.3- Mod~es me&caniques
Commandes de Vol, et de la charge munie, le cas
6chdant, de son syst~me de pilotage; le mod~le du Durant la phase d'djection proprement dite (dur~e
pilotage constituant, alors, une fourniture de la part du typique 0.1 seconde), les dispositifs d'6jection
missilier. induisent, taut sur le porteur que sur la charge, des

efforts importants qui doivent 8tre pris en compte dans
La prise en compte, dans la simulation, de l'avion le cadre des analyses structurales et du
muni de son Systme de Commandes de Vol (SCV) dimensionnement avion. En r~sultat de ces travaux, un
est de nature A permettre de: mod~le simplifid reprdsentatif des performances des
"* prdvoir le mouvement avion A la separation et en djecteurs install~s sur avion, et des conditions initiales

tenir compte dans les dtudes relatives A la de vol qui en rdsultent, peut etre constitud et mntroduit
separation. En particulier, dans le cas d'armements dans la simulation de m~canique du vol. Cette
tirds en salve, la dynamique de la reaction avion approche facilite, en outre, l'introduction
peut 6tre un param~tre dimensionnant de la d'incertitudes globales sur le fonctionnement des
sequence de tir, voire imposer des adaptations dispositifs d'6jection comme cela sera repris au
sp~cifiques des lois du SCV.§315

"* prendre en compte ce mouvement dans le calcul §315
des trajectoires relatives avion-charge A la Dans la plupart des cas, pour la simulation des
separation, trajectoires de separation, l'avion et l'emport sont

"* disposer de l'dvolution dynamique, au cours du supposds rigides. Cette hypoth~se parait adapt~e dans
largage, des braquages de gouvemes avion dont la mesure oii les deformations structurales ne sont pas
l'effet sur les interactions avion/charge, et donc sur de nature A influer sensiblement le comportement en
la trajectoire de la charge, peut &tre tr~s vol des deux objets. Dans le cadre d'analyses fines des
significatif. phdnom~nes, un couplage de la simulation avec les

3.1.2- Mod~es airodynamiques outils de mod~lisation structurale peut 8tre envisagd.

3.1.4- Post-traitement
Dans le but de permettre une utilisation intensive de la
simulation, dans le cadre de balayages syst6matiques En sortie de la simulation, un grand nombre de
sur les conditions de vol et/ou les incertitudes de trajectoires relatives avion-emport peut 8tre produit.
mod~lisation, les mod~les adrodynamiques utilis~s Le couplage avec une fonction de post-traitement
sont constitu~s de bases de coefficients globaux d~veloppde autour du logiciel CATIA permnet:
tabul~s, fonction des conditions de vol, configuration * de visualiser les mouvemients parfois complexes
a~rodynamique, positions... des deux objets et de foumnir une aide A leur

interpretation,
La structure de moddlisation retenue gdn~ralement 9 d'dvaluer les distances relatives et de verifier,
consiste, tant pour l'avion que l'emport, en un mod~le ainsi, le respect de distances minimales de passage
a~rodynamique hors interactions appel6 usuellement qui constituent un param~tre essentiel de la
'champ libre' et un mod~e des interactions. sdcurit6 du porteur au largage,
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*de traiter, de mani~re automatique, un tr~s grand Bile prdsente, en revanche, l'avantage d'assurer, d~s
nombre de rdsultats dans le cadre d'dtudes les prd&dtudes d'int~gration, un certain niveau de
systdmatiques d'influences et de recherche de robustesse aux solutions proposdes, qui r~duit le
comportement enveloppe. risque de modification des r~glages apr~s validation

en vol.
Les exemples d'application prdsentds au §4 foumniront
une illustration de l'utilisation de cet outil de pbst- Les niveaux d'incertitudes, qui peuvent 6voluer au fur
traitement. et A mesure de l'avaricement des travaux et de la

connaissance des phdnom~nes doivent 8tre choisis
3.1.5- Protocole d'utilisation pour assurer un compromis entre:

0 la robustesse des solutions qui rdduit le risque
Comme indiqu6 au §2.2 relatif A la mdthodologie d'itdrations coateuses,
g~ndrale, la simulation intervient tout au long du 9 la faisabilit6 de ces solutions qui peut etre mise en
processus, les mod~les a~rodynamiques et m~caniques cause par une exigence trop forte de robustesse.
dtant progressivement enrichis par les r~sultats de
calculs ou d'essais disponibles. Les deux paragraphes suivants pr~sentent les moyens

disponibles pour l'identification, avant vol, des
L'effort de prevision et de simulation des trajectoires mod~les adrodynamiques: calcul thdorique et essais en
relatives de separation se heurte toutefois: soufflerie.
"* d'une part, A la tr~s grande sensibilitd de ces

trajectoires aux conditions initiales de separation et 3.2- Calculs a~rodynamiques
aux dispersions probables de fabrication et de
fonctionnement des diff~rents syst~mes tels que les Les progr~s des m~thodes num~riques et
dispositifs d'djection, l'accroissement de puissance des ordinateurs, a permis

"* d'autre part, A la difficuMt de moddlisation et une avanc~e notable des calculs numdriques qui
notamnment aux incertitudes relatives A la permettent maintenant de calculer des dcoulements
connaissance des caractdristiques a~rodynamiques non lindaires autour de gdom~tries complexes et plus
de la charge en champ proche, particuli~rement les configurations d'avion avec

"* enfmn, A l'effet 6ventuel de certains 616ments non- charges, que ce soit en phase d'emport ou en phase de
moddlisds. separation.

Ces quelques constats conduisent A introduire, pour un
point de tir et une configuration dornnds, la notion Depuis une vingtaine d'arnndes, DASSAULT
d"enveloppe de separation', elle-meme r~sultat d'un AVIATION d~veloppe ses propres outils de calcul et
vaste ensemble de simulations incluant la prise en dispose de toute une panoplie de logiciels de maillage
compte, de mani~re syst~matique ou aldatoire, de et de rdsolution des dquations de la MWcanique des
dispersions sur les diff~rentes caract~ristiques Fluides.
a~rodynamiques et m~caniques et sur les conditions de
Vol. Dans le cadre des 6tudes de separation de charges sous

avion, les calculs num6riques sont utilisds
En consdquence, chaque mod~le impliqud dans la principalement pour:
simulation est caractdrisd par: o l'identification des mod~es a~rodynamiques
-ses param~tres nominaux, ou de r~f~rence, impliqu~s dans la simulation de indcanique du vol
-le mod~e d'incertitudes associd, * la rdalisation de trajectoires 'tout num~rique' par
la disponibilit6 de rdsultats d' essais pouvant conduire couplage des modules a~rodynamiques au module
aussi bien A adapter les caract~ristiques nominales de m~canique du vol.
etlou A modifier la bande d'incertitudes. Pour cela, une structure regroupant des outils de

mdcanique des fluides a W ddvelopp~e pour
Cette d~marche soul~ve un certain nombre de permettre le calcul automnatique d'une s~rie de
difficult~s relatives A l'estimation des niveaux positions discr~tes de la charge sous avion:
d'incertitudes A prendre en compte: recours A
1'expdrience acquise ou. A des analyses de sensibilitd
permettant de privildgier les paramntres de
moddlisation dimensionnants.
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- A~O ~ L'algoritlune mis eh oeuvre peut se d~composer de la
1 roeso nyrces I DATA I mani~re suivante:

A/C mesh ipoesr nrcsos~ AE *amenagemenL an le mailage avioji debsed

store h 1espace n~cessaire d l'accueil du maillage charge
store s moes e save. aro- soe A ins~rer,

b teio ACstor dynamic aero.

selln efomation mesh co Al. l construction explicite du raccord topologique entre
_LGH les deux domaines,

soemesh gahrig MECH. *assemblage de toutes les parties pour aboutir A une
meshj partitioning I I description unique de l'ensemble,

I * homogdndisation du maillage apr~s insertion
I -- permettant d'obtenir des solutions a~rodynamiques

de meilleure qualitd et consommant un temps de
calcul moindre.

Cette structure a W conque pour 8tre utilis~e d'une *vdrification de la validitd du maillage final et
mani~re industrielle et doit r~pondre A des crit~res de optimisation de celui-ci au sens de crit~res
modularit6, permettant de l'enrichir tr~s facilement et gdom~triques et topologiques.
d'augmenter ses possibilit6s d'dvolution pour mieux Une illustration de cet algorithme est donnde ci-apr8s:
prendre en compte certains phdnom~nes complexes
d'adrodynamique, ainsi que de portabilitd, de fagon A
pouvoir &tre utilis6e sur diffdrents types d'ordinateurs,
sdquentiels et/ou parall~ls. Afmn d'obtenir des calculs
a~rodynainiques dans un d~lai raisonnable, ces
logiciels ont Wt implantds en environnement parall~le. restricted store mesh

Afmn de calculer plus facilement des dcoulements+ JU
autour de gdomdtries complexes, DASSAULT
AVIATION a fait le choix de discr6tiser l'espace de
mani~re non structurde. Ce choix, fait il y a ddjA de 1

removing chosen elements store mesh inclusion andnombreuses anndes, a permis d' acqudriT une forte from the initial A/C meshcrainoacnetonra

expdrience dans la rdalisation de maillages non
structures de qualitd. Cette expdrience a permis de
sunnonter un obstacle majeur dans la rdalisation de On voit que le maillage final est la rdunion de trois
cette chainle a~rodynamique, A savoir la difficultd parties pr~alablement conditionndes pour que leur
d'automnatisation indispensable A la simulation de assemblage permette la discr~tisation exacte adaptde A
trajectoire de largage. la position relative considdrde. Dans le cas de

positions tr~s proches, le maillage de la charge est, si
3.2.1- Maillage n~cessaire, automnatiquement rdduit jusqu'A la surface

facett~e limitde A la peau de la charge.
La souplesse de la description non structurde des
maillages qui sont employ~s ainsi que leur bonne Les principaux. avantages de cette technique sont:
adaptation aux g~omdtries les plus complexes ont a l'insertion possible de la charge en champ tr~s
conduit A envisager, pour les diffdrentes positions proche avion, avec la possibilitd de raccord
relatives de la charge par rapport A l'avion, de gdomdtrique et topologique des deux maillages,
rdgdndrer un maillage conforme, gdomdtriquement et * le temps de creation tr~s faible du maillage A
topologiquement correct. chaque dtape de largage (de 1'ordre de la minute

sur station de travail IBM RS60.00),
De ce point de vue, les deux principales difficultds * l'obtention d'une reprdsentation conforme A tout
consistaient A ce que cette dtape de la chaine soit la instant.
moins cofiteuse possible en temps de calcul et A ce que
le processus de recrdation automnatique du maillage 3.2.2- Logiciel airodynamique
final ait une probabilit6 de rdussite maximale (ce qui
conduit, notamment en champ proche avion, A une La composante adrodynamique est constituee du
gestion relativement complexe de la prdcision logiciel EUGENIE ddveloppd chez DASSAULT
gdomdtrique du maillage). AVIATION et utilisd couramment pour optimiser les
Un prd-traitement suppose la g~ndration. d'un maillage formes d'avion.
avion et d'un maillage charge inddpendants l'un de
l'autre, mais destinds A 6tre combinds.
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Pour rdpondre A cet objectif de calcul, divers solveurs composante a~rodynamique sur ordinateurs parall~les,
des 6quations de la Mdcanique des Fluides ont Wt une technique de decomposition de domaines aW
intdgr~s dans ce logiciel, ce qui lui donne les employde pour parallkliser ce logiciel. Cette technique
caract~ristiques suivantes: impose l'introduction dans la chaine d'un ddcoupeur
"* rdsolution des dquations du potentiel complet ou automatique de maillage non structurd (mesh

des dquations d'Euler avec schdmas centrd ou partitioner) ddvelopp6 en collaboration avec
ddcentrd, implicite ou explicite, l'ONERA. Le maillage est d~composd en sous-

"* formulation non structur~e multi-6l6ment domaines A nombre d' 6l6ments pratiquement
(t~tra~dres, hexa~dres, prismes, pyramides), constants, distribu~s sur les processeurs allou~s au

"* calcul de l'avion complet avec diffdrentes calcul adrodynamique. Au cours de l'algorithme
conditions aux limites (uniformie, entrde d'air, it~ratif de resolution des dquations de la m~canique
tuy~re ... ), des fluides, les processeurs vont 6changer des

"* prise en compte d'effets visqueux par couplage informations relatives aux interfaces entre domaines
avec m~thodes intdgrales de calcul de couche voisins.
limite,

"* raffinement automnatique local de maillage selon Les solutions de chaque domaine sont regroup~es en
divers crit~res gdomdtriques, num~riques une solution unique stock~e sur le fichier du maillage
(r~sidus ... ) ou adrodynamiques (Mach, pression, global avion +charge. A partir de cette solution, le
entropie ... ). module d'intdgration permet de d~finir le torseur

"* prise en compte du mouvement relatif d'un corps d'efforts s'appliquant sur la charge et sur l'avion.
par rapport A un autre par la modification des
conditions aux limites aux diff~rents corps. Dans 3.2.4- Utilisation
le cas prdsent cela permet de prendre en compte
les vitesses relatives de la charge par rapport A Le torseur d'efforts issu du calcul th~orique sert:
l'avion dans le calcul adrodynamique. e soit A 1'6tablissement de bases de donn~es

a~rodynamiques pour des positions pr~ddfinies
Ce logiciel a W int~grd sans aucune modification * soit d'entrde au module de mdcanique du vol dans
dans sa version industrielle actuelle; ce qui a permis le cas du calcul d'une trajectoire numdrique. Le
d'abord de minimiser les cofits de d~veloppement et processus itdratif mis en place dans cette structure,
aussi de profiter de sa robustesse et de sa fiabilitd et permet de d~tenniner pas d pas la trajectoire de la
ensuite de b~n~ficier imm~diatement et charge.
automatiquement de toute amedlioration ou 6volution
de la composante a~rodynamique. 3.3- Essais en soufflerie

3.2.3- Fonctionnement en environnementparallle Les essais en soufflerie ont toujours reprdsent6 une
dtape importante, prdalable aux essais en vol, dans le

Comme il a W 6voqu6 prdcddemment, un pr6- processus de ddveloppement de l'int~gration des
traitement produit un maillage autour de l'avion et un emports. Les essais relatifs A la separation visent,
autre maillage autour de la charge destinde A 6tre selon l'dtape du d~veloppement, soit A l'identification
largude. Ces deux maillages constituent les seules de caract~ristiques a~rodynamiques en champ proche
entrdes g~omdtriques de cette structure. Les autres soit A des validations partielles ou globales.
donndes sont la position d'emport, les conditions
initiales d'djection, un pas de temps et les conditions On distingue principalement deux grandes familles
n~cessaires au calcul adrodynamique dans le cas du d'essais en soufflerie:
calcul d'une trajectoire numdrique, et une liste de * les essais de largage libre
positions et attitudes relatives de la charge par rapport a les essais utilisant les Systmes de Trajectographie
A l'avion dans le cas de calcul de points de grilles. Captive (STC).

Un premier module positionne le maillage de la DASSAULT AVIATION de par son metier de
charge dans les rdfrrences du maillage avion pour les constructeur d'avion d'armes a une longue tradition
conditions d'emport. Ensuite, l'insertion de ce d'essais en soufflerie r~alis~s en 6troite collaboration
maillage de la charge est automatiquement rdalis~e avec les responsables 6tatiques des moyens d'essais:
suivant la technique d~crite au §3.2. 1. e 1'ONERA pour les souffleries S I et S2 de Modane
Un processeur de l'ordinateur parall~le A mdmoire en grande vitesse
distribude est d~did aux modules d'insertion de 9 le CEAT pour la soufflerie S5 de Toulouse en
maillage et de positionnement relatif. basse vitesse.
Les autres processeurs de l'ordinateur parall~le sont
r~serv~s pour le calcul a~rodynamique. Pour utiliser la
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3.3.1- Largage libre adrodynamique auquel elle est soumnise gra~ce 'a une
balance situ~e dans la charge.

Dans le cas du largage libre, on laisse tomber la
charge dans la soufflerie apr~s lui avoir communiqud Par un couplage A un logiciel de mdcanique du vol, ii
par l'intermnddiaire d'djecteurs des conditions initiales est alors possible de r~aliser des trajectoires A partir de
rdputdes respecter la similitude avion. conditions initiales en intdgrant pas A pas les efforts

subis par la charge. La trajectoire 'ainsi obtenue est
Le mouvement de la charge est filmd sous plusieurs plus riche que celle du largage libre puisque l'on
angles de vue par des cameras. Le d~pouillement de dispose ici de l'historique des efforts adrodynamiques
ces films permet d'obtenir la position du centre de qui permet d'analyser et de comprendre le
gravitd et les attitudes de la charge en fonction du mouvement.
temps.

Une photo du montage de la soufflerie S2MA de
Le facteur de charge au moment du tir nWest reprdsentd l'ONERA lors d'un essai RAFALE est prdsentde ci-
que par 1'incidence et l'avion nWest anim6 d'aucun apr~s.
mouvement au cours de la trajectoire. V

La maquette de la charge se doit de respecter
diffdrentes r~gles de conception (masse, inertie) qui
dependent de la similitude utilis6e:
"* similitude de Froude A basse vitesse (respect du

rapport des acc~l~rations entre vol et soufflerie),
"* similitude de Mach (respect du nombre de Mach)

en grande vitesse.

Si ces techniques pr~sentent l'avantage que
l'dcoulement adrodynamique autour de la charge n'est Y
pas perturbd par les supports et que les effetsW
dynamiques sont presents, elles restent limit~es sur Žw j
plusieurs plans:
"* les maquettes sont d~truites A chaque tir, Dans cette soufflerie, des maquettes au 1/15 peuvent
"* aucun effort a6rodynamique nWest mesurd, etre testdes en transsonique et supersonique. Pour les
"* pour des tirs A facteur de charge different de 1, charges qui ne d~passent pas M=0.9, un moyen

l'absence de mouvement relatif entre l'avion (qui similaire est disponible dans la grande soufflerie
ne bouge pas) et la charge degrade la qualit6 du SlIModane de 1'ONERA, N'chelle 6tant environ 1/6.
rdsultat.

On comprend alors que ce type d'essais est bien
Les essais en Largage libre sont aujourd'hui rdservds A adapt6 aux armements en cours de ddveloppement
des cas sp~cifiques de validation pour lesquels on pour lesquels une comprehension fine du
cherche une r~ponse en tout ou rien telle que: comportement est n~cessaire afm de pouvoir faire

*le largage en d~tresse au d~collage en cas de panne dventuellement 6voluer la d~fmnition de la charge.
moteur que l'on se doit de couvrir afin d'autoriser
le vol des nouvelles configurations, L'essai commence par une identification de la

*le tir dans un domaine limit6 en facteur de charge maquette de la charge en champ libre, dans le but
d'une arme dont le d~veloppement est termin6, d'dvaluer, ensuite, les termes d'interaction A partir des

*la separation des reservoirs largables du fait de mesures en champ proche.
l'existence d'une liaison mdcanique (lors de la
phase initiale de la separation) entre le rdservoir et Au cours de la trajectoire, entre deux pas de calcul, Les
l'avion difficile A mod~liser (cf §3.3.2). positions relatives avion-charge sont r~ajust~es de

fagon A tenir compte des effets lids A des facteurs de
3.3.2-Syst~me de Trajectographie Captive (STC) charge diff~rents de 1. L'avion est ici supposd suivre

une trajectoire A facteur de charge constant dgal A
Devant les inconvdnients du Largage libre, rappelks ci- celui du tir.
dessus, l'ONERA a ddveloppd des syst~mes de
trajectographie A six degrds de libertd. Ces dispositifs On peut ainsi simuler diff~rents point de tir.
permettent de positionner une charge sous l'avion tout Cependant, le nombre de trajectoires n~cessaires pour
en mesurant les six composantes du torseur couvrir le domaine de tir de fagon raisonnablement

complkte devient tr~s vite prohibitif si on introduit des
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incertitudes sur les coefficients adrodynamniques de la Les moyens d'acquisition sont constituds de diverses
charge. De plus une trajectoire ne vaut que par les camdras filmant la trajectoire de la charge et, dans le
hypoth~ses et les conditions initiales qui ont permis cas de charge instrument~e, de capteurs permettant
de la rdaliser, ii W'est donc pas n~cessaire d'en rdaliser d'acc~der aux efforts adrodynamiques.
beaucoup, A un stade trop amont.

La comparaison vol-prevision est d'abord globale.
Dans les phases amonts, on proc~de alors Elle permet de situer l'essai par rapport A l'enveloppe
gdn~ralement a la mesure des coefficients de comportement issue des simulations pr~paratoires
a~rodynamiques d'interaction entre l'avion et la avec prise en compte d'incertitudes sur les diff~rents
charge au travers de 'grilles'. Une grille reprdsente un 616ments de moddlisation. Compte-tenu de la
ensemble de mesure au cours duquel un degrd de complexitd des ph~nom~nes et du nombre 6levd des
libertd vanie alors que les autres sont fixes a des param~tes de mod~lisation, l'identification de ceux-ci
valeurs de consignes. La base de r~sultats ainsi peut s'av~rer delicate. L'exploitation du vol peut en
constitude permet d'identifier les mod&les fait conduire soit d des recalages de moddlisation, soit
adrodynamiques de perturbation impliqu~s dans la A des adaptations des mod~les d'incertitudes.
simulation de m~canique du vol (cf §3. 1). L'essai en vol pen-met donc de confirmner (ou

d'infirmer) les choix rdalisds en amont. Pour qu'il soit
En cours de ddveloppement, une fois les meilleurs totalement efficace il ne faut pas qu'il intervienne
r~glages proposds sur la base des simulations, on peut, uniquement en fin de parcours car alors les risques
si le cas est relativement dloignd des cas initialement deviennent trop importants. 11 est souhaitable, qu'au
essayds, retoumner en soufflerie pour une petite cours du d~veloppement, des separations puissent
campagne de verification avant essais en vol, intervenir A un stade ofi une remise en cause du
l'avantage de la soufflerie dtant alors essentiellement syst~me W'ait pas de trop graves consdquences et A
l'absence d'interpolation dans les diffirents mod~les. l'inverse oa une confirmation en vol puisse soit

permettre d'acc~l~rer le d~veloppement soit de
Ces dispositifs STC sont tr~s performants et ils rassurer sur les choix effectu~s.
foumnissent une grande quantitd d' informnation; ils sont
donc pr~fdrentiellement utilisds. Cependant ils Pour ces essais en vol intermiddiaires, au lieu d'utiliser
pr~sentent trois difficult~s: les r~glages finaux, on pourra s'appuyer sur des
"* les limitations m~caniques des montages ne propositions plus s~curisantes qui rempliront tout

permettent pas de couvrir les trajectoires extremes, autant leur r6le de recalage et de progression de la
en particulier celles des cas ddgrad~s (des connaissance.
amedliorations constantes sur ce point sont
rdalis~es), Bien sfir, c'est ensuite l'essai en vol final qui

"* les termes dynamiques ne sont pas physiquement permettra de statuer sur l'ouverture du domaine de tir.
presents, la qualitd de la simulation pour les cas A Ce ou ces essais en vol qui permettent de conclure
tr~s forte dynamique n'est donc pas assurde, doivent 6tre choisis avec grand soin car leur nombre

"* toutes les interactions m~caniques avion-charge reste forcement limit6. 11 faudra les choisir tels que:
doivent etre moddlisdes, ce qui rend difficile le cas a les ph~nom~nes sensibles (Mach, badin,...) soient
de liaisons complexes. prdsents,

*la s~curit6 du porteur soit assurde.
L'analyse des caractdristiques de ces diffdrents
moyens montre qu'une rdflexion doit dtre conduite en En effet pour 6tre profitables ces essais doivent etre
amont pour que la strat~gie des essais propos~e soit repr~sentatifs des points les plus critiques. Et on
adaptde au probkme pos6 et qu'elle puisse am~liorer s'appuiera pour les choisir sur la simulation en y
le rapport efficacitd/cofit. int~grant les diff~rentes 6tudes de robustesses, comme

l'illustre le premier exemple d'application ci-aprin.
3.4- Essais en vol

Seuls les cas nominaux ou possibles au cours de la vie
Les essais en vol reprdsentent une 6tape op~rationnelle sont essayds en vol. 1l n'apparalt en
incontournable dans le ddveloppement de l'intdgration effet pas n~cessaire d'essayer les cas d~gradds en vol.
d'un emport car ils permettent de prendre en compte Ceux-ci sont traitds par simulations en ayant soin de
l'ensemble des phdnom~nes physiques. Au-delA des ddmontrer 1'exhaustivit6 de 1'6tude pour convaincre
aspects a~romdcaniques, ils mettent en jeu l'ensemble sur la fiabilitd du rdsultat.
des systmes dans une validation globale.
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4. EXEMPLES D'APPLTCATTONS

4.1- Preparation d'un tir de d~veloppement
APACHE ventral sous Mirage 2000

4.1.1- Contexte

Dans le cadre de l'int~gration du missile APACHE 30m
sous Mirage 2000, Ia mdthodologie pr~c~demment 30m
d~crite est appliqude au titre d'un partenariat industriel
entre l'avionneur et le missilier. 500 ms

Des campagnes d'essais en soufflerie, utilisant le
Syst~me de Trajectographie Captive (cf §3.3) ont
permis d' identifier les caractdristiques du missile en
champ proche et de constituer des mod~les de
simulation.

Les tirs en vol de d~veloppement visent, alors, A80

qualifier les r~glages proposes et A valider l'ensemble
de la sequence de separation. C'est A ce titre qu'a 6t
rdalisd, en Mars 1998, un tir de maquette inerte (sans Cet ensemble de rdsultats fait apparaitre que:
pilotage) au. point de vol : * la prise en compte des incertitudes peut conduire,

M=0.9 h=5000 ft n=0.9 compte-tenu des caract~ristiques de la charge, A

En omp~met es ravuxrdaisd pa l misiler une forte dispersion sur le comportement

Enu c mla m n des tra vauxd c a iss pr, D eA mSS iULTe angulaire.

pourIO La pre aid parato e c trs, foDASAL su l pour autant, le point de tir choisi, et les reglages

AVimuatione aon l~a pisetun pacuars, founda sur I adopt~s (6jecteurs, prdcalage des empennag 'es)

simlultation, detl mdo th d La p s eto cia pru fou.it.un assurent, vis-A-vis de la trajectoire A la separation,
illutraionde a mthod d~rit au§3..5.une relative robustesse illustrde par la faible

4.1.2- Simulations priparatoires du tir dispersion des trajectoires obtenues.

Dan lebutd'asuer a scurt6 u irun nseblede Cet ensemble de r~sultats permet d'engager le tir

simulations de separation a dt rdalis6 dans les desiae enva ecnlnesfiat

conditions de vol pr~vues. Conformidment au
protocole d~crit au §3.1.5, ces simulations tiennent
compte d'incertitudes relatives : 4.1.2- Risultats apr~s vol
-aux caract~ristiques a~rodynamiques de la charge,
longitudinales et transversales Le d~pouillement des rdsultats du vol permet de situer
-au fonictionnement des djecteurs le comportement dynamique de la charge par rapport
-au point de vol A L'enveloppe des previsions. Le rdsultat est prdsent6

Uneillstrtin et furne i-dssos pr e fiscau ci-dessous par le trac6 superposd du pinceau de

des trajectoires, au point de vol du tir, r6sultant de la trparactoires avc priement comteb a d'nertsitude ios, t

prise en compte des incertitudes a~rodynamiques et trajecatoiresd vol. pieen ouepour Latcrajectoire eu vla

des dispersions d'6jecteurs. Pour les deux trajectoires Lrasilhouete de vla chrEn estreporl r ajen toieeu.o
'enveloppe', la silhouette de la charge est repr~sent~e. lashoetdeacares epsnt.

Cette illustration est obtenue grdce A l'outil de post-
traitement prdsent6 au §3.1.4.
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opdrationnel d'emploi avec le niveau requis de
sdcuritd.

S4.2- Comportement avion au largage de rkservoirs
-. ~ sous voilure du RAFALE

4.2.1- Contexte

Les essais r~cents de largage de rdservoirs de 1250 1
sous voilure du RAFALE fournissent une illustration
du caract~re parfois fortement coupld des dynamniques
de l'avion et de la charge en phase de separation.

Les rdservoirs largables dtant des charges perdues,
leur trajectoire ne rdpond A aucune autre exigence que
celle de ne pas interfdrer avec le porteur. C'est ce qui
a conduit, pour ce type de charges, A concevoir un
dispositif de separation constitud, outre les djecteurs
en partie m~diane, d'un syst~me de retenue arriere qui
impose un mouvement A piquer et une d~solidarisation
pour des valeurs d'assiette relative supdrieures A 20

On observe que la trajectoire du vol se situe a degrds.
l'intdrieur de l'enveloppe des prdvisions, du c6td des
incertitudes maximales A piquer. Un tel constat va Ce dispositif est tout A fait efficace pour assurer la
dans le sens de la sdcurit6 vis A vis des risques de sdcuritd du largage. Les assiettes relatives pratiqu~es
collision. induisent, en revanche, une forte interaction

adrodynamique appliqude A l'avion dont l'analyse a
Ce r~sultat est relativement satisfaisant dans la mesure fait l'objet des travaux prdsentds ci-apr~s.

*il ne remet pas en cause les hypotheses de 4.2.2- Etude du mouvement avion i la s~paration
mod~lisation et les niveaux d'incertitudes retenus;

*en cons~quence, il conforte les choix de La figure ci-apr~s illustre les comportements
conception et de r~glages d~fmnis, par simulation, dynamniques de l'avion et de la charge observ6s au
pour assurer le domaine de tir objectif. cours d'un largage reservoir plein A M=0.9 A t=O, 0.2,

0.4 et 1 seconde.
Un d~pouillement plus complet du vol par
exploitation des capteurs embarqu~s dans le missile
pourra permettre, en accord avec le missilier, de
procdder A quelques recalages de mod~lisation, en
particulier sur les caractdristiques 'champ libre'. UneI
telle operation reste toutefois ddlicate compte-tenu,
rappelons-le, de la complexit6 des phdnom~nes et de
la multiplicit6 des param~tes de mod~lisation et ne
doit 8tre entreprise qu'apr~s confirmation des r~sultats
sur plusieurs; tirs d'essai.

4.1.3- Commentaires

L'exemple qui vient d'etre prdsent6 est reprdsentatif
de la mdthodologie suivie pour l'dtude de la sdcuritd
du largage d'emports et, en particulier, de la prise en
compte de facteurs de robustesse.

Cette approche, delicate sur le plan de la moddlisation
dans la mesure oai elle impose de d~finfr des domaines Ce mouvement est dfi, essentiellement, A trois effets
d'incertitudes autour des param~tres critiques de cOnjugu~s:
modd1isation, permet, en revanche, d'assurer les tirs *la variation massique et inertielle du porteur A la
de ddveloppement puis de d~finir le domaine separation
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"* leffet des forces d'6jection et de retenue arri~re
par le principe d'action-rdaction

"* l'interaction adrodynamique du rdservoir sur
l'avion susceptible d'8tre importante compte-tenu
des assiettes relatives des deux corps en champ I A

proche
Le d~pouillement du vol permet d'identifier cette 

MNinteraction au cours du temps par traitement des
capteurs gyromdtriques et acc~ldrom~triques
embarqu6s.

La simulation d6crite au §3.1 permet, alors, d'dvaluer
la contribution des diffdrents termes expliquant le "O
mouvement avion. Les rdsultats sont prdsentds ci-
dessous par les historiques, au largage, de la vitesse de Le calcul montre la dissym~trie des pressions entre la
roulis avion. partie gauche de l'avion et la partie droite. Cette

modification des pressions affecte la plus grande
partie de l'intrados voilure ce qui conduit A la

A/C modification du Cl de l'avion.
roll rate Flight result

0.5 0 Les r~sultats compares essailcalcul sont pr~sentds ci-
time (9) dessous.

0
MSsi leria"1 transito
5
Ejecti on forcesA/

Simulation 2: idem 1 + (j gtFF
Ardynaosir interaction

(dentified from flight data)

Spilot action flih reut dsac

Les simulations sont r~alis~es sans action pilote ce qui
explique les diff6rences de comportement -0.01 -fih F

vol/simulation au-deld de t'=O.6s. Les tracds compares-012 0.0

du vol et de la simulation mettent en dvidence que:
"* les effets 'mdcaniques' (effets massiques, poussdes

d'6jecteurs et dispositif de retenue arri~e)
expliquent pour moiti6 la valeur maximale de L'interaction. identifide en vol est tracde fonction. de la
roulis avion au point de vol dtudid distance r~servoir-avion. La valeur A l'origine

"* l'interaction adrodynamique explique la seconde repr~sente l'dcart de Cl en emport par rapport A la
part du mouvement. Ce rdsultat, qui souligne le valeur charge largu~e. L'dvolution de l'interaction
caract~re dventuellement tr~s important des avec la position relative du reservoir n'est pas
interactions a~rodynamiques sur le mouvement monotone mais fait apparaitre un fort d~passement
avion, a pu etre confirm6 par le calcul thdorique. pour des positions intermddiaires correspondant A une

assiette relative du rdservoir de l'ordre de 45 degrds.
4.2.3- Analyse par le calcud thiorique Ce d6passement explique le r~sultat observd sur le

comportement avion en roulis vu au §4.2.2.
Le d~pouillement du vol a permis, comme indiqu6 ci-
dessus, d'identifier la perturbation a~rodynamique Les calculs thdoriques effectu~s pour plusieurs
induite sur l'avion au cours du largage de reservoirs. positions relatives rendent bien compte de ce
Dans le but d'analyser ce r~sultat, et de valider les ph~nom~ne. En particulier on observe, sur la figure ci-
moyens de prdvision, un certain nombre de calculs dessus, un bon recoupement sur la valeur d'interaction
th~oriques ont 6t rdalisds dans les conditions du vol en emport ainsi que sur le niveau du d~passement
pour plusieurs positions relatives rdservoir/avion. Une pour des attitudes intermddiaires.
illustration en est foumnie ci-apr~s par un champ de
pression pour une assiette relative r~servoir/avion
interm~diaire.
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4.2.4- Commentaires A terme, la mise en commun et le couplage des
moyens d'6tude avec ceux ddveloppds par les

L'analyse des largages de reservoirs sous voilure qui concepteurs d'emports doivent 8tre envisages dans le
vient d'&re pr~sent~e est illustrative: cadre de Centres Communs de Calcul ou de
* des forts couplages adrodynamniques qui peuvent Simulation.

8tre observes au largage d'emports et de leur effet
sur le mouvement avion Aujourd'hui, les progr~s rdalisds en termes de

* de l'apport du calcul thdorique dans le processus. mod~lisation et d'identification des phdnom~nes
d' identification et de comprehension des rdsultats permettent, par une approche fondde sur la simulation
du vol. Au-deld le calcul fournit des 616ments de et les diff~rents moyens d'essai, de relever les d~fis
transposition et de prdvision techniques poses par l'int~gration d'emports dans un

contexte exigeant de maitrise des cofits et des ddlais.
11 convient de souligner l'importance de ce rdsultat
dans la mesure oii le mouvement avion A la separation,
s'il n'est pas critique du strict point de vue de la
s~curitd du porteur peut en revanche 1'6tre en termes
de performances dans le cas de largages de missiles
pilot~s pour lesquels les conditions initiales de vol
conditionnent la rdussite de la mission.

6. CONCLUSION

La presentation qui vient d'8tre faite illustre la
complexitd des probl~mes poses par l'dtude de la
separation d'un emport sous avion d'armes:
"* complexitd des armements
"* couplage des dynamiques avion/charge
"* multiplicit6 des points d'emports
"* domaines opdrationnels dtendus...

L'engagement sur un domnaine opdrationnel
d'utilisation est de la responsabilit6 de l'avionneur, en
partenariat avec les industriels impliqu~s et les
Organismes Etatiques. Pour assurer cette
responsabilitd, DASSAULT AVIATION a mis en
place, et utilise aujourd'hui, une m~thodologie et les
outils associ~s permettant notamnment de maitriser la
sdcuritd du porteur et les conditions d'un tir r~ussi.

Gette m~thodologie est largemnent fonidde sur la
simulation et la prise en compte, d&s les premieres
6tudes, de facteurs de robustesse permettant de r~duire
les risques d'itdrations cofiteuses. L'identification des
mod~les impliqu~s dans la simulation fait appel de
mani~re compl~mentaire:
"* au calcul thdorique dont l'automnatisation permet

aujourd'hui de produire des trajectoires completes
de separation.

"* A la soufflerie qui par des dispositifs originaux mis
en place par 1'ONERA permet d'identifier les
caractdristiques a~rodynamiques en champ proche

"* au vol, qui foumnit une validation globale et doit, A
ce titre, intervenir le plus t6t possible dans le
d~veloppement.
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1. SUMMARY neurons, also called processing elements, which provide
a non-linear activation.

Neural Networks have shown to be a very attractive
alternative to classic adaptation methods for identification The operations at each neuron consist of adding the total
and control of non-linear dynamic systems. The purpose weighted sum of all the input signals of the preceding
of this paper is to show the improvements in neural laver, with the option of adding a threshold value; this total
network applications achievable through the use of a sum becomes then the argument of a non-linear fuiction,
learning algorithm more efficient than the classic Back- which provides the activation, to generate an output signal.
Propagation and through the implementation of the neural For the neurons of the hidden layer(s) these output signals
schemes in parallel hardware. In addition, applications to become the input signal for the processing elements of the
failure detection and identification of control loop above layer of the neural architecture. During learning,
components will be addressed, the weights and the thresholds of the architecture are
The paper illustrates dynamic simulations relative to updated, typically with a gradient based method, with the
examples of identification and control of non-linear goal of minimizing a cost function associated with an
unknown systems with on-line learning for the hardware- identification or a control task. A block diagram of a
based neural architectures performed with both the classic typical three layer NN (one input, one hidden and one
and the Extended Back-Propagation algorithm. The latter output laver) is shown in Figure 1. Reference [15] and, to
algorithm has shown remarkable improvements with a greater extent, [10] provided a substantial background
respect to the classic algorithm in terms of learning speed, work for several NN applications, clearly stated the
accuracy, and local minimum problems. The neural necessary theoretical assumptions in order to have well
schemes are implemented in a set of parallel transputer formulated problems.
modules with appealing flexibility for on-line applications.

This paper concentrates on the application of NNs for
2. INTRODUCTION identification and control of unknown non-linear systems.

Particularly, the paper presents studies relative to the
The previous decade has witnessed a dramatic increase in implementation of neural networks to some of the non-
neural networks (NN's) research, mostly induced by the linear systems reported in [ 15]. It is intended to be a more
introduction of the Back-Propagation algorithm for feed- application-oriented paper in that it has the objectives of
forward NN's with supervised learning. During the initial emphasizing the advantages of a particular learning
stage of this growth NN's have been applied to pattern algorithm more efficient than the Back-Propagation for on-
recognition and classification, which can be classified as line applications. An additional goal is to show that, due
static problems. Within a later trend NN's have been to the inherent parallel nature of the neural computations,
proposed for identification and control of dynamic systems the implementation of neural schemes in microprocessors,
of both linear and non-linear nature. The reason behind in lieu of software-based neural computations, can be an
this application lies in the fact that, despite progresses attractive solution for practical applications.
were made in adaptive control theory for linear systems, a
solution for the identification and control of a non-linear From a more general perspective, the main objective of
uncertain system has yet to be formulated. this paper is to build an ideal bridge for those in the

technical community, who are considering practical
A complete review on NN theoretical principles is implementations of neural networks, but are not quite
available in [25], and [19]. In general, a neural network convinced about the feasibility of hardware-based neural
is defined as an architecture featuring input and output computations and, at the same time, have reservations
parameters interconnected through one or more layers of about the pertbrmance of the Back-Propagation algorithm.

Paper presented at the RTO SCI Symposium on "System Identification for Integrated Aircraft Development and
Flight Testing", held in Madrid, Spain, 5-7 May 1998, and published in RTO MP-11.
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3. BASIC CONCEPTS IN IDENTIFICATION,
AND CONTROL Furthermore, for the control task at non-linear conditions,

there is a lack of control schemes regardless whether (D, T
A generic multi-inputlmulti-output (MIMO) discrete-time are known or unknown. Adaptive control of uncertain
system with n states, m inputs and I measurable outputs systems is feasible in the linear case. In particular, within
can be represented by: this direction, SISO adaptive systems tracking a desired

dynamics have been extensively analyzed with the Model
x(k + 1) = (D [x(k), u(k)] (1) Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) method, shown in
y(k) = F[x(k)] (2) [1], and [27], being one of the most representative

approaches.

where x(k)=[x1(k), x2(k), ...., x.(k)]T
u(k)=[u1 (k), u2(k), ... (k)]

y(k)=[y1 (k), y 2(k) .... YI(k)] T

EXTENDED BACK-PROPAGATION ALGORITHM
UPDATES OF THE WEIGHTS (WV), THRESHOLDS (GAMMA,THETA)
UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS (UL), TEMPERATURES (T)

COST F NCTION

+ Y+"2 TARGET OUTPUT AT TIME W C

.. ESTIMATES AT TIME W -

OUTPUTLAYER 01 0z 2 On
n NEURONS

WEIGHTS : W - . ....- "
THRESH.: GAMMA -

HIDDEN LAYER
kNEURONS H1  KH2) H3) 1-1. ..............

THRESH.: THETA'
WEIGHTS:V -V-- 7

INPUT LAYER .( ....... . .. . . )m

m INPUT DATA K-I -- K-p K-i L -p K-, L _K-p

DAT DATA DATA:

SE71 O SEN ISOR

EO -2 .n

Figure 1. 3 Layer Neural Network

If the system is linear and time-invariant then equations Let us specifically consider the problem of identification

(1), and (2) take on the well-kneown form: and control of SISO non-linear unknown systems. There

x(k + 1) = Ax(k)+ Bu(k) (3) are four discrete-time models, which can be used todescribe this type of systems:

y(k) = C[x(k)] (4) M'odelI:y(k + 1) = ffy(k),..,y(k - n)] + Fm biu(k - i)
where A, Ba,, and Cr are the traditional state, control i=O
and output matrices. The relative system will then defined (5)
through the set of matrices (AB,C). MIodel II:y(k + 1) =fly(k),....y(k - n)] + 2m biu(k - i)

i=0
Reference [20] shows that, if the system is linear and (6)
known, controllability of the system can be asserted and Model Ii:y(k + 1) = f[y(k),.... ,y(k - n)] +
different feedback control strategies, either of classic (7)
compensation type or from modem control theory, can be gju(k) . ... u(k - n)]

introduced to meet different specifications. For the ModeliV:y(k+1)=ffy(k)..... y(k-n),u(k) .... u(k-m)]
identification task at linear conditions, that is if the system (8)
is linear and (AB,C) are unknown, the problem of
identifying (AB,C) can be clearly formulated and solved. There has been a large variety of studies related to
However, if the system is non-linear and (D, T are observability, controllability for these systems as well as
unknown, the identification problem is quite more for designing controllers and observers for them.
complicated. References [24], [8], and [11] describe the results of some
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References [24], [8], and [11] describe the results of some described by any of the four models in the previous
of these investigations. Despite these efforts, solutions to section. The objective is to provide a NN-based
these problems on the same line as the ones for the linear identification scheme for the functions T and/or 'g'.
systems have yet to be formulated. In this paper we will
refer to multi-layer feed-forward NNs with supervised A necessary assumption for a well-posed approach is that
learning performed with gradient based algorithms. The the system have a bounded response for any bounded set
suitability of a NN approach to the general identification of input data (that is, it is a BIBO stable system). This, in
and control task becomes somewhat immediate if one turn, implies that the neural identifier will also need to be
considers the following properties. BIBO stable. Extensive research efforts are undergoing at

this time for the analysis and the proof of stability

Applicability to non-linear 8stems. The applicability of properties of multi-layer neural networks
NNs to non-linear systems originates from their mapping
capabilities. [6], and [9] have shown that a feed-forward Another assumption is that the neural identifier will have
NN with at least one hidden layer is capable of to be of series-parallel type meaning that the actual system
approximating any non-linear function once enough outputy(k), rather than its estimate, is used as input by the
training is provided. This property can be extremely identification scheme during and after the training. The
useful when the input/output data are related to a non- alternative is to use a parallel-type identifier, meaning that
linear time-varying system. the estimate ofy(k) from the neural identifier is obtained
Parallel processing and hardware implementation. NNs using as input estimates ofy(k) at previous time steps. It
have an inherent parallel architecture, which, leads should be underlined that the stability for this type of
naturally to parallel hardware implementations. These identifiers has yet to be proved even for simple linear
implementation have also the advantages of having, in systems. The selection of a series-parallel mode instead of
general, high degree of fault-tolerance and high processing a parallel model is mainly due to the fact that, since the
speed, due to the simplicity of the computations (additions, system is assumed to be BIBO and stable, all the input to
subtractions, multiplications). These advantages have the NN's are bounded. However, once the neural
been magnified by the introduction of digital identifier has been sufficiently trained and the estimation
microprocessors with ever increasing performance. error has converged to a sufficiently low asymptotic value,
Multivariable systems. NNs, by definition, are multi- the series-parallel mode may be replaced by the parallel-
input, multi-output (MIMO) entities and this, naturally, working mode.
leads to their application to multivariable systems.
Learning and adaptation. NNs can be trained using past With these working assumptions in place, the next issue to
recorded data or simulated data (off-line training) or be addressed is related to the selection of the training
current data (on-line learning). Furthermore, among the algorithm for the neural identifiers. To date, the majority
learning capabilities of a NN, one must differentiate of the training for neural networks is being performed with
between local and global learning capabilities. Local the Back-Propagation (BP) algorithm, a gradient-based
learning leads to adaptation capabilities to new dynamic optimization method.
conditions while global learning leads to memorization
capabilities from previously presented data. Slow learning, especially for large order systems, and local

minima are "classical" well documented problems of the
While the learning capabilities above are undoubtedly very BP. Unfortunately, these two problems are known to be
attractive, the implementation of neural schemes for mutually related and interactive. For example, it has been
adaptive identification and control must be analyzed very shown that the learning speed can be improved by setting
carefully. In fact, a key issue is the selection of an on-line a proper learning rate. However, this also increases the
learning vs. off-line training working mode. On-line possibility for the BP to be trapped in a local minimum or
learning implies that the NN has the capability of changing to oscillate around the global minimum.
the values of the numerical components, which make up
its architecture, in real-time. Off-line training implies that To solve these problems, several alternatives to the BP
the NN operating on-line had been previously trained and have been proposed by many researchers. Most of the
it has a frozen numerical architecture. For on-line learning work has been concentrated on introducing different
points of particular concern are: activation functions or particular procedures for selecting
-the amount of time needed to acquire a substantial the initial weights. Within this stream of investigations,
learning level; the authors have used an approach based on the
-the complexity of the neural architectures. introduction of an heterogeneous network, described in

[4].

3.1. Identification of a Nonlinear SISO System via In an heterogeneous network each neuron in the hidden
Neural Networks and output layers has its own capability of updating some

new parameters giving the overall architecture increased
Consider a generic SISO non-linear unknown system mapping and adaptation performance. Specifically, in a

heterogeneous network each neuron is able to change its
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heterogeneous network each neuron is able to change its non-linear system described by:
output range (upper and lower bounds: U, L) and the slope
of the sigmoid activation function (temperature: T). The y(k + 1) y(k) 3
new non-linear activation function will be given by: 1+ [y(k)]2

1j, T + Lij (9) representing a Model lI .system. In this case a neuralf U L+e-XU' network based identification scheme will consist of two

neural identifiers, that is an identifier Nf for the fimction:
where ij are the indices for the generic neurons of the
hidden and output layers and 'x is the argument of the f[ly(k)] = y(k) (11)
classic sigmoid function of the BPA. This function is 1 + [y(k)] 2

implemented at each processing element of the hidden
layer(s) and output layer. The gradient is calculated to and an identifier N. for the function:
perform the steepest descent as in the BP. The only
difference is that the gradient descent will be found with
respect to each of the independent variables 'x',I','L','T', g[u(k)J = [u(k)]3  (12)

as opposed to 'x' only. The training algorithm associated
with this heterogeneous network is named Extended Back- such that the estimation dynamics can be expressed as:
Propagation (EBP) and is described with details in [4], 5(k +1) = N[y(k)J + N [u(k)] (13)
and [13]. f g

The design of on-line learning neural controllers, and The simulation of the unknown system is performed within
neural identifiers can be complicated by the large number a SimulinkTM environment with the user having the
of degrees of freedom (number of hidden layers, number possibility to select for the neural computations to be
of neurons per hidden layer, size of input data window, performed by either a C++ code or by customized neural
magnitude of the learning rate and momentum hardware to be described later in the section.
coefficients) in the selection of the neural architectures.
This issue has been addressed in [2], and [7]. Previous As in [15], a two hidden layer architecture was selected:
work coordinated by the first author provided the both neural identifiers are of the type N1 _0,10,1 . The study
following guidelines for the selection of suitable neural involved two different phases, that is an initial training
architectures : phase followed by a testing phase. During the training
- on-line learning neural controllers and neural identifiers phase two sets of two similar Nl,2olol architectures (one
are generally very robust to different number of neurons using the BP and the other using the EBP) were trained for
per hidden layer and a different input data window; 100,000 steps with u(k) being a random number uniformly
- medium-high learning rates, either constant or slowly distributed between [-2,2] and using a 0.25 learning rate.
decreasing with time, performed better for on-line learning The range for u(k) implies that the estimate of g will span
neural controllers while low learning rates perform better between [-8,8] while the estimate of f will span between
for on-line learning neural identifiers; [-10,10]. During this phase the identifier is working in a
- simple single hidden layer architectures perform as well series-parallel mode, that is the actual system outputs at
or better than more complicated and more computationally previous time steps are used by the identifier to provide an
intensive multiple hidden layers architectures; estimate at the present time step.
- a proper selection of the data to be presented as input
and an appropriate choice of the performance indices to be The training performances associated with the two
minimized are, by far, the most effective degrees of algorithms were evaluated every 2,000 steps during the
freedom in the selection of neural architectures. 100,000 steps simulation for a total of 50 test points. At

each test point the performance of the neural identifier
These parametric studies are better described in [3], [16], were analyzed using a 100 steps simulation. Classical
and [18]. However, these guidelines, originated in a study statistical parameters, that is mean, mean square and
related to on-line learning neural identifiers and controllers variance, were introduced to monitor the estimation errors
for flight control applications, were arbitrarily neglected in for T and 'g' and given by
the first part of the work. In fact, one of the goals was to
show improvements achievable with the EBP algorithm 100 [,(i)-y(i)] 100 e(i)
with respect to the BP algorithm using the same MEE = _I - =_ F- (14)

architectures of the neural networks used in [15] and, i=1 100 = 100

therefore, without any attempt to optimize the learning 100 P ()_yi)]2 100 e(i)2

process. MSEE = 7- =7 (15)
i=1 100 i=1 100

Next, neural identifiers will be introduced using both BP
and EBP algorithms. Consider a different SISO unknown
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100 i)ME2
VEE = 7. (16)

=10 100

In terms of complexity and required computational effort 0.4.

for the neural architectures, the number of parameters to D 0.2 o "- ......... 0.2

be updated at each time is 354 using the EBP and 261 0 .2.. 0

using the BP. Therefore, there is a 35% increase in , -o. . -0.2

complexity using the EBP due to the additional parameters "°.0 -O, A..

U,L, and T. -1o , °0 . ,0I.k y~k)

The statistical results are shown in Figure 2 for the Figure 3. Testing Phase, Estimate of Function 'f'

identification of the function T, similar results are
available for function 'g'. The trends for Man, MSam and Table I. Statistics of Estimaion Error: Testing Phase
Va show that the EBP clearly outperforms the BP. In
particular, it can be seen that the estimates using BP BP Algorithm EBP Algorithm
exhibit a bias most likely caused by the BP algorithm Time 100,001-100,100 100,001-100,100
getting stuck in a local minimum point. Efforts were made Mee -.0277 -.0154
in repeating the training phase with the BP several times; - ee .0017 .000518
however, local minimum points problems seemed always Vee .000945 .000750
to be present to a certain extent. The bias problem for the - Vee .000945 .000750
BP is even more clear in Figure 3, showing estimates of T
following the training phase. Testing Phase Simulation

After the 100,000 steps training phase the two combined ,
neural identifiers, working in a parallel mode, providing c, 6_
an estimate for y(k+l) are tested for 1000 steps with the d 0 \--- 7

results are reported in Figure 4 and Table I indicating L _-_ _ _ _ _

better performance of the EBP algorithm. NG&.OO 1.020 10o'.040 100.060 10.0o0 100.100
Time Steps

Statistics of the Training Phase for Nf Testing Phase Simulation

E 0,2

LU1 a

0 -0,1 Time Steps10-6

Test Points Figure 4. Testing Phase: Simulation

20,14 The reason for the improved performance of the EBP vs.
. 0,12 the BP algorithm has to be searched in the different

So.•learniing characteristics. The EBP has more degrees of
S0,08 • fr'eedom in the learning through the use in the gradient
=2 0.o8 • method of the following partial derivatives"

Tos o,°, LiT Oj-Uj(i -L, )y

2 0.0 1-3xj jLj i (18)L 0,00 -%
.B l+e

E oxoo, ,,,, L j, T
W o.Ou 1 (19)

°° •LiJ +e

0 0 20Test Points 30i 40}UO 50 LA.2

Figure 2. Statistics of Training Phase for Function 'f'Y(0

(20
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as opposed to the derivative suggested, where the tracking error is transformed into the
neural controller error using the dynamics inverse transfer

afx]_ e-X11 matrix. Reference [12] presents a third method where a
2 (21) feedback gain is introduced to generate a transformed

"x (1+ e-XU) error signal used to update the architecture of the neural
controller. Finally in [26] a scheme is introduced, where
the architecture of the neural controller is updated using

in the BP algorithm. In the above equations, 0 i the tracking error with the addition of an extra single layer
represents the generic output of a neuron at the hidden gain between the neural controller and the system.
layer(s), and at the output layer respectively.

This section, however, describes results related to indirect
adaptive control with a neural approach. In the absence of

3.2. Identification and Control of a Nonlinear SISO well formulated stability and robustness criteria a natural
System via Neural Networks approach for non-linear systems can be given by trying to

extend some results relative to linear adaptive control
The previous study has illustrated successful applications theory. For example, in linear adaptive control theory it
of neural identifiers. Next, the problem of adaptive was concluded that adaptive control laws for a stable
control via NN's is considered. The problem of closed-loop system can be found if some "a priori"
controlling a generic dynamic system can be divided into knowledge of the system was available. Similarly, the
a regulation or a tracking problem. In a regulation probability of success of the adaptive control of a non-
problem the goal is to achieve, through an appropriate linear SISO system can be assumed to be a strong function
feedback control law, an equilibrium condition around a of the amount of "a priori" information on the unknown
certain set point. In the tracking problem the objective is system.
instead to achieve, through the feedback control law, an
accurate following of a reference model response. The A safer and more conservative set-up of the problem is to
control part of this paper is related to the tracking problem apply adaptive control, in order to achieve tracking of a
for an unknown non-linear SISO system. desired system response using an indirect approach. That

is only after the non-linear system has been identified
It is known that most of adaptive control theory is based within a desirable level of accuracy. It should be
on the Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) underlined, however, that even this conservative approach
relative to linear time-invariant systems. Particularly, does not guarantee closed-loop stability and acceptable
Reference [14] shows two different approaches, that is the tracking performance, even in the case of a BIBO stable
direct and the indirect approaches. It should be system, since the adaptive control law can lead to an
emphasized that the closed-loop dynamics with the unstable system during the transient. It can be speculated
adaptive control scheme, both in the direct and indirect that fast on-line learning capabilities of the neural
form, will be non-linear even if the open-loop system is controllers, which are direct function of the selected
linear and time-invariant, learning algorithm, are critical for this purpose.

In a direct adaptive control scheme the parameters of the On the other side, closed-loop stability, and possibly good
control scheme are adjusted on-line to satisfy some control tracking performance are only a remote possibility if
specifications. In indirect adaptive control scheme instead adaptive control using neural identifiers and neural
the parameter identification scheme is first implemented controllers is attempted with a direct approach, that is
providing estimates of the actual system parameters with without any "a priori" identification phase. In the
the parameters of the controller calculated assuming these following, the tracking capabilities and the robustness of
estimates of the system parameters. a NN-based indirect adaptive control scheme are

evaluated.
There is a well known problem in using a neural network
approach for a direct adaptive control of a non-linear Consider the same unknown SISO non-linear system
system. In fact, the neural network controller output error, described in equation (10), representing a Model HI
which is used to update the weights and the thresholds of system. This time the objective is to find an adaptive
the neural controller, is not directly available. The only control law u(k) such that the actual system response y(k)
available information is the tracking error between the tracks a desired model response ym(k), with the dynamics
desired and the actual response, which is only a function for the reference model given by:
of the error at the neural controller output. Several
methods have been proposed in the literature to overcome Ym (k + 1) = 0 .6ym (k) + r(k) (22)
this problem and tested on non-linear SISO systems.
Reference [21] suggests a method where the system recall that previously we had:
dynamics are treated as not modifiable layer of the neural
controller and the tracking error is back-propagated
through the dynamics. In [5] another approach is
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0,03

0,025

53(k + 1) = Nfly(k)] + Ng [u(k)] Jfjy(k)] + J[u(k)] 0,02-

(23) 0,015

0,01

Following the training phase we had that the estimates of 0,005 "
y(k) were converging to the actual y(k) response. For the 0t

00
actual system to track the desired model response we Test
would have ea
f•y(k)] + [u(k)] = 0 .6ym (k) + r(k) (24)

isolating &u(k)] yields:t•°0°08 Z5

u(k) = -1{O.6ym (k) + r(k) -_y(k)]}J= -[z(k)] E 0,006

W0,004
(25) A

The tracking problem is solved by introducing a neural > o- 20
0 10 20 30 40 50

adaptive controller N. for the on-line determination of Test Points
u(k). Particularly, two neural controllers, trained using
EBP and BP respectively, are introduced. Both of them Figure 5. Statistics of the Training Phase for "g-inverse"
will have architecture N1,20,10,1 with input z(k) with a
learning rate of 0.01. System

4t'

The closed-loop system will therefore include: 2

- 2 neural identifiers (NfNd);
- I neural controller (N.).

Again, there is an initial training phase and a testing phase. sot Time
During the training phase two similar sets (one using BP
and the other using EBP) of 3 neural architectures ym
(NfNg,Ne) were trained for 100,000 steps using the same 2 ybp
random input u(k) between [-2,2] used previously. The
training performance are evaluated every 2,000 steps for V
a total of 50 test points. The statistical results for the 2.
identification of 'f and 'g' were very similar to the ones
obtained previously, while the results for the identification ,.92o 4.940 . 4.960 4.80 5.000

of the inverse function of'g' are shown in Figure 5. Time Steps

Figure 6. Testing Phase: Simulation

The tracking capabilities of the closed-loop system are
then evaluated with a 5000 steps simulation. The results Table H. Statistics of the Trackin Error: Testin Phase
are summarized in Figure 6; in particular Figure 6 shows
2 different 100 steps simulation starting respectively at BP Algorithm
instants 1, and 4,901. The superior performance of the
EBP algorithm are once again confirmed by the statistical Time 1-1,000 2,501-2,600 4,901-5000
data on the tracking error shown in Table II. It can be Mte -0.0237 .0004 -.0003
seen that the EBP neural estimate is practically unbiased MSte .2743 .0139 .0148

and has a variance approximately 4.25 times smaller than Vte .2765 .014 .0149

the correspondent BP variance. I EBP Algorithm
Time 1-1,000 2,501-2,600 4,901-5000

Statistics of the Training Phase for Nc Mte .0707 .0005 .0002
• 0,03 MSte .0720 .0042 .0035
w 0,02 - BPEBP Vte .0677 .0042.0035

,. _A A -A A

0 o vV V-V.1 The next objective of this study is to evaluate the
-0,0 o-l " robustness of the neural-based tracking to a time-varying
,-003 •system. For this purpose the original non-linear SISO0 10o 20o3 40 50

0T10s20 30 ~ system described by equation (22) is simulated to change
instantaneously, starting at the 5,000-th step, to 3 different
arbitrarily selected configurations before returning to the
original configuration. At each configuration a 5,000
steps simulation is performed using both the EBP and the
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steps simulation is performed using both the EBP and the Simulation - Original System to Config. 1

BP algorithms. The different configurations are shown ym
below: a ybp

For k=5,000-9,999, Config. 1 W 2 f -
y~k+ ) k)T 3 VV_______________

y(k+1)= +y(k__ ) + [1.5u(k)] +2 (27)1+ (k) V00 60 u0 o+ +0

.0 5.020 5.040 0060 50000 5.100
For k--10,000-14,999, Config. 2 Time Steps

y(k + 1)= 2y(k) + 2 + [I + u(k)] - 1 (28)0.5 +Y2(k2(k) + 4)31g•i l/• • " /•• ly'

For k-15,000-19,999, Config. 3 & 2

y(k + 1) = + [1 + u(k) -1 (29) W
0.5 +y 2 (k)
For k-20,000-24,999, Config. 4 V V 1 i
y(k)3 .2 7"0 G 7. N I

y(k + 1) = T + [u(k) 3  (30) ,.020 Sto e 7.5 7 7.600

1 +y2 (k)T

Several 100 steps simulations time histories of the
reference model along with the closed-loop system Figure 8. Simulation Comparison toConfig. 1
response using both EBP and BP algorithms are shown in
Figures 7-11 for different points of the 5,000 step ________________

simulation. For the tracking problem the statistics are [
expressed in terms of the tracking error, defined as: ybp

yebp

100 [y(i) - Ym (i)] 100 e(i)V
i=1 100 ~ ,100 (I
10012.20 12.040 12.060 12.50 12.600

MSTE = V' .'j )], = 7- (32) 1imestepT

i=1 100 i=1 100

100 [e(i) -MTE(i)] 2

VTE (33)
i1 100AnAA 

N\ _From the plots and the statistical results, it can be seen that °
the tracking performance associated with the EBP I
algorithm are somewhat worse than the correspondent BP -40>

performance only during the transient phase of the 14520 14.,4 14.9 14100 10.000

transition of the system between different configurations. Time Steps

Once this transient phase is past, the closed-loop system
with EBP trained neural identifiers and controller clearly Figure 9. Simulation Comparison to Config. 2
outperforms the BP version.

Simulation - Original System 10 Simulation - Config. 2 to Config. 3

" 4 ;':• . . ym 5- . .. y

W - 0, yebp

-2 _%10 %
-20

&.4V

00 40 00 u 100 10.0.0 15.040 15000 15.000 15.100
Time Steps "l'Tme Steps

.2)4 , Vm

"Time Steps Time steps

Figure 7. Simulation Comparison Original System Figure 10. Simulation Comparison to Config. 3
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Simulation - Config. 3 to Original System parallel hardware-based neural architectures rather than to
4. ym demonstrate the performance of the latest in

2[ybp microprocessor technology. In general, the selection ofSybp
VV- Ybp the equipment to be used is problem-dependent [33].

V J In terms of hardware-setup for the two studies we had the
=.0,4• S•p.,O . •. following configurations:

Time Seps 1st STUDY : 2 neural identifiers (Nf, No, implemented in

two B420 modules;
4m 2nd STUDY 2 neural identifiers (Nt, No) and 1 neural

controller (NI) implemented in the two B420 modules
--- and in the B404 respectively.

2.520 2Z640 22.60 2=80 2Z60 4. FAILURE DETECTION USING NEURAL"Mme Steps NETWORKS

Figure 11. Simulation Comparison to Original System Failure detection (FD) is a widely investigated problem in

current flight control research, due to the ever-increasing
complexity, and interconnectivity of the system at end.

3.3. Hardware Implementation Generally speaking, FD implies some sort of continuous
on-line learning neural architectures for the studies monitoring of the measurable outputs of the system.

Thevouslypesented were impletented on tre stes Under nominal conditions, these variable tend to follow
previously presented were implemented on transputer rather well established patterns, within the uncertainty due
modules mounted on an INMOS B008 IBM PC to process disturbances, such as atmospheric turbulence,
motherboard, which can be considered as "old sensor noise, and actuator biases.

technology" by today's standards. Two different types of

modules were used. The first type is an INMOS B404. A failure to any component of the FCS will produce
This module features an Inmos T800 floating point deviations from nominal and somewhat predictable
transputer with 32 Kbytes of no-wait state static RAM and trajectories. Spotting a deviation between nominal and
2 Mbytes of one-wait-state dynamic RAM. The B404 is failed trajectory is usually the basis of any FD technique.
directly interfaced with the PC-ISA bus and contains a de- The knowledge of the system's behavior by the flight
multiplexing process to properly distribute the inputs to control system at any operating point needs then to be
the other 2 modules. One B404, occupying 2 of the 10 available at a very heavy computational and storage costs,
slots on the PC motherboard, was used. The second type limiting the prediction to linear time invariant, low order,
of module is an INMOS B420 VecTram. This module and white noise-based models of predicted trajectory
features, again, an Inmos T800 floating point transputer, behavior.
with 1 Mbyte dynamic RAM, connected with a high
performance vector/signal processing co-processor. The Neural network architectures have been primary
two processors can handshake via interrupts and can candidates to maintaining the same level of, or improving
operate concurrently, using separate dynamic and static ED capability without increasing computational burden
memory blocks. The vector/signal processor is normally [30], [31]. The mapping property of a NN architecture
operated as a slave to the T800 transputer which can read can be extremely attractive when the input-output data are
and write to the static RAM (256 Kbytes). Two B420s related to completely or partially unknown dynamics.
VecTram, occupying the remaining 8 of the 10 slots on the
motherboard, were used. Several factors must be taken into account however, when

The assembled B008 IBM PC motherboard, with 1 B404 considering the implementation of NN estimators. A key
and 2aB420emodule s, B08 mthen rbnserted, win a B44 b issue in the design of a NN based state estimator is the
and 2 B420 modules, was then inserted in a PC-ISA bus selection of on-line learning vs. off-line learning. Of
inbarPentium basednPC. A comprehensive set of oftware course in an off-line situation all training has been
libraries in C language supports the implementation of performed beforehand, and the network has a frozen
these modules. Hardware parallel simulations were architecture. Due to the variability of the dynamics and
performed using C-MEX files for interfacing Simulink failure conditions, however, the potential of on-line
schemes to the neural software coded in the 3 T-800 architectures was studied in the present work because of
modules. its inherent added flexibility. In the following, we refer to

an on-line structure of feed-forward type with interlayer
The selected equipment was not the most powerful connections schematically shown in Figure 1 as
available on the market; it was, however, very cost implemented by a three-layer NN. More details on the

effective. It must be emphasized that the underlying idea architecture can be found in [32].

of this study is to show the potentials of on-line learning
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4.1. Sensor Failure Detection the absolute value of the estimation error of the ith DNN

The overall sensor failure detection, identification, and ED = (35
accommodation (SFDIA) problem is addressed in the EifN (5)

context of aircraft dynamics, by using multiple
architectures consisting of a centralized structure (MNN), Identification is again assumed if the error in equation (35)
and a set of 'n' decentralized structures (DNN), where 'n' is greater than a specified level.
is the number of non-redundant sensors. Figure 12 shows
a diagram of the layout of the main neural network. A The procedure outlined above consists of two steps, thus
similar one, but with a single output, can be obtained for reducing the chance of false alarm. Failure
the n DNN's which, after sensor failure, will provide accommodation is then performed by replacing the value
accommodation. Figure 12 shows the flow of the SFDIA of the data coming from the failed sensor, with the
process in a three-sensor case, with a simulated failure for estimate of the corresponding DNN, which stops the
sensor #2. A more detailed description of the process can learning process and "freezes" its architecture at this
be found in [32], [35]. point.

ACTUAL VALUES OF
PARAMETERS #1.#Z23 AT W

OUTPUTr: ESTIMATES OP
PARAMETERS #1,#.#Z9T I

ON-UINE =LEARNING
___________MAJN NEURAL N

N NN) SPCIA #2 - N

INPUT: PARAMETERS #I.#2.#3 NOTE AFTER SFFPO2 -ON.
FROM TIME 'K-I'TO 'K-PI NN #2 REPLACES SENSOR #2

ACTUAL VALUE OF I ACTUAL VALUE OF ACT"UALVALUEOF
PARAMETER # 1 AT'W I PARAMETER #2 ATIW PARAMETER #3 AT W

SFDIA#-.OFF i SFEM2,-0FF OPF' AJ-PFF

OUTPUT: ESTIMATE OF '--OUTPUT: ESTIMATE OFP OUTPUT: ESTIMATE CF
PARAMETER #1 AT'Ie EP -pA•RAER .2AT, E PARAMETER *3 ATW

ON-UNE LEARNN ' ONUELNININ ONLNE LEARNI.NG1

N#1) _ýý N#2) N2 I
INPUT : PARAMETERS #2, #3 INPUT: PARAMETERS 1, 3 INPUT: PARAMETERS $1 .92

FROM TMEK-V TO 'K- FROM rME X-1- TO 'P-' FROM TIMEX-VTOX'-4

SENSOR ]SENSOR S SEN S0 R
IPARAME"ER #1 PARAMETER 92 PARAMT EER. 93,

SF0l/,# -GFF SFOLAh-CFF SFCA#03-CFF

Figure 12. SFDIA Diagram, Sensor #2 failed [Ref. 34]

The main network MNN receives the input from control Figure 1 with a single output describes therefore the
commands and the vector of measurements y, providing accommodation procedure as well, whereas the entire

the estimateyE of the same measurements as output The SFDIA is described in Figure 12, noting that DNN's
EBPA updates MNN based on the error, and the learning update is performed at each step, at the frequency of the
process is monitored by a quadratic error parameter sensors. References [34], [35] present several

applications simulating soft and hard failures in the
autpu i• dynamic behavior of a full-envelope nonlinear aircraft

EMN s -y (34) model representative of a high performance twin engine
_= flight vehicle. The system has 11 sensors and 5 actuators.

Each ith DNN receives the input form the control and n- I As an example, we consider the case of a soft failure (the
sensors, where the missing signal is relative to the sensor does not fail completely) representative for instance
corresponding measurement. The training procedure is
similar to that of MvNN, until failure is detected. Upon of added bias in the instrument readings. The sensor

failure of the ith sensor, detection can be accomplished by considered here is the roll-rate gyro, which is one of the
the value of EMNN exceeding a given threshold. When primary measurements in the lateral-directional motion of
this occurs, identification can be achieved by monitoring the aircraft. Figure 13 shows the time history of the error

in the MNN with a detection spike at 1700 seconds, while

the measured variable, roll rate is plotted in Figure 14.
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0.8
SFDIA = on

p hard failure

t-fail = 1700 sec.
0.6 p-fail = p-nom. + 0.75 dezisec

z 0.4

0
1600 1700 1800 1900 2000

Time (sce)

Figure 13. Roll Rate Gyro Failure, NN Estimation Error SFDIA On

p Actual Value p Faulty Value p DNN Estimate

3
p soft failure

2 t-fail = 1700 sec.

-2 ,

1600 1700 1800 1900 2000
Time (see)

Figure 14. roll Rate Gyro Failure, Time Histories

the measured variable, roll rate is plotted in Figure 14. simultaneous commands on the actuators, plus the
From that figure, the time history of the roll rate DNN appropriate thrust setting. Several actuator failures have
follows the actual roll rate in a satisfactory manner, been studied involving a fault in the hinge moment

capability, and percent loss of control effectiveness. These
failures require extensive analysis of the modified

4.2. Actuator Failure Detection aerodynamic effects on the aircraft, in order to have a
realistic simulation capability and were part of a concerted

During the operation of a flight vehicle, actuator failures research effort [35].
can occur for reasons internal to the system, as well as for
external causes such as battle damage for military aircraft. The measurement data are all fed into the neural network,
Dealing properly with actuator failure is usually critical in which is training on-line, and the process is monitored by
that reduced controllability and even loss of controllability evaluating the difference between the estimated and actual
may happen with heavy financial losses as well life- angular velocity in terms of body axes components at each
threatening situations. instant k as

The same dynamic system described in the previous Qe, (k) =
section is considered here, which is modeled by a full 2 2
nonlinear simulation code, and a FCS consisting of five p'[(p(k) - peSt (k)) + (q(k) - qe-t (k)) + (r(k) - res (k))]
aerodynamic control surfaces providing control moments

on the three axes (pitch, roll, and yaw). The simulation is
related to a typical high maneuverability task with (36)

It must be noted that in this case, unlike SFDIA, the
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network must be able to separate sudden variations in the induces a variation in Q., (k), interpreted as failure
actuator time histories due to pilot maneuvering detection as shown in Figure 16. Note that a different
commands, from failures, therefore training plays a much detecon as show n in te tatla deren
more critical role here. parameter could have been chosen inthe failure detection

10 Actual Estimate

Type I Damage at t= 1400 sec.

-10

1,000 1,100 1,200 1,300 1,400 1,500
Time (see.)

Figure 15. True and Estimated Pitch Rate after Damage

20
r Type I Damage at t= 1400 sec.
<

S15

S10

0
1,000 1,100 1,200 1,300 1,400 1,500

Time (sec.)

Figue 16. Actuator Failure Detection using Angular Velocity Error

A parametric analysis was carried out [35] to determine scheme. Choice of 2,err (k) was preferred since it
the most appropriate failure detection and identification contains variables directly affected by the aircraft
scheme keeping in mind a compromise between NN dynamics, and dimensionally consistent.
architecture complexity and on-line computational
requirements. The results indicated a structure consisting Following the detection of failure, sensor data must be
of 9 inputs 2 patterns, 18 input data, I hidden layer, 10 interpreted in order to identify the damage location. The
P.E. in the hidden layer, and 3 P.E. in the output layer. identification procedure relies on on-line evaluation of the

cross-correlation function between key variables, which is
Figure 15 gives an example of pitch rate (q) time history then stored in temporary memory on the FCS computer.
following a damage of the left stabilator of the aircraft at In the above example of a damaged stabilator, since both
t=1400 sec (control surface stuck at 20 degrees, and 50% pitch and roll rate are involved, the cross-correlation
loss of control effectiveness), function used is given by

The change in behavior of q, which is coupled with similar yjRcTe( _I Iaf ilsFe3, R-f(k 11 YJR ( -oe 1>f Thres 36

changes in the other components of angular velocity, I )9 pq F(
and similarly for the other actuators. The behavior of
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equation (36) is shown in Figure 17 taken with a time linearized model of the system itself, and relative to
window of 7 instances. Although the presence of false angular velocity rate gyros.
alarms is not avoided, especially at the detection level, the
use of equation (36) has proven very effective in terms of The structure of the KF-based scheme is taken at first as
false alarm rate of the entire failure detection and specular of that relative to the neural network SFDIA of
identification process [35].

0.4
Type I Damage at t = 1400 sec.

S0.3

0.1ri2

0
1,000 1,100 1,200 1,300 1,400 1,500

Time (see.)

Figure 17. Pitch and Rol Rates Cross Correlation as Failure Identification Parameter

5. Comparison with Standard Methods section 4. This implies a main Kalman filter block (MKF),
plus a number n of decentralized blocks (DKFs)

One of the techniques traditionally used is the failure corresponding to the number of on board sensors (three
detection problem is based on the application of a Kalman sensors in this application). Several types of failures were
filter both in its linear (KF) and nonlinear (EKF) versions. considered ranging from instantaneous biases of different

- 1.5 . ~1.5
P . 1. NOTE : 50,000 sec. otsimulated

on-line learning phase.
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Figure 18. Estimation Error between KF and NN (no Model Discrepancy)

Valuable contribution of Kalman filtering relies heavily on amplitude, to biases entered with ramp transients.
the particular structure of the dynamic system, that is its Different system's configurations were also studied, from
linearity or linearization properties. In this section, a nominal model and system dynamics and noise, to
preliminary comparison between the neural network discrepancies in the dynamics and noise statistics.
approach presented in section 4 and the application of KF
is presented. The material is taken mostly from the work Figure 18 shows the estimation error comparison in the
presented in references [37], and [38]. The dynamic case of step bias (1.2 deg/sec) in the pitch rate gyro, when
system considered is representative of a high altitude there is no discrepancy between system and filter models.
unmanned aircraft used for scientific missions, sensor Figure 19 shows the failure of the Kalman filter scheme
failure detection and identification is analyzed, based on a to recognize a 2.4 deg/sec bias entering as a ramp as
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supposed to the NN scheme, when system and filter 1.2 deg/sec biases entering as a ramp, with system and
models have discrepancies in the dynamics and noise filter models having dynamic and noise discrepancies.
statistics.
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Figure 19. Estimation Error between KF and NN (withModel Discrepancy)

If we use a different structure for the Kalman filter failure In this case the failure is detected after about 3 seconds, as
detection scheme [38], results may change however. In opposed to 49.48 seconds of the NN scheme described
the reference, the failure detection algorithm consists of an previously [37].
EKF block generating analytical redundancy on an
augmented system state vector (system states plus The above examples indicate that both methods have
additional states, which must detect failure), and an advantages and disadvantages, and should be used
identification block which localizes, and quantifies the appropriately. Clearly a KF-based structure, so dependent
failure.
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Figue 20. Failure Detection time History using EKF on Augmented Plant

As an example, figure 20 shows the time history for a on the knowledge of the system, requires an architecture
pitch rate gyro failure (measured output, failure variable, that takes advantage of that, a NN-based approach,
and mean square error respectively), when the failure is a especially if learning continues, appears more appropriate
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when the nonlinearity of the plant is difficult to cast in a Conference on Robotics and Automation.
modeling structure. 6. Cybenko, G. , 1989, "Approximation by Superposition

of Sigmoidal Functions", Mathematics of Control Signals
and Systems, Vol.2, No.4, pg. 303.

6. Conclusions 7. De Villiers,J., Barnard, E., 1993, "Back-Propagation
Neural Nets with One and Two Hidden Layers", IEEE

This paper has presented the results of a study undertaken Transactions on Neural Networks, Volume 4, Number 1,
with the goal of showing the potential of on-line learning pg. 136.
parallel neural networks for adaptive control at non-linear 8. Freund, E., 1975, "The Structure of Decoupled Non-
conditions. Particularly the paper has shown successful Linear Systems", International Journal of Control, Vol.
simulations of identification and (identification + control) 21, pg.651.
using an indirect approach for non-linear SISO systems. 9. Homik, K., Stinchcomb, M., and White, H., 1989,
The first objective was to emphasize the superior learning "Multilayer Feedforward Networks Are Universal
performance of the Extended Back-Propagation algorithm, Approximators", Neural Networks, Vol.2, pg.359.
derived from the classic Back-Propagation algorithm 10.Hunt, K.J., Sbarbaro, D., Zbikowski, R., and
through a modification of its activation function. Gawtrhop, P.J., 1992 "Neural Networks for Control

Systems - A Survey", Automatica, Vol. 28, No. 6,
This algorithm allows a substantial improvement in the pg. 1083.
speed and the accuracy of the learning for a reasonable 11. Isidori, et al., A., 1981, "Non-Linear Decoupling Via
increase in the required computational effort. The second Feedback : a Differential Geometric Approach", IEEE
objective was to show the feasibility of hardware-based Transactions on Automatic Controls, Vol. AC-26,
parallel neural computations. This can increase flexibility pg.341.
for practical applications where software-based neural 12. Kawato, M., Furukawa, F., and Suzuki, R., 1987, "A
computations may be too intensive to be housed in existing Hierarchical Neural Network Model for Control and
computational units. Learning of Voluntary Movement", Biological

Cybernetics, Vol.57, pg. 169.
The paper presented also some issues related to the use of 13. Napolitano, M.R., Chen, C.I., and Naylor, S., 1993,
neural architectures in the area of sensor and actuator "Aircraft Failure Detection and Identification Using
failure detection and identification. The main focus of the Neural Networks", AL4A Journal of Guidance, Control
work was the problem of achieving satisfactory and Dynamics, Volume 16, Number 6, pg. 999.
performance for on-line learning, and subsequent potential 14. Narendra, K.S., Monopoli, R.V., 1980 "Applications
for on-board implementation on flight vehicles having low ofAdaptive Control", New York Academic Press.
and/or no physical redundancy. To this end standard 15. Narendra, K.S., Partasarathy, K., 1990, "Identification
gradient-based neural networks were considered and and Control of Dynamical Systems Using Neural
adapted to the above constraints. Networks", IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks,

Vol. 1, No. 1.
Current research is addressing the improvement of the 16. Naylor, S.M., 1994, "On-Line Learning Non-Linear
hardware used for parallel processing of the methods, Neural Controllers for Restructurable Flight Control
using DSP boards much faster than the transputer Systems", Master Thesis, West Virginia University,
technology described in the paper. Finally, the general Morgantown, WV, USA.
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Networks in Sensor Failure Detection, Identification and
Accommodation in a System Without Sensor
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